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PREFACE
TO THE SECOND VOLUME.

The subject-matter of this second volume differing very

greatly from that of the first, a few words with regard to the

manner in which I have treated it seem to be necessary.
The reader will observe that in the Chapter dealing with

Virtual Work, I have ventured to reject the term ' Generalised

Component of Force,' and to replace it by the term ' Work
Coefficient,' the former term being, to my mind, open to the

objection of conveying an erroneous idea with regard to the

nature of the thing defined.

In the Chapter on Attractions the great objept which I

have constantly kept in view has been the fixing of a definite-

ness of idea in the mind of the student with regard to the

various physical magnitudes which are represented by
symbols in our equations. To this end, I have explicitly

adopted the C. G. S. system, and I have introduced a suffi-

cient number of numerical illustrations in which Forces and

Potentials are definitely presented as so many Dynes and
so many Ergs per gramme. The C. G. S. system stands

pre-eminent for its extreme simplicity; and when once the

student of Mathematical Physics learns how to make a real

working use of its units to recognise, without mental effort

and as a mere matter of coarse, that his symbol, p, for

volume-density always means so many grammes per cubic

centimetre ; that his symbol, X, for force-intensity means so

many dynes per gramme ;
and so on he will never

experience any difficulty in altering the values of funda-

mental numerical constants to suit the units of mass, time,

and length which are adopted in any other system. In the

calculation of Attractions and especially in the domains of

Electricity and Magnetism the ever present notion of a

concrete reality corresponding to every algebraic symbol is of

immense importance. Indeed, without this definiteness of

idea, no knowledge of the slightest value can exist.

The result of perpetually fixing the mind on mere symbols
and repelling the natural realities for which they stand is to
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produce in the mind a crystallisation of ignorance ;
and it is

to prevent this that I have so persistently kept before the

student the gramme, the dyne, the erg, &c.

Hence in this Chapter Poisson's equation always appears
in the form V 2V= 4 7ryp, in which y is the C.G.S. constant

of gravitation viz. about . and a familiarity

with its value gives the student a useful idea with regard to

the nature of gravitation.
In this Chapter I have also ventured to introduce the

term 'Laplacian' with reference to those remarkable coeffi-

cients which occur in the development of the reciprocal of the

distance between two points. The general term '

Spherical
Harmonic

'

is, of course, retained
;
but it seems to me that the

name of Laplace ought to be explicitly connected with the

branch of Mathematical Physics which he did so much to

develop, and which has now become of such great import-
ance. The pure mathematicians having their 'Jacobians,'

'Hessians,' 'Cayleyans,' &c, the term 'Laplacian' is surely

justified.
GEORGE M. MINCHIN.

R. I. E. College, Cooper's Hill,

February, 1886.

A new edition of the Second Volume was called for in the

summer of 1888. It is to a very great extent a reprint of the

previous edition
;
but it treats much more fully of Conical

Angles, contains new Articles on Line- and Surface-Integrals

and Magnetic Shells; and, finally, an improvement in the

method of treating some questions of Strain and Stress, for

which I am indebted to Professor Williamson, F.T.C.D. It is

satisfactory to know that the introduction of the gravitation

constant has met with high approval, and has found explicit

recognition in some recent papers by able writers.

G. M. M.
Cooper's Hill, October, 1888.
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ERRATA.

IN VOL. I. (3rd Ed.)

P. 30, line 6, for m read n.

P. 59, ex. 19, for Q tan o read Q cot a.

P. 67, line 18, for (-X) read (0-X).

P. 91, line 6, /or 74 read 75.

In the example in p. 115 the value of G should be 376 kilogramme-decimetres.

Alter the result accordingly.

P. 130, line 12, for /32Y read /32X.

P. 135, line 12, for /32 read 3 .

P. 160, line 12, /or matter read manner.

P. 170, line 20, for w co read 01 w.

IN VOL. II.
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a3 -a'3
,

c3 -a' 3

P. 299, line 9, /or
- read

The following corrections in Vol. II. were kindly communicated by Professor

Hoover, Ohio University, after the sheets had gone to press :

P. 271, in Ex. 12, omit the term 1 within the brackets { }.

P. 281, line 19, for sin 6 read cos 0.
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P. 357. eq- (0)> for dp read a>'.

P. 366, line 19, for .2 read p-

P. 370, lines 3 and 5, /or F read aY9 .
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2 NON-COPLANAK FORCES. [199.

and if 2X, 2 J", 2Z denote the sums of the components along
the axes, we shall have

2X = P
1 COSa1 +P2 COSa 2 +...-fPn COSan ,

)

2r=P
1 cos/31 +P2 cos/32 +....+Pcos/3n ,

I (1)

2Z P
1 cosy1 +P2 cosy2+ ...+Pcosy, J

and the whole system of forces will be replaced by the three

forces, 2X, 2F, and 2Z along the axes of x, y, and z. But

the resultant of three forces in these directions is the diagonal

of the parallelopiped determined by them. Hence, B being the

magnitude of this resultant,

R = V(2Xf + (2ry+(2Z)
2

, (2)

and if 9, </>, \^, be the direction-angles of R,

. 2X ,27 ,
2Z

'

cos 6 = =r- } cos <b = -~ > cos \b = -^- ( 3)
it K K

199.] Graphic Representations of the Resultant. Since

the resultant of any two forces, OA and OB, acting at is

obtained by drawing from A a line, Ab, parallel and equal to

OB, and joining to b, it follows that if a particle is acted on

by n forces, OAx ,
0A

2 ,
OAz , ... OAn , the resultant is obtained in

magnitude and direction by drawing Ax
a
2 parallel and equal to

OA
2 ,

a
2
az parallel and equal to OA3 , ... _! parallel and equal

to OAn , and joining to an ; or, in other words, the side Oan
which closes the polygon OA1 a2 a3 ... an represents the resultant

in magnitude and direction. When the sides of the polygon
are not all coplanar, the figure is called a gauche polygon. Thus

the second graphic representation of the resultant of a system of

coplanar forces, which has been given in p. 19, vol. i, is equally

applicable to non-coplanar forces. Hence, of course, it follows

that a particle acted on by any set of forces which are parallel

and proportional to the sides of a gauche polygon taken in order

is at rest.

Again, since by the parallelogram of forces, the resultant of

OA
1 and OA

2 is 2 . Og2 ,
where g1

is the middle point of A
x
A

2 ;

and since the resultant of 2 Og1
and OA3 is 3 Og2 , where g2 is

determined exactly as in Art. 23, it follows that Leibnitz's graphic

representation of the resultant is applicable to non-coplanar forces.

This result follows also analytically; for if (xx , yx , z^),

(z2 ,y2 , z2\ ...(, yn ,
zn) be the co-ordinates of the extremities
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Alt
A2 , ... An of the forces acting on the particle, it is clear that

2X= x
1 4- x2+ . . . + xn = 2a? = n . x,

27=^+^2+...+^ = 2^ -n.y,
2Z = z

1 + z2 +...+zn 1z=.n.z\
where x, y, z are the co-ordinates of G, the centre of mass of

equal masses placed at the extremities of the forces. Hence by

equations (1) of Art. 198,

R = n . OG,

% V z
and cos -p^ > cos

<f>
= -~-

, cos \lr = -^777 >

Ubr Ubr UCr

which show that the resultant is represented in magnitude and

direction by n . OG.

200.] Transformation of Couples. To what has been given
in Chapter V on the transformation of couples it is necessary

to add a few propositions relating to couples in different planes.

(a) A couple acting on a rigid body may be transferred to any

plane parallel to its own.

Let AB (Fig. 229) be the arm of a couple (P, P) and let A'&
be any line parallel and equal to AB. At A' introduce two equal
and opposite forces, P and P/

,

parallel to AP, and at B introduce

the same forces. The introduction
A'

iP

of these forces will not disturb the P| .r '.:><-- ,,

state of the body. Draw AB? I-
" ^B

and A'B, which will bisect each

other at 0. Then the force P _.

at A and the force P/
at B' will

give a resultant equal to 2P at
;
and P at B and P' at A'

will give a resultant equal and opposite to this at the same point.

Hence there remain the forces P at A! and P at B/

;
that is, the

couple (P} P) with arm AB has been moved to any plane parallel

to its own.

From Chapter V it is now clear that the only essential

properties of a couple are (l) the constancy of its moment and

(2) the direction of its plane ; or, in other words, the comtaiiey

of the magnitude and direction of its axis
;
the actual position of

the axis in space is of no consequence, but only its direction
;
two

couples whose axes are of equal length and in the same direction

are absolutely identical.

B 2
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Hence the axis of a couple is what is called a vector, or directed

line of constant magnitude but not localised and we shall

always, as in the representation of forces, suppose the axis to be

marked by an arrow-head.

(/3)
Convention with regard to the sense of the axis of a couple.

The following convention for representing the magnitude and

sense of the moment of a couple by means of an axis is adopted

by common consent for the purpose of enabling us to compound
and resolve couples in any planes : Hold a watch with its

plane parallel to the plane of the couple. Then, according

as the motion of the hands is contrary to, or along with, the

sense in which the couple tends to produce rotation, draw the

axis of the couple through the face or through the back of the

watch.

(y) Two couples result in a single couple whose axis is found

from the axes of the component couples by the parallelogram

law.

Let the planes of the couples intersect in the line AB (Fig. 230)
and the arm of each be made AB, by moving each couple in its

own plane, and then suitably

altering the forces of each

couple (Art. 79, Chap. V).
Let P, P be forces of one

couple, and Q, Q those of the

other. At B draw * Bp per-

pendicular to the plane PABP
and proportional to the mo-

_,. ment ofthe couple (P,P). We
may evidently take Bp = P,

since the couples have a common arm. Draw Bq perpendicular
to the plane QABQ and equal to Q.

Now evidently the forces P and Q at B compound a resultant,

R, equal and parallel to the resultant of P and Q at A. Hence
the two couples compound a single couple.

Again, draw Br perpendicular to the plane RABR and equal
to R. Bp, Bq, and Br are then the axes of the couples (P, P),

(Q> Q)j and (R, R). But it is manifest that the figure Bprq is

*
According to the convention (/3) the couples in this figure are both negative,

and the axes Bp and Bq should be drawn downwards. This inaccuracy in the

figure was detected too late for correction.
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merely the figure BPRQ turned round in its own plane through
a right angle. Hence Br is the diagonal of the parallelogram
determined by the axes of the component couples.

Conversely, any couple may be resolved into two couples whose

axes are determined from the axis of the given couple by the

parallelogram law
; and, as in the case of forces acting at a

point, any couple may be resolved into three couples whose axes

are determined from the axis of the given couple by the parallelo-

piped law. All this follows as in Art. 198.

It is well to remark that the axis of a couple represents the

moment of the forces of the couple round any line in space parallel

to the axis.

(8) To find the resultant of any number of couples acting in

any planes on a rigid body.

Let the axes of the couples be all drawn, each in its proper
sense according to the rule (/3), at the same point, (Fig. 228),

and let each axis be resolved into three components along

rectangular axes Ox, Oy, Oz, drawn through 0. Let L = the

sum of the axes in the direction Ox
; then L is the axis of the

component of the resultant couple in the plane yz. Let M and

N be the sums of the axes in the directions Oy and Oz, re-

spectively. Then, if G is the resultant axis,

G = VL2 +M2 +N2
, (1)

and if A, /x, v are the direction angles of G,

s
L M N ,-.C0sA =
-p7> COS/X = -^' 008 1/ =

-^-
j (2)

equations which are exactly analogous to (2) and (3) of Art. 198.

The axes of couples are, therefore, compounded and resolved in

the same manner as forces. There is this difference between

forces and couples, that, while any number of couples in any

planes whatever always result in a single couple, any number of

forces cannot, in general, be replaced by a single force, and this

difference results from the vectorial nature of the axis of a

couple.

() A force and a couple acting on a rigid body cannot

produce equilibrium.

For, let the couple be so transferred that one of its forces, P,

acts at a point on the line of action of the force, R. Then It
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and P at this point compound a single force which, in general,

does not intersect the other force of the couple. Therefore, &c.

A force and a couple acting" in the same plane are, of course,

equivalent to a single force.

201.] Virtual Work of a Couple. Let a couple act on a

rigid body which receives, or is imagined to receive, any small

displacement whatever. It is required to find the work done

by the couple in the displacement.

It will be shown subsequently that any displacement of the

body may be produced by a motion of translation which is

the same for all its points, accompanied by a motion of rotation

round an axis through an angle which is the same for all its

points.

Now since the forces of the couple are equal and in opposite

senses, it is obvious that the sum of their works in any motion

of translation is zero.

Again, resolve the motion of rotation into one round an axis

perpendicular to the plane of the given couple, and one round

an axis in the plane of the couple. It is obvious that the latter

displacement will not be productive of work done by the couple,

since the forces constituting it may be supposed to act at the

points in which they intersect the axis of this component
rotation.

There remains only the rotation round an axis perpendicular

to the plane of the couple. Suppose (Fig. 88, Art. 79) to

be the point in which this axis intersects the plane of the

couple, and let hd be the angular rotation round the axis,

measured in the sense of the rotation of the couple. Then the

displacements of m and n are Om x 8 and Onxbd, respectively,

so that the work done by the forces is P (Om .Sd+On.bd), i.e.,

P.h.hd, or G.b0,

where G
(
= P. h) = the moment of the couple.

202.] Theorem. A force acting on a rigid body in a given right

line can always be replaced by an equal force acting at any chosen

point together with a couple.

Let a force P (Fig. 331) act at a point A, and let be the

chosen point. At introduce two forces, P and P/
, opposite

to each other and each equal and parallel to P. Then P at

A and F at may be taken to constitute a couple whose
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moment is Pp, p being- the perpendicular from on the line

of action of P at A. There remains, then, the force P at ;

and this force together with the couple

may replace P at A.

Let the axis of this couple be drawn

at
;

let x, y, z be the co-ordinates of

A with respect to a rectangular system
of axes drawn through ;

and let a, 0, y
be the angles which the dmction of P
makes with the axes oix,y, g, respectively.

Fig. 331.

The direction-cosines of OA are -
r

y z
> >

r r
where OA = r, and

it is easy to prove that the direction-cosines of the axis of the

couple (which is at once at right angles to OA and to P) are

^cosy .zcos/3 z cos a a? cosy x cos y cos a
, .

P P P
Hence, the axis of the couple being equal to Pp, the projections

of the axis on the axes of x, y, and z are

P (y cos y z cos 0),
P (z cos a x cos

y), P (x cos y cos a) ;

but it is clear from (y), Art. 200, that these are the axes of the

component couples in the planes yz, zx, and xy, into which the

couple Pp can be resolved. Putting Pcosa = X, Pcos = Y,

P cos y = i/, we see that the three couples are

Zy-Yz, Xz-Zx, Yx-Xy. (1)

The force P at may also be replaced by its three components,

X, T, Z.

There is another way in which the

reduction is sometimes effected.

Let P at A be resolved into its three

components, X, Y, Z, let the line of

Z meet the plane (xy) in T
S
and let

Z at A be transferred to JV. Let fall

Nn perpendicular to Ox; at n introduce

two opposite forces Z" and Z'"
,

each

equal and parallel to Z\ and at in-

troduce two opposite forces, Z and Z',

each equal and parallel to Z. Now the

senses of positive rotation in the planes

xy, yz, zx being those indicated by the arrows, the forces Z at N
and Z"' at n form a couple whose moment is

Zy parallel to plane yz ;

(2)
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and the forces Z' at and Z" at n form a couple whose moment iB

Zx parallel to the plane zx
;

and in addition to these there is the force Z at 0.

Similarly, the forceX at A can be replaced byX at together with

two couples, Xz and Xy, parallel to the planes zx and xy, respect-

ively; and the force Y at A can be replaced by Y at O together
with the couples Yx and Yz parallel to the planes xy and yz.

Hence P at A is replaced by the forces X, Y, Z at and the

couples ZyYz, Xz Zx, and Yx Xy, parallel to the planes yz,

zx, and xy, respectively.

203.] Parallel Forces. Suppose a rigid body to be acted on

by any number of parallel forces applied at given points in the

body. Take any origin, 0, of co-ordinates, and through it draw

three rectangular axes, that of z being parallel to the common
direction of the forces. Then the force P

x , acting at [xx , yx ,
z
x )

may be replaced, as in last Art., by
P

x
at along Oz,

and the couples P
x yx and P

x
x
x

parallel to the planes yz and zx.

Replacing each force in this manner, the whole system will be

equivalent to a force

P
1 +P2+ ...+Pn , or 2Pat 0,

together with the couple

P
xyx +P2 y2 + ...+Pyn ,

or 2Py,

parallel to the plane yz, and the couple

parallel to the plane zx.

These two couples compound a single

couple whose axis is found by drawing
OL = ~2Py, on any scale, and OM (in

mR the negative sense of the axis of

y) 2 Px, on the same scale, and

completing the parallelogram OLGM

A^/
U~ y

(Fig. 233). If OG, the diagonal, is

G / L denoted by G,

k G= V{2Pxf+ (^Pyf
F%- 2 33. and P = 2P,

R being the resultant force.

204.] Centre of Parallel Forces. Since the resultant of two
parallel forces, Px and P2 , acting at the points Ax and A2 divides

M
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the line AX
A

2
in a point g such that ~- ~

> and since, by

elementary geometry (see Art. 84), the distance of g from any

plane = ^ ^-^ > where x
x
and x

2 are the distances of A
x

and ^
2
from this plane, it follows, by repeating* this construction,

that the distances, x, y, z, of the centre ofparallelforces from the

planes yz, zx, and xy are given by the equations

__2Pa? -_^y ^_^Pz

205.] Conditions of Equilibrium of a System of Parallel

Forces. A system of parallel forces has been reduced (Art. 203)
to a single force, R, and a single couple, G. Now since these

cannot in combination produce equilibrium (e,
Art. 200), we must

have R = 0, and G = 0, separately.

Since G cannot be = unless 2P# = and 2Py = 0, the con-

ditions of equilibrium are

.8 = 0, (l)

2Px = 0, 2Py = 0. (2)

Dep. The moment of a force with respect to a plane to

which it is parallel is the product of the force and its perpen-
dicular distance from the plane.

Hence for the equilibrium of parallel forces The mm of the

forces must vanish, and the sum of their moments with respect to

every plane parallel to them must also vanish.

Examples.

1. A heavy triangular table, ABC, is supported horizontally on

three vertical props at the vertices
; prove that the pressures on the

props are equal.
Let P, Q, Ji be the pressures at A, B, C, and let a vertical plane

through A and the centre of gravity of the table cut the side BC in a,

its middle point. For equilibrium the sum of the moments of the

forces P, Q, R, and W (the weight of the table) with respect to this

plane must = 0. But the moments of P and W are each = 0, siuce

these forces lie in the plane. Hence the moments of Q and R are

equal and opposite. Now the distance of Q from the plane =Ba.
sin AaB, and the distance of B = Ca.sin AaC

\
and since Ba = Ca,

these distances are equal. Therefore Q = R; and similarly it can be

shown that R = P
; therefore, &c.
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2. A heavy triangular plate hangs in a horizontal plane by means
of three vertical strings attached to its vertices

;
at what point in its

area must a given weight be placed so that the system of strings may
be least likely to break 1

Ans. At the centre of gravity of the board. For if W = the

weight of the board and P the sustained weight, we have

P + Q +E=W+P,
or the sum of the tensions is constant, wherever P is placed. Hence
if any one is less than (W+P), some other must be greater than

this value. It is evident, therefore, that the best arrangement makes
each tension = ^ (W+P); but this happens (as proved in last

example) when P is placed at the centre of gravity.

3. A heavy elliptic cylinder is sustained in a vertical position by
three props applied at three points on the circumference of its base ;

how should the props be placed in order that the cylinder may be

least likely to be upset 1

Let the base of the cylinder have any form, ABC(F\g. 234), and let

G be the projection of its centre of gravity on the plane of the base.

Then, if the props are applied at A, B, and C,

c the perpendiculars from G on the sides of the

^<7\ -\ triangle ABC must be all equal when the

js // \ \ equilibrium is most stable. For, suppose that

f // -G \ / the cylinder is about to be upset round the

{.''/ V/ line AB; then the moment of the force re-
D \Zl- ^--^^b quired to upset it is W.j>, where W is the

A
weight of the cylinder andp the perpendicular

Fig. 234. from G on AB. Again, suppose that the

cylinder is about to be upset about AC
;

then the moment of the force required to upset it is W. q, where

q is the perpendicular from G on AC. Hence Up and q are unequal,

advantage will be gained by increasing the smaller of them, even

though the greater must be consequently diminished
;
and it follows

that the maximum advantage is gained when p and q are equal.
In the same way it can be shown that the perpendicular from G on
BC must, in the most advantageous case, be equal to that from G
on AB; and therefore the perpendiculars from G on the sides ABC
must be all equal.

Hence the problem amounts to inscribing in a given curve a

triangle on the sides of which the perpendiculars from a given point
shall be equal. In the particular case in which the base is an ellipse,

we have to find a circle concentric with the ellipse, such that a

triangle circumscribed to the circle shall be inscribed in the ellipse.

Now (Salmon's Conic Sections, p. 330, 5th edition), let the ellipse

x v2

have for equation +^1=0, and the circle x*+y
2 r2 =

;

then the discriminant ofkW+ y* r2) +% +~- 1 = is
v '

a* (r
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and the required condition being
2 = 4^.') we have two values

for r, namely, r, = s ;
and r = The first value alone isJ x a + b

2 ab

admissible, because r>&, and the circle in this case either cutsab
the ellipse or entirely encloses it.

Since an infinite number of triangles can be inscribed in the ellipse

and circumscribed to the circle of radius (Salmon, ibid.), the

problem is capable of an infinite number of solutions. It is easy to

see that in the cases in which it is possible to have a real system of

in- and circum- scribed triangles for the ellipse and the circle of radius

-, the centre of the ellipse is outside the area of the triangle.

This circle is, therefore, irrelevant to our question.

4. A heavy square board, ABCD, of uniform thickness, is hung by
three vertical strings, one of which is attached to a corner, A, of the

board. The plane of the board being horizontal, find the points,
E and F, in the area to which the other two strings should be

attached in order that it may be most difficult to overturn the board

by placing a weight anywhere on it.

It is evident that advantage is gained by taking the points E and
F on the edges of the board.

Assume AE to be the direction of the line joining the points of

application of two of the strings, and suppose that a weight, P, placed
somewhere in the area ABE is on the point of overturning the board

about the line AE. Then the tension of the string at F=
;
and if

W is the weight of the board, acting at G, the weight P required to

upset it is distance of G from AEW X ;

distance of P from AE
Hence the greater the distance of P from AE, the less the requisite
value of P, or, in other words, the more easily will the board be upset.
It is evident, therefore, that the applied weight should be placed at B ;

and in the same way, if the board is to be upset round the lines AF
and FE, the applied weights should be placed at the corners D and C,

respectively.

Again, in the arrangement of greatest advantage, the board is

upset with equal ease round each of the lines AE, AF, and FE. For,
if it be more easily upset round one of these lines than round another,

advantage will be gained by making it a little more stable with

regard to the first. Hence, since the weights placed at B, D, and C
are all equal, we have
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distance of G from AE _ distance ofG from AF_ distance of G from EF
distance of B from AE distance ofD from AF distance of C from EF
The angles EAB and FAD are, therefore, equal, and each

= tan"1

(>/2-l).

5. A heavy elliptic table is supported on three vertical props ;
how

must they be placed so that it may be most difficult to upset the table

by placing a weight on it ?

Ans. The props must be placed at three points, A, B, G, on the

circumference of the ellipse ; and if y is the eccentric angle of C, that

of B is tt + y, and that of A is
|-

it + y. The weight which, most

advantageously applied, will then just upset the table is half its own

weight.
This may be seen as follows. Assuming any line in the area as the

line joining two props, the least weight that will be required to upset
the table must be placed at the point of contact of a tangent parallel

to the assumed line, since the weight will have maximum leverage at

this point. Also, it must be equally easy to upset the table round

the three lines AB, BC, CA
; that is, the requisite weights placed at

C, A'
,
B'

,
the points of contact of the tangents, must be all equal.

If, then, x, y, z be the perpendiculars from the centre on the lines

BC, CA, AB, and P, Q,R the perpendiculars on the parallel tangents,

_ _1_
we must have

P-x Q-y P-z'
or if a, /3, y be the eccentric angles of A, B, C,

a/3 fiy ay
cos - cos cos -

2 2 2

a ft /3 y a y
1 cos 1 cos ~ 1+cos

2 2 2

a negative sign being used in the last, since (y, /3, a being in ascend-

Q -y err O

ing order of magnitude) is evidently > - . Hence /3
= - ir+ y,a ma

4 . x
a = -ir+ y; and the weight required to upset the table = W =

3 P x

or \.W. Any one position of C is, therefore, as good as any other ;

and if C is made the extremity of either axis, the line AB is parallel
to the other at a distance equal to \ of the first axis from it.

6. A rectangular board is held with its plane horizontal by three

vertical strings attached to three of its corners
;
find the point in its

area at which a weight must be placed so that the tensions of the

strings shall be given multiples of the weight of the board.

Ans. Let W be the weight of the board; let the strings be

applied at the corners A, B, C; let AC = 2a, AB = 2b; and let the

tensions of the strings at A, B, C be IW, mW, nW, respectively,
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Then the weight must he placed at a point whose distances from AB
andilCare 2n_ x 2m_ 1

.a andl+m+n1 l+m+n1
The magnitude of the weight is, of course, (l+m + n 1) W.

7. A uniform circular lamina is placed with its centre upon a

prop ;
find at what points on its circumference three weights, wlt

w
2 ,

ws ,
must be placed that it may remain at rest in a horizontal position

(Walton's Mechanical Problems, p. 73).

Am. The angles which the weights subtend in pairs at the centre

of the lamina are the supplements of the angles of a triangle whose
sides are proportional to the weights.

206.] Keduction of a System of Forces acting in any
manner on a Rigid Body. Let any origin, (Fig. 232), be

assumed arbitrarily, and let any system of rectangular axes, Ox,

Oy, and Oz, be drawn through it. If, then, forces P
x , P2 ,

P3 ,...

act on the body at points whose co-ordinates are (xv yx ,
z
x),

(#2' y<2.i
z^ (^3 ^3' SaV*" eack f rce can be replaced by three

components acting at along the axes, together with three

couples whose axes coincide with the co-ordinate axes. The
force Pv for example, is equivalent to Xv Y

x ,
Z

x at and three

couples, $1 '

Y\*\t Xx
z
x
Z

x
x
x ,

and Y
x
x
x
X

xyx . Adding the

components of the forces, and also the axes of the couples, in the

directions Ox, Oy, and Oz, the whole system of forces is equiva-

lent to the force 2X along Ox,

27 Oy,

and 1Z Oz;

and the system of couples is equivalent to

the couple 2 {Zy Yz), or L, in the plane yz,

1(Xz Zx), or M, zx,

and 2 (Yx Xy), or N, xy.

(Of course the axes of L, M, N are drawn along the axes of

x, y, and z, respectively.)

Hence if R be the magnitude of the resultant of translation,

B= V^Xf +^Yf + ^Zf;
and if G be the magnitude of the resultant couple,
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2 Y "2,Y ^ Z
The direction-cosines of R are -5- , s 1 and -~-

; and those
r i^r -\7 -K ft KL M , N

01 u are -77 > -77 and ~
Cr Cr Cr

Thus, ay system offorces acting on a rigid body can be replaced

by a single resultant force acting at an arbitrary origin, the magni-

tude and direction of this force being the same for all origins, and a

single resultant couple the magnitude and direction of whose axis

are both dependent on the origin chosen.

It has been already remarked (Art. 200) that G is not only
the axis of the resultant couple (corresponding" to a resultant

force acting at 0), but also the sum of the moments of the

forces about a line at drawn in the direction of G
;
and since

the axes of couples have been proved to follow the parallelopiped

and parallelogram laws, it follows that the sum of the moments
of the forces about this line is greater than the sum of their

moments about any other line at
;
and also that the sum of

the moments of the forces about any other line through is the

resolved part of G in the direction of this line.

Remark. The magnitude and direction of G are constant at

all points along the same right line parallel to R. For R may
be supposed to act at any point in this line, and the vector G

may be moved parallel to itself to the point at which R is

supposed to act. The axis G is called the axis of principal

moment at 0.

207.] Moment of a Force round any Line. Let a force of

given magnitude act in a given direction at a given point A,

and let its moment be required about a given right line passing

through a given point P. With reference to any three rect-

angular axes, let (x, y, z) be the co-ordinates of A ;
let (, 77, ()

be those of P
;
and let (X, Y, Z) be the components of the force.

Then the moment of the force round a line through A parallel

to the axis of a? is
Z(y-rj)-Y(z- Q,

while its moments round the lines through A parallel to the

axes of y and z are, respectively,

X(z-C)-Z(x-)zna Y{x-)-X(y-n).

Denote these component moments by Ly M, N, respectively.

Then, if the line through A about which the total moment is
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required makes angles whose direction-cosines with the axes of

reference are I, m, n, the required moment is

IL +mM+ nN.

208.] Poinsot's Central Axis. Any system of forces acting
on a rigid body has been proved to be equivalent to a single
resultant force, R, acting at an arbitrary origin, 0, and a single
resultant couple, G. Let <f> be the angle between R and G

} and
resolve G into two components, OK and On (Fig. 235) along and

perpendicular to R, respectively. On, is the axis of a couple in

the plane ROx, perpendicular to On.

Now let each force of this couple be

made equal to R, and the arm, OP *,

On
is consequently equal to -k- ;

that is,

Gsin<f>OP R
Fig- 235.One of these forces may be applied

at to destroy the resultant, R, at

this point, and there finally remains a resultant force, R, at P
along PT (parallel to OR), together with a couple whose axis

is OK, or G cos
</>. Denoting OK by K, we have then

K = G cos
<J>. (2)

The axis OK may, of course, be drawn at P along PT [(a),

Art. 200].

Hence the whole system offorces is equivalent to a resultantforce

equal to R acting along the line PT and a couple in a plane per-

pendicular to this line.

The line PT thus determined is called Poinsot's Central Axis.

To construct Poinsot's Central Axis for any system of forces

Reduce the forces to a resultant force, OR, acting at any origin, 0,

and a couple whose axis is OG; then on a line perpendicular to

the plane of OR and OG measure off a length, OPf, equal to

^-> where <p is the angle between OR and OG. A line through

the point P parallel to OR is the required Central Axis.

* The point P should be represented on the production of the line xO through
0, according to the convention of Art. 200. The inaccuracy in the figure was
detected too late for correction.

f The sense of OP is determined by the convention of Art. 200.
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209.] Theorem. A given system of forces has but one Central

Axis.

This important proposition may be proved ex absurdo thus :

Whatever origin be chosen, the resultant force acting at it is

constant both in magnitude and in direction. Now, if it be

possible, let the system of forces be equivalent to a resultant R
acting at and a couple whose axis is OK, and also to a re-

sultant force R acting at (X and a couple whose axis is O'K', the

lines OK and O'K' being, of course, in the direction of R. Then
it is evident that the force R at and the couple OK should

equilibrate the reversed force R and reversed couple O'K', at (/.

But the couples give a single couple, OK<^<0'K', and the forces

give also a couple which, being in a plane perpendicular to the

first couple, cannot with it produce equilibrium. Therefore, &c.

Since this axis is unique, equation (2) of the last Article shows

that for all origins the quantity G cos <, or the projection of the

axis of the resultant couple along the direction of the resultant force
is constant, and equal to Poinsofs moment.

210.] Theorem. The sum of the moments of the forces

round Poinsot's Axis is less than the sum of their moments

round any other axis of principal moment. This is, of course,

evident from what has just been said. The deduction of the

axis of principal moment at any point from Poinsot's may,
however, for clearness, be specially exhibited.

Let Oz (Fig. 236) be Poinsot's Axis and OK
(
= K) the

moment of the forces round it. Let (/ be any point in the

body, and let it be proposed to find the

principal moment at this point; (70 is

a line drawn through 0' perpendicular
to Poinsot's Axis. At 0* introduce two

equal and opposite forces, O'R and O'K,
each = R. Then OR and O'R' form a

couple, whose axis, O'n, is perpendicular
to the plane ROO'R! and equal to

R . 00'. Transfer the axis OK to OK'

(Art. 200), and draw the diagonal, O'G,

p.. 6
of the rectangle determined by O'n and

O'K'. Then 0'G{= G) is the axis of

principal moment at Cf, and it is evidently >0'K'. Hence
Poinsot's is the least principal moment.
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211.] Definition of a Wrench It has just been shown that

any given system of forces acting* on a rigid body can be reduced

to a single force, R, and a single couple, K, such that the axis of

the couple is coincident with the line of action of the force, and

that this reduction, for the given force system, is unique.
A force acting along a line and a couple whose axis coincides

with this line constitute together what is called a wrench.

The ratio of the moment of the couple, K, to the magnitude
of the force, R, is evidently a linear magnitude, and is called

pitch.

The right line about which the wrench takes place, when

contemplated in conjunction with the pitch, is called a screw.

Thus, then, a screw is a definite right line in space associated

with a definite pitch. ,

The right line itself about which the wrench takes place the

axis of the wrench may be denoted by the symbol a, and the

pitch associated with it may be denoted by the symbol pa . It is

evident that the complete determination of a screw (pitch in-

cluded) requires five constants, since the axis may be determined

by two equations of the forms

x = az + m, y = bz + n,

which involve the four constants a, m, 6, n; while the pitch is

specified by another constant.

"When the force and the axis of the couple this latter drawn

according to the convention of Art. 200 are in the same sense

along the axis of the wrench, the pitch is positive ;
when they

are in opposite senses, it is negative.
The force which acts in a wrench is called by Sir R. Ball

the intensify of the wrench.

A force alone may be regarded as a wrench of zero pitch.

A couple alone may be regarded as a wrench of infinite pitch.

212.] Wrench of Two Forces. Let it be required to find

the wrench of which two forces, P and Q, represented in magni-
tudes and lines of action by the two non-intersecting lines AP
and BQ (Fig. 237), are equivalent.

Let AB be the shortest distance between the lines of action of

the two given forces, and denote the length AB by h.

Then, following the rule of Art. 208, reduce the forces to a

resultant acting at A together with a couple, by introducing two

forces, Aa and Ac/, equal, opposite, and parallel to Q. Com-
vol. 11. c
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pounding AP and Aq, we get Ar = R = resultant force
;
and

drawing
1

,
in the sense determined by the convention of Art. 200,

An to represent Q x h, the moment of the couple (BQ, Aq'),

the force and couple for the

origin A are Ar and An. If

(on AB) is any point on

AB, the couple correspond-

ing to it is got by combining
with An the axis Am which

represents RxAO, this line

Am being perpendicular to

Ar and in the plane of the

lines An, AP, Aq ; and if is

Poinsot's origin, the result-

ant, Ac, of An and Am coin-

cides in direction with Ar.

cos Anc =

Now since Acn is a right angle,

en _ RxAO
An~ Qxh

But Z Anc = L qAr ; .*. Q x cos Anc = J^,

where ^ is the foot of the perpendicular from q on Ar. Hence

AO_Ag
A
~

Ar'

AO _ Ag _ projection of Q along R g

05 $r projection of P along i2

BO that Poinsofs origin divides the shortest distance between P and

Q inversely as the orthogonal projections of these forces along the

direction of their resultant of translation. Or, again, may be

determined by drawing from g the line g parallel to the line rB.

The wrench to which P and Q are equivalent is represented in

the figure by (OR, OK).

213.] Two Intersecting Rectangular Screws. Suppose OX
(Fig. 238) to be the axis of a wrench the force in which is

represented by the length OX (=X), and the moment of the

couple by 031. Ifjox is the pitch of this screw, the moment of

the couple is n X

Also, let OY and OL represent the force and couple in another

wrench intersecting OX at right angles, and let pv be the pitch

of this second screw.
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It is required to find the resultant wrench to which these two
wrenches are equivalent.

Replace the forces X and Y by their resultant, OD; and
also resolve the moments,
OM and OL, into compo-
nents along and perpendicu-
lar to OD.

If6 denotes the angle DOX,
we shall have along OD a

moment, Oa + Oc, equal to

px .X cos 6 +pv .Yan 9; or if

OD P, we have along OD

P(px .cos
26+pv.sm

2
0).

>Y

X D
Fig. 238.

Perpendicular to OD, the resultant moment is Ob Od, or

P (ppx)
sin 6 cos 6.

Now a force OD (= P) and a couple whose axis, ObOd, is

perpendicular to it are equivalent to a force equal and parallel

to OD at a distance, OA, from OD, along the perpendicular to

the plane of OD and the axis of the couple, such that

PxOA-Ob-Od-P (py px)
sin cos 6

;

/. OA = (pv px) sin cos 0. (l)

Hence the two given wrenches are equivalent to the wrench

consisting of the force P at A and the couple whose axis

AV P (px . cos 2
0+j . sin 2

6) ; so that if p d denotes the pitch

of the resultant screw,

pe =px .cos
2 6 +j0.sin

2
6. (2)

The whole process may, of course, be reversed
;

i.e. starting

with the single wrench about the screw AP, we may resolve it

in an infinite number of ways into a pair of wrenches about two

intersecting rectangular screws. The positions ofthese screws may
be assigned by the distance OA and the angle 6

;
and when this is

done, the component pitches,^ and^, are given by (1) and (2).

214.] The Cylindroid. Given, two intersecting rectangular

screws, it is required to find the locus of all screws which result

from wrenches of any variable intensities about these two given

screws. That is, given two right lines, OX and OY, and two

linear constants, pt and pv , associated with them, if a wrench in

which the force is X and the couple px .X act about OX, the

magnitude X being anything whatever ;
and if a wrench in

c 2
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which the force is Y and the couple py
. Y act about Y, the

magnitude Y being* also anything whatever
;
find what surface

is traced out by the axis of the resultant wrench, as X and Y are

separately or simultaneously varied in any manner.

Taking OX and OY (Fig. 238) as axes of x and y, and OA,

their common perpendicular, as axis of z, the equations of AP
are obviously

* = {Py Px) sin cos 0, (
1
)

y x tan 0, (2)

the angle depending on the magnitudes X and Y,

Hence, whatever may be, we have

z (x
2 +y2

)
-

(py-px) xy = 0, (a)

which is the equation of the surface traced out by the line AP
as X and Y are varied. This surface is called the Cylindroid.

215.] To construct the Cylindroid. Easy methods of con-

structing the cylindroid at once present themselves. It is

sufficient to give one. Taking
two rectangular axes, Ox and

Oy, and a perpendicular, Oz,

to them, we are to imagine a

right line which begins by

lying along Ox to travel up

along Oz, while it always
remains parallel to the plane

xy and rotates round Oz, the

angle, 0, through which it has

rotated, and the corresponding

distance, z, through which it

has risen being connected by

equation (1) of last Article.

Let PM (Fig. 239) be any
position of the moving line,

its projection on the plane of xy being Om, and AmOx = 0.

Then, putting/?,, px = 2k, we have

OP = h sin 2 0.

Draw Oa bisecting the angle xOy, and equal to 2k, and

describe a circle on Oa as diameter, c being its centre, and Om
meeting it in m. From m draw the chord mpi perpendicular to

Oa. Then sin 20 = cos 2 mcp ; .-. OP = cp.

Fig. 239.
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When = -
xOa, OP is greatest and equal to h, and the

moving line, zA, is then parallel to Oa, the distance Oz being

equal to h. Hence Pz = ap.

Thus we get a simple method of constructing the surface :

Divide up the whole diameter a into any number of parts, ap,

&c. (equal for simplicity). On the axis, Oz, take the length
Oz = ca = radius of circle ; beginning with the point z, measure

off parts, zP, &c, successively equal to the parts ap, &c. ; then

through any point, P, on Oz draw two parallels, PM and PN, to

the lines Om and On, joining to the extremities of the corre-

sponding chord of the circle.

The ruled surface traced out thus by all the pairs of lines, such

as PM and PN, is the cylindroid.
"

It is obvious, of course from the equation z h sin 20, that

through each point P on the axis Oz there are two generators,

which coincide at the point z with a parallel to Oa. When P
TT

moves upwards from along Oz, runs from to ,
until z is

IT

reached ; when increases beyond
-

, the moving point P de-

scends from z towards 0, and in its descent gives the second

77

generator PN at P, which is parallel to On. When = -
,
P is

m

TT

at and the generator is Oy. As increases beyond -, the
m

moving point P travels downwards, along Oz', until =
7r,

when / is reached, Ozf being equal to h, and the generator being
z'Pf, which is parallel to the tangent at to the circle. As
increases beyond \ it, the moving point moves up again towards

0, which it reaches when =
7r, the generator then coinciding

with Ox, its original position. Thus all through the motion the

generator has continuously revolved in the same sense counter

clockwise.

Another way of looking at the matter is this imagine a pair

of scissors placed with the rivet at z and the blades closed

and coinciding with A!zA
;
then let the rivet be gradually

brought down along zO while the blades gradually open in such

a way that when they are parallel to a pair of chords Om, and

On, the rivet has descended through a distance equal to ap.
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(A vivid figure of the cylindroid will be found in Ball's Theory

of Screws.)

216.] Angle between two Screws. In order to make our

equations in the sequel universally applicable without ambiguity,
it becomes necessary to give a definite meaning to the angle
between two screws, since a priori the expression is not definite.

The following definition of the angle between two screws will

be found to be of universal application whether the pitches are

both positive, or both negative, or one positive and the other

negative :

Let the axis of each screw be marked with an arrow-head

pointing in the sense in which the force acts along the screw.

The two screws being denoted by a and /3, place a watch with

its back towards a and its face towards /3, the shortest distance

between them passing perpendicularly through its face. Then

the angle through which the arrow on a must be rotated, in a

sense opposite to that of the watch-hand rotation, so that this

arrow shall be parallel to and in the sense of the arrow on /3, is

the angle between the screws.

217.] Theorem. Any two given screws determine a cylindroid.

Let AP (Fig. 238) and BQ* be the axes of any two given
screws whose pitches are, respectively, pe and p$, the line AB
being the shortest distance between them. Let AB = h. Then

what we have to show is that it is possible to find a single

pair of rectangular lines, OX and OY, such that if the wrench

of pitch p6 about AP is resolved into two wrenches about these

lines, and if the wrench of pitch p^, about BQ is also resolved

into two wrenches about OX and OY, we shall get the same

value in each case for the pitch about OX and also the same

value for the pitch about OY.

Let (o be the angle between AP and BQ ; let AP and BQ
make angles 6 and < with the sought line OX, the point

being on AB at a distance z from B
;
and assume that each

resolution gives a pitch px about OX, and a pitch pv
about OY.

Then we have

Pe=p x .cos20+pv
.sm2

0, p^ =px . cos
2
<f>+py . sin

2
<

; (1)

z + k = {pv px) sin 6 cos 6, z = (py px) sin <f>
cos

</>, (2)

* JBQ is not represented in the figure; but, for definiteness, B is supposed to

lie on OA between O and A, while the projection of JBQ on the plane OXFlies
between OX and OD.
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where 6 = a> + 0. Hence

Po +P* =Pv +P,- (Pv-A) cos co cos (<o + 20) ; (3)

ifc ~P<t>
= (Pv-Px) sin to sin

(a> + 20) ; (4)

ii =
(j jo*) sin co cos(u> + 20) ; (5)

so that we have

tan
(a) + 20)^"^ (6)

/>+A = Pe+p^+ h cot co; (7)

A A = v/^2 + (pe P<t>)

2 cosec &>
; (8)

which give definite values for px , py ,
and 0. Hence the lines

OX and Y can be determined, and therefore also a single cylin-

droid containing the two given screws. ,

218.] Composition of "Wrenches. The resultant of any two

wrenches is a wrench about a screw on the cylindroid determined

by the two given wrenches.

For, let 2h an(^ -^i De *ne pitch and intensity of one, and p2

and P2 the pitch and intensity of the other. Also let pK and

pv
be the pitches of the two principal (or rectangular) screws,

Ox and Oy, of the cylindroid. Then (Art. 213) replacing the

first wrench by its components round Ox and Oy, we get a moment

p x.Xx
round Ox, and a moment^ . Y

l
round Oy, the components

of JP1 parallel to Ox and Oy being Xx and Yv Similarly, re-

placing the second wrench by its components, we have finally

the moments px (X1 + X2)
andpv (71+ 72)

round Ox and Oy, respectively. But if we take the resultant

of the forces P
x
and P

2 ,
as if they acted at a point, and if its

components parallel to Ox and Oy are X and Y, we know that

X = X
t+X2 ,

and Y Y
x + Y2 . Therefore round Ox and Oy we

have simply wrenches of intensities Zand Y, which (Art. 213)

give a single wrench about that screw on the cylindroid which

is parallel to the direction of the resultant of translation of the

given forces Px and J
2 .

Hence the proposition of the parallelogram of forces for forces

acting at a point becomes simply a proposition of the parallelogram

of screws for the composition of wrenches.

Hence also three wrenches will be in equilibrium if they take

place about three screws on the same cylindroid, whose directions

are so related that the intensity of the wrench on any one screw
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is proportional to the sine of the angle between the directions

of the other two screws the well-known law of Sines.

And, generally, the resultant of any number of wrenches

about screws situated on the same cylindroid may be found

by transferring all the forces in the wrenches to a single point,

finding the resultant of these forces, and taking the screw on

the cylindroid which is parallel to the direction of this resultant.

A wrench about this screw with intensity equal to the resultant

force is the resultant wrench sought.
Cor. A wrench about any given screw on a cylindroid can

be resolved into wrenches about any two assigned screws on

the same cylindroid. For, a force acting along any given line

can be resolved into two components along any two lines which

meet it if they all lie in the same plane. In this way the in-

tensities of the two component wrenches along the two assigned
screws are determined.

219.] Distribution of Pitch. The pitches belonging to the

various screws on a cylindroid may be graphically represented

thus.

Taking the two principal screws of the cylindroid as axes,

construct the conic whose equation is

2

-_Px+f'Pv= **> (!)

where k is any constant length. If r is the radius of this conic

making an angle with the axis of x
(i. e., the screw of pitch px),

we have

hz

px .cos
2d + py.sm

2
. (2)

But by (2) of Art. 213 the left-hand side is the pitch of the

screw whose axis is parallel to r. Hence
13

&=-2> (
3
)

which graphically represents p e in precisely the same way as

the moment of inertia of the lamina is represented.

The conic (1) is called the pitch conic of the cylindroid. It

is an ellipse if the principal pitches have the same sign, and

a hyperbola if they have opposite signs.

In the latter case there will be two screws of zero pitchy viz.,

those parallel to the asymptotes of the pitch hyberbola. In

every case there will be two screws having a given pitch, and

they are parallel to two equal diameters of the pitch conic.
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This conic possesses the following noteworthy property. If
the wrench on any screw of the cylindroid is replaced by a force
and a couple at the centre of the pitch conic {centre of the cylin-

droid), the axis of this couple will lie along the perpendicular to

the diameter of the pitch conic which is conjugate to the direction

of the force or, in other words, the plane of the couple will

be that of the axis of the cylindroid and this conjugate
diameter.

For, let the axis of the given wrench make an angle 6 with

the axis of x at the centre, 0, of the cylindroid, and let P
be the intensity of the wrench. Then the component wrenches

at to which the given one is equivalent are (P cos 0, Ppx cos 6)

and (P sin 6, Ppy
sin

6).
The two couples, Ppx cos 6 and Ppy

sin 6,

at compound into a couple, G, making with Ox an angle \}/

such that cot
\}/
= cot 6. Hence

tan 6 tan (- +
\}/j

= -
'2

T

/ Py
<

which is the well-known equation connecting the directions

of two conjugate diameters of the conic, the square of whose

axes are and > so that the line perpendicular to G is the
Px Py

diameter conjugate to the direction of the given screw (6).

220.] Screw Motion of a Rigid Body. It will be shown
in a subsequent chapter that if a rigid body occupying a position

which we may denote by (A), be displaced in any manner so

as to occupy another position (P), the change from (A) to (B)
could have been effected by rotating the body round a certain

axis, and then giving it a motion of translation along this axis;

in other words, Poinsot's result for a system of forces holds

for the displacements of the individual points of a rigid body
viz., the displacement can be produced by giving the body a twist*

about a screw.

The ratio of the motion of translation along the axis of the

* Sir R. Ball uses this term twist to denote a rigid-body motion which consists

of a translation along, accompanied by a rotation about, a line. The term twist

is, however, so generally used to signify a strain of a natural solid which is

wholly distinct from a rigid-body motion that it is advisable to call the atten-

tion of the student to its technical signification in Sir R. Ball's theory. Except
in connection with the theory of Screws, we shall use this word subsequently

(in discussing bent and twisted wires, &c.) to denote strain.
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screw to the circular measure of the angle of rotation about

it is called the pitch of the screw
;
so that, as in the case of

forces and couples, the pitch is still a linear magnitude.

A motion of translation alone may be regarded as a twist

of infinite pitch.

A motion of rotation alone may be regarded as a twist of

zero pitch.

221.] Beciprocal Screws. If a rigid body is acted upon

by a wrench about a screw a, what is the work done by giving
the body a small twist about another screw /3 ?

Let AP and Ox (Fig. 238) represent the screws a and /3,

respectively, their pitches being pa and pp. Let the force in

the wrench be P, and the angle of rotation about /3 be <o, while

is the angle (Art. 216) between the screws.

Replace the force P and the couple P.p a by their components
at the point A parallel and perpendicular to Ox. The com-

ponents of the couple are P. pa cos and P. pa sin
;
and these

we may suppose transferred to the point 0. The components
of the force are P cos and P sin 0. Transfer these to 0, intro-

ducing (Art. 202) the couples whose axes along Oy and Ox

are Ph cos and P^sin0, where h = OA = shortest distance

between the screws. Hence the given wrench is replaced by
a force P cos acting along Ox, a force P sin acting along

Oy, a couple P.pa cos0 Ph sin# whose axis is along Ox, and

a couple P.pa sin + Ph cos whose axis is along Oy. For the

displacement of translation a> .pp along Ox the only work done

is P cos9 x<a.pp, which is due to the first component force;

and for the rotation to round Ox the only work done (Art. 201)
is (P.p a cos0 Ph sin 0)a, which is due to the first component

couple. Hence the whole work done is

P. to [(p a +pp) cos h sin 0] . (a)

The expression in brackets is called the virtual coefficient of the

two given screws

This virtual coefficient will in the sequel be denoted by vrap.

It is obvious from symmetry that if the body were acted

upon by a wrench with force P about /3, and it were displaced

by a screw motion about a, with spin a), the same amount of

work would be done as before. If the virtual coefficient vanishes,

the two screws are said to be reciprocal i.e., two screws are

reciprocal when, if a body receive a twist of any amplitude
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(with, of course, a given constant pitch) about one of them,

no work will be done against a wrench acting on the body

along the other screw
; or, again, if it were acted on by a wrench

on one, it would not move at all if only free to twist about the

other.

The following results follow at once from the relation of

reciprocity of two screws.

Two intersecting screws (h
=

0) will be reciprocal either if

they are at right angles, or if the sum of their pitches = 0.

Two screws at right angles will be reciprocal if they intersect.

If they do not intersect, the condition of reciprocity will be

fulfilled if either pitch = oo. Put into ordinary language this

is as follows if two rectangular lines intersect, a body free

only to twist round one of them would not move /if acted

upon by any wrench on the other. If they do not intersect,

a body free only to twist about one of them will not move if

acted upon solely by a couple about the other which is evident

from first principles. A body free only to twist about a line

will not move if acted upon solely by a force along the line

the equivalent of which, in the language of screws, is that a

screw is its own reciprocal if its pitch is zero, or infinite.

Again, if a screw is reciprocal to two given screws, it is reci-

procal to every screw on the cylindroid determined by these two

screws. Let 9 and < be any two screws of pitches pg, p^, and

let rj be a screw of pitch pv which is reciprocal to the first

two. Then if a body is acted on by a wrench (P, Ppe)
of any

intensity, P, on the screw 9, no work is done by giving the

body a twist
(o>, u>pn) of any amplitude, oo, about rj. The same

holds for the screws <p and rj. But a wrench of any intensity

on any other screw, y\r,
on the cylindroid (9, <$>)

can be replaced

by component wrenches of certain intensities (Art. 218) on 9

and
</> ;

and since no work is done against these component
wrenches by a twist on rj, no work will be done against the

wrench on
\(r ; therefore

\}r
and >/ are reciprocal. We may there-

fore speak of the screw
rj

as being reciprocal to the cylindroid

(0, <*>)

222.] Reciprocal Screws on a Cylindroid. Two screws

on a cylindroid are reciprocal if they are parallel to a pair of

conjugate diameters of the Pitch Conic.

Let a, /3 be any two screws on a cylindroid making angles
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and 0' with the axis of a?. Suppose 0'>0. Then the shortest

distance, h, between them is (Art. 217)

\ (Pv-A) (sin 2 0'-sin 2
0),

or (pv-px )
cos (^ + 0) sin (0'--0).

Hence their virtual coefficient is

[Pz +Pv + (Px-Pv) cos (0' + 0) cos (0'- 0)] cos (6'-6)
+ {Px-Py) cos (0' + 0) sin2 (0'-0),

or (px +pv) cos (0
/-

0) + (px-pv)
cos (0'+ 0),

or 2{px cos cos 0* +py
sin sin

/

),

and the vanishing of this is the condition that the directions

and 0' should be conjugate in the conic oa
2px +y

2
py
= k3 -

For another proof see Ball's Theory of Screws, p. 37.

223.] Theorem. A cylindroid can be constructed so as to he

reciprocal to anyfour given screws. This theorem is thus proved

by Sir Robert Ball (Theory of Screws, Art. 26).

The determination of a screw requires five conditions (Art.

211); therefore if a screw is reciprocal to five given screws,

it will be completely determined, since we shall have five

equations of the form

(pa +Pr,) cos h sin =
, (a)

r) being the required screw. But if a screw is reciprocal to

four given screws, it will not be completely determinate : it

must describe a certain surface-locus. This locus is a cylindroid.

For, let a, /8, y, 8 be the four given screws, and, if possible,

let there be three screws, A, n, v, reciprocal to these four and

not lying on one cylindroid. Then, by last Art., every screw,

0, on the cylindroid (A, \i)
is reciprocal to the four given screws;

so is every screw, 0, on the cylindroid (y., v) ;
and so is every

screw on the cylindroid (0, <). Thus the sought screw does

not describe a surface-locus, but a family of surfaces, which is

impossible. Hence A, fx, v must be co-cylindroidal, and their

cylindroid is reciprocal to the four given screws.

To show how this cylindroid may be constructed, we proceed
thus.

Arrange the four given screws in the descending order of

their pitches ;
let this order be pa >Pp>Py,P5- Let k be a mag-

nitude intermediate to p$ and py . Then on the cylindroid (a, y)

find the two screws (\, A') whose pitches are each k
;

also on

the cylindroid (/3, h) find the two
(jx, f/) whose pitches are

each k. Draw the two lines (Art. 241) which intersect the four
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screws X, A', /z, \i ;
let these lines

(a-, </) be made screws each

with pitch k.

Then the screw a- is reciprocal to the screw A, because

P<r +fl = and the two screws intersect.

Similarly o- is reciprocal to A'
;
therefore (Art. 221) <r is reci-

procal to the cylindroid (A, A'), i.e., to the cylindroid (a, y). In

the same way a is reciprocal to the cylindroid (, 8) ;
and

similarly a is reciprocal to both cylindroids. Hence the cylin-

droid (o-, ct')
is the required cylindroid, since every screw on it

is thus proved to be reciprocal to all the screws a, /3, y, 8.

224.] Problem. To construct the screw which is reciprocal to

any five given screws. Let the five given screws be a, /3, y, 8, ;

construct the cylindroid reciprocal to the first four
x
and also

that reciprocal to the last four ; these two cylindroids must

intersect in the screw reciprocal to all five. Moreover there

can be only one solution
; for, since there are five equations

given to determine the (five) unknown quantities which define

the required screw, there must be a definite number of solu-

tions (proceeding, possibly, from some algebraical equation

obtained by eliminating four of the unknowns from the five

equations of reciprocity) ; and if two screws could be found reci-

procal to the given set of five, an infinite number could be

found viz., all those on the cylindroid of these two. There

can be, therefore, only one screw reciprocal to five given screws.

225.] Theorem. On any cylindroid can be found one, and

only one, screw reciprocal to any given screw.

Let c be the given screw. Find any four screws reci-

procal to the cylindroid. Find (last Art.) the single screw

reciprocal to e and these four. This last screw must lie on

the cylindroid, since every screw reciprocal to the four lies on

the cylindroid.

226,] Theorem. Given seven screws placed in any manner in

space ; then there is one determinate system of equilibrating wrenches

on this system of screws.

Since the pitches are all supposed given, we have to show
that the several forces (or intensities) of the wrenches are fully

determinate at least their mutual ratios are so, just as it is

the mutual ratios of three equilibrating forces acting along
three given coplanar concurrent lines which are determinate.

Let the given screws be a, j3, y, 8, c, & rj. Construct the
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single screw, \Jf t
which is reciprocal to the last five. The five

wrenches on these give a resultant wrench reciprocal to
\j/ ;

and

since the resultant of the wrenches on a and /3 is equal and

opposite to the resultant of the five, the resultant of the

wrenches on a and /3 is reciprocal to
yfr.

But the resultant of

these two is a wrench on some screw on the cylindroid (a, /3) ;

this screw () must therefore be reciprocal to \jf,
and is there-

fore known (last Art.). The law of sines, or parallelogram of

wrenches (Art. 218) for the three given screws a, ft, , deter-

mines the ratio of the forces (or intensities) of the wrenches

on a and 0. Similarly for every other pair of the given seven.

The problem of this Article may, of course, be put in this

way Given completely a wrench on a screw 77, to resolve it into

six wrenches on six given screws, i. e., to find the intensities of

these six component wrenches.

Sir R. Ball points out that this is the generalisation of the

ordinary statical process of reducing a given force to three

component forces and three couples.

The actual determination of the six component intensities of

the wrenches on six given screws, p15 p2 , p3 ,
... , p6 , equivalent to

a given wrench on a given screw, p, can be effected as follows.

Let (R, Rpp)
be the wrench on p ; let the component wrench

on
/)j

be (Rv Rx px )
where R

x
is the intensity (to be determined)

and px
the (given) pitch of p1. Similarly let (R2 , R%P^, &c.,

be the other component wrenches.

Now the work done by the wrench (R, Rpp)
in twisting a

body about any screw through any angle is equal to the sum

of the works done by the component wrenches in the same

twist.

Let the body be twisted about the screw p itself through
an angle a*. Then the work done by the wrench (R, Rpp)

is

2 Rpp
. to (Art. 221). The work done by the component wrench

(Rv Rxpx)
is R

x
ot

PPi
. c>

;
and so on for the others. Hence

2 Rpp
-

R^pp, +R2 *Tpp2 +...+R6 *rPpe
' (

1
)

Now consider a twist of any amplitude, <o, about the screw pv
and equate the work done in it by the wrench (R, Rpp)

to the

sum of the works of the component wrenches. Thus we get

R*r
PPl
= 2R

1p1 +R2 T*piP2+ ...+R6
v

PlPt
. (2)

Similarly, considering twists round the other screws, p2 , .,.,p ,
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in succession, we obtain five more equations like (2) ; so that

we have a system of linear equations with known coefficients,

PvP2"-> w
p,p,> > ft>r the required forces Rv R2 ,... in terms

of the given force R.

Substituting the values of w
PPl ,

vrm) ...
,
w

PPs given by (2) and

the similar equations in (1), we have

&p, = R
1

2
p1 +R2

2
p2 +... + R1

R2^PjPa +...

= 2/^ +2^2^ (3)

which is analogous to the expression for the resultant of any
number of forces.

The six screws of reference can be chosen with such relations

among themselves as will greatly simplify the values of the

component wrenches -just as a choice of rectangular axes sim-

plifies the components of a force.
"

Let px
be any screw

; p2 any screw reciprocal to px ; p3 any
screw reciprocal to px

and p2 ; p4 any screw reciprocal to pv p2 , pz ;

p5 any screw reciprocal to px , p2 , p3 , p4 ;
and p 6 the single screw

(Art. 224) reciprocal to the remaining five. Thus (2) becomes

R*r
PPl
= 2RlPv

since r
PlP2
= 0, ..., wPiPe

= 0. This determines R
x ;

and similarly

Riz
PPl
= 2 R

2p2 ,
&c. ; moreover (3) becomes

Such a system of screws, viz., one in which every pair of screws

is reciprocal, is called a system of co-reciprocal screws.

227.] Degrees of Freedom of a Rigid Body. The position

of a rigid body in space is completely defined by six independent

variables, viz., the three co-ordinates of some point in it with

reference to assumed rectangular axes, and the three angles

(see Routh's Rigid Dynamics, Chap. IX) which in the well-

known theory of the motion of a rigid body about a fixed point
determine the positions of all points in the body relatively to

this fixed point. The body may, however, be so hampered in

any case that these six variables are not all independent. If

each of them may be anything whatever independently of any
of the others, ,the body is perfectly free or has freedom of the

sixth order, or six degrees of freedom. If the variables are con-

nected by one equation, so that virtually only five are inde-

pendent (the sixth being known as soon as any five are assumed),
the body hasfreedom of the ffth order, or five degrees of freedom.
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If they are connected by two equations, or, in other words, if

the position of the body depends on only three independent

variables, the body has freedom of the third order, or three degrees

offreedom ;
and so on.

A rigid body occupying- any position can be brought into

an indefinitely near position by giving it a small motion of

translation whose components parallel to fixed rectangular axes

are (8a, bb, be), which are the components of the translation

of any point, A, in the body, and rotating it round axes of

reference at A parallel to the fixed axes through angles (8 9V
bd2 , 863). See Chap. XV, or Routh, ibid.

The component absolute motions of any point in the body
are expressed by the equations

8# == ba + (z c)b02 -(y b)b03 , &c,

(a, b, c) being the co-ordinates of A with reference to the axes

through the fixed origin.

If the only motion possiblefor the body is a twist (of any ampli-

tude) about a given screw, the body has one degree of freedom.

For, the only variable on which its motion depends is the

amplitude, to, of the twist about the given line, a, the transla-

tion being 00 . pa ,
which (since pa is given) is known when 00

is assumed. The value of bx is [lpa + m(z c)
n (y bj]

. to,

where
(I, m, n) are the direction-cosines of the axis of the screw.

Since, then, the adjacent position of the body depends on only

one variable, the body has one degree of freedom.

If the constraints of a rigid body are such that every position

adjacent to the one which it occupies can be obtained by some com-

bination of twists (of variable amplitudes) about two given screws,

it has two degrees of freedom, and it can likewise twist about every

screw on the cylindroid determined by these two.

For, an adjacent position now depends on two independent

variables, viz., two twists of amplitudes a> and a/ about the

two given screws a, /3 ; and the value of 8 a? will be the sum

of the previous expression and one exactly similar referring to

j3. Moreover, since two twists on a and (3 always compound
a twist on some screw of their cylindroid, the last part of the

proposition is evident.

In the same way, three degrees of freedom are equivalent

to the possibility of attaining all consecutive positions by twist-

ing about three given screws, and, mutatis mutandis, the above
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enunciation holds for this case, except that the other screws

about which twisting may take place do not lie on any cylin-

droid.

And so on for the remaining degrees of freedom.

That besides three given (non-cocylindroidal) screws there

will be an infinite number of screws about which the body can

twist is evident, because the resultant of any three twists is

a twist about some screw whose position depends on the ampli-
tudes of the three

;
and since these may be varied in any manner,

their resultants will give an infinite number of twists about

an infinite number of screws.

Just as the screws of possible twist coming from two given
screws are infinite in number, but yet very specially related

forming a cylindroid so those of possible twist coming from

three given screws, although infinite, are related, and their

assemblage in space is called a screw complex of the third order.

A screw complex of the second order is a cylindroid.

Similarly for screw complexes of the fourth and fifth orders.

What is a screw complex of the sixth order ? It is the assem-

blage of screws about which a body could twist if every conse-

cutive position of the body can be attained by twisting about six

given screws. But such a body is perfectly free ;
therefore it

could twist about every line in space. Hence the assemblage
of all lines in space is the screw complex of the sixth order.

We may formally define a screw complex of any order, m,

thus A screw complex of the mth order is an assemblage of screws

in space such that any one screw of the assemblage can be determined

from any m of them and cannot be determined by any smaller

number; that is, a twist of any assumed amplitude, or a wrench

of any assumed intensity on the one screw in question, can

always be exhibited as compounded of twists of proper ampli-

tudes, or wrenches of proper intensities, on the m screws

selected.

Thus, in the complex of the second order (cylindroid) a wrench

of any intensity on any one screw of the complex can, by the

law of sines (Art. 218), be resolved into two wrenches, of appro-

priate intensities, about any two selected screws of the complex.

228.] Examples of Degrees of Freedom. The following are

some very simple instances of the various degrees of freedom of

a rigid body.

VOL. II. D
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One degree offreedom. (Every position, conseeutive to a given

one, that can be attained by the body is producible by a twist of

variable amplitude about one fixed screw.) A nut moving on a

fixed axis with a thread cut on it. A body sliding along a fixed

axis, but guided so as to prevent rotation (screw of infinite

pitch). A body capable of rotating on a fixed axis, but pre-

vented from moving along it (screw of zero pitch ; e.g. a

compound pendulum).
Two degrees of freedom. (Every position, consecutive to a

given one, that can be attained by the body is producible by
some combination of twists of variable amplitudes about two

fixed screws.) A nut moving on an axis having a thread cut on

it, and this axis itself rigidly attached to another nut which can

move on a fixed axis with a thread cut on it. A body with a

fixed axis (spindle) stuck through it, so that the body can move

along and rotate about the axis, the rotation and translation

being quite independent. A rigid body with one fixed point,

(ball and socket joint), a string of given length being attached

to another point, P, in the body and to a point fixed in space ;

or, instead of being thus held by the string, the point P may be

constrained to any fixed curve on a sphere.

To find the cylindroid corresponding to any given case of

freedom of the second order, all we have to do is to find any two

screws about which twists may be given, and these two determine

the whole cylindroid.

Three degrees of freedom. (Every position consecutive to a

given one attainable by some combination of twists of variable

amplitudes about three fixed screws.) A body moveable on a

spindle which has a nut rigidly attached to it, this nut being

capable of moving on an axis fixed in space with a thread cut on

it. A body moveable round a fixed point (ball and socket joint)

the well-known example in the theory of Precession and

Nutation.

To find the complex corresponding to any given case of

freedom of the third order, find any three screws about which

twisting may take place, and these determine the whole complex.
Four degrees of freedom. Body on spindle which is capable

itself of spindle motion on an axis fixed in space.

Five degrees offreedom. Body on spindle which has a ball and

socket motion round a fixed point.
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229.] Determination of Screws on a Complex. Consider

two screws, a, /3, which determine a cylindroid. All the other

screws of the complex are simply axes of wrenches which are

the resultants of all possible wrenches on a and /3. Now (Art.

218), if wrenches of any intensities, P, Q, act on a and /3, the

position of the resultant screw (and therefore its pitch) depends

only on the ratio of P to Q.

Hence the position of any screw on the cylindroid which is

determined by the given screws, a, /3, depends on only one

variable.

Similarly the position of any screw on the complex of the

third order determined by three given screws, a, , y, depends on

only two variables, viz. the ratios of the three (variable) inten-

sities of wrenches on these screws. And, generally, the" position

of a screw on a complex of the mth order determined by m
given screws depends on m 1 variables ratios of intensities of

wrenches on the given screws.

230.] Screws Reciprocal to a given Complex. All screws

which are reciprocal to a given complex of the order m form them-

selves a complex of the order 6 m.

Firstly, they form a complex, i.e. an assemblage specially

related. For, consider all the screws reciprocal to a given cylin-

droid. A rigid body which is free to twist about any of these

screws would not do so if it were acted upon by wrenches on

any of the screws on the cylindroid ; hence twisting solely about

the screws in this reciprocal assemblage must be equivalent to

a certain limitation in the freedom of the body, so that the

assemblage is a complex.

Secondly, the order of the complex is 6 m. For, any screw

of this reciprocal complex, being reciprocal to m screws (viz. any
m determining the given complex), satisfies by its determining
constants m equations with known coefficients, such as (a), Art.

223. This screw would therefore require 5 m further con-

ditions for its complete determination. But (last Art.) the

number of these conditions is one less than the degree of the

complex to which it belongs ;
therefore the degree of this re-

ciprocal complex is 6 m.

It is, of course, obvious that if a rigid body has m degrees of

freedom, so that it is capable of twisting about any screw on a

certain complex of order m, any system of forces acting on it and

D 2
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reducing" to a wrench on any screw of the reciprocal complex will

be in equilibrium with the constraints of the body ; and con-

versely, when a rigid body acted on by any system offorces has a

certain specified degree of freedom, the condition of its equilibrium

is that the given force system must reduce to a wrench on some screw

of the complex which is reciprocal to the complex of screws about

which the body can twist. This, as Sir R. Ball observes [Theory of

Screws, p. 41), is the most general equilibrium theorem for a

rigid body.

231.] Number of Conditions determining a Complex of

given Order. In order to determine completely a quadric surface

we know that nine conditions are necessary ; and to determine,

in the same sense, a cylindroid we shall show that eight con-

ditions are necessary ; and, generally, to determine a complex
of any order, m, we shall show that m (6 m) conditions are

necessary.

For simplicity begin with a cylindroid. If its centre and axes

are unknown, taking any origin and rectangular axes, we must

in equation (a) of Art. 214 assume an expression of the form

x cos a +y cos /3+ z cos y + p
for x, with similar expressions for y and z, and also an unknown

quantity for py px . This gives us ten independent constants
;

but the conditions of rectangularity of the new planes of reference

reduces this to eight which is the proper number of unknown
coefficients in the general equation of a cylindroid.

Generally, a complex of order m is determined if m screws are

given ;
and since each screw requires 5 constants for its complete

determination, we have thus 5m constants given. Now these

will give us more information than we want we want merely
the complex, and, in addition, we know completely m special

screws in it. We must therefore diminish the number 5m by
the number of conditions required to specialize the m screws.

Now (Art. 229) each screw is specialized by m1 data, there-

fore the data which specialize m of them are m(ml) in number.

Hence the conditions required to determine the complex, without

informing us of particular screws in it, are 5m m (m1), or

m (6 m) in number.

Cor. The number of conditions which determine any complex
and the number which determine its reciprocal complex are the

same. Consequently the most general complex of the fifth order
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is the reciprocal of a single screw, and the most general complex
of the fourth order is the reciprocal of a cylindroid.

232.] Reciprocal of a Single Screw. Let any line be the

axis of a screw of pitch pa . Then every line in space can be the

axis of a screw reciprocal to the given one
;

for if go is the angle
between the given line and any other line OL, and if h is the

shortest distance between the lines, we have merely to give the

pitch, pK ,
to the screw on OL, such that

p K-pa = h tan a).

Consider the screws reciprocal to a given screw that can be

drawn through a given point, 0.

Through (Fig. 240) draw a line OA parallel to th,e axis of

the given screw, a
; let OP be the perpendicular from on

a. Then the shortest

distance, h, between

OL and a is the per-

pendicular from P on

the plane of OL and

OA. Let OP=p,
and with as centre

and OP (or any other

length) as radius de-

scribe a sphere. (The
axis of the screw a is

the line through P
parallel to OA.)
At draw OZ at right angles to OA and OP

; produce the

great circle AL to meet the great circle PZ in a. Then the

shortest distance between a and OL isp sin Pa
;
and a> = LA.

Hence jp\ +pa = p sin Pa cot aL.

But by Napier's Analogies applied to the triangle PaL,

sin Pa = cot a PL . tan aL,

therefore pK+pa =p . tan LPA, (a)

which determines the pitch of the screw on OL.

All screws of the same pitch at lie in a plane. For if pk is

constant, the angle LPA is constant, i.e. the line OL moves in

the plane POL which makes a constant angle with the plane

POA. (For a different proof see Ball's Theory of Screws, p. 85.)

Fig. 240.
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233.] Reciprocal of a Cylindroid. Every right line, in

general, meets a cylindroid in three points, through each of

which passes a screw on the surface. If the right line is the axis

of a screw reciprocal to the cylindroid, this screw (A) is reciprocal

to the three screws which it thus meets. But when two reci-

procal screws intersect, we must have (Art. 221) either the sum
of their pitches equal to zero, or the angle between them a right

angle. Now it is impossible that the pitches of all three screws

on the cylindroid should be equal, because from Art. 2 1 9 we see

that there are only two screws on the surface which have the

same pitch. Hence the screw A must be perpendicular to one of

the screws which it meets.

Now consider all the screws that can be drawn from a given

point, 0, reciprocal to the cylindroid. It will (Art. 221) be

sufficient to make these screws from reciprocal to any two

screws on the surface. Through draw a plane perpendicular

to the axis of the cylindroid, and let the two screws at the

point where it cuts the axis be a and j3. Through (Fig. 240)
draw OA and OB parallel to a and /3, and OZ parallel to the axis

of the cylindroid, OP and OQ being the directions of perpen-
diculars from on a and ft respectively.

Then if OL is the axis of a screw reciprocal to a and to ft we

have by last Art.

p+pa =ptonLPA,
fi+Pfi = qtwuLQA,

where p and q are the lengths of the perpendiculars from on

a and ft

Hence we have

p tan LPA q tan LQA = pa Pp, (
a
)

so that the line OL moves subject to this condition.

The problem of the locus of OL is therefore this given two

intersecting lines, OP and OQ, if two planes are drawn through
these lines making angles 6 and

</>
with the plane of OP and OQ,

such that
pta,n0-qt&n<j> = k, (/3)

where p, q, k are constants, what is the surface-locus of the line

of intersection of the planes ?

It is at once obvious that it is a cone of the second degree.

Hence all the screws reciprocal to a given cylindroid that can be

drawn through a given point lie on a cone of the second degree.
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(A simple geometrical proof of this theorem is given by
Sir R. Ball, Theory of Screws, p. 23. "We have thought it advisable

to present the matter in a different light, as there is an advantage
in looking at the subject from different points of view.)
We may remark that if the two planes are drawn through

the two lines so as to satisfy the equation

p cot 6q cot
(f>
= h,

the surface-locus of their line of intersection will be a plane, and

we have thus the extension of the useful 'cotangent formula' of

Art. 35, vol. i.

By what precedes, it is evident that this cone is the locus of

the feet of perpendiculars from on the generators of the cylin-

droid, because every screw reciprocal to the cylindroid intersects

the surface in two screws of pitch equal and opposite to. its own,
and one screw at right angles.

Hence the parallel to the nodal line (axis of z) of the cylin-

droid drawn through any point 0, since it is perpendicular to

a generator, must belong to the reciprocal cone drawn from 0.

Moreover the pitch of the screw whose axis is this line is oo
;

for it is at right angles to every screw of the cylindroid, and

when a> = - while h is not zero (Art. 221) the condition of reci-

procity requires the sum of the pitches = oo
;
hence the pitch of

the screw through parallel to the nodal line = oo.

It follows that on the reciprocal cone can be found screws of

all pitches from oo to + oo (while, of course, the pitches on

the cylindroid itself range from py
to px ,

the principal pitches,

Art. 219). For, every two screws of the same pitch on the

cylindroid are intersected by some generator of the cone, the

pitch of which is equal and opposite to the common pitch of

these two screws. Hence the two screws of zero pitch (when

they exist, Art. 219) are intersected by a generator of zero pitch

on the cone ;,
and we have just seen that this cone has also a

generator of infinite pitch.

234.] Beciprocal to Complex of Third Order. We shall

notice, finally, the screws reciprocal to a complex of the third

order which can be drawn through any point, 0. This number

is three, as is thus shown. It is sufficient to take any three

screws, a, /3, y, of the given complex, and to find the reciprocals

to these. Draw the cylindroid (a, /3) ;
then all the screws
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through reciprocal to a and ft form a cone of the second

degree ;
and observe that one generator of this cone is the per-

pendicular from on ft. Again, draw the cylindroid (ft, y) ;

then all the screws through reciprocal to ft and y form another

cone of the second degree, and one generator of it also is the

perpendicular from on ft. These cones, having the same

vertex, intersect in four right lines, one of which we know
viz. the perpendicular from on ft. The screws reciprocal to

a, ft, and y must lie on these common lines of intersection.

But it is easy to see that the common generator, which is the

perpendicular from on ft, is not relevant. For, whatever screw

y may be, the pitch of the screw on this perpendicular is fixed,

viz. (see Art. 233) a pitch equal and opposite to the pitches of

the two screws on the cylindroid (a, ft),
other than ft, which it

intersects. Since, then, y may be any screw whatever, it cannot

be restricted to being reciprocal to the screw on the perpendicular
from on ft.

For a different proof that only three screws reciprocal to a

complex of the third order can be drawn from a given point see

Ball's Theory of Screws, p. 122.

Examples.

1. The sum of the pitches of the two screws which pass through

any point on the axis of a cylindroid is constant.

2. A cubical block (represented by Fig. 228) is free to twist about

its diagonal 00'; determine a wrench

(a) about AB,

(b) about AD,
so that the block may be in equilibrium.

Ans. In (a) the wrench is one of infinite pitch, i.e. a couple about

AB. In (b) the pitch of the screw on OCf being p, that of the screw on

AB is ap, where a is the length of an edge of the block, so that

the wrench is [P, (ap) P], where P is a force of any magnitude.

3. A right cone is capable of twisting about a screw coincident

with one of its generating lines
;

find the wrench about a given
diameter of its base which will keep it in equilibrium.

Ans. If the axis of the given screw of twist (pitch p) is BA,
where B is the vertex and A a point on the circumference of the base,

the centre of the base, OP the radius of the base about which the

wrench is to take place, P being on the circumference of the base,

LPOA 6, c = height of cone, the required wrench is

[P,-{p+ cto,nd)P\
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4. A body which has freedom of the second order is acted upon

(a) by a single force,

(b) by a single couple ;

what is the condition of equilibrium 1

Ans. In case (a) the line of action of the force must intersect

both the screws of zero pitch on the cylindroid which defines the

possible motions of the body ; and in (b) the axis of the couple must
be parallel to the nodal line of the cylindroid.

5. At a given point, 0, are compounded three wrenches of fixed

pitches, a, b, c, along three fixed rectangular lines, Ox, Oy, Oz ; the

intensities of these wrenches being all varied in any manner, find the

surface-locus traced out by the Poinsot centre.

Ans. Its equation is

bc c a a b a b.bc.ca
x2

y* z* xyz
'

'

The section of this surface by any plane through any axis of co-

ordinates is an ellipse (and the axis itself). The force and the

principal couple at O are always related thus the force being a

central radius vector of a fixed ellipsoid, the axis of the principal

couple coincides in direction with the central perpendicular on the

tangent plane to this ellipsoid at the extremity of the radius vector,

and varies inversely as this perpendicular.

6. The axes of three coplanar screws of pitches pa , pp, py
form a

triangle whose sides are a, b, c, respectively ; prove that the pitches
of the two screws (other than that perpendicular to their plane)
which can be drawn through any point, 0, in their plane and reci-

procal to them are the roots of the equation

ap bq cr-- + + = 0,
X+P* X+Pfi X+Py

where p, q, r are the perpendiculars from on the sides a, b, c (all

reckoned positive when is inside the triangle).

(It is, of course, evident that any screw of infinite pitch per-

pendicular to their plane is reciprocal to all three.)

7. Find the directions of the two reciprocal screws at in the

last problem.

8. In a screw complex of the fourth order show that all screws of

given pitch must intersect two fixed right lines.

(Con&ider the reciprocal cylindroid; take the two screws on it

whose pitches have the given value with contrary sign.)

9. Show that in a screw complex of the fourth order the locus of

those screws which are parallel to a given line is a plane. (Ball,

Theory of Screws, p. 146.)

(Take the one screw on the reciprocal cylindroid which is per-
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pendicular to the given direction
; then the plane through this screw

parallel to the given direction is the locus.)

10. Construct the cylindroid reciprocal to four screws of zero

pitch.

[Draw the two lines which, as we shall see a little farther on, can

be drawn to intersect all the four given screws
;
attribute zero pitch

to these two, and construct their cylindroid.]

11. A perfectly free body is acted upon by five given forces, show
how it can be moved in a particular manner in such a way that no
work is done by or against the forces. (Ball, Theory of Screws,

p. 152.)

[Draw the cylindroid, as in last example, for any four; on this

cylindroid find the screw reciprocal to the fifth
;
this is the single

screw (Art. 224) which is reciprocal to all five
;
and any twist on

this will be unaccompanied by work.]

12. A perfectly free rigid body is acted upon by three screws;
what are the conditions of equilibrium ?

Ans. As to the situations of the screws, they must be co-cylin-

droidal; and as to the intensities of the wrenches on them, they
must satisfy the law of sines (Art. 218).

13. For the same case what are the conditions of equilibrium of

six screws and of seven screws, respectively ?

Ans. For six, the screw reciprocal to five must be reciprocal to

the sixth, and the intensities must be related. For seven, there is

no condition as to the positions of the screws the only condition is

a relation between the intensities of their wrenches (see Art. 226).

235.] Theorem. A system of forces can be reduced to two

forces in an infinite number of ways. For they can be reduced

to a resultant force, R, acting at any point, together with a

couple. Now the forces of the couple can be made of any mag-
nitude by varying its arm

;
and one of them can be combined

with R. There will then remain the resultant of R and this

force together with the remaining force of the couple. There-

fore, &c.

Of course the wrench to which all pairs of forces equivalent

to a given force system reduce is unique ;
and since we have

shown (Art. 221) that the wrench of two forces takes place

about a screw which intersects the shortest distance between

the lines of action of the two forces, we see that Poinsofs axis

intersects the shortest distance between the lines of action of every

pair offorces to which the given force system can be reduced.

Suppose that AP and BQ (Fig. 237, p. 18) are a pair of forces
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v
to which a given force system can be reduced, and let p = -^

= the pitch of the Poinsot screw to which they are equivalent.

Then the distance (OA) of either line (AP) from the Poinsot

axis is the product of the pitch and the cotangent of the in-

clination of the other line (-BQ) to the Poinsot axis.

For if = PAr, <j>
= aAr, since Ac represents K and An

represents Qh, we have K = p . R = Qh sin <. But

AO_Qcos<j> t
AO Qcoatfr

OB~ Pcosd''
"'

h
~

R '

.-. AO x R = Qh cos
<f> -,

.'. AO=p cot
tf>.

Similarly BO =p cot 6. ,

The two lines of action, AP, BQ, of any pair of forces equi-

valent to a given wrench are sometimes called reciprocal lines.

They possess the following property if any point, S, be

taken on either line (AP), the axis of principal moment at

this point is the perpendicular to the plane containing S and

the other line (BQ).
This property is at once obvious, since to get G, the axis of

principal moment at S (supposed on AP), we introduce at S
two forces equal and opposite to Q ;

then the couple Q at B
and Q at S is in the plane of S and BQ, and its axis, G, is,

of course, perpendicular to this plane.

The relation between the two lines is thus reciprocal, so that

either line is the envelope of the planes of principal couples at

all points on the other line.

The two forces P and Q along AP and AQ may, of course,

be regarded as two wrenches each of zero pitch, and therefore as

determining a cylindroid. Ifin Article 21 7 we putp6 = jtty
= 0,

we find pv
= h cot -, px = h tan -

: also the origin of the

cylindroid bisects the distance h, and its axes are parallel to

the internal and external bisectors of the angle between AP
BQ. The equation of the cylindroid is

z(a?+y
2
) hxy cosec <o = 0.

The two principal pitches have opposite signs, and the given
forces act along the two screws of zero pitch of this cylindroid.
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236.] Theorem. When a system of forces is reduced to

a pair of forces represented in magnitudes and lines of action

by two right lines, the volume of the tetrahedron formed by
these lines is constant, however the re-

duction is made.

Let the system of forces be reduced

to P and Q, and let these be supposed
to act at the extremities, A and B, of

the shortest distance between them.

Now to get the force and couple cor-
,

H(y responding to the origin A, introduce

Fig. 241.
a* this point two opposite forces, AQ
and AQ', each equal and parallel to Q.

Compounding P and Q we get the resultant force, R; and

taking the forces Q atB and Q' at A we get a couple whose axis,

A G, is at right angles to the plane QBA Q' and equal to Q . AB.
Since AB is perpendicular to both P and Q, it is clear that AG
is in the plane QAP and at right angles to AQ.
Now since (Art. 208) G cos

<f>
= K, we have

Q. AB. sin QAR = K.

p
But sin QAR = ^ . sin PAQ. Hence

P.Q.AB.sinPAQ = K.R.

Now the volume of the tetrahedron formed by the lines AP
and BQ

area ABQ x perpendicular from P on the plane ABQ ;

= lBQ.ABxAP.sinPAQ;
= P.Q.AB.sinPAQ.

Hence if A denotes the volume of the tetrahedron,

A =^K.R.
This theorem has been proved in various ways. For an

elegant demonstration by Mobius, see Crelles Journal, vol. iv,

p. 179, or Jullien's Problemes de Mecanique Rationuelle, vol. i,

p. 71.

237.] Symmetrical Reduction of a System of Forces. A
system of forces can be reduced to two forces equal in magni-
tude, equally inclined at opposite sides to Poinsot's Axis, and

equally distant from this axis.
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Suppose the forces replaced by R acting along Poinsot's Axis,

Oz, and a couple, K. Take any point, (/ (Fig. 236) ; draw C/O

perpendicular to Oz and produce it to 0" so that C/O = 00".

Let R acting at be replaced by \R acting at (7 and R acting
at 0". Also let the forces of the couple act at CY and 0"

; for

jr
this purpose these forces must each be made = > x being OO'

JT

Now the resultant of J R and at 0' is a force
2x

* A /^+5>

acting towards the right, and the resultant of \ R and at 0"

is a force of the same magnitude acting towards the left of tbe

figure.

If co is the angle made with Poinsot's Axis by these new
forces at

f
and 0", g

tan( =
Rx'

K
If we choose x so that = V% R, each of the two symmetricalw

forces is equal to R, and they are inclined at an angle of 60 to
'

Poinsot's Axis.

238.] Analytical Condition for a Single Resultant. We
have just seen that a system of forces acting on a rigid body is,

in general, equivalent to two forces. Let the forces be replaced

by a single resultant force, R, acting at an arbitrary origin, 0,

and a couple G. Now the direction-cosines of R referred to axes

Ox, Oy, and Oz, are (Art. 206),
2X 2 7 , 2#

and those of G are

T' ~R' and
~R

L M N
G' -Q*

and
G

Hence, if
(f>

is the angle between G and R,

A L2X+M2Y+N2Z
costf> = m (1)

Now if the resultant couple is in a plane containing R, one

of its forces can be made to destroy R, and there will remain

a single force ; but if G and R are not at right angles to each
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other, the system of forces cannot be equivalent to a single force.

The required condition is, therefore, cos = 0, or

L2,X+M2,Y+NZZ=0, (2)

provided that 2X, 2 7, and 2Z do not all vanish
; for if they do,

R will also vanish, and will be illusory. In fact, in this case,

since L, M, and N alone exist, the system of forces is equivalent

to a couple.

239.] Theorem. The quantity L 2X+M2 Y+N2Z has the

same value for all systems of rectangular axes assumed anywhere
in space.

From (1) of the last Art., it = R . G cos </>,
or R . K, where K

is Poinsot's moment (Art. 208).

Hence, if this quantity vanishes for any one set of axes, the

force and the axis of the accompanying couple corresponding to

any origin are at right angles.

The value of this quantity can be exhibited in another form,

which also shows that it is independent of any particular set of

axes.

Substituting for L, M, and N the values (Art. 206),

~2[Zy Yz), &c, the expression becomes

(Zxyx
~Y

x
z
x +Z2y2-Y2

z
2 + ...)(XX +X2 + ...)

+ {Xx zx-Zx
x
x +X2 z2-Z2

x
2 + ...)(Yx+Y2 + ...)

+ (Yxxx
-X

xyx+Y2
x2-X2y2 +...)(Zx + Z2 +...);

or, substituting for Xx ,
Y

x ,
Z

lt ... in terms of the forces P
x , ...

and their direction-cosines,

[A (ft cos yx
- z

x
cos ft) +Px (y2 cos y2 z2 cos /32 ) + . . . ]

x {Px cos cfj + P2 cos a2 +...) + &c

It is clear at once that the terms P
t
2

,
P

2
2

,
. . . disappear, and the

products Px P<l, PX
PZ , ... alone remain.

Collecting the coefficient of P
x
P

2
as a typical term, we have

P
x
P2 [fa x2) (cos j3x cos y2 cos yx

cos /32)

+ (yx y2) (cos yx cos a2 cos a
x
cos y2)

+ (zx z
2) (cos a

x
cos /32 cos ft cos a2)].

Now (see Salmon's Geometry of Three Dimensions, p. 31, third

edition, or Frost's Solid Geometry, p. 39) if [Px ,
P

2 ) denotes the

angle between the directions of the forces P
x
and P

2 ,
the
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quantity in brackets = d
12 . sin (Px ,

P
2),

d
l2 being the shortest

distance between the lines of action of the forces.

Hence

Z2X+ 312 Y+N2Z=2P1
P2 .d12 . sin (Px ,

P
2). (1)

Again (Art. 236), the term involving PX
P2 on the right side

of (1) denotes six times the tetrahedron formed by Px
and P2 ;

therefore the quantity on the left side is equal to six times the

sum {with their proper signs) of the -^- tetrahedra which can he
m

formed out of the pairs of lines representing the n forces

P P P
This sum has, of course, no reference to any set of axes, and

hence the necessarily invariant nature of L2X+ 3/2 Y+N"2,Z.

With regard to the sign to be given to any tetrahedron of the

system, we define that

The moment of a force with regard to a line is the component of

theforce perpendicular to the line multiplied by the shortest distance

between theforce and the line.

Hence P1
.d12 . sin (Px ,

P2) is the moment of P
x
about the line

of action of P2
. Now to determine the sign which must be

given to any tetrahedron, let a watch be placed so that the

direction in which either force acts passes perpendicularly from

the back up through the face of the watch. If then the other

force tends to produce rotation in the sense in which the

hands rotate, the tetrahedron is to receive a negative sign, and

if the rotation is the other way, a positive sign.

240.] Conditions of Equilibrium of a Rigid Body acted on

by any Forces. The forces having been reduced to a resultant

of translation, B, acting at any point, together with a corre-

sponding couple, G, since a force and a couple cannot conjointly

produce equilibrium ((), Art. 200) it is necessary that

B = and G = 0.

Substituting the values of B and G given in Art. 206, we see

that these two are equivalent to the following six conditions :

2X=0, 27=0, 2^=0,
L = 0, M=0, N=0,

which are the analytical expressions of the fact that the forces

must have no component along any line and no moment about any
axis.
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241.] Particular Cases of Equilibrium, (a) Equilibrium of

three forces. When three forces keep a body in equilibrium, their

lines of action must be coplanar and concurrent {or parallel).

For, let the forces be P, Q, R. Then the sum of their

moments about every right line = 0. Take any point, p, on P,
and from it draw a line meeting Q in q, suppose.

Since the sum of moments about the line pq must be zero, and

since the moments of P and Q about it are separately zero, this

line must intersect R in r, suppose.

Draw another line through p meeting Q in q' ; then, as before,

this line must meet R in /, suppose. Now, since two points

on each of the lines Q and R lie in the plane determined by the

lines pqr and pq'r', the lines Q and R must each lie wholly in

this plane. Again, drawing any two lines whatever across Q
and R, these must both be intersected by P; that is, P must lie

in the plane of Q and R
;
hence all the forces are coplanar.

Finally, taking moments about the point (Art. 77) of inter-

section of Q and R, we see that P must pass through this point,

and be equal and opposite to their resultant. If Q and R are

parallel, P must be parallel to them, and equal and opposite to

their resultant.

The case of Art. 19 is therefore the only case of equilibrium
of three forces.

(b) Equilibrium of four forces. Iffour forces keep a body in

equilibrium, they must all lie on the same hyperboloid of one sheet.

Any three non-intersecting right lines determine a hyperbo-
loid of one sheet, because a surface of the second degree requires,

in general, nine conditions for its determination, and the con-

ditions that any one given right line (ob
= az + m, y = bz + n)

should lie wholly on the surface are three in number ; hence

among the nine unknown coefficients in the equation of the sur-

face there will be established nine (linear) equations if three given

non-intersecting lines all lie on it. The surface is therefore

determined.

Describe the hyperboloid determined by three of the forces, P,

Q, R ;
then an infinite number of right lines can be drawn to

intersect these three, and all such lines lie on the hyperboloid and

constitute one system of its .generators, while P, Q, R belong
to the other system of generators (see Salmon's Geometry of
Three Dimensions, Chap. VI). Every line intersecting P} Q, R
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must, since the sum of the moments of the four forces about it

= 0, also intersect the fourth force S
;
hence S passes through

an infinite number of points lying on the hyperboloid, which is

impossible unless S lies wholly on the surface.

The given forces, therefore, act along lines which are all

generators of the same system of the same hyperboloid.

(c) Equilibrium of five forces. If five forces keep a body in

equilibrium, their lines of action must intersect two right lines. If

a right line could be drawn so as to intersect four of the forces,

it would have to intersect the fifth, on account of the vanishing
of the sum of the moments about it.

Now two right lines can, in general, be drawn to intersect

any four non-intersecting right lines. For, let the four lines

be denoted by P, Q, R, S. Construct the hyperboloid deter-

mined by (P, Q, R), and also the hyperboloid determined by

(P, Q, S). These hyperboloids having two right lines for a part
of their curve of intersection will have two other right lines for

the remainder of the curve. For, let the equations of the line

P be (x = 0, y = 0), and those of Q be (z
= 0, w = 0) ;

then

the equation of any hyperboloid containing these lines is

x (mz+pw) +y(lz+ qw) = ;

another hyperboloid containing the same lines is

x (m'z+p'w)+y (Fz + q'w)
= 0.

Now at all points of intersection of these two hyperboloids, for

which x and y do not both vanish, and for which z and w do not

both vanish i.e. at all points of their curve of intersection,

excluding the points on the two common generators we have

mz +pw lz + qw
m'z +p'w

~~
Vz + q'w

This equation, being homogeneous in z and w, denotes two

planes passing through the line Q ;
but any plane through a

generator must intersect the surface again in a right line ;

therefore these two planes cut the surface in two right lines,

which are the remaining part of the curve of intersection of the

two hyperboloids ;
and each of them intersects the generators

(P, Q, R) and the generators (P, Q, S) ;
i. e. each intersects the

four lines P, Q, R, S. Each must, therefore, intersect the fifth

force. Q.E.D.

VOL. II. X
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Examples.

1. A rigid body is acted on by forces represented in magnitudes
and lines of action by the sides of a gauche polygon taken in order ;

prove that the forces are equivalent to a couple, and that the sum of

their moments about any line is represented by double the area of the

projection of the polygon on a plane perpendicular to the line.

Let the forces be represented by the lines AB, BG, CI),.. .(Fig. 242),

and let OQ be any axis.

On the axis take any point, 0, and reduce the forces to a resultant, R,

of translation at this point, together with a couple, G (Art. 206).
This is done by introducing at two forces

parallel and equal to AB in opposed direc-

tions, two equal and opposite to BG, &c.

Now (Art. 199) the resultant of translation

vanishes, and the component couples are

represented by double the areas of the tri-

angles OAB, OBG, &c. If the axes of these

couples are drawn at 0, the sum of the

moments of the forces about OQ will be

represented by the sum of the components of

the axes along OQ ;
but this is the same as

double the sum of the projections of the

areas of the triangles on a plane perpendicular to OQ ;
that is, the

moment about OQ is represented by double the area of the projection
of the polygon on a plane perpendicular to OQ.

Again, since G is the greatest moment round any axis through

(Art. 206), it follows that the axis of the resultant couple is the line

perpendicular to the plane on which the projected area of the polygon
is a maximum.

2. When the resultant of translation vanishes, the forces will be

in complete equilibrium if the sums of their moments round any three

non-coplanar axes are separately equal to nothing.
For if L be the moment round the axis of x, the moment I/, round

a parallel axis through the point (a, /3, y) is Z + y2 Y fi2,Z. Hence
L'=. L, M'-=- M, lrs N ;

and since the moment round an axis

through (a, /3, y) making angles A, fi, v with the axis of co-ordinates is

If cos A + M' cos \i+ N' cos v, it follows that the moments round all

parallel axes are equal. For the three axes of moments we may take,

therefore, three lines through the origin making angles (Aa , \ix ,
v

x\
(\2 , ix2 ,

i>
2),

and (A3 , fi3 ,
v
3)

with the axes of co-ordinates. Suppose
then that

L cos X
x + Mco& f4 + JVcos v

x
= 0,

and

Zcos A
2 -|-Jf cos \i.% +N cosz>2= 0,

L cos Aj+M cos fa -f-iycos j>
s
= 0.
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These require either that L = M = N 0, or

cos Aj , cos
/U4 ,

cos Vy

cosA
2 , cos//2 ,

cosi>
2

=0.

cosA
3 , COS/A,, C0Sl>3

The latter condition requires that the three axes of moments be in one

plane. If they are not coplanar, we must have L = M = N = 0, i.e.

the forces are in equilibrium.

3. A tetrahedron is acted on by forces applied perpendicularly to

the faces at their respective centroids. If the force applied to

each face is proportional to the area of that face, prove that the

tetrahedron is in equilibrium, the forces being supposed to act all

inwards or all outwards.

Let A, B, C, D be the vertices of the tetrahedron, and denote the

areas of the faces opposite these vertices by A lt
B

l ,C1,D i , respectively.

Denote also the angle between the faces A
x
and B

x by A X
BV Then

evidently ^ ^ ^-s

A
x
= .Bjcos^ji^ + Cj cos-4

1
C

1 + .Z)
1 cos.4jZ)1 ;

or, if the forces perpendicular to the faces are denoted by P, Q, R, S,

P- Q . cos PQ-R . cos PR-S. cos PS = 0,

which shows that there is no resultant force in a direction perpen-
dicular to the face A

x ; similarly there is no resultant force in direc-

tions perpendicular to the other faces; therefore the resultant of

translation vanishes.

To show that there is no resultant couple, let each force be replaced by
three equal forces acting at the angles of the corresponding face. Thus
the force P is to be replaced by three forces each equal to \P acting
at the points B, C, D perpendicularly to the face BCD. Let us

calculate the sum of the moments of the forces about the edge BC.
For this purpose, let the forces \ Q and ^ R at D be each resolved in

the direction of the force ^P at this point, i.e. perpendicularly to the

face BCD. Supposing the forces to act outwards, the components of

Q and ^ R are \ Q . cos PQ and %R . cos PR
;
therefore the sum

of the moments of the forces at D about BC is proportional to

(A j
B

x
. cosA

X
B

X
C

x
. cos A

x
Cx)p',

or D
x

. 2> cos A
X
D

X ,

or, again, 2>* . p . cot A
x
D

lt

%>' being the perpendicular from D on BC, and j> the perpendicular
from D on the base ABC. But this last expression is three times the

volume of the tetrahedron multiplied by cot A
X
DV In the same way,

the sum of the moments of the forces at A is represented by three

times the volume of the tetrahedron multiplied by cot A
X
D

X ;
and as

these moments are in opposite senses, the forces have no moment round
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the edge BC, and similarly no moment round any of the edges. Hence

by the last example they are in equilibrium.
For another simple method of proof see Collignon's Statique, p. 354.

4. Prove that a solid body of any shape is in equilibrium if it is

acted on throughout its surface by normal forces, each force being

proportional to the superficial element on which it acts.

One very simple method of proof consists in imagining a surface

precisely equal and similar to that of the given body to be traced out

in a weightless fluid which is subject to any pressure.

5. If a curved surface whose edge is a plane curve is acted on all

over its surface by normal forces, each proportional to the element of

surface on which it acts, prove that these forces have a single resultant

if they all act towards the same side of the surface.

6. Forces perpendicular and proportional to the areas of the faces

act at the centres of the circles circumscribing the faces of a tetrahe-

dron
; prove that they are in equilibrium, if they all act inwards or

outwards.

They meet in the centre of the circumscribed sphere. The proposi-
tion is evidently true also for any polyhedron bounded by triangular
faces.

Taking the results of this example and example 3 together, we see

that forces proportional to the areas and perpendicular to them are in

equilibrium if they act at the orthocentres of the triangular faces of

any polyhedron.

7. Find the force necessary to keep a heavy door in a given position,
the hinge line being inclined to the vertical and the hinges smooth.

Let i be the inclination of the hinge line to the vertical, and a the

given inclination of the plane of the door to the vertical plane con-

taining the hinge line. Then if IF is the weight of the door, a the

distance of its centre of gravity from the hinge line, and 6 the angle
between the normal to the plane of the door and the vertical, the

moment of the weight about the hinge line is

Wa cos 6.

D This is the moment of the required force. To
N. find 6, let lines parallel to the hinge line and the

^^7^ vertical be drawn through any point, 0, and

/ ys through this point let a plane be drawn parallel
\ to the plane of the door. Round let any sphere

be described; let V and L (Fig. 243) be the

points where these lines meet the sphere ;
DL

O the circle in which the plane of the door inter-

Fig. 243.
sects the sphere, and N the point in which the

normal, ON, to the door intersects it. Then
VL = i, ZDLV= a, and NV 0, and we have from the spherical

triangle VDL, sin yD _ sin { sin a>

or cos = sin i sin a,
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since N is the pole of DL. Hence the moment of the required force is

Wa sin i sin a,

and when its point of application and direction are known, its magni-
tude is therefore known.

8. A beam can turn in every direction about one end which is

fixed
;

the other end rests on a rough inclined plane. Find the

limiting position of equilibrium. (See Walton's Mechanical Problems,

p. 191, third edition.)
Let AB (Fig. 244) be the beam, A the fixed end, DPI! the rough

inclined plane, PH the intersection of this plane with a horizontal

plane through A ,
APD the vertical plane

through A perpendicular to the inclined

plane, BD a line parallel to PH, AO a

perpendicular from A on the inclined

plane, DQ a perpendicular on the hori-

zontal plane, i the inclination of the

plane, a the angle, ABO, between the

beam and this plane, and fi the coefficient

of friction.

Now sup2>ose first that the beam is

perfectly inelastic. Then the end B describes on the inclined plane a

circle whose centre is 0, and if it is about to slip, the force of friclion

assumes a direction perpendicular to OB in the inclined plane. The
extreme position of the beam will be denoted by the angle, or

BOB, between the plane, AOB, through the beam normal to the

inclined plane and the vertical plane, A OD.
The forces acting on the beam are its weight, the reaction of the

smooth joint at A, and the total resistance of the inclined plane at B.

This last force we shall consider as composed of a normal reaction, R,
and a force of friction, pR, acting perpendicularly to BO. For the

equilibrium of the beam take moments about a vertical axis through
A . The moment of the normal reaction at B is R sin i x BD, or

R sin i . BO sin 0, or again, R sin i. AB cos a sin 0. To find the

moment of pR, resolve it into \xR cos along BD and fxR sin

parallel to OD
;

and resolve this latter again into a horizontal

component, \xR sin cos i, and a vertical component, /ii?sin sini.

The moment of pR is then equal to the sum of the moments of

IxR cos and fxR sin cos i
;
that is, it is equal to

fxR cos x A Q +pR sin cos i x BD.

Hence the equation of moments is

R (sint fx cos i sin 0) BD = fiR cos . AQ.
AO

But AQ = AP+PQ = .+(OD-OP)cosi
sini

v

AB .sin a
+AB cos t cos a cos AB sin a cot i cos i

= AB (sin i sin a + cos t cos a cos 0) ;
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therefore

(sin ifx cob isin 0) cos a sin 6 = /u. cos# (sin t sin a + cos i cos a cos 0),

or sin i cos asintf = /zcosicosa + jusini'sin acos0,

or sin0 fitanacosfl = fACoti.

Putting jutana = tan/3, we have 6 from the equation

sin(0 /3)
= /xcottcos/3. (1)

If there is no horizontal plane through A obstructing the beam, it

will be possible for the end B to describe a complete circle round 0.

Let us inquire the condition that the beam should rest in all possible

positions. For this there must be no limiting position of equilibrium,

or, in other words, the value of in (1) must be imaginary.
The required condition is, then, /xcoti'cos/3>l,

tan i

that is, /x>-
V 1 tan2

1 tan2 a

Let us next suppose that the beam is elastic, or that, in virtue of a

compression of the beam, B is not constrained to move in the circle

whose centre is 0. Supposing, then, that the beam has been jammed
against the plane, if the coefficient of friction is gradually diminished,
B will begin to move in some other direction than that perpendicular
to OB, and this direction will be exactly opposite to that in which the

force of friction acts. Now the reaction at A, the total resistance at

B, and the weight of the beam lie in one plane which must, therefore,

be the vertical plane through the beam. The total resistance at B
must, moreover, lie inside or on the cone of friction described round

B. Hence if the position of the beam is such that the vertical plane

through it touches this cone, equilibrium will be at its limit, since the

line of action of the total resistance is the line of contact of the

vertical plane with the cone.

Let the lines and planes of the figure be projected on a sphere
described about B as centre with arbitrary radius. Then the cone of

friction will appear as a small circle of an-

gular radius, NC (Fig. 245), equal to A, the

angle of friction. Let N be the point in

which the normal to the inclined plane at B
meets the sphere ; A, the point representing
the beam, and ACV the vertical plane through
the beam touching the cone of friction. Now
the vertical line at B lies in the vertical

plane, ACV, through the beam, and it makes

Fig. 245. an angle equal to i with the normal to the

inclined plane. Hence, take a point V in

ACV so that NV = i, and we have NV, the circle answering to

the vertical plane through B normal to the inclined plane (a plane
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which is parallel to the plane APD, Fig. 244). In the spherical

triangle NVG we have, then,

sin NV . sin N VC = sin NC,
or sin i sin = sin A ;

. , sin A
.*. bid =

; 7
sine

This second solution supposes that the only condition to which the

total resistance is subject is that of making with the normal an angle
not greater than the angle of friction. The supposition of perfect

rigidity, on the contrary, restricts the direction of the force of friction

in the inclined plane, making it perpendicular to the line OB.

9. A heavy elastic beam rests on two rough inclined planes whose
intersection is a horizontal line. Show that every position of the

beam may be one of equilibrium if the inclination

of each plane is less than the angle of friction for

that plane and the beam.

Let A (Fig. 246) be one end of the beam, AN
the normal to the plane on which A rests, and
AV the vertical at A. Then if the beam is suf-

ficiently elastic, it may be jammed against the

planes, and the only condition to which the total

resistances at its ends are subject are the conditions

of making with the normals angles not greater than

the corresponding angles of friction. Hence in the extreme position
in which the end A is about to slip, the vertical plane through the

beam must touch the cone of friction

described round the normal, AN. But
this is manifestly impossible, since the

angle A is > VAN
;
for the vertical line

is included within the cone, and through
this line no plane can be drawn to touch

the cone. There can, therefore, be no

limiting equilibrium at either end in

any position of the beam.

10. A ladder, ABCD (Fig. 247),
whose centre of gravity divides it into

two given segments, rests with one end,

AB, on the ground, the upper end, CD,
resting symmetrically against two equal y
rough vertical planes which include a

given angle; find its limiting inclination

to the ground.
On account of the equal roughness of

the vertical walls and the symmetrical

position of the ladder, the total resist-

ances at C and D are equal ;
moreover they have a single resultant

passing through the middle point of CD, since the two normal

Fig. 247.
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pressures and the two forces of friction have resultants passing

through this point.
At each of the points A and B the total resistance makes the angle

of friction with the normal, and the resultant of these forces acts at

the middle point of AB, making the angle of friction with the vertical.

The resultant resistance above and that below must meet in the

vertical through the centre of gravity of the ladder.

Let A be the angle of friction at the ground ;
X'= that for each

wall
;

a = lower and b = upper segment of ladder made by its

centre of gravity ;
6 = limiting inclination of ladder

; <f>
= angle

made with vertical by the resultant of the total resistances at C and
D. Then, by the '

cotangent formula
'

of Art. 35, we have

(a+ 6)tan0 = -
bcot(f>, (1)

where fx
= tan A.

The angle (j> may, of course, be found by the ordinary method of

determining the magnitude and direction of the resultant of forces

from their several components; but we prefer to employ for the

purpose the method of spherical 2>rojection, which is more simple, and

which will be frequently employed in the sequel. The method con-

sists in constructing a sphere of any radius, and drawing through its

centre lines and planes parallel to the lines and planes in our figure ;

these will intersect the surface of the sphere in points and circles,

respectively, as illustrated in examples 7, 8, 9 already.
Let (Fig. 248) be the centre of the sphere ;

OZ a parallel to the

rertical ;
ON and ON' parallels to the normals to the planes zy and

zx, respectively; ZC and ZD
Z planes parallel to these planes

respectively; OR and OR'
lines in the planes ZN and
ZN'

t each inclined at the

angle, A', of friction to the

corresponding normal; thenN^ ^Sl^ ^*N OR and OR' represent the

lines of action of the total

resistances at C and D. If S
is the middle point of the arc

RR', the resultant of the resistances acts in OS, and the arc ZS=
</>.

If a is the angle between the walls, DC = a, and NN'=nia
;
there-

ir o,

fore the angle RZS = - -; and applying Napier's Analogies to the

triangle RZS, we have

cot
(f>
=

jx' cosec .

Hence (1) gives 2

(a + 6)tan0= b\x'ca

which determines the limiting inclination

(a + b)tand= -
b\i!cosec-, (2)
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11. If the vertical walls are unequally rough, show that the initial

motion of the ladder cannot he one in which the line CD moves down

parallel to its original position.

12. If the walls are unequally rough, show that the initial motion

cannot be one in which one corner (Z)) is for the moment at rest,

while slipping takes place at two other corners (C and B).

13. A solid rectangular block is placed with one of its faces on

an inclined plane so rough as to prevent slipping, while tumbling
is possible ; to investigate the positions of equilibrium.

Let ABC (Fig. 249)
be the face on the in-

clined plane. All the

different positionsmay
be obtained by turn-

ing the block round

the edge, AI, through

any corner of the base,

which is perpendicular
to the inclined plane.
Draw the horizontal

line Ax in the inclined

plane. Let G be the

centre of gravity of

the block
;

that of

the face ABC; GP the

vertical line through
G meeting the face

ABC'in P. Since GO
is perpendicular to the

inclined plane, Z PGO = i = inclination of plane, so that the sides

of the triangle OGP are all constant whatever be the position of the

block
; therefore if the successive positions of P are marked on the

face ABC, they trace out in it a circle with centre 0.

Again, since Ax is the line of intersection of the inclined plane and
a horizontal plane, it is at right angles to the plane of two intersecting
normals to these planes; it is therefore at

right angles to the plane of GO and GP,
and hence to OP in all positions of the

block.

Therefore if Fig. 250 represents the base

of the block and the circle traced out in

it by the motion of P, the points in which
the circle intersects the sides of the face

being 2>j, ]>2 , ftj 2\, we see that if we turn

the block round A I so that any one of the

lines Oj>1 , Op2 , Op3 , OpA
is at right angles

to A x, we obtain a position in which the block is about to tumble
;

in other words, make a perpendicular to any of the lines 0pii 0pa ,...

Fig. 249.
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(drawn in the plane of the base) horizontal, and we obtain a limiting

position.
If 2 a and 26 are the lengths of the edges AB and AC, and c is the

distance of G from the base, the conditions that the circle should

intersect all the edges of the base are c tan i >a and c tani >b, where
t is the inclination of the plane.

Obviously if the block be any solid body having a base of any
form, the solution is the same. If is the projection of G on the

base, and OG = c, describe a circle round with radius c tan i
;

let

]) be any point of intersection of this circle with the contour of the

base
;
then make a perpendicular to Op horizontal, and we obtain

a limiting position.

14. A heavy uniform bar rests with its extremities on two rough
inclined planes whose line of intersection is horizontal

; supposing
that the bar is slightly elastic and can be jammed between the planes,

investigate its positions of limiting equilibrium.
We may evidently consider the centre of the bar to be restricted

to a fixed vertical plane which is perpendicular to both of the in-

clined planes. Take this plane as that of yz, the axis of x being the

line of intersection of the inclined planes, and the axis of z a vertical

line. Let (y, z) be the co-ordinates of the centre of gravity of the bar
;

2 a = length of the bar
;
9 = angle between the bar and a vertical

bine
; <f>

= angle between vertical plane through the bar and the plane

yz ;
i and i

f
the inclinations of the given planes ;

A and A' the angles
of friction between them, respectively, and the bar.

Then the co-ordinates of the extremities of the bar are

a sin 6 sm<f); y + a sin 9 cos
(f> ;

z+ a cos 9 for one extremity, A,

a sin 9 sin
(f> ; y a sin 9 cos

</> ;
z a cos 9 for the other, B.

Since these lie on the inclined planes, we have

z+ a cos 9 = (y + a sin 9 cos $) tan i, (1)

z a cos 9 (ya sin 9 cos $) tan %'. (2)

Now, as in Example 9, if the first end is going to slip,

sin i sin
<f>
= sin A, (3)

since the vertical plane through the beam touches the cone of

friction at this end. If the other end were about to slip, we should

have sin i' sin
<f>

sin A'
; (4)

so that both ends cannot slip at once unless

sin A sin A'

sin i sin i'

Let t and t' stand for tan i and tan i'
; then, eliminating 9 from

(1) and
(2),

we have

[2z-(t-(r)y]
2
sec'

l

<t> + [(t-t)z+ 2a'y]
2 =

a*{t + tf)
a

.

Hence the positions in which either end is about to slip are such
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that the centre of gravity lies on a certain ellipse any position of

this point on the ellipse being admissible the corresponding value of

< being given by (3) or (4), and that of 6 by (1) or (2).

We have now to determine, however, whether both ellipses are

admissible or not i.e. whether there are positions in which the

end A is about to slip, while B remains at rest, and also positions
in which B is about to slip while A remains at rest.

Assuming that A is about to slip, the vertical plane through the

bar touches the cone of friction described around the normal at A
to the inclined plane (i) ;

but at the same time this vertical plane
must not lie wholly outside the cone of friction at B, i.e. it must
intersect this latter in two real right lines. Now if, for simplicity,
we transfer the origin to B, the axes remaining unchanged in direction,

the equation of the vertical plane through the bar is

xy tan <p
= 0,

and the cone of friction at B is

(y sin i'+ z cos
i')

2
cos

2
A.'

(a;

2 +y2 + z2
)
=

;

and these will intersect in a pair of real lines if

sin i' sin <p < sin A',

, . . sin A sin A'
or by (3), -jr < -r-^Bin * sin %

If this inequality is satisfied, it is only the end A that can slip ;
if

the reverse holds, it is the end B that can slip. Thus both values

of
<p are not admissible.

1 5. If at any point, P, a plane, nr, be drawn perpendicular to the

axis of principal moment at the point, find the envelope of w as P
moves along a given curve.

Simplicity will be gained by taking Poinsot's Axis, Oz (Fig. 236,

p. 1 6), as axis of z. Let (a, /3, y )
be the co-ordinates of P with refer-

ence to Oz and any two axes of x and y. Then, introducing two forces

equal and opposite to R at P, we shall have the whole force system

equivalent to R at P, Poinsot's couple K, and a couple Rp, where p
is the perpendicular from P on Oz. We may replace the couple Rp
by two components parallel to Ox and Oy, and these will be Rfi
and Ra; so that the component axes of the principal couple G
at P are ( Rfi, Ra, K). Hence the equation of the plane -or is

-RP{x-a) +Ra(y-p) + K(z-y) = 0,

or px-ay-~(z-y) = 0. (1)

If the equations of the curve along which P moves are

a = <p(y), P = yj,(y),

substitute these values of a and /3 in (1), and eliminate y from the

resulting equation and its derived with respect to y.

Verify, in particular, the result of Art. 235, that if P moves a

right line, cr, will turn round another right line ; that Poinsot's Axis
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intersects the shortest distance between these two lines, dividing it in

. cot 6 , .

the ratio (Art. 212).
cot 9

x '

16. Find the surface traced out by the axes of principal moment
at points taken along a right line intersecting Poinsot's Axis per-

pendicularly.
Let Ox (Fig. 236) be the assumed line, and let it be taken as axis

of x, Poinsot's Axis, OK, being that of z. Let 00' x, and let (y, z)

be the co-ordinates of any point on O'G. Then, if 9 = Z GO'K',
we have z Gn K

- = COt</> = Py-= p
y On Jx .x

K
or xz -~.y,K
an equation which denotes a hyperbolic paraboloid. As the point
0' moves out from along Ox, the axes (such as O'G) of principal
moment revolve towards the right ;

as 0' moves in towards 0, they
revolve towards the left, and, after coincidence with Poinsot's Axis at

0, they still revolve towards the left. At an infinite distance from

they are at right angles to Poinsot's Axis.

1 7. Find the surface traced out by the axes of principal moment
at points taken all along any arbitrary curve.

From Example 15, the equations of the principal axis at the point

(a, /3, y) with reference to Poinsot's Axis as axis of z, and any two

rectangular axes of x and y are

x a y j3 zy
a p

where p is the pitch of the wrench to which the given forces are

equivalent. From these we have

px+ y(z-y) m py-x(z-y) .

1 '

(zyf+p*
' ;

{z-yf+p
2 '

and if the point (a, (3, y) moves along the curve whose equations are

9(a,/3,y) = 0, ^(o) |3,y) = )

substitute the above values of a and /3 in these equations and then

eliminate y. The resulting equation in x, y, z is that of the surface

traced out.

18. A plank, AB, laid on a rough inclined plane, has attached to

its upper extremity, A, a cord which lies along the plane in the

direction of the plank and is pulled with a constant force, P ;
find

the limiting position of equilibrium of the plank.

Ans. Let W = weight of plank, i = inclination of the plane,
A = angle of friction, and 6 = inclination of the plank to a horizontal

line drawn in the inclined plane ;
then

. Z^+JF^l-cos^sec'A)
*md=

2PWsmi
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19. Show that the initial motion of the plank will be one of trans-

lation simply, in a direction making with a horizontal line in the

inclined plane an angle <f>
determined by the equation

Psind JFsini
tan <p

= -
^P cos

where has the value found in last example.

20. If P = 0, explain the values of in the cases

i>\, i<\, i = A.

21. Find the value of P so that the direction of slipping shall be

at right angles to the direction of the plank, and find 0.

Ans. P = WVl cos
2
i sec

2
A, and cos =

.

tan i

[This case is the same as that in which the cord is replaced by a

smooth pivot at the extremity .4.] y

22. A triangular prism is placed with its triangular face on a

rough inclined plane, which is rough enough to prevent slipping ;

find the greatest height of the prism so that there may be at least

one position of equilibrium.

Ans. If i = inclination of plane, and if the sides of the tri-

angular face are a, b, c, in descending order of magnitude, the

greatest height is

f V2a*+ 2b2-c2
. cot i.

23. A heavy plate of any form rests on two rough fixed pegs A
and B, the line joining which is not horizontal

;
the plate can turn

round a pivot, without friction, at a point C ;
if C is raised so that

the plate turns gradually about the fixed line AB, find the inclination

of the plane ABC to the horizon when the plate begins to slip on
the pegs.

24. A particle is acted on by any number of given forces, Plt

P
t ,

. . .
; prove that if R is their resultant,

R* = 2(P*) + 22(P1
.P

2 cosPJ>2),

where P
X
P

2
denotes the angle between the directions of P

1
and Pv

25. Prove that a system of forces acting on a rigid body may be

replaced by two equal forces whose lines of action are perpendicular
to each other, and each inclined at an angle of 45 to Poinsot's Axis :

the forces act at the ends of a line bisected by this axis
; the length

2AT R
of this line is-jr-,and each force is -^,R being the resultant ofR V2
translation, and K Poinsot's moment.

26. Prove that the distance between the lines of action of the two

rectangular forces which equivalently replace a given s} stem of forces

is a minimum when the forces are equal.
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27. ABCD is a tetrahedron
;

forces P, Q, R act along the edges

BC, CA, AB in order, and forces Pf

, Q', It' act along AD, BD, CD
5

prove that the condition for a single resultant is

pp' qqf rr: _
BC.AD + CA.BD+AB.CD~

28. A rough heavy body, bounded by a curved surface, rests upon
two others which themselves rest on a rough horizontal plane ;

show
that the three centres of gravity and the four points of contact lie in

one plane.

29. A heavy beam rests on two smooth inclined planes ;
show that

their line of intersection must be perpendicular to the beam and

parallel to the horizon.

30. Prove that the moment of a force represented by the right line

PQ, about a right line AB is six times the volume of the tetrahedron

ABPQ divided by AB.

31. Three equal heavy spheres hang in contact from a fixed point

by strings of equal length ;
find the weight of a sphere of given radius

which when placed upon the other three will just cause them to

separate.

Ans. If W and a be the weight and radius of each of the three

spheres, W/ and r the weight and radius of the superincumbent

sphere, and I the length of each string,

/3r2+6ar-a2

W+3W V 3P+ 6al-a*'

32. Three spheres are placed in contact on a rough horizontal plane,
and a fourth sphere is placed upon them, there being no friction

between the spheres themselves. Show that equilibrium is impossible.

33. Three equal spheres are placed in contact on a rough horizontal

plane, and a fourth sphere is placed upon them, there being friction

between the spheres themselves. Find the least coefficient of friction

between the spheres which will allow of equilibrium.

Ans. If a is the radius of each of the equal spheres and r that of

the superincumbent sphere, the least value of A, the angle of friction,

is given by the equation

sin 2 A =
V3 a+ r

(The total resistance between the upper sphere and any one of the

lower spheres must be capable of acting through the point of contact

of the latter and the ground.)

34. Three forces whose lines of action are given, but not their

magnitudes, have a single resultant. Prove that the surface traced

out by the line of action of the resultant is a hyperboloid of one sheet.

(Draw any three lines across the given lines of action. Then the

line of action of the resultant must always intersect these three.)

35. A heavy triangular plate of uniform thickness is suspended
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from a fixed point by means of three strings attached to the point
and to the vertices of the plate ; prove that the tension in each string
is proportional to the length of the string.

(Let be the fixed point, A, B, C the vertices of the plate, and G
its centre of gravity.

Then G must lie vertically under 0. Take 3 OG to represent the

weight of the plate. Then, by Leibnitz's graphic representation

[Art. 199], the force 3 OG may be resolved into the forces OA, OB, OC.
But a given force can have only one set of components along three

given concurrent lines. Therefore, &c.)

36. At points on any right line the axes of principal moment of a

given system of forces are drawn
; prove that their extremities trace out

another right line. (Wolstenholme's Problems, p. 387, 2nd edition.)

(At any point on the given line draw R and G. Take as axes of

x, y, and z the given line, the line OG, and a line at perpendicular
to R and the given line. Then at any point P on the given line at a

distance x from if the axis of principal moment be drawn, the

co-ordinates of its extremity will be x, G, and Rx sin a, where a is the

angle which R makes with the given line. Hence the extremities lie

on the line y = G, z = Rx sin a.)

37. Prove that the axes of principal moment at points along any

right line whatever trace out a hyperbolic paraboloid.

(With the same axes as in last example, the surface has for

G
equation xy = = : z.)Asina '

38. Find the condition that a given right line should intersect

Poinsot's Axis.

Ans. If the equations of the line are x = mz+2>, y =nz + q, the

required condition is

R[mL +nM+tf+q(X-mZ)-2){Y-nZ)] = K(mX+nY+Z),
where X is used for 2X, &c.

(It will be found that the equations of Poinsot's Axis can be put
into the forms

X KY-MR Y KX-LR
X =

Z Z+ RZ' y = Z Z RZ
the origin being anywhere.)

39. A given system of forces is to be reduced to two inclined at the

angle a
; prove that the shortest distance between their lines of action

2G a
cannot be less than =- cot-* (Wolstenholme's Book of Math. Prob.,R 2

p. 387, second ed.)

40. Given any system of forces, find the point on a given right line

at which the axis of principal moment is least inclined to the line.

Ans. The foot of the shortest distance between Poinsot's Axis

and the given line.
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[Most easily seen by spherical projection. Let be any point on

the given right line
;
round as centre describe a sphere of any

radius; let the given right line, OL, cut the sphere in L; let the

resultant of translation at and the axis, G, of principal moment at

cut the sphere in R and G, respectively. Draw the great circle

arcs LR, LG. Then at any distance, x, along OL from 0, the axis

of principal moment is the resultant of an axis equal and parallel to

G, and an axis Rx perpendicular to the plane LOR. Let a line, OQ,
drawn through parallel to this latter meet the sphere in Q. Draw
the great circle arc, QG, meeting LR in H, suppose. Then the re-

sultant of G and Rx is an axis somewhere in the plane QG ; but, Q
being the pole of LR, the arc LH is perpendicular to QG, and there-

fore is the least arc that can be drawn from L to QG. Hence when
Rx and G give a resultant along OH, the axis of principal moment is

least inclined to OL. Poinsot's centre being always sought on a line

perpendicular to R and to the axis of principal moment at any point,
the rest follows.]

41. The first case considered in example 8 is, equally with the

second, a geometrico-statical problem. Solve it without any mention

of force.

(Express the condition that the vertical through the extremity
A of AB is intersected by a line inclined at the angle A to the normal

at B, this line lying in the plane of the normal and a perpendicular
to OB.)

42. AQB is any unclosed curve in space, A and B its extremities,

and Q any variable point on the curve
;
P is any fixed point in space,

PQ =zr, ds= element of length at Q, 9= angle between PQ and ds.

If each element ds is acted upon by a force k
j perpendicular

to the plane of PQ and ds, k being a constant, find the resultant force

and couple of this force system.
Ans. Let (a, ft, y), (xlf yx ,

2
X), (x2 , y2 ,

z
2) be the co-ordinates of

P, A, B; let PA = r15 PB = r
2 , L, M, N the component moments

round axes through P ;
and let

f
d

^ =
F,J

d
- =

G,J^
= H.

Then

X= k( r-r), with similar values of T. Z
\y

dy dp'

L =k ( -), with similar values of M, N.

The axis of resultant moment is the external bisector of BPA
,
and

= kBm$BPA.
Hence if the curve is closed, the force system has a single resultant,

which passes through P.



CHAPTER XIV.

ASTATIC EQUILIBRIUM.

242.] Definition. When a body is in equilibrium under

the action of forces applied at given points in the body, with

fixed magnitudes, and directions fixed in space, it will, under

certain conditions to be satisfied by the forces, continue in

equilibrium when it is displaced in any manner. Each force,

then, while continuing to act at the same point in the body and

retaining its direction in space, alters, of course, its actual line

of action.

Equilibrium which thus subsists in all positions of the body
is called Astatic Equilibrium. Some results connected with the

astatic equilibrium of coplanar forces for displacements in their

plane have been given in Chap. V, Vol. I.

The astatic conditions of a rigid body acted on by any forces

have been investigated at great length in Moigno's Statique

(Dixieme Lec,on), and also in a memoir by M. Darboux (Bordeaux,

1877). Treated by the ordinary Cartesian method, the theory of

Astatic Equilibrium is somewhat cumbrous. For this reason the

method here adopted is of a different nature, viz. one which

involves the elementary processes of Quaternions, with which

the student is assumed to be familiar. This method is one

which possesses great advantages in every respect over the

Cartesian method, and, in particular, has a power of suggesting
results which the older method would fail to suggest, and

could demonstrate only by long and painful analysis.

The equilibrium of a rigid body is preserved by two condi-

tions namely, the vanishing of the Resultant of Translation of

the acting forces, and the vanishing of the Principal Moment
calculated for any origin.

The general displacement of a rigid body can always be pro-

duced by a motion of translation, together with a motion of

rotation about some axis, and such is the displacement which

vol. it. p
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must be contemplated in discussing the Astatic Conditions. It

is obvious, however, that a motion of translation can alter

nothing in the equilibrium of the forces, so that we may confine

our attention to a displacement produced by the rotation of the

body about an axis.

243.] Alteration of a Vector by rotation. Suppose that a

body is rotated about an axis drawn through an origin in the

direction of a unit vector <r, what does any vector, a, drawn

from to a fixed point in the body, become ?

Let a sphere, described with as centre, meet the directions

of o-, a, and Faa in points represented in the figure by these

letters. Suppose that after rotation the vector a takes the

direction denoted by a
; let the

angle between Oa and Oa, be 0,

and let the body rotate through an

^^^^ / / \ angle \j/.
Assume

a = xa+ya-\-zFao ;

.*. Saa' = xa2
+ySaa,

Fig 25i<
Saa = xSaa+ya2

,

Sa'Faa = z(Faa)
2 = -za2 sin2 0.

Now Sa a' = - T 2 a (cos
2 + sin2 cos ^), since Ta = Ta

;

also Saa Ta. cos0, Sa'Faa = T2 a. sin2 sini//.

Hence we have

a? = COS\^;y=(l cosv/f)Z'a.cos0= (l cos\f/)Saa; z= sini/f;

/. a'= a cos\jj (1 cos\^) aSaa sin\/r Faa, (A)

which determines the vector into which a is transformed by
rotation.

244.] General Astatic Conditions. Let a
x ,

a
2 ,

a3 , ... be

the vectors from a fixed origin to the points in the body at

which forces represented in magnitudes and directions by the

vectors w
1}
w

2 ,
r3 , ... are applied. Then the resultant of trans-

lation is w
1 + ct2 + w3 + ..., or 2ct

;
and if G is the vector axis

of the resultant couple for the assumed origin,

G = r(a1
vr

1 + a
2
vr2 +...). ()

The conditions of equilibrium are, then,

2r = 0, (B)

2 Fan = 0.
(rj)
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Now by the rotation of the body about any axis through 0, each

vector, Oj, a
2 , ... becomes altered according to (A); and sub-

stituting the altered value for each in (), the couple, G'
t

is

given by the equation

G/
=cos^2ra CT +2sin2

^2(rr <T^a(r) + sin^2;(r.crFao-}, (()

2 w, of course, remains unchanged. This expression must vanish

independently of <p and a
;
hence we must have

2 (VmfrSao)
=

0, (1)

2(V.*rra*)= 0. (2)

Equation (2) at full length is

ff(iS'a1
'5B-1 + iS'a2'SB"2 + ...)

=
ajiSaj-jO" -f a^TO^c-l- >

or ^o- = 0O-, (3)

where <cr is the linear vector function 2, a Si*a at the right side,

and h is the scalar multiplier of <r at the left.

Now <p'a, the conjugate function (Tait's Quaternions, Chap. V.),

is CTj Sax
(T + -&2 Sa2 <r+ . . ., or 2m Saa

;
and we can now show that

<p and <j>' are identical i.e. <p is self-conjugate in virtue of
(77).

For, operating on
(17)

with F. p, we have

<&r1 &zI p + Wg Sa
2 p + ... = Oj^Sra-jp + a2 <SW2 p-f- ...,

i.e. <p'p = <pp,

where p is any vector. Hence when 2 Taw = 0, the function <pp,

or 2,aS-5Tp, is self-conjugate.

Equation (1) is merely

F</><r.<r
= 0. (4)

Now, by supposition, (3) and (4) must be satisfied by all values

of o-. This requires h = 0, and cp <r == 0. The quantity /5 is the

Virial of the given forces.

We can show that both the conditions h = and 2Faw=0
are included in the identical vanishing of rpa-. For, let

<r = cci+yj + zk, where
(?, /, k) are a rectangular system of unit

vectors
;
then <p a = must be satisfied by all values of x, y, z.

Hence we have

2o5iw = 0, 2a5/'w = 0, SaSk-ar = 0. (0)

Multiplying these by i, j, k, respectively, and adding, we have

2as3- m 0,

which, of course, gives 2a<sr = and 2Tasr= 0.

F %
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Hence the two equations

2w = 0, (A)

SaSuro- = 0, or (pa
=

0, (p.)

include all the necessary astatic conditions.

The vanishing of the linear vector function </> <r for all values

of <r is guaranteed by its vanishing when the unit vectors i, j, k

are substituted for or
;
so that we may take (A) and the three

equations (0) as completely expressing the astatic conditions.

Coe. If a body in equilibrium under the action of any forces

is displaced round any axis, a, the moment of the forces in the

new position is given by the equation

G'=-2sin2 ^ Fo-tf) 0-4- sin t/>(/&o--4><t). ()

245.] Equation of Poinsot's Axis. For any assumed origin,

0' (Fig, 236, p. 16), let G (=0'G) be the vector axis of the

principal couple, and let n (or 2ct) be the Resultant of Trans-

lation.

TC
Then the distance O'O is ~= sin <p, where

<f>
is the angle R(/G\

TC FTr C
therefore the vector (70 is ^ sin# UVU.G, which is -^ ;

hence the equation of the line OK (Poinsot's Axis) is

_ VUG
p = xn+

-^2jY

246.] yeetor to Centre of Parallel Forces. If at the ex-

tremities of two vectors, a^ ,
a
2 ,
two parallel forces of magnitudes

P
x
and P

% act, the vector to their centre is

P
1
a
1 +P2

a
2 t

A + -P.

'

and for any number of parallel forces of magnitudes, Tmx ,
Tiz2 ,., .

the vector to their centre is

2o?V
22V

'

247.] One Force. To find the conditions that a system of

forces should be astatically equivalent to a singleforce.

Suppose that a force ITj, acting at the extremity of a vector

A
x
drawn to a point fixed in the body, astatically equilibrates the

given system.
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Denote 2ct by IT, and 2aSivr, SaSkvr, SaSkvj by I, /, K
respectively. Then we have, by (6) and (A),

A
x
sin - i, A

x sjn = /, A1
sm = k,

which give the conditions

I J K
sin

~
Sjn~ Skn'

These conditions are always satisfied when the given forces form

T ^ *P

a parallel system, since -~-r= obviously becomes , which is

J IT

also the common value of a . and 7rr= > and the vector to the
,_ ,

'

07 n o/fcll

centre of parallel forces. x

T J K
In general, the vectors -3-= 1 -jtt^ , -g 7 are those drawn6 SzU. SjU SkU

from the origin to the points of application, Pit Pj} Pk , of three

systems of parallel forces which are obtained by resolving each

force into three rectangular components in the directions i, j, k.

Denote these vectors, respectively, by a
f , a,-,

a
k

.

In the present case, then, the points P{ , Pj, Pk ,
must coincide.

248.] The Centres of three component parallel systems.
It is essential to have a clear idea of the points whose vectors

from any origin we have just denoted by a
{ , a,-,

a
k . Resolve,

in any position of the body, the force OTj at the point a
x
into

three components parallel to any three rectangular fixed-space

directions, i, j, k
; and similarly resolve all the other forces. In

all positions of the body these components of
ot-j

are each abso-

lutely constant in magnitude and in direction, since we assume

each force of the system to retain the same direction in fixed

space. And since these forces act each at one and the same

point (or particle) of the body in all positions of the body, it

follows that the set of components parallel to i, for example,
constitute a system exactly the same as the weights of a number
of particles forming a rigid body, or rigidly connected together
even if they do not form a continuous solid. It is quite clear,

then, that their centre (the point ij) must be an invariable point

in the body (or in rigid connection with it)
however the body

may be displaced, whether by translation, or by rotation, or both.

Similarly the other centres (of components parallel to /, and

of those parallel to k), Pj, Pk , are both fixed points in the body.
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So long, then, as the chosen fixed-space directions are the same,

the points i?, Pj, Pk are the same
;

but when all the forces,

w
1 ,

r
2 , are resolved into a parallel set in any other direction,

the centre of this parallel system will be a different point in the

body.

We shall now prove that, whatever this new direction, may he,

the centre of components parallel to it lies in the plane of the points

P
{ , lj, l

k , corresponding to any three chosen directions.

Let the new direction be that of the unit vector xi+yj + z&,

where x, y, z are its direction-cosines. Let p be the vector to

the new centre. Then

_ aj S(xi -\-yj+ zh)w1 + ...

S(xi+yj+ zh)vr1 + ...

x^aSiw +y'2aSj'CT + z"2 aSkw
x 2 Sim +y2 Sjnr + Z2 Shis-

denote iSirv, or SiU, by a
; 2Sjzj and SSfc-sr by 6 and c,

respectively, so that a, b, c are the components of the resultant

of translation in the directions of i, j, k. Then

a* = j &c. ;
a

hence
., + .,+ .

ax-\-oy + cz

which proves that the extremity of p lies in the plane of the

points Pi} Pj, Pk ,
since (Tait's Quaternions, 30) the extremities

of four vectors plt p% , p3 , p4 drawn from the origin will be

coplanar if plPl +p2 p2 +p,p3 +p4 P, = 0,

and ^1+^2+^3+^4 = -

This plane, which is therefore absolutely fixed in the body,

we shall call the plane of centres. It depends simply on the

magnitudes and directions of the forces and the points at which

they are applied.

A special centre of parallel forces deserves to be noticed. It

is that obtained by resolving all the forces parallel to their

resultant of translation, IT. The vector to this point, which we
shall call the 'principal centre of the plane of centres, is

a2 a
i + b

2 a
j + c2 a

k

tf+P + c2
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249.] Two Forces. Tofind the conditions that a system offorces
should be astatically equivalent to twoforces.

Let the two forces be U
x
and U2 at points whose vectors are

A
x
and A

2
.

Hence r^ + ILj + n =0, (1)

J
1
8in

i + Ja SiUa
=I

t (2)

AxSjn x+A2Sju2 =-J, (3)

A
x
SkU

x + A2
SkU

2
= -K. (4)

The last three equations show that /, J, K must be coplanar
with A

x
and A2 . Hence SIJK = 0. (a)

But there is another condition to be satisfied
;
for if 11+ mJ

+ nK = 0, when I, m, n are given scalars, by multiplying (2),

(3), and (4) by /, m, n, adding, and equating to zero the coeffi-

cients of A
x
and A2 (for no such equation as pAx + qA2

= is

possible, p and q being scalars) we have

ISi U
x +m SjUx + n Sk U

x
= 0, (5)

ISin
2+m Sjn2 + n Sk IT2

= 0, (6)

which, from (l), give by addition this second condition,

?SiYl + mSjn + nSkn = 0.
(/3)

Now it is easy to see that (a) and
((3) signify that the three

centres, P{ ,
P
j}
P
k of parallel forces are in one right line. For

we have assumed ISin .
cti + mSjU .ctj + nSkn .ak = ;

and we
know that the extremities of three vectors will be collinear

(Tait's Quaternions, 30) if the sum of their multipliers in

this equation is zero which is asserted in
(y3). We shall call

this the Line of Centres. Moreover, the points of application of
ll

x
and U

2
must also lie on this line. For (2) can be written

A
x
Sin

x + A2
SiTJ

2 + Sill ,a
{
= 0;

and since, by (l), SiU x + Sil]
2 + Sin = 0, this equation shows

that the points at which U
x and U

2 act lie on a right line

through P
{ ; similarly, they lie on a right line through i} ;

therefore, &c.

Again, the forces U
x and U2 are obviously known in magni-

tudes and directions from equations (1) ... (4) as soon as their

points of application are assumed
;
and in all cases they are both

parallel to a given plane ;
for (5) gives

S(li+ mj + nk)nx
= 0,
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and a similar equation in IT2 ,
which show that n1 and U

2 are

both perpendicular to the vector li + mj + nk, as is also the

Resultant of Translation of the given system, by (#).

Now7 = -flOj, J =
ba.j,

K = ca
k .

Assume the vectors Ax
and A2 . Let

A
1
= a

i + x(ai
-

aj) ;
A

2
= a

i +y(ai
-

a,-).

Then equations (2), (3), (4) give

o-r, aV .-. b(yl) ~ 7 _ cny + bm
1

y . %y n[xy)
n . ax . b(x\) ft,_ cnx + bm

which, of course, determine Ilj and IT
2 .

If we take Ux
and I72 at right angles to each other, we have

Si rjjsm2 + Sjux sju2+s&u1
Skn

2 o,

which gives

n2
(a

2 + b2 4- c
2
) xy 4- #n (m hi) (x+y) + b2 (m

2 + n?)
= 0.

Now it is obvious that the distance of the extremity of Ax

from P
i
is x .PiPj, and the distance of the extremity of A2 from

P
i
is y.PiPj-, and this last equation shows that these distances

(j and 2)
are connected by an equation of the form

i&+Jtfi+ 6) + 'f-; 0,

and that, therefore, the points at which U
1
and n

2 are applied

are conjugate points of an involution system on the line of

centres PiPjPk .

The distance of the centre of this involution system from P+ is

b{bn-cm)

n(a
2 + b2 + c2

)
1

* j '

so that the vector, 12, to this centre is

b(bn cm) , .

ai
~n(a

2 + b
2 + c2

)

{ai
~

aj)'

or
a'at + Paj + ctg,

01 "
a2 + b2 + c2

' ^
which is (Art. 248) the vector to the centre of a system of

parallel forces whose common direction is that of the Resultant

of Translation of the given system i.e. the principal centre.

Hence, when a system of forces can be astatically equilibrated by

tico rectangularforces, the points of application of these latter must
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lie on the line of centres, and be conjugate points of an involution

system whose centre is the centre of a system parallel to the Result-

ant of Translation.

It remains to be proved that the line of centres is unique.

For this purpose we shall show that, if the given forces are each

resolved in the direction of any vector, the centre of this system
will lie on the line P^P^.

If i' is the assumed vector, let i = x i +yj + zh
; then the vector

to the centre of forces parallel to i' is

a
t
Si'tx

1 + a
2 Si'm2 + ... xl+yJ+ zK

Si
/w

1 + Si
/
'OT

2 + ...
'

ax+by + cz

Ifr is this vector, we have

(ax + by + cz)
V ax. ai by.aj cz.a^Q ;

and since the sum of the multipliers of I\ a
i5
ap a

h
is zero, and

the extremities of the latter three are collinear, the extremity of

1' must lie on the line of centres.

The relations between the vectors A
x
and A2 and the forces

FFj and IT
2 will, perhaps, be better seen if we use 6 for the unit

vector in the direction of the line of centres.

Clearly, then, we may put, when U
x
and IT2 are rectangular,

A
x

Q. + X0,

v=a-4I4
(8)

7= -a Q*$, J = -bl-s'd, K = -cl-s"d,

where h 2
, s, /, s" are all given constants, and x any variable

scalar.

Equations (2), (3), (4) then determine Ux
and n2 ,

and give

h2 TI + x a?n-xQ
1Ji- ~

h* + x*
' ll2-~ h*+ x*

' {)

where = si+ s'j + s"h, so that is a given vector parallel to

the plane to which n, r^ ,
and I7

2
are all parallel.

It is easy to prove in different ways that the vectors FT and

are perpendicular to each other. One simple method consists in

the fact that <S
,n

i
II 2 must be zero independently of the value of x.

It may be seen otherwise thus :

a/+ bJ+cK= -
(a

2 +b2 + c2)a- {as+bs' + cs") 6 ;

and this gives, by (7), as + bs' + cs" = 0, which is the condition

that and II should be perpendicular.
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The condition -STIjlTg = further gives

h2n2-e2 = 0,

or, ifiZbe Til, T - hB.

Corresponding to different values of x we can represent the

magnitudes and directions of Yl1 and U2 . Since they equilibrate

n, they must, of course, be represented by the two sides of a

right-angled triangle described, in a plane fixed in space, on IT

as hypotenuse.
Draw from any origin, 0, two right lines, OA and OB, in the

directions of n and respectively. Then, if the components of

Yi
l along OA and OB are X1 and Y1} we have

v h2B v JiBoc

h2 + x2 ' x k2+ x2 '

therefore, if rTx
= OP1 ,

we have

tan Pj A = -
,

which determines the direction of rij .

Again, we can prove the following theorem :

As their points of application along the line of centres vary, the

two rectangular forces which astatically equilibrate the system trace

out a hyperbolic paraboloid.

For if p is the vector to any point on the surface traced out

hJ n
i> ^ h2n+x&

where x and y are any variable scalars
; or, if the centre of the

line of centres is taken as origin of vectors,

r h2 + x1 h2 + ar

The Cartesian equation of this surface, referred to the line of

centres as axis of x, and those of n and as axes of y and z,

respectively, is
xy nz .

Since the two forces U
x
and Tl

2 are equivalent to the given

system, the discussion of these forces may replace the discussion

of the system. For example, to find Poinsot's Axis, we have,

from (8) and (9),

FA1
n

1 +FA2
u

2
= -F(an + ee).
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Hence, from Art. 245, Poinsot's Axis is

p = xU +a- j V6QU\Br

or, if the centre of the line of centres is taken as origin of vectors,

P = xn-~FdGn,

so that Poinsot's Axis will coincide with the Resultant of Trans-

lation at the centre of the line of centres if Vd&U = 0, or, in

other words, if the line of centres is perpendicular to the plane

(of and n) to which the forces Yl
t ,

IT2 , and n are parallel.

The body may, of course, be turned round so that this perpen-

dicularity occurs.

A system of forces can be astatically equilibrated by ttgo forces
when all theforces of the system are parallel to one plane.

For, let the unit vector perpendicular to this plane be taken

as k. Then 8kzj
x
= 0, Skvr2 = 0, ;

therefore K = 0, and

the equations reduce to

n
1+n2+n = a, (10)

A
1
Sin

i + A2
SiU

2 + SiU.a
i
= o, (H)

A
1 Sjnl + Ai SjUa + Sjn.aJ

=0. (12)

The second shows that the extremities of the vectors At ,
A2 ,

and c^ are collinear, since by (10) the sum of their multipliers is

zero. Similarly (12) shows that the extremities of Alt A2 ,
and

a,-
are collinear ; therefore the points of application of n

x
and IT2

lie on the line of centres.

A system of forces may be astatic for displacements about a par-

ticular axis without being astatic for displacements about other axes.

If <r is the unit vector in the direction of the axis of displace-

ment, the conditions of continuous equilibrium are

2sr = 0,

cos^2FaOT + 2sin2

^2(Fw(ra(r) + sinv/r2F.OTFa<r = 0;

the latter, holding for all values of
\}r, gives

2Fa*r=0, 2(Fsro-a<r) = 0, 2 V. m Va or = 0.

Consider the case in which all the forces lie in one plane, and

let the axis of displacement be any axis perpendicular to this

plane. Also take the origin of vectors in the plane.
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Then these conditions, since

Sa^ a- = Sa2 a = = 0, S^cr = Sw
2

cr = = 0,

become 2ct = 0, 2 Va or = 0, 2<SW=0.
It has been shown (Vol. I, pp. 130, 131) how these conditions

are otherwise deduced, it being observed that SSa&r is obviously

the Virial of the forces.

Such a system of forces as this can always be equilibrated (for

the displacements considered) by a single force. For, let the

force be rij at the extremity of a vector Av Then the conditions

are I^ + rirrO, ^
1
II

1 + 2ow=0;
. Saw

.-. n1= -n, A =
-n~>

the expression for A1 being evidently a vector, since a
ly wlt ...

and n are all coplanar.

We thus arrive at the ' Centre
'

of the system, and it is very

easy to prove that (see Vol. I, p. 130) this point is characterised

by the vanishing of the sum of the moments and of the Virial

of the forces about it.

250.] Three Forces. To investigate the astatical equivalence of
a system offorces to threeforces.

Let the forces be ni3 I72 ,
and n3 at the extremities of vectors

^13 A 2 ,
Az .

Then U
x + U2 + YI3

= - n, (1)

A
1SiU1 + A2

SiU2 + A3SiU3
= I, (2)

A^8JHt + A2SjU2 + A3SjU3
= -J, (3)

A
1
sm

1 +A2
skn2 +A3

skn3
= -K. (4)

Now, Sill being still denoted by a, &c, (2) can be written

A
1
SiU

1 + A2
SiU

2 + A3 SiU3 aa
t
= 0,

while (1) gives SiU
1 + SiU2 + SiU3 a = 0.

Hence (Art. 248) the extremities of A1} A2 ,
and A3 lie in a

plane containing the point Pt ,
which has been shown to be the

centre of a system of parallel forces obtained by resolving each

force parallel to i.

The remaining equations show in the same way that these

extremities lie in a plane containing Pj and P
h

.

Hence the points of application of the three forces which astati-

cally equilibrate the system lie in the plane of the three centres
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7
f , Pj, Pk ;

that is, the plane containing the extremities of the

vectors aif a,-,
a
k . This plane we have called the Plane of Centres.

The astatic reduction to three forces is therefore always possible.

The equation of the plane of centres is, of course,

S(Faj ak + Fa^ + Fa^) p = Sai ajak . (5)

Operating on (2), (3), (4) with S . FA2A3 , we have

Si U
x

. SAX
A

2
A3
= -SIFA2

A3 ,

SjUx . SAX
A

2A3
= -SJFA2

A3 ,

Sic
CTj . SA

X
A2A3

= -SKFA2
A3 ;

which give

n, ^^-jiiSIFA^+jSJrA^ + kSKFA.A,) ;

and in the same way we obtain IT
2 and n3 , so that, when their

points of application are assumed, the forces ITj, n2 ,
n3 , are thus

completely known.

It may be observed that the origin of vectors can always be

so chosen that the vectors a
{ , aj,

a
h shall be a rectangular system,

the vectors i,j, k, remaining the same. For the points Pv Pj, Pk
depend only on the vectors i, j, k, and not on the origin of

vectors; and, given three points ij, Pj, Pk ,
two other points,

Q and Q', can be found such that the lines Qi^ , QPj , and QPk are

a rectangular system, as are also the lines Q'P^ Q'Pj, and Q,'Pk.

The points Q and Q' are the points common to three spheres

described on the sides of the triangle P< Pj Pk as diameters ;

they are equidistant from this plane on opposite sides, and lie on

the perpendicular to it drawn through the orthocentre of the

triangle.

We may suppose either ofthese points taken as origin ofvectors,

and treat I, J, K as a rectangular system.
For simplicity, denoting the vectors FA2A3 ,

FA3At , FAX
A

2 by

fj,
f
2 , 63, we have

n
x
= *

{iSIex +jSJ(x + kSK(x), (6)VScx 2
f
3

n2
=

I {isi(2 +jSJ(2 +kSK<2) t (7)Vd(x 2
(3

n3
=

I {iSIe3 +jSJez + kSK<3). (8)VS(
x
(
2
(
3
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It may be noticed that, for different systems of rectangular

vectors i',f, h\ the vectors to the centres of the corresponding

systems of parallel forces are in the directions of conjugate
diameters of a certain ellipsoid. For if

?= mi +yj + zk, /= x'i+y'j + zk, k' = x"i +y"j + z"k,

it is obvious that T, J', Kr
are

xI+yJ + zK, x'I+/J+/K, x"I+y"J+z"K
respectively. And since xx' +yy'+ zz' = 0, &c, it follows that

sirsir SJVSJJ' SKI'SKJ'

/4
+ ji~ +

^i
=

> &c ->

showing that the vectors to the new centres are in the directions

of conjugate diameters of the ellipsoid

S*IP S*JP S?Kp _
I*

+
J*

+
~Kr

~ '

The origin of vectors is now a fixed point in the body, and the

points Pt , Pj, Ph , are, of course, fixed points in the body; and,

by the nature of astatic equilibrium, we may consider the body
as being placed in any position whatever. Suppose, then, that

it is so turned round the origin of vectors that /, /, and K
coincide in directions with i, j, k respectively. This may be

regarded as a sort of initial position of the body. Let the tensors

of /, /, and K be tx ,
t2 , and t3 respectively. Then

iSI^+jSJ^ + kSK^
becomes t

l
iSie

1 + t2jSj(1+ t
3kSk 1 ,

that is, a self-conjugate

linear vector function of e Denote it by </>er Then (6), (7),

and (8) give

But in the ellipsoid Sp<pp = 1
,
the normal at the extremity of

a vector a is parallel to cpa (Tait's Quaternions, Chap. VIII).
Hence we have the following theorem :

The body being placed in the initial position, the forces applied at

the extremities of any three vectors, Ax ,
A

2 ,
A3 ,

drawn from the

origin to points in the plane of centres, are in the directions of
normals to the ellipsoid Spcpp = 1 at the points where its surface is

intersected by the vectors VA
X
A

2 ,
VA2

A3 ,
VA3A x

.

If we wish the forces IL, U
2 ,
n3 to be a mutually rectangular

set, we must take S(f) 1 (pe2
= 0, &c, from which it is evident
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that the directions of tlt 2 , and e3 must be conjugate diameters

of the ellipsoid Sp<f>
2
p = 1.

Of course the centres P
{ , Pj, Ik may be taken as those at

which the forces are applied. The forces will then be in the

directions i,j, k respectively, and in the initial position they will

meet in a point. Their magnitudes are obviously a, b, c by the

very nature of a resolution of the given system of forces into

three component parallel sets (Art. 248).

What we have just called the initial position of the body

requires a few words to render its nature more clear. Any three

directions i, j, k, fixed in space, being chosen, and the centres

Pi, Pj, ^.corresponding to them being taken, join these centres

to one of the two points, Q, at which they subtend right angles in

pairs. When the body has a position given to it at random the

lines QPt , QPjf QPk are not parallel to the corresponding
directions i,j, k

;
but (Q being obviously a point in rigid con-

nection with the body) if the body is moved so that these lines

OPiy &c, are parallel to
i, j, k, the system offorces will have in

this position a single resultant.

For it is obvious from elementary principles (see Art. 248)
that the given force system could always be replaced by a force

at Pi parallel to i and equal to the sum of the components of

all forces parallel to i, together with forces at P
j
and Pk equal to

the sums of components parallel to/ and k. Hence these forces

vtould act in the lines QP{ , QPj} QPk if these lines were placed

parallel to i, j, k, and there would, therefore, be a single

resultant.

Since any directions may be chosen for i, j, k, there will be

an infinite number of triads of centresP
t , Pj, Pk all lying in a

plane fixed in the body and of lines QP{ , <&c, and therefore of

initial positions. Hence an initial position is simply any one in

which the forces have a single resultant.

If the vectors a15
o
2 , ... are measured from a Q-point (i.e. a

point at which Pa Pj, Pk subtend right angles in pairs), the

function 2aSsrp will be self-conjugate in the initial position in

which the single resultant passes through this point (Art. 244).

Generally, in all questions relating to the equilibrium of a given
force system, we may substitute for the system three forces, viz.

those which are astatically equivalent to the system at any
triad of centres, Pt , Pj, Pk ,
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251.] Grouping of the Centres round the Principal

Centre. Simplicity will be gained by taking the principal

centre as origin of vectors, and supposing that all positions of

the body are obtained by rotation round this point as a fixed

point in space. Further, of the three fixed-space vectors i, j, k,

we shall take i in the (invariable) direction of the Resultant of

Translation of the forces. This latter assumption will make
b = 0, c = 0, since the sums of the components of the forces

perpendicular to the direction of their Resultant of Translation

are necessarily zero. The constant a becomes then the magnitude
of this resultant. Moreover, since X2, the vector from the origin

to the principal centre, is zero, we must have (Art. 249) /= 0.

The vectors J and K, of course, remain. Let C be the

principal centre
;
then / and K are vectors at C in the plane of

centres, and we can easily see that the fixed-space directions

j and k can be so chosen as to make J and K at right angles to

each other. For, let f and U be any two rectangular unit

vectors in the plane of jk, let 9 be the angle between

f andy. Then

j' j cos + sin Q
;
k'= /sin 9 + kcos0

;

and if J* and K are the vectors corresponding to f and k',

J'=2aSj'*r, K'= 2 a Sk'vr
;
therefore

J'z= Jcos6 + Ksva.O
;
K'= -Jsin6 +K cos ;

so that J' and K! will be rectangular if

tan 20 = -p^-
We shall suppose, then, that j and k have been chosen so

that J and K are rectangular ;
and these latter we shall call the

principal vectors in the plane of centres
;
the axes of i,j, k thus

chosen may be called the principal fixed space axes.

Now let li + mj + nk be a unit vector, p, in any direction at C,

its direction-cosines being I, m, n. The vector to the centre, P,

which corresponds to this vector is

mJ+nK . .

Ta ( *

If the vectors / and K are taken as axes ofy and z, respec-

tively, and if their tensors are t and f, the co-ordinates of P
being (y, z),

we have

mt nf . .

y = Ta'
Z
=Ta' &
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a being, as before said, the magnitude of the Resultant of Trans-

lation of the given forces.

If p is any vector in a given plane, px + gy + rz 0, we have

pl+ qm +m = 0, so that the locus of P is the right line

lr+?'+;-> ()

If p is any vector making a constant angle, 0, with the

direction of the Resultant of Translation, we have

m2 + n? = sin2
;

therefore the locus of P is the ellipse

And if we wish to astatically equilibrate the given system by
three forces at the three centres, P, P

7

, P", corresponding to

any three rectangular directions,

li + mj+ nk, l'i+ m'j + n'k, l"i + m"j + n"k,

the magnitudes of these forces will be, respectively, la, I'a, l"a,

and they will be parallel to the assumed directions li + m^' + nk,

&c. (p. 79).

It is to be noted that, with the origin of vectors as now chosen,

the general values (6) &c, of Art. 250 for YI
1}

IT
2 ,
n3 all

assume the indeterminate form -> since the vectors Alf A2> Az

are coplanar, the operations S . VA
2
A3 , &c, by which they were

obtained from (2), (3), (4) being illusory. But the student

will have no difficulty in obtaining the result just given (which
is obvious from first principles) from the general equations

referred to.

A given system of forces can always be replaced, with complete
astatical equivalence, by three equal and mutually rectangular

forces. For we have only to choose the directions li + mj + nk,

&c, parallel to which all the forces are resolved, so that

l=zl'=l"=~,

that is, the three equivalent forces are all inclined to the direction

of the Resultant of Translation at cos-1 i and each force

VOL. II. G
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The corresponding' centres (all lying, of course, on the ellipse

(4) )
form a triangle of which the centre of the ellipse is the

centroid
('
centre of gravity ').

252.] Principal Moment at the Principal Centre. Replace
the system by three mutually rectangular forces at any three

centres, P, iy
, P", whose vectors are

mJ+nK m'J+n'K m"J+n"K
la la l'a

the principal fixed space axes being those of reference. The

corresponding forces are la(li + mj + nk), &c. Then G, the axis

of principal moment at C (the principal centre), being 2 Fa zr,

we have G = F(Jj+Kk). (l)

Also, i being the direction of IT, the Resultant of Translation,

the condition for a single resultant is SGi = 0, or

SJk = SKj, (2)

that is, the body must be turned round C until the body-vectors
J and K satisfy this condition.

The position of the body being any whatever, Poinsot's

moment is S(Jk-Kj), (3)

since it is S IT G.

253.] Wrench of Maximum Pitch. Poinsot's moment is

evidently a numerical maximum in some position or positions of

the body, since when there is a single resultant it is zero. When
it is a maximum its differential must vanish for any small change
of position of the body i.e. for a rotation through any small

angle A\]/ round any axis. Equating to zero the differential of (3),

S(kdJ-jdK) = 0. (1)

Now, if o- is a unit vector in the direction of any axis by small

rotation round which the new position of the body is attained, it

is obvious either from first principles, or from [A) of Art. 243,

that dJ = Af . FJcr, and dK = - A^ . VKa. (2)

Hence substituting in (l) we have

S(kJ-jK)<r=0, (3)

which must hold for every value of a. But this is impossible
unless F(kJ-jK)=0, (4)

which obviously requires j, k, J and K to be coplanar.

Hence the principal body-vectors must be placed in the plane
of the principal fixed-space vectors,/, k.
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If, then, is the angle between / and /, Poinsot's moment

= SJk SKj = (t + f) sin 0, which is a maximum when = -
;

i.e. the body must be turned round the principal centre so as to

make / coincide with k and K with j, and the maximum
pitch is

t + 1>,

When / coincides with k and K withy, the pitch is (t + f),

an algebraic minimum.

254.] Minding's Theorem. Whenever the body is so placed

that the forces have a single resultant, its line of action intersects

two conies fixed in the body. The equation of Poinsot's axis is

p = xU + 2 (Art. 245). Substituting ai for n ; and the value

of G from Art. 252, this becomes

P = axi + -
(jSiJ+ kSiK). ( l)

We shall now by means of (2) of Art. 252 express j and k in

terms of i, J, and K. Putting Vij for k, this condition gives

SKj-S.JFif=0,
or SKj-SJij= 0, or SKj-S. VJi .j = 0,

or, finally, S(K+ fiJ)j = 0,

i.e. j is perpendicular to K+ ViJ'; and it is also perpendicular
to i, so that it must be proportional to Fi(K+ ViJ). Assume,

then, yj =r(iK+ i Vi J),

where y is a scalar. This is the same as

yj= FiK-J-iSiJ, (2)

since (Tait's Quaternions, Art. 90) V.aVfSy = ySafi fiSay.

Now by squaring (2), denoting the tensors of J and K, as

before, by t and f, and the unit vector perpendicular to J and K
(i.e.

to the plane of centres), by v, we have

y
2 = t

2 sin2 + 1'
2
sin2 6'- 2 If Si v, (3)

where and 0' are the angles between i and J, and between

i and K, respectively.

In exactly the same way, if in (2) of Art. 252 we put Vki for

/, we find
yi = T

{ -iJ+ iViK) ;

and treating this as above, we find the 6ame value for 1/ as for y,

so that yk - - ViJ-K-iSiK. (4)

G 2
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Substituting the values of j and h from (2) and (4) in (1), we
have ayp = p i-JSiJ- KSi K + SiJFiK-SiKFiJ, (5)

where p is a scalar. The last two terms of this are easily proved
to be of the form bi + cv; for they are SJiFiK+SiKVJi; and

if q and r are any quaternions, SqVr + SrVq=-VqrV.VqVr\
hence these two terms are equal to VJKV.VJiViK. But

the vectors VJi and ViK are each perpendicular to i, therefore

the vector of their product is parallel to i, while for VJK we can

use tt'v. Hence (5) becomes

ayp = ziJSiJKSiKW. v,

where z is simply a scalar. We may denote the linear vector

function JSJvKSKa by \<r, so that

, aypzzzzi + ^i tif.v,

=
{x + z)i-tt.v.

To find the point in which this line intersects the body-plane

Kv, put SJp = 0. Now SJx i = J28Ji = t
2 SJi

;

therefore (t
2 + z) SJi = 0,

which gives z=t2
. Hence for the point of intersection

ayp = (X-t
2
)i-it'v; (6)

therefore ay(xt2
)-*p = i-tf(x-t

2
)-

1
v. (7)

Now if for simplicity we use A and p. for unit vectors in the

directions / and K, so that J = t\, K = fp.,

X o-= -t2\S\<T-tf 2
p.Six<r;

also t
2a= t

2
(\Sk<r + p.Sp.<T + vSv<T),

... (K -^)(r = (t
2-f2

)ixSp.(J + t
2
vSva, (8)

and from this we find at once

if <SAcr=0, i.e. if <r is coplanar with ju and v, as p in (6) is sup-

posed to be. [To invert the function \ t
2
, assume

{x-t
2
)-

1v=Ap, + Bv,

where A and B are unknown scalars
;
then operate on both sides

with x.t
2

,
and we get A and B at once.]

From (9) we have (\ t
2
)~

lv = = > so that (7) becomes

3'(x-*
2

)-
1
P =

;+7*'. (10)
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From (6) and (10), by taking the scalar of the product,

a2fSP (x-^)-V = &(*+ ^)[(X-*
2

)*'-^]

t

-
t
2 sin2 d + t'

2 sin2 d
/-2tt /

Siv,

(remembering that, since A, p., v are rectangular unit vectors,

(Si\)
2 + (Sip)

2 + (Sivf = 1, or (Siv)
2 = 1 -cos 2 0-cos 2

<9').

Hence we have 1

for the point in which the line of the single resultant intersects

the body-plane Kv. But if the lines A, p., v are taken, respectively,

as axes of x, y, and z, and the quadric

x2 v2 z2

t
2 ^ t' 2 ^ t* + t'

2
~

is constructed, equation (11) denotes the focal conic

y
2 z2

A = 1
t'*-t 2 ^

t' 2

in the plane yz, so that this conic is the locus of points in which

the single resultant intersects the plane. Similarly the points

in which it intersects the plane xz lie on the focal conic

x2 z2

t
2 -t' 2 +

t
2
=

Thus the Theorem of Minding is proved.

[The proof here given proceeds on the basis of a proof given

by Professor Tait iu a more condensed form.]

255.] Theorem. At every point there can he found two awes

round either of which if the body is displaced by rotation through

any angle, the sum of the moments of the forces about the axis is

zero.

Let be any point (taken as origin of vectors), and let the

body be rotated round an axis through in the direction of the

unit vector a. Then taking as before cpa
= 2 a Siva,

(f/cr
= ^.nrSaa, h = 2Sasr, and G = SVaw,

the new principal moment at is, from (Q, Art. 244, given by
the equation

G' = Gcos\l> 2 sm2

'%
Fa

<p'
a + sin

\}/ (ha- <p a) ; (a)
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and if the sum of the moments about the axis of rotation is

zero, we must have SG'<r = 0,

independently of the value of
\j/.

Now SG'<r = cos
y\r
SGa sin

\(/ (h + Sa(p cr),

so that we must have

SG(r= 0, S<r(p<r = -h, (b)

while, of course, To- = 1 .

The first of these shows that <r must be perpendicular to G,

the axis of principal moment at before rotation, while the

second and third show that it must be a vector drawn to some

point on the curve of intersection of a unit sphere with the

quadric Sar<p a = h. Now this curve is intersected by the plane
SGa = in four points which lie in pairs (by symmetry) on

two right lines drawn through 0.

If, then, translation along the axis of rotation is prevented by
suitable means, the body will be in equilibrium in every position

produced by rotation round either of these lines.

256.] Seduction to a Force and Two Couples. A par-

ticular case of the reduction to three forces deserves to be

noticed. Suppose the direction of the vector i to be chosen so as

to coincide with that of the Resultant of Translation. Then j and

k are perpendicular to this direction, and therefore b and c, the

sums of the resolved parts of the forces in directions perpendicular

to the Resultant of Translation, are each zero. Hence Pj and P
k

are at infinity, while i? is, of course, the centre of the plane of

centres. The vectors /andK of course remain, and the directions

of; and k may be so chosen that / and K are perpendicular to

each other, as has been already shown (Art. 251). Let C be the

principal centre of the plane of centres, and suppose that 0, the

origin of vectors, is chosen on the perpendicular through C to

this plane, so that the points P< (that is, C), Pp and Pk subtend

right angles in pairs at 0, the two latter points being at infinity

on the lines OJ and OK.

Let the force FTj be applied at C, i.e. A
x
= OC = Then,

the body being placed in an initial position, the axes of the

quadrics Sp<f>p = 1 and Spcj>
2
p = 1 are in the directions OC, OJ,

OK. Hence the vectors e
2
and e

3 are in the plane JOK, and (the

applied forces being taken as a rectangular system) f
x coincides
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in direction with Ax ;
therefore the vectors A2

and A3 are in the

plane JOK, and their extremities are at infinity. The forces U2

and n
3 are then applied at infinity, and we can see that the

magnitude of each is zero. For, denoting (as in the previous

cases in which the origin of vectors is not taken at the principal

centre) the tensors of /, J, K by tv t
2 ,

tz ,
since

it is very easy to show in equations (6), &c, of Art. 250 that

1

TUl = TA^nJ *** COs2 * + ^2 cos2^ + ^3 COs2^
where px

is the angle between the direction of Ax
and the plane

of A2A3 ,
and 6

X , <px , \f/x are the angles between c
x
and the

directions of I, /, K. Similar values are obtained for s

TU
2 and TU Z .

Now, in the present case, TA
2
= TAa

= 00
;

therefore IT
2

and n3 are zero forces applied at infinity.

This result, of course, indicates a new mode of reduction

namely, to a force and two couples ;
and this is the mode of re-

duction adopted in all cases by Moigno.
Let the principal centre be taken as origin of vectors, and

suppose a force FI
2 applied at the extremity of a vector y, while

a force Yl
2 is applied at the extremity of /. Then in equa-

tion (2) of Art. 250 we shall have the term ySiU2 y'Sin2 ,

or (y y)SiU2 . Denote yy by \x.\ then \i is the vector

joining the points at which the forces (Il 2 ,
LT2) constituting

the couple act. Similarly, let y! be the vector joining the points

at which the forces (n3,
n3) act. We may, for shortness, call

\x and y! the vector arms of the couples. Then our equations are

(/ and Ax being zero)

1^+ 11 = 0,

y.Siu2 +ySin3
= 0,

y.SjU2 + y/SjU3 =-J,

fi^na +/*'^n3
=

The second requires SiU2
= 0, Sin3

= 0; i.e. the forces of the

couples are in a plane perpendicular to the Resultant of Transla-

tion. Let the tensors of / and K be now t and tf, as in Art. 251.

Suppose the body placed in the initial position ;
then J = tj\
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K = t'k, and i is the unit vector perpendicular to the plane of

centres. Hence we have

nSjn2+lx'Sjn3 = -tj,

fxsm2 +i/sm3 =t'L

Operate on these with S. rip, and observe that

SpFy = - sifi[/= -sirup'=Trpi/ ;

also
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and y\rp obviously denotes the vector to the corresponding point

on the circumscribed circle. Hence we have simply

n2 =/.^, n
2 =/.W (4)

and we arrive at the following result :

The body having been placed so that the plane of centres is per-

pendicular to the Resultant of Translation, and the principal vectors

J and K, fixed in the body, coincide with the corresponding vectors

j and h fixed in space, the system may be astatically equilibrated by

a single force acting at the centre of the plane of centres, equal and

opposite to the Resultant of Translation, together with two couples

in this plane, the forces of these couples acting in two rectangular

directions at the extremities of any pair of semi-conjugate diameters

of a certain ellipse, their forces being all equal and of constant

magnitude whatever pair of diameters be chosen, and the forces at

the extremities of each semi-diameter of the ellipse being parallel

to the corresponding semi-diameter of its circumscribed circle.

257.] Larmor's Proof of Minding's Theorem. Professor

Larmor has treated questions relating to astatic equilibrium in

the following manner (see The Messenger of Mathematics, No. 160,

August, 1884). The position of any line in space may be de-

fined by six constants, or '

co-ordinates,' which are connected

by two equations. These co-ordinates are the direction-cosines,

I, m, n, of the line, and the moments round the axes of refer-

ence of a unit force acting along the line. If
, 77, ( are the co-

ordinates of any point on the line, these moments are mnr),
nl(, lr\ m. Denote these by A, /x, v, respectively. Then

the two equations connecting the six co-ordinates
(I, m, n, X, n, v)

are l
2 + m2 + n2 = 1,

l\ + mfx. + nv = 0.

A single homogeneous equation of the nih
degree between

these co-ordinates represents a complex of lines of the nth order.

By substituting in such an equation the values of X, n, v in

terms of /,..., ,... we obtain the relation between the direction-

cosines of all the lines of the system that can be drawn through
a given point (, rj, (). The lines of the complex which lie in

any plane envelope a curve
;
the lines common to two complexes

form a congruency; those common to three complexes form a

ruled surface.

Now replace the given force system by a single force, R, equal
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and parallel to the Resultant of Translation, at the principal

centre, and two couples, each in the plane of centres, each

having its forces equal to R, one force of each couple acting
at C, and the others at points on the two principal body-vectors
J and K at distances t and t' from C (/ in the last Article being
taken as unity).

Taking, as previously, J, K, v, as axes of x, y, z, respectively,

let the direction-cosines of the resultant force and those of the

couples be (, m, n), (l2 ,
m

2 ,
n
2),

and (/3 ,
m3 ,

n3), respectively.

Then the whole system is equivalent to the three component
forces Rl, R m, Rn,

together with the three component couples

R{tn2
-t'mz),

R.t'l3 ,
-R.il2 ,

along the axes. Now this system can be reduced to a wrench

(R, pR), where p is the pitch of the wrench on an axis whose

co-ordinates are, suppose, I, m, n, A, fx, v.

Then expressing that the wrench has the same moments about

the axes as the given forces, we have

A +j)l tn
2

fm3y (1)

fi+pm=t%, (2)

v+pn=-tl2
. (3)

Multiplying these by I, m, n and adding, we have

j}
= tm3 + t'n2 , (4)

while by squaring and adding, we have, after substituting for j),

k2 + ix
2 + v

2 = t
2m2 + t'

2
n*. (5)

Also from (2) and (3),

(li+pmf (v+jmf J2
Jr%

' 72 ^2 + h

= m2 + n2
. (6)

The axes of all the wrenches form a complex which is given

by (5), while (6) denotes the complex formed by all those which

have a given pitch.

Now ifp = 0, the wrench reduces to a force. Then (6) gives

y
2 v 2

P2 + -r.
2
= w2 + #2

. Dividing (5) by t
2

,
and subtracting from

(6), we have X*
+

A2 v2

Aho 7F-772 + 72
= 2

- (
8
)
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Equations (7) and (8) denote a congruency of lines, and if we
wish to find the points in which it intersects the plane xy, we

put (= in the values of A, /*, v. Then (7) gives

which shows that the points lie on a focal conic of the quadric
before discussed. Similarly for the points in which the lines of

single force intersect the plane yz.

258.] Stability and Instability of Equilibrium. A rigid

body acted upon by any system of equilibratingforces, each of which

is constant in magnitude, direction, and point of application, is in

stable or unstable equilibrium, according as the Virial of the forces
is a minimum or a maximum.

Consider a small angular rotation, A\(/, round an axis coin-

ciding with any unit vector a. Then according as the couple,

G, called into existence by this displacement tends to diminish

or to increase the angular displacement, the equilibrium is stable

or unstable.

Observe that in Art. 243, in which our fundamental equation
for the alteration of vectors is obtained, the angular rotation,

\jr,
is taken as positive when it is in the sense of the versor

of a, and negative when in the contrary sense. Now if
yjf

is

positive, for stability G must project along a in the sense of

a-
;
in other words, SGo- is positive.

But, rejecting infinitesimals of the second order, we have

G = (ha(f)<T).A\lr ;

.-. SGa= -(h + Sa<f)<r).Af.

Hence for stability h + S<T<f><T must be negative.

Now consider the alteration produced in the Virial, SSa-sr,

by rotation. We have

da = Axj/Fao;

-5-7 = 2 S Va <r . ar

d\}/

= 2#-5ra<r,

and tt"5 = SS.vrT'ao-.a
d\}/

2

=
'2S'ST(a(T Saa)(r = 2( Sera Siva Saa)

=
(h + Sa <p a) ;
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so that by the previous result h, the Virial, is a minimum for

stability.

It is, of course, obvious that for such a force system as we are

discussing* it is sufficient to calculate stability for rotation round

axes through any origin, and that the Virial is the same with

respect to all origins ; for, changing the origin of vectors amounts

only to writing a + c for a, and

2(a + e)sr
= h + SeTl = h, V IT = 0.

Examples.

1. A system of forces, each of which is constant in magnitude,
direction, and point of application in a rigid body, keeps the body in

equilibrium in a certain position. If they keep it in equilibrium in

another position differing infinitely little from the previous one, the

same line of points in the body being common to both positions, prove
that, any angular displacement whatever being given to the body
round this line, equilibrium will continue to subsist.

Let cr be a unit vector along the line common to two positions.
Then the second position is obtained by an infinitesimal rotation,

A\j/, round this line, so that in the value of G' given by () of

Art. 244 we may neglect the term in sin
2

-^
in comparison with the

last
;
and since G/= 0, by hypothesis,

<j)<r
= her.

But, this equation holding, we shall always have the coefficient of

sin
2~

equal to zero, whatever
\j/ may be. Hence '= for all dis-

m

placements round the line.

This result is also very easily proved by the ordinary Cartesian

method. For, taking the common line as axis of as, the co-ordinates

of a point (x, y, z) become by rotation round this axis

(a?; ycoa\j/ zainyj/; zco8\j/+ys,in^/).

IS X, Y, Z are the components of the force at this point, the

moments round the axes vanishing in the first position (that in

which
y\r
=

0), we have

2Zy-2Yz=0; 2Xz-2Zx=0; 2Fa;-2Xy=0. (a)

Hence the new moments, U, M', Nf
,
are

L' = 2Za?+ cos \^
2Xz+ sin

\f/
2 Xy,

M' = 2 Yx cos\^ SXy+ amylfUjXz,

2Ts= sin ^ 2 (Yy+ Zz).
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Now we are given that these vanish when Axfr is put for
i/r ; i. e.

we are given

2Xy = 0; 2X* = 0; 2 (Yy+ Zz) = 0.

These and (a) give 2Z = 0, 2 Yx 0; so that L\ M\ and N'
all vanish whatever

\\t may be.

2. If a system of forces acting on a rigid body is astatic for all

displacements of rotation round each of two intersecting lines, it is

astatic for all displacements of rotation round all lines in the plane
of these two.

Let <r and </ denote the two given lines. Then we have by (f),

Art. 244, (per
= h<r, and <\></

= haf
;
and it is at once obvious that,

with these conditions satisfied, the coefficients of sin 2 and sin
i/f

will

each vanish if xcr+ ya* is written for <r, whatever x and y may be.

3. If a rigid body acted upon by any forces is placed so that the

forces reduce to a single resultant at the principal centre, G, show
that if it is turned through any angle round any axis at G lying on
a certain cone, the sum of the moments of the forces round the axis

is zero.

Taking in the initial position the vectors J and K (which coincide

in directions with j and k) as axes of x and y, respectively, the axis of

displacement may be any one joining C to the curve of intersection of

the unit sphere x2+ y
2+ s? = 1 with the cylinder tx^ + tfy

2
h.

For this case (per
= SaSzja = tjSja + tfkSka, as we see by re-

placing the given force system by three forces as in Art. 252, and

observing that in the position of the body before displacement J = tj,

K = t'k. Also the value of h is easily seen to be (t + if).

If the body is not in the initial position, c/>cr (the vectors being
measured from G) will be JSjv + KSkcr.

The result holds, of course, with respect to any point on the line

of action of the single resultant when this has any position.

4. If a rigid body acted on by any forces is turned so as to have
a maximum Virial with respect to the principal centre, show that

J and K coincide with j and k at the principal centre, and the

maximum value is t + if.

5. Prove that there are two positions of the body for which the

forces reduce to identically the same wrench. (Prof. Larmor.)

[Consider in (6) of Art. 257 the co-ordinates I, m, n, A, fi, v given,
and make the values of p equal. The axis of this wrench is a line

of the congruency determined by the complex of axes (5) and by the

complex denoted by

.a2 v2 9w re
2

n*. .my. nv..

Hence eight such axes pass through every point.]
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6. Determine the locus of axes of wrench in which the two pitches
are equal and opposite. (Prof. Larmor.)

Ans. The congruency determined by the complex (5) and the

. mu nv
complex -^ + =0.

7. Show that a heavy magnetic solid can be astatically equilibrated

by two forces, or by a force and a couple, and discuss its equilibrium.
Whatever may be the directions of magnetisation inside the body

i.e. the directions of the indefinitely small magnets of which we may
imagine the solid to consist the magnetic forces produced by the

Earth are all parallel to a certain vertical plane, the plane of the

magnetic meridian
;
hence all the applied forces are parallel to one

plane, and therefore (Art. 249) they can be astatically equilibrated

by two forces, or by a force and a couple.
Take the centre of gravity, G, of the body as origin of vectors, the

axis of k vertically up, and that of j in the plane of the magnetic
meridian. Let P and Q be the north and south poles of any one of

the elementary magnets, let -& be the Earth's magnetic force exerted

on P, and let fx be the vector QP. Let FT be the single force, applied
at the extremity of the vector a, and let II' be the force in the couple
whose vector arm is /3, which are to astatically equilibrate the weight
and the magnetic forces. The weight being Wk, the equations of

astatic equilibrium are

U-Wk = 0, (1)

ftSjH' = SijlSJ'gt = J, suppose, (2)

-Wa+ /3SkU
/ = -2

lxSkis = K.... (3)

The vectors J and K are vectors fixed in the body, and depend
on the direction and intensity of magnetisation at each point.

Equation (2) shows that /3, the vector arm of the equilibrating

couple, is fixed in direction in the body, being parallel to J. Also

(3) shows that the point of application of the force LT is any one

whatever on a right line parallel to J, since

K

where a; is a variable scalar. The direction of this line depends,

therefore, only on the magnetism and not on the weight of the body,
so that it would not be altered by adding a non-magnetic portion to

the body.
The length of the arm /3, and also its actual position, are arbitrary.

We may assume a and /3 at will, and then the direction (in fixed

space) and magnitude of FT' are known. If 6 is the angle which the

direction of the force II' makes with j, equation (3) can be written

Wa+Ji&n6 = K,

go that if a is assumed, the direction of IT' is known.
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We may take two points, D and E, on the vectors J and K, re-

j _ j
spectively, such that GD = ,

GE = ; then, A being any point

on the line drawn through E parallel to J, the last equation is

GD .tan Q -GA-GE
= EA,

EA
so that tan0= -^r-GD

The principal couple at G in any position is WVak + VfiU' ;
and

there will be a single resultant if

S&/3IT = 0,

that is (since II' is, like all the other forces, parallel to the plane jk),
if the body is turned so that the two body-vectors J and K lie in the

magnetic meridian. For all displacements in this plane theje is an
astatic centre (Art. 249, and p. 129, vol. I.), at which a single force

Avill keep the body in astatic equilibrium. Such displacements may
be produced by fixing an axis in the body perpendicular to the plane
of the magnetic meridian.

If the direction of magnetisation is constant throughout the body,
fi is of constant direction, so that SfiSjv = fx'ESjnr, and the vectors

J and K are coincident in direction with fi, while the locus of the

point A is a line parallel to /x through the centre of gravity of the

body.
Let I denote the intensity of magnetisation at any point (both as

regards magnitude and direction) and let y denote similarly the

intensity of the Earth's magnetic force (i.e. its force per unit pole).
Then if dm denotes the strength of the element pole at the extremity
of

fx, we have by definition

\xdm = Idxdydz,

where dxdydz is the volume of the element of the body at the point
considered. If / is the tensor of y, or the Earth's resultant magnetic
force per unit pole, the expression S/IaS^w is obviously SixSjydm,
or / cos b^ixdm, (where 8 is the dip) or / cos 8JIdxdydz, or

fIS cos 8, where S =fdxdydz = the volume of the magnetic portion
of the body, / being assumed constant throughout the body. Hence

J=fIS cos 8; K =fIS sinS,

fS
and a =^W (cosStan 8 sin8)./.

Again, the position of the astatic centre is easily found.

For (Art. 249) if e is the vector to it, we have

_ Sa-sr _ 2/xy(/i _ S Iy

But if i is a unit vector perpendicular to the magnetic meridian.
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y
drawn towards the east, = /(sin8 + icos b), since the angle between

j and k is -+ 8. Hence

e= -^(/sin5 + /,

cos8),W
if we denote by I' the vector Vli perpendicular to 1 in the plane
of the magnetic meridian. The tensors of I and /' are equal.
Hence a very simple construction for the astatic centre, or point at

which a single force will keep the body in astatic equilibrium for

displacements in the plane of the magnetic meridian. The product
of S and the tensor of / is the magnetic moment of the whole body,
which may be denoted by M ;

and /M is the maximum moment ex-

erted on the body by the Earth's magnetic attraction. If [m] denotes

the strength of the unit pole, M may be represented by the product

[w] x I,

where I may be regarded as the length of the simple equivalent magnet.

Again, f is of the form 4= y ,
so that our value of is a linear magni-

tude, as it ought to be. As/ is known to be about -47 dynes, if W
denotes the number of dynes in the weight of the body, the astatic

47
centre is at a distance of -== x I from the centre of gravity, and on aW
line making an angle equal to the dip with the direction of mag-
netisation of the body.

8. Prove from first principles that if a body is astatic for displace-
ments round any axis, it is astatic for displacements round all axes

parallel to the given one.

9. Prove that the moment of a force m acting at the end of a vector

a about an axis through the origin in the direction of a unit

vector a is -Scran.

10. If a system of forces is astatic, prove that if each force is

resolved into two components, one parallel to any given axis and the

other perpendicular thereto, the set of components parallel to the axis

and the set of components perpendicular to it are separately astatic.

The direction of the axis parallel to which all the forces are resolved

may be taken as that of i, and the two components of any force, -or,

are then iSinr and vr+ iSivr. It will be found that each set

satisfies the necessary conditions of making the vector sum of the

forces vanish and the linear vector function 2a5w'/) vanish when

i, j, and k are written for p, denoting by w/, w2',
. . . the forces at

the extremities of a
1 ,

a
2 ,

. . . in either resolved system.

1 1 . A rigid body is in equilibrium under a system of forces
;
find

the condition that there should exist some axis for all displacements
round which the body is astatic.
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If <r is a unit vector in the direction of the required axis, the

vector couple produced by rotation being

cos\/a2 Taw 2sin2

-^ Va<por+ sin
yfr (ha (jxr),

it is necessary and sufficient that this should vanish identically.
Hence we must have

<pcr as ha:

But there are three directions of p for which (pp = gp, and three

corresponding values of g. (Tait's Quaternions, Chap. V.) Hence
the necessary condition is that h, or 'SSa.'sr, must be one of the

three principal parameters of the function <pp or Sa/S'-orp; in other

1

words, *y= must be one of the semiaxes of the quadric Sp<pp = 1.

12. Supposing that an axis exists for all displacements round which
the equilibrium is astatic, prove that if each force is resolved into

two components, one parallel and the other perpendicular to the

axis, each of these component sets is astatic for displacements round
the axis.

13. In a non-equilibrating system of forces, if each force is resolved

into two components, one parallel to an axis and the other perpen-
dicular to it, find the conditions that the second set should be astatic

for displacements round the axis.

Ans. In the first place the axis must be parallel to the resultant

of translation of the given system ;
and if II is this resultant and

R its magnitude, we must have in addition

Vn<pTI = B*2Va<tv,

SU<pU. = -R2

2S<mt,

the origin of vectors being anywhere.
The first of these equations shows that the axis of the principal

couple at the origin must be at right angles to the resultant of

translation of the given forces, i. e. there must be a single resultant.

"We may suppose that the origin is chosen on the line of action of this

single resultant, so that we have VYl(f>Y[ = 0, i.e. <pYl = All, where
h = 2#cfsr, by the second equation. Hence h must be one of the

three principal parameters of the function (p, and the resultant must
coincide in direction with one of the axes of the quadric Sp<pp= 1.

14. For a system of forces each of which retains its magnitude,
direction, and point of application in a rigid body, prove that there

are four positions of the body for which the forces reduce to a single
resultant passing through a given point.

(See Schell, Theorie der Bewegung und der Krafte, vol. II., p. 247.)

15. When the force system is equivalent to a couple, prove that

there are four positions of equilibrium of the body. (Schell, ibid.)

VOL. II.



CHAPTER XV.

THE PRINCIPLE OF VIRTUAL WORK APPLIED TO ANY SYSTEM

OF BODIES.

259.] Forces applied to a Particle. It has been shown

in Art. 199, p. 2, that the resultant of any number of forces

applied to a particle may be represented by the side required

to close the polygon of the forces. And whether the polygon
OP

x
P2 ...Pn be plane or gauche, it is clear (as in Art. 55) that

the sum of the projections of the sides, taken in order, along any
line OA, is equal to zero.

Let the projections of the sides be denoted by Q x , Q2 , ... Qn .

Then Q1 + Q 2 + ... + Qn = 0. Multiplying this by OA, an

arbitrary length along the line OA, we have

Q1
.OA + Q2 .OA + ... + Qn .OA = 0.

But ifpx is the projection of OA along OPx , we have (see Art. 56)

Qx
.OA = OP

1 .pv

If, then, the sides 0Plt
P

X
P

2 , ...be denoted by P
ls
P

2 >"
wehave P^p. +P^p^ ...+Pn .pn = ;

and if the sides represent forces, each term in this equation is

the virtual work of the corresponding force for the displacement
OA. Since the resultant, R, of n 1 of the forces is Pn ,

we
k^e R.r = P

1 .pL+P2
.I>

2 ...;

and if the displacement is small, this equation is written (as in

Art. 64) i28r = P
1 5/?1 +P1

8i?
2 +.... (1)

In particular, if X, Y, Z denote the rectangular components of

,
we have Mr = Xbx + Yhy + Zhz. (2)

260.] Extension to any number of Connected Particles.

If two particles, m1 and m2 , are connected by a rigid inextensible

rod, and are in equilibrium under the action of forces, Px , Qls ...
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applied to m
x
and P2 , Q2 , ... applied to m2 ,

it is evident (as in

Art. 105) that the force arising from the connexion acts in the line

joining mx to m2 . If, then, this force be denoted by T, and the

distance between the particles by r, we have for the equilibrium

of
i P

x bj>x+Qxbq x + ... + Tb
x
r = 0,

b
x
r denoting the change in r arising from an arbitrary small

displacement of m
x . The equation of equilibrium of m2 is

P2 b_p2+Q2 bq 2 +... + Tb2
r = 0;

and if in the new positions of m
x
and m2 the distance between

them remains unaltered, bx
r + b

2
r = 0. Hence, by addition,

from these equations we obtain the equation

P
x bj}x + Qx bqx +...+P2 bj)2+Q2 bq2 +... = 0, (l)

which is free from the internal force T. '

This is exactly the same as the investigation already given for

coplanar forces in Chap. VI. The extension to any number of

particles, that is, to any extended body, proceeds just as in that

chapter, and the enunciation of the principle of virtual work

there given applies in general without the limitation that the

forces are coplanar.

If in the case of the two particles m
x
and m

2 , considered

above, their new positions are such that the distance between

them is altered by b r, the equation of virtual work will be

P
1 bj)1+Q1 bqx ...+P2bp2+Q2bq2 +... + Tbr = 0; (2)

and, generally, if the virtual displacement is such that the

internal forces do virtual work, these forces will enter into the

equation of virtual work in exactly the same manner as the

applied forces. The theorem of virtual work may, therefore, be

thus enunciated :

When a material system is in equilibrium under the action of any
external and internal forces, the sum of the virtual works of the

external and internal forces is equal to zero for any small virtual

displacement whatsoever.

Instead of saying that the total virtual work is zero, we
should in strictness say that it is an indefinitely small quantity

of the second order, the greatest of the displacements being
considered as a small quantity of the first order. This has been

already explained in Vol. I.

The proof of the converse proposition namely, that when the

virtual work vanishes for all imagined displacements, the system

H3
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is in equilibrium has been already given in Art. 108 for coplanar
forces

;
and as the proof obviously holds for non-coplanar forces,

it is unnecessary to reproduce it here.

261.] Displacements along Smooth Surfaces. If any body
or system of connected bodies be in contact with smooth curves

or surfaces, and the system be imagined to receive any small

displacement along these curves or surfaces, it is clear that, since

the point of application of each of the geometrical forces (reactions

of the curves or surfaces) moves in a plane at right angles to the

corresponding force, these forces will contribute nothing to the

equation of virtual work for such a displacement.

If any of the bodies of the system are connected by strings

or rods whose lengths are unaltered in the virtual displacement

chosen, the tensions of these strings or rods will not enter into

the equation of virtual work. But, as already explained in

Arts. 73 and 107, we may choose virtual displacements of the

system which violate the imposed conditions at the expense of

bringing into our equation the corresponding forces.

262.] Kinematical Theorem I. When all the points of a

rigid body move parallel to a plane, the motion may be produced

by a pure rotation round an axis perpendicular to this plane.

Def. A motion of a body round an axis whereby each point
in the body describes an arc of a circle having its centre on the

axis and its plane perpendicular to it is called pure rotation.

The position of the body will evidently be known if the

positions of any two points in a plane parallel to the plane of

motion are known.

Let A and B be any two points in such a plane, and suppose

that after the displacement of the body they occupy the positions

A' and B' (Fig. 252). At the middle points of AA' and BB>

erect two perpendiculars, which meet in I. Then in the triangles

AIB and A'IB\ AI= A'l, BI= B,I
i
and AB = A'B'

;
therefore

the triangle A'IB' is nothing more than AIB turned round the

point I through an angle AIAf
or BIB'. Hence the line AB

can be brought into its new position by a pure rotation about 2,

and the same is true of every point rigidly connected with A
and B in the plane AIB.

If through I an axis be drawn perpendicular to the plane of

motion, it is evident that the body can be brought into its new

position by a pure rotation about this axis through an angle
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= AIA\ however complicated the paths along which A and B
have travelled to A' and Bf

.

When the motion of the body is small, this axis is called the

Instantaneous Axis
;
and it is obviously constructed by drawing

two planes normal to the lines of motion

of any two points in the body. The in-

tersection of these planes is the instan- \ T"
- <

taneous axis. \ / /
When the body is a plane figure, the \ // ..

-

point I is called the Instantaneous Centre
; %<'-

and the consideration of this point is of **..

very extensive use in Kinematics, Statics,

and Geometry. .

lo construct the instantaneous centre,
* y

at any two points erect perpendiculars to the lines of motion of these

points, and their intersection is the required point.

263.] Kinematical Theorem II. The motion of a rigid body
round a fixed point is at every instant a pure rotation round an

axis.

One point, 0, in the body being fixed, the position of the body
will be known if the positions ofany two points, A and B, not in

directum with are known.

Round let a sphere, forming part of the body or rigidly

connected with it, be described with arbitrary radius, and let A
and B (Fig. 352) be any two points on the sphere. After the

motion of the body let A' and B' be the positions of A and B.

Imagine the lines AB, A'B', AA', and BB' in this figure to be

arcs of great circles on the sphere instead of right lines. Then,

at the middle points of AA' and BB' draw two great circles

perpendicular to AA' and BB', respectively, and let them meet

in I. In exactly the same way as in the last theorem, we have

the spherical triangles AIB and A'IB' equal ;
that is, the latter

triangle is the former turned round the axis 01 through an

angle AIA' or BIBf. Hence the whole body is brought by
rotation through this angle round the axis 01 from the old to

the new position.

264.] Kinematical Theorem III. If a body has a motion

of translation represented in magnitude and direction by a right

line OA, and at the same time a motion of translation repre-

sented in magnitude and direction by a right line OB, the
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resulting" motion of translation is represented in magnitude and

direction by the diagonal, OC, of the parallelogram determined

by OA and OB.

This proposition has been already illustrated in Art. 11. It

follows immediately that any motion of translation can be

resolved by the parallelopiped law into three motions along the

axes of x, y, and z, after the manner of forces.

265.] Kinematical Theorem IV. If a body receives a

motion of rotation round an axis OA, the rotation being repre-

sented in magnitude by OA, i.e. so many units of circular

measure being represented by so many centimetres, the scale

being, of course, quite arbitrary and at the same time a motion

of rotation (of the same sign as the first) round an axis OB, the

rotation being represented in magnitude by OB, the resulting

motion is one of rotation round the diagonal, OC, of the paral-

lelogram determined by OA and OB, and is represented in

magnitude by this diagonal.

[The signs of rotations are determined by the rule given in

Art. 200. We shall, for definiteness, suppose that when a wateh

is held with its face perpendicular to AO, so that OA passes

up through the glass, the rotation about OA takes place in a

sense opposite to that of the hands
; and similarly for 0i?.]

Let P be any point on OC, p the perpendicular from P on

OA, q the perpendicular from P on OB, and Ic.OA and k.OB
the angular motions round OA and OB, respectively. Then in

virtue of the rotation round OA, P moves upwards from the

plane of the paper through a distance equal to kp . OA
;
and in

virtue of the rotation round OB, P moves downwards from the

plane of the paper through a distance equal to kq . OB. Therefore

the whole motion of P upwards is equal to

k(p. OA-q.OB).
But this is obviously zero

;
therefore P is at rest, and so is every

point on OC. The motion is, then, a rotation round OC. Let

Q, be the angular rotation of the body round OC. Then the

point A moves upwards from the plane of the paper through
a distance equal to X2 . OA sin AOC, since OA sin AOC = the per-

pendicular from A on OC. But A in turning round OB moves

through a distance equal to k . OB . OA x sin AOB. Hence

i2 . OA sin AOC = k.OB.OA sin AOB,
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sin AOB
or 12 = A.OB. -

^7^7

= h.OC.

Therefore the resulting angular velocity is represented by OC,

if the component rotations are represented by OA and OB.

This proposition is known as the parallelogram of angular
velocities.' It follows at once that an angular motion about any
axis, OL, may be decomposed into three angular motions about

three axes, Ox, Oy, and Oz. If these latter are rectangular, an

angular motion w about OL is equivalent to angular motions,

co cos a, (a cos /3, and co cos y, of the same sign, round the axes of

x, y, and z, the direction angles of OL being a, [$, y.

266.] General Displacement of a Rigid Body. The position

of every point in a rigid body is known when the positions of

any three points in it are known, provided that these points are

not in one right line. The general displacement of a rigid body
is, therefore, the same as that of a system of three points forming
a triangle.

Let A, B, C be the positions of three points in the body
before the displacement, and A\ B*, C the positions occupied

by these points after the displacement. Then the triangle ABC
may be brought into the position A'B'C by moving A directly

to A' while B and C move parallel to AA' through distances equal

to AA f

, and then turning the triangle about A' until B and C
coincide with Bf

and C. But (Art. 263) this latter motion is

one of rotation round some axis through A'. Hence the general

displacement of a rigid body consists of a motion of translation

which is the same for all its points, and a motion of rotation round

an axis through an angle which is the same for all its points.

To find the changes produced in the

co-ordinates, x, y, z of any point in the

body by a general displacement, we may
consider the motions of translation and

of rotation separately.

Although we shall be concerned only
with small displacements, it is well to Fig. 253.

investigate the changes produced in the

co-ordinates of a point by a rotation through any angle, 6, round

an axis whose position is given.

Let the direction angles of the axis, OL (Fig. 253), be a, /?, y ;
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let P be the point (x, y, z) which, after the body has rotated

through an angle 6 round OL, occupies the position Q ;
let

PL
(
= p) be the perpendicular from P on OL, and Qr a per-

pendicular from Q on LP. Now the x of Q is the projection of

OQ on the axis of x
; therefore the change in x is the projection

of PQ along Ox, or the sum of the projections of Pr and rQ.

But Pr = p (1 cos 0), and Qr =p sin 0.

Again, if the direction angles of PL are A, p, v, since Qr is at

right angles to OL and PL, the direction cosines of Qr are

cos /3 cos v cos y cos ju, &c. Hence, if the x of Q is a/,
a

afx = jo sin (cos /3 cos z> cosy cos/*) 2jj cos A sin2 - (1)

But jo cos A is the projection of P2/ along the axis of x, or

the projection of OP the projection of OL, and since OL =
a; cos a +y cos /3 + z cos y,

p cos A = a? (x cos a+^ cos /3 + 2 cos y) cos a.

Similarly

jo cos fx
= y (x cos a -\-y cos /3 + z cos y) cos /3,

p cos v = 2 (x cos a +y cos fi + z cos y) cos y.

Substituting these values in
(1), we have

a

x' x = sin0 (z cos j3 y cos y) + 2 sin2 -[(#cos a+ycos/3 +

2 cosy) cos a
a?], (2)

and similar values for the changes in y and z, a result which

follows at once from the equation (A), p. 66, by taking S.i of

both sides, i being a unit vector in the direction of the axis

of a?.

If the angular rotation is very small, we have

bx = (z cos /3 y cos y) 8 6,

by = (a?
cos y z cos a) b 0,

bz = (y cosax cos /3)
8 0,

and if the components of the rotation 80 along the axes be

denoted by bd
x ,

80
2 ,

803 ,
these equations give

8a? = zbd
2 ybdA

by = xb03 zbd\. (3)

bz=ybd1 xbdj
Of course these equations can be obtained very simply by con-

sidering the separate changes in the co-ordinates produced by
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successive rotations b01 ,
bd

2 ,
803 round the axes of x, y, z, re-

spectively. (See Routh's Rigid Dynamics.)
If the components of the motion of translation common to

all points in the body be ba, bb, be, the complete changes in the

co-ordinates for a small displacement will be

bx = ba + zb02-yb63 \

by = bb + xbd3-zbeA. (4)

bz = bc+ybd1 xb62 )

267.] Deduction of the Six Equations of Equilibrium.

Replacing the virtual work of each force in equation (1) of

Art. 260 by the virtual work of its three components, the

general equation of virtual work becomes

2(Xbx+Yby + Zbz) = 0, , (1)

and substituting in this equation the values of bx, by, and bz

given by (4), we have

ba.'2X+bb.'2Y+bc.'2Z+b01 .'2(Zy-Yz)

+ b6.2 .^(Xz-Zx) + bez .^(Yx-Xy) = 0. (2)

Now, the displacement being quite arbitrary, its components

ba, bb, be, b$
1 ,

bd2 ,
b03 ,

are completely independent. Hence
in (2) we may consider all of them zero except one, and the

equation then gives the coefficient of this one equal to zero.

Thus (2) involves the six equations

2X=0, 2 7=0, 2=0,
2 (Zy- Yz) = 0, 2(Xz-Zx) = 0, 2 (Yx- Xy) = 0,

which are the equations of equilibrium before obtained (see

p. 47).

268.] Method of Lagrange. Lagrange based the whole of

Dynamics alike its applications to the equilibrium and motion

of rigid bodies, of inextensible and extensible strings, of elastic

rods and membranes, of fluids, and of elastic media propagating
disturbances by undulatory motions on the single Principle

of Virtual Work. So far as the equilibrium problem is con-

cerned, in its reference to any of the material systems just

named, the idea of the method is shortly this

Imagine the system to have taken its position or configuration of

equilibrium; then imagine any small derangement whatever of the

points, or infinitesimal elements, of the system ; calculate the total

quantify of work, both of the external forces applied to the system
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and of its internal forces (forces mutually exerted by neighboiiring

parts of the system), and equate to zero this sum total of work.

Now the system whose equilibrium is proposed for investiga-

tion in any case may be one in which certain specified geo-
metrical conditions have to be satisfied as, for instance, a system
of particles connected by inextensible flexible strings or inex-

tensible and inflexible rods and, as has been abundantly illus-

trated in the earlier parts of this work, we may either respect

the imposed geometrical conditions (as it is often convenient to

do when we merely seek for positions of equilibrium), or we may
imagine a derangement of the parts of the system in which no

regard is paid to these imposed conditions. But if we do the

latter, it is at the expense of introducing into our equation of

Virtual Work the work which would be done by an internal

force whose existence is a necessary consequence of the par-

ticular geometrical condition under consideration. The im-

position of every geometrical condition in a system establishes

the existence of an internal force in the system ;
and the

examples hitherto treated have related to the simpler cases in

which such forces are due to the invariability of distances

between particles or the restriction of the positions of particles

to smooth surfaces.

We now proceed to consider, after the manner of Lagrange,
the theory of all imposed geometrical conditions for a system
of particles in a general manner.

269.] Equations of Condition may be replaced by Forces.

Suppose a system of n particles whose co-ordinates are connected

by k equations of condition,

X
1
= 0, 2 =0, ,..)= 0, (1)

each of these equations being of the form

f\Xl>y\> Zli 2> Vl> z2> " ^niVni zn)
= "

that is, involving the co-ordinates of all the points in general.

Then the equation of virtual work for the position of equilibrium

of the system is

2(Xbx+Yby + Zbz) = 0,

which, when written at full length, is

X
1 bx1 +Y1 byl + Zxbzx +...+Xnbxn+Ynbyn +Zn bzn =0. (2)
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Now if the virtual displacements of the particles were all in-

dependent, this equation would involve the vanishing of the

coefficient of each displacement (see Art. 267) ;
but the displace-

ments of the particles must be such as still to satisfy the equa-

tions (1). Hence the quantities bx, &c, are connected by the k

equations

dL, dL, . dL,
, \

dL, dL, . dL. .

dL9 ^.Z/9 <<, .

^ dZ
+ ^r 8a, + ^r"^ +

d#, y.

dZ
5

fife-

S..~ =o, f

fl^Zj
^i

fc ^2^,

dx
x

x

dyx

^ dz
x

*i +

<. . dZ. . dL, .

(3)

Solving these k equations for any k of the displacements

suppose bx
1} bx

2 ,
... 6xk and substituting their values in (2),

we obtain an equation connecting the remaining Zn k displace-

ments of the form

+ 1
b3/1 + ... + Bn byn

+ C1
bz

1 + ... + Cn b*n = 0. (4)

Now, the remaining quantities, bxk+1 , &c, are completely

independent, and therefore (see Art. 267) every coefficient in

this equation must = 0. Thus, we obtain Zn k equations

involving the forces, that is, statical equations of condition.

Combining these statical equations with the equations of con-

nexion (1), we have finally Zn equations for the Zn co-ordinates

of the particles. The elimination of the displacements from the

equations, can, however, be exhibited in a more symmetrical and

useful form.

Multiply the left sides of the equations (3) by Ax ,
A
2 , ... A

t
in
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order, these multipliers being undetermined quantities ;
then add

all the results together, and finally equate to zero the coefficient

of every displacement in the resulting equation. Thus we shall

have the following 3 n equations :

v
dL, . dL . dL. \

_ . dL, dL . dL.

()

If from these equations we eliminate the k undetermined

multipliers, we shall have Zn k statical equations of condition,

as before ; and we see, as an essential characteristic of the

Lagrangian method, that the variations of the co-ordinates of all

the particles of the system may he treated as independent quantities

after we have taken the variations of the left-hand skies of all the

equations of condition, multiplied each of these by an arbitrary

multiplier, and included the products in one equation of Virtual

Work.

Now, this method of elimination has the advantage of dis-

covering the geometrical forces, or forces arising from the con-

nexions, of the system. For, suppose that we suppress the

condition L
x
=

;
then the system will begin to move

;
but it

may be kept at rest by applying a special force to each

particle.

Let the components of the force applied to mx be Xx ,
Y

x ,
Z

x ,

those of the force applied to m
2 ,
X

2 ,
Y

2 ,
Z

2 ,
and so on for all

the others. The equations of equilibrium of mx will then be

T7. T7- / . dL . dL,

T . dl/ dL.
1 2

dyx

k
dyx

. dL dL.

similar equations holding for the other particles.
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Subtracting the left side each of these from that of the cor-

responding equation in (5), we have

'-xihX
x
'=\

x dxx

, dL
x1

1
A l~; '

, dL
x

Hence X/: 7/:^=^:^:^,dx
x dyx

dz
x

and VV+ r," +*'-V<>,+@,+@i

-

If, now, all the co-ordinates involved in the equation^ =
are considered constant except x

x , j^, and z
x , this equation will

denote a surface on which the particle m
x is constrained to lie,

and dL
x

dL
x

dL
x

dx
x dyx

dz
x

each divided
by/X/(|)

2

+
(g/

+@2

.

will be the direction-cosines of the normal to this surface at

the point (xx , yx ,
z
x). It is evident, therefore, that the force

required to keep the particle m
x

at rest, when the condition

L
x
= is suppressed, is a force acting normally to this surface,

its magnitude being

/\dLx
s
2 ,dL

x
~* ,dL

x
J

In the same way the force required to keep m
2 at rest acts

normally to the surface denoted by Lx when x
2 , y2 ,

z
2 are

considered as the only variable co-ordinates in the equation, and

the magnitude of this force is

If the condition L
2
= were suppressed, it follows in like

manner that forces
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should be applied to the particles m x , &c., in directions normal

to the surfaces represented by the equation Z
2
= when the

sole variables in it are the co-ordinates of mx , &c, in succession.

It is easy to see that

/dL, dL, . dL, m v

is equal to F
1 (coe a.bx1 + coa fi .b^ + coa y .bz

x ),

where F
l
is the force of connexion acting on m

l
in virtue of the

condition L
x
= 0, and a, fi, y the direction angles of the normal

to the surface denoted by Lx
= when the co-ordinates of m

x

are regarded as the only variables in it.

Now, the multiplier of F1 in this expression is evidently the

projection of the displacement of m
x along the normal to this

surface. If this projection be denoted by bn, n being the

length of the normal at the position of ml
measured from some

fixed point on the normal, we have

\
x
bL

x
= F

x bn,

in which the variation of L
x
has reference solely to the par-

ticle mv
The right-hand side of this equation at once identifies the

term \
x
bL

x
with the virtual work of an internal force, since

F
x
bn is explicitly such

;
and this force acts along the direction

in which the function L
x
varies most rapidly (i.e.

the normal

to the surface denoted by the equation Lx
=

0).

Hence Lagrange habitually speaks of such a term as A b L in

the equation of virtual work as ' the virtual moment of a force

tending to vary the function L'

Examples.

1 . A number of heavy particles are attached at given intervals to a

weightless string the extremities of which are fixed
; investigate the

circumstances of equilibrium (Funicular Polygon).
Let (a, b) be the co-ordinates of one of the fixed extremities, (a^ , y,),

(sc2 , y.2), ... the co-ordinates of the particles taken in order from this

extremity, l^, ln ,... the lengths of the portions of the string between

these points, and W
1 ,
W

t ,... the weights of the particles.
Then the equations of connexion of the system are

(a-a^-P^-y,)' = /<,,*,
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Hence the Lagrangian equation of virtual work is

F, y,+ rs y,+ ...-A1 {(a-x^+to-y^y,}
+Mte-^( ^-**J+(yi-y,)(y,-*y,)}+-.- = o.

Equating to aero the coefficients of the several Kplfnf^n*ii^

Ma-xJ-M^-a^O,
As (x1-xJ)-A,(x1-x,) = 0,

"> M*-y,)+ ^to-y^ = 0,

w-\(y.-yJ+A,(y,-y,)= 0-

The first set of these equations evidently gives

Ma-xJ = A^-x.) = A.fc-x,) = ... = T,
and by substituting in the remaining set,

ft-yi = yi-y
,
*,

x, ^-x/ T
yi-y =y-ya

,
*y

x,-x, x,-x, r"

But =3 is the tangent of the inclination of the portion L^ of the

string to the horixon. Hence we have

Un0- = tanflB+^
tantfB = tantf+^.

as in Art. 35. Also the tension of the string joining (a, J) to fe, y^ is

p acting from the first point towards the second, and so on for the

ftfcoi

2. Deduce by toe method of Lagrange the

of a system of three particles forming a rigid triangle,

being acted on by given forces.

Let (a\, y,, aj be the co-ordinates of one particle, sad (X,. X,, Xx)

the components of the force acting on it, with similar notataon for the

other two particles. Then, if J^, !, I* denote As sides of the

triangle, the nqpsri of umm 1 miii are

(*.->tf+(y,-*>
1
+( 1-*>

,= V.
(t-^+Cfc-y^+K-^ = V.
(*^^+(*-yJ

,

+(v-?^>
,= V-

Hence the Ltgrangtan conation of equllibriwm is

X1oa^+rfoyl+Z18^+...+An {(a^-a0( 1-*^
+(y-3^Kyi-*ya)+(*i-^*i-^f+ - =

the w iIiIisih iiiI multipliers beteg A,,, A and A^
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Equating to zero the coefficients of the displacements, we have

^i+ A
i2 (

a?i- a;2)- Asi(a;3- a;
i)
= 0, (1)

Yi+K(yi-y*)-Ki(y-yi) = o, (2)

Z
x + A

12 (z1
- z

2)
-X

sl (zs-z1)
= 0, (3)

with similar equations for the other particles.

By addition, we have at once

X
x+X2+X3

= 0, or 2X= 0,

7
1+72+7, = 0, or 2 7=0,

Z
1 +Zi+Zt

= 0, or 2^ = 0,

which are the ordinary equations of translation.

Again, multiplying (1) by y1
and (2) by xlt and subtracting,

Yi*i-Xiyi-K(asiy*--yi ati-Ki{a!iy-yi*) = >

and by taking the similar equations for the other particles, and

adding, we get 2 (7a Xy) == 0.

Similarly, 2(XzZx) = 0,

and 2(Zy-Yz) = 0.

These last three are the equations of moments, and they constitute,
with the first three, six equations of equilibrium. Now these are all

the conditions that can be obtained among the forces and co-ordinates.

For if n particles be connected by k equations of condition, there are

(Art. 269), ZnJc final equations. But here n = 3, k = 3, therefore

3 n k = 6. It is to be observed that the equations of equilibrium of

any rigid body must be the same in number as those for three

particles forming a rigid triangle, because if three points of a rigid

body are determined in position, the position of the body is deter-

mined.

3. Show that the equations of equilibrium of a system subject to

given conditions may be expressed as the vanishing of the differential

coefficients of a single function of the co-ordinates of the system.

Suppose that

(X1
dte

1 + Y
xdy1 +Zx

dz
1) + {X2

dx
2+ Y2dy2+Z2

dz
2) + ...,

or 2(Xdx+ Ydy+ Zdz),
= dll where IT is a function of the co-

ordinates x
x , yv p x

2 , y2 ,
z
2 ,... Then taking

U= -Yl + \
1
L

1+ \2L2+ ...,

where L
x
= 0, L2

= 0,... are the equations of condition, we shall have

dU _ . dL
x

dL
2

d\
x

_ d\
2

dx
x

* 1 dx
x

2 dx
x

""
l dx

x

2dx
x

But since the co-ordinates make L
x
= L

2
= . . . = 0,

dU - v- ,
dL

x
dL2

dx
x

dx
x dx

x

and comparing with equations (5), we see that the equations of equi-

librium are dU A dU A dU _ dU _ .= 0, T~ T" = t = 0, &c.
dx

x
dx

2 dyx dy2
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270.] Distinctive Feature of the Lagrangian Method. If

the first method of eliminating the displacements described in

the last article is adopted, we arrive at an equation such as (4)

of that Article, from which the conditions of equilibrium are

obtained by equating" to zero the coefficients of the displace-

ments. But in proceeding thus, we fail to obtain the values of

the internal and geometrical forces of the system. Now these

forces are, as we have seen, intimately related to the undeter-

mined multipliers ; and as these latter are found from the

Lagrangian equations, it follows that

The method of Lagrange gives not only the conditions of equi-

librium, but also the internalforces of the system.

A single very elementary example will suffice to render this- clear.

Two heavy particles of weights W1
and W

2
are connected by a rigid

rod, and each particle rests on a smooth inclined plane. The incli-

nations of the planes are ij and i
2
and their intersection is horizontal ;

find the position of equilibrium and the internal and geometrical
forces.

Let the line of intersection of the planes be taken as axis of z, let

the axis of y be vertical and that of x horizontal. Also let (x1 yl z^)

(x2 y2
z
2) be the co-ordinates of the particles, and I the length of the

rod connecting them. Then the equations of connexion are

yx a^ tan i
x
= 0,

y2+ a;
2
tani2

= 0,

(x-*2y+(y-y2y+(z-z2y = i*.

Hence the Lagrangian equation of equilibrium is

-W
i by1

W
2by2+ A

} (8^-tan t,
. bx,) + A

2 (8y2+ tan t,
. bx

2)

+ T{(x1-x2)(bx1
-bx

2) + (y1-y2)(by1-by2) + (z1-z2)(bz1
-bz

2)}
= 0,

A
lf

A
2 , and t being the undetermir.ed multipliers.

Equating to zero the coefficients of the separate displacements,

-W
1 + \

1 + T(yl~ya)=0,
-W

2+ X
2-r(y1-y2)

= 0,

Ajtanz'j t(jc1 x
2)
= 0,

A
2
tant

2 t(x1
x
2)
= 0,

rfo-z,) = 0.

From the last equation we have z
x

z
2
= 0, which shows that both

particles must lie in a vertical plane perpendicular to the line of inter-

section of the inclined planes.

VOL. IL I
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If be the inclination of the line joining the particles to the

horizon, the other equations give

(Wt+ W2) tan 6 = W
t
cot i

2
- W

2
cot \ ,

W, sin i.

cos
(e'j 8)

ITj cos 6 cos t,

cos^ 9)

W cos cos L
2

cos(i+ 0)

The reader will easily perceive that tI is the tension of the rod,

and A
x
sec i

r
and A

2
sec i

2 the reactions of the smooth planes. Thus we
have the same values of the inclination of the rod and of the internal

forces as we should have obtained by the ordinary statical methods.

Now suppose that the equation of virtual work is employed ac-

cording to the first method
;
that is, let us write

hy1
tan i

x
. hx

l
= 0,

hy2 -f tan i
2

. hx
2
= 0,

(as1
-aJ

a)(8asl
-8aj

2) + (y1-y2)(8y1-8y2) + ( 1 -^) (5^-8^) = 0,

and eliminate the displacements without employing undetermined

multipliers. Then we obtain simply the equations

z
1

z2 = 0,

(Wx+ W2) tan 6 = W
x
cot i

2
- W

2
cot i

x ,

which define the position of equilibrium, without giving the values of

the unknown forces of the system.

271.] Work. If a force, R, acts at a point (a, y, z) which,

from any cause, receives a small displacement whose projections

on the axes of co-ordinates are dx, dy, dz, and if the components
of R are X, Y, Z, the work actually done by the force is

Xdio+Ydy+ Zdz. (1)

If a force P which is constant both in magnitude and line of

action acts at a point, A, which from any cause is displaced

through any distance, AB, along the line of action and in the

sense of P, the whole amount of work done by the force is

PxA;
and if the displacement takes place in the sense opposite to that

of P, the work done by P is P x AB.
If the force P is constant in magnitude and direction (but not

line of action) while its point, A }
of application is displaced along
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any curve, AB (Fig-. 254), the work done by the force (which is

the integral of all the elements of work done during the

passage) is

P x projection of AB along the direction of P.

As an instance, take the case of a heavy body of weight W
whose centre of gravity occupies the point A initially. If the

body is displaced along any curve or surface whatever, so that its

centre of gravity finally occupies the position B, the work done

by ris Wxh,
where h is the excess of the height of A over that of B ;

so that

W does positive work if B is below A, negative work if B is

above A, and no work if A and B are at the same horizontal

level. Similarly in Fig. 254, the working force being constant

in magnitude and direction, if AB is perpendicular to P, no

work is done on the whole in the passage from A to D.

If the working force, P, is constant in magnitude and variable

in direction, while its point of applica-

tion is at each instant moving along the

line of action of P, the work done by P
from one point A to anotherB is the pro-

duct P.s, where * is the whole length of

the path of the point of application be-

tween A and B. For instance, a constant

pressure, P. exerted on the arm of a
. Fig. 254.

capstan.

If the working force varies both in magnitude and in direction

while its point of application describes any path between a point

A and a point B, the total work must be obtained by taking the

elementary work done by the force for a very small displacement

of its point of application, and integrating this. We may at

each point resolve the force into three components, so that the

element of work is expressed by (1), and the total work done

between A and B is

f (Xdx+Ydy + Zdz), (2)
Jb

the suffixes indicating the points between which the work is

done.

The work done by a force whose point of application is dis-

placed from any one position, A} to any other B, is often very

1 %
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usefully represented graphically by means of a Work Diagram.

If in any position P is the magnitude of the force, and dp the

projection of the displacement of its point of application along

the direction of P, the element of work is

P. dp,

and the whole work is the integral of this. Hence if we take

two rectangular axes, Ox and Oy, and lay off, successively, along

Ox the values of dp as they occur in the working of the force

between A and B; and if perpendicularly to each of these

elements we draw the corresponding value of P (as an ordinate),

the extremities of

these ordinates will

trace out a curve

whose area will repre-

sent the work done.

Thus, in Fig.255^
is the magnitude of

the working force at

A, P2 its magnitude
at B, while P is its

FiS- 255- magnitude at any in-

termediate point, Q, we may take any point, Mx , on Ox at which

to draw the ordinate Pv and the distance M
l
M will be the sum

of the values of the projections, such as Qq, of the elements, QB,
of arc along the corresponding directions of F between A and Q.

We may, of course, choose the small arcs QB, ... of such lengths
that the elements, MN, . . . are all equal, i. e. dp may be taken as

a constant element.

The expression / Pdp for the work done between A and B

becomes then the area MX
S

X
S
2
M

2 ,

properly translated from square centimetres (suppose) into

kilogramme-metres, according to the scale of length on which

force magnitude is represented in drawing the ordinates MS, and

(generally) the diminished scale on which the projections Qq are

represented by the elements MN.
If C. G.S. units are adopted, the unit of work is that done by

a dyne in displacing its point of application through one cen-

timetre in its own direction. This unit of work is called an erg.
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Examples.

1. If one end of an elastic string is fixed while the other is drawn
out through a given distance, find the work done by its tension, and
the work diagram.

If l is the natural length of the string, A its modulus of elasticity,
and I any stretched length which is productive of a tension T, we have

T = \ -. For a small increment of length, dl, the tension does

work equal to Tdl
;
therefore disregarding the sign of the work,

we may represent it by drawing the values of I 1 along Ox, so that

OM is proportional to I 1 ; then at M we are to draw an ordinate,

MS, proportional to T, and therefore proportional to OM. The locus

of S is obviously a right line passing through 0, and the work done

by the tension for any amount of extension is represented by.the area
of a trapezium, affected with a negative sign.

The amount of work done by the tension in an extension from a

length Zj
to a length l

2
is

A 2
2),~~

27"
~ ' '1_ ^

2. Another simple example of a work diagram is furnished by a

gas enclosed in a cylinder fitted with a gas-tight piston, the gas

expanding or contracting at a constant temperature.
In this case let us calculate the work done by the total pressure

on the piston in the expansion of the gas by a given amount.
If P is the force exerted on the piston, and x, the distance of the

piston, in any position, from the closed end of the cylinder, the law
of Boyle and Mariotte gives

Px = constant = P^,
where P

x
is the pressure in the first position and x

x
the distance of

this position from the closed end.

The values of x being laid off along Ox, the extremities of the

ordinates will trace out a rectangular hyperbola, and the area in-

cluded between any portion of this curve, the ordinates at its

extremities, and the axis of x, represents the work done by the

pressure. The work done by the pressure from x
x
to x is

Pj^log^.x
1

3. In general, if a gas expands from a volume v
1
to a volume v

2 ,

and if p is its intensity of pressure (or pressure per unit area), the

work done by the gas against external resistance is

pdv. (a)f
For, if at any time the gas is enclosed within a surface S, whose
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element of area at any point is dS, the amount of pressure on this

element is 2>dS; and if in a small expansion the element dS is driven

out along the normal through a distance dn, the work done by the

pressure on dS is pdS . dn; therefore for the small expansion of the

whole volume enclosed by S the sum of the works done by the

pressures on all its elements dS is (since p is constant throughout
the gas), pfdSdn ;

but fdSdn is the increase of volume of the

whole gas for the small expansion considered, that is, dv; hence
the work for this expansion is pdv, and therefore in the change from
volume v

x
to volume v

2
the intensity of pressure, p, of course con-

tinuously varying the work done is given by (a).

For example, if the gas changes adiabatically i. e. so that no heat

is conducted either into or out of it, while its temperature and

intensity of pressure both vary the relation between p and v is

pv
h = constant, (b)

where h is about 1'408. In this case the curve whose abscissae and
ordinates are the varying values of v and p is asymptotic to both

axes like the rectangular hyperbola

pv = constant, (c)

which represents the relation between p and v when the expansion
is unaccompanied by change of temperature but it approaches the

axis of volumes more rapidly than the hyperbola.
The curves obtained by varying

the constant in (b) are called adia-

batics, while those given by (c) are

called isothermals. Thus, let A be
a point whose co-ordinates Oa and
aA are

v-^ and^>x , respectively; then
the curve whose equation is

pv
h =p1

v
1

k

is A B, while the curve (rectangular

hyperbola) whose equation is

pv=plVl

is AD. The co-ordinates of the points
lg* 2^ '

on AB between A and 2? represent the
states of the gas as to volume and intensity of pressure in the adia-
batic transformation from state A to state B.
A gas contained in a cylinder with a gas-tight piston can be

transformed adiabatically and isothermally, successively, to any extent
in the following manner. Suppose the base of the cylinder to be
made of thin polished copper or silver. (Theoretically this base is
to have perfect thermal conductivity, i. e. any heat applied to the
outside is instantly transmitted to the inside, any difference of tem-
perature between the outer and the inner surfaces of the base being at
once annulled. Thin polished silver or copper will be an approxi-
mation. With such a base we are to imagine heat as flowing with no
resistance into or out of the

cylinder.)
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Let the piston and all the rest of the cylinder he made of an

infinitely had thermal conductor, so that no heat can enter or leave

the cylinder anywhere except through the hase.

To produce adiabatic transformation. Place the cylinder with

its base on a slab which is an infinitely bad thermal conductor, and
do work on the gas by pressing down the piston. No heat can get
into the cylinder by conduction from without, and none can leave it.

Moreover, of the work thus done by the piston on the gas a portion

goes to increase the energy of motion of its molecules, and the re-

mainder is used in doing work against the (repulsive) forces existing
between these molecules. From an experiment of Joule's, however, it

appears that these molecular forces are non-existent ; and subsequent

experiments by Joule and Thomson show that, though this is not

perfectly true for all gases, it is so nearly true, that the work
absorbed in overcoming these molecular forces may be quite neg-
lected. '

The result, then, is that the work done on the gas goes wholly to

increase its heat, and therefore its temperature. [Observe, this is

not a contradiction of our supposition that no heat is communicated
to it by conduction from any external source.]

If, instead of compression by means of the piston, the gas is allowed

to expand and drive the piston before it, its temperature falls in

an adiabatic transformation.

To produce isotliermal transformation. Place the cylinder with

its base on a very large reservoir of heat so large that the volume
of the gas is negligible in comparison and let the temperature of

the heat in the reservoir be the same as that of the heat of the gas.
Allow the piston to be driven by the gas. The effect of even the

smallest expansion would be a lowering of the temperature inside

the cylinder, but as the base is an infinitely good conductor, the

inequality of temperature inside and outside is instantly annulled

by a flow inwards of heat from the reservoir, the temperature of

which (on account of its capacity) suffers no sensible diminution.

Thus the temperature inside the cylinder remains constant all

through the expansion.
The piston might also be pressed down so as to compress the gas,

the instantaneous effect being a rise of temperature, which is instantly
annulled by the flow of heat from the gas into the reservoir.

The theoretical processes here described are those which are

postulated in the working of Carnot's Engine, the theory of which

is fundamental in Thermodynamics (see Clerk Maxwell's Theory of
Heat, or almost any work on Physics).

Starting with the state represented in Fig. 256 by the point A, let

the following cycle of operations occur : adiabatic compression re-

presented by the adiabatic AB, until state B is reached
;
isothermal

expansion represented by BC, the gas receiving heat at constant

temperature, and doing external work by driving the piston before

it, until state C is reached
;
adiabatic expansion represented by CD,
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the gas driving out the piston and doing external work, while its

temperature falls and it receives no heat, until the temperature
which it had originally (at A )

is reached ; finally, isothermal com-

j)ression represented by DA, the piston being forcibly driven down
until the original state (.4)

is reached.

It is required to calculate the whole amount of positive work done

by the gas. This work is obviously the areal sum

- AabB+ BCcb + CDdc- DdaA
,

where a, b, c, d are the feet of the ordinates of A, B, C, D. Let the

equation of

AD be pv = m ;
BC be pv = rnf

;

AB be pv
k n

;
CD be pv

k = nf
.

Then the area AabB = ; (r-7 r~;)j where v, and v., are the
k l\tf~

x v*~v ' 1

abscissae of A and B. But vf'
1 = ., and v^ 1 = : therefore this

f

2 m' x m
area= -5 which value is also that of CDdc. Hence the ex-

k 1
'

ternal work done by the gas is

m m . ri

k 1 n

and this is also, of course, the area of the figure ABCD included

between the two isothermals and the two adiabatics.

272.] Static Energy, or Potential Work of a Force System.
If the point of application of a force whose components are

X, Y, Z occupies at any instant a position which we may denote

by (js),
and if (p )

denotes any other position which it might

occupy, the amount, IT, of work which the force can do in

the displacement from (p) to (p )
is given by the equation

'(J>c)

(Xdx+Tdy + Zdz). (1)
'ip)

The amount of work which the force can do from the present

position (p) to the supposed position (p )
is called the Potential

Work of theforce.

In the same way, if any number of forces act on any system of

particles, m
lt
m

2i ..., and if the present system of positions of

these particles, or their present configuration, is denoted by (p),

while another configuration, or system of positions which they

might occupy, is denoted by (p ),
the whole amount of work

n = /

Jit*
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n = s
/

which the forces can do in the motion from the present to the

contemplated position is given by the equation

(Xdx+Ydy + Zdz), (2)
(p)

where 2 denotes a summation of the works done on all the

particles. The configuration denoted by (p ) may be taken

arbitrarily. We shall speak of it as the configuration of reference.

Here, as before, n is the potential work of the forces of the

system.

Defining the term Energy to mean capacity for doing work, we

may speak of the Potential Work of a force system as its Static

Energy*.
If the particles do not form a rigid body, but can alter their

relative distances ; and if, moreover, they exert on each other

forces, either of attraction or of repulsion, the work done by the

internal forces in the change of configuration must, of course,

be included in the Static Energy of the system ;
so that if E^

and i~I
e
are the potential works of it3 internal and external forces,

respectively, the total Static Energy of the system is

Any material system whether it consists of particles at finite

distances from each other, each acted upon by some external

force and also by attractions from neighbouring particles, or

particles at infinitesimal distances (as in the case of a bent spring,
a membrane, or an elastic string) may occupy several different

configurations successively and finally return to its original

configuration (p). If when it does return to its original con-

figuration, the Static Energy of its force-system (internal and

external forces included) returns also to its original value, the

system is said to be Conservative. The consideration of such a

system is of the greatest importance.

Any material system will be conservative when for any small

derangement of the particles the work done by the external forces is

the differential of a single-valued function of the co-ordinates of the

particles, and the internal forces are functions only of the mutual

distances of the particles, and are directed in the lines joining them.

* It is usually spoken of as ' Potential Energy
' an illogical term which, as

has been pointed out by an able writer, expresses
' a double remotion from

actuality.'
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For if the co-ordinates of the particles are {xt , yx ,
z
x), &c, and

the external forces (X1 ,
Y

1 , ZJ, &c, the work of the external

forces for any small derangement is

X
l
dx

1 + Y1 dgl + Z1
dz

1 +X2
dx

2 + Y2 dy2 + Z2
dz

2 + ...,

and if this d<f> ( 1 ,^1 ,
z
lt
#
2 > y2 ,

z
2 ,...), the Static Energy of

these forces is
<f)Q 0, where < is the value of $ when the

co-ordinates of the configuration (p )
are substituted ;

and if

V
<f>

is not a multiple-valued function such as tan-1 it is
x

i

obvious that the Static Energy of the external forces must

always be the same whenever the system has the same con-

figuration.

Again, if the internal force between m
l
and m2 is expressed as

y(r ]2 ),
where r

12 is the distance between them, and if it is

directed in the line joining them, the element of work of this

force is .f{r 12)
. dr

12 , according as the force is repulsive or

attractive. Hence if f(r12)
.dr12 = d\fr(rn), the Static Energy

of the internal forces in any configuration is, by summation for

all the particles, + [2 ^(y)
- 2^ (r)],

which is manifestly the same whenever the configuration is the

same.

For example, an elastic rod bent and twisted in any way, but

not to such an extent as to alter sensibly its constants of

elasticity, will be an example of a conservative system, if, more-

over, the bending and twisting are not accompanied by heating.

The effect of such heating might be to alter its various elastic

constants, in such a manner that if it. returns to its original

configuration, the amount of work required to produce a given
deformation either by bending or by twisting, would not be the

same as it was originally to produce exactly the same de-

formation.

If the deformation is produced slowly, the heating effect is

avoided, and the system is conservative.

By definition, if work, JF, is done by external agency on a

conservative system to change its configuration from (p) to
(jo'),

the system will give back exactly the same amount, W, of work

against external resistance in returning from (p') to (p).

A simple example of a non-conservative system is furnished

by a heavy particle on a rough inclined plane of inclination i.
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To raise the particle through a given vertical height, h, by
an up-plane force an amount of work equal to wh (1 +jucoti)
must be expended ; while if the particle is allowed to slide

down to its original position, it will give out only the amount

wTi{\\k cot^), and would give out none if p.
= or > tan i.

In all such cases i. e. cases in which friction comes into

play a part of the work expended on the system in changing
its configuration is transformed into heat, which is speedily lost

to the system ; and, in general, if any machine, or combination

of machines, transforms a portion of the work done on it into

heat, it cannot restore even so much of the work as has not

been thus transformed, i.e. it is non-conservative.

273.] Stability and. Instability of Equilibrium. When a

rigid body, or any material non-rigid system, in equilibrium

under the action of given forces is slightly disturbed from its

position, it will not, in general, be in equilibrium in the new

position. Now the effect of all the forces in play in the new

position may be either to drive it back to the original position,

or to deviate it still further. In the former case the equilibrium
is stable, and in the latter unstable.

As an example for the case of a rigid body, suppose a heavy

bar, AB, moveable round a smooth horizontal axis fixed through
the end A. If the rod is placed in a vertical position, it will be

in equilibrium ; but if the end B is vertically above A, a slight

displacement will cause the rod to fall from this position ;
while

if the end B is below A, and the rod is slightly displaced, it will

return to its position of equilibrium.
As an example for a non-rigid system, take the case of an

indiarubber ring on an umbrella handle. If the substance of the

ring is rotated round the circle formed by the centres of all its

normal sections through an angle which is constant all through
the ring, one configuration of equilibrium is obtained when this

angle of rotation is tt, i.e. when the ring is turned inside-out.

But this configuration is, of course, unstable, the slightest dis-

turbance causing the ring to return to its natural state. On the

other hand, the natural state of the ring on the handle is a

stable configuration of equilibrium.

274.] Universal Criterion of Stability and Instability. The
determination of the nature of the equilibrium of any system
i.e. its stability or instability is a question belonging to
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Kinetics. The conditions as regards constraints and connections

of parts of the system with each other will enable us to express

any possible configuration of the system in terms of a certain

number of independent variables, ql , q2 , q3 , ..., which may be

described as 'co-ordinates' of the system, by an extension of the

usual employment of this term. For example, suppose the system
to consist of two particles, B and C, which are connected by an

inextensible string, while another inextensible string, BA, is

attached to B, and the system is suspended vertically by fixing

the end A of the second string. In this case, supposing the

displacements to be confined to a given vertical plane, if we

imagine any configuration satisfying the conditions of the system,

i.e. one in which the distances AB and BC are each constant,

such a configuration is obtained by deviating AB from the

vertical through any angle, 6, and then deviating BC from the

vertical through any angle, 6', these two angles being entirely

independent of each other. The configuration of the system,

then, depends on the two independent variables 6 and 6', which

are its 'co-ordinates.'

If the displacements of the particles are not confined to any
vertical plane, AB can be deviated through an angle from the

vertical, and rotated (after the manner of a conical pendulum)
round the vertical through an angle #; and BC can be simi-

larly displaced through angles 6' and #'; so that there are

four generalised co-ordinates [6, &', </>, <') of this system in the

most general case of its displacement.
Such variables are usually called the generalised co-ordinates of

the system, and they determine the number of degrees of freedom

of the system this being equal to the number of the generalised

co-ordinates.

The kinetical process which determines whether the equilibrium

of the system is stable or unstable consists in supposing each

of the generalised co-ordinates, q, to receive any small increment,

Aq, and then, from the equations of motion of the system,

expressing each A^as a function of the time. If the value of

&q is a periodic function of the time, the magnitude of Aq will

oscillate between infinitely narrow limits, and the equilibrium of

the system will be stable
;
while if any of the displacements A q

involves the time in a non-periodic form of the type e
l

,
this dis-

placement increases indefinitely, and the equilibrium is unstable.
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The result is this If for any possible small displacement of the

system from its configuration of equilibrium there would be positive

work done by the acting forces, both external and internal, the con-

figuration is unstable ; while iffor every possible small displacement

the sum total of the works of these forces is negative, the configura-

tion is stable ; in other words, the system will be in stable equi-

librium, if the Static Energy of the system, i.e., the Potential

Work of its forces {internal and external) is a minimum, and

in unstable equilibrium if this potential work is a maximum.

This fundamental result we shall assume, referring- the reader

for the proof to Lagrange's Mecanique Analytique, 6th section

of the Dynamique, p. 320 ;
to Thomson and Tait's Natural Phi-

losophy, Arts. 291, &e. ; and to Laurent's Traite de Mecanique

Rationnelle, vol. ii. p. 222, where an extremely concise proof by
Dirichlet is given.
We shall revert to the proof of this principle in the next

Article.

275.] Work Coefficients. When the rectangular co-ordinates

(x1 , yx ,
z
x), &c, of the points of application of the forces of the

system are all independent, since

dU = X
x
dx

x+Yx dyx + Zx
dz

x +X2
dx

2 +..., (1)

we see that the differential coefficient of the Potential Work

(with sign changed) with respect to any co-ordinate is the corre-

//rr

sponding component of force. Thus
-j ^v &c But if the
CLtJu-%

co-ordinates are not all independent, but expressible in terms of

a number, k, of independent variables, qx , q2 , ... qk ,
this is no

longer true. Expressing the co-ordinates x
1 ,y1 ,

zx , ... in terms

of the q's, equation (1) for the element of Potential Work assumes

the form JrT - .-dU = Qx dqx+Q2 dq2 +... + Qk dqk , (2)

in which the coefficients Q x , Q2 ,
... may be of the dimensions

either of force or of couple, according to the nature of the

generalised co-ordinates qx , q2i .... In all cases each term,

Q xdqx , in (2) is an elementary work, so that if q x
is a linear

co-ordinate, like x
x , the coefficient Qx

will be of the dimension of

force ; but if qx
is an angle, Q x

will be of the dimension of couple.

Take, for example, the case of two coplanar forces, Px
and P

2 ,

acting at the ends, A and B, of a line of constant length, a, and
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consider only displacements in the plane of the forces. The

generalised co-ordinates of the system may be taken as the

rectangular co-ordinates (x, y) of A, and the angle, 6, which AB
makes with the axis of x. If (of, y') are the co-ordinates of B,
we have x'= a; + a cos d; y'=.y + a sin 9, and, the components
of Pj and P

2 being, respectively, (Xx , Jj) and (X2 ,
Y2 ), we have

-dn = (X1 +X2)dx + (Y1+Y2)dy + a (Y2 cos 0-X2 sin 6) d6,

in which the coefficients of dx and dy are of the dimensions of

force, while that of d6 is of the dimensions of couple.

The coefficients Q x , Q2 ,
... in (2) are sometimes spoken of as

'

generalised components of force.' This expression is very

objectionable on more grounds than one
;
but we fall into no

error if we describe them as Work Coefficients. Thus Qx is the

qx
- rate at which the system does work if the other independent

variables, q2 , ... qht are all kept constant and qx alone allowed to

vary ;
and it does not appear to be possible to specialise the

meanings of the Q's any further i.e. to give a rule applicable

to all cases for localising Qlt Q2 , ... as forces or couples at

particular points or round particular axes in the system.

Since in a position of equilibrium dYl is zero for all possible

displacements, in such a position we must have

Qi = 0, Q2
= 0,...Qk

= 0. (3)

Now the fundamental principle oflast Article, that the Potential

Work of the system of forces, both internal and external, is

a minimum in a configuration of stable, and a maximum in a

configuration of unstable, equilibrium cannot be inferred from

the vanishing of all the first differential coefficients Qx , Q2 , . . . .

For, since II is a function of several independent variables, k in

number, there are k 1 additional independent conditions that

n should be either a maximum or a minimum.* In a particular

case, however, the truth of the principle can be seen without the

general kinetical investigation. This case is that in which the

material system has one degree of freedom, i. e. when its position

depends on a single variable, q. Here, since
-j-

= in the

position of equilibrium, it follows that n is, in general, either a

maximum or a minimum
;
and it is easy to see that the maximum

belongs to instability. For, if the equilibrium is unstable, the

* Williamson's Diff. Cal., Note 2.
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system will require positive work to be done on it by an external

agent to resist the growth of the displacement dq ; that is, the

forces (internal and external) of the system must during the

displacement be doing positive work resisting the positive

work which the external agent is applying ;
in other words, in

leaving the position of equilibrium, the Static Energy of the

given system is diminished. Clearly, then, the maximum value

of FT corresponds to instability.

276.] Maximum or Minimum height of the Centre of

Gravity. When gravity is the only external force, besides the

reactions of smooth fixed surfaces, acting on a material system,
and when for any change of its configuration its internal forces

(such as mutual reactions at the contacts of smooth parts) do no

work, the Potential "Work of the forces is simply

W.z,

where W is the total weight of the system and z is the height of

its centre of gravity above any horizontal plane which is assumed

as the reference position (Art. 272) of the centre of gravity.

For, let w1 ,
w

2 , . . . be the weights and z
x ,

z
2 , ... the heights of

the centres of gravity of the various separate bodies, or particles,

of the system. Then the virtual work of the system for any
small displacements is w1dz1

w
2dz2 w3 dz3 ...

; hence*

dU. = w
1
dz

1 + w2
dz

2 + ... = JF.dz,

.-. n = r.5,

the reference level being taken as that from which z is measured.

Now the maximum value of IT will occur when z is greatest ;

hence when the centre of gravity of any system of bodies is in the

lowest position that it can occupy consistently with the geometrical

conditions of the system^ that system is in a position of stable equili-

brium; and when its centre of gravity is in the highest position^ the

system is in a position of unstable equilibrium.

Unless the position of the system depends on a single variable,

we cannot assert conversely that a position of equilibrium is one

in which the height of the centre of gravity is either a maximum
or a minimum.

If any bodies of the system rest on rough curves or surfaces,

* This assumes that none of the geometrical forces required for a position of

equilibrium are infinite ; for the term \ 5 L cannot be assumed to vanish, even

though IL = 0, if \ is infinite.
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the equation of virtual work will involve the reactions of these

curves or surfaces for displacements along them. Hence we

have no longer the equation W.hz = 0, and the principle of maxi-

mum or minimum height of the centre of gravity does not hold.

Even when the position depends on one variable, it may
happen that in a position of equilibrium the height of the centre

of gravity is neither a maximum nor a minimum. Take, for

example, the case of a heavy particle placed at a point of in-

flexion on a smooth curve in a vertical plane, the tangent at the

point being horizontal. The particle is evidently in equilibrium,

since for a small displacement P b z is zero, P being the weight
and z the height of the particle. But z is neither a maximum
nor a minimum, and the equilibrium, accordingly, is stable for

a small displacement along the upper part of the curve, and

unstable for a displacement along the lower part.

When the system has only one degree of freedom, the centre

of gravity describes, in all positions of the system compatible
with the given conditions, a curve which is sometimes very

easily found. In the position of equilibrium the centre of

gravity will be the point of contact of a horizontal tangent to

this curve, and in this manner we can most readily perceive the

nature of the equilibrium of the body.
When the system has more than one degree of freedom, it may

happen that its centre of gravity is constrained, in all displace-

ments compatible with the connexions, to describe a fixed

surface. In this case the position of equilibrium will be one

in which the tangent plane to this surface at the centre of

gravity is horizontal
;
and if the surface lies entirely below the

tangent plane in the neighbourhood of the point of contact, the

equilibrium will be unstable, as in the case of a curve
;

if the

surface lies above the tangent plane, the equilibrium will be

stable ; and if the tangent plane intersects the surface in a real

curve in the neighbourhood of contact, the equilibrium will be

stable for some displacements and unstable for others.

277.] Continuous Equilibrium. If in all positions of the

system, compatible with the geometrical conditions, the statical

equation dU =
is satisfied, every position is one of equilibrium. Writing down
this equation in all positions and adding, the left sides of the
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equations thus obtained is evidently the same thing- as integrating
it. Hence if all positions of the system are positions of equili-

brium, the applied forces must satisfy the equation

II = constant.

In the particular case of a heavy system under the action of

gravity alone, IT is W. z
; therefore if a system be continuously

in equilibrium under the action of gravity, the centre of gravity
of the system for all displacements compatible with the condi-

tions moves in a fixed horizontal plane, or, in other words,

maintains a constant height.

Examples.

1. A heavy beam, AB (Fig. 121, Art. 104), rests on two smooth in-

clined planes ;
find the nature of its equilibrium.

It is very easy to prove that if the right line AB moves between
two fixed right lines, OA and OB, the given point G on AB describes

an ellipse whose equation with reference to OA and OB as axes of x
and y is

The centre of this ellipse is the point 0. In the position of equi-
librium G is the point of contact of a horizontal tangent to this

ellipse. Now two such tangents can be drawn, one above the inter-

section of the inclined planes and the other below it. There are,

therefore, two positions of equilibrium ;
that with which we were

concerned in the example of Art. 104 is obviously the position in

which G is at a maximum height, and it is, therefore, unstable
;
the

other requires the planes to be prolonged below their line of inter-

section, and as it also requires the reactions of the planes to assume

impossible directions, it is physically impossible. It would, however,
be possible if the planes were replaced by smooth fixed rods to which
the extremities of the beam are attached by rings. The second

position of equilibrium would then be stable.

The impossibility in a certain case of any position of equilibrium,

except one of continuous contact with either plane, which has been

signalized in Art. 104, is now easily explained. It occurs when the

point of contact of the horizontal tangent to the ellipse locus of G falls

underneath the plane (a) or the plane (/3),
so that it is not a possible

position of G.

The problem may be solved by a purely analytical method. If z is

the height of the centre of gravity of the beam, it will be easily found
that in the position of equilibrium

d2 z sin a sin /3 cos 6 ,. , .-, , , ow)w =-(^o^^) ,(o+6> +(acota_6cotm -

VOL. II. K
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2. Two given points of a body rest in contact with two smooth
inclined planes ;

show that the equilibrium of the body is unstable.

We know that if two vertices of a given triangle move along two
fixed right lines, the locus of the third vertex is an ellipse whose
centre is the intersection of the given lines.

Hence, if we consider a given triangle in the body to be formed by
the centre of gravity and the two points which are in contact with the

planes, we see that the locus of the centre of gravity is an ellipse

whose centre is at the intersection of the inclined planes. Now in the

position of equilibrium the centre of gravity is the point of contact

of a horizontal tangent to this ellipse. Hence the only possible

position of equilibrium is one in which the height of the centre of

gravity is a maximum
; therefore the equilibrium is unstable

;
and if,

as explained in the last Example, the point of contact of the tangent
falls underneath either plane, the only position of equilibrium of the

body is one of continuous contact with one of the planes. The student

will find several particular examples of this problem in Walton's

Mechanical Problems (pp. 164, &c), where the solutions are analytical.

3. A heavy body has two plane surfaces, CP and CQ (Fig. 257),
which rest against two smooth fixed pegs, P and Q, the line PQ

making an angle with the horizon
;

show that the positions of equilibrium
are determined by drawing horizontal

tangents to a Limacon.
The centre of gravity and the pegs

must lie in one vertical plane, which

is that of the figure. Since P and Q
are fixed points and the angle at C
between the plane faces is constant,

the circle described round the triangle

PCQ is fixed in space. Again, let G
be the centre of gravity of the body.
Then since CG and CP are lines fixed

in the body, the angle GCP is given;

and if CG meet the circle in 0, the point is fixed in space ;
also

the distance CG is given.
Hence in all positions of the body i.e. in all positions of C on the

circle the centre of gravity is found by drawing the line OC from

to the circumference of the circle, and taking a constant length, CG,
on this line. The curve deduced in this way from a circle is a

Limacon, which is, therefore, the locus of the centre of gravity.

A particular example has been already discussed in p. 149, Vol. I.

4. A heavy plane body of any shape is suspended from a smooth

peg, fixed in a vertical wall, by means of a string of given length, the

extremities of which are attached to two fixed points in the body.

Determine the nature of the equilibrium.
This problem, so far as the positions of equilibrium are concerned,

has been already discussed (Ex. 11, p. 152, Vol. I). We propose hero

Fig. 257.
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to show that there are two positions of stable and one position of

unstable equilibrium. In the figure of the Example referred to, the

point of contact of GP
3 with the evolute is between G and P

8 ;
the

point of contact of GP
X
is between G and P

1 ;
and the point of contact

of GP2
is on P

%
G produced. Now it is easy to see that GP

S
is a line

of maximum length drawn from G to the ellipse. For, let Q be a

point on the ellipse close to P
3 ,

and let QG be the normal at Q. Then
G is the centre of curvature, and therefore the point of contact of GP3

and the evolute. Hence CPS
= CQ,

therefore GP
3
= GG+CQ, which is

>GQ, therefore GP9 > GQ, and GP
S

is, therefore, a maximum.
In the same way GPX

is a maxi-

mum and GP
2
a minimum distance

of G from the ellipse. -p- 2 _g

Hence, in the positions of equi-
y

librium, GP1
and GP

3
are maximum distances of the centre of gravity

from the peg. The positions in which these lines are vertical are,

therefore, positions of stable equilibrium. And since GP
2 is a miui-

mum depth of G, the position in which GP2
is vertical is one of

unstable equilibrium.

5. To find the nature of the equilibrium of the beam in Example 7,

p. 176, Vol. L
Take any position of the beam (in which, of course, the lines G W,

AR, and PS (p. 148, Vol. I) do not meet in a point). Then, if y is the

ordinate of P, the point of contact of the beam and the curve, referred

to a fixed horizontal axis, the ordinate of G will be

y + (GA-PA) cos 9,

or y+ a cos 9 x cot 9.

Denoting this by y, we have

dy dy . . x
,

. dx

dO d0 sin2 dd
T dy .

. dy dx
Now -/ = cot 9, .-. -^ cot 9 . = 0.

dx d0 d0

Hence sin
2 9 j-t

= a sin
3 9 + x.

a u

Differentiating this, and remembering that in the position of equi-

librium = 0, we have
do

sin
i
9-^,l =-^Zasm2

9cos9. (1)d9l d0 v '

Again, since cot 9 = -.-
,
we have

CHS

-cosec2 = 3-^.dx dx*

K 2
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But if p is the radius of curvature of the curve at P,

<Py
1 dx* . d*y= 011*0 -r-=L

\*
+<&f

'

dd
Therefore -

7
= 7^, and (1) givesdx psmd

d2
y

ain6-r--9 p3asin0cosO
= p-ZPO.

di
Hence, since sin 6 is necessarily positive,

-
,
will be positive, and y

therefore a minimum, if ^ z>np> 6 rU.

The equilibrium will therefore be stable or unstable according as

p> or <3P0.
To arrive at this result, it would have been sufficient to demonstrate

it for a circle, which is very easily done. The curve in the neighbour-
hood of P may be replaced by the circle of curvature at this point.

6. Prove geometrically that the equilibrium of the beam in

Example 2, p. 145, Vol. I, is stable.

7. Two uniform heavy rods freely jointed together at a common

extremity rest on a smooth parabola whose axis is vertical and vertex

upwards ;
find the position of equilibrium.

Ans. Let the weights of the rods be P and Q, their lengths 2 a
and 26, and let them make angles 6 and <p, respectively, with the

vertical in the position of equilibrium ;
then these angles are deter-

mined from the equations

Pa sin
3 + (P+ Q)m cot < = 0,

Qb sin
3
<f>+ (P+ Q) m cot = 0,

4.m being the latus rectum of the parabola.

[Taking the tangent at the vertex as axis of y, the abscissa of the

point of intersection of two tangents, y = tx and y = ifx T ,

t t

is 7 . Hence
tt'

(P+Q)x = Pa cos 6+ Qb cos</> + (P+ Q) m cot 6 cos <.

Then x is to be a maximum or minimum.]
8. A heavy uniform rod, AB, moveable about a fixed horizontal axis

at A, has its end B connected with a string which, passing over a

smooth pulley at a point vertically above A, sustains a given
weight which rests on a smooth inclined plane passing through C.

Find the positions of equilibrium, and the nature of each.

Ans. Let W and 2a be the weight and length of the rod
;
P the

weight on the plane whose inclination to the horizon is i
;

2 c the

distance AC, and 6 the inclination of the rod to the vertical. Then,
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if (c a) W< 2 Pc sin i, there will be three positions of equilibrium
defined by the equations

A r.
TT 2

(a
2+ c

2)-4P
2
c
2 sin2 t

6 0, cos = v

n
'

., ,
and 6 = tt.

2 ac W l

The first and last positions are stable and the intermediate one is

unstable.

If (ca) W> 2 Pc sin i, there is' no intermediate position, and the

first and last positions are unstable and stable respectively.

9. One end of a beam rests against a smooth vertical plane, and the

other on a smooth curve in a vertical plane ;
find the nature of the

curve so that the beam may rest in all positions.

Ans. An ellipse whose axis major is the horizontal line described

by the centre of gravity of the beam, the axis minor lying in the

vertical plane.

10. A uniform heavy rod rests inside a smooth fixed sphere whose
diameter is equal to the length of the rod. In all positions of the

rod its centre of gravity is fixed
;
hence the rod should rest in all

positions ; but, except in the vertical position, it is impossible that

the acting forces can give equilibrium. Explain this.

(See note, p. 127.)

11. A uniform rod rests in all positions with its extremities on two
smooth curves in a vertical plane; given the equation of one, find

that of the other.

Ans. Let the axis of y be vertical, 2a the length of the rod, h
the constant height of the centre of the rod, and x =

(j> (y) the

equation of one curve
;
then the equation of the other will be

x <f>(2h-y)-2\/a
,i

-(h-yy.
12. Find the general equation of a smooth curve (in a vertical

plane) on which if the ends of a uniform rod are placed, the rod will

rest in all positions.

Ans. If the line described by the centre of gravity is axis of x,

the equation is the form [<(y
2

)+ a;]

2

-f-y
2 =a2

,
where 2 a = length

of rod, and $(2/
2
)

is a function which does not change sign with y.

1 3. Investigate the equilibrium of the sphere and cone each resting
on a smooth inclined plane, they being also in contact with each other,

as in Example 5, p. 206, Vol. I.

Their positions being varied in any way, subject to the condition

of contact, it is easy to prove that the locus of their common centre

of gravity is a right line. If this line is not horizontal, it is impossible
to have dy = 0, and therefore, in general, there is no position of equi-
librium in which each body is in contact with only one plane. If

the line is horizontal, all positions are positions of equilibrium.

Taking horizontal and vertical lines through as axes of x and y,

respectively, and taking OA (
=

)
as the single variable which de-

termines the configuration of the system, we find that (W+ TP')y is the

sum of a constant and the term
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rTFsina W cos (a + a' y)l xf ;L cos y
so that y will be constant if equation (3), in the example referred to,

is satisfied.

14. Of all curves that can be drawn through two given points,
A and B, and having the same length, determine that one whose

revolution round the line AB generates a surface of maximum area.

Ans. A Common Catenary. For, imagine AB to be placed in a

horizontal position, and let heavy uniform inextensible strings, all

of the same length, coincide with various curves that can be drawn

through A and B. These strings will one and all abandon their given

configurations and become Catenaries. And since the equilibrium of

the Catenary is stable, negative work would be done by all the forces

acting on its particles for any imagined displacement of these particles
which is consistent with the geometrical conditions of the figure.

These conditions are simply that the two ends of the curve are fixed,

and that there is perfect flexibility but no extensibility. Hence any
change of figure consistent with these would raise the centre of gravity
of the string ; and therefore the centre of gravity of the Catenary is

lower than the centre of gravity of any of the given curves
;
and since,

by the Theorems of Pappus (Vol. I, p. 301), the surface generated by
revolution is equal to the length of the revolving curve multiplied

by the circumference of the circle described by its centre of gravity,
the surface generated by the Catenary is greatest.

278.] Expansion of the Abscissa and Ordinate of a Curve
in Powers of the Arc. Let A and

B (Fig. 259) be any points on a

curve, and let Am and An be the

tangent and normal at A. Also let

ty be the angle between the nor-

Fig. 259. mals at A and B, and let Am(= x)
and Bm(=g} be the co-ordinates

of B with reference to the tangent and normal at A as axes.

Then, by Maclaurin's Theorem, we have

# denoting the arc AB, and ^ , (-^) , ..., the values of \j/ and

its differential coefficients at A.

Now ^ = 0, and -7- = -
, where p is the radius of curvature.

(is p

HenCG
dd) cM

1

-)

V-
p
+

1.2 d* 1.2.3 d
+ ,, ' W
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the suffix being- omitted, it being understood that p is the radius

of curvature at A.

Again, we have

,dx^ s2 ,d
2X\

also
d?x _ \dy . d2

?/ _\dx
d*2 pds ds 2

~
p ds

l-v- &-* * <>.-*<&.-- ;-

But

rdxs

^ds'o \-di? J
Q ^ds2,o p

and the successive differential coefficients are calculated with

ease.

"We thus obtain '

?
3 &* dpBn = x = s

*
+

8p
8

rf
+, " ; (2)

(3)

279.] Equilibrium of a Heavy Body resting on a Fixed

Bough Surface. Let AD (Fig. 260) be a fixed rough surface on

which a heavy body, AC, rests, under

the action of gravity, at a single

given point A
;

and let this body
receive a slight displacement of roll-

ing on the fixed surface.

We propose to investigate the

nature of the equilibrium. The figure

represents a section of the bodies

made by the vertical plane through
their common normal, AO, in which

the rolling takes place. We suppose

the normal AO to be vertical.

Then, since, in the position of

equilibrium the body AC is acted

on by only two forces namely, its own weight and the total

resistance of the fixed surface its centre of gravity, G, must be

vertically over the point of contact.

Let the point A of the rolling body come to A', and G to G',

the new point of contact being B, and the new common normal

OOf
. Draw the vertical line BT% meeting A'Cf in 7.
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Then, if A'V is >A'G\ the weight of the body acting- through
G' will produce a rotation round B which will send the body
back to its original position ; while, if A'V is < A'G', the rota-

tion produced by the weight will be in the opposite direction,

and the body will deviate still further from its original position.

For stability, therefore, A'V>A'G'. (l)

Let p and // be the radii of curvature of the curves AD and

AC at A, and let
y\r

and x// be the angles AOB and A'(/B. Then

drawing Bn perpendicular to A'G7, we have

A'V = A'n + 11V = A'n + Bn cot A'VB ;

but AA'VB =
t/r + \f/

f

; therefore the condition for stability is

A'n + Bn cot (^ + if/) > A'G',

or, denoting A'G' (or AG) by h,

Bn>(h- A'n) tan (^+ \//). (2)

Now, carrying approximations as far as s3
,

it will be found

from equation (1) of last Article that

2
x
ds ds'

s3 ) P
+ 6ltf

d2 - d2
1

P /I 1
>,

3
I

# being the common length of the arcs AB and A'B.

Substituting this, and the values of Bn and A'n from last

Article, in (2), the condition for stability is

7
1 J 1

/d- d.\
s2 ( - s

2
*3 dP\FA h *M P

, p)

*1 rf-

1

or

/d- d~.\

6p
2

Vp p'/ 2 ds ds

id

2- d2
)

p ^ p
'

n A 1 \
3

> *
2

/I 1\
6 l ds2 ds' 2

\p p''
'

2p'\p
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Neglecting all powers of s, the first condition for stability is

K P P
f

*<-< (4)
P + P

W
Jf h > > , the equilibrium will be unstable.

P + P
PPA special case occurs when h = -. > and this is commonly
P + P

called the ' neutral
'

case, or the equilibrium is said to be neutral.

We shall, however, call this the critical case.

To find the real nature of the equilibrium in this case, we
revert to the general condition (3), and neglect all powers of *

beyond the first. The condition for stability now is /

il 4
-
P
+

p

ds d

Hence when h = -. j the equilibrium will be stable or un-
P + P

stable according as ^1 ^J_
P p'-

I- -r~r is negative or positive. (5)
cis as

The bodies are, however, frequently in contact at vertices^ or

points of maximum or minimum curvature, and then

d- d,
and

ds ds'

are both zero. Hence the condition (5) fails to determine the

nature of equilibrium. Reverting to the condition (3), the

terms as far as s
2
destroying each other on both sides, we see

that equilibrium will be stable if

id
2- A

)

1 h
\

P P n A In 3
}

1 A In

or, substituting -,
for h, if

P + P

__/> _i (p+pO(p+2 P') . ()
ds*

+
ds'*

< pV^ ' W
and in the contrary case the equilibrium will be unstable.
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If the lower surface is concave, instead of convex, to the

upper, the conditions are obtained by changing the sign of p.

Thus, the equilibrium will be stable or unstable, according as

h < or > -^, >

pP
and in the critical case, the equilibrium will be stable or un-

stable, according as

P __P
"37 ds

is negative or positive ; and in case of contact at vertices, the

condition (6) is to be similarly modified.

If the body rest on a plane surface, p = 00, and the differential

coefficients of - are all zero. Hence the limiting value of h for
P

stability is //; but if h = //, the equilibrium will be stable or

unstable according as
-j-,

is positive or negative ;
and if the

point of contact is a vertex, equilibrium will be stable or un-

stable, according as

ST5

is negative or positive *.

* Different methods of arriving at the conditions for stability have been

published in the Quarterly Journal of Pure and Applied Mathematics by
Professor Curtis (vol. ix., p. 41), and Mr. Routh (vol. xi., p. 102). The kinetical

method of treatment adopted by the latter is very exhaustive. The method in the
text was employed independently by Professor Wolstenholme and the author.

It may be well to caution the student against the error of replacing the sections,
AD and AC, of the surfaces in contact by their osculating circles at A. For, if

we do this, the condition (5) necessarily disappears, and the application of (6) is

not allowable, since, to the third power of the arc, the value of A'n is not the
same for the circle of curvature as for the curve A C, as at once appears from the

expression for A'n given by equation (3) of last Article. The nature of the

equilibrium, therefore, as determined from the osculating circles is erroneous.
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Examples.

1. If a cone of the same substance and of equal base with a hemi-

sphere be fixed to the latter, so that their bases coincide, find the

greatest height of the cone in order that the equilibrium may be

stable, when the hemisphere rests symmetrically on a horizontal plane.

(Walton's Mechanical Problems, p. 185.)

Ans. The height of the cone must be < r V%, r being the radius

of the hemisphere.

2. Prove that any body with a plane base, resting on a fixed rough

spherical surface, will, when the height of its centre of gravity has

the critical value, be in unstable equilibrium.

3. A heavy body whose section in the plane of displacement is a

catenary, resting on a rough horizontal plane, has its centre of gravity
at the critical height ; prove that the equilibrium is really "stable.

A
(The condition (6) reduces in this case to -77^ < for stability.)

4. A heavy body in the shape of a paraboloid of revolution, placed
on a rough horizontal plane, has its centre of gravity at the critical

height ;
determine this height, and find the real nature of the equi-

librium.

Ans. The critical height = the radius of curvature of the gene-

rating parabola at the vertex, and the equilibrium is really stable.

5. In the critical case, if both of the conditions (5) and (6) fail,

prove that the equilibrium will be stable or unstable, according as

d>- d3
, d.

is negative or positive, the surfaces being convex towards each other.

6. A uniform heavy bar, AB, moveable in a vertical plane round

a fixed smooth axis passing through A has a string attached to the

end B
;

this string passes over a fixed pulley C vertically over A.

Find the positions of equilibrium, and determine whether they are

stable or unstable.

Ans. Let W= weight of bar, 2 a its fength, P = suspended

weight, AC = h, = /.CAB. Then the positions of equilibrium are

given by the equations
1 -pi j

= 0, CQB$ =
i
+ (--Wi)it

and d = .

2h W
The first will be stable if - > ^-,

and then the second (when it

exists) will necessarily be unstable and the third stable. If the second

does not exist, the third will be opposite in nature to the first.
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[To find the condition for stability in this problem, we may either

take any position of the bar and calculate the moment of force tending
to turn it round A, or find the positions of the system for which the

common centre of gravity of the bar and weight is highest or

lowest. Employing the first method, if M = the restoring moment,
and

</>
= IACB,

M=Phsm<f>-Wasmd. (1)

Also Asin0 = 2a sin (0+ </>). (2)

Now M = in a position of equilibrium ;
and if -jrr is positive, a

do

slight increase of 6 will call into play a moment tending to restore

equilibrium.
In the position = 0, we have from (2)

d$ _ 2a

d~o
~
h-2a'

and from (1) ^f= Ph^- Wa.
do do

Therefore, &c]
7. If the equilibrium in the first position is critical, find its real

nature.

Ans. It is really unstable.
72 J.

[In the position = 0, it will be found from (2) that -77^= 0,

d 3

(f>_ 2ah(h + 2a) m
d 2M d 3M_

dds
~

(h-2af
*' ~d~ '

~dd3 ~~'*

8. Determine whether the equilibrium of the beam in example 12,

p. 138, Vol. I, is stable or unstable.

Ans. Unstable. [Either by taking the restoring moment about

0, or by the maximum or minimum value of the static energy.
If we imagine the position in which the beam lies horizontal as the

reference position, the acting foi'ces, W and P, could do an amount
of work equal to

Fasin0-P{a+ &-(a+ &)cos0}

in reaching this position by a slipping of the ends of the beam along
the planes. This is therefore the value of FT, the static energy in

which, if we please, we may discard the constant term P(a+ b).

Therefore, &c]

9. Four bars, AB, BC, CD, DA (p. 177, Vol. I), forming a plane

quadrilateral, and freely jointed at the vertices, are kept in equi-
librium by an elastic string stretched between the middle points of

BC and DA, and an elastic strut compressed between the middle

points of AB and CD, the string and the strut both following Hooke's

Law. Show that there are always two, and there may be four, con-

figurations of equilibrium.
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280.] General Properties of Static Energy [Potential Work].
If the generalised co-ordinates which determine the configuration

of the system are qx , q2 ,..., qk , we shall have

n =/(&, fc &)
If the configuration is one of equilibrium, and if we imagine

any small displacements of the system for which qx becomes

qx + h
x , &c, the value of II in the new configuration will be

D 1 (d2 P z2 d2P . . n d2P . , )
. .

where I is the value of II in the equilibrium position. This

follows by Taylor's Theorem, observing that Qi> $2>"' or

dP dP
-r- , -r- , ... all vanish since the configuration (qx , q2 r...?*) is

one of equilibrium.

It will be convenient to denote the coefficients of h
x

2
,
h
2
2

,
. . .

inside the bracket above by the notation (1,1), (2, 2), ..., and

those of h
x
h
2 ,

h
2
h
3 ,... by 2 (1,2), 2(2,3),..., while denoting

the whole function inside the brackets by 2H
; so that in the

new configuration we have

n = P+H, (2)

where

227= (1, l)V+(2,2)/52
2 + (3,3)V+...

+ 2(l,2)^>52 + 2(l,3)^/53 + ... + 2(2,3)/52
/53 +..., (3)

a homogeneous quadratic function of the increments of the

generalised co-ordinates.

Since in a configuration of stable equilibrium the Static

Energy of the system is a minimum, it follows that in the

neighbourhood of such a configuration H is positive, whatever may
be the values of the displacements hv h

2
.

In any other possible displacement of the system let h
x ,

h2 ,...

be the small increments of qx , q2 , . . . ; then, if Qr is the work

coefficient corresponding to h r in the first displacement, and Qr

'

the work coefficient corresponding to hr

'
in the second, it is

obvious that

dh
s

~
dhr

' K '

and 2Qrkr'***Q,%. (5)

Again, if we take a displacement in which the increments of

qlt q2 , ... are h
1 + h

1',
h
2 + h

2 ,,. the work coefficients in this
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displacement which is a superposition of the two former dis-

placements are the sums, Q x +Q{, Q2 +Q2>-" f those be-

longing to the two constituent displacements.

This is obvious since

Q l =(l,\)h l +{\,2)h.i +...+{l,k)hk ,

Q 1'=(l,l)h l

'

+ (l,2)h2'+...+(l,k)kk',

the work coefficients being (for small displacements from a

position of equilibrium) linear functions of the displacements,

with constant coefficients.

Similarly h
x h(, &c, will give rise to Q l Qi, &c.

Also Hhh.= Hh + Hu,2Qr
kr', (6)

where Hh + h
> denotes the increment of the Static Energy of the

system when the two displacements (h1} h
2 , ...)

and (hf, h%,...)

are superposed by addition or by subtraction, Hh and Hh
> being

the increments of Static Energy corresponding to them separately.

This is at once obvious since to get Hh + h
> we write h

x h/, . . .

for h
l ,... in (3) ;

and (6) is merely the expression of the result by

Taylor's Theorem.

The properties just given are mere analytical properties of

a homogeneous quadratic function. We now proceed to prove
a general physical property which belongs to any configuration
of stable equilibrium.

281.] General Property of Stable Configurations. If any
material system is, under the influence of external forces and its

own internal forces, in a configuration of stable equilibrium, and

if a new set of external forces be applied, each acting with a given

magnitude and line of action, so that the system assumes a new

configuration of equilibrium slightly differing from the former one,

the newly applied forces will, when the new configuration is reached,

have done more work if, when they were about to be applied, no

degree offreedom was taken away from the system than they would

have done if its freedom was in any way reduced; and, moreover,

the Potential Work of the original forces of the system is greater

in theformer than in the latter case.

Let the system have originally k degrees of freedom, so that

its configuration is determined by the generalised co-ordinates

d $2>''m SV -k^ the newly applied external forces have for

components (Xlf Y1 ,Z1 ), &c, acting at given points (x1} ylt z
x \

&c. in the system ;
and let h

lf h.2 ,...hk be the increments of the
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co-ordinates produced by the new forces at any instant during
the passage of the system from its original (stable) to its new

configuration of equilibrium.

Then in all cases i.e. whether the q
f

8 remain perfectly in-

dependent or not during the application of the new forces if

(d?! , yx , 2]) are the co-ordinates of the point of application of the

force (X1 ,
Y

x ,
Z

x )
at any instant during the passage to the new

configuration of equilibrium, we have

!
=

+x(*l>*') fl = *l(*l V")> h = Xl(^l, V)
where the forms of the functions $j , \j/1} \x are given.

Any interference with the freedom of the system does not

alter the forms of these functions; it merely causes the ^'s to be

no longer all independent. ,

Moreover, since the ^'s are all very small quantities, <plt ...

are linear functions, so that

xx
= a

1 + a
1
^
1 + a2 ^2 + ...,

in which the coefficients are all given constants depending on

the geometiy of the given system in its original (stable) con-

figuration.

Now in any configuration intermediate to the original and

the new one of equilibrium the work done by the newly applied
forces in a further small displacement is

X
x
dx

x + Yxdyx + Z1
dz

1 + ...;

or A
l
dA

1 + A2
dh2 + ... +Ak

dh
h , (l)

where A
x ,
A2 ,... are all given constants.

At the same time, the element of work done by the forces

of the given system is d Yl, i. e.

-[(l,l)/ix + (l,2)/t2 +...]dAx

-[(l,2)b1 + (2,2)A2 +...]dl2 -...; (2)

and since the configuration of equilibrium is defined by the

vanishing of the total work done in any elementary displace-

ment (Art. 268), the new configuration is defined by equating
to zero the sum of (1) and (2).

Forming this sum, we should, if the h's were all independent,

equate to zero separately the coefficients of dh
x ,

dh
2 ,... ;

but

if new hampering conditions are introduced, we cannot do this.

Suppose that, just as the newly applied external forces are

about to act, a single hampering condition is introduced. This
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(since the /t's are all very small) will be expressed by an equation
of the form . z . , t z ,

.

\
1
k

1 + \
i
A
2 +...+\k

&
k =0, (3)

where X
lf

A
2 , ... are all assigned.

Following then the method of Lagrange (Art. 269), we take

the differential of (3), multiply the result by an undetermined

multipler, 6, add it to the sum of (1) and (2), and then, treating
dh

x ,
d/i

2 ,... as independent, equate to zero their separate coeffi-

cients. Thus we have

(1, l)Ax + (l, 2)A2 +. .. + (1, k) Ak
= A

x + 6\
x , (ax)

(l,2)Ax + (2,2)k2 +... + (2,k)Ak = A2 + 0\2> (a2)

(l,k)Ax + (2,k)k2 +... + (k,k)Ak = A
h+ d\

k , (ak)

\
x
A
x + \

2
A
2 +...+\k

A
k =0.

(I)

From these k + 1 equations we eliminate the k quantities

A
Xi

...A
k ,
and obtain the value of 9.

Now let A denote the determinant

(1,1), (l,2),...(l,*)

(1,2), (2,2),... (2, k)

(1,*), (2,k),...(k,k)

let its minors be denoted by [1, l], [l, 2], ... [2, 2], ..., and let

2c}>A
=

[l,l]A* + [2 i 2]A2*+...[k,k]A*

+ 2[l,2]A x
A2 +2[l,3]Ax

A3 +... i (4)

while 2(f>K denotes the function at the right-hand side when

A 15
A
2 , ... are substituted for Ax ,

A2 , ....

Then, solving the first k equations for A
x ,

A2 , ... hk ,
we have

A.A

d<l>A
B d<t>K

dAx

+
d\

x

'

H>a .d^K
dA2

d\
2

'

(*i)

&)

and substituting these values in
(/),

we have

6=-
2A

d
-pdk

2<Pk
(5)

Now the increase, Ht
of the Static Energy of the system
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being given by the expression (3) of last Article, this quantity
is obtained by multiplying- (a^), (a2),

. . . by h
x ,

k
2 ,

. . . and adding ;

so that in virtue of
(/),

we have

2H- A
1
A
1 + A.2 /i

2 +...+Ak
/i

Ic , (6)

which shows that in reaching the new configuration of equi-

librium, the work done by the newly applied forces is double

the gain of Potential Work of the forces of the system.

[Note This is not a contradiction of the Principle of Work and

Energy in Kinetics
;

for in this statical problem we suppose the

system to be, by any proper means, gradually guided to its new

configuration, during the action of the newly applied forces. If

this is not done, the system would rush through the new con-

figuration.]

Substituting in (6) the values just found for 0, hXi A
2 , ..., we

have Ja.

2A.#= 2<f>A + 9.2A-,
(I A.

hA d4
or, by (5),

i-tr

It is to be noted that if the A's are all zero, i.e. if no

hampering condition is introduced, the second term on the

right-hand side of this equation assumes the form - But re-

verting to equations (a^, . . . , we are no longer in this case to

make use of
(/),

and the values of h
x ,

h
2 , . . . are those given by

(ij), ... when the terms in 6 are rejected.

And in this case we have simply

*=% w
Now (Williamson's Differential Calculus, Note 2) the de-

terminant A is positive, since in the configuration of stable

equilibrium II is an absolute minimum. Also, by last Article,

for any displacements whatever, // is positive ; therefore <j>a is

positive ;
and this is true whatever be the values of Alt A.z ,... ;

so that $K is also positive ;
therefore the right-hand side of (c)

is a maximum when LA -^ = 0, i.e. when
a \

\ <8H*; + -. -

H
VOL. II. L
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But if the A's satisfy this equation, the value of 6 is zero, and

the values of the displacements, h
x ,

... obtained from the equa-
tions

(bj), . . . are what they would be if no restriction were im-

posed ;
so that an equation of the form (3) in which the A's are

any system satisfying (<?)
is not a restricting equation at all, but

one which is satisfied by the unrestricted displacements of the

system.

Consequently the imposition of any relation of the form (3)

in which the multipliers k
x , ... are not consistent with the un-

restricted displacements of the system involves a diminution of

the Potential Work of its forces in the new configuration of

equilibrium.

Example.

As a simple illustration of this theorem, take the case of a rod,

AB, lying in a smooth horizontal plane, its extremities, A and B,

being each attached to an elastic string in a state of tension, these

strings, OA and O'B, being attached to two fixed points, and 0',

in the horizontal plane, and their lengths being equal.
The position of stable equilibrium is that in which the points

0, A, B, 0' are (in this order of succession) in one right line. The
rod being in this position, suppose that at a given point, M, on it

a small force P is applied perpendicularly to AB, so that the rod is

displaced.
Now any position of the rod may be defined by three co-ordinates,

viz. those determining the position of the end A and the angle 0,

through which the rod has turned. Taking A as origin, and AB as

axis of x, and supposing A'B' to be any displaced position of the rod,

let the co-ordinates of A f be (x, y). Thus the generalised co-ordinates

are x, y, 6.

Let OA = O'B = c
;
AB = 2a; b = natural length of each string.

Then we easily find OA' = c + x-\- ~, and

OB -c-x+

Again, the tension of an elastic string, given by Hooke's Law, being

H(l b),
if it is stretched from a length c to a length I the potential

work of its tension is ^fx(lc)(l+ c2b). Hence the sum of the

potential works of the tensions of OA' and O'B' is

M^j-^a;
2+ y

2 + a(2a-rc)0
2+

2a0^. (7)
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This, then, is H, the gain of potential work of the forces of the system
due to displacement. Hence (1, 1)

= 2/x, &c.

We have now to determine Alt
A

2 ,
and A

% from the expression

A
x
dx+ A %dy+ A z

dQ (8)

for the elementary work of the disturbing force.

If AM = p, the ordinate of the point M in the displaced position
is y+pd, and the elementary work of P is

P(dy+pd6) t

showing that A 1
= 0, A 2

= P, A
s
= Pp. (9)

Assuming any restricting condition,

\
1
x + \

2y+ \
3
= 0, (10)

the equations (c^)..., which are

dH ^ dH _
,

dH _
,

'

..

ar-^11 ^r =p+X2y; jr-**^ (11)

give for the displacements

2/i* = A
16 (12)

2/=?(*+*) =P+*,6 (13)

2fx (ay+a.2a + c9) = Pp+ \
3 , (14)

in which we have used as the undetermined multiplier instead of

the 6 of equations (aj)....
If no hampering condition is introduced, we have

P c , a N . P c(p )

' *
2[xc-b

K a+ c" 2ixa(a+ c)(c-b)

which obviously verify in the simple case in which p = o, or the rod

is pulled at its middle point.
Of course these values can be at once obtained by the elements

of Statics.

The potential work of the tensions in the new position of equi-
librium is

lP(y+pd),Le.
P2

c r, (p a)% ._.

i&zpvfcffy (l5)

which, of course, is also given by (d), since

2
ii, ,0

A =
, 2\ir , 2fxra

, 2/xra, 2/xra(2a+ c)

cb
in which, for shortness, we have used r for

c

L 2
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"With the restriction (10), the potential work of the tensions in the

new positions of equilibrium will be less than (15) by the term

P2

\a(2a + c-p)\2 + (p-a)\3 }*

4/xra(a + c)'ra(a + c)A1
2 + a(2a+ c)A 2

2 + A
3

2 2aA
2
A
3

*

In particular, if the rod be prevented from rotating, while the

x and y displacements remain and are independent, we have

A. = A. = 0, and the potential work of the tensions is ; ==

4/ix (c b)

Such displacement .may be produced by fixing two pins at the ends

A and B, and constraining these pins to travel along a smooth groove
which can itself move freely perpendicular to AB.

If instead of one restricting condition (3) among- the dis-

placements we have two or more of the same form, the calcu-

lation proceeds as before. Thus, in addition to (3), let there

be another equation,

/*l^l+f*2^2+*"+M*^ = - (
16

)

Then we must multiply the differential of this by an undeter-

mined multiplier, 0', and add it to the sum of (l) and (2), exactly

as before. Equations ( 2 )
. . . will then be replaced by

(l,l)k1 + (l,2)h2 +...+(l,k)Ah
= A

l + 0\ 1 +tfii1 , (17)

and, exactly as before, solving the first k of these for h
l}

h2 , ...

W6haVe A.^ +A^, (IS,1 dA
x d\ dn-L

x '

Substituting these values of k
lf ... in (3) and (16), we have

i,:xi&$L-2x%. (.9)

..*$+r.fc-~I,'. (20,

The coefficient of 0' in the first is obviously the same as that

of 6 in the second. Denoting it by (A, p), and similarly denoting

the right hand sides by (A, A) and (ix,A), respectively, we

have
A , <MM)2 + 4v(a, Af-(X, u) (A, A) (M) mA . 11 = <Pa YaT,I 1\ \2

' \J )
4<

/> </>/* (
A>M)

which gives the amount by which the Potential Work of the

forces of the system is diminished by two restrictions.
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There is no difficulty in obtaining the diminution due to any
number of restrictions. In every case we solve the first k equa-
tions of the type (17) for /i

lt
h2r ... ;

then substituting* these

values in the restricting equations (3), (16), ..., we obtain the

values of the undetermined multipliers from equations of the

type (19), (20) ;
and finally the value of H by multiplying

(18),... by Alf A.2 , ... and adding.

It is obvious that when the number of restrictions is equal

to the number (k) of degrees of freedom of the given system,

the value of H must vanish.

Thus if the system has two degrees of freedom, and there

are two restrictions imposed, the right hand side of (/) must

vanish identically. /

Reverting to the example just discussed, we can easily find

by direct elementary calculation that if the end A is fixed, so

that the rod can only revolve round it, the potential work of

the tension is ._P2p2c

4na(c b)(2a + c)

'

and this value can be obtained from the general expression (/)

by taking X3
=

/u3
=

;
for then the restricting equations are

A
x
# + \

2y = ; fM1x + fx2^ = ;
which require x y = 0, i.e.

the end A fixed.

The Potential Work lost by restricting conditions may be

exhibited in another form.

Let t
ls

h2 ,,.. be the displacements produced by the given

disturbing forces when no restrictions are introduced. Then,

with the previous notation, the displacements are determined

from equations (a^)... with the terms in 6 absent; i.e. from

the equations dR dH
Jh= A^ dh= A

*'>
ke ' (21)

When restrictions are introduced, the disturbing forces all

remaining the same, and therefore the work-coefficients Ax ,
A2i ...

remaining the same, the displacements are determined from the

equations aw
,

.

^=4 + *A
1 + *Vi + ... (

22
)

^=^ + 0A
2 + 0V2 +... (23)
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Multiplying* these by hf, If,... and adding, the terms in

d, (?,... disappear in virtue of the restricting equations (3), (16),
JTT

&c. Hence putting -=|-
for Au &c, we have

dlY
But by last Article the right-ljand side = 2 {rn h

) ;
hence

dh

Now (24) can be written

dh' ' \dh

\a vY
dh'

*-,(h-h')^<>. (25)

JT7-

... 2{H-H') = ^{h-h')

= UTha (26)

by last Article ; that is, the Potential Work lost by restriction

is that obtained by substituting the differences h
x

h
x ,

h
2

h2 . . .

of the displacements in the general value of H given in (3)

of last Article.

This result may also be obtained by showing that the term

02^ jn equation (c), p. 145, which is the loss of work, results

from substituting the differences,
-^

,
... of the displacements

in the general value of H. We thus get a number of algebraic

identities.

A particular case of the application of this result is (see

Watson and Burbury's Generalised Co-ordinates, p. 52) that if

the stiffness in any part or parts of a material system is dimin-

ished, the geometrical connections remaining unchanged, the

Potential Work of its forces, internal and external, due to a

change of configuration produced by given disturbing forces

will be increased.
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282.] Equations of Condition of Continuous Systems. If

the system of particles whose equilibrium is under consideration

is continuous as, for instance, an inextensible string, an inex-

tensible membrane, or a rig-id solid the equations of condition

will express the invariability of an infinitesimal element, such

as the distance between two indefinitely close points.

Take, for example, the case of an inextensible string of which

PQ (Fig. 261) is an elementary length, equal to ds. The equa-
tions L

x
= 0, 2/

2
=

0, ... which ex-

press the invariable connections of

the particles of the system, will be

ds
x
= constant, ds2 = constant, . . . ,

where (h
1 , ds.2 , ... are the distances

between successive points on the

curve
;
and the typical term A. 8L

which enters into the equation of

Virtual Work will be the typical term Xbds.

Let us enquire more particularly into the meaning of the ex-

pression bds. If we contemplate any small displacement what-

ever of the string, such that the element PQ comes into the

position P'Q', the new length P
/

Q
/

being either greater or less

than PQ, the meaning of the expression bds is P'Q'PQ ;
and

the condition that no change of length of the element takes

place in the displacement is

bds = 0.

Now (x, y, z) being the co-ordinates of P, we imagine these to

receive, respectively, increments bx, by, bz; i.e. the co-ordinates

of P f
are (x + bx, y+ by, z + bz) ; while those of Q are

(x + dx, y + dy, z + dz).

The co-ordinates, therefore, of Q' (to which Q is imagined to

be displaced) are represented by
x + dx + b (x + dx) ; y + dy + b(y + dy) ;

z + dz + b (z + dz).

The excesses of the co-ordinates of Q
f
over those of P' are

therefore dx + h^ ; dy + b (dy) ;
dz + b (dz) ;

and the length of P'Q' being PQ + b(ds), or ds + bds, we have

(ds + b ds)
2 = (bx + bdx)

2 + (dy + b dy)
2 + (dz + b dz)

2
;

7 _,dxbdx dybdy d bdz\, , .

~
^ds ds ds ds ds ds ' *

neglecting infinitesimals of the fourth order, such as (bds)
2

,
&c.
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But the increments d and b being completely independent
and essentially distinguished as above explained, it is easy to

see that the order in which the double operation db is performed
on any function is indifferent

;
i.e. d(bV) is precisely the same

as b(dF), where V is any function. In fact an inspection of

the figure (Fig. 261) at once shows that b(dx) = d(bx), the line

Ox being the axis of x. For, let the abscissae of P and Q be

Or and On, those of V and Q' being Or' and On', measured

along Ox.

Then if # is the co-ordinate of P, dx = rn, and bx = rr'.

Also b(dx)
= value of dx in the new position value of dx in

old position = r'n'rn; and d(bx) = value of bx for Q value

of bx for P = nn rr'. But obviously

r'n' rn = nn' rr'-,

therefore b(dx) d (bx).

In virtue, then, of this commutative property of d and b, (a)

may be written

(
dx dbx dy dby dz dbz^ , . .

~
W* ds ds ds ds ds '

'
^

'

283.] Variation of any Function. Particular Cases. Since

a variation of any function of the co-ordinates of a point consists

in making infinitesimal increments to the several co-ordinates,

it is clear that all the resulting changes are subject to the

ordinary rules of the Differential Calculus. To fix ideas by
means of an elementary example, suppose that we have a series

of points lying on a circle whose equation is

If now we imagine each point (x, y) on the circle displaced to

an infinitely near position which is defined by adding to the

abscissa a quantity equal to e.ysin j, and to the ordinate a

y ...
quantity . x sm -

, where e is an infinitely small quantity, we

shall obtain a new curve differing infinitely little in position

and shape from the original. In this particular case the in-

crements which we have denoted by bx and by are given by

the equations bx = e . y sin -
, by = c.x sin - ;

and so in general,

whatever be the laws according to which the variations are

made.
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It is obvious, then, that if u and v are any two functions of

the co-ordinates of a point,

^u vbu ubv
b- =

2

So, again, if V is any function of x, we have

any arbitrary change, bx, being made in x
;
and in passing to

an adjacent point on a given curve or surface,

s

Also in an integration along a curve or surface, since this

integration consists merely in a summation with respect to all

the points on the curve or surface, we have

bfVdx=fb{Vdx).

If, in particular, an integration, /Vds, is performed along a

curve, and all the points of the curve receive displacements

such that the distance, ds, between two consecutive points
remains unaltered, we shall have

bfVds=f(bF).ds;

and the same equation holds, in like case, if the integration is

performed over a surface or throughout a solid if for ds we put
the element of superficial area or the element of volume.

In this case also

dx _dhx m

d 2x_d 2
bx, d nx _ d n bx

ds~~~ds~' l^~~dsr
'

> dF~~d?"

Example.

Every element of mass of a solid is multiplied by the product of

two of its co-ordinates, xy, and the sum of all such products (" pro-
duct of inertia ") taken. If the body receives a small displacement
of rotation round the axis of z, find the variation of this sum.

Let dm be the element of mass at the point x, y, z; then the

sum = fxydm. Now bfxydm = fb {xy) . dm = y(xby + ybx) dm.
But if the angle of rotation is 80, we have bx = ybd, by = xbd.

Hence the variation of the sum is

bdxfixt-y^dm.
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To determine the variation of the angle between two consecutive

tangents to any curve.

Let the tangents be at points, P, Q, separated by an arc of

length ds, and let d6 be the angle between them. Then

dd=-, (1)
P

where p is the radius of absolute curvature of the curve. Now
bd6 is what we have to find

;
and we shall suppose for generality

that in the displacements of P and Q the length ds is altered.

We have then

bd9 = -bds r,dsbp. (2)
P P

z

i _(d*xy +(d*!,y+(d*z)\But
?
~

d? ' (3)

1 d 2xd 2 bx + d 2
yd

2
by + d 2 zd 2 bz

'*

-p~*
bp= d?

ds5

1

(
d 2xd 2bx d2

y d2
by d^d

2 bz, 2 dbs
'

f bp - p
\'ds2 ~oW +

~ds2 ds2
+ l?~aW)~~P ds

'

(y)

Hence

f d
2xd 2 bx d 2yd

2
by d 2zd2 bzs ,

1
,

_P ldxdbx ldydby ldzdbz
*

p ds ds p ds ds p ds ds

d 2xd 2 bx d 2yd
2
by d 2zd 2 bz-,.

f\+ P ls^~aW +p 'aWlls^ +p ds^'ds2-i ds - (c)

To find the variation of the angle between two consecutive oscu-

lating planes of any tortuous curve.

[A. tortuous curve, called also a 'curve of double curvature,'

is one whose osculating plane varies from point to point.]
If I, m, n are the direction-cosines of the binormal, i. e. the

perpendicular to the osculating plane, at any point of the curve,

we have
1 ,dyd*z dzd ?/\

and if dcp is the angle between two consecutive osculating planes,
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since the tangent line to the curve is perpendicular to two con-

. . . . dx mdn ndm TT
secutive binomials, we have -7- = 3 Hence

ds d<p

1 . /,d zx d z
y d 3 Z\ ,

and we shall find that

. _ J r . dbx _ dby M* a d 2 bx _ d 2
by

d'ti A d*hx dHy d*hz, . ...

where Alt &c, are certain functions of the differential coefficients

(lor
-
3-, &c.
ds

For any arbitrary displacement of a surface, z =
</> (x, y), to find

the variations of the partial differential coefficients and
(too ciy

The arbitrary changes in x, y, z which we have hitherto denoted

by bx, by, bz we shall now find it convenient to denote by
u, v, to, respectively.

Let P be any point (x, y, z) on a given surface which sur-

face we may, to fix ideas, imagine to be a thin sheet of india-

rubber whose points may receive, or be imagined to receive,

any small displacements whatever. If these displacements are

completely unhampered, any small element of area described

round P on the undisplaced surface will be found on the dis-

placed surface in a distorted form, and with its area altered

in magnitude.

Suppose that Q is any point on the undisplaced surface in-

definitely close to P, the co-ordinates of Q being (x + , y + rj,

z + C). Then since z is determined when x and y are given

(which would not be the case if instead of a surface we had a

solid to deal with), the displacements u, v, to will each be some

assigned function of x and y, i. e.

u =fi(*!
>y)'> *>=/2 (*>.?); *=/(* y> M

Let P* and Q' be the displaced positions of P and Q ;
and

dz
observe that -7- means the increment of z divided by that of a?,

as we pass from a point P to a close point, R, such that P
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and R have the same y. Imagine, then, Q to be so chosen

that Q' and P* have the same y, so that the new

dz _ zof Q'zofP'
dx

~~
x of Q' x of P'

Now the x of Q' is x + u + ^+f1 (x + ^, y + rj), according to

the law expressed by equations (?;) ; and this is

j. j.du du

Similarly the z of Q' is

. ,. die dw

and since the y of Q' = the y of P', we have

dv , dv^ ...

Denoting, as is usual, y- by jo and y by ,
and the values of

these at V by J9 + Aj) and
$- + A q, we have

.. ?w dw

f(*'*jc>
+1 *

Now since on the undisplaced surface <z = pdx+ qdy, we
have C J^i+qv- Substitute this value in

(1),
and then for

:
rj put the value given by (0), and we have, by neglecting such

ft/it ///)

infinitesimals of the second order as the products y-
~

, &c,

, dv\ dw dv

=
1+*+*

;

dw du dv . .

Similarly, Ag= --p-_ q
-.

(A)
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Examples.

1. Find the conditions to be satisfied by the displacements of all

points on a perfectly inextensible surface.

The length of the line PQ must be unaltered whatever point Q
may be. Now from the preceding we have

Hence the conditions for perfect inextensibility are

du dw dv dw_
dx dx

'

dy dy~~
'

,

du dv dw dw _
dy dx dy dx

2. From these conditions find equations for the separate components
of displacement.

Ans. The value of w is to be obtained from the partial differential

equation ^ ^ ^2^ r^_^
dx1

dxdy dy
2

, dp da dp dq
where r =~f, * = '/ >

8 =j z= j-'dx dy dy dx

In the case of a plane surface, z = ax+ by+ c, we find

u+ aw = my+ n; v+ bw rax+ n\

where m, n, n' are arbitrary constants.

284.] Equilibrium of an Inextensible String. We now

apply the method of Lagrange to determine the equations of

equilibrium of an inextensible string acted on by any system
of forces. Let, as previously, m denote the mass per unit length
at any point of the string, and X, Y, Z the components of the

external force, per unit mass, at the point.

Now the equations, L
x
= 0, L

2
= 0, ... of condition are in

this case ds
1
= const., ds.2

= const., ... and the general equation
of equilibrium of Art. 260 becomes

m
l{Xl bxl + Jjoy! +Z1

bz
1)ds1 + m2 (X2bx2 + Y2by2 +Z2 bz2)ds2 + . . .

+ X
1 bds1 + \2 bds2 +... = 0, (l)

the string being supposed to have assumed its position of equi-

librium
;
for it is when the equilibrium position is assumed that

the forces satisfy the above equation of Virtual Work.
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Now the particles being infinitely numerous, we may write

the above equation simply

fm(Xbx+Yby + Zbz)ds+f\bd* = 0.
(2)

Reducing all the variations to variations of x, y, z, or, in other

words, substituting here the value of bds given in equation ($)

of Art. 282, we have

nm(Xbx+Yby + Zbz)ds +\(^dbx + j-dby + -^dbzyj=0. (3)

W4>=(4h-(4;h-K(4)-^
by integration by parts, the term (\ ~bx

) being the value of

rjrp
1

A -7- bx at one of the limits of integration, i.e. at one extremity

of the string; and (X bx^ being its value at the other

extremity.

Performing similar integrations for the other terms, (3)

becomes

. ,doo . dy . dz ^ \
-

/dx ?# . dz ^ \
x>(s*'+I'+5 **)

i
-\(s +gjr+5 ,)

>

+H4(4:)H=- w
Now, as in the equation of Art. 269 we equated to zero the

coefficients of bxXi byx ,
bz

x , ..., so here we have to put the

coefficients of bx, by, and bz equal to zero for each particle of the

string ;
that is, we put the coefficients of these quantities under

the sign of integration equal to zero. Hence we have at all

points
_, d /, dx\

ds ^ ds

dy
t-(*2)- \ (A)

d , dz\

which equations are precisely the same as those of Art. 184;

and it appears either by comparison of both sets of equations,
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or by the end of Art. 269, that A in these equations is minus

the tension of the string.

The conditions of equilibrium, then, as expressed in (4),

consist of two parts namely, terms which relate to the ex-

tremities of the string
1

(which are the terms outside the sign
of integration), and terms which relate to every intermediate

point in the string (which give the general equations of equi-

librium above).

Equating to zero the terms outside the integral sign, we have

. ,dx ^ dy dz
*. \ /dx . dy dz

'

n . .

Now, if the extremities of the string are fixed, they will be

fixed in the displaced string, and every term of (5) vanishes

bx
1
=

8jr,
= hz

x
- bx = hyQ = bz = 0.

But if each end is perfectly free, since bx1} byx , ... are quite

arbitrary and independent, we must have

Aj = and A = 0,

i.e. each terminal tension must be zero.

If the extremity [xx yx j)
is constrained to lie on a fixed

surface, whose equation is u = 0, we have the displacements of

this extremity connected by the equations

/du\ /du x /dti\ .

which give by the method of undetermined multipliers

,dx^ (dy\ (&g\

,du\ ,diiK ,du\

^di\ \fy\ \dz\

the geometrical meaning of which is that the direction of the

string at this extremity is normal to the surface of constraint.

If the extremity is constrained to a curve whose equations are

u = 0, v = 0, we find in the same way that at this extremity
the direction of the string must be at right angles to the curve.

The method which we have just employed is the second

method of Art. 182, and expresses that the variation of the whole
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potential work of the external forces is zero, consistently with the

geometrical condition that the distance between every two indefinitely

close points in the string remains absolutely unchanged in the dis-

placed position.

285.] Equilibrium of an Extensible String. In this case

there are no geometrical conditions to be satisfied in the dis-

placement (or deformation) of the string-. Then the equation

of equilibrium will simply express the condition that in the

position of equilibrium the variation of the whole potential work

of applied and internal forces is zero.

Now if we consider any elementary mass, mds, whose length

is ds, and whose internal force (the tension) is T, the work done

by this force for a variation bds of the elementary length is

(see Art. 70) -Tbds.

Adding together the similar terms for all the elementary

masses, the variation of the potential work of the applied and

internal forces is

fm (Xbx+ Yby + Zh z) ds-fTb ds,

which differs from (2) only in having T instead of A. Hence

the whole discussion is exactly the same as before, and the

results are those arrived at in Chap. XII.

There is, however, this distinction between the case of the

elastic and that of the inelastic string that in the second case

the value of m, the density, is known at each point, since it

can alter only in virtue of extension, and it is therefore the

same after the position of equilibrium is assumed as it was

before ;
while in the first case the value of m at each point is

not at once known, since in taking the position of equilibrium

[to
which our equation of Virtual Work always refers) extension

has taken place at each point. In this case m at each point

depends on T according to some law which can be known only

by experiment e.g. Hooke's Law,

= Q

jl
>

1+ T
as in Art. 196.

A

The equations of the extensible and of the inextensible system
are therefore the same only in form, since the above constitutes

a vital distinction between them.
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286.] Property of Minimum. If a uniform inextensible

string, in equilibrium under the action of a given conservative

system offorces, joins two fixed points, A and B, the variation of
the integral fTds

will be zero when we pass from the curve of the string to any in-

definitely close curve which passes through A and B.

Let us calculate the variation of this integral.

hfTds = f(b T. ds + Tbds)

Now, from (6) of Art. 184, taking ho-, or m, as unity,

bT = -bV= {Xbx+Yby+ Zbz).

Hence by integration by parts (as in Art. 284), we have

d / m dz

+V+(^)>\'-
Now the right-hand side of this equation is zero, since, the

extreme points of the curve being fixed, the coefficients of T
and T

x both vanish, and the coefficients of 8 a?, by, bz under the

sign of integration vanish by the general equations of Art. 284,

the mass of a unit length of the string being here taken as

unity. Hence the proposition.

This theorem leads to a remarkable property of the common

catenary. Of all curves of the same lengthjoining two given points

in a vertical plane, the common catenary is that whose centre of

gravity is lowest. For if y be the depth of the centre of gravity
of this curve, whose length is L, we have

fTds
But (Art. 186) T mgy ; therefore y

-
y\ therefore, by

the theorem of this Article, we have

by=0.
That y is in this case a minimum in the true sense of the

word does not, of course, appear from this; the proof that it is

vol. it. si
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so depends on the criterion for maxima and minima furnished by
the Calculus of Variations, for which see Jellett's Calculus of

Variations, p. 80. It is there proved, that when the variation of

JJdx vanishes (the limits being

fixed) the value will be, in general, an algebraic maximum or

minimum according as
-j ^

is continually or continually +
n dnv

between the limits of integration,
-~

being denoted by pn , and

U being any function of x, y,px , p2 , .../> In the present case

U=.yds y*/\-\-p* dx, a change of the independent variable

from s to x being necessary since it is the limits of x that are

assigned. The application of the criterion is then obvious.

287.] Observations on the Method of Lagrange. The appli-

cation of the method of Lagrange is attended by a risk of error,

which must be guarded against. In applying the equation of

Virtual Work to any continuous material system e. g. a string,

a membrane, a fluid- -we imagine every point to receive a small

displacement from the position which it occupies in the equi-

librium configuration of the system. These displacements we
have expressed by increments (bx, by, bz), or {u, v, w) of the

co-ordinates of the point ; and, according to the nature of the

system, there will be various relations between the u, v, w belong-

ing to each point. Thus in the case of an absolutely inextensible

string, these quantities have to satisfy at each point the equation
. , . dx du dy dv dz dw
* '

,

' ds ds ds ds ds ds

In an absolutely free and unconnected system of particles, they
have to satisfy no condition whatever.

Suppose that in any case they have to satisfy the condition of

rendering a certain element e. g. a length, an area, a volume

invariable. Suppose that this element is a function

<j)(dx, dy, dz, d 2
x, ...),

which we may briefly denote by </>.
Then Lagrange s method

consists in reducing the problem to a case in which we may treat

u, v, w at each point in the system as absolutely independent, so that

(as in Art. 284, for example) we may equate their coefficients

separately to zero. This is done by taking the variation, b<f), of

the function which is to remain unaltered in the imagined dis-
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placement, multiplying it by an undetermined multiplier, A, and

then adding it under the sign of integration to the variation of

the Potential Work of the system ;
so that our equation, in which

u, v, w (or 8 a?, by, hz) are all independent, is

/5n . dm +fkb<t> .dm = 0. (A)

Now let the case be different. Suppose that the condition

<j>
= constant has not to be satisfied in the displaced configuration,

but that the alteration of
(f>

is accompanied by internal forces (or

stresses) in the system. In this case Lagrange makes no change
in his mode of procedure. True, we have no longer the equation

80 = 0, but Lagrange, recognising the fact that we have in-

ternal work, or work done by the stresses, due to the displacement
which alters <, assumes that the amount of this internal work is

fully represented by a term of theform

\80,

so that our equation of virtual work is still of the form (A).

It is this last assumption which is so liable to mislead, and

which is, in more instances than one, a cause of error in La-

grange's own investigations. As a marked instance in which

Lagrange has fallen into an error of this kind, we may cite his

discussion of the equilibrium of a perfectly flexible surface, which

may be (l) perfectly inextensible, or (2) extensible, like a sheet

of indiarubber (see the Mecanique Analytique, p. 140).

Taking case (1), if dS is the area of the superficial element at

any point P of the surface, Lagrange assumes that the only

equation which u, v, w have to satisfy is bdS m
;

in other

words, that perfect inextensibility is fully provided for if every
element of area remains unaltered in the (imagined) displaced

configuration. But it is clear that perfect inextensibility requires

that there shall be no alteration in the length of any line on the

surface connecting P with a neighbouring point ;
and this

characteristic is, therefore, expressed by three equations between

u, v, w instead of one as in Example 1, p. 157.

Again, when the condition of inextensibility is removed, and

the surface is extensible, Lagrange assumes that the internal

work of deformation of the element dS is fully represented by
XbdS, i.e. that the work of deformation is simply proportional
to the change in the area deformed an assumption which is

true for membranes of few known materials.

m 3
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On the other hand, the similar treatment of a string, whether

inextensible or extensible, is perfectly valid, because bds = is

a perfect expression of inextensibility ;
and when the string is

elastic, the internal work of deformation is perfectly expressed

by a term of the form \bds.

288.] Elastic Wire. As another example of the method of

Lagrange, let us take the case of a thin wire, or rod, in the form

of any tortuous curve, acted upon continuously throughout its

length by a distribution of force (but not of couple), and also by

special forces at its two extremities, the wire when unstrained

forming any given curve.

Supposing the configuration of equilibrium assumed, write

down the equation of Virtual Work for any imagined small

derangement of the various points of the wire. It is to be

observed that, as we are not treating the case of a rigid wire,

we have not the conditions bds = 0, bdd = 0, which, of course,

would hold for the rigid wire, and partially express the condition

of rigidity.

Now if T is the longitudinal tension at any point, the incre-

ment bds of the length of the element ds is resisted by an amount

of work equal to Tbds.

Again, the alteration of curvature produced by the derangement
of parts and depending on the term bd9 will be resisted by an

internal couple L, and the alteration will be made against an

amount of work equal to LbdO.

Finally, the distortion of the curve denoted by bd<f> will be

resisted by an internal couple M, and will require an amount of

work equal to Mbd<f>.

This last distortion (bd<p) is overlooked by Lagrange, whose

investigation of the problem is in consequence erroneous as

pointed out by Bertrand (Bertrand's edition of the Mecanique

Analytique, pp. 143, 148, 401).

Let the special force applied at one extremity, A, have com-

ponents (Z1} Fj, Zj), and that applied at the other, 0,

(X ,
Y

,
Z

),
the co-ordinates of these extremities being (^i^i),

The equation of Virtual Work, then, is

X^+r^^ +^^ +JoK+^o^o + ^o^o

+f[m(Xba}+Yby + Zbz)ds-Tbds-Lbd8-Mbd<t>] = 0. (1)
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To obtain the three general differential equations which

determine the curve and which answer to equations (A) of Art.

284 it would be necessary to substitute in this equation the

values of bds, bdd, bd<p given in
(13),

Art. 282, and in
(e) and (().

a i 00 o .
dbx d * bx d **x

Art. 283, and to integrate the terms in
j-t

,
2

> .
3

&c, as in Art. 284
; finally, equating to zero the separate co-

efficients of bx, by, bz under the integral sign.

The equations thus obtained are of great complexity, and

would not repay any labour bestowed upon them. Moreover, as

we shall see, the general problem can be more simply treated

otherwise by a method which is free from false assumptions.

We shall here confine our illustration of the method' of La-

grange to the simple case* in which the wire forms a plane curve,

in whose plane are the forces and the displacements ; so that we

may neglect the terms inM while not assuming thatM is zero.

If we simply put M = 0, while assuming the curve to be

tortuous, as Lagrange does, its constitution would be like that

of a continuous chain of smooth beads strung freely on a string.

Under this condition, equation (1) becomes simply

X
x bxx + ri 8y1 +Z 8a? + YQ byQ

+f\m(Xbx+Yby)ds-Tbds-LbdO'\ = 0. (2)

Substituting the values of bds and bdd, the integral term becomes

Cr ^* fm L\ dxdbx T d
2xd 2 bx -, , , .

writing down, for simplicity, only the terms relating to x.

Integrating the second term once by parts, and the third twice,

this becomes

f T d
2
xdbx-f . ..

+ similar term iny\ P-^-fj -j- + similar term in y

+ similar term in y Yds = 0, (4)

* The following discussion, be it observed, is given merely as an exercise in the

Principle of Virtual Work. The equations obtained can be arrived at with much
greater rapidity by direct elementary methods.
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the suffixes in the terms outside the integral sign having refer-

ence to the extremities of the wire.

As the variations 6 x and hy may now be considered indepen-

dent at all points of the curve, we have at all points

d //77 Lsdx d 2
, T d

2
Xy. _ , .

d /m L ,dy d z
/ -r &*V\ Tr ^ . .

i><
T ,)-^pl^+mY=0 ' (6)

which determine the form of the curve.

Assuming, for definiteness, the figure of the curve to be concave

towards the axis of x, if is the acute angle made with this axis

by the tangent at any point, we have

(16 1 dx dy . . d 2x sin0 ,
-=- as y -7- = cos0, = BUL0. -7-5- = > and so on.
ds p as d8 ds2 p

Hence (5) and (6) become

i-(T-)cose-^(Lsi*e) +
mX=0; (7)

Performing the differentiations, multiplying the first by cos 0,

the second by sin0, adding, and putting S = m(X cos + Fsin 0)

= tangential component of applied force, we have

AT IdL

Again, multiplying the second by cos 0, the first by sin 0,

subtracting, and putting iV= m (Zcos Xsinfl) = normal com-

ponent of applied force, we have

^--p+N-' <
10

>

These two equations can be arrived at much more rapidly by
the direct elementary process. Integrating (7) and (8), we have

(T--)cos0~(Lsm0) = a-fmXds = P; (11)^ p CIS

(T- -) sin0 + j (Lcos0) = b-fmJds =Q; (12)

a and b being constants which we shall presently determine.

Equations (11) and (12) are easily integrable once more. For,
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multiplying the first by sin#, the second by cos0, and sub-

tracting-, djj
-r-=-Psin0+Qcos0; (13)

.-. L = -fPdy +/Qdx + k, (14)

where k is a constant.

It is usual to assume that the value of L at any point is pro-

portional to the change of curvature at the point ; so that if r is

the radius of curvature at the point before strain, we have

Z = ^(i-I), (15)

where A is a constant depending on the rigidity of the wire.

Hence we have for the determination of the form of the curve

the equation i i

A (---) = -fPdy +/Qdx + i. (16)
r '

Equating to zero, in (4), the terms outside the integral sign,

we have, so far as one extremity, A, of the rod is concerned,

^-(T-^cose-^iLsmefibx-LBmd

+ [Yl-(T~~)smd+js (Lcos6)]by + LcoBd.
(

^=0 f (17)

omitting the suffix 1 (for convenience) which may be understood

to be attached to every letter. The terms relating to the other

extremity, 0, equated to zero, give a precisely similar equation,

with X
,

Y written instead of Xlt Yx .

Now we may have any of the following circumstances relating

to the end

(a) the end may be perfectly free ;

(b) the end may be fixed, but not the tangent at it
;

(c) the end may be tangentially fixed.

dot}

If (a) happens, the variations bx, b-j-,
... are all perfectly

as

arbitrary, so that their coefficients must be severally zero.

If {b) happens, bx = and by 0, therefore the first and

third terms in (17) disappear without furnishing any equations ;

dot* d?j

but b
-j-

and b-~ are quite arbitrary, since the direction of the
ds as

tangent may be varied at pleasure. Hence the coefficients of

these terms must be equated to zero.
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If (c) happens, there is no arbitrary displacement, and each

term in (17) disappears without furnishing any equation.

In addition to these cases, we might, of course, have that in

which the end (by means of a small ring) is constrained to move

along a given line, y = px + q, so that we should have by = pbx,
with the result that the coefficient of by is to be equated to

p times that of bx in (17).

The following results are at once obvious.

If the end is perfectly free, the change of curvature at it is

zero, and the tension is equal to the component of the applied
force along the tangent; for we have pL = 0, or, by (15),

1 =0; and then equating to zero the coefficients of bx and

by in (17), multiplying the first by cos 6 and the second by sin 9

and adding, we get T = Xcos0+ Fsin0.

If the end is fixed, but not tangentially, the change of curva-

ture is zero. These results are, of course, at once perfectly

obvious from elementary considerations.

The constants of integration in (11), (12), (14), are to be

determined by the circumstances of the extremities. Thus, if

both ends are free, and we suppose the integrations to commence

at the extremity, 0, we have, by substituting the co-ordinates of

this extremity in (11) and (12),

X =a; Y =6.

Also substituting those of the other extremity,

X1= -X -[fmXds] ;
Y

x
= - Y -[fmYdi\ ,

results which are at once obvious from the most elementary

principles.

Substituting these in (14), and observing that L =0 at the

end, we have k = 0.

Again, if the end is tangentially fixed, substituting the

co-ordinates of the other end in (11) and (12), we have, with the

aid of (17), a = X
x +fmXds\ b = Y^+fmYds, the co-ordinates

of A being understood to be those in the general integrals in

these expressions. Also since L = at A, we have from (14)

k = /Pdy-fQdx,
in which the co-ordinates are those of A.

If both ends are tangentially fixed, we derive no assistance
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from the terms outside the integral sign, and the course to be

pursued for the determination of the constants will be at once

rendered clear to the student if he considers the simpler problem
of an inextensible string acted upon by gravity, its two ex-

tremities being fixed at any two given points. The process of

the determination of constants is this the forms of X and Y as

functions of the co-ordinates being assumed as given, imagine
the equation (16) to be completely integrated, taking x as the

independent variable.

It is a differential equation of the second order, since p involves

d 2
y . ...

T^; and its integration will introduce two more constants,

m and n
;
so that we should finally have an integral of-the form

<f> (a?, y, a, 6, k, m, n)
= 0.

If, for simplicity, we take the end for origin and the

tangent at it for axis of x, while the tangent at A makes a given

angle a with this axis, we have the following equations

<p(0,0,a,6,k,m,n) = 0,

{x,y,a,l,k,m,n) = 0,

and, in addition, the length of the curve is given, so that

dx = I = length of curve.

dy

Hence we have five equations to determine the five constants.

289.] Flexible Inextensible Surface. As another illustra-

tion of the method of Lagrange, we shall now consider the

equilibrium of a perfectly flexible and perfectly inextensible

surface.

The equations which have to be satisfied by the component

displacements, u, v, w, at every point, when there is perfect

inextensibility and no other condition, are given in p. 157.

Let the components of externally applied force per unit area



du
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yi

//[(

Treating the other double integrals in the same way, we have

as the equivalent of (l)

[(pdx + A dy) (ji +pw) + (p.dx + p dy) (v + qw)~\

dk dp\ , v dp dfi\

dx dy'
v. dx dy'

+ (M-'-!i%ri
-
**%**)*]*>*

= 0. (5)

Equating to zero the coefficients of u, v, w under the double

integral, the general equations of equilibrium are

*+$* <>

\r + y.t + 2sp = e(ZpXqY), (8)

in which, as usual,

dx dy dy dx

Now it will be observed that these three equations serve

merely to determine A, p., p, and furnish us with no equation for

the determination of the form of the surface.

If the bounding edge is fixed at all points, u, v, and w under

the sign of single integration in (5) are severally zero at all

points ;
so that the terms relating to the edge furnish us with

no equations. In this case, therefore, we must conclude that

the form of the surface is geometrically determinate, quite ir-

respective of the forces acting on it; in other words if every

point on the hounding edge of a perfectly inextensible surface is

fixed, the surface can take only one figure, no displacement being

possible at any point on it.

If the bounding edge is completely free, we must equate to

zero the coefficients of the displacements under the sign of single

integration, so that the differential equations of the edge are

dx dy , .

(where ds is an element of length of the edge) the values of A, /u, p
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in these equations being obtained from the general equations

(6), (7), (8).

As a very simple example, take the case of a uniform rectangular
sheet ABGD, two of whose sides, AB and CD, are fixed horizontally
and parallel to each other, gravity being the only external force. We
know from elementary considerations that the sections of this surface

by vertical planes perpendicular to the lines AB and CD are catenaries ;

and this result follows from the above equations. For, taking the axis

of z vertically upwards, and the axis of x horizontal and perpendicular
to the direction of AB and CD, all differential coefficients with re-

. spect to y vanish, while X = Y=0, Z = g ; so that the general

equations give dK ^ dp ^
dx

'

dx

while the terms relating to the two free sides give p = 0. Now the

integral of (11) gives at once the Catenary equation between z and x.

If the bounding edge, instead of being fixed at all points, has

external force applied along it, and if X
,
T

,
Z be the com-

ponents of this force at any point of the edge, per unit length,

the left-hand side of (5) will require the addition of the virtual

work of this boundary force
;
that is, we must add to it the

termf (XQu + T v + Z w) ds
;
so that the boundary equations (9)

and (10) must be replaced by
dx dy _. ^ . .

dx dy m ..

fXt +q7t -Z, = 0, (14)

the last of which shows that the boundary force must at every

point lie in the tangent plane to the surface at the point. The

general equations (6), (7), (8) serve merely to determine A, ft, p ;

and in all cases the form of the surface is known from the equa-
tions of the boundary.

290.] Jellett's Results. The dynamical treatment of the

equilibrium of an inextensible surface has conducted us to a

conclusion with respect to the effect of fixing its bounding edge

which, although holding good in general, admits of exceptions
when the bounding edge is selected in a particular manner.

The properties of inextensible surfaces, with regard to dis-
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placement, have been very fully treated by Jellett in a paper to

which the attention of the student is directed On the Properties

of Inextensible Surfaces, in the Transactions of the Royal Irish

Academy, vol. xxii.

We cannot do more than summarize the results arrived at in

this paper. If, for brevity, we put = u +pw, r\
= v-\-qw in

equations (a) of last Article, the equations of inextensibility

become $

-&-
wr = " w

$--* w

and it is clear that the immobility of a point is fully expressed

by the conditions = 0, rj
= 0, w = 0.

If now we consider the effect of fixing any curve on the

surface, the determination of the displacement (if any) of a

point on the surface is identical with the solution of the follow-

ing problem : To find three functions, , rj, w, which satisfy

equations (l), (2), (3), and which vanish at all points on the

given curve.

Let the differential equation of the projection of the given

bounding edge on the plane of x, y be

dy = m dx.

It is then shown that the vanishing of
, t;, w at all points on

this bounding edge will necessitate their vanishing at all points
on the surface, unless m is such as to satisfy the equation

r + 2sm + tm2 z= 0. (a)

Now for a whole class of surfaces it is impossible to satisfy

this equation with any real value of m viz. the class of surfaces

for which rt-s2
is + &t all points,

i. e. for surfaces whose two principal curvatures are of the same

sign at all points ;
so that if a bounding edge of any form is

fixed on any such surface, no displacement of any point on it is

possible.

If the surface is such that at all points

rt# m 0,
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i.e. if it is a developable, motion will be possible if the fixed edge
is any one of its rectilinear sections, or its edge of regression. If

on such a surface a portion of a curve, AB, not coinciding with

either of these is fixed, the whole portion of the surface included

between the rectilinear sections drawn through A and B, un-

limited in one direction and bounded by the intercepted portion

of the edge of regression in the other, is immoveable.

If the surface is,such that at all points

rt s2 is negative,

i.e. if its principal curvatures are of opposite signs, at each

point there are two directions satisfying (a), and if the bounding

edge coincides with a curve satisfying this equation at all points,

displacement is possible.

291.] Particular Case of Flexible Surface. The only case to

which the investigation given by Lagrange in the Mecanique

Analylique applies without error is that of a flexible extensible

surface of such a nature that the work done at any point by the

internal forces exerted over the contour of any element of area,

dS, when this area receives a small change, is proportional solely

to the amount of increase 8 dS, of the area, and not dependent in

any way on its change of shape.

Let P be any point on the surface, and at P draw any line

PQ, of infinitesimal length, in the surface. Then, in general\

the force exerted over the length PQ by the portion of the

surface at one side on the portion of the surface on the other

side, of PQ, will be oblique to PQ ;
but whatever be the nature

of the surface, there are two directions, PQX
and PQ2 , ofPQ such

that this force is perpendicular to PQ (as will be shown in the

chapter on Strain and Stress) ;
the magnitude of this normal

force divided by the length PQ over which it is exerted is called

surface-tension. If the surface-tensions on PQX
and PQ2 are equal,

it follows (as will be subsequently proved) that the stress exerted

on every elementary length PQ drawn on the surface near P is

a normal force, and the surface-tension is constant all round P.

If we denote this constant value at P by jV, it will be easily seen,

by taking for dS any small closed surface, that for a small

increase of its area the work done by the (normal) stress all round

itis NxbdS.

(Apply exactly the reasoning in Example 3, p. 117, by which
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it is shown that the element of work done by the pressure of

a gas is pdv.)
If the surface has attained its equilibrium configuration, and

if we imagine displacements (u, v, w) at each point as before, the

equation of Virtual Work will be

fft {Xu+Yv + Zw)dxdy+fNbdS = 0. (1)

Now, if the element of superficial area, dS, is that cut off by
two very close planes perpendicular to the axis of x and two very
close planes perpendicular to the axis of y, we have dS = e dxdy ;

and the changes in the co-ordinates will cause dxdy to become

dxdy (l +
-j- + -7-) , as is at once found. Hence

bdS = Cj- + -j-)
e dxdy + dxdy . be

Kdu
dv^ pbp + qbq-, 7 ,

Substituting in this expression the values of bp and 8^ given
in Art. 283, and then integrating (l) in the usual way, and

equating to zero the coefficients of u, p, w under the sign of

double integration, we have the equations

_ d.eN d p
2N d pqN

dx dx efy c

_ d.eN d pqN d q
2N

dy dx e dy e

dpN dqNe& -= v,
dx e dy e

which hold at all points on the surface.

Denoting -j-
f-
-j- by U, these equations may be written

xr dN TT , ,

<X
-*dx- +pU=>

<Y-e
d

+qU=0, (3)

eZ-U = 0. (4)

Substituting in (2) and (3) the value of U given by (4), we

Uye dN _ _ dN _ _ fmS

dx
= X+?Z >

Ty
= Y+ *Z > &
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and ifXdx + Ydy+ Zdz = d U, the differential of single functioD ,

n, these last equations give
N + U = a, (6)

where a is a constant.

Now JV may be regarded indifferently as the surface-tension or as

the potential work of the stress {static energy) per unit area on the

surface, because the potential work of the stress for an increment

of area equal to hdS is Nx bdS. Hence (6) asserts that in the

equilibrium configuration the sum of the potential works of stress

and of external forces per unit area is the same at all points on

the surface.

/J A7" /7AT

The values of
-j-

and given in (5) when substituted in U

srive

lT_ pX+qr+(p* + q*)Z
ÂT(l+q*)r-2pqs

+ (l+p*)t

Now if R and R., are the principal radii of curvature of the

surface at any point, we have (Salmon's Geometry of Three

Dimensions, Chap. XI.),

1 1 _ (1 + q
2
)r 2pqs + (l+p

2
)t+R

x
R,

'

so that eU= pX+qY+ (t
2

-l)Z+N(- +
-),

and therefore (4) becomes

But the left-hand side of this equation is the component, Fn ,

of the external forces along the normal to the surface
; hence we

have 1 i v y

R, R2

~ N~ -n + a' [a}

as the equation of the surface.

This equation can be at once obtained by a direct elementary

process, as will be shown in a subsequent chapter.

If the surface is one acted upon by gravity only, and if it lies

very nearly in a horizontal plane, from which z is measured, we

may neglect such products as pq, pz, pr, &c, and equation (4)

gives ct N(r + 1)
= 0,

where w is the weight per unit area of the surface
;
or

d2z d 2z 57

IZz + ~T\ = = const -

aar ay* a
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292.] Surface-Tension of a Liquid. At each point, P, of the

surface of contact of a liquid with a gas, another liquid, or a solid,

there exists a tension, the magnitude of which across a given

elementary length PQ in the tangent plane at P is the same for

all directions of PQ ;
and the amount of this tension divided by

PQ is, as just stated, the surface-tension at P.

The main laws to which this surface-tension is subject are the

following :

1. For a given liquid in contact with any given substance it

is the same at all points on the surface of contact.

2. It varies with the temperature, becoming less as the

temperature becomes greater.

3. It varies if the substance with which the liquid is' in con-

tact is varied. Thus, it is not the same on the surface of water

in contact with air as on the surface of water in contact with

mercury.
4. It is independent of the curvature of the surface of contact.

Thus, if a soap bubble is blown out through the end of a tube,

the surface-tension of the film (in contact with air) is the same

when the diameter of the bubble is 6 inches as it was when the

diameter was 1 inch.

This curious fact at once distinguishes the nature of the dis-

tention of a liquid film from that of the distention of an elastic

string, because for the latter the magnitude of the tension

increases with the extension, while the tension of the liquid film

is independent of the extension of its surface.

A probable explanation of this result for a liquid (suggested to

the Author by Mr. W. G. Gregory) may be found in the fact

that the molecules of a liquid are moveable on each other with

very great ease, so that when, by a distention of the extreme

surface layer of molecules, the molecules which surrounded any
molecule P have their distances from P increased, their vacant

places on the surface are taken by others which come up to the

surface by the thinning of the film, thus leaving the molecular

arrangement round P practically unaltered unless the surface is

reduced below a thickness less than the diameter of the 'sphere

of molecular activity' (Art. 293), in which case the constancy

of surface-tension ceases.

The existence of surface-tension may be demonstrated experi-

mentally in several ways. One of the simplest methods consists

VOL. II. N
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Fig. 262.

in taking a rectangle formed of brass strips or wires, AB, BC

CD, and EF (Fig. 262), of which the first three are in one rigid

piece, while the last, EF, is capable of sliding up and down on

the bars AB and BC.

The space, abed, enclosed by the four bars being vacant, dip

the system into a soap solution, thus forming a film (represented

by the shading) in this space ;
this film

attaches itself to all the bars ;
and if

the moveable bar EFk not restrained

by the fingers, it will be drawn along

the others by the film until it reaches

BC. IfEF is not too heavy, and the

plane of the bars is held vertical, BC

being above EF, this latter will be

lifted by the tension of the film.

Another very striking illustration of the existence of surface-

tension is obtained thus : Take a circular brass wire, A (Fig.

263) : dip it into the soap

solution, thus covering

its area on withdrawal

with a thin film (repre-

sented by the shading) ;

now form a loop of a

piece of thread and place

A it gently on the surface

FiS- 263. f the film. This loop

is represented by ah in the figure. Now perforate the film inside

the loop by a pin or fine wire, and instantly the loop of thread is

drawn out into a circle, c, by the contracting film.

This experiment illustrates not only the existence of surface-

tension, but also another property to which we shall presently refer.*

At the temperature 20C. the surface-tension of water in con-

tact with air is 8 1 dynes per centimetre ; for mercury in contact

with air it is 540 dynes per centimetre
;
and for mercury in con-

tact with water 4 1 8 dynes per centimetre (see Everett's Units and

Physical Constants, p. 42).

For the best method of measuring surface-tension, and verify-

ing its independence of the curvature of the surface, the reader

may consult Plateau's Slatique Experimentale et Theorique des

*
Namely, the property of minimum area, Art. 295.
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Liquides soumis aux settles Forces 3Iolecnlaires, vol. i., pp. 272, &c.

This work abounds in beautiful illustrations of the forms assumed

by liquid films, and contains precise information on all the details

necessary for experiments.

293.] Forms of Liquid Surfaces. The molecules of a liquid

which lie on its bounding" surface that is, its surface of contact

with a solid or with a fluid experience attraction from other

molecules of the liquid which are at infinitely small distances

from them. Thus, a molecule at any point, P, on the bounding"
surface will experience attraction from all the liquid molecules

which lie in a hemisphere having P as centre and an extremely
small radius, PQ. The distance PQ is called the radius of mole-

cular activity, the attraction of two molecules separated by a

distance greater than PQ being insensible.* If at each point P
on the surface we measure off the distance PQ along the normal,

the Q points form a layer parallel to the bounding surface such that

the surface molecules are unacted upon by the layers below this one.

If also we produce the normal at P into the surrounding
medium i. e. the solid body, or air, or any superincumbent
fluid the liquid molecule at P will be acted upon by a mole-

cule of this medium at a certain distance PQ' along this normal,

and by all molecules whose distances from P are less than PQ'.
We shall thus have another layer of molecules in the medium

defining the limits within which the surface molecules of the

liquid are acted upon by those of the medium.

Now, without any a priori knowledge of the magnitude of the

radius of molecular activity either for the liquid or for the body
in contact with it, it can be shown (as was first shown by Laplace,

Mec. CeL, supplement to Book X.) that at any point, P, on the

liquid surface the force per unit area due to the effective molecular

attractions of the liquid itself and of the medium with which the

liquid is in contact is of the form

where A and N are constants for the same liquid and same sur-

rounding medium, provided the temperature is constant, and

B
x ,

P.2 are the principal radii of curvature of the liquid surface at

* The fact that a liquid rises to the same height in a capillary tube, whatever
its thickness, provided its internal diameter is constant, is supposed to justify this

assumption.

N 2

A
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P, both principal sections being supposed to be convex towards the

mediumat-P. Ifboth are concave towardsthe medium, the molecular

force per unit area is 1 1 .

and if one is concave, the corresponding" radius of curvature is to

be taken negatively in (1).

The quantity N is the surface-tension of the liquid when in

contact with the given medium. With regard to the constant

A nothing appears to have been determined (Clerk Maxwell's

Article on Capillary Action in the Encyclopaedia Rritannica), except
that it is much greater than the term depending on curvature.

From the expression (1) it appears that even when the liquid

surface is plane, there is normal pressure at each point due to

molecular action. This is due to the fact that about any point on

the surface only one-half of the sphere of influencing molecules

can be described. A molecule at a finite distance from the surface

would be subject, on the contrary, to molecular attractions in all

directions round it.

Suppose, then, a liquid mass not acted upon by any external

forces. For such a mass the expression (l) must be constant all

over its surface, i. e.
1 j 1

R^R^a' W
at all points on the surface.* A drop of olive oil in a mixture of

water and alcohol, which is made to have the same specific gravity

as the oil, will be an approximation to such a liquid mass
;
and

by seizing this drop between two wires in the shapes of any closed

curves, or by allowing the drop to form round a solid of any shape

held in the suspending liquid mixture by a very fine wire, we can

obtain as many figures of liquid surfaces as we please, each satis-

fying equation (3). A full description of beautiful experiments
of this kind will be found in M. Plateau's work just quoted.

If in (a) of last Article we have Fn constant and also N con-

stant, we have a surface satisfying equation (3), i. e. its form

will be one of those assumed by a liquid surface under the

conditions just described.

Instead of obtaining such surfaces by means of drops of oil,

we may very easily obtain beautiful illustrations of them by
means of soap bubbles. A soap bubble is a thin liquid film

* This result will be deduced in a note at the end of the Volume.
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which is in contact with air at both sides of the surface. When
it is blown out through the end of a tube, its surface is spherical,

and the normal intensity of external force, Fn ,
is the excess of

the air pressure per unit area inside over that outside assuming
that the film is so thin that its weight per unit area is wholly

negligible. For this case, if R is the radius of the sphere, the

intensity of pressure on the outer (convex) surface due to

molecular attraction is 2N
A+

Tt>
while on the inner surface the intensity of pressure due to

the same cause is ow
A

It

Hence the resultant intensity of pressure due to this cause is

IN
R '

and if p is the excess of internal air pressure over external air

pressure per unit area, we have

4iV

Hence for all sizes of the bubble we have p . R constant.

For any shape of the film, the resultant of the molecular pres-

sure intensities exerted at any point on both sides is

and if the excess of air pressure is, as before, p, we have

Ifp = 0, i.e. if the inner and outer surfaces are both in contact

with the atmosphere, we must have

^ +i =0 ' (7)

that is, the two principal curvatures are equal and opposite at all

points on the surface.

Several possible forms of equilibrium of films are at once

obvious. Thus, a closed surface consisting of a cylinder ter-

minated by two spherical caps is obviously possible ; and if r is

the radius of the cylinder and / that of the sphere, the left-hand

1 2
side of (6) is - all over the cylindrical portion, and over the

spherical ends
; therefore / = 2r.
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This figure is very easily produced thus. Take two wires,

each formed into a circle (two or three inches in diameter) ;

support one circle horizontally on three legs (each about two

inches high) ; by means of a thread fastened at three points on

the circumference suspend the other circle with its plane parallel

to that of the first circle, vertically over this circle, the distance

between the planes of the circles being about three inches
;
then

dip the end of a glass tube in the soap solution, and through
this end blow a bubble between the two wires, enlarging the

bubble until it attains complete contact with each circle. The

surface of the bubble will then form a film between the two

circles, and each wire will be covered with a spherical cap.

By raising the upper circle, or lowering it, the radii of the

spheres can be diminished or increased, and the cylindrical form

obtained.

The persistence of these films is greatly increased by adding

glycerine to the soap and water, and by this means M. Plateau

has obtained films which lasted for 1 8 hours.

Again, having obtained the cylinder with two spherical ends,

rupture the spherical caps by driving a wire or a glass rod down

through them in a direction parallel to the axis of the cylinder.

The portion of surface connecting the circular wires will remain,

but its shape instantly alters from that of a cylinder, becoming
a surface generated by the revolution of a catenary round its axis.

For in this case, as p = 0, the surface satisfies equation (7) ;
and

as the surface is one of revolution, its two principal radii

of curvature at any point are the radius of curvature of the

meridian, or revolving curve, and the normal terminated by
the axis of revolution. Now it is well known that the catenary
is the curve in which these are equal and opposite.

The figure of the film thus formed is called a Catenoid.

Of films whose surfaces are surfaces of revolution there are

three classes which have been experimentally investigated by
Plateau. We proceed to deduce their forms analytically.

Let p be the radius of curvature at any point, P, of the

meridian, and 11 the length of the normal between P and the

axis of revolution. Then (6) becomes

~p

+
n
=

2N' W
Let A (Fig. 264) be a plane circular iron wire, two or three
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inches in diameter, lying- horizontally over a table ; suspended

vertically over it let there be another circular wire, B, of the same

or different diameter, both having been previously moistened

with the liquid, and blow through one end of a tube a soap bubble

until its surface comes

into contact with both

wires. Then the film

will assume a figure of

revolution between the

wires terminating in

spherical caps (not re-

presented in the figure)

covering the wires.

The air inside it will have no communication with the outside

air. By causing B to approach or to recede from A, the figure

of the film will be altered.

Let AB be the axis of revolution, Pt the tangent to the

meridian at P, and Pm and Pn the ordinate and normal. Let

s be the length of the arc of the meridian measured from some

fixed point at the left of P up to P
; let Z Ptm = 6, and Pm = y.

Then (8) becomes d0 cos0 1

S (
9
)

Fig. 264.

ds
II

2N dy
where a is put for Again, = sin 0, so that (9) becomes

2) CIS

y sin e?0 + cos 0dy = -dy.

Integrating this (since it holds at all points), we have

^cos0 = 2
-+/5,

where h is a constant ; or, finally, if Pn = n,

/(i_i-)=/5. (10)

Now if jo is the perpendicular from the focus of an ellipse

on the tangent at any point, and r the distance of this point
from the focus, we have

62

,2(
I_i)= i!t V 2a } 2a (11)

where a and b are the semiaxes. Comparing (10) and (11), we
see that P is the focus of an ellipse touching the line AB
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at
,
the semiaxes of this ellipse being a

(or )
and V2a/i, or

2A / ' and this ellipse is therefore invariable whatever be

the position of P on the meridian.

Hence * the meridian curve of the film is the locus of the focus

of a given ellipse which rolls along the line AB. The conic

being an ellipse, the locus is called an Unduloid, and is the

curve actually represented in the figure.

If the rolling conic is a parabola, the locus of its focus is

a catenary, and the surface of the film is the catenoid, already

discussed.

If the rolling conic is a hyperbola, the locus of the focus

is a curve having a series of loops, and the corresponding shape

of the film is called a Nodoid.

The Nodoid is produced in the same way as the Unduloid,

the greater or less distance between the parallel rings between

which the bubble is blown determining the character of the

surface
;
but it is obvious that only the portion between two

nodes can be actually obtained. This curve resembles that of

the third class of elastic curves (see Fig. 269, next chapter).

The names of these curves have been given them by M. Plateau.

294.] Connection with Elliptic Integrals. The abscissa and

ordinate in the Unduloid and Nodoid are readily expressible

in terms of Elliptic Functions. If in (10) of last Article for 11

we put y-r'We obtain

.-. {f + 2 aKf (dx
2 + df) = 4 a2f dx2

,

(y
2 + 2ah)dy

J-f + 4a(a-h)f-4:a
2h2

= + dx,

or
ff
2

"/3 _
dy =+ dx

s (1)

by putting a2 + fi
2 4a2

4ak, and aft = 2a/i; so that a and

/3 are the greatest and least values of the ordinate. Make the

usual substitution, y
i = a2 cog2 + ^2^2^ (2)

* This Theorem is due to Delaunay.
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a2 B2

Then, putting k2 = ^ > we have

y = **(4>), (3)

dx = (a&<j>~)d<t>. (4)

w-rr IT

When <f>
= 0, y a, and when

(f>
= -

, y 8. Hence in

Fig. 262 if i) and i? are the points of maximum and minimum

ordinate, all values of
<f>
between and -

correspond to points on
m

the curve between B and E ;
and as x increases with 0, we take

a positive sign outside the brackets in (4).

The abscissa is given by the equation

w = aE(<t>)j3F(<t)). (5)

Since in the Unduloid the tangent can never be parallel to

dx
the axis of y, we can never have = 0, therefore the + sign

in the numerator of the left-hand side of (l) belongs to the

Unduloid and the sign to the Nodoid. Hence also in (5)

the + and signs correspond to these curves.

Again, we have in the Unduloid

dx a + p
ak* 3- = -; akz tan d>,

ay sin
<f)
cos

<f>

d2x
so that -7-5 will vanish when

df

tan
<f>
=
/y/

-
, ory VafS,

r

and there is a point of inflexion at the corresponding point.

If s is the length of the arc between D and any point, P,

on the curve, we find . / , a\ j

and the area of the surface generated by the revolution of DP
about the axis of x is , . Q\ i?f^\

2ira(a + p) .H/{<p).

If a = {J, the surface becomes a cylinder.

"When a is slightly different from /3 (i.e. when k2
is small),

the form of the meridian curve is that of a curve of sines, as is

easily proved.
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295.] Minimum Property of Films. If we seek to determine

the general equation of a suiface which, subject to enclosing
a given volume, has a minimum area, we obtain the equation

bl Vl +p2 + q
2
.dxdy + -b izdxdy =

(a being a constant), which gives us the general property111 , .

at every point on the surface. Now this is, by (3), Art. 293,

precisely the general property of the surfaces of films and of

liquids unacted upon by external bodily force.

The connection between the two problems might have been

foreseen by the principle of minimum or maximum Static Energy,
combined with the fact that the surface-tension is a constant for

all forms of the film. For if N and S are the surface-tension

and area of the film, since (Art. 291) N can be regarded as the

Static Energy per unit area, the product

NxS
is the total potential work of the forces of the system, and this

is simply proportional to the area of the surface. (See p. 178.)

Hence the question of the stability or instability of any of

the forms of liquid surfaces can be exhibited in the following

form : Subject to its bounding conditions, is the area of the

surface greater or less than that of any surface differing infinitely

little from it and satisfying the same differential equation,

B
1

B
2

a'

The determination of the nature of the equilibrium in this

way will often, however, be very troublesome, inasmuch as the

comparison of the areas will involve the retention of small quan-
tities to at least the second order

;
for the deduction of the general

equation (a) satisfied by all the surfaces under comparison has

been made by the retention of small quantities of the first

order.

In this way M. Mathieu (Theorie de la Capillarite, pp. 73, &c.)

has discussed the stability of a cylinder of oil formed between

two equal circular plates in Plateau's glycerine mixture, and he

arrives at the result that the figure is stable only for distances
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between the plates greater than the semicircumference and less

than the circumference of either plate.

296.] Stability of the Catenoid. Clerk Maxwell (Article on

Capillary Action, Encyclop. Brit.) has applied a simple and in-

genious method to the determination of the Stability of the

Catenoid, without the direct consideration of minimum area.

Thus, let B and C (Fig. 222, Art. 186) be two fixed points,

and Ox a fixed right line parallel to BC.

Then there are ttoo catenaries which pass through B and C
and have Ox for their common axis. For, if BC =2A, and the

distances of B and C from Ox are each equal to r, we have

h h

2r = c(e^ + e~ e
)i

and it is very easy to prove that only two (if any) real values

of c can be found to satisfy this equation ;
i. e. there can be

drawn only two catenaries. Let these catenaries be BAC and

BA'C (the latter not represented in the figure), the vertex, A\
of the second being, suppose, between and A. Every catenary

lying above BAC and every catenary lying below BA'C has its

horizontal axis lying below Ox
;
and every catenary lying between

BAC and BA'C has its axis above Ox.

Now, supposing Ox to be the line joining the centres of the

two parallel circular wires between which is formed a soap film,

these wires passing through B and C, the catenoids generated

by the revolution of BAC and of BA'C are possible figures of

equilibrium.

Draw a catenary BaC slightly above BAC; let it revolve

round Ox, and consider whether positive or negative work should

be done on a film coinciding with the catenoid BAC in order to

make it coincide with the quasi-catenoid BaC.
Let P be any point on BaC; draw the normal at P meeting

Ox in n and the horizontal axis of BaC in m. Then the radius

of curvature of this curve at P is equal and opposite to Pm, and

therefore the principal radii of the surface generated by the

revolution of the curve round Ox are Pn and Pm, so that

the sum of its curvatures measured towards the interior of this

quasi-catenoid is . -

Tn-Pm~' (a)

which is positive. Now if p is the intensity of the pressure
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excess which must be applied to the surface at P to keep the

film in equilibrium in the figure of the quasi-catenoid, we have

Pn Pm"~ 2JV" KP)

(Art. 293), and p must therefore be applied as an outward pressure,

i.e. in the sense nP. This holds at all points on the quasi-

catenoid A a C, since (a) is everywhere positive. Hence to change
the film from the catenoid BAC to the quasi-catenoid BaC,

requires positive work, and there is therefore no tendency to

such a displacement (Art. 274).

Again, draw a catenary BBC very slightly below BAC.

Since its axis is higher than Ox, Pm is now < Pn, and the sum
of its principal curvatures at every point is positive towards the

exterior of the film, so that this involves a pressure excess, p,

directed towards the interior
; i. e. positive work would be

required to change the catenoid BAC into the quasi-catenoid

BQC. The catenoid BAC is, therefore, stable.

In precisely the same way, if we consider the work which

would be required to change the catenoid BA'C into a very close

quasi-catenoid above it, we see that this work is negative, so

that there is a tendency to this displacement ;
and if the slight-

est motion in this direction is given to the film, it will move

continually up to coincidence with the stable catenoid BAC.

To change the film BAfC into a quasi-catenoid below it requires,

in the same way, negative work. Hence a displacement in this

direction would increase indefinitely, and the catenoid BA'C is,

therefore, unstable.

It is easily seen that the tangents at B and C to the upper

(stable) catenoid intersect above the axis Ox of the catenary,

while those drawn to the unstable catenoid intersect below it.

This form of the criterion of the stability or instability is given

by Clerk Maxwell in the Article referred to.

It is understood, of course, that the ends of the catenoid are

open to the external air and not closed by plates. If they are

closed, the equilibrium will in all cases be necessarily stable

the film being presumed strong enough to resist rupture from

slight motions.



CHAPTER XVI.

EQUILIBRIUM OF STRINGS AND SPRINGS.

297.] Tangential and Normal Resolutions. We now pro-

pose to complete the discussion of the equilibrium of flexible

strings by considering the case in which the external forces are

not coplanar.

Reverting to Fig. 32 1 of Chapter XII, consider the equilibrium
of the element PQ apart from the rest of the string. Then the

external force per unit mass at P will be, as before, of the form

(f> {x, y, z),
where (x, y, z) are the co-ordinates of P

;
and the

external force exerted on PQ will be

(x, y, z) x kads, or ko-Fds,

where h and a- are the density and area of normal section at P.

NoWj the element PQ is kept in equilibrium by three forces

namely, the tension {T) at P, the tension (T+dT) at Q, and

the external force (ko-Fds), which acts at the middle point of PQ.
These three forces must be coplanar and meet in a point.

Now, the two tensions act along two consecutive tangents to

the string, and as the plane of two consecutive tangents to any
curve in space is the osculating plane, we see that

The resultant applied force at any point of a flexible siring acts

in the osculating plane of the string at the point.

If the string is stretched over any smooth surface by means

of two forces applied at its extremities, the only applied force

which is continuously distributed throughout the string is the

reaction of the surface ;
and as this reaction is everywhere

normal to the surface, we see that

A string which is stretched along any smooth surface, arid acted

on by no external forces, except the reaction of the surface and two

terminal tensions, has its osculating plane at every point normal to

the surface.
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The string in this case assumes the form of a shortest line, or

geodesic, on the surface.

Let Pt be the tangent and Pn the normal at P ; let dO be

the angle between the tangents at P and Q ;
and let (p be the

angle between Fdm and Pt.

Then, resolving along Pt the forces acting on the element, we

Have
(y+ ^T) cos d 6 + kaFcos <f>ds-T=0;

but cos d9 = 1, neglecting (d6)
2

;
therefore this equation gives

dT
+ k<rFcos<p = 0, (1)

els

which asserts that the rate of variation of the tension per unit

of length along the string is numerically equal to the tangential

component of the applied force per unit of length.

Again, resolving the forces along Pn, the normal, we have

(T+dT)sind0-k<rFsm(pds = 0,

ds
or since p, the radius of curvature at P, is equal to -yz >

T
k<rFsm<p = 0, (2)

P

which asserts that the curvature of the string at any point is

equal to the normal force per unit of length divided by the

tension.

From (1) we have T _ C-fkaFcos <pds,

where C is an arbitrary constant. Now, cos 4>ds is the pro-

jection of ds on the direction of F. Denoting this projection

ty t T = C-fkaFdf (3)

But fkcrFdf is evidently the potential of the applied forces if

they are a conservative system. Hence, if V and F denote

the potentials at two points in the string at which the tension

are T and T
, we have f _ f IV f ) (4)

or the difference of the tensions at any two points is equal to the

difference of the potentials a result which we shall find to be

true also in the case in which the string rests on a smooth

surface.

298.] Equations of Equilibrium. Let the force F acting on

the unit mass at any point P whose co-ordinates are x, y, z be

resolved into three components, X, Y, Z parallel to three fixed
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rectangular axes. Then the components acting- on the element

PQ are kaXds, Jut Yds, kaZds. Also the components of the

tension acting on the extremity P are

-T-, -T^ -T--
ds ds

'
ds

'

the components of this tension are affected with negative signs,

since, when the element PQ is considered apart, the tension at

P will be directed towrards the left-hand side of Fig. 221, where

the origin of co-ordinates is supposed to be.

These components of the tension will at any point be functions

of the length of the arc measured from some origin point, A, of

the string up to the point considered. Thus, if AP^= s, we
shall have dx

and the component of the tension at Q is thereforef(s+ ds), or

ds ds y ds' ds2y< ds J 1.2

Hence, for the equilibrium of PQ, resolving forces parallel to

the axjs of x, we have

dx d
(

dx, d* , dx, ds*

+ JcaXds-T~=0,
ds

or, rejecting the terms which cancel, dividing out by ds, and

diminishing ds indefinitely, and denoting her by m, the mass per
unit length, d fa

-(TTg )+ mX=0. (1)

Similarly,

ffi%+*-% (2)

Performing the differentiations, we obtain

md
2x dTdx _ nT
d? +

TsTs
+mX = > ^

d*vdTdv
T
d?

+
dlTs +mY=0i W

md 2z dTdz
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For the future we shall systematically use (a, /3, y) for the

direction-angles of the tangent at any point P of a curve, the

positive sense of this tangent being that in which the arc, s,

measured up to P from some origin point on the curve, receives

a positive increase.

Also by (f, 77, Q we shall denote the direction-angles of the

radius of absolute curvature at P, taken in positive sense from P
towards the centre of curvature.

We may suppose these angles to be measured from lines drawn

atP parallel to the positive directions of the axes of co-ordinates.

Equations (4), (5), (6) may then be written

T dT- cos + - cos a +mX = 0, (7)
p ds v '

T dT
-cos?? + -T-COS/3 + mY 0, (8)
p ds v ]

T dT
-cos<T+ t- cos y + mZ=i 0. (9)
p ds K '

Multiplying these by cos a, cos /3, cos y and adding, we have

dT

Ts
+mS=0, (10)

where 8 = the component of the forces along the positive sense

of the tangent. This equation gives

T = CfSds = C-fm {Xdx + Ydy + Zdz),

which is obviously the same as (3) of last Article.

dT
Again, eliminating T and -=- from (7), (8), (9), we have

cos
,

cos a, X

cost], cos/3, Y = 0,

cos C, cos y, Z

or Xcos^ + rcos^ + ^cosi^ = 0, (11)

where (0, (p, \j/)
are the direction-angles of the normal to the

osculating plane. This equation asserts what is evident from

first principles that the resultant external force at any point

lies in the osculating plane.

Another form of the value of T is obtained by integrating (l),

(2), (3) separately, and squaring and adding. Thus

T2 = {A-fmXdsf + (B-fmYdsy + {C-fmZdsy, (12)
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A, B, C being constants which must be determined after each

dx
integration by knowing the values of T~ , ... at the point from

which s is measured.

Again, by multiplying (7), (8), (9) by cos cost/, cos & and

adding, y~+mP = 0, . (13)
P

where P is the component force along the radius of curvature in

the positive sense (i.e. towards the centre of curvature).

The equations of the curve formed by the string are obtained

from (1), (2), (3) thus, by elimination of T,

AfmXds_BfmYds CfmZds . .

dx dy dz ,

ds ds ds

From (10) it follows th&iif at no point of the string is there any

component force along the tangent, the tension will be constant

throughout.

299.] String on a Smooth Surface. Now suppose that the

string, while acted upon continuously by any forces, is placed on

a smooth surface, which produces at each point a normal reaction,

equal to Rds on the element of length ds at the point, P.

We shall denote by [l, m, n) the direction-angles of the normal

to the surface in the sense in which R acts along the normal.

Then we have simply to add the components Reosl, Rcosm,
Rcosn to X, Y, and Z, respectively in equations (l), (2), (3), or

(7), (8), (9) of last Article, so that our equations are now

T dT
cos+-rCOS a + mX+Rcosl = 0, (1)

p ds v '

T dT
QOsr) + -j-cos& + mY+R<iOsm 0, (2)

p ds

T dT
cos + -7-cosy + &'+ .ft cos n = 0. (3)

p ds

If (o is the angle between the radius of curvature and the

inward drawn normal to the surface at P
(i.

e. the normal drawn

in the sense opposite to that of R), we have by multiplying these

by cos I, cos?, cosn, and adding,
T

R+mN costo = 0, (4)
P

N being the normal force per unit mass in the sense of R.

VOL. II. O
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By multiplying by cos a, cos/3, cosy and adding, we have

0, (5)

dT
as

just as in the case of a free string.

When the applied forces have a potential, V, the integral of

this equation, as in Art. 192, is

T=T -(r-r ). (6)

In the particular case in which the string rests on any smooth

surface under the influence of gravity, this equation gives

T=T -mff (y-y ), (7)

the axis ofy being a vertical line. From this it follows that all

points at which the tension is the same lie in the same horizontal

plane.

The curve of equilibrium of the string is found by eliminating
T and R from the equations (1), (2), (3). Thus, if we eliminate

first -j- and R, we have
as

m d 2x dx

*s**
dy

m d 2z dz
Ty-+mZ, -j-.

du

dx

du

dy

du

dz

= 0, M

in which u = is the equation of the given surface, so that

du du du
cos I : cosm : cos n = -=- : -r- : -=-

dx dy dz
The value of T derived by in-

tegrating (5) must be substituted in (8), and we then get a

differential equation which, with u = 0, determines the curve.

300.] String on a Bough Surface. If a string, acted on

by no forces, is stretched over a rough surface it need not, as

in the case of a smooth surface, assume the form of a geodesic or

shortest line. One simple case in which it will be a geodesic is

that in which it is about to slip on the surface at every point in

the direction of the tangent to the string at this point.

Geodesic. Consider the equilibrium of an element, PQ, of the

string, whose length is ds, and suppose that it is about to slip in

the direction QP. The element is acted upon by three forces

namely, a tension T, at P, a tension T+dT, at Q, and the total
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resistance of the rough surface, which must pass through the

intersection of the tangents at P and Q.
It is evident that we may consider this total resistance as

acting at P, ultimately, since it is of the form Rt ds, Rx being
a finite quantity, and if it

be assumed to act at any
point between P and Q, its

components in any direc-

tions will differ from those

of the total resistance sup-

posed to act at P by in-

finitesimals of the order of

(ds)
2

. Resolve the total re- jv 2g5>

sistance at P into a normal

force, Rds, and a force in the tangent plane, [xRds, /x being the

coefficient of friction between the string and the surface.

Now the component [xRds must act along the tangent at P,

since, by hypothesis, slipping is about to take place along this

tangent. Hence the three forces T, T+dT, and [xRds being all

in the osculating plane of the curve at P, the remaining force,

Rds, must also lie in this plane ; that is, the osculating plane at

every point of the curve contains the normal to the surface.

Hence the string assumes the form of a geodesic.

Denoting the angle between the tangents at P and Q by d 0,

we have, by resolving along the tangent at P,

dT+fiRds=0. (1)

Again, resolving along the normal at P,

Tde~Rds = 0. (2)

From (1) and (2) we have

dT

-y+ixd6=0,
.'. T=Ce-*6

,

C being the constant of integration, and 6 the sum of the angles

of contingence, or angles between successive tangents to the

string from any chosen point, A, to the point, P. Let T be the

tension at A. Then T = T when 6 m ;
therefore

T = T e-. (3)

General Case. Suppose now that the string is acted upon by

any forces, and that F is the force of friction per unit length at

any point P, the direction of this force being in the tangent
o 2
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plane, but otherwise unknown. Let its direction-angles be

(a'> Pi /) Then with the same notation as before,

T dT
cob+-j-cos

a +mX+R cost + Fcoea'= 0, (4)

T dT
cost; + cosp +mY+R cosm + Fcos^= 0, (5)

T dT
coBC+^-cosy +mZ+R,cosn + Fcosy'= 0. (6)

p ds v '

Intrinsic equations, completely equivalent to the above, can

be obtained by taking the axes of z, y, and x, respectively,

parallel to the normal (direction of JR), the tangent (direction

of T), and a line drawn perpendicular to both, so that

a = y = y = 0; l=m =
^,

n=0;

If Q denotes the component force per unit mass at P along
the new axis of x, and 6 is the angle which the direction of F
makes with the tangent, these equations become

T
sino + wQ + .Fsin0 = 0, (7)

P

dT
-j-+mS+Fcos0 =0, (8)

T
cosco +mN+R = 0, (9)

P

the last of which, therefore, holds both for a rough and for a

smooth surface.

Consider the particular case in which there is no continuously

applied external force, i. e. let N= S = Q = 0, and suppose that

slipping is about to take place at a point. Then at this point
F= fxR, and we have

-7-= \/u2 cos2 co sin2 co. (10)
ds p

x '

At a point, therefore, at which the osculating plane is in-

clined at the angle of friction to the normal to the surface,

the tension is a maximum or minimum
;

and if slipping is

about to take place at all points, the tension will be constant

throughout if the osculating plane of the curve in which the
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string- is placed makes throughout the angle of friction with

the normal.

If the osculating plane is everywhere normal to the surface,

a) = 0, and therefore sin0 = 0, i.e. the force of friction acts

along the tangent as is evident from the fact that of the four

dT
forces, T, T+ -r-ds, F, and F, which keep an element in equi-

librium, the first three are then coplanar, so that F must lie

in the tangent.

Example.

A string whose weight may be neglected is placed along/a circular

section of a rough right cone and is pulled at its extremities by two

given forces, P and Q ;
find the relation between these forces when

the whole string is about to slip, and the direction of slipping at each

point.

Ans. If a = semivertical angle of cone, fi
= coefficient of friction,

I = length of string, r = the radius of the circle, and if F is about
to overcome Q, t

"

r\ n "
V**2 cosa o sin2a

Q =P e rw >

and the direction of slipping makes at each point with the tangent
the angle whose cotangent is VV2 cot

2a 1.

301.] Equilibrium of an Extensible String. With the same

notation as that employed in Art. 196, the equations of equi-

librium of a flexible extensible string' in the general case will

"e mds = m ds
, (1)

* =
(l + )* , (2)

ds v ds

(3)

ds= Vdtf + df + dz*, (4)

m
o =/(*<>) (

6
)

In general, then, the two equations of the curve of equilibrium

are found by eliminating m, m0i s, #
,
Tfrom these seven equa-

tions.
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As before, we take only two cases, viz. that in which m is

constant, and that in which X, Y, Z are constant.

Firstly, consider m constant. ,

Then, multiplying' the left-hand sides of (3) by , -~, ,

, j -,.

* * x y J
ds ds ds

and adding,

dT / vdx -j-dy dz^ n . .

tn

while from (1) and (2) we have m = ^ ;
so that (6) gives

1 +
A

(l + j) dT+
m (Xdx + Ydy + Zdz) = 0. (7)

Integrating this and patting Ffor the potential of the external

forces, per mass m at the point (#, y, z), viz.

m f(Xdx + Ydy + Zdz),

we have -
(l + )

= A- V (8)

where A is a constant.

Hence by (2)
L= = Ay 2

-ds
, (9)Va

which gives s in terms of *
,
and therefore the extension.

If V and V are the potentials at two points at which the

tensions are T and T', respectively,

(r-r)(i+^) = F-r. (10)

The equations of the curve of equilibrium are obtained by

substituting the value of T given by (8) in any two of the

equations m d d
(
1 + a)^(%) +WoX=0,

o+x)(4w-'.Ay ds V <fo

*t).s<)W-.
Secondly, suppose the external forces X, Y, Z to be constant.
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Then, integrating equations (3), we have

Z^= A-X/m d*0)

T^^B-Y/m.ds,,

T
d

=C-Zfm,t\,.

(11)

A, B, C being constants. Squaring and adding these,

T* = (A-Xfm d*
Qy +(B-Y/mQ

ds
Qy + (C-Z/mQ

ds Y, (12)

which gives T in terms of * . Suppose

(13)

Hence from (2)

-fti+*P\K
from which the extension is known.

The equations of the curve are obtained from equations

(1 1) by substituting for ds in terms of ds
Q . Thus,

dx = (A-XfmQ
ds

Q
){-

+
77j}*oi

dz = (C-Z/mQ
ds )[l+^dSo .

Integrating these and eliminating s
,
we obtain the two equa-

tions of the curve of equilibrium.

302.] Equilibrium of a Plane Elastic Rod. The equilibrium
of a string has been investigated, in Art. 297, on the supposition
that if we take a normal

section of it at any point,

P, the action exerted on

the portion PB by the

remaining portion PA
consists simply of a force

directed along the tan-

gent. The rod differsfrom

the string in this that

the internal action exerted on any normal section is much more

complicated, being equivalent to a force, /, acting at some point

*IS

I+c/I

Fig. 266.
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of the section, oblique to the tangent, together with a couple L.

In the case, now before us, of a rod lying wholly in one plane

and acted upon by external forces and couples, also confined to

this plane, the axis of the couple, L, will at every point be

perpendicular to the plane of the rod. Indeed, the remarks in

Art. 103 on the nature of internal action, or stress, prepare us

for seeing this.

In the above figure (Fig. 266), consider the nature of the action

exerted over the normal section at P on the part PB by the

part PA. Near the upper, or convex, side the bending has the

effect of making the part PA try to tear away from PB, so that,

on the whole, there will be in this neighbourhood forces on PB
directed towards the left ;

while near the lower, or concave, side

of the rod at P, the bending causes the portion PA to push into

PB, and consequently the particles of PB in this neighbourhood

will experience forces directed towards the right of the figure.

This state of stress is roughly repre-

sented in Fig. 267. If the arrows in

it represent the forces experienced by
the individual molecules of the por-

tion PB, it is clear how such forces

might reduce to a single force acting

Pig 2 <5 7#
below Pr

, perhaps a long way off from

the rod
;
and how this single force,

again, could (Art. 79) be replaced by the force / (Fig. 266)

acting at an arbitrary point of the section, together with the

counter-clockwise couple L.

A remark, to which we shall return in the Chapter on Strain

and Stress, may now be made with reference to the system of

stress (Fig. 267) on the section of the rod. It is this that even

though the normal section may be extremely small, as in the

case of a very narrow wire, the forces experienced by the suc-

cessive molecules lying in the section vary in both magnitude
and sense with enormous rapidity. On an infinitely small area

of this normal section such as the surface of a single atom the

stress action consists necessarily of a force simply without any

couple ;
but the normal section of even a very thin wire contains

an infinitely great number of such infinitely small surfaces, and

therefore furnishes abundant possibility for the enormously rapid

change in the magnitude and sense of the separate internal forces,
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and hence for that force and couple to which, if the wire be very

stiff, these individual forces must reduce.

The rod, whose equilibrium we are considering
1

,
is supposed, for

generality, to be acted upon continuously throughout its length

by applied force, whose amount per unit length at any point is

F, together with applied couple, whose amount per unit length
is G. A magnetized spring acted upon, in addition to any other

forces, by the earth's magnetic attraction, gives an instance of

continuously distributed external couple.

303.] Conditions of the Extremities. Our figure represents

the rod as kept in equilibrium by continuously distributed force

(Fds) and couple, together with two terminal forces at A and B.

These terminal forces may be produced either by direct pulls

or by fixing smooth pins through the extremities, since (Art. 103)
the pressures all round the surface of a smooth cylindrical axis

are equivalent to a single force acting through the centre of

the axis.

Another, and essentially different, state of affairs at the ends

is produced by fixing not only the end itself but also the tangent
at it. In this case we shall speak of the end as tangentially fixed.

It is clear that this mode of fixture could not be produced by
the application of a single force at the end so fixed; it would

require the application of a force and a couple to the end.

In the case of coplanar forces this force and couple are equi-

valent to a single force acting at a distance from the end

(Art. 79).

Pivoting at an extremity is, then, productive of a single force

acting at the extremity ;
and tangential fixture is productive of

a force and a couple acting at it.

304.] Equations of Equilibrium. We now proceed to obtain

the equations connecting the stress with the external forces and

couples, exactly as in the case of a string. Consider the separate

equilibrium of the element PQ. The stress which it experiences

at P has been already described ; over the normal section at Q,

the stress will consist of a slightly different force, 1+ dl, and a

slightly different couple, L + dL ;
while the externally applied

force is Fds, and the externally applied couple is Gds. (The force

7+ dl and the couple L + dL are exerted by the portion QB on

QA, and are therefore in the senses represented in the figure.)

Suppose the arc s to be measured from A, so that AP' = *
;
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let Sds and Nds be the components of Fds along the tangent
tP and the normal P?i drawn towards the convex side of the

curve ; let be the angle which the tangent at P makes with

some fixed line (axis of x) which we may, for definiteness, sup-

pose drawn at the lower side of the figure, so that the radius of

ds
curvature, p, at P is -yr Also, let the internal force, /, be

ad

resolved into components, T, along the tangent and, U, along the

normal. The second component is called the shearing stress at

P
; the first is, of course, the tension of the rod. Let the tension

and shearing stress at Q be T+dT and U+dU, respectively.

Then, for the equilibrium of PQ, resolving along the tangent,
we have -T+T+dT-(U+dU)dd + Sds = 0,

observing that d 6 is negative. Hence, proceeding to the limit,

+ - + S=0. (1)ds p
v

Similarly, resolving along the normal,

U+dU- U+(T+dT)dd + Nds = 0.

.-. -j +N=0. (2)ds p
v '

Finally, taking moments about an axis through P perpen-
dicular to the plane of the figure, and observing that the

moment of the external force would give a term of the order

ds2
, we have

Jj-L-dL + (U+ dU)ds+ Gds = 0,

/.
d
-^-U-G=0. (3)ds v '

From this last we see that when there is no continuously dis-

tributed external couple, the shearing stress at any point is equal to

the differential coefficient of the stress couple with respect to the arc.

"With regard to the sense of the stress couple L, observe, in

general, that the couple exerted on any portion PA by the

remaining portion PB is in the sense in which the tangent
at P revolves as we move from P along PB; and in (3) the

shearing stress exerted on PA by PB is measured along the

normal drawn towards the convex side of the curve. If U is

measured towards the centre of curvature we have simply to

change its sign in the equations.
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Sometimes it is of more advantage to obtain equations from

the consideration of the equilibrium of a portion of finite length
of the curve.

Thus, consider the equilibrium of the whole length AP. Take

any two fixed axes of x and y ;
let Xds and Yds be the com-

ponents of the external force, Fds, parallel to these axes
;

let

a and /3 be the components of the force (arising from any such

cause as fixture) at A, and let A be the special couple (if any)

applied at A. Then, by resolution, we have

T cos 6- V sin 6 = a -/Xds, (4)

Tsin 6 + V cos 6 = /3 +/Yd*t (5)

which give T and U at once. s

Also, bytaking moments about P, and denoting the co-ordinates

of A by a and b, while, to avoid confusion, we denote the co-

ordinates of any point on the curve between A and P by and

rj, we have

L = \ + a(y^b)-p(a-a)+/{X(y-r,)-T(*-)+G}d: (6)

Or the value of L may often be better obtained from (3), U
having been determined from (4) and (5).

305.] Particular Case of Plane Spring. Suppose that there

are no forces or couples continuously distributed along the rod, or

spring, but merely a force, H, at one end, ,
the other being

either simply or tangentially fixed
;
and suppose that before

strain the spring had the form of any plane curve, of which the

radius of curvature at any point was r. Considering the equi-
librium of any portion PB, we see that stress at P (force and

couple) must reduce to a force equal to the force H and directly

opposed to it in its line of action.

Hence at all points the internal force / is constant in magni-
tude and direction equal to H.

Again, by moments about P, if we take the line of action ofH
as axis of a?, we have _ jf . /jx

Now the magnitude of L is assumed to be equal to the change
in curvature at P produced by strain, multiplied by a certain

constant, A, whose magnitude depends on the stiffness of the

material of the spring ;
so that

l = A(\-l). , (2)
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The constant A is called a flexural rigidity, and it is evidently
of the nature of a force multiplied by the square of a line.

We may therefore put -^.
= a2 = a constant, and then we have

1 1
( j.

a\
(3)

which is the equation determining the form of the curve.

If the spring when free from strain was straight,
- is zero,

and the equation becomes

1
_

p a

If the rod was in the form of a circular arc when unstrained,

(3) could be put into the form (4) by taking the axis of # parallel

I
,2 W

to the line of action ofH at a distance from it.
r

The force, H, may be applied either directly to the end, B, of

the rod itself or to a rigid arm attached to B.

The latter case is the same as if H were directly applied to B
and accompanied by a couple whose moment is the moment of

H about B in fact, a rigid arm at the extremity of which H is

applied may be regarded as a means of applying a force and a

couple at the end, B, of the rod (see Art. 202).

306.] Elastic Curves and Elliptic Functions. Let ABB
(Fig. 268) represent the rod, with two rigid arms, Aa, Bb,

attached to its ends, two equal and directly opposed forces, H,

being applied perpendicularly to these arms. We assume that

the rod was straight when unstrained.

Taking the line ab as axis of %, the equation of the bent rod

PV = 2
- (!)

is
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We shall express p in terms of the element of arc, ds, and the

angle, dd, between the tangents at its extremities ; and for

definiteness we shall assume s to be measured from a point, D,
at which the tangent is parallel to the line, a b, of action of the

force H, and the angle 6 made with the tangent at D by the

tangent at any point, P, on the curve to be measured positively

in the sense of clockwise rotation.

The curve of equilibrium may be concave at some points and

convex at others to the line of action of the terminal forces
;
and

if at any point it intersects this line, its curvature vanishes at

the point. It may, again, never intersect this line at all.

If P and Q are any two very close points on the curve, the

extremity of the curve, which we should reach by travelling

from P to Q and then continuously along the curve, may be

called the extremity adjacent to Q, while the other extremity may
be called the extremity adjacent to P.

The terminal forces, H, may act along ab either towards each

other, as represented in Fig. 268, or from each other, and the

sense of the bending (or concavity) at any point will depend on

the senses of the terminal forces. In every case, of course, the

sense of the bending at any point P is such that the moment
about P of the terminal force at either extremity is opposed by
the stress couple exerted at P by the remaining portion of the

rod
; or, in other words, for all the figures which the curve can

assume we have the following rule the sense in which the tangent

revolves in passing from P to a consecutive point Q is the sense of

the moment about P of theforce at the end adjacent to Q.

If in (1) we put p = *; and -~ = sin0, we have

2

^=-sin*, (2)

/JO 2

... fl (~) = C+2cos0,

where C is a constant. Let B (Fig. 268) be a vertex, or point

at which the tangent is parallel to ab, and let the ordinate

DC h
;
then from the last equation we have

f = P-4 a2 sin2 ?- (3)
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Now different cases arise according as h is <2a, = 2 a, or

>2a.

Case 1
; h<2a. Let h 2 ah, where h is a fraction. Then

y=2a^J k2 -sxx?
6
-.

(4)

Let sin - = k sin
<j> ;

then

y = Acos<f>. m (5)

The angle <f>
can be easily exhibited : with C, the foot of

the ordinate from D, as centre, describe a circle of radius h
;
from

P, which is any point on the curve, draw PR parallel to ab,

meeting the circle in/?. Then the angle DCp is obviously <p.

To find the length of the arc DP, or s, we have ~ = sin 6
;

but from (5),
-~- = h sin d> ~-

; hence
* ' ds as

ds h sin
(f>

d(j>

~
sin0

a

Vl 2 sin2 <

d<f>

iJo _-, (6)Vl-P sin2
</>

= a. JP(*,0) > (7)

according to the notation for an elliptic integral of the first kind.

To express the abscissa, CM, of P. If CM x, we have

dx n dx . .
, ,

. 1 2 k2 sin2 <b

-t-=cos0, .*. -j = A sind) eotQ = a
ds d<f>

r
A<p

where A<f>
== Vlk2 sin2 <p. Hence

dx ^ a . .

-j- = 2a. Ad> -
, (8)

/. x = 2a.E{k, <f>)-a.F(k,<f>), (9)

.*. x + s = 2a.E(k,<f)), (10)

where, as usual, 2? denotes the elliptic integral of the second

kind.
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Examples.

1. If the ends A and B are fixed by smooth pins at a given dis-

tance apart, and the rod is placed in the form of n bays, or spans,
between the pins, find the pressures exerted by the pins.
The pressures exerted by the pins will be directly opposed in the

line AB. Let AB = c, and let I = whole length of the rod. Then
the length of the arc in one span is obtained from (7) by putting

"? HenCe
l = 2naF(k*). (11)

Similarly, from (10), we have

c+ l = 4naE(k,
|)j (12)

so that k is determined from the equation

2l.B{k,l)=(c+ t).F(k,^), (13)

which is independent of the number of bays.
Now there is only one value of k which satisfies this equation,

as we can see graphically thus. The values of k range from to 1.

Draw two rectangular axes, Ox and Oy, and let abscissae (along Ox)
represent values of k while ordinates represent the corresponding
values of E.

When 1c = 0, E = -, and when k = 1, E = 1. Also, we easily
m

find by differentiation that

dE_E-F
jk

=
-jr-' (14)

dE_l E
dk-k^- 1̂ ' (15)

in which we use E and F, for shortness, instead of E (h, -) and

F (k, ); and also # for 1 -Jc*.

Measure off OV = -
along Oy, and OT = 1 along Ox, and at T

draw an ordinate TR = 1. Then the curve representing the values

of E passes through V and R, touching TR at R, and touching at

V a line parallel to Ox. (The value of at V assumes the form - >

CtrC U
but it is easy to find, by the help of (15), that it is equal to zero.)
This curve is continuously concave towards the axis of x.

Again, the curve whose ordinates represent the values of F passes

through V, touching the previous curve at this point, its ordinate

being thenceforth always >0 V, until when k = 1, the ordinate = oo.

This curve, therefore, approaches the line TR asymptotically. An in-

spection of the figure shows that if the ordinates of these curves have
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a given ratio, there is only one value of k which will answer, since

the second curve is continuously convex towards the axis of x, E being
always >k'*F, except at the point V.

The value of k, then, must be found empirically from (13), and if

the corresponding value of F is
/u,, equation (11) gives

for the pressure exerted by each pin.
Hence the pressure is proportional to the square of the number

of bays.
If a is the angle made with the line AB by the tangent at either

a

extremity of the rod, since, in general, sin - = k sin <, we have

sin?=&, (17)

for any figure which crosses the line of force, since for all such curves

<f>
= for the point of crossing.

In the present case, therefore, whatever be the number of bays,
their terminal tangents are all equally inclined to the line AB.
The particular case in which the ends A and B are brought to-

gether deserves to be noticed. One form of equilibrium is, of course,

that of a single loop starting from A and coming round to A again,
there being two distinct tangents to the curve at A.

For this case put c = in (13), and the value of k is obtained from

the equation _ _

2F{k,^)
=

F(k,^) } (18)

and the inclination of each tangent is given by (17).

Another form of equilibrium in this case is that of a figure of 8,

the two tangents at the double point making with the axis of the

curve the same angles as those just found for the case of a single

loop.

2. Show that if a rod is slightly bent between its extremities, its

figure is that of the curve of sines, y = h sin -

Case 2
;
h = 2 a. In general, the radius of curvature at the

a2

vertex D is equal to -,-
,
so that when h>a, the curve on leaving

D comes inside the circle Dp (Fig. 368). 'Such happens, then, in

the present case
;
and we easily find from (7) and (10)

*=logtan(^ +
|-)

> (19)

x = 2asin(/> a log tan (- + J (20)
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8
Also

<f>
= -

> and y 2 a cos - On leaving the vertex, D,
LI l

the value of x begins by increasing ; but the logarithmic term
in (20) must soon destroy the term 2 a sin $, so that x 0, or

the curve cuts the axis of y at some such point as / (Fig. 269).
The course of the curve from

D is DPJB; and there is f
obviously a similar and

equal portion represented by
BQJA ; and the productions
of the curve beyond the arms,

at the extremities of which

the forces H are applied,

are asymptotic to the line

of force.

Case 3
;

h > 2a. In this case put 2a =. k .h, where k is, of

course, < 1 . Hence y = h A / 1k2 sin2 - ; and if we put
8

V 2

k sin - = sin
</>,

we have y = h cos
cf>,

so that we have the same
m

geometrical representation of
<f>

as before. But in this case the
a

curve can never cross the line of force, since sin - cannot be equal
1

2

to j
> and, consequently, y cannot vanish.

The following results are easily found :

, = k.F(k,-); * =
1-.E(i,-)- nr a.F(k,-).

The form of the curve is that represented in Fig. 270, in

which a b is the line of action of the terminal forces. This figure

represents also thecurve

of what is called the

Hydrostatic Arch (omit-

ting, of course, the

looped portions).

The idea in the con-

struction of this arch

is as follows : If a per-

fectly flexible string with fixed ends is in equilibrium under the

action of continuously applied external force, which is everywhere
vol. 11. p

Fig. 270.
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normal to the string, the tension, T, is constant, and at each

point it = Np, where N is the normal force per unit length and

p the radius of curvature at the point (Art. 183). In such a

system there is no shearing force and no stress couple at any

point. Now, if we imagine the sense of every force to be

reversed, i.e. let the normal force, N, be converted into pressure

towards the centre of curvature, and the tension, T, to be con-

verted into thrust, while the string becomes a body capable

of resisting tangential thrust
(i.e.

a body of the nature of a

wire), no shear and no bending couple would be called into play in

the new body. But these are the objects to be desired in an arch,

DP, supporting water, since with no shear or bending couple,

there will be no tendency in the joints to separate. The stress

in the arch will then consist of direct tangential thrust between

stone and stone.

Now if P is any point on the arch, and a b the level of the

superincumbent water, the pressure per unit area at P is wy,

where w is the weight of the water per unit volume, and y the

depth of P below a b. If, then, the arch is merely a rigidified

string devoid of shear and bending stress, T = constant, and

T- = wy, therefore py = constant, where T is the thrust in the

arch per unit of breadth (i.e. per unit distance perpendicular to

the plane of the figure).

Practically the elastic curve py a2 can be constructed as an

assemblage of small circular arcs thus. Take any axis of abscissae,

ab (Fig. 268), and, starting with a point D, describe a small

circular arc, DD', whose centre is on the ordinate DC. Let this

centre be 0, and let y' be the ordinate of D' . Then on the line

vHO take a point Cf such that CD' OD.^j, where y is the

ordinate, DC, of D, and with 0' as centre draw the small circular

arc D'D" ; continue by a small circular arc from D" to D"r

,
and

so on, and we get an approximate figure of an elastic curve.

A plane flexible string, every element of which is acted upon

by a normal external force only, whose magnitude is proportional

to the distance of the element from a fixed line in the plane of

the string, assumes the form of one of the elastic curves, since by

equation (2) of Art. 183, we have

py s constant.
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This would be the case of a flexible cylindrical sheet filled with

water. A section of the surface perpendicular to the axis of the

cylinder would at least in places not near the ends of the

cylinder be a curve satisfying the equation py = constant,

since each element is acted upon by a normal force (the water

pressure) whose magnitude is proportional to the depth, y, of the

element below the free surface of the water the lateral tensions

proceeding from the elements of the sheet outside the plane

of the section contributing no component tension in the plane of

the section.

307.] Kinetic Analogue of Plane Elastic Wire. As we

shall subsequently prove, there is an intimate connection between

the statical problem of a bent and twisted wire and thekinetical

problem of the motion of a rigid body round a fixed point. The

kinetical analogue of the problem of the plane elastic rod is a very

simple one, when the rod is acted upon only by terminal forces.

For the equation of the curve assumed by the rod is py = a2 ;

so that if 6 is the angle made by the tangent at any point with

the axis of x, we have (see p. 205)

*--** '

W
If a point travel along the curve with constant velocity, /3, so

ds
that

j-f
= @>^e equation which gives the position of the tangent

to the curve, or direction of motion of the moving point, at any
time is therefore

2
, 2a

jpjji
=-

(
2
)

Now the equation of motion of a simple pendulum of length I

--T3- = -sin0/

, (3)

d' being its inclination to the downward-drawn vertical through
its fixed end. Hence the direction of the pendulum and the

direction of the motion of the point which describes the elastic

curve can be made the same at all times ;
for we have simply

to place the axis of the elastic curve vertical, to make the tangent
at the initial position of the moving point parallel to the initial

position of / (the pendulum string), and to make /3
= a A / j

p 2
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308.] Tortuous Curve. When a curve does not lie in one

plane, it is generally called a ' curve of double curvature
'

;
but

the term tortuous curve, which is more expressive and appropriate,

has been employed by Thomson and Tait. This is the term

which we shall adopt. The measure of the tortuosity or de-

parture from planeness at any point of such a curve is thus

made. If P and P r
are two points on the curve distant by the

infinitesimal arc ds, and if city is the angle between the osculating

planes at P and P'
,
the rate of change of direction of the osculating

plane per unit length of arc is obviously the limit of the ratio

j-asP' approaches infinitely near to P.

This limiting ratio is called the tortuosity of the curve at P.

309.] Resolution of Curvature. If through any point, P, of a

tortuous curve any plane he drawn, and the given curve be ortho-

gonally projected on this plane, it is required to find the curvature at

P of the projection.

Take the plane drawn through P, on which the given curve

is projected, as plane of x, y. Let p be the radius of absolute

curvature (i.e. radius of curvature in the osculating plane) of the

given curve at P
;

let P /
and P" be points consecutive to P on

the curve, the distances PP', P'P" being each ds. Let the

projections of P', P" on the plane xy be II', H". Then if, for

simplicity, P is taken as origin, the co-ordinates of

, dx , dy 7n are -5- ds : -4- ds; ;

ds ds

so that double the area of the triangle P H'VL" is

/dxd*y _dy <Px,^
vft ds2 ds ds2 '

cos V
But the coefficient of ds3 is well-known to be

, where v
P

is the angle which the binormal (perpendicular to the oscu-

lating plane) makes with the axis of z (perpendicular to plane of

projection). And if 8\ 1S the acute angle between PWf
and

n'n", double the area is also PW xWW . 5x- Also

PU f = siny .ds,
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where y is the angle made by the tangent PP' with the axis of

z
; so that we have

cosr
sin* y ,

l

.5X = ds\

Now if r is the radius of curvature of the projection Pn'Il"

at P, we have rb \ = Pll' = sin y . ds. Hence
1 1 cos v

sin3y
()

Cor. 1. If the plane of projection contains the tangent to the

given curve, y = -, and we have
m

1 1- = - cos V.
r p

03)

Cob. 2. If the plane of projection contains the radius of abso-

M

lute curvature, y + v = -
,
and

1 1
2- = - sec2 v

t p

(v is, of course, the angle between the plane of projection and the

osculating plane of the given curve).
It is obvious that

(/3)
furnishes for the resolution of curvature

exactly the same rule as that which holds for the resolution of a

force into two components viz. the curvature of the projection

of a curve on any plane containing the tangent
line at a point is equal to the curvature of the

given curve multiplied by the cosine of the

angle between the osculating plane and the

plane of projection.

Thus (Fig. 271), let PT be the tangent to a

tortuous curve at P
;

let Pp be the direction of

the radius of absolute curvature; let PK and

PL be any two lines perpendicular to PT and

to each other
;
and imagine these lines and their

planes projected on a sphere described with

centre P.

Then, if v is the angle KPp, the curvatures, - and -,, in the

1 1 .

r /

planes TK and TL are - cos v and - sin v, so that
P P

1 1 1

-**=-* + A
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We may consider the element of the given curve itself at P
(which, of course, lies in the plane P p) as 'resolved

'

into its two

projections on the planes TK and TL
;

since this is only re-

garding the said element as given by the intersection of two

cylinders.

And just as we can infer the magnitude of a force from one of

its components and the angle between this component and the

force, so we can infer the ' resultant
'

(or absolute) curvature of an

element of a curve from the curvature of its projection on any

plane containing the tangent, and the angle between this plane
and the osculating plane.

Example.

A spiral of inclination a is traced on a cylinder of radius r, what
is the curvature of the spiral 1

The angle a is the complement of that which the spiral makes with

the generating lines of the cylinder. Projecting the spiral on a plane

perpendicular to the axis of the cylinder, the plane of projection
contains the radius of absolute curvature, so that by (y) we have

1 1 r-= secret, .'. p = 5
r p cos^a

310.] Twist of a Wire. Take a straight wire, AB, whose

cross section at any point is a circle. Imagine a right line

passing through the centres of all these circular sections, and call

this the axis of the wire. Now on the surface of the wire mark

a right line parallel to the axis
;
and imagine that from every

point, P, on the axis a perpendicular, PK, is drawn to the

marked line. The line PK at any point. P is called a transverse

of the wire at the point. At each point of the axis can, of course,

be drawn an infinite number of transverses, all of them lying in

the cross section of the wire at the point.

Suppose now, for defmiteness, that the end B is held fixed,

and that the end A is connected with a milled head as in the

case of suspension wires in some Electrometers and in Coulomb's

Torsion Balance the wire being kept vertical, and that the

milled head is turned round through any angle. The result is

that while the axis remains a straight line, all the transverses,

PK, are rotated, those near B being least, and those near A most,

disturbed. What is called
' the angle of torsion

'

of the wire in

this case is the angle through which a transverse at the end A is

turned from its original position ; and if we divide this angle (in
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circular measure) by the length of the wire AB, we obtain the

rate of twist which the wire undergoes. If the end B is not

absolutely fixed, but hampered in its movement, while the end A
is twisted round as is the case in Coulomb's Torsion Balance,

in which the end B is attached to a repelled electrified ball the

angle of torsion will be the difference between the angles through
which the transverses at A and B are turned, i. e. it will be the

angle between the terminal

transverses in their strained

positions or, as we prefer

(for a reason to be presently

given) to put it, the angle

made by the transverse at A
with the plane containing the

transverse at B and the axis

of the wire. It is only when
the axis of the twisted wire

remains a right line that

the twist can be measured

simply by the angle between

transverses.

Let us now consider the

case of a wire which when
unstrained was straight, but

which is bent and twisted

so that its axis has the form

of any tortuous curve re-

presented
*

by a a a ... in

Fig. 272. This curve we
shall call the elastic central

line of the wire.

It is obviously impossible
in this case to estimate twist,

as previously, by the rotation

of transverses at the extremities. What we must do is to speak
of a rate of twist at every point P of the wire, and to estimate

this by treating a portion of the wire between two very close

cross sections near P as straight.

* For the drawing of this figure I am indebted to Mr. Alfred Lodge.
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Thus, suppose that LL' ... is a line which was marked on the

surface parallel to the axis when the wire was unstrained. It

has assumed the spiral form represented.
Let P' be a neighbouring point on the axis, and let PL and

P' I! be two transverses at P and P'. Now, treating the

portion PP
f
as straight, if

ftyfr is the angle made ly P'lf with the

plane of PL and PP' (or of PL and of PT, the tangent at P to

the central line), the rate of twist at P is the limit of the ratio

~^-,
when P' is taken infinitely close to P.

We shall denote the rate of twist at any point of the wire

by t.

Every strain, of whatever kind, being a relative displacement
of adjacent parts, we may imagine the cross section, KL, at P
to be held fixed in a vice, or by a couple, when the wire was un-

strained, and the substance of the wire in its neighbourhood to

be rotated round the tangent line, PT, to the axis.

Observe, then, that the amount of twist in any element, PP\
of the wire is not the angle between the transverses at P and P'

;

for if the wire is simply bent in one plane, without any twist,

the transverses at P and P' will be inclined to each other. It

is the angle between the transverse atP'and the plane containing
that at P and the tangent at P to the central line.

Examples.

1. Supposing a straight wire with a line marked on its surface

parallel to its axis to be wound round a circular cylinder in such

a way that the marked line is throughout kept in contact with the

cylinder and forms a helix on its surface, what is the rate of twist

at any point of the wire %

The transverse of any point, being perpendicular to the marked
line and to the surface of the wire, will be normal to the surface of

the cylinder, since the two surfaces touch all along.

Employ the method of spherical projection. Take any point 0,
and round it describe a sphere of unit radius. Draw OA parallel
to the axis of the cylinder and meeting the sphere in A

;
draw OL

parallel to the normal to the cylinder at a point Q of contact with
the wire

;
draw OL' parallel to the normal at Q' which is in-

finitesimally distant from Q on the marked line; draw OT and
0Tr

parallel to the tangents at Q and Q? to the helix of contact.

IT
Then the great-circle arcs AT and AT' are each ~a, if a is the

m
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inclination of the spiral. The great circles LT and L' T* are parallel

to the osculating planes of the helix at Q and Q/, and they intersect,

in the limit, in T.

Then the whole twist of the portion QQ/ is the angle, b\j/, between

OL' and the plane of LT. Now the great circle LL' is perpendicular
to OA, so that the angle TLL' = a ; hence h^r = LL' . sin a

;
but

mmt
LL"= LTAT : .*. b-dr = tan a . TT, and the rate of twist

cos a

is-r-^-, where bs QQ'': hence the rate of twist = tana . -5 ; but
OS OS

TT 1= - = the curvature at Q ;
therefore

os p

t = tana,
P

sin a cos a

r

where r is the radius of the cylinder.

2. When the wire is laid on, as in last example, show that the rate

of twist at any point is equal to the tortuosity of the spiral.

Produce the arc TA to N so that TN = . Then ON is the

binormal at Q. Similarly, produce T'A to N' so that T'-lV
7=

a

NN'
Then the tortuosity = in the limit. But NN'= TT' . tan a

;

therefore the tortuosity = - tan a, which is also the rate of twist.

3. If the marked line of the wire, instead of being wound on a

cylinder, is laid (by bending) in contact with a sphere along any
curve whatever traced on the surface, show that the rate of twist

is zero at every point.
In this case the transverse at 0/ lies in the plane containing that

at Q and the element QQ/.
In general, if the marked line is kept in contact with any surface

all along a line of curvature, the twist is zero at each point of the

wire.

4. If the marked line is laid along a right cone so that it cuts

the generators all at the same angle, i, prove that the rate of twist at

any point is

sin t cos i cos a

where a = semivertical angle of cone, and r = distance of the point
from the axis of the cone.
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311.] Stress Couples of Bending and Twisting. In the

strained condition of equilibrium of the wire the equations con-

necting the (given) applied external forces and couples at any

point with the stress forces and couples called into play, may be

obtained by either of two methods

(a) The ordinary method of considering the equilibrium of a

portion of the wire of length ds, between two cross sections at

P and P' (Fig. 272), and using equations of resolution and

moments with respect to any three rectangular axes
;
that is,

equating the component of the external forces in any direction

to the component in the same direction of the forces produced
on the element by the portions of the wire at the other sides of

the sections through P and P /

;
and similarly for external

couples and couples produced by strain
;
or

(6) Employing the principle of virtual work and, imagining

any further (see Art. 268) small deformation of the element,

equating the work done in producing it by external forces and

couples to the work done against the forces and couples of strain

assuming that none of the applied work passes into heat, or any
otherform of energy of motion.

It is evident that before either method can be employed we
must be able to express the forces and couples produced by

elongations, bendings, and twistings of specified amounts in

terms of the magnitudes of these strains just as Hooke's Law

expresses the magnitude of the stress produced (tension) in an

elastic string in terms of the corresponding strain (extension).

Supposing that in the bent and twisted wire (Fig. 272), which

we may take to be straight when unstrained*, PL and PK are

any two transverses at P, and PT is the tangent to the elastic

central line, and supposing the resultant curvature of this line to

be resolved, by Art. 309, into two components, k and A, in the

planes TPL and TPK, respectively, these curvatures will be the

rates of bending per unit length of arc in these planes or round

the lines PK and PL, respectively. Moreover, let r be the rate

of twist at P
;
then r is a rotation of the substance round PT.

Now, if we imagine any further deformation from the con-

figuration of equilibrium, so that k, A, ds become k + bk, A + SA,

* If it is tortuous when unstrained, k and X will be changes of component
curvatures.
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ds + bds, the work done against the stresses mnst be of the form

Tbds + (Kbk+Lb\ + @bT)ds, (1)

where T is the longitudinal tension at P, and K, L, are

obviously stress couples, the directions of whose axes we do not

at present know. Beyond bending", twisting, and elongation, the

element cannot suffer any other deformation, so that the internal

work is fully expressed by (1).

But we may assume that the work, Tbds, done against

elongation is small compared with that done against bending and

twisting, so that the internal work per unit length is

Kbk + LbX+Obr. (2)

Further, we shall assume the stresses to have a potential.

This is another way of saying that to bend and twist the wire

from its unstrained condition to the condition {k, A, r) always

requires the same amount of work, no matter what may be the

various intermediate conditions through which, in various experi-

ments, we cause the wire to pass in reaching this condition

(k, A, t) ; or, again, that the wire in unbending and untwisting

would, by means of the stresses, give out exactly the same amount

of work as that which was required to bend and twist it.

Hence the work done against strain, per unit length of the

wire, must be of the form/(, X, t), so that

Kbk + Lbh + Qbr = bf(k, A, t),

/. K=# L=V G = f. (3)dk' d\ dr v '

The form of the function / cannot be determined unless some

further supposition is made. The supposition is this any

infinitely small portion of the wire is so little deformed by strain

that if the strain (k, A, t) is replaced by the strain (nk, n\, nr),

where n is any finite number, the stress couples will become nK,

nL, n that is, the principle of superposition of strains and

stresses holds for each infinitely small portion of the wire.

[Observe that assuming the element between the cross sections

at P and P' to differ infinitely little in shape from its unstrained

figure, is by no means the same thing as assuming the figure of

the whole wire to differ infinitely little from its unstrained

figure.]
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Hence K, L, and must be linear functions of Jc, A, t, of the

forms K=Ak + c\+br, ,

L- ck +BK+ ar, I (4)

0= 6k + a\+CT,J

the coefficients of A and k in the values of K and L, respectively,

being equal because, from the relations (3),
=

-jt,
&c.

The constants A, B, C, a, b, c are rigidities called by Thomson
and Tait '

torsion-flexure rigidities
'

of the wire at the point P
considered.

Hence the work per unit length absorbed in bending and

twisting the wire to the condition
(Jc, A, r) is

l(Ak
2 +PX2+Cri + 2a\T+2bTk + 2cJck). (5)

The values (4) enable us to represent the axes of the couples

K, L, 0. For, taking PK, PL, and PT as axes of x, y, z, con-

struct the quadric

Ax2 + By2 + Cz2 + 2ayz+2bzx + 2cxy = h, (6)

where h is any constant. Let (k, A, r) be taken as the co-

ordinates of a point ;
let this point be Q. Then the polar plane

of Q with respect to the quadric is

Kx + y + z = A. (7)

Let R be the point whose co-ordinates are (K, L, 0). Then
R is obviously on the perpendicular from P on the plane (7) ;

and ifp is the length of this perpendicular we have

thus R is found, and its three co-ordinates give the three axes of

those stress couples at P which are called into play by bendings
round PK and PL and twisting round PT.

Is there any line at P such that a strain rotation of the substance

round it calls into play a stress couple whose axis coincides with the

line itself} It is evident that there are three such lines viz.

the axes of the quadric (5) ;
for if Q lies on any one of these

axes, PQ will be perpendicular to the polar plane of Q, so that

PR and PQ are coincident in direction
;
and if the axes of the

quadric are taken as those of x, y, z and the strain rotation is

(h, 0, 0) i.e. simply a rotation round the first axis, the y and z

co-ordinates of R will both be zero.

These are called the principal torson-jiexure axes at P.
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If coj, 6>
2 ,

oj
3 denote any strain rotations round these axes, and

Z
x ,

7/2 ,
Lz the corresponding stress couples called into play, we

have, therefore,

L
x
= A

l
u)

l ;
L

2
= A

2
u)

2 ;
Lz
= A3

w
3 , (9)

where Alt
A

2 ,
A3 are the principal torsion-flexure rigidities at P.

Also the potential work of the stress, per unit length at any

Point, is KA^+A^ + A,**). (10)

There is, of course, no essential difference between the quantities

k, A, t
;
each is simply a strain rotation of the substance round an

axis. But when the axes of these rotations are two transverses

and a tangent line to the wire (or rather to its elastic central

line), it is usual to distinguish the last by the name twist and

the others by the name bending. The principal axes may have

any positions whatever at P, and it is impossible to use dis-

tinctive names for the rotations round them. That this is so will

be at once obvious if we imagine a solid body with any fibrous or

laminated structure, the fibres or laminae running in a definite

direction. Now imagine a wire cut in any way out of this body,

its tangent line at any point being oblique to the fibres or to the

laminae. It is clear that at any point of this wire the tangent
and two transverses have no special relations whatever to its

rigidities, and therefore no special properties with regard to sim-

plicity.

For a wire drawn in the ordinary manner, we may assume

that, whatever may be the form of the cross section (circular,

elliptical, or rectangular) the tangent to the central line is one

principal axis of strain rotation, the other two being necessarily

some two transverses.

If, in this case, we use A3 for the rigidity round the tangent to

the central line, and if the other two rigidities, Ax
and A

2 ,
are

equal, there will be equal flexibility round all transverses
;
for

the quadric will become

A
l (
a*+y*) + A3 z>

= h, (11)

and any two lines whatever in the cross section are principal

axes of the quadric.

In all cases the axis of resultant bending at P is the binormal

to the central line the resultant bending taking place in the

osculating plane ;
but this plane will not, in general, be a
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principal plane of flexure
;

i.e. this bending will not, in general,

call into play a stress couple whose axis is the binormal.

It is essential to observe that the values of the principal

rigidities Ax
and A

2
round the two principal transverses (when

the tangent to the central line is a principal axis) i.e. the two

principal bending rigidities depend not merely on the structure

of the material, but also on the shape of the cross section
;
and

that for wires drawn in the ordinary manner they are evidently

equal if this section is a circle or a square, since in each of

these cases the quadric will be given by (11).

The determination of the rigidities A x ,
A2 ,

A3 in terms of the

shape, area, &c, of the cross section must be postponed until we

consider the subject of strain and stress more particularly.

312.] Wire held in a given Spiral with given Twist. Before

proceeding to the general case in which the wire is acted upon

by any forces and couples, we shall consider the case in which

there are only a force and a couple applied to each end, or to one

end while the other is held fixed.

Assuming the tangent to the central line to be a principal axis of

strain, and also that its rigidities round all transverses are equal, it

is required tofnd theforce and couple which must be applied to each

end in order to keep the wire in the form of a given helix, and with

a given constant rate of twist.

[This problem is solved in Art. 602 of Thomson and Tait,

vol.
ii.]

Let R (Fig- 272) be the force and G the axis of the couple

applied to one end. Then, reducing R and G to a wrench, the

axis of this wrench must be the axis of the cylinder on which the

given spiral lies.

Let (R, K) be the force and couple of the wrench, and consider

the equilibrium of the portion between the cross section at P and

the end B. We shall simply equate to zero the sum of the

moments of the forces acting on this portion about the axis AA',

and about a line through P perpendicular to AA' and to the

radius of the cylinder drawn to P.

Take AA' as axis of z
;
the radius of the cylinder drawn to

P as axis ofy ; and a perpendicular to both as axis of x. Let a

be the inclination of the spiral, r the radius of the cylinder, r

the rate of twist.

Then the stress couples at P exerted on the portion PB by the
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portion PA can be reduced to two, viz. one about the tangent

PT, and one about the binomial to the central line. If A
l
= A

2 ,

and p is the radius of curvature at P, the second couple is

^l / * < ~~^\ j cos2 a
,
or (Art. 309) Ax

Also the magnitude of the couple exerted on PB about PT
(the twisting couple) is A3 t, and its axis is in the sense PT if

the twist is in the sense LK, since, if the portion PA were re-

moved, we should have to apply to PB a couple in the sense KL.

Again, the direction-angles of PT are (a, -> -
aj and those

of the binormal are (~ + a, -, a),
and the axis of the bending

couple exerted on PB is to be drawn along the binormal from P
towards the upper portion of the figure as we view it, by
Art. 200.

Hence, by moments about AA',

COS dK Ast sin a Ax cosa = 0; (l)

and by moments about a line through P parallel to the axis of x,

cos O,

R.r A.jT cos a + A x
sina = 0. (2)

It is scarcely necessary to observe that these two equations of

moments are only a part of the condition of equilibrium of the

portion of the wire considered
;
and that the stress at P does not

consist wholly of the two couples A3 r (that of twisting) and

-
(the 'resultant' bending couple, Art. 309) ;

for there is also,

manifestly, at P a stress which must be equal, parallel, and

opposite, to R
;
but this last stress contributes nothing in the

equations of moments about axes selected as above.

We can now consider particular cases of this problem.

Examples.

1. If the given rate of twist is that which would he produced by
laying the wire along the cylinder in the manner described in

example 1, p. 216, determine the necessary wrench.

A A
Ans. R = 3 - cos2 a sin a,

rl

ir i a i , a - N
cos aK =

(-4 3
sin-a + 4 1

cos3 a)
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2. One end of a wire is held fixed, while a couple, G, is applied

(without any force) to the other end, the axis of the couple making
a given angle, 6, with the tangent at the end

;
determine the form

of the spiral assumed by the wire, and its rate of twist.

Ans. The axis of the cylinder must be parallel to that of G,

so that the inclination of the spiral is 6. Also, since E = 0, we
have

A.rA, = 0,

and A^coaO+ Aj^ =iK( = G),

, . ,
A.s\n0 Gcosd

from which r =
; t= -

;
G- A

3

so that we have the radius of the cylinder and the rate of twist of the

wire. Thus everything relating to the spiral is found.

3. Show that, one end of a wire being held fixed, the wire may
be kept by means of a terminal force alone in the form of a given

spiral, and find the accompanying rate of twist.

-i-. ,, tt . A, cos3 a . .
,

. . .

Putting K = 0, we get r = -i
. (r and a being given).

A cos2a 4. ^sina

Then R= \. > which shows that the ends must be pressed
r2 sina

towards each other.

The negative sign in the value of t means that the twist is in

a sense reverse to that of the winding of the spiral.

4. How can a wire be held in the form of a given helix so as to

have no twist at any point ?

Ans. If a = the inclination of the spiral, r= radius of cylinder,
A

j
the flexural rigidity, apply at the free end a couple in the os-

culating plane, whose moment =
(
=

\, and apply also at

this end a compressive force parallel to the axis of the cylinder, equal

,

A, sin a cos2 a rm1 . _ , _ . . . .
,

to [lhe free end is supposed to terminate on the

cylinder, and not to be carried in towards the axis.]

If the wire when unstrained has the form of a helix of radius

b and inclination j3, and if, in its strained form, it has radius r

and inclination a, one end being- fixed while the other is acted

upon a force and a couple which are equivalent to the wrench

cos ct cos 3
(B, K), the change of curvature at any point is

and it is to this change that the resultant stress couple of bending
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(that in the osculating plane) is now proportional. Moreover,
if we mark on the wire the spiral line along which in its un-

strained condition it touched the cylinder of radius b, and if the

wrench is such as to keep this marked line in contact with the

cylinder of radius r, the rate of twist will be

sin a cos a sin 8 cos 8

r b

Hence equations (1) and (2) become

. . / sin a cos a sin 8 cos 8 \K = A3 sma( )b

cos2 a cos2 8

r

n . /Sina cos a sin 8 cos B \

R.r = A3 cosa{ )

. /CUS U. CUB (J\ . .

+ 2*
1 cosa(^r

-
j-), (3)

c

b

. . /Cos
2 a cos2 /3 x ...

-^sma( ). (4)

Thomson and Tait {Nat. Phil. vol. ii. p. 141) take other

variables than a and r to express the new spiral viz. the axial

distance, z, between the ends of the spiral, and the whole angle

cp through which the spiral winds round its axis.

If I = the whole length of the spiral, it is obvious that

z = I sin a, and $ = - cos a. The angle (f> may be considered as

that included between a plane through the axis and one end, A,

and a plane through the axis and the other end, B, of the spiral.

Using these new variables, we have

K = J
9 ^(z<t>-ky)

+ A 1
l9

(* VP-z*-y >/=&), (5)

*= A
n^-h)~A^=={<t> VW=*-y </=?), (6)

where h is the axial distance between the ends and y the value of

<f>
in the unstrained position.

We now proceed to a verification.

Since z is measured along the line of action of R, and
<f>

is

measured round the axis, it is clear that the work done by the

wrench in a small further deformation is

Pdz + KdQ,
and since this is the work done against the stresses, which we
have assumed to have a potential (Art. 311), it follows that this

VOL. II. li
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expression must be the differential of a single function
;
and we

see at once on trial that it is the differential of the function

or of the function

which differs by a constant from the previous function

<b Vl 2

If w is the curvature in the strained state, w =
I
2

and if w is the curvature in the unstrained state,

y </l2 -h2 ._ z<t>-ky
OT

o
=

J2
Alsor =

jr,

Hence the above function is

l

-[Az
r
2 + Ax (v-^)2

l

which is, as anticipated, the potential of the stress, i.e. the Static

Energy, of the whole spring. [See Art. 311, expression (10).]

Equations (5) and (6) give the magnitudes of the couple and

force, constituting a wrench about the axis of the spiral, which

are required to produce given changes, z h and y, in the

wire
; or, conversely, the changes which are produced in it by

a given wrench.

It remains to notice the case in which the change of form

from the unstrained to the strained state is very small.

We may then put <f)
= y + S</>, and z = A + bz. Then

K.P= {Az-Ax)yh .bz+lA^ + A^l
2
-^)]^^ (7)

R.t*=(Jt*l1j^)y>.b*+(J9-J1)yi.i<l>. (8)

Suppose the wire to form a spiral of very small inclination.

Then, either from the two equations just written, or, more di-

rectly, from the fundamental equations (3) and (4), the values of

the requisite couple and force may be found. In (3) and (4), if

for sin a we put a, &c, we have

K=A
1 {\-\); *,-4(2-f).

neglecting in the value of Rr the term a ( j J
If for a we

pUt 7
, r ,wehave Es= A> gt (9}
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Ji 1 l

if we neglect the term
-j ( ^-)

which is evidently an in-

finitesimal of the second order. The value of K

(since y + b<f>
= -> y =

^J

can be written K=
-yb(f). (10)

In this case, then, the couple produces simply rotation and no

lengthening, while the force produces a lengthening and no

rotation.

Prof. J. Thomson has given a simple rule for the elongation,

bz, of the axial length of a spiral of small inclination, produced

by a given axial force at one end, the other being held fixed.

The rule is the interpretation of (9) above. Suppose the wire

constituting the spiral to be made straight and coincident with

the axis of the cylinder (of radius I) on which it was wound.

Let one end, A, be held fixed
; let the other, B, be rigidly con-

nected with a cap or torsion-head which just fits the cylinder

and can be turned about its axis.

If the given force R is applied tangentially to the circumference

of this torsion-head, its point of application will move through a

certain circular arc until it is stopped by the torsional resistance

of the wire. The length of this arc is the axial motion (bz) which

the force E produced when applied to draw out the spiral.

For, considering the equilibrium of the portion of this straight

wire between any point P, and the extremity, JB, we have by
moments about its central line

a m Rb

But co3 is the strain rotation per unit length, therefore loo3 is

the whole angular rotation of the end
,
and the circular arc

described by a point on the circumference of the torsion-head is

bl(D3 ,
which is j- ',

and this is precisely bz in (9).

It is worthy of note, then, that in the case of a wire which

forms a cylindrical spiral of small inclination such, for instance,

as the spiral wire employed in Siemens's Ammeter and Wattmeter

if the spiral is drawn out in the direction of its axis through
a small distance (so that it is still a spiral of small inclination),

Q 2
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it is the torsional rigidity (Az )
and not the jiexural rigidity (A^

that is called into play. Moreover, if one end of such a spiral is

rotated (instead of being drawn out), as happens in the Ammeter
and Wattmeter, it is the jiexural and not the torsional rigidity

that is called into play ;
for 80 in (10) involves A

L
and not A3 .

And if the spiral is not one of very small inclination, these

results are not true i. e. both rigidities will be called into play

by axial stretching, and both by terminal rotation.

313.] Case of Continuously Distributed Force. Assuming
that the principal torsion-flexure axes at any point of the wire

are the tangent, PT, to the central line and two lines, PK and

PL (Fig. 272) in the normal section, suppose that instead of

mere terminal force and couple we have external bodily force

(like weight, for example,) acting on all the elements, as well

as external bodily couple. There may, in addition, be terminally

applied forces and couples.

Assume, for the present, that the wire when unstrained was

straight.

Consider the equilibrium of the elementary portion of the

wire between the cross sections at P and P'\ then before strain

the principal axes, P'K'', P'L', P'T', at P' were parallel to those

at P. After strain they will occupy positions, relatively to those

at P, which are obtained by holding the normal section at P fixed

and rotating the system of axes at P' round PK, PL, PT through

angles equal to (o
x ds, (o.2 ds, <D3 ds, respectively.

Hence we easily find the following table for the direction-

cosines of the strained positions of the axes at P /
with reference

to those at P:
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the wire in Fig. 272, the same letters with dashes defining the

corresponding things at P'. Also let the components of external

bodily couple applied to the portion between the two cross-sections

be G
x ds, G2 ds, G3ds ;

and of bodily force X
x ds, X2 ds, X3 ds.

Equating to zero the total component force parallel to PK,
we have

Sx
- 8J + S2\ o3ds-S3'. a>

2ds +Xxds = 0.

But S
x
= S

x + -j^ds ; therefore in the limit

-~-o>3S2 + <a2S3=Xx
, (1)

JO

Similarly,
~

o>,
S3 + a>3Sx

= X, , (2)ds

dS.

ds
<o
2
S

x + u>
x
S2=X3

. (3)

Again, by moments round PK we easily find

L
x

L
x +L2 .(a3dsL3 .(a2

ds + S
2 ds+Gx

ds = 0,

or -^a>3L2 + a2L3
-S

2 =G1
. (4)

Similarly, -j-
2 ^ L3 + <a

3
L

x + S1
= G2i (5)

-^-0)2^ + 0)^2 = G3 . (6)

[With a view to homogeneity in our equations, it may be well

to observe that S
x ,
S
2 ,
S3 are forces not forces per unit area;

Xx ,
X

2)
X3 are forces per unit length ; lt

G2 ,
G3 are couples per

unit length ;
a

x ,
co2 ,

&>3 are curvatures, or angular rotations per

unit length.]

Observing now that L
x
= A

x a>j ;
L2
= A

2
co
2 ;
L3
= A3 a>

3 , the

last three equations become, if A
x ,
A

2 ,
A3 are constant through-

out the wire A d(o
x

. . . . n . a /-

Al ~d7~( 2
~4>K*>3 = Gi + S*, (

7
)

A^-iA-A) <**<*!= G-2-^ (8)

which (see Routh's Bigid Dynamics, chap, v., or Williamson and

Tarleton's Dynamics, chap, x.) are identical with the equations of

motion of a rigid body with one point fixed, the arc * measured
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along the wire corresponding
1 to the time t in the motion of the

body, and the component curvatures and twist, Wj, o>
2 ,

<o3 ,
from

point to point of the wire corresponding to the component

angular velocities, from time to time, of the rotating body
this body being supposed to be at each instant acted upon by

couples numerically equal to G
1 + S

2 ,
G

2
Slf and GY

3 about its

principal axes, while its principal moments of inertia at the fixed

point are numerically equal to Ax ,
A

2 , A%.
If the unstrained wire is not straight, let a

t
and a2 be the com-

ponent curvatures in the planes perpendicular to PK and PL,

respectively, before strain. Then the direction-cosines of PK'
with respect to PK, PL, PT before strain are (1, 0, a

2 ds) ;
and

if 9X ,
6
2 , 3 are the bending and twisting rotations per unit

length, the direction-cosines of PK' after strain are easily found

to be [1 , 3 ds, (a2 + 2) ds]. Now a
2 + 6

2 is the new component
curvature in the plane perpendicular to PL. If we denote this

by <o
2
and use <o3 for 3 to preserve the previous notation, we find

that all the equations (1) ... (6) hold for this case, coj
and &>

2

being the new component curvatures (and not changes in them).

Equations (7), (8), (9) will not hold in this case
;
for we have

L
x
= A

1 (coj
a
x ), and L

2
= A2 (a>2

a
2),

which must be substi-

tuted in (4), (5), (6) ;
so that the equations become

A ^l

d

~
0l
-A^{^2-^)+A^(Mz- a

s)
= Gl+^i. (

10
)

&c, &c.

314.] Kinetic Analogies. In a very simple case (Art. 307)

of a strained wire it has been shown that the curvatures at

different points are numerically equal to the angular velocities,

at different times, of a certain compound pendulum.
We propose to notice a less restricted case now.

Suppose that a wire (Fig. 272) is bent and twisted under the

influence solely of terminal forces and couples, and suppose that

the wire was originallystraight. Then, from last Article, it appears

that the equations for its component curvatures and its twist are

A
i~d7~(

A2-A3)
a>2^= S

2> I
1
)

A-jf-{A3 A
l)
M3 a

>l
= - S

l> (
2
)

4^-K-4) ! 2 =o, (3)
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where Sv S., are the components of the stress (force) exerted on

the normal section at P along the lines PK and PL.

Now, considering the equilibrium of the whole length PB of

the wire between P and the extremity B, we see that the force

and couple of strain at P must be equal and opposite to R and G
at B

; i.e. S
1 ,
S
2 ,
S3 are simply equal to the components of R

along PK, PL, PT.

Imagine a rigid body moveable round a fixed point 0, at

which point we draw three lines Ok, 01, Ot parallel to the lines

PK, PL, PT in the wire, and let the body have moments of

inertia equal to A x ,
A

2 ,
Az about Ok, 01, Ot, which are the

principal axes of the body at 0.

Moreover, let this body be acted upon by a force equal and

parallel to R at a point/* on the axis Ot such that Op is a unit

length (the unit implied in the measurement of curvature in the

wire). Then the components of R parallel to Ok and 01 will be

obviously 8X
and S

2 , and the equations for the angular velocities

of the body round Ok, 01, Ot will be precisely the same as (l),

(2), (3) for the component curvatures and twist of the wire.

[It is understood, of course, that Ax ,
A

2 ,
A3 are each constant all

along the wire, which may have a section of any (but constant)

shape.]

If, then, the body is started with angular velocities the same

in magnitudes and senses as the component curvatures at any

point, P, of the wire, its principal axes being at starting made

parallel to the principal axes of strain at P, while it is acted

upon by the constant force R as described, its principal axes of

inertia will at any time be parallel to the principal axes of strain

at the point (Q, suppose) reached at that instant by a point

travelling originally from P with constant unit velocity along
the wire

;
and the component angular velocities and curvatures

will also correspond.

Hence the Kinetic Analogue of a wire of constant section lent

and twisted by terminalforces and couples is a rigid body moving

round a fixed point while acted on by a force of constant magnitude,

direction, and point of application; e.g. a heavy rigid body

moving round a fixed point.

The case in which the motion of this pendulous body is uni-

planar is that discussed in Art. 307. This analogy is due to

KirchhofF, and the reader will find it discussed from a different
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point of view in a paper by Professor Larmor (Proceedings of the

London Math. Soc, Nos. 225-228).
The case in which the wire when unstrained formed a helix

does not correspond to the motion of a rigid body about a point,
because its equations are of the type (10) of last Article; but

Professor Larmor (loc. cit.) points out that such a case is analo-

gous to that of a rigid body rotating about a fixed point, a

revolving fly-wheel being attached to the body, the axis of the

fly-wheel being fixed in the body.

Examples.

1. Deduce the equations of the plane elastic spring (Art. 304)
from the general equations, p. 229.

2. In a plane elastic rod, without external bodily couple, the

shearing stress vanishes at points of maximum or minimum curv-

ature.

3. A heavy uniform inextensible, but imperfectly flexible, string
is suspended from two fixed points; prove that the figure of the
1

catenary' is given by the equation

A + mgs cos 0t sin 0=0,
as*

where A is the flexural rigidity, t the tension at the lowest point,
and mg the weight per unit length of the string ;

6 being the in-

clination of the tangent to the horizon, and s the length of the arc

measured from the lowest point.

(Consider the equilibrium of the portion of the curve between
the lowest point and any point P. See p. 202 ;

and observe the rule

with regard to signs.)

4. Assuming the flexural rigidity to be small, prove that, ap-

proximately, s 2A 8
tan 6 = -,

r
(c

2+ *2)*

in which r = mgc. Compare with the result for the flexible catenary.

5. If the string in Ex. 3 is replaced by a thin steel ribbon mag-
netised in the direction of its length, find the differential equation
of the curve formed under the influence of gravity and the earth's

magnetism.

Ans. If fx is its magnetic moment per unit length, F = the

resultant earth-force per unit pole, i = the dip, the equation is

d 2

.4 +WU7SCOS0 Tsin0 + fi^sin(0+ t)
= O,

as

the arc being, as previously, measured from the lowest point which
's not now, however, a point of zero shearing stress.
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6. If a uniform elastic rod is freely pivoted at its extremities and
made to assume the figure of n bays (as in example 1, p. 207), prove
that its Static Energy is equal to

=^f- F{E-k'*F),

F and E denoting the complete elliptic integrals with modulus k,

where k is (as shown in p. 207) a determinate constant.

If FT is the Potential Work, or Static Energy, we have, by Art. 311,

A J A
dH = \ ds, Bince o>j

=
; and py a2

,
therefore dXi =

4 y
2 ds

;

therefore substituting for y and ds their values (Art. 306),

2a3
A</>

2 nAk*[Z cos* <pd<pu _ 2nAk* r

a Jo A<f>

which at once gives the above result, since (p. 207) I = 2naF.

7. If a uniform rod has both extremities fixed by smooth pins and
is continuously acted upon by a constant normal force, show that its

equation is a

- = Py-ri>{(c-xf + tf},

where /3 is a constant, p = normal force per unit length, 2 c = dis-

tance between the pins, /3 = Vf2
c
2

p\ and /is the pressure on each

pin; the axes of co-ordinates being the line joining the pins and
a perpendicular to it at its middle point. (The value of /3 must be

found from the fact that the length of the curve is given ;
and if a is

the angle made by / with the line of pins, /sin a = cp.)

Note. Several of the results in Arts. 306, &c, were obtained by Professor

Greenhill and published by him in the Messenger of Mathematics.



CHAPTER XVII.

THEORY OF ATTRACTION.

Section 1. Direct Calculation of Attraction.

315.] Newtonian Law of Attraction. The motions of the

planets and comets of the solar system can be explained com-

pletely on the hypothesis that each body of this system attracts

every other body of the system with a force which in any

position of the two bodies is directly proportional to the product

of the masses of the bodies, and which in different positions is

inversely proportional to the square of the distance between

them. The fact that the positions which will be occupied by
comets can be predicted with certainty, that the existence of

Neptune was mathematically deduced from the assumption
that certain disturbances in the motion of Uranus were due

to the attraction of an unknown planet according- to the above

law, and several other facts of the same kind, all prove that the

law holds with all the accuracy that human observation is

capable of testing, so far as the action upon each other of large

masses separated by distances which are great compared with

their linear dimensions is concerned.

As to the cause, or mechanism, to which this attraction is due,

nothing is known. Newton says in the Scholium at the end

of Book III of The Princijna,
' To us it is enough that gravity

does really exist and act according to the laws which we have

explained, and abundantly serves to account for all the motions

of the celestial bodies and of our sea.' A little before this in

the same Scholium he says,
' But hitherto I have not been able

to discover the cause of those properties of gravity from phe-

nomena, and I frame no hypothesis {hypotheses non jingo)!
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Although Newton framed no hypothesis on the mode by
which gravitation is propagated through space, he mentions

certain speculations which were current in his time, and which

have been brought into great prominence in our days. Thus,

at the end of section xi. of book I. he says,
' I here use the word

attraction in general for any endeavour, of whatever kind, made

by bodies to approach each other
;
whether thatendeavour arise

from the action of the bodies themselves, as tending mutually
to or agitating each other by spirits emitted ;

or whether it

arises from the action of the aether or of the air, or of any
medium whatsoever, whether corporeal or incorporeal, anyhow

impelling bodies placed therein towards each other.'

By far the most promising step that has been taken towards

a solution of this great difficulty is the discovery by Faraday
that the attraction between two electrified bodies is influenced

by the insulating medium in which they are placed, inasmuch

as this discovery renders it highly improbable that any force

produced by one body on another is a direct action at a distance.

This discovery has been worked by Clerk Maxwell into a con-

sistent mathematical theory of the mechanism by which mag-
netic and electromagnetic actions are propagated by a rare

medium filling space.

Newton does not, however, confine the law of attraction

according to the inverse square of distance to large masses

like the planets ;
for he investigates the attraction of a solid

on a particle, even when the particle is within the matter

forming the body, on the supposition that this particle is at-

tracted by every elementary particle of the body however close

to the attracted particle with a force expressed by this law.

The assumption that every indefinitely small particle of matter

attracts every other particle with a force which acts in the right

line joining the particles and whose magnitude is directly pro-

portional to the product of the Quantities of matter in the particles

and inversely proportional to the square of the distance between

them is the formula of what is called the Law of Universal

Gravitation.

The terms of the enunciation render it clear that the linear

dimensions of the particles must be infinitely small compared with

the distance between them otherwise, indeed, the term ' distance

between them
'

would be unmeaning. We shall soon prove,
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however, that if the particles are homogeneous and spherical,

this limitation may be removed, and the ' distance between

them
'

is the distance between their centres.

But it is just at this point i. e. when dealing* with forces

exerted on each other by indefinitely close molecules that our

ignorance of the cause or mechanism of this attraction introduces

a most unsatisfactory dualism or rather multiplicity of laws

into physical science.* For we are often presented with re-

pulsions instead of attractions, and the phenomena of Elasticity

and Capillarity have hitherto compelled physicists to assume

other laws of force between molecules than the Newtonian law

of the inverse square of distance, or the law of nature, as it is

often called.

Electrical and magnetic attractions and repulsions are proved

by experiment to obey this law, and therefore the theory of

attraction is almost wholly a discussion of its consequences.

The quantitative expression of the Newtonian law is as

follows. Suppose two very small particles whose masses are

m grammes and mf

grammes to be placed at a distance of r

centimetres apart this distance being, as before said, very

great compared with the linear dimensions of either particle ;

then each will attract the other with a force equal to

m .m' , ,

y -75-
dJnes> (

a
)

in which expression y is an absolute constant, i.e. one whose

magnitude is independent of the magnitudes of the masses and

their distance.

We shall subsequently calculate the value of y, which is called

the absolute constant of gravitation. With the units of mass and

distance chosen as above, y is evidently the number of dynes in

the force with which a mass of one gramme condensed into an in-

finitely small volume attracts an equal mass similarly condensed

* For example, Clerk Maxwell, in his article on Capillary Action {Encyelop.
Brit.) says :

' The forces which are concerned in these phenomena are those
which act between neighbouring parts of the same substance, and which are
called forces of cohesion, and those which act between portions of matter of

different kinds, which are called forces of adhesion. These forces are quite
insensible between two portions of matter separated by any distance which we
can directly measure. It is only when the distance becomes exceedingly small
that these forces become perceptible.'

Clearly science still needs a vigorous application of Occam's Razor.
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at a distance of one centimetre ; or, as we shall see, the force of

attraction between two homogeneous spherical grammes with

a distance of one centimetre between their centres.

316.] Conical Angles. Let ABODE (Fig. 273) be any closed

curve, plane or tortuous, and any point. If from lines OA,

OB, &c, are drawn to every

point on the curve, we obtain

a cone. If round a sphere
of 1 centimetre radius is de-

scribed, the rays OA, OB, &c,

constituting the cone will

intersect the spherical surface

in a curve abcde
;

and the

number of square centimetres

in the area of the spherical

surface contained within this

curve is called the solid angle

subtended at by the given
curve ABODE. Instead of this term (which is in no way ex-

pressive) we shall use the term Conical Angle. If the sphere
described round has a radius of 1 mile instead of 1 cm., the

number of square miles of the spherical surface enclosed by abcde

will be the conical angle, and this number will be the same as that

of square centimetres on a sphere of radius 1 cm. Generally,
if a sphere of any radius, r, be described round 0, and the curve

ABCDE conically projected, as above, on its surface, the ratio

of the area of abcde to the square of the radius r is the measure

of the conical angle subtended at by the given curve just as

the plane angle subtended at by any two points, P, Q, is the

ratio of the length of the arc of any circle, with as centre

in the plane POQ, intercepted by the rays OP and OQ, to the

length of the radius.

A conical angle is thus a mere number, like the circular

measure of a plane angle.

The sum of all the conical angles round any point is 4 it,

because it is the whole area, in square centimetres, of a sphere
of 1 cm. radius described round the point.

The conical angle subtended by any closed plane curve at any

point which is in the plane of the curve and inside its area is

2 tt, since the rays OA, OB, &c.? from to the different points
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on the curve intersect a spherical surface described round as

centre in a great circle of the sphere.

Let any closed surface be broken up into an indefinitely great

number of small elements of area
;

then the sum of all the

conical angles subtended by the contours of these elements at

any point, 0, inside the given closed surface is obviously 4 it.

If is anywhere on the surface itself, the sum of all the conical

angles subtended at by the elements of area of the surface is

2 7r, since the slender cones revolving round lie all on one side

of the tangent plane at 0, and they will cut off only the area

of half the sphere described round 0.

If is anywhere outside the given closed surface, the sum of

all the conical angles subtended at by the elements of area on

the surface is zero. This case requires a little explanation.

Let any line drawn through meet the given closed surface

in points P15
P
2 ,
Pz ,

P4 (Fig. 274), of which there must be an

even number
;

and

let a very slender

cone of rays drawn

through intersect

the surface in the

small elements of

area represented at

these points. Then

although numerically

the conical angles subtended at by these elements of area are

all the same, distinctions of sign must be made between them.

These distinctions can easily be made thus. At P
1 it is the

outside of the surface that is turned towards ;
at P2 it is the

inside
; at P3 the outside

;
and at P4 the inside. Hence if d<o is

the magnitude of the conical angle subtended at by these

elements, we may agree to make it plus for the inside aspects,

i2 and P4 , and minus for the outside aspects, P and Pz ;
so that

the sum of the conical angles subtended at by these four ele-

ments of the given surface is zero.

For the purpose of projecting any element of area as that at

P
x

on any plane, we may adopt the convenient and consistent

plan of drawing at the point the normal, l
x
n

x ,
outwards from

the surface proportional in length to the element of area,

marking its extremity with an arrowhead, thus treating it as

Fig. 274.
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a directed magnitude, like a force, and taking its component along
the normal to the plane as representing in magnitude and sign
the projection of the element of area at P

1 along the plane in

question.

Thus, the conical angle subtended at by the element,
dS

lt of area at P
x

is represented by the projection of Pn
x along

the line OQ which is the normal to the surface of the sphere
of projection ; this gives the conical angle = dS

x
x cos n

x
P
x Q,

which is negative. Similarly for the other points, P2 ,
P3 ,

P4 .

If ^iS is any element of area of a surface at a point P, and dot

is the conical angle subtended at any point by this element,

while
\f/

is the angle between OP and the outward-drawn normal

at P, we have Qp2
dS

;
'den. (a)

eosi/r
v '

For, if a sphere is described through P having for centre,

the cone of rays which intercepts the area dca square centimetres

on the sphere of 1 cm. radius will intercept on this sphere an

area of OP2 .don square centimetres (if
OP is measured in centi-

metres) ;
and since this is the projection of dS on the surface

of the sphere, we have the result (a).

The locus of the point at which a given closed curve, or circuit,

subtends a constant conical angle is a surface which contains the

given curve as an edge just as in piano the locus of a point at

which two fixed points, A, B, subtend a constant angle is a curve

(circle) passing through A and B. The constant angle belonging
to any one of a series of circles passing through A and B may be

found by joining any point on the circle to A and B; but if the

point selected on the circle is either A or B itself, an indeterminate-

ness naturally arises, since the line joining 2? to itself is indeterminate.

However, for any one circle if we take a point on the curve infinitely

close to B, the direction of the line joining it to B is the tangent
to the circle at B

; so that the angle pertaining to that circle is

the angle between A B and the tangent to the circle at B.

Similarly when the point is taken on the given circuit, the

conical angle subtended at it by the curve is naturally indeterminate
;

and to determine the angle pertaiuing to any one surface of the series

of surfaces of constant conical angle having the given circuit for an

edge, we must take a point, (/, infinitely close to in tlie tangent

plane to the particular surface. The rays joining 0' to the various

points on the neighbouring part of the circuit form a semicircular

fan of rays in the tangent plane, and they will intersect the sphere
of unit radius described round as centre in a semicircle

;
thus the
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projection of the given circuit (which projection answers to the curve

abcde in Fig. 273) on the unit sphere at consists of a great semi-

circle and some irregular curve, U (suppose), completing this semi-

circle into a closed curve on the sphere ;
and the area of the sphere

inside this closed curve is the conical angle belonging to the selected

surface locus.

To find the angle at which two surfaces of constant conical angles,

a),
and co

2 ,
cut each other at any point, 0, on their common edge

of intersection, describe the unit sphere round as centre. Then
we have just seen that the conical angle belonging to the surface

co
x
is the area of the sphere included by a closed curve on its surface

consisting of a great semicircle S
1
and an irregular curve U

;
and the

conical angle a>2 belonging to the other surface is the area of the

sphere included between a great semicircle S2 (having the same
diameter as S-^ and the same irregular curve U. Hence a)

l(
-wco

2
is

the area of the lune included between S
x
and S2 ;

but ^ and S2
lie

in the tangent planes to the surfaces a>
x
and a>

2 , respectively, so that

the angle, 6, between them is the angle at which the two surfaces

intersect
;
and the area of the lune = 20 square centimetres, if the

radius of the unit sphere is 1 cm.

Hence two surface-loci of constant conical angles <aly
oc
2 for a

given circuit intersect at a constant angle at all points on this

circuit, the angle between them being

^(wj^w^).

316, a. Line-Integrals and Surface-Integrals. The discussion

of the Conical Angles subtended at various points in space by a

given circuit depends on certain theorems of integration with

reference to unclosed surfaces and their bounding edges, and as

the whole subject is of much importance, particularly in the

theory of Electromagnetism, it is considered advisable to devote

special consideration to it here.

Let </> (%, y, z\ which we shall briefly denote by <p, be any
function of the co-ordinates of a point in space ; then if any
surface (closed or unclosed) be broken up into infinitesimal

elements of area and the element, dS, of area at any point be

multiplied by the value of
<f) which belongs to that point, the

sum of all such products, viz.

f<t>dS,

taken all over the surface, is called the Surface-Integral of
<f>

over

the given surface.

In the same way, if any curve (closed or unclosed) be taken in

space, and if it is broken up into infinitesimal elements of length,
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and the element of length, ds, at any point be multiplied by the

value of </> which belongs to that point, the sum of all such

products, viz., J <t>dt,

taken all over the curve, is called the Line-Integral of $ over the

given curve.

Theorem 1. If <f>
and

i/r
are any two functions of x, y, and if

any closed plane curve he described in the plane xy, the double

taken over the area of the curve, is equal to the integral

f{<pdx + y\,dy) (/3)

taken along the perimeter of the curve in the sense in which the

positive axis of x should rotate in order to coincide with the positive

axis of y.

Let rpq..., Fig. 2J5, represent the given curve. Take the

d\lr
term dxdy first. Now

JJ dx

to find this, we may first in-

tegrate with respect to x con-

sidering y constant.

Let r be any point on the

contour and r/ a line parallel

to the axis of x
;

let s be a

point on the curve infinitely

near r. and <?#' a line parallel

to the axis of x
;
and let /'

and rn be perpendiculars on ss'.

Taking y, then, as constant,

we are to sum -7- dxdy over

the narrow strip sr/s'. This sum is

'dxj/

Fig. 375.

rn . / ~ dy, or rn
(>// \^) > (y)

if yf/'
and

\\r
are the values of ^ at / and r, respectively.

Now observe that if we travel over the contour in the sense

of the arrow, taking at each point the value of the product

where, of course, dy is the algebraic increment of y in each

vol. 11. R
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infinitesimal step, we should have in travelling from / to *' the

term y x /n'

t

and in travelling from s to r the term

\j/x(-rn),

since the value of
\}/

at s may obviously be taken the same as at r.

These two terms, therefore, give the sum (y), so that the

summation of yfrdy over the contour will correctly give the result

of the integration of the strip rr'/s, and over all other similar

strips. .

In the same way, the term / / -3 dxdy is to be found by

integrating first with respect to y, considering x constant. Let,

then, pp' and qq
f
be two indefinitely close parallels to the axis of

y, enclosing a narrow strip. The summation is to be performed
over this strip from p to p\ so that if

</>'
and

<f>
are the values of

<p at // and p, respectively, we have

and in travelling over the contour in the sense of the arrow,

while taking at each point the value of the product

cj)dx,

we should have at p the term
<f> xpm, and at q' the term

0' * ( p'm'))
the sum of which is pm (0 <//),

which is pre-

cisely (8).

Hence, then, the area-integral (a) is equal to the contour-

integral (#), which can, of course, be expressed in the form of the

line-integral , dx dy

where ds is the element of length at any point of the curve.

Theorem 2. If <f>
is any function of x, y, z, the co-ordinates of

a point in space, and I, tn, n the direction-cosines of the outward

normal at any point of an unclosed surface, the integral

taken over the surface^ is equal to the integral

f<pdz (rj)
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taken along the hounding edge of the surface by a motion whose

projection on the plane of xy is in the sense in which the positive axis

of x should rotate in order to coincide with the positive axis ofy.
/? A\ /J rk

It must be observed that -r- and -=- are the partial differential
ax dy

r

coefficients of
<f>
with respect to x and y, and that they take no

account of any variation of z belonging, as they are supposed
to do, indifferently to all points in space, and not being restricted

to the (related) points which lie on the given surface.

Suppose that the co-ordinates of points on the given surface

are related by the equation

or dz = pdx + qdy,
'

(1)

as is usual, where p and q are functions of x and y only.

Then I =
~P m =

,

~
g - . n =

ffif*-**)** W

and dS </l +p2 + q
2 dx dy.

Then the given integral (() can be expressed in the form

d<f> d<f>^

dx dy
which is a double integral over the area of the projection, srpq... ,

of the given surface S on the plane xy.

Now, of course, a passage from point to point of the area of

this projection will correspond to a motion from one point to

another on the given surface S, and will necessarily involve a

variation of z in both -7 and -r-
dx ay

Denote by ~- the total differential coefficient of with respect
o 00

to x in the passage from one point on S to a neighbouring point

when y remains constant but z is altered with x. Then

2)0 d<p d<f>

~bx~~ dx dz

Similarly
_ = _ +?_.

Hence (2) becomes

//(*-#** m
it 2
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Taking the terms of this double integral separately, we have

first to integrate q
~ with respect to x, considering y constant,
v OS

i.e., to perform a summation along the strip rs'. Denote, as

usual, -j- by s.

Now fq r- dx = (q </>)'
-

(q </>) fs <f) dx,

where (q4>)' is the value of qQ at /, and
(q<f>)

its value at r.

In a motion round the curve srpq. . . in the sense of the arrow,

the term [(q<t>)' (?<)] x r
'
n

' ^ *ne same as the sum of the values

f q$ .dy

at / and r, as explained in Theorem 1. Hence

q ^ dxdy = fq<t>dyff 8<\>dx dy, (4)

in which the single integral is one along the contour srpq... .

Similarly rr ^d,

/
IP y Axdy fjpQdx+ffsQdxdy, (5)

the single integral on the right side being taken round srpq . . .

in the sense of the arrow. Hence (3) becomes simply

f<j>(pdx+ qdy). (6)

But, if x, y are the co-ordinates of any point, p, on the curve

srpq. . . ,
the point P on the edge of S, of which p is the projection,

will have the same x and y, and by (1) the increment of z in

passing from P to Q (of which q is the projection) is the multiplier

of <p in (6), so that (6) is the value of

f<t>dz

in a motion round the bounding edge PQE.,,, in the sense of

the arrow, which was to be proved.

In the same way, of course, \(n-j l~j-)dS
= the line-

integral y</> dy taken along the bounding edge.

We shall find it convenient to denote the operations

d d d
, d d d

az dy dx dz Idy dx

with regard to any surface the direction-cosines of whose normal

are I, m, n, by the symbols

<>1> ^2' V
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Theokem 3. Ifu,v,w are anyfunctions of x,y,z the co-ordinates

of a point in space, and
I, m, n the direction-cosines of the normal at

any point on an unclosed surface, the integral

f( 7/dw dv\ ,du dw^ / dv du\) ,

J|^- s)
+M(5-s) +*(;&-;#

taken over the surface, is equal to the integral

f (udx + v'dy + wdz)

taken over the bounding edge of the surface by a motion which

projects on the co-ordinate planes in the senses ofpositive rotation

these planes.

This follows at once from the last Theorem. For, taking the

term -

C/^dw dws ,

we have found that it is simply fwdz taken along the edge.

Similarly - du du

j(
mTz- n

dy)
dS = /ud*>

taken along this edge ;
&c.

This is the result that the line-integral of any vector taken along

any circuit is equal to twice the surface-integral of the normal

component of Us *

rotation? or '

curl,' taken over any surface having

the given circuitfor a bounding edge, of which a different proofwill

be given in the Chapter on Strain and Stress.

Another discussion of this Theorem will be found in Clerk

Maxwell's Electricity and Magnetism, vol. I., Art. 24.

Put into a quaternion form, this Theorem is thus expressed

fSvVp .dS = fSTP .ds, (
7

)

where v is a unit-vector in the direction of the outward-drawn

normal at any point of an unclosed surface, t is a unit-vector

along the tangent at any point of the bounding edge of the

surface, p is any vector, and V is the Hamiltonian operator

. d . d . d
% \-j \- /c

dx dy dz

The result in this Theorem gives the solution of the following

inverse problem : Given the components, U, V, W, of a vector,

p, which satisfy at all points in space the equation

dU dV dW _
dx dy dz
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to determine the components of another vector, cr, such that the

surface-integral of the normal component of p over any unclosed

surface shall be equal to the line-integral of the tangential

component of <t taken along the bounding edge of the given

surface.

For, in order to transform the given surface-integral into a

line-integral along the edge, we must have

lU+mF+nW = \u + \v + })3wt

that is
fiw dv ^ (iu dw _ y dv du _ w . .

dy dz
"

'

dz dx
' dx dy

(Stokes's method of solving these will be found in Lamb's

Treatise on the Motion of Fluids, Art. 129.)

316, .]
Calculation of Conical Angles. Let a> be the conical

angle subtended by a given circuit, PQB..., at any point A
whose co-ordinates are a, /3, y. Then by (a), p. 239, if P is any

point on any surface having the circuit for edge, and dS an

element of area of this surface at P,

d(a -5 cos\j/dS, (1)
r

where r = AP, dta = conical angle subtended by dS at A, and ^
is the angle between AP and the normal to the surface at P.

Now if x, y, z are the co-ordinates of P, and I, m, n the

direction-cosines of the normal,

cost = -{l(x-a) + m(y-p) + n(z-y)}. (2)

Hence r \
0,= -{l(x-a) + m(y-p) + n(z-y)}dS. (3)

But since r2 = {x a)
2 + (y p)

2 + (z y)
2

, we have

as a _ d A\
rz

"
da^r'

with similar values of 5- and ~- Hence (3) can be written

-j\liO^M^rM iS- (4)

But since a, /3, y are completely independent of all co-ordinates

on the surface S, and therefore have nothing to do with the
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limits of integration, the symbols of differentiation with respect

to them can be taken outside the integrals, and we have

d rl , n d rm 7 _ d rn 7r,
. .

Differentiate both sides with respect to a, and observe that

,d*_ d^_
d 2

, 1 =

^2 ^2 ^2
so that for -r-= we may write ftsb + ts) Then

da2 *
^dfi* dy

% '

du> d r d rm , d rl , -|
d r d /tf , p rf / , on ,.

J-a=Jpk-a}7
dS
-MJr

d
^-Ty{Tyj-r

dS
-Ta);'

lS}^
Now obviously

i-
(1)

= -
(I) ; J (I)

= -
1 (I) ; &c.

Hence, first bringing the symbols of differentiation which are

within the square brackets under the integral signs, (6) can be

written
* V l l

d =hfH-a^ dS
-TyS(4,-

i% dS- W
Now, by Theorem 2 of last Article, the surface-integral on

which -t operates is / - dz taken along the given circuit, while

d . r\
that on which j- operates is / - dy taken along the circuit ;

so

that d<a d rdz d rdy .

da~
=
Tp]7~dy~] V ( '

similar values holding for -7- and -=

Denoting the line-integrals / / > / along the given

circuit by Ft G, H, respectively, as in example 42, p. 64, we have

for the differential coefficients of the conical angle subtended by
the given circuit at any point (a, /3, y) the equations

du_dH dG v

da dfi dy

dp~dy~da'l * '

du_dG (IF

dy
~

da dfi I
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It is evident that, the conical angle subtended by a given
circuit at any point (a, (3, y) satisfies the differential equation

,72 fl2 $2

fe +^ + ^)
o, =

'
ory2a, = a

<
10

>

Again, the quantities F, G, H which have reference to a given
circuit and any point (a, /3, y) satisfy the equations

(IF dG dH
d-a

+
dp

+
Ty

=
> ()

V 2 F=0, V 2 G = 0, V 2 //=0. (12)

For, the left-hand side of (11) is

-/(

d - d- d-

dec dy dz

which, being taken along a closed curve, is zero. Hence if space

were imagined to be filled with a fluid in motion, or a substance

in a state of strain, its velocity components, or components of

strain, at each point, A, being F, G, II, the cubical compression
at every point would be zero, and the axis of resultant vortical

spin at the point would be the direction in which the conical

angle subtended by the circuit increases most rapidly as will

be understood after a study of the Chapter on Strain and Stress.

Another method of calculating the conical angle subtended at

a point by a circuit is the following. Let ABODE (Fig. 273)
be the circuit, and the point at which the conical angle is

subtended. Then if a is the radius of the sphere described round

0, the conical angle is the area of the spherical curve abede

divided by a2
. Through draw any line, Oz, meeting the

surface of the sphere in z (not represented in the figure). For

definiteness, suppose z to be within the part of the spherical

surface which we regard as the area of abede. Then the position

of any point, p, within abede may be expressed by its angular

distance, 0', from z, and the angle, </>,
which the plane pzO makes

with any fixed plane through Oz. These angles are the co-

latitude and the longitude of p. An element of spherical area

at p is a2 sin 6' dd' d(p, so that the strip of area of abede contained

between two longitude planes including an angle d<p is

r e

a2
d<f> sintfW,
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where is the colatitude of the point in which the arc zp

intersects the contour of abode.

Hence the conical angle is given by the equation

=
/ (1 cos 0)d<f> (13)

since # runs from to 2 it round z.

It is, of course, quite indifferent which portion of the spherical

surface (the upper or the lower) we regard as being the area of

any curve traced on the sphere. If Oz is drawn so that z is in

that portion of the surface which is regarded as outside the area,

the longitude, <, of a point within the area will not run from

to 2 it, but from its initial value it will, after increasing and

diminishing, return to this initial value, so that fdfy = 0. With
an axis Oz so chosen, we should have

o) = y cos d
<f>, (14)

the upper and lower limits of
<\> being identical.

In the case of any plane circuit we obtain another expression

for the conical angle subtended at any point in space. Taking
the plane of the circuit as that of x, y, let (o, ft, y) be the co-

ordinates of the point, A, at which the conical angle is required.

At any point, P, in the area of the curve let the element of area

be dS, and let AP = r. Then in
(a), p. 239, we have

cos^ = -, .'. d* = X
K
dS. But ^ = -(1),

r r 6 r 6
dy v r y

d rdS /4
.

therefore (a ~~d~ * '
'

The method of calculating co from this equation will be under-

stood when we come to the treatment of Potential
;
and it will

then be seen that (15) expresses the fact that the conical angle
subtended at any point by a plane curve is the same (to a factor

pres) as the component of the attraction-intensity normal to the

plane of the curve exerted at the point by a uniform plane lamina

bounded by the curve.

Thus for a circular curve of radius a, if R is the distance of A
from the centre,

d r
2nr ***** /16x

flyja Jo VR2 2 y r cos <f> + r
2

which reduces to Elliptic Integrals.
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Examples.

1. Find the conical angle subtended at any point on a sphere by a

given circle lying on the sphere.

Ans. Let r be the angular radius of the given circle, a = angular
distance of the point considered from the pole of the circle,

. . sinasinr , sinasinr
r+ a= 2a\ r a = 2o, A;

2=
1 and n 5 ;

sin2 a cos' c

then o) = 27T : \ cosr.F(k)-\ IT(w, k)>,
sine- (

x '
coso- ')

where F(k) is the complete elliptic integral of the first kind with

modulus k, and FT (n, k) the complete integral of the third kind with

modulus k and parameter n.

The comjrtete integral of the third kind is expressible in terms of

integrals of the first and second kinds (Hymers's Integral Calculus,

p. 290) ;
thus

U(n,k)
Bin a cosa

=
l
+{^ -*<*

)}*(*)-
{E{k)-F{k)}F{kf, B),

, 7/ sino . . _ coso-
where kf = -

, and sin 3 = r
sino

- coso

2. Show that the conical angle subtended at any point, A, by a

circuit is the line-integral along the circuit of the tangential com-

ponent of a vector whose magnitude at each point, P, of the circuit is

1 cos cosA

r sin
2

the vector being perpendicular to AP in the plane of AP and the

tangent at P, r = AP, 6 is the angle made by AP with a fixed line,

and A the angle made with this line by the normal to the plane of AP
and the tangent at P.

3. Find the conical angle subtended at any point, P, in space by
two intersecting right lines OA, OB, their extremities A and B being
both at infinity.

Ans. If
</>
and <j/ are the angles between the plane A OB and the

planes containing P and the lines OA, OB, and a = LAOB
a> = TT(f> (f/+ co9~ l

(sin sin <// cos a cos
<f)

cos
<f)'). (1)

When a = 0, the plane from which < and <$/ are reckoned is inde-

terminate, but in this case <p + <// is tt, so that &) is constant whatever

be the position of P. When a Tt,
=

</>',
and a> = 2ir 2

<$>,
which

is indeterminate and may be taken as 2
(\> simply, where

</>
is the longi-

tude ofP with reference to any fixed plane through the infinite line AOB.
If t = tan

(f>,
t' = tan

<f>

f

, the equation of the surface locus of con-

stant conical angle is

(t+ if)
sin w + tt? (cos co cos a) + 2 sin

2 = 0. (2)
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To all points on the same right line OP, through belongs the

same value of co ; moreover, this equation shows that the planes deter-

mining any given angle co can be represented in pairs by the points
of an involution system.

The surfaces of constant conical angles are cones of the second degree
whose equations are easily found from (2). For, if OA is taken as

axis of x, and the plane AOB as that of xy, we find for the locus

2 y (x sin a y cos a) sin* - + z (x sin a + 2 ysin
2 -

)
sin a>

+ 2
2

(cos cd cos a) = ; (3)

or, taking the internal and external bisectors of the angle AOB as

axes of x and y,

sin
2

^ (cc

2 sin2 - y
2 cos2 ) + z* (sin

2 - sin
2-

)+ xz sin - sin co = 0. (4)
2 2 u u u & s

The conical angle is a measure of the Magnetic Potential at any point
due to a current in the given circuit ;

hence the case a = corresponds
to a current returning on itself, which, of course, produces no effect at

any point; while a= -n corresponds to a straight current of (practically)

infinite length.

4. In the case of any plane triangular circuit whose angles are

A, B, C, prove the following construction for points on the surface-

locus of constant conical angle, co :

From any point, 0, on a sphere draw arcs, OL, OM, ON, of three

great circles including between them angles equal to itC, ttA,
ttB; then describe any spherical triangle, L, M, N, whose vertices

lie on these arcs, such that the sum of its sides = 2tt co
; the angles

OL, OM, ON will be the inclinations to the plane of the triangle
ABO of planes drawn through its sides BO, CA, AB intersecting in a

point, P, at which the conical angle is co.

Thus, then, to find the point on any given line, AP, drawn through
A at which the triangle subtends co, we take two given points M, N
on two of the arcs and find the point, L, on the third such that

LM+LN is a given quantity. There are two solutions, since, given
base and sum of sides of a spherical triangle, the locus of the vertex is

a sphero-conic.

5. Show that the complete solution of equations (8), p. 246, from

u, v, w will necessarily be indeterminate. ,_
dr dr dr

(To any values found for u, v, w may be added terms
-j-

> -r- > r-

where P is any function of x, y, z which has a single (unambiguous)
value for given values of x, y, z.)

6. For the conical angle subtended by a given plane circle at any

point in space, show that the angles a, r, cr, b in example 1 can be

exhibited by a plane construction.
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317.] Attraction of a Thin Uniform Straight Bar. Let the

line AB (Fig. 276), represent a straight bar the area of whose

transverse section is k square centi-

, metres, this area being very small ;

let the mass of the bar be p grammes
per cubic centimetre of substance ; let

P be the position ofa mass of 1 gramme
ab supposed to be condensed into an in-

J,.
6 finitely small volume. It is required

to find the magnitude and direction of

the attraction of the bar on the particle at P.

Draw PO perpendicular to AB
; take any point, 31, on AB ;

let M= s, and consider the attraction on P of the elementary

length ds at M. The mass at P being 1 gramme, and the mass

of ds being p . kds, if y is the constant of gravitation (Art. 3 1
5),

the attraction of ds on P is, in dynes,

y
kJ^. (1)7 PM2 K '

This force acts in the line PM. Resolve it into a component

along PO and a component perpendicular to PO. Let

(p=lOPM, let PM=r, let PO = p,

and let these components be dY and dX, respectively.

Then dX = y
[ sin

<f>
. ds,

dY = ? cos <p . ds.

But s p tan <p, .'. ds =p sec2
<pd<\>, and r = p sec

<j>.
Hence

dX = sin <bd<b :

P

dY= y-^ cos <pd<p.
P

Then, obviously, if Z OPA = a, and Z OPB = 0, and if X and

Y are the total component attractions parallel and perpendicular

to BA produced by all the elements of the bar, we have

sin<bd<p=- (cos 5 cos a), (2)
p J-p P

coscbdd) = ^
(sin /3 + sin a). (3)

p ./_, p

p J.

p J-
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If the resultant attraction on P makes the angle ty with PO,

we have tan
\f/
=

^-
= tan -

> .'. \jr
= > which shows

that the resultant, R, bisects the vertical angle APB. Also

B 2y*p . JPJ9._
i2 = sm (dynes). (4)

We may also notice the simple fact that the attraction of the

bar AB on P is the same in all respects as the attraction of a

circular arc having P as centre with radius PO, this arc being ter-

minated by the lines PA and PB, the density and area of trans-

verse section of this arc being the same as those of the given
bar. For, if N is the point on AB distant ds from M, and if

the lines PM and PN meet the circular arc in m and n, the

attractions of MN and mn on P are exactly the same, because if

from M a perpendicular MQ is drawn to PN, we have

MQ MQ.PM mn.PM2 mn.PM2

MN =
smPMO PO

~
Pm.PO Pm 2

MN mn
therefore -pTr2

=
~j>~%

* an<^ *^e attractions of corresponding

elements of the bar AB and the circular arc are the same.

The attraction of the particle P on the bar is R exactly

reversed.

For an infinitely long bar, or one so long that the distances of

P from its extremities are each very great compared with the

distance, PO, of P from the bar, the attraction is

l*, (5)

since the angle APB is in this case it.

If the law of attraction be not that of the inverse square of

distance, let the attraction of the element kpds atM on the unit

mass at P be expressed by the law

kpdsx\f'(r),

where A is a constant and/'(r) any function of the distance PM.

Then, if PA r
2 and PB = rx , we easily find

X=A*p[/(r2)-/(r1)], (6)

* /'(')*
(7}

Vr2
fj

2
=\k p r
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The expression (5) brings as back to the observation made at

p. 235 with regard to the application of the law of inverse square

to particles separated by an infinitely small distance
;
for it would

appear from this expression that if p = 0, or the attracted par-

ticle is on the surface of the bar, the attraction is oc : a result

which is obviously absurd. The whole of our investigation

depends on the assumption that every point in the element ds of

length at M is at the same distance, r, from P. Now if P is in

contact with the surface, the particles of the bar in the normal

section at P are at all distances ranging from zero to the

diameter of the bar from P, so that we cannot expect our result

to hold for this case. In fact, k, the area of the normal section,

ought in this case to be infinitely small, and then the expression

(5) is indeterminate. To find what is really the intensity of

attraction at a point on the surface of the bar, we must consider

this latter as a cylinder of finite radius, a, and break it up into

slender filaments in such a way that a filament to which P is

infinitely close is one of infinitely small section. Such a mode

of breaking up the bar is obtained by a polar resolution. Thus :

draw the normal section through P ;
take any point Q in the

area of this section, let PQ = r, and take the usual polar element,

rdrdd, of area at Q. Consider now the attraction at P due

to the filament of the bar, parallel to its axis, which stands on

this element of area. It is clear that the filaments are now
taken in such a way that when the distance of P from one of

them vanishes, so does the transverse section of the filament.

For greater generality, let P be assumed outside the bar at

a distance c from its centre, ; let the transverse section be

circular and the length of the bar practically infinite, i. e. P is so

close to the surface, that for each filament the angle APB may
be taken as it.

The attraction of the filament at Q on a unit mass condensed

at P is > or 2ypd8dr; and since PO is the direction
r

of the resultant, we resolve this along PO; thus we have

2yp cos 6 dddr, where 6= Z.QPO. Integrating this first with

respect to r between the points at which the line PQ enters and

leaves the circular section, we have

4ypVa
2

c
2 sin2 dcos6dd,
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as the contribution of the wedge of bars corresponding to the

angle 6. The extreme values of 6 are +8in-1 -> so that a fur-

their integration gives 2 it y pa
2

for the attraction of a cylindrical bar at a point near its surface,

the length of the bar being very great compared with its

diameter. Now if the position of the attracted point is on the

surface, c = a, and the attraction is

2ny pa.

318.] Uniform Thin Circular Plate. Consider a circular

plate of uniform density (p grammes per cubic centimetre of

substance) and very small uniform thickness (r centimetres) ;

and let 1 gramme mass be condensed into a point P situated on

the axis of the plate, i.e. a line drawn through 0, the centre of

the plate, perpendicular to the plane of the plate. It is required

to find the attraction of the plate on the particle at P. Let a

(centimetres) be the radius of the plate, and let OP = z (centi-

metres). Take any point, Q, in the plane of the plate and

describe a circle with centre and radius OQ (= r). Concentric

with this describe another circle of radius r + dr, so that a narrow

strip of area is included between these circles. We may in this

way break up the plate into an infinitely great number of

circular strips; the mass of tbe typical strip is 2Trprrdr

grammes, and all points in the strip are at the same distance,

PQ, or Vz2
+r*, from P. Also, if <p is the angle OPQ, since

the resultant force exerted on P by the strip is obviously along

PO, this resultant js

2-npTrdr ,
_ .

, , ,

V'
z* + r2

cos<k or 2 *YP T ***<!> *<!>>

since r = z tan <p, y being the constant of gravitation.

If a is the semiangle of the cone whose vertex is P and base

the rim of the plate, ranges from to a, so that

R = 2-nypr (1 cos a), (1)

in dynes. This can be written 2-nypr (\ )v v z2 + a2

From this expression is deduced a result of great importance
in Electrostatics. Suppose the attracted particle P to be very
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close to the plate, at the same time that the latter is infinitely thin

compared tvith the distance of P this supposition being obviously

necessaiy if we are to assume that all the particles in the body
of the plate and included in a circular strip are equidistant from

P. Then lines drawn from P to the rim of the plate are practi-

cally at right angles to OP, so that a = -
> and

m

B = 2irypT (dynes), (2)

and the result is independent of the radius of the plate. Thus, if

P is at a distance of 1 millimetre from the centre of such a plate,

the attraction on P is practically the same whether the radius of

the plate is infinitely great or only 1 decimetre.

Again, the expression (1) shows that any two uniform plates

of the same substance and of the same small thickness will exert

equal forces on P if they are cut from the cone having P for

vertex (their planes being parallel). Hence any two frustums

of equal thickness, h, however great, cut from this cone will

equally attract the particle P at its vertex, the magnitude of the

force being 2irypA (l-cosa).

The result holds also in the case of an oblique cone standing

on any plane base whatever, the attracted particle P being at its

vertex. To prove this geometrically we have merely to show

that if two plates of the same thickness, each parallel to the base,

be taken anywhere in the cone, they exert equal attractions on a

particle at the vertex. Through the vertex P draw an infinite

number of rays forming a very slender cone which intercepts on

the two plates two small similar areas, dS and dtf, at the points

M and M\ suppose. Then the attraction of dS on P is PM2 '

and that of dS? is p Mf2 these forces being coincident in the

line PMM''. But since the contours of dS and dtf are similar

dS PM 2,

curves, -y~ = p /a ; therefore these attractions are equal. Simi-

larly for all other pairs of corresponding elements of the plates.

This put into the usual form of analysis would be as follows :

Let (r, 6, (p)
be the radius vector from P to M, the colatitude

and longitude (Art. 175) of 31. Then the element of volume at

M may be taken as ?
2 sin 6 drd 6 d<f), and the attraction on P of

the element of mass included is ypsiD.0drddd<f), and this
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depends only on dr and not on r (so long- as 6 and
</> are con-

stant) ; hence the attractions of the elements at M and M' above
are equal, since these points have obviously the same 6 and <p.

319.] Uniform Spherical Shell. Suppose a thin shell of

attracting matter of uniform density, p grammes per cubic centi-

metre, to be contained be-

tween two very close concen- ^^=^9-
trie spheres. Then this shell

/f ?r/^--
exercises no resultant attraction I / L, \\ . \
on any internal particle. For, IT" ~~7

lj

let Pf
be the position of any \^

| \ JJ^'~'''

internal particle, and through ^^r&tb^
P* draw a pencil of rays,

Q '

QFQ, RPR', &c, forming
F5g" m '

a very slender cone
; then if

a ray RR' meet in the inner sphere in r and /, the lengths
Rr and Rfr are equal ; hence the spherical surfaces at Q cut

off a frustum whose thickness is equal to that of the frustum

cut off at Q', and by Art. 318 the attractions of these frustums

on the particle P
r
at their common vertex are equal and opposite.

Hence the attractions of these elements of the shell destroy each

other at P*, and similarly all the vertically opposite elements of

the shell cut off in the same way annul each others' effects at P'.

The resultant force on the particle is therefore zero.

Precisely the same result holds for an ellipsoidal shell bounded

by two very close concentric and similar ellipsoids, since the

intercepts Rr, R'/ made by the shell on any line cutting its

bounding surfaces are equal. This proof is given by Newton,
Cor. 3, Prop. 91, Book I. These results we shall find useful in

Electrostatics in which occurs the general problem : Given the

outer bounding surface of a shell, find the law of its thickness

(or, in other words, find its inner bounding surface) so that its

resultant attraction on every internal particle shall be zero. The

simple result in the case of surfaces of the second degree, that the

inner surface is one concentric with and similar to the outer,

is due to the fact that they have diametral planes which bisect

all parallel chords.

If the law of attraction is not that of the inverse square, let it

f(r)
be expressed by A **

,
and consider the narrow belt of the shell

VOL. II. s
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which is generated by the revolution of the element of arc QR
about OjP. Let OV c, P'Q = r, a = radius of shell

;
then

the area of this strip
= 2ir-rdr; for in the usual notation it

=
2-iryds, or 2 tt a2 sin Odd, where 6 = ZQOA, and

r2 = a2 2accos d + c
2

,
.'. rdr = ac sin OdO,

so that if dS = area of belt,

dS=2n-rdr, (A)
c

and the mass of this belt = 2-npr-rdr, where r = thickness of

shell.

Every particle of this strip is at the distance r from P'
,
and

its resultant attraction on Pf

(which is in the direction OP) is

j Xp r ir*/0 <=<>s W. which is^ .*==/(} *.
c r* or r* x

Hence, if .S is the resultant attraction at P',

5 =
JT-Ja _ c

/M dr'
(
X
)

When the law of attraction is that of the inverse square, f(r)
is constant, and the value of the integral is zero.

From this expression can be deduced a result which is funda-

mental in Electrostatics viz. the law of the inverse square is the

only law of attraction for which a spherical shell of uniform thick-

ness and density will produce no resultant attraction on any internal

particle.

For, whatever a + c and a c may be, i.e. wherever P' is

situated inside, the definite integral must vanish identically.

Denote a + c by m and a c by n. Then for all values of m
andrc, r^mn-r2

., , .

Jn -^*-fW
flr:=0 '

Differentiating this with regard to m and n, successively,

m
n m

f(n) +m[
m

^dr=0.Jn 1n

Hence f{m)=f{n), whatever m and n may be; i.e. f(r)
must be absolutely constant, so that the law of attraction is that

of the inverse square.
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For a particle placed at any external point, P, the
.
attraction

(for the law of the inverse square) is the same as if the shell were

condensed into a particle at its centre.

This may be shown in several ways. Thus, take the inverse

of P with respect to the spherical surface
;

let this point be

i", that is, OPy.OP'- OQ2 = a2 . From this equation it

follows that the triangles POQ and QOP/ are similar, and

therefore QP DW =
~^

> {a)

where D = OP and a = OQ ; that is, the ratio of the distances

of all points on the sphere from P and P' is constant. Again,
from the similarity of these triangles LQPO = /.P'QQ; simi-

larly, AQ'PO = LP'Q'O; therefore the angle QPQ' is bisected

by PO.
Denote QP by r and QP' by /. Let d<a the conical angle

subtended at P' by the elements of surface of the sphere cut

off at Q and at Q
f

by a thin cone of rays QP'Q', BP
/R

i

Then (Art. 316) the area of the element of surface at Q is

r'
2 sec OQP'.da), and the attraction of the mass of this element

/ 2

on a unit (gramme) mass at P is ypr sec OQP'dcn acting in

PQ (y being the constant of gravitation). This, by (a), is

a

ypr-j-^secOQP'.doi. The attraction on P produced by the

a
element at Q is similarly ypr y^ sec OQ' Jr .dm, and these

two expressions are identical, i.e. P is equally attracted by
the corresponding elements at Q and Q'. The resultant of

these forces acts in PO and is equal to

The sum of all such forces is obtained by summing d<a from

to 2 7r. Hence the resultant attraction

mass of shell= y- ^ >

which is exactly the same as if the shell were condensed into

an infinitely small particle at its centre.

6 2
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To deduce the result analytically, break up the shell, as

before, into strips formed by the revolution of elements of length,

QR,... about OP. The area of such an element = 2-n rdr,

where r = QP ;
and the attraction of the element of mass con-

tained within this ring
1 on the unit (gramme) mass at P is

a dr n-nn - irypra r2+ D2 a2

2 75 y p t ^ . cos QPO, 1. e. 5 dr thereforeD r If /

Tiypra rD+a r* +D2-a?
K ~

~W~JD-a
"

~^~
4;TTpTO?= 7 '

I)2

If the law is not that of the inverse square, but expressed by
fir)

\ -^ > we have
r

TrXpra r+ r2 +D2-a2

R
=-W-JD_ a ?r/W*. W

the limiting values of r in these integrals being PA and PR,
i. e. D a and D + a.

To determine the laws of attraction for which the attraction of
a uniform spherical shell on any external particle is the same as

if the shell were condensed into an infinitely small particle at its

centre. We know from Art. 23 (vol. i.)
that this is the case

for any material body if the law of attraction be that of the

direct distance ;
and we have just proved that for a uniform

spherical shell the result holds for the Newtonian law. We
shall now prove that these two are the only laws.

Denoting D+a by m, and D a by n, and observing that

if the shell may be condensed into a particle of mass 4-n-pra
2

at its centre, the value of R must be 4irApra
2,

^-^> we have

from (2)

xi n
, V<fr=2(M-4/-('^). (3)

Dividing out by mn and differentiating with respect to

m and n successively, we have

m + n . . 1 f
m n2 + r2 . . , ,m + n^

m(mn) JK '

(m n)
2 J n r2

J w J v 2 /.
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therefore by subtraction,

' L m n J J n r2 r w
Differentiating again successively, and eliminating f

m fv) ^r
from the two equations, we have simply

J n t

f(m) = f(n)
i

m2 n?

which must hold whatever m and n may be. Hence

f(r)=W,
where C is a constant. If C = 0,/(r) is constant, and we have

the law of inverse square, as before. If C is not zero,

f{r) = kCr\ .-.^ocr,

and we have the law of the direct distance. These, therefore,

are the only laws for which the result holds.

320.] Solid Homogeneous Sphere. Instead of a spherical

shell, let Fig. 277 represent a solid sphere, and consider its

attraction on a unit mass condensed at P. Imagine the sphere
broken up into an infinite number of infinitely thin concentric

spherical shells. Then each of these attracts P as if it were

condensed into a particle at 0. Hence the whole sphere may
be considered as condensed into a particle of mass ^-jrpa

3 at 0,

and if R = the resultant force on the unit mass at P,

*=^3

- w
If the attracted particle is inside the sphere, at P\ all those

shells which lie outside the sphere described with centre and

radius OP' may be rejected, since none of them produce any
resultant* effect on P/

; so that the whole force

mass of sphere with radius OP*= y- jy 2
'

or P = y.iTrol/, (0)

where If = OP', i.e. inside a homogeneous solid sphere the attrac-

tion varies as the distance of the attracted particle from the

centre.

* To "be carefully distinguished from the pressure effect which is produced at

all internal points, and which is very great at great depths. The whole surface

of a particle may be subject to great intensity of pressure, while the resultant

force on the particle may be zero.
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Also any two solid homogeneous spheres attract each other

as if each were condensed into a single particle at its centre.

If, then, m and rri are their masses, and if c is the distance

between their centres, the magnitude of their mutual attraction

is ,mm . .

y.-^r (y)

321.] Value of the Constant of Gravitation. We are now
in a position to find y, the absolute constant of gravitation.

Let the two attracting spheres be the earth (assumed homo-

geneous and spherical) and a small particle whose mass is

1 gramme. The following data* relating to the magnitude
and density of the earth may be assumed as approximately
correct: the radius of the earth is 637 x 10 6

centimetres; the

mass of the earth is 614 x 10 25
grammes (its mean density, p,

being 5-67 grammes per cubic centimetre) ;
the weight of

1 gramme mass at the surface of the earth is 981 dynes.

Hence, putting B m 981, p = 5-67, 1/ = 637 x 106 in
(/3),

or

using the expression (y) and making m = 614 x 10 25
,
m! = 1,

c- 637 X10 6
, we find . ,

1 dyne
7 ~ 1543 xlO4

'

Now a dyne being, roughly, the weight of a milligramme,
we see how extremely small a magnitude is the constant of

gravitation, at least, in our region of Space ;
for it is conceivable

that in enormously distant portions of the Universe the values of

y may be different.

322.] Sudden Change of Attraction through a Shell. Let

P and Q (Fig. 278) be two points on the normal to any thin

shell at opposite sides of the surface. Sup-

pose a unit (gramme) mass condensed at P,

and regard the attraction of the shell on

this particle as produced by a small circular

plate just below P, and the remainder of

the surface. Consider, similarly, the attraction of the shell on

a unit mass at Q. Now the attractions at P and Q produced

by the portion of the shell obtained by omitting the small

circular plate above-mentioned are sensibly the same in mag-

* See Everett's Units and Physical Constants, chap. vi.
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nitude and line of action. Each of these attractions may be

represented by/', regarded as a vector.

But it has been shown (Art. 318) that the attraction of the

small plate on the unit mass at P is

2 7i ypr dynes,

acting in the normal from P to Q ;
while the attraction of this

plate on Q is this force exactly reversed in direction.

Denote this force on Q by the vector n. Then the forces on

P and Q are, vectorially,

f 71 and f+ n,

respectively.

If the shell is such that it exercises no resultant attraction

at Q, f+ n = 0, and the resultant attraction on P is normal

to the surface and equal to In, i. e. to

iirypr,

considered as acting in the sense of the outward-draicn normal,

QP. Numerically, of course, the force on P is + 4 it ypr, acting
in the sense, PQ, of the inward-drawn normal.

323.] Force-intensity. To save circumlocution, we shall

define theforce-intensify exerted by any attracting mass at any

point P as the force exerted by the given mass on a gramme mass

condensed into a point at P.

If instead of having 1 gramme mass at P, we have a particle

whose mass is dm grammes, and if the given mass attracts it

with a force of dF dynes, the force-intensity at P is

dF
dm

Thus the force-intensity at P of the small circular plate in

last Article is 2 77 ypr (inwards), which will be in dynes if p is

the density of the shell at P in grammes per cubic centimetre,

r is the thickness of the shell in cms., and y is the constant

of gravitation as defined in Art. 321.

324.] Surface -integral of Normal Force -intensity. If

round any particle, dm, of matter attracting according to the

law of the inverse square any closed surface whatever be de-

scribed, the surface-integral of the normal force-intensity pro-

duced by the particle (the integration being taken over this

surface) is equal to 4 it y . dm
;
and if the surface is described

so that the particle is outside it, the surface-integral is zero.
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Begin with the latter case. Let (Fig. 273) be the position
of the attracting; particle of mass dm grammes, and let the

surface represented be any one whatever. Then the force-

intensity at P, is y -Typl >
*ne component of this along the out-

dm
ward normal is y j^pi cos ^1 n

i '
an<^ ^ ^1 *s *ne elemcnt of area

1 dm
of the surface at P

x , we have y 7^2 cos OP1 n 1
dS

1 for the ele-

ment of the surface-integral in question. But this is simply

y dm . dco, where d a> is the conical angle subtended at by dS
1

.

Hence, if at any point on the given surface i\
r is the magnitude

of the normal component of the force-intensity and dS is the

element of area, we have

/NdS = ydm/dco
= 0, (1)

since, as explained in Art. 316, the total conical angle sub-

tended at any external point by the elements of any closed

surface is zero.

If is internal to the surface, the whole of the investigation

remains unaltered, but fcl co is now 47r, so that for any internal

particle, dm, j>$d8
_ _^ y dm . (2)

If instead of a single particle we have any number of them, all

external to the given closed surface, and forming a mass which

we may denote by Me , we shall have (1) still holding, N being
the normal component of the force-intensity due to the attraction

of the whole mass M
e ;

and if inside the surface there is any
mass Mi distributed in any way whatever, we have

/NdS=-4TiyMi , (3)

y being the constant of gravitation, having in the C. G. S. system
the value given in Art. 321.

If attracting matter can be spread as an infinitely thin layer

on the surface, and the total mass thus spread be M
0i we should

have /NdS = - 2 77yM , (4)

N being the normal force-intensity at any point due to the action

ofM . This is obvious by Art. 316, since for any point on the

surface /dco = 2tt.

The expression /NdS is sometimes described as the normal

flux of force through the surface oukcards. It is to be carefully
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noted that N has been measured at all points on the surface

along
1 the outward-drawn normal. If at any point it really acts

inwards, it is to be considered as negative at this point.

Many results in Electrostatics depend on the theorems ex-

pressed by (1), (3), (4). These theorems are due to Gauss, and

are given in his famous paper on forces varying inversely as the

square of the' distance (Taylor's Scientific Memoirs, Vol. Ill,

Part X).

325.] General Components of Attraction. Let there be any

attracting body the matter of which attracts according to any
law of the distance suppose <j> (r) and consider its attraction

on a unit particle condensed into an infinitely small volume at

any point, P, which may be either inside the attracting" mass or

in void space.

Let the co-ordinates of P referred to any fixed rectangular
axes be (x, y, z) ; let P/

be any point in the attracting mass, its

co-ordinates being (x, y', z') ;
let p be the density of the matter

at P', so that in a small parallelopiped cut out in the usual

manner at P/
the mass is pdx'dy'dz!'; let r be the distance PP/

.

(We may, for definiteness, suppose these quantities to be measured

in the units of the C. G. S. system.) Then the attraction of the

element at P/
on the condensed gramme at P is p (p (r) dx'dy'dzf,

acting in the sense PP/

,
and the component of this parallel to

the axis of x, in the positive sense of this axis, is

p<p(r). dx'dy'dz'.

Hence, if X, Y, Z denote the total components of the ' attraction-

intensity' (see Art. 323) at P parallel to the axes, in their

positive senses, ,

X = - rCrp<p (r)

X

-^-
dx' dy' dJ, (1)

tp(r) dm, (2)

with exactly similar values of Y and Z, the integrations being
extended to all points, P

/

, of the attracting mass, of which in

the more succinct form (2) dm is the element of mass.

When P is within the attracting mass, the term assumes

the form - for all the points P
/
in the immediate vicinity of P,
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and though the distances of P from some points in the mass are

zero, we must not conclude that the attraction is infinite, because,

as we have pointed out at the very beginning- (Art. 315), a law

of attraction according to a function of the distance between

two particles cannot be logically enunciated, or even conceived,

except on the supposition that the dimensions of such particles

are infinitely small compared with the (mean) distance between

them.

As a matter of fact and it is one of considerable importance
to understand the law of the inverse square leads to no such

result as an infinite attraction when the position of the attracted

particle is within the attracting mass; but the Cartesian ex-

pressions (l), (2) do not immediately show this. We shall show

it by taking the elements, dm, of mass in polar co-ordinates.

Taking the position of the attracted particle P as pole, let

(r, 6, <p) be the usual polar co-ordinates of P'. Then the element

of mass at P/
is pr

2
sinddrdddtp (Art. 175), so that the

attraction along PP
/
is pr

2
<p{r) sin# dr d6 d(p ;

hence

X = fff P ?
2
<p (r) sin2 6 cos <pdrdd d<p, (3)

7 = /// p r
2
(p(r) sin2 d sirup drdd d<p, (4)

Z = fffpr2
<p (r) sin 6 cos0 dr dQ d<p. (5)

Now, for the law of Newton, cp (r)
=

-^
> so that

X = yfffp sin2 6 cos dr d6 d<p, (6)

ith similar values of Zand Z\ and even when r = 0, X contains

no infinite term.

If, however, the attraction between two particles increased

according to a law more rapid than the inverse square, the

attraction-intensity at any internal point would be infinite.

For, if (p (r)
=

, we shall have the term - sin2 cos <p dr d$ d<j>

in the value of X, and this becomes 00 for the particles P
f imme-

diately in contact with P. This supposes the mass of P fixed

and finite 1 gramme, suppose. But if the particle at P is itself

of infinitely small mass, the infinite value of the attraction (no

longer attraction-intensity) disappears.

As explained in the chapter on Centres of Mass, it is not

necessary to take in all cases infinitesimal elements of the third

order in breaking up the attracting mass. According to the
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shape and law of density of the attracting body, we may take as

elements, circular plates, thin bars, rings, &c, as will be illus-

trated in the following examples.

Examples.

1. Whatever may be the law of attraction, the force-intensity
exerted by the smaller of two concentric solid homogeneous spheres
at any point on the surface of the larger is to the force-intensity
exerted by the larger at any point on the surface of the smaller

in the ratio (radius of smaller)
2

: (radius of larger)
2

.

Draw any radius OP meeting the surface of the larger in P and
that of the smaller in p, being the common centre. Draw a chord,

ab, of the smaller parallel to OP
;
at a and b take equal and similar

very small elements of area, eachcfe; draw lines from /the various

points of ds at a to the corresponding points of ds at b
;
we thus

have a uniform bar of the substance of the smaller sphere lying

along ab. Draw lines from to all the points on the contour of ds

at A
;
we thus get a slender cone

; produce this cone outwards to

intersect the surface of the outer sphere at A, suppose and let dS
be the element of surface of the outer intercepted by this cone;
draw similarly a cone with vertex having ds at b for base, and
let this intercept at B on the outer an element of area dS. Joining
the points on the contour of dS at A to the corresponding points
of dS at B, we have a bar, AB, of the substance of the larger

sphere, also parallel to OP.

Now, if r and R are the radii of the smaller and larger spheres,
iJ/8 7"

it is obvious that -77;= ~ns
'

ao K
Consider the force-intensity at P due to the smaller, and at p

due to the larger, sphere. Each acts in the line PO
;
hence to find

the resultant force at P we may consider only the component at-

traction parallel to PO due to the bar ab and to all the other parallel
bars into which the smaller sphere can be broken up. If the law
of attraction is expressed by A/' (r), as in Art. 317, and if dX' is

the intensity of attraction of the bar ab at P, we have by equation

(6), Art. 317, dT =xkp [f(Pa)-f(Pb)].
Similarly, if dX is the intensity of attraction at p due to the

bar AB, dX = \KP [f( PA)-f(pB)],
k and K being the areas of the normal sections of the bars.

k da r2
Now Pa = pA\ Pb pB ;

and -7? = -75
= -^ ;

thereforeA do xi

dX'

dX
=
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where X/ and X are the resultant intensities of attraction at P and p
due, respectively, to the smaller and larger spheres.

2. From the last result deduce a proof of the theorem that the only
law of attraction for which a uniform spherical shell will exercise

no resultant force at any internal point is the law of the inverse

square. [This application is clue to Duhamel.]
If a shell produces no attraction inside it, all the portion of the

larger sphere between the two spheres may be neglected in finding
the attraction of the larger at p. Hence, however great R may be,

X is constant at p, so that X' a
~=-^,

however small the inner sphere
may be.

3. Calculate the intensity of attraction of a uniform thin rect-

angular plate at a point on the perpendicular to its plane drawn at

its centre.

Let 2 a and 26 be the lengths of its sides; h the height of the

attracted particle, P, above 0, the centre of the plate ; p and t the

density and thickness of the plate. Break up the plate into bars

parallel to the side 2a; let y be the distance of one of these bars

from 0. Then the area of the normal section of this bar is rdy,
and if the extremities of the bar are A and B and its middle point

Q, we have for its attraction-intensity at P the expression (Art. 317)

2^sin APQ.dy.

Let 6 = LQPO ;
then y = h tan 6, PQ = h sec 9, and this ex-

sec Odd
pression becomes 2ypra , _ f^,; and since the resultant at

_

traction is along PO, we multiply this expression by cos0. Thus
we have

pa cos 6dd
P = 4ypra ,

2
=,

J yA2 + a2cos2

where a is the extreme value of 6, i.e. tan-1 ^* Thus
h

ab
R= 4yoTsin~

1

/ .,,.
_

., T ,,̂

If the plate is of infinite length (a = a
),

R = 4ypra.

4. Given the whole mass of a solid, find its shape so that its at-

traction, in any direction, on a particle placed at a given point may
be a maximum. {Solid of maximum attraction.)

It is clear that the surface of the solid must pass through the given

point, 0. Let OA be the given direction, and let P and Q be an}'

two points on the bounding surface of the solid. Consider an
element of mass, dm at P, and an equal element at Q. Then, what-
ever be the law of attraction, the element dm at P and the element
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dm at Q must give the same component attractions on along OA ;

for if that of Q were the greater, advantage would be gained by
transferring the element dm from P to Q.

Hence, if the law of attraction is expressed by c/> (?), and if

6 = LPOA, made with OA by the radius vector from to any
point on the bounding surface, we must have

<p (r) . cos 6 = const.
(
1
)

for all points on this surface. Hence the surface is one of re-

volution obtained by causing the curve (l) to revolve round OA. If

(j) (r)
= ~x > the revolving curve is

COS0 1 .
,

5- = -r = const. (2)

Hence, if R is the resultant intensity of attraction along OA,

R = ypj
/ / sin 6 cos 9 drd(f>d

J v

= 2irayp Cos%68in8dd
Jo

4= -7rayp.

The value of a must be found from the given mass of the solid,

4M
;
and we easily find M = -

Tip a? ;

The attraction-intensity of a sphere of mass M at a point on its

surface would be [
-

]
. y ;

so that the former exceeds the

latter in the ratio (27)* : (25)".
The curve (2) which generates the solid by revolution round OA

may be thus drawn. Describe a circle with as centre and OA as

radius
;

describe another circle with OA as diameter
;

draw any
line, OMN, meeting the second circle in Jlfand the first in N

\
then

take OP, a mean proportional between OM and ON, and we have
a point P on the required curve.

5. To find the attraction-intensity of an infinite homogeneous
elliptic cylinder at any external point situated on the major axis

of a transverse section.

Let C be the centre of the ellipse which is the transverse section

of the cylinder through the point at which the intensity of

attraction is to be found, lying on the major axis of the ellipse

at a distance from C. Let P be any point on the circumference

of the ellipse ;
with as centre and OP (

=
r) as radius describe

a circular arc cutting the ellipse again in P'
;

take a point Q on
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the ellipse indefinitely close to P, and with as centre and OQ
(
= r + dr) as radius describe another circular arc cutting the

ellipse again in Q'. From all points on PP' and QQ' draw lines

of infinite length perpendicular to the plane of the figure, and we
shall have a thin cylindrical plate of infinite length cut off from

the given cylinder.
It is very easy to prove that the attraction of this plate on a unit

mass at 0, in the direction OC, is

4 ypsin Odr,

where = APOC, y = gravitation constant, p = density of cylinder.

(Consider this plate as formed of a number of bars.) Hence the

attraction-intensity at due to the whole cylinder is

4 y pfsin dr.

But y*sin 6dr = fr cos Odd, the other portion vanishing at both

limits, since sin = both at the beginning and end of the in-

tegration. Now if a and b are the seniiaxes of the ellipse,

^(rcosfl-^+ aVsin
2^ = a2

6
2

;

6coBfl + qy6'coBa

fl-(^-a
8

)Bin
g
fl

'*' T ~
6
2
cos

2 + a2 sin2

If we denote the values of r by r
2
and rt ,

the integration will

obviously contain the terms r, cos Odd and r
2
cos OdO, since after

the radius vector OP passes the position of the tangent from 0, the

element dO changes sign. Hence, if X is the intensity of attraction

towards C,

v , A/62 cos2^-(^-a2
)sin

2
, /Wcos20-(e-a2

sin2 ...
ypcib l . . . . cosOdO,/H

J 62 cos
2 + a2 sin2

the limits of being and the value for which r
1
= r

3 ,
i. e.

b .

tan-1 /^ -

a

*

Putting Vp c
2
sin = 6 sin <p, we have

rg cos2
(pd(p

X=-8ypobVe-cyo ^2_c>8^
= -4T7yp (f-Vp^. ()

When the cylinder is circular, the value of this expression is easily
a2

found to be 2i7yp -y

6. Draw a diagram representing the weight of a particle in its

different positions as it is brought from the centre of the earth out

through its surface and to infinity.

7. What should be the masses of two small equal homogeneous

spheres so that when placed with a distance of 1 centimetre between

their centres their mutual attraction shall be 1 dyne 1

Am. The mass of each must be 100-/1543, or 3928, grammes.
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8. Prove that if there be two homogeneous solids of equal density
bounded by similar surfaces, their attraction-intensities, for the law

of inverse square, at two points similarly situated with respect to

them are in the ratio of the corresponding linear dimensions of the

solids. (Newton, Prop. 72, Cor. 3.)

Hence the attraction at any point on a given diameter inside a

solid homogeneous ellipsoid varies as the distance of the point from

the centre.

9. If the intensity of attraction of any body at a point is vastly

greater when the point is very close to the surface of the body
than when it is distant from this surface by a small interval, the

attraction takes place according to a law more rapid than that of the

inverse square. (Newton, Prop. 72.)

10. Find the intensity of attraction, for the law of inverse square,
of any portion of a thin uniform spherical shell, cut off by a plane, at

any point on its axis.

Ans. Let be the centre of the sphere ;
OA the axis of the

given segment, A being on the surface
;
AB the circular arc whose

revolution round OA generates the given segment ;
P the position

of the attracted particle on A
;
a = radius of sphere, PO = c, and

ft the angle PBO. Then the attraction is

2ira*pyT-
(l-cos/3).

IfAB is a semicircle and P internal, /3 = ;
if P is external, /3

= it.

11. If P coincides with 0, find the attraction.

Ans. iTpyr sin2 a, where a = LBOA.

12. Find the intensity of attraction of a uniform right cone at

the middle point of its base.

Ans. 2iryph sin a [sin a+ cos a sin acosa { 1 + loga cot
- cot (- -)}]
Li 4 Lt

where h and a are the height and semivertical angle of the cone.

13. A platinum wire of uniform diameter 1 mm. and 1 metre

long attracts a gramme mass condensed into a point distant 1 cm.

from the bar on a perpendicular to the bar at its middle point ;

find the magnitude of the force of attraction (specific gravity of

platinum = 22-06).

An8'

89075xlO' dyDeS ' Dearly -

14. If the law of attraction is expressed by any function, </>'(r),

of the distance, prove that the intensity of attraction of any homo-

geneous solid, estimated in a given direction, at any point P is

expressed by the surface-integral

y<p.(r) cos \d S,

where r is the dibtance from P of any point on the surface bounding
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the solid, diS is the element of surface area, and A the angle made
by the normal at this point with the given direction.

Take P as origin and the given direction as axis of x
;
at any point

(x, y, z) in the mass let the element of volume dxdydz be taken,
and let the attraction of this element be <$>\r) dxdydz. The com-

ponent of this parallel to the axis of x is

<f/ (r)
- dxdy dz, or

<f>' (r) . dxdy dz.

Integrating this, considering y and z constant, i. e. along a thin bar

parallel to the axis of x, we have

[#*)- f(r,)] dydz,

where r
x
and r

2
are the distances from P of the points in which this

bar cuts the bounding surface. Now

dydz dS2
. cos A 2

= dS
1

. cos A
t ,

the normal being at each point drawn outward
; therefore, &c.

15. Calculate the attraction-intensity of a uniform elliptic plate
at any point on the axis through its centre perpendicular to its

plane.

Ans. If a, b are the semi-axes of the plate, c = 1/a2 62
,

z = distance of attracted particle from centre, r = thickness of plate,

c
2 a2!= -

y n= -5 55 the attraction-intensity is
a2+ z* a' + z

*yp^ {YI(- ni k)-F(k)}, (1)
avcf + z*

where II(n, k) and F(k) are the complete elliptic functions of the

third and first kinds for the modulus k and parameter n.

Again, this can be expressed entirely in terms of functions of the

first and second kind, since the complete function of the third kind can

be so expressed. Thus in general (Hymers's Integral Calculus, p. 290),

n
( -n, k)-F (k) mtfZjV^-vy,&m

-[E(i)-F(k)]F(V, /3)},

where/t' = Vlk2
,
and sin/3 = y Hence (1) becomes

lypril-EW, /3)
. F(k)-[E{k)-F(k)]F(V9 )9)} , (2)

where sin j3
=

2

z

Vz2+ V
This obviously verifies for a circular plate.
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Section II. Theory of Potential.

326.] Potential due to any Attracting Mass. Consider an

element, dm, of mass occupying any point, 31, and let a unit

mass condensed into an infinitely small volume be brought by
any agent along any path whatever, plane or tortuous, from a

position P to a position P ; it is required to calculate the amount

of work done in this passage of the unit mass by the force exerted

on it by the fixed particle dm. Suppose the law of attraction to

be that of the inverse square, and at any point of the path ofP let

r be its distance from 31. In this position let the force be ^--

Then for any small displacement of P say from P to Pf

. v dm
along its path the work done by the attracting force is ^-dr,

where dr is MPf
31P. Hence the work done by the attraction

/** dr
from P to P is ydm \

t (where MP r
),

i.e.

(i-i)yfc (1)
T 'o

If r and r are measured in centimetres, dm in grammes, and

if y is the constant of gravitation (Art. 321), this expression for

the work done is in ergs.

Now if the field of attraction is produced by several particles

dm, dm', dm", ... at 31, 31'
, 31", ... the sum of the works done

by the attractions of all these on the unit mass in the passage of

the latter from any initial position P to any final one, P, is

^-L)ydm + (\,-)ydrk'+ (-^)ydm"+..., (2)

/dm dm' dm" \ /dm dm' dm" N . .

y(v + +
7*-

+ )-* (t +
7r

+
7?

+ -) W
where r, /, /', ... are the distances of the final position P from

the several particles, and r
,

r ', r ",... the distances of the

initial position from them.

VOL. II. T
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If the initial position is infinitely distant from every attracting

particle, = 7 = . . . = 0, so that the work becomes
r
o

r
o

,dm dm' dm" \ ..

y(-!+-7"+ -*- + ) (
4
)

The amount of work done in bringing a particle of unit mass and

infinitely small volumefrom any position in which the attractions

exerted by the particles of any given system are zero {or insensible)

to any point P in their field of attraction is called the Potential

of thefield at that point.

It will be seen that since the work done involves merely
distances of P from the several particles, it is wholly independent

of the shape and length of the path along which P has been brought ;

in other words, the attractions exerted by the several particles in

the field are a system of conservative forces (Art. 272).

In the above formal definition of the Potential at any point

produced by a given mass system, instead of saying that the unit

particle is brought from infinity up to the final position P, we

have said that it is to be brought from a position in which the

attractive forces of the mass system are zero, although, in general,

a position at infinity would satisfy this description. It will be

shown soon, however, that there are cases

_ in which the estimation of the work done

on the unit particlefrom infinity up to the

m
]

finite position P leads to infinite constants

in the integration. If we define the Po-

tential at P as the amount of work done
g' 2

' 9 '

in bringing the particle from infinity to

this point, we must add the proviso that

when the particle is at infinity it is also infinitely distantfrom every

atIt-acting particle of the mass system i.e. that none of the

attracting mass is contemplated as at infinity.

Throughout the sequel we shall speak of the position in which

the forces of the field are insensible as the zero position.

Suppose now that the attracting particles form a continuous

body of any shape represented in Fig. 279. Then the number

of terms in (4) becomes infinitely great, and if we denote by V
the Potential at P, we have
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where dm is the element of mass at any point, M, and r is its

distance from P. The integration is, of course, to be extended

throughout the whole body, the position of P being fixed.

Thus to each position ofP belongs a value, V, of the Potential.

If P' is any other point at which the Potential is V\ the work

done by the attractions in transferring the unit particle along any

path whatever from P/
to P is

v-r,
since the particle might be brought from the zero position to P
by passing through P' on the way.

It is to be remembered, then, that the expression (a) does not

represent the work done in bringing a unit mass from infinity to

P if any of the attracting matter is contemplated as being at

infinity.

We might take y = 1 by departing, to some extent, from the

C. G. S. system, i.e. by taking the unit mass to be that which,

condensed into a small sphere, attracts an equal spherical mass

with a force of 1 dyne when the distance between the centres of

the spheres is 1 centimetre ;
and this mass would be, by Ex. 7,

p. 270, about 3928 grammes. We prefer, however, to adopt the

C. G. S. system pure and simple and to retain y, its value being
that given in Art. 321.

It is to be observed that Potential is an undirected or scalar

magnitude unlike force, which has direction and is a vector.

The Potential at P has magnitude but no direction.

Again, Potential is arithmetically additive
;

i.e. if V is the

Potential at P due to any one mass system, and U the Potential

at P due to any other mass system, the Potential at P due to

their combined action is simply V+ U.

327.] Equipotential Surfaces. The Potential produced at a

point P by the attraction of any fixed masses may evidently be

expressed as a function of the position of P, i. e. as a function of

its co-ordinates, x, y, z, with reference to any fixed axes. If,

then, F= </> (x, y, z),
there must be a surface locus of points at

each of which V has a given constant value, C ; for the equation

<t> fa ?> z)
= c

denotes a surface.

Let APB (Fig. 280) represent the surface at every point of

which the Potential has the same value as that at P. [In the

figure this surface is represented as closed ; but, except for very
T %
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simple arrangements of attracting matter, the equipotential

surfaces are very complicated, each consisting, perhaps, of several

detached portions closed or unclosed.] Then no work, on the

whole, is done in transferring a particle from any point P on

this surface to any other point, A, on the same surface ; the

attractive forces of the field do as much positive work through-
out a portion of any path connecting P with A as negative

throughout the remainder.

If the particle is transferred from P to A along any path lying

on the equipotential surface, then at no

instant during the passage are the forces

doing any work whatever
;
for no work

is done in the passage from any point

to the next consecutive.

Fj 280. Hence the resultant attraction at any

point on the surface acts along the

normal to the surface at the point ; for, every direction of displace-

ment for which no work is done must be at right angles to

the direction of the resultant force, and no work is done by the

resultant attraction at P for any displacement of a particle at

P in the tangent plane to the equipotential surface at this

point.

An equipotential surface is often called a level surface {surface

de niveau) from its analogy with a horizontal plane which is an

equipotential surface for the case of gravity. (In reality, the

equipotential surfaces for the earth's attraction are approximately

spheres concentric with the earth, but a limited portion of one of

them at any place may be considered a horizontal plane.) The

horizontal plane is such that the work done by the weight of

a particle in the descent of the particle, along any path, to the

ground is the same from whatever point on the plane the par-

ticle falls
; and, moreover, the particle, if placed on a smooth

hard substance coinciding with this plane, would not move along
it. All points on this plane have, therefore, the same Potential

with reference to the earth's attraction, and are said to be at the

same level. Hence the use of the term level surface in general,

in any field of attraction, gravitational, electrostatic, or magnetic.

328.] Relation between Force and Potential. At any

point, P (Fig. 280), construct the equipotential surface PAB ;

let PQ be an infinitesimal length measured on the normal at P ;
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and through Q describe another equipotential surface, QCD. Let
V be the value of the Potential at P, and V+ A V its value at Q.
Now the resultant force at P acts along PQ, either inwards or

outwards. Let it be R, and consider the work done in trans-

ferring a unit mass from P to Q. By definition this work = A V,

and if R acts from P to Q, it must also be RxPQ, assuming
that we may consider R as constant at all points between P
and Q. Hence A y AfrR = ^^ > or = -

j

PQ An

so that if A V is a positive increase of Potential, the sense of

R is from P to Q. Similarly at B the magnitude of the

AT
force = -^r= > where BD is the normal distance between the two

HI)

surfaces at B. Hence at different points on the same level

surface the magnitude of the resultant force is inversely pro-

portional to the normal distance between that surface and

another level surface whose Potential exceeds that of the given
one by an infinitesimal amount. An inspection of the figure

(Fig. 280) shows the points at which the resultant force is most

intense, and also those at which it is least
; it is most intense

where the two surfaces are closest together, and least where they
are farthest apart. The value of R without approximation is to

be found by diminishing PQ, or An, and therefore A V, in-

definitely; i.e. ,

which asserts that at any point, P, the resultant force is the rate

of increase of Potential along the normal to the level surface through
the point, and it acts in the sense in which the Potential increases.

Again, the component of force in any direction at any point,

P, is the rate of variation of the Potential in that direction at P.

For at P draw PP' in the given direction, meeting in P' the

indefinitely close equipotential surface on which the Potential is

V+ A V. Then if F is the component force along PP', and R
the resultant force at P,

F=Rcos QPP'

AV AV
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Hence if PP'= A*, and its length is diminished indefinitely,

If ds lies anywhere in the tangent plane, the component force

is zero ;
and the resultant force acts in the direction in which

the Potential increases most rapidly.

Cor. The components of force at P parallel to three fixed

rectangular axes are ,y ,y -.y

dx
'

dy
'

dz
'

(x, y, z) being the co-ordinates of P, and V being expressed in

the form V
(f> (x, y, z).

If V is expressed as a function of the polar co-ordinates (r, 0, cj>)

of P, with reference to any origin, 0, and axes, the component
force along the radius vector OP is

d7> (8)

and the component along the tangent to the parallel of latitude

atPis
* .T,

r sin^ d<f>
* '

since PP' for this direction = r sin 6. A(/> ; while the component

along the tangent to the meridian at P is

- a
r dd

In general, Fmay be expressed in terms of any three inde-

pendent variables which serve as co-ordinates to define the

position of a point.

Starting with the notion of work, we have deduced the force-

component in any direction from the Potential. In particular,

dV
we have proved that X = -r- . But we might have adopted the

reverse process and shown that X is the differential coefficient

with respect to a? of a certain function of x, y, z.

Thus (Art. 325), if <p (r)
= \ ,

we have

X=-yJ^-dm,
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in which the integration has reference to x', y', /-, so that we
can write this in the form

->/
.dm

dx

*dm-, dV
dx

a
|-

ram-,

~dx'L
y
J^rl

=

if we denote y by V.

For any law of attraction, 0'(r), between elements of mass,

#>' (r) dm, or

/ ,^
'
dm, or if we denote f(p (r)

dm by V.

Now f <p (r) dm is precisely the work done by the attraction

on a unit mass from a zero position to the point P considered.

For, the attraction exerted by dm at any distance being

<}>' (r) dm, the element of work done by this for a small displace-
ment of P is <tf(r)dm.dr, and the whole amount done from the

zero position is dmf^/{r)dr, or <p(r)dm. Summing the

works done by all the other elements of attracting mass, we
haVe

V = -Mr)dm. { n)

The process, however, of deducing the idea and properties of

Potential from the components of force is less in accordance with

the methods of modern Physics than the reverse process, which

we have here adopted.

It will be useful to the student to imagine the whole field of

attraction, due to any arrangement of mass, as mapped out by
a series of equipotential surfaces, the value of the Potential

increasing from one surface to the next by a small constant

amount.

329.] Differential Equations of Potential. At any point
P describe the usual small rectangular parallelopiped whose

edges are parallel to the axes of x,y,z. If in Fig. 228, p. 1

of this volume, we put P in place of 0, and take the edges

infinitely small, equal to dx, dy, dz, the parallelopiped there

represented is such as we contemplate. Now take the surface-

integral of normal force-intensity over this parallelopiped. The
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outward normal force-intensity on the face PBFC is X or

7- ; so that the contribution of this face is y-dydz; while
dx dx a

the contribution of the opposite face is

dx-^dz+ dx(dx-^
dz

)'
dx

'

d 2V
hence the sum contributed by these two faces is y-T dxdydz.

Similarly the sum contributed by the two faces perpendicular
d 2V

to the axis of y is
-j~t dxdydz, and that contributed by the re-

d 2V
maining faces is -j? dxdydz. The whole surface-integral for the

elz

elementary volume considered is therefore

,A*V d 2V d 2F,. J .

(aW +
-dy-*

+^ * '

or V 2 F. dxdydz, using the symbol

gf
a* a* ^
dx2

dy
l dz2

Now if there is none of the attracting matter within the

element of volume at P, this quantity must be zero, by Art.

324. Hence at every point in space at which none of the

attracting matter exists

d 2F d 2F d 2F 07r

If, on the contrary, P is a point inside the attracting matter,

and if p is the density, or mass per unit volume (cubic centi-

metre) at P, the mass contained in the parallelopiped is p dxdydz;
so that by Art. 324,

d 2v d 2v d 2v 9jr ,":

Equation (a) is known as Laplace s Equation, while
(/3)

is

Poissons Equation.

We now proceed to find the equivalent equations in polar

co-ordinates. To do this, we take the surface-integral of normal

force-intensity over the polar element of volume msqt (Fig. 219,

p. 299, Vol. I). Let s in this figure represent the point, P, in
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any field of attraction, and let the co-ordinates of s be (r, 0, <p),

let the normal force-intensity on the face msq, measured in the

sense Os, be B, while the area of this face = s
x

. Then this face

will contribute the term Rs
x

to the surface-integral, while

the opposite face will contribute Rs
x -\

^ 1} dr
;
therefore these

,7/T) \ U/T

faces give conjointly . dr. Let the normal force-intensities

on the faces mst and tsq be T and 8, and the areas of these

faces s
2
and *3 ; then the first and its opposite face will con-

jointly give d6
; and the second with its opposite will

dd

. d(Ss~) .

give \ d<f>. Hence *

rf(f)

dffaj), d(Ts2) ln d(Ss3) , .

-

V,
v dr+ K

7

2J d0+ -\-^dcb = 0, or
dr dO dcf>

r

= iirypr
2
smQdrdOd<j>,

according as there is not, or is, mass inside the element of volume.

at z,
dr _ i dr a i dr
dr r dO r sin0 a<p

s
x
= r^sinOdO dcf),

#
2
= r sinO drd<j), s^=rdOdr, \

so that the equations are

AdrV dr) + m^0db~{
Sm

do) +
&m2

Od<j>
2l-'
or -4iryp; (y)

and it will be useful to note the identity (putting [x for sin 0)

_,__ i
r
d , ,dr, d \. ~dr\ \ i d2 r 1 m

A result of importance may here be noted namely, if the

equation V 2F= is satisfied by the value r=rn
Y, where Y

is a function of and <p only, it will also be satisfied by the

7
value r= pr : for, each of these values when substituted in

y.n
+ 1 ' '

(y) gives the equation

d f . <m 1 d 2Y . lN v .

Equation for T in Cylindrical Co-ordinates. The position of
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any point, P, in space may be defined in the following manner

by what are called cylindrical co-ordinates. Take any fixed rect-

angular co-ordinate axes, Ox, Oy, Oz
;
from P draw PM perpen-

dicular to the plane of xy, meeting* this plane in M. Then the

cylindrical co-ordinates of P are the lengths PM and 031, and

the angle MOx. Denote these, respectively, by (z, C, (f>) ;
then

V at P must be expressible as a function of these. The cor-

responding small element of volume at P is obtained by drawing
a cylinder passing through P having Oz for axis, and another

cylinder very close to it (having for radius C+dQ; a plane

through P parallel to the plane xy, and another plane parallel

to this at a distance dz from it
;
an ' azimuth plane,' P310, con-

taining P and Oz, and finally a close azimuth plane through
Oz making the angle d

<f>
with the previous azimuth plane. The

volume of this element is dzdd(j), and the areas s
1 ,s2 ,s3 of

its faces through P are *
x
= (d (d <f>,

s
2
= fdz d<f>, sz

=. dz d f; and

the force-intensity perpendicular to the first and measured out-

dV
wards from the surface of the element of volume is -j-, so

dF z

that this face gives -^-y-, and its opposite gives

dV d , dV, ,

^Tz
+
dz^dz-)'

dz

to the surface-integral. The sum of these is

d , dV, .

dz^d-z)'
dz -

Similarly the other pairs of opposite faces contribute

so that the whole surface-integral over this element of volume

is r J 2V d ,JK ld2
V^. ...^ +

dc(
c
rc)

+ cd^ dzdcd<t> -

Hence the equations for V are

d 2F 1 d ,JV, 1 d2 V-

'

,
s^ + c^c^ + cw =

' or= - 4iry/>; (e)

and we have the identity

d 2V dW \dV l(PFV y
~dl*~

+
d{2 + (dj

+ CW* {i)
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If the attracting matter is symmetrical, as to shape and density,

about an axis (that of z, suppose), equations (e)
and (y) become

d2r
\_a_

, jr.
dz2 +

C dC^dC
,dV\ d (,_ dF

dzT
+
CTc(

C
dc)

=
>
or =- i7Typ>

and these are necessarily the same, and can be transformed one

into the other by the relations r = Vz2 + (
2
,
= tan-1 - , which

z

Sive d n d sin 6 d
-j-

=cos^x Y2,dz dr r dd

d . n d cos# d
T>= sin 6

-j- + j-z

d( dr r d6

330.] Infinite Elliptic Cylinder. In general, to find the

Potential at any point due to an infinite homogeneous cylinder whose

transverse section is any plane curve symmetrical with respect to an

axis, it is sufficient to know the value of the Potential at all points

on this axis. (Laplace, Mecanique Celeste, Vol. I, Book III,

Chap. 6.)

For, if the axis of z is taken parallel to the axis of the

cylinder, V will be a function of x and y only, and the equation
for V will be d2 V d2 V

dx2
dy

2
~~

The solution of this partial differential equation is

V= F{x+yf^\)+f{x-yS^il
where F and/are two arbitrary functions.

Let the axis of x be taken coincident with the axis of sym-

metry of the transverse section
;
then the above value of V must

be unaltered if for x and y we put x and y, since V is ob-

viously the same at the point (x, y) as at the point (x, y).

.-. F=f(x+yV~^i)+ F{x-yV^l).
Hence 2 V= (F+f) (x+yS=l) + (F+f) (x-yV^l),

= 4>{x+yv^T) + <f> (x-y V^T), (o)

so that at every point on the axis, if U is the Potential,

U =<*>(*),
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and, by hypothesis, this is known, i.e. the form of the function

<f>
is known. Then if in cp we put x+yV 1 and xyV1

for x successively and add the results, we get 2 V, by (a).

Similarly for the attraction-intensity. Its value at any point
on the axis of symmetry of the transverse section is $' (x), while

if X and 7 are its components at any point,

2X= <p'(x+yV^T) + <p'(x-yS^l), (/3)

27 = V~^\[<p
f

{x^yV^\)-^{x-yV^l)l (y)

which are both known when cfS is known.
To apply this to the case of an infinite elliptic cylinder, the

form of <}/ has been already found (example 5, p. 269). Hence
we have for the attraction-intensity at any point (#, y),

z __

-2X=^yp-^[x+yV^i-^/(x+yV^l)
2-c2

]

-2 7= 4
7ryp^ V~^\\_x+yJ~^\ -J(x+y V~^-i)

2- c2
~\

ab

6
4:Tryp~ ^\^xyV\ s/{xyVlf (^'\\

or a fi
__

-X = 2iryp-^[2x *Jx
2-y2 -c2 + 2xyS 1

1 '.

-7= 2-nyp-^V-l[2y^-l- s/x
2
~y2-ei+ 2xyV^l

+ s/x
2

y
2 -c2

2xyV~^l].

These may be put into real forms by observing that if

we have u = V2*Ja+ */A1 + B*1

.

Hence

X=2ityp\\2x- </2s/x
2 -y2 -c2 + ^{x^-y

2-cL

f + 4#y] , (5)

ab
1

c-Y=2Ttyp%[-2y+ V2>J ^{x
2
-y

2- c2f + 4 x2
y
2-

(x
2-y2- c

2

~\
, (e)
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If the point (x, y) is on the surface of the cylinder, x = a cos
<f>,

y = b sin
</>,

and

J = _4
7ry/>^-^cos4>,

()

7=-47ryp^-^sin<, (jj)

so that the resultant is constant in magnitude, and it acts in

a line parallel to the radius of the auxiliary circle of the ellipse.

331.] Potential Work, or Static Energy, of a Self-Attract-

ing System. In a system in which forces of attraction are

exerted between particle and particle, these forces will do an

amount of (positive or negative) work if the form of the system
is altered. We propose to find the amount of work thus done in

a material system self-attracting according to the Newtonian law.

Consider a system of particles of masses m
l ,
m

2 ,
mz , . . . with

distances r
]2 ,

r
13 , ..., r^, ... between them in any given con-

figuration, and with distances /12 ,
/

13 , ... , /^, ... between them

in any final configuration.

First, let m
1
alone be brought into the second configuration,

all the others being fixed. Then the amount of work done by
the forces of attraction acting on it is

L
Vl2 r

l2
y

Vl3 ^13

where p12 , pn , ... are the distances between m
x and w

2 ,
m3 ,

...

after this change. Now let m2 be brought into the final position,

mZ} m4i ... being kept fixed. The amount of work thus done is

Bringing mz now into the final position, m
K , . . . being fixed,

the work is

T 13 Pl3 T 23 023

Repeating this process for all the rest, and adding the works

done, we have the whole work (multiplied by -) >

= m, m.
,\ K / 1 In / 1 In

7
12 r12 M3 r13 T 14

r
14
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/
1 l \ 4 1 l \+ m2

m
3 (-r--) + m2

w
i (7

- -) + ...

'23 '*3 '24 '24

+ B47-- )
+ -

r 34 r34

Now rearrange this by taking one-half of the first, second,

third, ... terms in the first row and putting them, respectively,

into the succeeding rows, and similarly treating the terms of

the other rows. We thus find that the expression is the same

1. r2 ,

mz ,

m
2 >z -1

' TO '15 'lO / 1912 '13 '12 '13

, r'fffi f/la lib* 7o -I n
+ l m2tP- + -^- + -

-...] + &C ->^ 12 r 23 r
i2 r23

or M^-^%+M^-^2+M^-*3>3+.-.> W
all divided by y, where ^ is the value of the potential in the

final position of m1
and V

x
its value in the first position of m

l ,

with similar meanings of V2 ,
Vz ,

&c.

Or we may write the work in the form

l(2ry-4(2r), (?)

where (2 Vm)' means the sum obtained by multiplying the mass

of each particle of the system by the value of the potential

at its position in the final configuration, and *2iVm the cor-

responding quantity in the first configuration.

If the particles are infinitely numerous and form a continuous

mass, the work of the forces of attraction in changing the con-

figuration is
(fVdnif- * {/Vdm). (y)

Hence to scatter the particles of a given self-attracting system
to (practically) infinite distances from each other requires an

amount of work equal to 1 fYdm (8)

in which expression the integral is taken throughout the system
in its given configuration. This expression (8) may, therefore,

be regarded as the Potential Work of the forces of the system,
or its Static Energy, in this configuration.

Again, if V
x ,

V2) ... are the potentials at the positions of a

number of particles %', /#/, ... produced by a given system of

particles m
1 ,
m

2 , ..., and if the system m{, m2 ,... (which we

shall denote by Mf

)
either is not self-attractive or is absolutely
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rigid, the work of removing- the system M' completely out of

the field of attraction of the other system (which we denote

by M) is obviously

{ml
'V

1 + m\V2 + m'z Vz + ...), or 2r/F;

or. again, fVdm', if the system M' forms a continuous mass.

But the work of removing the system M' out of the field

of influence of M must be exactly the same as the work of

removing M out of the field of influence of Mf
since each is

the work of separating the two attracting systems, each of which

is considered as either rigid or not self-attractive.

But if V{, V2\ ... be the values of the potential produced by
the system M' at the positions of m

x ,
m

2 , ... the expression for

the work of removing M is
x

(m1
r
1'+m.j

r

2'+...) or sr,
or fV'dm.

Hence we have a useful theorem due to Gauss, viz.

fVdm' = frdm. (e)

But this is also evidently true if the elements dm, dm', are

multiplied by any function of the distance between them, as

well as when this function is -
; and, moreover, instead of two

r

mass systems, M and M', we may have two volumes of empty

space, so that if dm and dm' are elements of volume, equation

(e) still holds The theorem in this case is of course not

physical but merely analytical.

We shall find useful applications of this theorem of Gauss

hereafter.

332.] Magnetic Shell. In the study of Magnetism we have

to deal with a magnetic shell, which behaves like a material shell

consisting of two layers indefinitely close together, each element

of one of the layers the outer, suppose acting on a given
material particle, placed anywhere, with a repulsive force follow-

ing the Newtonian law, while each element of the other layer

attracts the same particle according to the same law. Let

Fig. 278, p. 262, represent such a shell, and suppose the points P
and Q to be on the outer and inner layers, respectively. The
outer layer we may imagine to be composed of positive matter,

the amount of which per unit area is m at any point P ;
while at

Q, the point directly opposite to P, on the inner shell we may
imagine a quantity of negative matter, equal to m per unit area.
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The inner shell is, then, wholly composed of negative matter, and

the amounts of + and matter, per unit area, are equal at the

extremities of the (small) normal distance between the shells at

all points. The terms '

positive
'

and '

negative
'

matter are, of

course, only provisional ; they stand merely for causes of repulsion

and attraction. Again, the quantity m may vary from point to

point on either shell. The product of m and the normal distance,

A n, between the shells at any point is called the strength of the

shell at that point. Denote this product by cf> ;
so that

(f>
= mAn.

We shall assume the shell to be of constant strength at all

points ;
so that if the surface-density, m, of matter varies along*

either layer, the normal distance between the layers will also

vary but in such a way that < remains constant.

For ordinary gravitating matter, whose constant of gravitation

has the numerical value of y previously given, such a combination

of indefinitely close layers of repulsive and attractive matter

would be almost absolutely nugatory unproductive of anything
but an infinitesimal force effect at any point since, A n being at

all points infinitesimal, the product mAn would be infinitely

small
;
but if a very large quantity of repulsive

' matter
'

could be

concentrated on a small surface, the product mAn might not be

infinitesimal, and the whole action of such a shell on a unit mass

might amount to a very considerable force.

The discussion of the following properties of such a shell as

we now imagine will not only serve to illustrate the subject

of the present Chapter but prove a useful study for the student

of the theory of Magnetism.

(a) The potential produced by a magnetic shell at any point in

space is proportional to the conical angle subtended at the point by

the bounding edge of the shell.

Let A be the point at which the value of the potential is to be

found ; let Q be any point on the inner surface, and P the

opposite point on the outer surface, of the shell
;

let AQ = r,

AP = r+ Ar. Also let the constant of gravitation for the kind

of matter now supposed be k i. e., the number of dynes in the

force of repulsion between two positive unit masses at a distance

of 1 cm. ; suppose a unit mass placed at A ; take any small

element of area, dS, of the inner layer at Q, and on the contour

of this erect a cylinder which will cut off an equal element of
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area, dS, on the outer at P. The quantities of matter on these

elements being, respectively, mdS and mdS, the sum of their

potentials at A is

k(- )mdSt
or k^dS. (1)^r r+ArJ r*

v '

Now if
y\f

is the angle made by AP with the normal to the

shell at P, we have A r = A n . cos
\/f , so that this element of

potential becomes ^g ^
k<i>-~-dS, or k<p.da>, (2)

by Art. 316, where d <o is the conical angle subtended at -4 by
the element dS of the surface of the shell. It is usual to assume

the constant k equal to unity which amounts to taking the

unit mass as indicated near the end of Art. 326. On this under-

standing, then, if V is the potential of the shell at A, we have

r=0.o,, (3)

where a> is the conical angle subtended by the whole shell at A,

i.e. the conical angle subtended by its bounding edge.

Hence if the bounding edge disappears in other words, if the

shell is a closed surface it produces a zero potential, and there-

fore a null force effect, at all points outside it, and also a uniform

potential, 4
ii<$> , and null force effect, at all points inside it.

Hence also all magnetic shells of the same strength which

have the same bounding edge produce the same effects at all

points in space.

() The potential produced by a magnetic shell at any point in

space is proportional to the normal Jlux of force through the

surface of the shellproduced by a unit particle at the point.

This follows at once from Art. 324.

(c) If a magnetic shell is placed in any field offorce which has

a potential satisfying Laplace s equation, the whole action of the

field on the shell can be produced by a distribution offorce along

its bounding edge only, according to a simple law.

Let X, Y, Z be the components of the force-intensity of the

field (forces exerted on the magnetic unit) at any point. Then we

assume
_ dU v dU dU

dx ay dz

where U is the potential of the field at the point. Hence

dX_dY
dy
~

dx
vol. 11. u
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Calculate now the whole a?-component of force exerted on

the shell. On the quantity mdS at any point, Q, on the inner

layer, the force is mXdS. If I, m, n are the direction-cosines of

the normal at Q, v the thickness of the shell at Q, and x, y, z the

co-ordinates of Q, the co-ordinates ofP are x + lv, y + mv, z + nv\
so that the value ofX at P is

V f\& & d \ TT

V dx dy dz'

Hence the resultant ^-component on the corresponding elements

at P and Q is -. d d d

*J(
l
Tx
+ m

ay
+ n

dz)
X - dS >

and the whole #-force on the shell is

, frjdX dX dXs , i MS

Now since V 2Z7= 0, we have

dX dY dZ_
dx dy dz~

Substituting from this the value of -7-, and also putting -7- for

and -3- for
-j-

in (4), we have (4) equal to
CIV ClQG O/Z

or <$>f(h2Z-hJ)dS. (5)

But by Theorem 2, Art. 316, a, the first term in this integral

is equal to the integral <f>
Z

J-
ds taken along the bounding

edge of the shell, while the second term is equal to the integral
ft

rlrt

Y
-j

d* taken along this edge. Hence the whole x-

component, Fx ,
of force on the shell is given by the equation

Similarly F, =
<f,f(X

-Z
%)*.,[ (6)

~*/
J
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where Fv ,
Fz ,

are the components of force, parallel to the other

axes, exerted by the field on the shell.

Now if R is the resultant force-intensity of the field at any

point, P, of the bounding edge, and 6 the angle between R and

the tangent to the edge at P, the multipliers of ds in equations

(6) are simply the x, y and z components of a force

R sin 9 (7)

acting along the line which is at once perpendicular to R and

to the tangent to the edge at P. This force, R/

, may be

graphically represented thus : at any point, P, on the edge of

the shell draw a line representing in magnitude and direction

the resultant force-intensity, R, of the field of force
;x draw also

at P a unit length in the direction of the tangent to the edge
at P, and complete the parallelogram determined by these two

lines
; then at P draw a perpendicular to the plane of this

parallelogram proportional to its area
;

this perpendicular will

represent the magnitude and direction of the force R' to be

applied to the edge at P, per unit length. As to the sense in

which the perpendicular to the plane is to be drawn, a watch-

hand rule similar to that in Art. 200 may be adopted; or we

may express the result by a quaternion notation thus : let a

unit vector, r, be drawn along the tangent at P to the edge in

the sense in which a man walking on the positive side of the

shell along the edge must travel so as to keep the shell at his

left hand, and let R be the vector representing the resultant

force-intensity at P
;
then

R'=FtR. (8)

"We have now to show that the system Rf will produce the

same moment about any axis as the force system (X, Yt Z).

To calculate the moment of the latter about the axis of x, let

Q be a point on the inner layer and P on the outer, as before.

Then the moment of force exerted on the element, mdS,

at Q is

-{Zy-Yz)mdSi

and therefore the resultant moment given by the masses mdS

and mdS at Q and P is

u 2
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But this is easily seen to be the same as

or
<fi { 8j (y7+ *Z)

- 52 (yX)
- S

3 (*JJ } dS,

with the notation of Theorem 2, Art. 316, a; and by this

Theorem the result is the line-integral

taken along the edge of the shell. Henee if L denotes this

moment. , 7 , 7

Now the coefficient of ds is exactly the moment of the force

Hf about the axis
;
therefore the system of edge-forces, R', is

completely equivalent to the given forces acting on all the

elements of the shell.

(d) To express the Static Energy of two magnetic shells

occupying given positions.

Let their strengths be
</>

and <'.

Take any point, Q', on the inner (supposed negative) surface

of the second shell. The potential at this point due to the first

is
(f>a) by (3) ;

and if P* is the point on the outer (positive) surface

at the extremity of the normal at Q', the potential at P' is

where v is the thickness of the shell, V, ', n
f
are the direction-

cosines of the normal, and
(#', y' ft)

the co-ordinates of Q'.

Hence the potential work of the force of the first shell on the

masses mdS and mdtf at Q' and P' is

Now by Art. 316, i, this is the same as

+*
\
l ~^ +m 0?-*?)+* ^-d^r ;

and the integral of this over the surface of the shell is by Theorem

3, p. 245, the line-integral
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taken along- the edge of the shell. Substituting for F its value,

j and similar values of G, If, the potential work of the forces/ r

of the first shell acting on the second is

, rr\ ,dxdx' dydy' dzdz\ T , ,

this double integral being taken over the edges of the two

shells, (x, y, z) being the co-ordinates of any point, P, on the

edge of the first, (%', y', z') those of any point, P', on the edge of

the second, r being the distance PP*, and ds, ds' elements of

length of the edges at P and P'. If is the angle between

the directions of ds and ds', and W stands for the Static Energy,

W=<Wff^ dads', (10)

which is known as Neumann's Formula.

The Static Energy here expressed is merely the work which

must be done against their mutual forces in withdrawing either

shell, considered as a rigid body, to an infinite distance from the

other. The result depends, then, merely on the shapes and

positions of the edges and not at all on those of the surfaces of

the shells.

(e) Static Energy of a Magnetic Shell and any Field of Force.

Supposing the field of force to have at each point a potential, the

static energy, in any position of the shell, is equal to the normal

flux of force of the field through the shell, multiplied by the

strength of the shell.

For, taking, as before, any points Q and P, at the extremities

of the small normal thickness, on the negative and positive faces

of the shell, if V is the potential of the field at Q, the potential

work of the forces on the element mdS at Q is m VdS, while

for the element mdS at P it is

mFdS+m vdS(l-r- + m-r + -r ) V.
v dx dy dz'

where v is the thickness of the shell at P. Hence if W is the

whole potential work

W=
*j(

l
dx-

+ m
dy-

+ n
ll)

dS
> W

which, since ~j~ > ~j~' ~i~ are *ne components of the force-inten-
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sity of the field at P (or Q), is the normal flux of force* intensity

of the field through the shell. When V 2F= 0, this can be

expressed as a line-integral of the vector (u, v, w) along the edge
of the shell by determining 11, v, w as at the end of Art. 316, a.

Examples.

[Throughout these examples it may be assumed that length and mass are

measured in centimetres and grammes, so that the constant of gravitation,

1 dyne , _. . .

7.
=

1543 x io*
'

m erfS per 9ramme-]

1. If the field of attraction is produced by two particles of masses

m
x
and m

2
at two points N and S (Fig. 36, p. 46, vol. I.), and if

r
x
and r2 are the distances of any point P from them,

F= y(
^ +%

y being the gravitation constant (Art. 321).
Now m

1
and m

2 being both essentially positive, very large values

of V will correspond to points P very near either N or S, while

small values will correspond to points very distant from both, and
zero values to points at infinity. The equipotential surfaces are

evidently all surfaces of revolution round the line NS. If V is a

very lai'ge constant, the equipotential surface will consist approxi-

mately of a sphere with centre N and radius = ^ together with

ym
a sphere with centre S and radius - As the values of V decrease,

the equipotential surfaces are each formed by two oval shaped sur-

faces surrounding the points N and S; for a certain value of V these

ovals join each other at a point between N and S, forming a surface

generated by a kind of lemniscate revolving round NS ; and for less

values of V each surface becomes continuous, and is nearly a sphere
for very distant points.

For Newtonian gravitation, however, if the masses m
1
and m

2 have

moderate values say a few grammes each large values of V exist

only at points infinitesimally distant from N or S. Thus if m
1
= 1

gramme and m
2
= 2 grammes, and if V is only 1 erg, the radius of

the sphere round N is y centimetres, i.e. jcms., which is

practically zero.
1543x10

Unless the masses condensed at N and S are comparable with
1543 xlO4

grammes, no sensible values of V (i.e.
of the work of

bringing 1 gramme mass from infinity into the neighbourhood of

NS) will exist, except at infinitesimal distances from the pointsN and S.

This inconvenience does not exist in Electrostatics and Magnetism,
because in these domains the analogues of the unit (gramme) mass
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in Newtonian gravitation act upon each other at small distances

with forces incomparably greater than that exerted by two condensed

grammes at a distance of 1 cm.

If we suppose m
1
to exercise a repulsive force at P, while m

2

exerts an attractive force, we shall have

and the surface of zero potential, instead of being wholly at infinity,
is a sphere, with regard to which N and S are inverse points

(p. 259).
The field produced by both particles together may be studied by

superposing the fields produced by them separately. Thus the

equipotential surfaces due to each are spheres. Describe round N
the spheres for which the potential due to Mj are C, C+ k, C+ 2k...

where k is any small potential magnitude; and round S he spheres
for which V is C, C k, C'2k,... ;

then the curves of intersection

of these trace out the surface on which the potential is C+C
2. To calculate V at any point for a thin uniform bar (see Fig. 276,

p. 252).
With the same notation as before,

r = ykpfm= ~ ykpL B Le
=^ Io&'(cot 4 cot

|)- ()

This may be put into another form. If PA = r, PB = r\ AB = 2c,

V= ykp log -. >

or F= y&p log > (B)
a c

where a = semi-axis major of the ellipse described through P with

A and B for foci.

The equipotential surfaces are surfaces for which a is constant
;

they are therefore ellipsoids of revolution having the extremities

A and B for foci.

If we assign to V a series of values, the corresponding values of

a may be graphically represented. Equation (ft) gives

_r v_

m _?*+*+
g
2y*p _ e 2yAp

Draw a line Ox and represent a series of values of V by successive

lengths measured along it from 0. Construct a catenary whose

equation is y y

y =^ e2^+ fl
-27*P~),

being the origin and Ox the horizontal axis of this catenary.
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Along the other axis draw a line parallel to Ox at a distance

c(= \ length of har) ;
then the lengths intercepted on the successive

tangents to the catenary between these two parallel lines are the

semi-axes of the corresponding ellipses which generate the equi-

potential surfaces by revolving round AB.
From the value of V given in

(/3) we can deduce the value of

the force-intensity at P. For, the resultant acts in the bisector

of the angle APB, and if ds is an element of length of this line

dV r da
at P, V- = 2ykp- , Now if LAPB= 26, AP = r,we have

ds a'cds
dv=

cos</>. Also r-fV = 2 a, and since at a point near P on the
as

bisector of APB (tangent to a hyperbola confocal with the ellipse)

rr' is constant, we have dr = dr
f

,
therefore = cos 6, and

ds

dV 2ykpc
ds a2

-c-
COS(f).

V-
2a ~ c

5 by elementary trigonometry, and if

rr'

p is the perpendicular from P on AB, we have 2 cp = r/sin 26;
therefore J1T 7

. .dV 2ykpsmq>
ds p

which is the value already found (Art. 317).
A particular case must now be noted. If the bar is infinitely long,

the expression (a) gives V = 00, i. e. the sura / is really infinite

in any given position of P. On the other hand, we can see that the

work which would be done by the attraction of the bar in bringing
the condensed unit mass from infinity up to the finite position P
is not oo. For if we imagine the bar to be a circle of immense
diameter 00', the point being near us and 0* remote, and also

that the unit mass is brought from O* up to P, it is quite clear

that while P is moving from 0' up to the centre of the circle, the

attraction of the circle is doing negative work, the resultant force

being all through this motion directed towards C/
;
and that when P

leaves the centre and moves towards O, the attraction does positive
work

;
so that the total amount done in the motion from 0' to the

final position P is numerically equal to that which would be done
in bringing the unit simply from to P which obviously is far

from being 00.

But observe that, with some of the attracting mass contemplated

/J
}

in a given finite position P, extended over the body, as the work
done by the attraction in bringing the unit mass from infinity to P.
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That, in the case of an infinitely long bar, the amount of work
done by the attraction in bringing the unit from a perpendicular
distance q to a perpendicular distance p is simply

2y*/>kgX (y)
1

may be seen by taking the resultant force, R, at any distance, x, viz.

> and taking fRdx.

We must bear in mind that (y) will not hold for positions of P
very close to the surface of the bar, i.e. for very small values of p ;

because for such points the linear dimensions of the transverse section

become comparable with the distances of P from the various points
in the section as has been already pointed out in Art. 317.

3. Without any consideration of force or of work done,- show that

the difference, rdm rdm

of the summations over an infinite bar with reference to any two
finite positions P and Q is finite and, when multiplied by the gravi-
tation constant, equal to the expression (y).

Instead of finding each integral separately, perform the summation
in a different order. Thus, M being any point on the bar, and

OM'= s (Fig. 276), take at once the difference of effects at P and Q
produced by the particle at M. This gives

yJcp( =r )ds.

Integrating this from s = I to s = + 1, we get

y*,Wjgg/.*gJZ-'),
*V]'+P+! Vtf + P-l

!

which assumes an indeterminate form when I 00
j

but a simple

binomial development of (1 + )
shows at once the true value

to be (y).
'

4. To find the potential at any point on the axis of a thin uniform
circular plate.

With the notation of Art. 318, the potential at P due to the ring
. ,. . 2-rrpTrdr 2 1: or zhiu<b ,. . ..

of radius r is y .
; ,

or y - dd> ;
therefore the po-

z sec 9 cos2 9
tential produced by the whole plate is

2irypTz(fieca 1),

or 27rypr(yV + a 2

z),

where a = radius of plate.

5. To find V for a uniform spherical shell.

Firstly, at an internal point, P' (Fig. 277, p. 257). Breaking up
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the shell into elements QR, Q'R' which are thin conical frustums,
as in p. 259, if dm is the conical angle subtended by either at P',

2 a or P'0%

the volume of the frustum is pr . P'Q* secP'PO.du), or
'

da>.

P'Q ^
The potential due to this at P' is 2yapTyr^d(o. Similarly the

p'Q'
potential due to the frustum Q'R' is 2yapr du>

;
and the sum

of these = 2yaprdca. Hence W
V 4:itypT .a; (1)

which shows that V is constant wherever P/

may be inside a result

for which we are already prepared, since everywhere inside the

resultant attraction = 0, and this requires that V is constant.

Secondly, for an external point, P. This may be deduced from
the value of V at the inverse point, P'. For, the element con-

tributed by the frustum QR is y where dm = mass of frustum.

But PQ= P'Q, therefore the element of potential
= -=-

p^c >

which bears the constant ratio, j to the potential of the element

at P'. Hence the potential of the whole shell at P is
yr

times the

potential at P', or
4irypTo"v=

-y
>

which is the same as if the shell were condensed into a particle at

its centre.
-.y

The resultant attraction-intensity at P = (measured towards

0), which gives the same result as before. *"**

These results can also be easily deduced analytically by breaking
up the shell into zones, as has been done (p. 258) in calculating the

force-intensity at P and P*. Thus, the mass of a zone being, as

in p. 258, 2irpT- rdr where r = P'Q or PQ, the potential produced

by the zone is 27rypT-dr; and for the internal point the limits of

r are a + c, while for the external point they are c+a.
The value of V can also be deduced from the differential equation

(y), Art. 329. For V depends solely on the distance, r, of the in-

ternal point from the centre, and not on d or <. Hence (y) reduces

t0 d
/ *
dV

x A
dr^'*>

=
'

dV
therefore r2 = C = constant. But at the centre the force-intensity,

-j s vanishes, .*. (7=0, .-.
- = everywhere inside,

ar dr

. mass of shell
.'. V at any point = V at centre = y .
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It follows that for a homogeneous spherical shell contained between
a sphere of radius a' and a sphere of radius a, the potential at any

point inside the inner sphere (a
/

)
is 4iry/)/ rdr; i.e.

Ja'

F=2iryp(a
2-a/2

),

while at an external point at a distance D from the centre

At a point inside the matter of the shell, at a distance c from the

centre a,_ a
F=27^y />(a

2-c2

) + 7^yp
,

D
6. To find V at any point for a solid homogeneous sphere. If the

point is outside the sphere (radius a),
i '

If it is inside, at a distance c from the centre, add the potential
due to the shell contained between the surface of the given sphere
and that of the sphere of radius OP/

,
to the potential due to the

solid sphere of radius OP'. Thus

F=27ry /3 (a
2-c2

) + 7rypc
2

= 2-nypa
2

^Trypc
2
.

V can also be obtained from the differential equation (y), Art. 329.

Thus, at any internal point this equation gives, since V is a function

of r only,

'

1 d dy

dV

dV
Now -3= at the centre, .-. C = 0, and V= ^TTypr^ + C.

dr

But at the centre V is easily seen to be 2 Trypa
2
,

.*. this = C.

7. To find V for an infinite homogeneous circular cylinder. If P
is outside, A2 F=0. Use cylindrical co-ordinates. Then V is simply
a function of (p. 282), so that

d 2 V \dV n /1X^ +
CaT

= - (1)

Therefore by integration dy q

To determine C, suppose P to be very distant from the cylinder,
dV .

so that the latter may be treated as a thin bar. Then - is the

force-intensity at P, which *

= _2ykp, (7= _2yX;/) = -2 7ry/)a
2
,
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(2)

if a = radius of cylinder. Hence

dV 2'nypd

which shows that the intensity of attraction at any point outside the

cylinder varies inversely as the distance from the axis. Integrating,

V=-2TryPanoge(+C;
and to determine C, let the point P be supposed so far from the

cylinder that the latter may be taken as a mere bar, or wire. Now
in this case V is given in example (2), and since A and B are both

zero, V = 00, therefore C = 00.

When none of the attracting matter is at infinity, V is, as has

been explained, the work done in bringing a condensed unit mass
from infinity to the position P, but it ceases to have this meaning
when attracting matter is contemplated as existing at infinity. The

summation / for an infinitely long bar is, in every position of P,

really infinite. But if we are concerned only with the amount of

work done in bringing the unit mass from one finite position, Q,
to another, P, we can easily show that the difference

is finite, notwithstanding that each integral itself is of infinite mag-
nitude (see example 3).

Moreover, the supposition itself on which the equation for V is

(1) falls to the ground ;
for it is only for points finitely distant

from the cylinder that V depends simply on .

Hence instead of choosing infinity as the zero position of P we
must choose some other. We may choose a position on the surface

of the cylinder, and define the potential at P as the work done by
the attraction in conveying a gramme mass from P to the surface of

the cylinder. With this definition, we have

V=2Tiypa
l [

i6
^
c= 2 7rypa

9

loge
-

5

dV
a

and now
-^j will be the force-intensity in the negative sense of .

If P is inside the substance of the cylinder, (1) must, by Art. 329,
be replaced by j d dV

dV dV
and since = on the axis, C = 0, .*. -?= = 2'nypC

d( C

.-. F=-7rypC
J + C/

=7ry />(a
2-C 2

).
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8. To find the potential and attraction-intensity at any point pro-
duced by a spherical shell whose thickness (or density) varies inversely
as the cube of the distance from a given point.

Let the thickness of the shell at any point Q (Fig. 281) vary in-

versely as the cube of the distance of Q from the given external

point 0, and let the potential at any internal point, P, be required.
Produce OP to S so that OP. OS OQ . OR square of tangent

from 0. Imagine the spherical surface broken up into elements by
cones described about S, each with

very small conical angle, da. One
of these cones is represented by
the line RSU, which must be

understood to stand for a slender

double cone of rays with vertex

S. Joining to all points on the

contours of the small areas at R
and U by lines represented by
OR and OU, we obtain small

elements of area at Q and T
;

joining the contours of these to 8, we obtain two small frustums of

cones at Q and T.

It is the sum of the potentials at P produced by these frustums

that we shall take; and it is clear that the assemblage of such

frustums as those at Q and T will exhaust the whole shell.

Let a be the radius of the sphere. Then (Art. 316) the cone of

2a
rays through S cuts off an area

-^jT'SR
2
.d a> at R. Also, since the

elements of area at R and Q are equally inclined to the line OQR,
they are to each other in the ratio OR2

: OQ2
;
therefore the element

of area at Q is
2

OR2

Fig. 281.

.
. SR2

du>.
RU

SR OP
But ^^=-^t> (from the similar triangles ROS and POQ) ; therefore

PQ2 2 a
r d(t>. Let the thickness at Q be

RO PO
this element of area = OQ2

.

fr i where h is a constan^ Then the potential of this element at

P is 2yakp n̂ p/^a ; and similarly the potential at P due to

PT.d(oRU.OQ.PO2 '

the element at T is 2yakpRU.OT .PO2 '
and the sum of these

_ 2yakpd<a PQ.OT+PT.OQ_ 2 yakpd u) #7
~RU~7Pd*' OQ.OT ~~RU\PO'OQ~OT

(by Ptolemy's theorem for the quadrilateral OQPT, which is inscribable

in a circle). But the triangles OQT and OUR are similar,

QT_ RU
m

*'

0Q~ U0 l
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hence the ahove sum as * ?
, where f

2 = OT. 0^7 = square
of tangent.

-^"

Now the whole shell is exhausted hy summing da> from to 2tt,

and as the multiplier of dm is constant, we have

iTryakp _1_

where D is the distance of from the centre. Hence the remarkable

result that the potential at any internal point varies inversely as its

distance from 0.

For a reason to be given hereafter, we shall call the inducing point.
The mass of the shell is easily found. For (p. 258) the area of the

belt generated by the revolution of the element of length at Q about

the line joining to the centre is 2it rdr, where r -=0,0. Hence
- . . 2-nakpdr , .- , . ,,

the mass of this = =r s-, and 11 M = mass 01 shellD r

since the limits of r are D + a.

Hence from (1) and (2) JD

v=y%P> (3 )

which shows that the potential at any internal jwint is the same as

if a mass greater than that of the shell in the ratio were concentrated

at tJie inducing point.
a

Of course it follows that the attraction of the shell on a particle at

P acts in the line PO, and is equal to

a

y-op>>

per unit mass at P.

The inducing point being still external, let the attracted particle

be also external to the shell at P', suppose.
Take the inverse point P, which will be internal. Then since

O P' 7?

is constant. = > where R is the distance of Pf
from the centre,

QP
. a

it follows that V at Pf V at P multiplied by -^
>

D M
R-
M

v=y -up-

But instead of OP we can put -^
O'P, where O* is the inverse of 0,

on account of similar triangles. Hence at any external point

y=ywp- (4)
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so that for an external point the mass of the shell may be concentrated

at the internal point which is the inverse of the inducing point, and
the attraction is directed towards this inverse point.

Finally, consider the case in which the inducing point is inside.

This is at once reducible to the case in which the inducing point
is outside, by taking the inverse point. Let be the inducing point,
and 0' its inverse. Let the attracted particle, P, be inside, and let

k
the thickness at any point, Q, of the shell be jr^z ; thus it will also

kD3
1 .

U(*
be r- yrrpr, ,

where D is the distance of 0' from the centre ; so that
a3 Q3

the values of Fand M are given by (1) and (2) in which we replace
kD3

k by r ;
and we have the result (3), viz.

7=y^F - ()

which shows that the attraction is directed to (f.

Let P be external, while is internal. Take the inverses of both,
so that P' is internal and 0' external.

If V' is the potential at P', we have by (3),

It*

V i?
But if V is the potential at P, we have =

,
where R is the

V a
distance of P from the centre

; also, as we are finally concerned with

P and not with P', we shall substitute OP for O'P' by the equation

&y op
~ir~w Hence mD R v =

?ol>' (6)

Four different cases may therefore arise, viz. inducing and attracted

point both on same side of surface, or on opposite sides
;
and sum-

marising the results, we may say that the effect on the attracted

particle is always the same as if a certain mass were condensed at

a point on the opposite side of the surface
;

this mass is always equal
to that of the shell when the attracted particle is outside, and always

greater than that of the shell when the particle is inside. The point
at which the shell may be condensed is always either the given

inducing point or its inverse.

The solution of this question by the ordinary application of the

Integral Calculus would be very much more difficult than the simple
and elegant solution here given, which is due to Sir William Thomson.

(See his Papers on Electrostatics and Magnetism, pp. 60, &c.
;

or

Thomson and Tait'a Nat. Phil., vol. 1, part II.)
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Newton also made use of the relation between inverse points
in discussing the attraction of a sphere (see Book I of the Principia,

Prop. 82).

9. To find the attraction of a thin circular plate of uniform thick-

ness and density on a particle in its plane, the law of attraction being
that of the inverse cube of the distance.

Let P (Fig. 282) be the position of the attracted particle, whose
mass may be supposed to be one unit.

From P draw two very close radii

vectores intercepting a narrow strip
of the plate between them.

Let be the centre of the plate,
let be the angle OPA made by one

of the radii vectores, and let + d0
be the angle made by the other, with

Fig. 282. OP. Let Q be a point on PA
,
and

PQ = r. Then the mass of the ele-

ment at Q included between circles of radii r and r+ dr described

with P as centre is
kprdrdd,

k and p being the thickness and density of the plate.

The attraction of this element on P resolved along PO is

kpdrdd n
7

r2
cos6

>

hence the resultant attraction is

~drdd
ykp

If-
, COB0,

r2

the integrations in r being performed from r = PA to r = PB, and

those in from = sin
-1 - to 9 = sin

-1
-, where a is the radius of

c c

the plate and c = OP, the extreme values of corresponding to the

two tangents that can be drawn from P to the circle.

Now denoting PA by r, and PB by r
2 ,

and integrating first with

respect to r, the attraction is

ykpf{{-7,
cos 9d 9.

The values of r
t
and r

2
are given by the equation

r2 2 crcos0+ c
2 a2 = 0,

1 1 _ 2\/a2-c2
Bin*fl

r, r~ c^ a*

Hence the attraction is

2kpy f
a

./^-i2i* or
*kpy<#2-^- f

a

Va*-?dt,
c
2-a2

)7_
'

where t is put for c sin0.
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In this case we might have found the attraction from the potential.
The latter is easily found hy dividing the plate into rings with as

centre. If r is the radius of one of these rings, we have

~2~JJ r2-2 cr cos + c
2

'

Integrating first from = to =
ir, and doubling.the result, we have

r ='nk
pypr^-i>

in which r runs from to a. Hence

-nkpyr=~-log
2 c2-a*

But V may also be easily found from the attraction, thus :

d V irkpya
2

dc c(c
2

-a?y
_ nJcpy . c

2

* V = -~- log -3
-+ const.

2 c
2 a?

Now, since V= ^ / =-. it is clear that at infinity V= 0, or V =
2J r2

when c = oo. -This gives the const, as 0,

2
g

c2-a2

10. If Fn and Vn_ 2 denote the potentials of an attracting mass when
the law of attraction is the nth and (n 2)

th power of the distance,

respectively, prove that
y/2 y

d 2 d 2 d 2

where V2 = -=-=+. -s-r +i the co-ordinates of the attracted particle
dx2

dy
2 dz*

being x, y, z.

We have Vn = -fr
n+l

dm,

where X is a constant. Therefore

and ^ = -A/lr""
1 + (n- 1) (x-x

,

)

2 rn
~ s

} dm.

d 2V d 2 V
Adding to this the similar values of-r-^ and

-r-^-,
we have

V2 FB = (n-l)(rc+ 2)Fn_2 .

This equation enables us, generally, to find the potential for the

(n 2)
th power of the distance when that for the wth is known

;
but

it fails in two most important cases, namely, when n = 1 and when
w = 2.

VOL. II. X
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If the attracting mass is a plate, r2 = (xx/

f+(yy,

f, and the

result is easily proved to be

V 2 Fn = (

2-l)Fn_ 2 .

In the last example we find the Potential of a circular plate for the

inverse third power ;
hence we have at once the Potentials, and there-

fore the attractions for the inverse fifth, seventh, &c, powers of the

distance.

11. Calculate the attraction of a uniform spherical shell of small

thickness on an external particle when the attraction varies as the nth

power of the distance.

Using the expression (A), Art. 320, for the element of surface, and

assuming the law of attraction to be Arn
,
we have

r+v

=
-(,+

a

iK.7)z>K
J^^-(J-)^

where D is the distance of the point from the ceD.tre.

If we wish to find the attraction of a full sphere of radius r, we
observe that r is da, and we integrate this expression from a = to

a-=r.
dV

In each case the attraction towards the centre is =-=
dD

12. From the theorem of Gauss (p. 287) deduce the following
result the mean Potential over a splierical surface due to matter

entirely outside the sphere is equal to the Potential of this matter at the

centre of the sphere. (Gauss, Papers on Forces varying inversely as

the square of the distance, Taylor's Scientific Memoirs, vol. iii. part x.)

For, let mass of uniform density p and small uniform thickness, r,

be supposed to be distributed on the sphere ;
let dS be an element of

its surface at any point P, V the Potential at P due to the external

attracting mass, and a the radius of the sphere. Then, since the

Potential of a shell at an external point whose distance from the centre

18 r
^Ttypra

2

r

it follows that if dm is an element of the attracting matter,

pr / VdS = 4iry/3Ta
2

/ = 47rpra
2
f
r

,

if V is the Potential at the centre of the sphere. Hence

./VdS_y
47Ta2

"
'

which proves the proposition, since /VdS divided by the whole surface

of the sphere is the mean value of the Potential over its surface.

More elementary proof Let there be a particle of mass m outside
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a spherical surface of radius a at a distance D from its centre. The

mean value of the Potential over the sphere is h I , where
4-jraV r

r is the distance from m of the element dS of surface. But (p. 258)

dS = 2ir-=rrdr, and the limits of r are D+a. Hence this mean

value is yjUt

i.e. the Potential at the centre
; and the result therefore holds for

any assemblage of external particles.

13. Find an approximate value of the Potential of any solid mass
at a very distant point.

Let G be the centre of mass of the solid body, P the distant point,
P' any point in the mass at which the element of mass is <Jm. Take
G as origin and GP as axis of x

;
let GP = r, GP' = r', and let the

x of Pf be x'.

Then lv= f,
dm

='- /(i-j^+S)-**.

1 r a/ r'
2 3 a/

2

<r

neglecting all higher powers of than the second.
r

Now fx'dm= 0, and if we denote by A and A' the radii of gyration
of the solid about the axes of y and z, and by k its radius of gyration
about GP, we have

y>*.
= **+*;+, fin,

=*=
where M = mass of body.

i/V \2+ kn-2k*.
Hence r=-(l + ^ >"

But if k
lt k

2 ,
k
3
are the principal radii of gyration at G, we have

A2+ A'2+ k2 = */ + k 2 + k 2
;
therefore

yjf k 2 + k,
2 +k 2-3k2

r 2r2

By differentiating this with respect to x, y, and z separately, we find

the components of attraction in the directions of the principal axes at

yMG on a unit mass at P. For very distant points V = to a high

degree of accuracy.

14. If V=f (x, y, z) be a function satisfying Laplace's equation,

a j,.a
lx a2

y a2
z.

V F= 0, show that the function - J ( g-j f- ) will also satisfy

it (where r2 = x2
+3^+ z*).

* x a
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If is the origin, P the point (x, y, z), Q a point on OP produced

such that OQ = t^c> the co-ordinates of Q are 5-, -3-, -3- Let

OQ = p, let (f, tj, Q he the co-ordinates of Q, and let

jr

Then satisfies the equation

d- / <^\ d2

dp
r

dp' c?^
x

cZ^ smtf d<p
2

But p
2 = a2

-r- ; therefore this equation becomes
dp dr

. n dHUr) d
, . dU. 1 d 2U H

r sin , 2 + T5 (sin0 ) + -rx -ttf = 0.
dr2 dd x dQ sin0 dip

1

The first term being the same as sin 0-r-(r
2

), this equation is, by
dr^ dr'

Art. 329, the equivalent of

d 2U d 2U dHT
1 1 =0.

dx2

dy
2 dz2

15. A homogeneous fluid, self-attracting according to the law of

nature, completely fills the space between two spherical non-concentric

surfaces one of which entirely surrounds the other
;
find the resultant

attraction at any point of the fluid, and also the level surfaces.

Let be the centre of the larger and Of
the centre of the smaller

sphere; P any point in the fluid
; OOf

=- c; radius of smaller sphere
= b

;
OP = r, 0'P = /

; p = density of fluid.

To calculate the resultant force at P, imagine that the place of the

smaller sphere is occupied with fluid
;
then the larger is completely

full, and there is a force ^irypr in the line PO towards 0. Now let

the effect of the fluid which we have introduced be annulled by com-

bining with the above force the force exercised at P by a repulsive fluid

of same density filling the smaller sphere. This latter force would be

-~
; and this would act in the line O'P from 0'.

r 2

The resultant of these forces is the resultant force at P. If V
is the Potential at P,

1 ... 4 7 4irp5
s

, , _

-dV=--Trprdr+-^r dr' [p. 299] ;

3" r '
"

3/
+const '

This value is otherwise evident, since the Potential at a point due
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to any attracting bodies is the sum of their separate Potentials at the

point. If a is the radius of the larger sphere (see p. 282),

V 2
2 4-irpb

3

, ,

The level surfaces are given by the equation

>' H 7
= const.

r

16. If two different masses have the same external level surfaces,
the values of their Potentials on any one common surface of level are

directly proportional to the quantities of the two masses.

Let M and Mf
be the two masses ;

let V be the Potential of the

first and V that of the second at any point P outside both. Then

V 2
F=0, V2

F' = 0. (1)

Now since when V is constant, Yf
is also constant, V' must be some

function of V. Let V = 4>(V). Performing the operation V2 on
both sides of this equation, we have

^r=4,'(V).vr+ <i>"(v)\^)\(^)
+
(^)\, (2)

which (1) reduces to <f>" (V) =0, since the coefficient of
</)" (V) cannot

vanish.

Hence </> ( V) = cV+ c', .'. V' = cV+c; but since at infinity

V = V = (if none of the attracting matter is at infinity),

c
/ =0; .-. V' = cV.

Again, for very distant points (example 13),

_, M . _, M'
V=y and V y

r r

V V
Hence, finally, M'~M'

17. IfXn and X_2 denote the component attractions of a given
solid at a given point along a given line when the law of attraction is

that of the nth power, and that of the (ti 2)
tlx

power, of the distance,

respectively, prove that

V2XW
^ n"2

(-l)(w+ 2)

18. Find the attraction of a circular plate of uniform thickness and

density on an external particle of unit mass in its plane, the law of

attraction being that of the inverse distance.

Ans. The mass of the plate divided by the distance of the particle
from its centre, multiplied by a constant.

19. Prove that if a material lamina attract according to the law of

the inverse distance and ifN is its attraction on a unit mass at any
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point of a closed curve, measured outwards along the normal, we shall

have fNds-0, or --2iTymi ,

according as there is no mass or mass w^ inside the closed curve, and

hence that V2 V = 0, or = 2 iryp.

20. Prove that the values of V 2 F calculated for external points
and for internal points do not agree for points on the surface of a

solid sphere.

21. Prove that neither Laplace's nor Poisson's equation holds for

points on the bounding surface of an attracting solid.

22. If a number of uniform bars of the same section and density
form any closed polygon with no re-entrant angle, prove that they

produce the same Potential (for the law of the inverse square) at any

point inside the polygon as a polygon of bars formed by joining the

feet of the perpendiculars from the given point on the sides of the

given polygon.
Extend this proposition to any curve.

(See equation (a), p. 295.)

23. If a self-attracting sphere of uniform density and radius a

changes to one of uniform density and radius a', find the amount of

work done by its mutual attractive forces.

Ans. I^CJr^'
where M is the mass of the sphere, and y, as usual, the gravitation
constant.

24. Two equal uniform bars of given sections and densities are

placed parallel to each other and at right angles to the lines joining
their extremities

;
find the amount of work done against their mutual

attraction in drawing them a given distance asunder.

Ans. If y is the distance between the bars in any position, I the

length of each, m and m' are their masses, the work done in changing
the distance from y1

to y2
will be the difference of the values of the

expression /=-
-

,r ymm . /-
- VP + y

2
l\

-Y-{y-vV+f-l\og ^
)'

when y1
and y2

are successively put for y.

25. The. gravitation Potential of an attracting mass cannot have a

maximum or minimum value in empty space.

[Let it have a maximum value at A. Then round A, and in-

definitely near it, can be described a closed surface, at every point of

which Fis less than it is at A. Therefore if dn is an elementary
dV

length along the normal (measured outwards) to this surface? -
T

dV dn
is negative all over the surface; but iv"=

;
hence equation (2),

Art. 324, is contradicted.]
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333.] Earnshaws Theorem. If a particle is in equilibrium
under the action of forces varying according to the law of inverse

square of distance, its equilibrium is unstable.

If its equilibrium were stable for all displacements, positive

work would have to be done against the attractive forces, i.e.

these forces would for every small displacement do negative

work, or, in other words, V must decrease in all directions from

the point. V is therefore a maximum at the point which, by-

last example, it cannot be. Therefore, etc.

334.] Method of Inversion. Supposing that for any dis-

tribution of mass forming either a continuous solid body M
(Fig. 283), or a thin shell

of any shape, or a series

of isolated particles, we
know the value of the

Potential at any point, A,

we may by the aid of an

analytical transformation

deduce another analogous

mass, M', whose Potential Q
. , -fig- 2 3-

at any point, A may be

deduced from the previous Potential.

Thus, suppose the mass M' to be deduced from the mass M in

the following way.
Take any fixed point, ; join it to P, and take the inverse

point P\ so that . 7 , .r
rr = k2

, (a)

where r = OP, / = OP'. Round P let any very small closed

surface be described, and take round P' all the points cor-

responding to those on this surface. We shall thus get a very
small closed surface at P\ Denote the volumes of these elements

by dl and dQf, respectively. Now dSl is filled with a quantity
dm of matter belonging to the mass M, and it remains with us

to fill dQ? with matter according to any law we please. Fill

dH' with a quantity dm' bearing to dm the relation

dm' _k _ / , .

dm r k
' '

and let this be done for all the elements, dl', of volume in the

derived body 31', related as above to the corresponding elements
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(IQ. of M. Given the .volume-density, p, at each point, P, of M :

we must now find the volume-density, //, at each derived point P\
Now dm = pdQ. = pr

2
sin9drd0d<p = pr

2
drdp.dcp, in the

usual notation of polar formula;. Similarly, dr' being- taken

positively without reference to dr,

dm'= p'r'
2
dr'dp.d(p ;

and from (a), if dr and dr' are taken connectedly, we have

rdr'+ /dr = ; hence
(/3) gives

p'=p/i> (y)

so that if p is constant, p' will vary inversely as the fifth power
of the distance, OP'

,
from 0.

Let A be any point, at which the Potential of M is V, and

take the inverse point A'. It is required to find V, the Poten-

tial of M' at A'.

If d V is the Potential at A produced by the element dm at P,

dm
AP'

where y is the gravitation constant. Also if dV is the Potential

at A' due to dm' at P\
Jrf dm'

dV k AP
Hence

-jy
= -'-jf' But the triangles PAO and A' P'

are similar, .-. if OA = D, -jr^ = , ; hence -nr = t I and this
A r r dV k

constant relation holds between the Potentials of all correspond-

ing elements, and therefore between the whole Potentials, so that

In this transformation the angle at which any two curves in

the original system M intersect is equal to that at which the two

derived curves intersect. For, let Q and n be any two very close

points in the system If, and let Q' and n' be their inverses.

Then the quadrilateral Qnn' Q' is inscribable in a circle, so that

Qn and Q'n' are ultimately tangents to the circle and therefore

equally inclined to OQ. Similarly, if s and / are two corre-

sponding points very close to Q and Q', the arcs Qs and Q's'

are equally inclined to OQ ; therefore the angle between the arcs
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Qn and Qs is equal to that between Q'n? and Q'*'. Hence if

the contour M is the outer surface of a shell whose thickness

varies in any manner, being Qn at the point Q, the inverse

points will trace out the contour M' of another shell, and if n' is

the inverse of n, Q'n will be normal to the new shell, and will,

of course, be its thickness at Q'.

By similar triangles jy, jr-j , or = j^L since Q' and ri

are nearly coincident. Hence if r and / are the thicknesses of

the shells at corresponding points,

t </- = -; ()
t r

x '

and hence by (y)

so that if pr is constant all over the shell 31, p'r will vary in-

versely as the cube of the distance from at every point on the

derived shell.

If the mass M forms a spherical shell of uniform thickness and

density, its Potential at A is at once known. Hence is known
also the potential at A' (any point) due to a spherical shell in

which the product p t (which is the mass per unit area of its

surface) varies inversely as the cube of the distance from a fixed

point, a case which has been already discussed (p. 301).

Supposing M to be a spherical surface whose centre is P, the

inverse point, JP*. is not the centre of the sphere M\ but is the

inverse of with respect to the sphere W. For if / and J* are

JP PfJf

any corresponding points on the contours, p^ =
-=jr , and since

M is a sphere with centre P, the left-hand side is constant, there-

fore the right side is constant, and the two points and P/
are

well known to be inverse with respect to the spherical locus of J'.

Again, (6) gives, since HI' = k I =
kjr^

which shows that the level surfaces of M' are spheres round P/

as centre ;
and the result

(77)
holds both for the case in which M

is a uniform spherical shell, and therefore M '
a spherical shell
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in which the surface-density, p V, varies inversely as the cube of

the distance from 0, and for the case in which M is a solid

uniform sphere, and therefore M' a solid sphere in which the

density varies inversely as the fifth power of the distance from 0.

In this method of transformation we may notice that the mass

of the derived distribution, M\ is proportional to the Potential of
the given mass at the origin of inversion. (It is equal to this

k
Potential multiplied by -)

335.] Continuity of the Potential. The gravitation Potential

of any attracting solid mass varies in a continuous manner from

point to point in space, whether the points chosen be inside any

portion of the mass or outside it.

For, if r be the distance of any element of mass, dm, of the

attracting body from P, the point at which the Potential is

/u77)
Let P be taken as origin, and let the

position of the element dm be defined by the radius vector, r, and

two angles, 6 and cp, and let p be the density of the element.

Then dm = pr
2 sin0 drdOdtp, and

V= yfffpr sin0 drdOdcp.
This form of V shows that even if r is zero, i. e. if P is inside

the mass, the value of the Potential is finite, no infinite term

being introduced by the infinitely close proximity of P to some

of the (infinitely small) elements of mass.

Hence the Potential varies continuously throughout space, and

diminishes from the vicinity of the attracting mass towards the

space very remote from it in all directions.

The field of attraction of any matter, according to the

Newtonian law, may therefore be compared with a country con-

sisting of hills and valleys which vary gradually, even though

they may rise or fall rapidly in certain places, precipices and

chasms being wholly absent
;
and in the field of attraction the

Potential at each point is the gravitation level of the point, and is

the analogue of the height above the sea (or other arbitrary) level

in the other.

336.] Continuity of the First Differential Coefficients of

Potential. In a field of attraction in which every attracting

element is one offinite volume-density, there is likewise a complete

continuity of the first differential coefficients of V from points
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within to points without the attracting masses. For these first

differential coefficients, -=- > ,

-j- , are simply the components

of force-intensity ;
and if in (3), (4), (5) of Art. 325, we pnt

(f)(r)
= ~ : the elements under the sign of integration never at

any point contain r in the denominator, and are therefore never

infinite, even when r = 0, i. e. when P is inside the mass.

Evidently the case would be different for a law of attraction

according to a power higher than that of the inverse square.

And the case is different again, even for the Newtonian law,

when the attracting matter forms an infinitely thin shell with

(necessarily) infinitely great volume-density. In this case the

force components in some directions vary abruptly for a small

change of position of the attracted particle P, although in other

directions they vary continuously. Of this more hereafter
;
but

the fact is already sufficiently clear in the case (Art. 322) of the

normal component of a thin shell.

337.] Discontinuity of its Second Differential Coefficients.

, we have
-y-g-

= y j
, 2 dm, the co-or-

dinates of the point, P, at which the Potential is F, being x, y, z.

Now if (x',y
f

,
z
f

)
are the co-ordinates of dm, and (x,y,z) those

of P, we have d 2r _\ (x- x'f t

dx2 r r3
'

- . 1 d2F r{2 ,dr^ 1 d2
r) .

andsmce ?y-/b-p*

Similarly l^ffjt^^ (2)

y!?
=j\^J

74
dm - (3)

If in these expressions we substitute for xx\ yy\ z/t

and dm, as in last Article, we have

-^ = f(38m
2 6cos2

<i>-l)^smedrded<t>',
y dx2

J
v ' r
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hence, when r = 0, i. e. when P is inside the attracting mass,

the expression under the integral sign becomes infinite, and the

d2V
value of

-7-55-
ceases to be continuous from points inside to points

outside the mass.

dV d?V
Fig. 284 represents the values of V, , and-p-r-, when the attract-

ed ctar

ing solid is that contained between two concentric spherical surfaces

whose radii are Oa and Oa, and the

A B point P occupies positions along a

\C fixed diameter, Ox, varying from to

infinity. The distance of P from is

*"--- d here denoted by x, and the values of

~^\ > "**-..._ V are given by the ordinates (dis-

tances from Ox) of the continuous

curve ABCD, of which the portion
AB is a right line corresponding to

the constant potential within the

inner surface.

Fig. 284. dV
The values of

-j-
are given by the

ordinates of the continuous curve Oa'bc, of which Oa corresponds to

the constant zero value within the inner surface.

d 2 V
The values of j are given by the ordinates of the discontinuous

curve Oa'nmpq.
From Ex. 5, p. 299, when P is completely outside the mass, we

have vt^ = ^ -, and when P is inside the shell between
dl)2

3 D 3

the two surfaces, d*V Aityp ., 2a/3
x

-= ^-(14 )'
dD* 3 V B% '

By putting D = a in the first of these values we have the value, ap, of

d 2V
-srssr when P comes to the outer surface from the outside

;
and putting

(ID iy
B = a in the second we have the (negative) value, am, of

,^2
when

P comes to this surface from the inside.

The above figure is copied from Thomson and Tait's Nat. Phil.

338.] Lines and Tubes of Force. If at any point, I, in the

field of attraction an elementary length is drawn in the direction

of the resultant attraction at P, and if this is prolonged at each

point P', P",... so as to be in the direction of the resultant

attraction at all points, P',P",... along it, we obtain a con-

tinuous carve which is called a line of force. A line of force,
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then, is a curve such that its tangent at every point coincides

with the direction of resultant attraction at that point.

If the field is mapped out by a series of equipotential surfaces

(Art. 328), every line of force will cut every equipotential surface

which it meets at right angles, since (Art. 328) at every point

on such a surface the resultant force acts in the normal to the

surface.

Let P be any point in the field
;
at P describe any very small

closed curve whatsoever
; through each point on this curve draw

the line of force and prolong it indefinitely. We thus get what

is called a tube offorce.
These terms are due to Faraday.

339.] Surface-integral for a Tube of Force. Let PAQB
represent any portion of a tube of force, P and Q being elements

of two level surfaces intercepted by the tube. Then

the attraction on a unit mass at P is normal to the

section P, and the attraction on a unit mass at Q is

normal to the section Q, while at every point, A or

B, on every portion of the lateral surface of the tube

the attraction is wholly tangential to the surface.

Let Fhe the force at P, Ff
that at Q, and o> and on'

the areas of the sections P and Q. Then, supposing
that the tube contains none of the attracting matter, equation

(2) of Art. 324 gives Fu}-F,
co

, = 0, (1)

since the only portions of the closed surface PAQB which con-

tribute elements to the surface-integral of normal attraction are

the sections P and Q.

Hence, at allpoints in empty space on a given line offorce the

resultant attraction-intensities are inverselyproportional to the normal

sections of the same tube offorce at these points.

This simple theorem gives the law of attraction very readily

in certain cases. For example, let the attracting body be a

sphere whose density is the same at the same distance from its

centre. Then the lines of force are obviously right lines drawn

from its centre
;
the tubes are therefore cones whose vertices are

the centre, and, since the normal sections of these cones are

directly as the squares of their distances from the centre, the

attraction of the sphere at any external point is inversely

proportional to the square of its distances from the centre.
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Again, let the attracting body be an infinite cylinder whose

density is the same at the same distance from its axis. Here
the lines of force are right lines emanating from the axis per-

pendicularly, the tubes become wedges, and the areas of their

normal sections are directly proportional to their distances from

the axis
; hence the attraction of an infinite cylinder at an

external point is inversely proportional to its distance from the

axis.

Finally, for an infinite attracting plate, the tubes are cylinders

and the attraction is constant at all points in empty space.

If the tube of force contain within it a quantity of the

attracting matter whose mass is dq, we have by (2) of Art. 324

Fu>-F'oj'=4>irydq. (2)

This equation can in like manner be employed to find the re-

sultant force inside a sphere, a cylinder, or a plate.

In the ease of a sphere of uniform density, let the tube be

contained between the spheres of radii r and r + dr. Then

dq = poudr, p being the density at the attracted point, and (2)

becomes d
^
F(^ = 47ryp(a dr,

or d(Fr*) 4Trypr*dr,

since to is proportional to r2 . Integrating this last equation,

3
Fr* = -Trypr

3 + C.

Now F is evidently zero at the centre, therefore C = 0, and

F=-Tiy P r.

For a point inside an infinite cylinder at a distance r from the

axis we have, since w is ultimately a rectangle of breadth pro-

portional to r, d (j^j
= ivyprdr,

.'. F 2irypr.

In general, if the tube is terminated by two level surfaces

whose^distance measured along the lines of force forming the

tube is ds, we have dq = ponds, and (2) gives for the determina-

tion of F
d(F(o)

= 4Trypoi dg.

340.] Unit Tube of Force. If at any point F we draw a

tube of force such that the product of the force-intensity and the

area of the normal section is unity, the tube is called a unit tube.

Thus, in C. G. S. measures, if the product of the force-intensity,
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expressed in dynes per gramme mass, and the area of the normal

section, expressed in square centimetres, is numerically unity, the

tube is a unit tube.

Fig. 286.

Section III.

The Attraction of Ellipsoids. [Method of ChaslesJ\

341.] Shell bounded by Similar Surfaces. Let v/jo'and rqp
be two concentric, similar, and similarly situated surfaces whose

normal distance from

each other is at all

points very small. Sup-

pose the space between

these surfaces to be filled

by attracting matter of

uniform density, and let

be an attracted particle

in the interior of the

shell. With as vertex

let any slender cone be

described, intercepting on the shell two frustums whose thick-

nesses measured along the generator pr of the cone are pp' and

r/. Then, since by the property of similar, similarly situated,

and concentric surfaces of the second degree, the intercepts pp'
and rr' are equal whatever be the direction of the line pr, we
see by Art. 318 that the attractions of these frustums on are

equal and opposite. Hence the corresponding frustums of all

such cones exert equal and opposite attractions on
;
and the

resultant attraction of the shell on any internal particle is there-

fore zero.

Hence, if the law of attraction is that of nature, every shell of

uniform density and small thickness, bounded by similar, similarly

situated, and concentric ellipsoidal surfaces produces a constant

Potential at all points in its interior, and exerts, therefore, at these

points no attraction.

The same is true for a solid of uniform density and any thick-

ness bounded by two similar, similarly situated, and concentric

ellipsoidal surfaces, since the thicknesses of the frustums inter-

cepted between its bounding surfaces will still be equal.
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342.] Corresponding Points on Confoeal Ellipsoids. Let

rpq and PQ (Fig. 286) be two confoeal ellipsoids, let the axes

of the first be a, ft', y, and those of the second a, /3, y, let the

co-ordinates of a point p on the first be x', y', z', and those of

a point P on the second x, y, z. Then, if

x _x' y _tf z _ z
'

~ = ~7 > ~~X 77/'
-

7 >

a a p p y y

the points P and p are called corresponding points on the ellip-

soids. Also, let Q and q be two other corresponding* points.

Then it is very easy to prove that the distance Pq is equal to the

distance Qp. (Salmon's Geometry of Three Dimensions, Art. 181.)

343.] External Potential of an Ellipsoidal Shell. Let it be

required to find the Potential at an external point, P, of a shell

bounded by the similar, similarly situated, and concentric ellip-

soids vr'p' and rqp. Through the point P describe an ellipsoid,

PQ, confoeal with rqp, and describe also an ellipsoid, msn, con-

focal with vr'p' and similar to PQ. This latter surface is

completely determinate, since its axes must be jxa, y./3, yy, and

since y? (a
2

/3
2

)
must be equal to //

2

(a'
2

/3'
2
),
where \l d,\x fi' ,

fx'y are the (given) axes of the ellipsoid vr'p' ;
or fx

== //, since

a2
-/3

2 = a'2 -/5'
2

.

Now at q draw the normal distance, dn', which separates the

surfaces rqp and vr'p', and about q describe on the ellipsoid rqp

any small closed curve whose area is dS'. Round Q, on the

surface QP describe the small closed curve, of area dS, which

consists of points corresponding to those forming dS'; and let

dn be the normal distance between the surfaces QP and msn.

We shall now prove that the elements of volume dn . dS and

dn'.dS', which we may denote by dco and dco', respectively, are

connected by the equation
da d<a . .

apy a py x '

Let x', y',
z' be the co-ordinates of q with reference to the

principal axes of the ellipsoids, and let dx'dy' be the projection of

dS' on the plane xy. Then, since the cosine of the angle between

p'z*
the normal at q and the axis of z is

^j, where p' is the perpen-

dicular from C on the tangent plane at q, we have

d&= ?r,dx'dy'.
pz'

9
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Now since the surfaces rq p and v'r'p' are similar, we have

M .

P

.-. dn\d^={\-ix)
y
~dafdi/. (2)

Similarly dn.dS = (1 /m) dxdyy (3)z

where x, y, z are the co-ordinates of Q. But since

dx _ daf dy _ dy'

these equations give (1) at once by division. Moreover the

Potential at P due to the element of mass pdu/ at q is proportional

to
!-p , while the Potential at p due to the element f&m at Q is

proportional to ^ ; and since Pq = Q/>,

Potential at P due to element of mass at q _du>'
Potential at p due to corresponding element at Q d<a

_ a' fty' __
mass of shell rqp

afiy mass of shell PQ
Now the shell rqp can be broken up into elements of mass

formed as do/has been formed, and the corresponding elements,

da>, will completely exhaust the shell PQ ; hence, taking all the

elements of the inner shell, and all the corresponding elements

of the outer, and thus exhausting both shells, we see that

the Potential of the inner shell at P _ mass of inner shell

the Potential of the outer shell atp mass of outer shell

Now since these shells are bounded each by similar surfaces, the

Potential of the outer shell is constant at all internal points, and

(in virtue of the continuity of the Potential) this Potential is the

same as the Potential of the outer shell at P.

Hence the Potential of an ellipsoidal shell bounded by similar

surfaces is constant at all points on the surface of any ellipsoid

confocal with the surface of the shell that is, the level surfaces

of an ellipsoidal shell are confocal ellipsoids, and its attraction at

any point is therefore normal to the confocal ellipsoid through
the point.

Let V and V be the Potentials of the shells PQ and rqp at

P; then a'flV

a/3y
VOL. II. Y
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We shall show in the next section (example 4) that these

shells produce at all points outside both Potentials which are

proportional simply to the masses of the shells, i.e., related as in

(4) ;
so that at all such points their attraction-intensities also

bear this relation to each other. Hence at any point outside

both shells even though it is just on the outer surface of PQ
we have dYf

a'tfy' dV
dx afiy dx

'
v '

For this reason the calculation of the attraction of an ellipsoidal

shell at an external point is reduced to that of a shell at a point

on its surface.

344.] Attraction of an Ellipsoid at an External Point.

Let ABB (Fig 286) be a solid homogeneous ellipsoid, and let it

be required to find its attraction on a unit mass condensed at P.

Break the ellipsoid up into an infinite number of thin shells

bounded by ellipsoids similar to each other and to the surface

ABB
;
let one of these shells be that between the surfaces vr'jf

and rqp. Denote this shell by (s) ; and describe the ellipsoids

PQ and msn, similar to each other and confocal with the surfaces

of
(s),

as in the preceding Articles. Denote this shell by (0-).

Let the axes of ABB be a, b, c
;

let those of rqp be ka, kb, kc,

and let those of v/p' be (k + dk)a, (k + dk)b, (k + dk)c. Also, let

the axes of the ellipsoid PQ be k */a2 + A2
,
k -/b* + A2

, kVc2 + \ 2
;

then, by Art. 343, those of msn will be (k + dk) V'a
1 + A2

, (k + dk)

V^+A2
, (k + dk)\/c

2 + k2
. Now (Art. 322), the attraction of

the shell (a) on a unit mass at P is

4 iry p. Pn*,

where Pn is the normal thickness of the shell at P. This at-

traction acts in the direction of the normal Pn, whose direction

cosines are pX py pZ

k2
(a

2 + k2Y k2 (b
2 + K2Y k2 (c

2 + k2Y
j) being the length of the perpendicular from C, the centre of

the ellipsoid on the tangent plane at P, and x, y, z the co-

ordinates of P. Hence the attraction of (a) on P parallel to the

axis of x, in the positive direction, is

k2 (a
2 + K2

)

r "
K >

* The curious compensation of errors involved in the usual proof of this is well

noticed by Collignon ( Dynamique, p. 403).
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Draw the line CP meeting the inner surface of
(a-)

in s.

Pn p e D Ps Cs axis of msn
Then

Ps T CP'
theref re P" " ' '

CP
' But

CP
=

a^is-oTTQ

k + dk ,. P* */ . _ tttt=
j ;

therefore 7^ = r) MM Pw =. L-r- .

a: oP # k

Substituting this value in
(1), we find the attraction of

(o-)

parallel to the axis of x to be

litypfPxdk
k3

(a
2 + \2

J'

Multiplying this by the ratio of the mass of
(#) to that of

(<r),

we have the component of the attraction of ($). Denoting this

latter by dX, we have

CIX 4irypabcp
2xdk ..

~~

P (a
2 + A2

)*V (b
2 + A2

) (c
2 + A2

)

'

Now, by the equation of the surface PQ,

X2 V2 z2

a2 + \2 ^ b
2 + \2 '

<? + \2

Differentiating this, regarding k and A as variables, we have

,Xdk = dk,
r

by the well-known value of the perpendicular from the centre

on the tangent plane of an ellipsoid.

Substituting this value of dk in (2), we have

^TsypabcxXdK~
{a

2 + A2
)V~(^+*2

) (c
2 + A2

)

'

To find the limits of A, we observe that when the shell (#) is

taken at the eentre, k =
; but the axes of

(<r)
must be finite :

and as they are k </a2 + A2
, &c, the value of A corresponding to

a vanishing shell at the centre is 00. Again, if k = 1, or (*) is

a shell at the surface ABB, we have a2
4- A2 = fl

1

2
,
where a

x
is

the semi-axis of the ellipsoid confocal with ABB, and passing

through P. Denote this value of A by Xv Then, ifM be the

mass of the solid ellipsoid ABB, we have

X=3yMx ; (3)J*
</(a

2 + \2y(6
2+ \2

)(c
2 + \2

)

Y 2
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and in the same way for the other components, Y and Z,

\d\
' V. V(a

2 + A2
)(

2 + A2
)*(c

2 + * 2
)

Xd\
Z = ZyMzi

J'

/. ^(a2 +

(4)

y(a
2 + A2

)(i
2 + A2

)(c
2 + A2

)
3 '

, we have evidently

The expressions for X, Y, Z may be put into other forms

which are useful in practice, by putting

c/\ u2

A =

Then X=- SyAfxIS*Jo V(l

u2 du

V{l+e2 u2
Y(l+e

2u2
)

3y31y f c,
u2du

c*~Jo V(l+e
2 u2

)(l+e'
2 u2

)
i

ZyMz /Y, u 2dn

c3 Jo V{\+e
2 u2){l^e'h^)

'

Y=-

Z=-

(5)

(l
2 c2 h2 c2

where e
2 =

^ ,
and e'

2 =
^ , the least semi-axis being c.

If the attracted particle is on the surface ABB of the attract-

ing ellipsoid, the limits of u are and 1, since c
x
= c.

If the attracted point is inside the ellipsoid, let an ellipsoid be

described through it concentric with and similar to the surface

ABB, and the portion between these two surfaces exerts no

attraction at the point (Art. 320).

Equations (5) show that the components along the principal

axes of the attraction of a homogeneous ellipsoid on a particle

placed anywhere on its surface or inside its mass are of the

forms
Am, By, Cz, (6)

where A, B, C are constant quantities.

345.] Potential of an Ellipsoid. Potential of a homogeneous

Ellipsoid at its centre. Let ABB (Fig. 286) be a homogeneous

Ellipsoid of density p, whose semi-axes are a, b, c. The polar

element of volume being r2 sm6drddd$, the Potential of this
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at C is ypr sin 0drddd<p', and integrating this from C to the

bounding surface, we get \ypR2
sinddddtp, so that

_ _ , f
w
f* sm0ddd<f>

Jo Jo s
o *7P/o J^ gin2 1^ cos2 sin2 sin2 cos2 d

'

^ +
b2

+
<*

where V is the Potential at C. This, again, is the same as

f*
[* sm0d0d<p~ 4ypJ Jo sin2

j
cos2 sin2 sin2 cos2

'

^ +
62

+
c2

Integrating with respect to
</>,

we have

T* sinfl<?fl~ *yVt / /Sin
2 cos2 0wsin2 coPlk' ( J )

Putting tan =
t, we have

r =2Trypabc*[
-

Jo Jf\

tdt

V(l +t
2
){a

2 + c2 t
2
)(b

2 + c2 t
2
)

or, finally, putting (?t2 = A2
, we have the symmetrical form

r =27rypa^r
A^

(2)*
-/(fl

2 +A2
)(^

2 + A2
)(c

2 + A2
)

Potential of Ellipsoid at any internal 'point. Let p (Fig. 286)

be the internal point the Potential at which we desire to find.

Drawing the ellipsoid pqr, which is similar to the bounding
surface DBA, the values of X, Y, Z at p are due entirely to

the matter within pqr. Hence if the axes ofpqr are ka, kb, kc,

we are to put A
x
= in equations (3), (4), p. 323, and

M = %itk?pabc.
Thus we have

X = 4iryp&
3 abcx ==-

J* ^(k
2 a2 + \ 2

)
3
(k

2 b2 +\2
)(!?c

2 + \2
)

Putting A2 = V,

X= Airypabc.x
M M

. (3)
J* V(a

2 + p
2
f(b

2
+p.

2
)(c

2 + H.
2
)

Similarly

7= iTtypabc.yf

*

-
M^M

, (4)

Z-^ypabc.z\
MM

(5)
* vV +M^ +^H^ + M2

)
3
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Denote these values of X, Y, Z by Ax, By, Cz, the quantities

A, By C being obviously the same for all internal points. Then
if V is the Potential of the whole ellipsoid at j),

dV= Axdx + Bycly + Czdz.

Integrating,
V= V

Q + \{Atf + By
2 + Cz2

). (6)

Substituting the values of F
, A, B, C, just found, we have

T
00

/ x2 y
2 z2

V2-nypabcj (1 -^
- *

,. -),r
Jo v a? + n

2 IP + n' c2 +n2J

***
(7)

V{a
2 + n

2

)(6
2
+(x

2
)(c

2
+n*)

V '

The integrals involved in these several coefficients are easily

reduced to the ordinary forms of elliptic integrals. Thus, as-

suming that the axes in order of descending magnitudes are

a, b, c, assume ^2
_ yi^2^_ c2 sec2^ ^

Denoting *J{a
2 + y

2
) (b

2 + y
2

) (c
2 + y

A

) by/(/x), we have

djj. 4<f>

fit*)

~
Va2 -c2

-(a
2-b2

)sm*<t>

1 d<p
~

V^T2"^'
in the ordinary notation of elliptic integrals. Also

|

f

(9)

(10)

sin~l -

Hence, denoting sin-1 -7 by <o, we have

r _2TTypaberia<f> /tf ,

xr 4 7ryp^c C% cos2 d>dd> , ,

- / -x#, (12)

r = ^.Ttypdbc r*cos2
(pd(f)r*cos2 <bd<b

, ,

1 T$r* (13 >

5- 4iry/)^g r? cot20^

The integral in (12) is reduced to elliptic integrals of the first
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and second kinds by the formula (Hymers's Integral Calculus,

P- 219) r d<f> 1 _,. . /fc
2
sin4>costf>

while that in (14) is reduced thus :

/cot

2
$ d<f>_ rdcot<f> f

'

d<p _ cot< i/ 2 f^ (l>

A<p ~~J A< J A0
-_

A(/>

~~

7 A^'
# being the complement of /, i.e. k2 + k'2 = 1.

Potential of an Ellipsoidal Shell at any externalpoint. Let it be

required to find the Potential at -P (Fig. 286) due to the homo-

geneous shell contained between par and p' / v. By Art. 343,

this Potential = , times the Potential

V(a
2 + \2

)(b
2 +X2

)(c
2 + X2

)

produced at C by the shell PQms ; and since the axes of the

outer surface, PQ, are kVa2
-\-K

2
, &c, it is easily seen that this

latter Potential is

; 77 f
f
f
f sm6d9d<f> _.

8ypkdk / / -^r- b-t .
,

. a rs (lo)
Jo Jo sm^0cosJ

< snr#smz cos-0

a2 + A2
+

>)
2 + A2 +

c2!^
But we have shown that the double integral in this expression

is equal to

ixd/j.

'M.'o V{a
2 + A2 + p.

2
) {b

2 + A2 + /x
2
)(c

2 + A2 + p.
2
)

(16)

where /(A) = V(a
2+ A2

) (4
2 + A2

) (c
2 + A2

).
Hence if dV is the

Potential of the shell par at P,

dV=-4-nypabc.kdJc[* ^> (17)
-A) XW

where x(m) is the denominator under the integral in (16).

We may put A2 + p? v2
,
so that /*

= v
,
and

T
00
v^y

dV = iiypabc .kdkl -ri.

But (p. 323)^ = -1^51 + (TOp
+(S^WA-

Hence integrating from A = 00 to A = Aj, so as to include the

whole given ellipsoid,
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This is easily reduced to a simpler form thus. Let

Now taking the term in x only, we have

J A?A

Va, a2 + A2
/(A)

2

Adding the terms in y and
,
we have, since

-3
-
2 + ... = 1,

Examples.

1. Find the attraction of a homogeneous ellipsoid of revolution

round the minor axis (oblate spheroid) on a particle placed on its

surface.

Here a = b, and e = e' in equations (5), p. 324
;
therefore

ZyMxT1 v?du

c
3

Joil+e'u
2

)

2

The integral is most easily found by putting eu = tan 0. We then

find ZyMx. L . e .

2cV (tan '
l+e2) '

^=-^(e _tan-^).

These expressions are of importance in the theory of the figure of the

Earth.

2. A homogeneous fluid mass, self-attracting according to the law

of nature, is acted upon at every element by a force proportional to
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the mass of the element and its distance from an axis passing through
the centre of mass of the fluid. Prove that an ellipsoid of revolution

round the axis is a possible figure of equilibrium of the fluid.

Let kr be the force emanating from the axis on a unit mass at

distance r from the axis. Take the axis as axis of z, and assume the

surface of the fluid to be an ellipsoid of revolution whose axes are

cVl+e2
, cVT+7, c.

Then the ar-component of force on a unit mass on the surface is

( A + k)x, where A has the value in example 1. Hence if V is the

potential at the surface

dV= (
A + k)xdx+ ( A + k)ydy Czdz,

which is zero, since if the potential is not constant over the surface of

a fluid, there will be a force in the tangent plane causing a flow from
one point to another. Also by differentiating the equation of the

surface, we have xdx+ ydy-
JTP+ zdz=0.

Hence we must have A + k 1

G 1+e2

Substituting the values of A and C from last example, and puttingM |^c
3

(l +e
2
)p, where p is the density of the fluid, this equation

gives ZyS

^-+3 = (3 + e
2

)tan-
1
e.

Put k= | ttp . q ; then we have

ft4
tan-1e = 0,

2qe> + 9e

3(3 + e
2

)

which determines e, the eccentricity, in terms of q ; and c, the least

axis, is known from M, the whole mass of the fluid.

There is a major limit to the value of q in order that equilibrium
in the ellipsoidal form may be possible ;

but into the discussion of

this, which is somewhat tedious, we do not enter. [See the Mecanique
Celeste, or Besant's Hydromechanics.]

3. If from a solid homogeneous ellipsoid there be removed any
complete ellipsoid, find the attraction at a point (a) inside the

remaining mass, (b) inside the ellipsoidal cavity.
The attraction is to be found by considering the cavity to be filled

with matter of the same density as that of the rest, and then sub-

tracting the results due to the matter which is imagined to fill the

cavity.
Let the axes of the complete ellipsoid be taken as those of reference,

and let the axes of the cavity make angles (a,, /3j, yj, (a,, /3a , y2),

(as> As y$) with them. Also let the co-ordinates of the attracted

particle with reference to these axes be
(x, y, z) and (a/, y', /),

respectively, and let the components of attraction along these sets of

axes be (X, Y, Z) and (X
7
, T, Z').
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TheQ X=Ax, Y=By, Z=Cz,
where A, B, C are constants

;
and

z"a=4V, r=B,

y
f

,
z' = c'z',

where if the attracted particle is outside the cavity, A', B', C are

variables, but if inside, constants.

The whole force parallel to the axis of a; on a unit particle is

obviously X-{Tcoaal + T ,+ff 00s aj,
with similar expressions for the components along the axes of y
and z.

If the attracted particle is inside the cavity, the level surface

passing through it is easily found. For, the virtual work of the

attraction of the whole ellipsoid \%Xdx-\- Ydy+ Zdz, or %d(Aoc?+ By
2

+ Cz7

) ;
and that of the attraction of the small ellipsoid is X'dx'

+ Y'dy'+ Z'dz', ov\d(AV2+ BY2+ (7V2

).
Hence the level surfaces

inside the cavity are given by the equation

Ax* + By
2+ Cz'

i-A'x'2-By2 -C'z'2 = const.

They are therefore quadrics.
"We could in the same way find the effect due to an ellipsoidal mass

which contains in its interior another ellipsoidal mass (or nucleus) of

density different from that of the remainder. If p and // are the

densities of the two portions (p'>p), imagine the whole to consist of

a homogeneous mass of density p, and add the effect due to the

nucleus, supposed of density p'p.
4. Prove that an oblate spheroid of uniform density cannot have

its own surface for one of its level surfaces.

[The condition that its own surface should be a level surface is

3
tan-1e = :2) which cannot be satisfied by any value of e, except

zero.]

5. Prove that a prolate spheroid of uniform density cannot have its

own surface for a level surface.

[By putting e = kV 1 in the last result, the required condition

becomes 1+k sk

which gives by expansion

(3-F)(l +^+ P*+...)=3, or _L + !^. + ... = o,

which is, of course, quite impossible.]

6. Prove that in the spheroid considered in example 2 the re-

sultant attraction at any point on the surface is proportional to the

length of the normal between that point and the axis of revolution.

7. Express gravity on the surface of such a spheroid in terms of

the latitude.
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[The latitude of a point on the surface is the angle made with the

plane of the equator by the normal at the point.
If E denotes the value of gravity at the equator, G the value in

latitude A, and e the eccentricity of the generating ellipse,

_ *
.

-/l- 3
sin

2A'

so that if i is small, the increase of gravity at any point above the

equatorial value is proportional to sin
2

(latitude).]

8. The components of attraction of a homogeneous ellipsoid at an
internal point (x, y, z) being Ax, By, Cz (as in p. 324), prove that

A+B+C= 4iry/>,

where p is the density at the point.

9. From a continuous mass, M, a portion M' is removed and
reduced to a state of infinite diffusion

; show that the work thus
done is

fVdm'- \/ram',
the integrals being extended throughout the volume of M' (while
it forms part of M), V being the Potential at any point of M' due to

the complete mass, V the Potential due to M' alone, and dm' an
element of M'.

10. A homogeneous ellipsoid of density p and semi-axes a, b, c,

contains a concentric spherical cavity of radius r
; prove that the

work done in filling the cavity with homogeneous matter of density

p, brought from a state of diffusion, is

^^!6*ri- 3415

where /(A)
=

\/(a
s+ Aa

)(&
a+ A ,

)(c
2+ A) >

and verify this result for

the case in which the ellipsoid is a sphere (example 23, p. 310).

(Use the value of V in (6), p. 326, and observe that

A + B+C= 4iryp,

and also that fx*dm' =fy1dm' =fz*dm'= T
4
? itp r

5
.)

11. If the external level surfaces of any attracting system are

confocal ellipsoids defined by the parameter A in the equation
x2

y
2

a8

a2+ A
+

6
2+ A

+
e
r+A '

shew that the potential is given by the equation

7
2J^/(a

2
^-A)(&

2 -r A)(e
2+ A)

,

where M is the mass of the attracting system.

(Transform the equation V 2 V = 0, which holds for all points
outside the mass, into a differential equation in which A is the

independent variable. Thus
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But if 2> is the central perpendicular on the tangent plane to the

ellipsoid at any point, we easily find by differentiating the equation

connecting A with x, y, z, that

_=_|_, andtliat (s
_)+ ...=v,

while ^ =2,/^+^+^). Therefore, &e.)

Section IV. Greens Equation and Spherical Harmonics.

346.] Green's Equation. Let U and V be any finite and

continuous functions of the co-ordinates of a point in space, and

d 2 d2 d 2

let V2
stand, as usual, for the operation yy + yy +

y-^

Take any closed surface (Fig. 287, or

Fig. 274, p. 238); let dl represent an ele-

ment of volume of the space inside this

surface, and let dS represent any element

of area of the surface. Then we shall have

Fig. 267. the following equation, which is due to

Green :

fuv 2 Fda = fU dS- f( }dQ, (a)

J J dn J ^dx dx dy dy dz dz ' '

dn in this equation being an element of the normal to the sur-

face drawn outwards, as in Art. 329.

For, dl = dxdydz, so that the left-hand side is

\T ,d
2V d 2 V d 2 F, J . .

U
(dx^

+
df

+^*
d 2V . r d?V

Consider the term U yy separately. Taking / U y-y dx, and

integrating between the extreme values of x, considering y and z

both constant i.e. in the figure, performing a summation along
the line p x p2 parallel to the axis of x we get

Ctt^7 1 rrrdV, fjjdV, rdUdV ,

in which the suffixes denote the values of the quantities in

brackets at the extreme points p2 and px of the integration.

Fig. 287 represents the line p2 p^ as meeting the given closed

IIP
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surface in only two points, but our result holds whatever be

the number of these points observing that it must be an even

number, since the surface is closed. Fig. 274, p. 238, will repre-

sent the more general case if we imagine the line OQ to be

parallel to the axis of x
; and with this figure the terms outside

the sign of integration in (1) would be

The integration along px p2
is performed in reality along a

very slender parallelopiped whose transverse section is dy dz, and

not along a line. Multiplying the different terms of (1) by

dydz, we have the right-hand side equal to

Now if dS2 is the element of surface cut off by the parallelo-

piped at p2
and if A

2
is the angle (represented by the dotted

line) made with the axis of x by the outward-drawn normal

at p2 , we have
dy dz = cosa2 . dS2 ; (4)

and if dS
x

is the element of area cut off at px ,
while X

x is the

direction angle of the outward-drawn normal at pXi
measured

in the same sense as atp2 ,
we have

dydz as cos X x . dS
1 ; (5)

with exactly like results in the general figure, Fig. 274, p. 238,

the cosines being negative at the points Plt
P3 ,

and positive

at P2 ,
P. Hence (3) becomes

(V^cosXdS) +
(u^cosKdS^-d^f^^dx; (6)

and hence

\ denoting the angle made by the normal at any point with the

axis of x.

In the same way, if p and v are the angles made by the

normal with the axes ofy and z
}
we have

JU
*T*a =

jv
d

-L^iS-Jjj
d

^ *$* (8)

f
uw da */*-*-f[ff ***
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Adding (7), (8), and (9) together, we obtain the equation (a).

Writing down the value of JTV 2
Uda, and subtracting the

result from (a), we obtain

JV dUs ,

(0)Auv*r-vv*u)da=j{u^-r^)ds.
If U is taken identical with V, we have the result

fr^fr^s-f^+^^a. M
Green's Equation is probably the most remarkable and power-

ful analytical result in the whole range of Mathematical Physics.

It is put by Sir W. Thomson into the following somewhat

generalised form

p
t 3 dV . dV . dV
d.cbr d.d)-^ a.<br-T dx dy dz

dx dy dz
Ida

-.Ju^ds-f^u^ + u^+u^da, ()

where
<f>

is any function whatever and

Pi &c.
dU _dV
dx' l

~
dx

y

This is at once deducible as before.

Green's equation holds also for the space included between

any closed surface S (Fig. 288)
and any closed surfaces, Mx ,

M2 ,
included by S. In this

case the boundary of the space

considered is not continuous

that is, starting from any one

point, Pls on the boundary, it

is not possible to reach every
other point (such as P4) on theFig. 288.

boundary by travelling merely over the boundary itself.

The figure represents a line I\12 ...Pq parallel to the axis of

/d
2 V

JJ dx is performed, and the

lines jF^%, P2
n
2> -^3 W3> are the elements of the normals drawn

outwards from the space considered, i.e. the space included

between the contours of S, Mlf and M2 .
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The functions U and V may be any whatever subject to the

conditions of being finite, continuous, and (as we shall assume

for the present) single-valued.

Take U = C = any constant, for example, and the equation

(a) becomes ,^

I*rf M (10)

If V is the Potential due to any attracting matter,

V2 r=-4irpy

(p. 280), and we have at once the equation

-InyHf^/NdS, (11)

as in p. 264
;
and if the surface S has all the attracting matter

outside it, we have in the same way fNdS = (p. 264) ;
for in

Fig. 288 let the contour of M2 represent any closed surface,

let
-S/j represent any attracting matter outside this surface, and

let S be any surface completely surrounding both. Applying
Green's equation (10) to the space included between the surfaces

S and M
2 and the contours of these surfaces, we have

- 4 *yjfj = /NdS+fN'dS',

where N and dS refer to the surface S, and Nf and dtf to the

surface of M.2 . But, ignoring the surface of M2 altogether,

(11) gives

-4TryM1
= /MS.

Hence fN'd&= 0.

The quantity V 2 Fis called by Clerk Maxwell the concentra-

tion of V. Hence (10) asserts that if a function has no concen-

tration at any point inside a closed surface, the surface-integral

of the normal variation of this function over the surface is zero.

As another example, take U = V, and let V be the Potential

due to any attracting matter. Then the equation becomes

4TryfFdm = -fr^-dS+ fR2
dn, (i)

where R is the resultant force intensity at any point inside

the closed surface, dm = pdl= element of mass at any point

inside, and y,as usual, the gravitation constant. Now (Art. 331)
the left-hand side of (c) is 8 tt y times the Potential Work of

the attractive forces of the system, or, in other words, 8 it y times

the amount of work done by these forces in bringing the system
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from a state of infinite diffusion to its present configuration.
Hence the right-hand side is another expression for the same

thing. A simpler expression is obtained by taking the closed

surface S of infinite size, i.e. every point of it at infinity. Now
if none of the attracting matter is infinitely distant, V = at

every point of this infinitely distant surface ; nevertheless the

rdV
integral / -jdS is finite and = 4 Try31, where M is the

r dV
quantity of the given matter. Hence / V-j- dS over this sur-

face must be zero, and we have

4Try/Fdm=fR2
da, (Q

the integral on the right-hand side being taken all through
the attracting matter and through infinite space outside the

attracting matter, and the work required to reduce the given

self-attracting system to a state of infinite diffusion is

ffdtt, (rj)

I r.

8vyJ
J

the integration extending through all space outside the matter,

and through the matter itself.

Examples.

1. Take the case of a homogeneous solid sphere of radius a.

Then at any point inside V = 2iryp(a
2 r2

),
r being the distance

of the point from the centre. We may take dm = iirpr^dr, and

we find \ fVdm \y ,
where M =. mass of sphere.

a yM
At any external point R= -y ; therefore

/i?2<m = f-M1 CffX drdnd<t>= 47ry
2i/2 .-

At any internal point R= ^irypr, .: fB?dl ^Tty*M
%
.-\

and the sum of these two integrals divided by 8 Try gives the same
value of the Potential work as before. (See p. 310.)

2. Supposing that a sphere of water is brought together by mutual

attractions of particles from a state of infinite diffusion, find its radius

if the amount of work done by these forces is sufficient to raise its

temperature 1C
Let a centimetres be its radius. Then the number of ergs done by

the forces is %yM2
.-, where M = its mass in grammes = ^ira*.
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But 1 water-gramme-centigrade degree is equivalent to 42x10''

ergs (Joule's Dynamical Equivalent of heat). Hence the heat, in

ergs, required to raise Af grammes through 1 is 42xlOxJ/.
Therefore 1

%yM*.- = 42 x 10s x M;a

and we know that y = dynes (Art. 321) ;'
1543x10*

J K "

in

. /210X1543 tA . _. .,
,\ a = a / x 1

6 centimetres

= 16 xlO6

(roughly).

Now the Earth's radius = 637 x 106
cms.; therefore the diameter

. ., . . . Earth's diameter
ot the required water sphere = j^ roughly.

3. If any surface, S, enclosing a given distribution of mass is a

surface of zero potential for this mass, the potential of the system is

constantly zero at all points outside S.

Draw an infinitely distant sphere enclosing the system, and apply
Green's equation, taking U= V, to the space between this sphere and
the given surface S. The volume-integral ./TV

2 V . dil taken through
this space is zero, since V2Fis evervwhere zero. Also the two surface-

/dVV dS, one taken over S and the other over the infinitely

distant sphere, both vanish the former evidently, the latter because

Pis of the order while is of the order T ,
and dS is of the

r dn r

type r^d\id<\), so that the infinitely great value of r reduces to zero

dV
each term V - dS. Hence Green's equation reduces to /R^dSl Q,

dn
where, as in (), Art. 346, R is the resultant force-intensity at any

point in the space considered ; ,\ R = at each point, i.e. V is con-

stant, and equal to zero everywhere.

4. If for each of two different material systems, M and M', a cer-

tain surface, S, which encloses both, is a surface of constant potential,
all the external level surfaces ofM are also level surfaces of M'.

For, let A be the constant value of the potential ofM on S, and let

A' be the constant value for Mf
on S. Then, if we increase the

density at every point of M' in the constant ratio -77, we obtain a

mass system occupying the position of Mf

,
whose total quantity is

-pM' and whose potential on S is A. Keverse the sign of every

element of this new mass, and take this reversed system conjointly

with M. We then have a mass system, M -r-,M\ producing con-

stant zero potential over the surface S, and therefore at every point

VOL. 11. z
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outside S, by last example. Hence every level surface ofM between

S and infinity is also a level surface of M'
',
and the ratio of the poten-

tials is. on all, .

A
Thus is proved the equivalence of the ellipsoidal shell, q-p', Fig. 286,

with the shell Qs so far as attraction at all points outside both, or at the

outer surface of the latter, is concerned.

5. If two different masses of equal amounts have the same external

level surfaces, prove that fffp Udxdydz is the same for both, where
U is any function satisfying Laplace's equation.

By example 16, p. 309, we see that their Potentials must be

identical at all external points. Let V be the Potential on any
common level surface. Then applying Green's equation (/3), p. 334,
to the volume and surface of this level surface, we have for one of

the masses r r dV CdU

-^yJufia=Jv^is-yj Tn
iS.

Now since U has no concentration inside the surface (p. 335) we

/'/?

TT

dS= ;
also pdl = dm = the element of mass; therefore

fudm=--- fu^dS.
J 4-n-y J dn
dV

For the other mass -r is the same as for the first, since their
dn

Potentials are equal at all points. Hence for it

fudm'=-~ fu^dS,
J 1-nyJ dn

which giyesfUdm fUdm', as required.
If the two masses are not equal, these integrals are proportional to

their amounts; or fUdm_fUdmf
M ~'~W (<J)

6. If two different masses have the same external level surfaces,

they have the same centre of mass and the same principal axes at

this point, and their Ellipsoids of gyration are confocal.

For, let U = x in (a), and we have x = x''. Similarly if U = y, and

U=z, we obtain y=y', &c. We may take the centre of mass as origin.

Secondly, let U = xy (which satisfies V 2U = 0) ;
then

Jxydm=,Jxydm';
so that if the products of inertia round the axes of co-ordinates

vanish for the first mass, they also vanish for the second. Take the

principal axes as axes of co-ordinates.

Thirdly, let U = y'
l + zl 2xl

,
and if A,... A',... are the principal

moments of inertia, we have

^(B+ C-2A)= {1? + C'-2A').
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Two similar equations also follow. Hence

AL _A^_ &__& f- C

7. Prove that the mean value of any continuous function, <, taken

over a sphere of radius a exceeds the value which the function has

at the centre of the sphere by

47T / r a
$.da,

this integral being taken through the volume of the sphere, and r

being the distance of any point from the centre.

Round the centre of the sphere describe a circle of extremely small

radius, b, and apply Green's equation to the space between the two

spheres. This space has for boundary the surfaces of the two spheres.

Let be taken as U. Then from
(/3), Art. 346, since VsU = 0,

ft! _
L)V*4> .dn = f(

l

--l)^ds-f^-
l

-)
d4 ds

J V a' Jir a' dr /2V a' dr

a
1- . <?

-/*^d5+X*i d5
'

the integrals with suffix 1 referring to the surface of the outer sphere

(for which dn = dr), and those with suffix 2 to the surface of the

inner (for which dn = dr). Now the first integral on the right-

hand side is zero, v r = a ; the third integral = 2
I <}>dS; the

i r -

a J
fourth = / <pdS = 477</> (where <f)

is the value of <f> at the

centre) because <f> at every point on the surface of the small sphere
is very nearly constant, and J"dS = 4-7T0

2
. Also the second integral

is zero, because -^- is very nearly the same at all points on the small
dr

sphere, and r = b at all points, so that this integral

which is infinitely small since 6 is so. Hence we have

J{\-\)V^dQ.
=
ljcl>dS-^^,

which gives the desired result.

If <f> is the Potential of matter wholly external to the sphere, we
have the result in example 12, p. 306.

If there is matter internal as well as external to the sphere, it can

be shown at once that the mean value of the Potential on the surface

is equal to the Potential at the centre due to the external mass, plus

Z a
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the Potential which would be produced at the centre by distributing
the internal mass as a shell over the surface

;
in other words,

4 itay
u a

8. If
</>

is any function of the co-ordinates of a point, P, and round

P as centre a small sphere, of radius r, be described, prove that if
(/>

is the mean value of
(f> (i.e.,

mean volume-value) for all points within

the sphere, =^^^
347.] Remarkable Consequence of -Green's Equation. The

first result that we shall deduce from Green's Equation is the

following, which is of fundamental importance in the theory of

Attraction

There cannot be two different functions which both satisfy La-

place's equation at every point of a closed region of space and which

have both the same value at every point of the surface or surfaces

bounding this region.

If possible, let there be two different functions V and U such

that at every point in the region enclosed by the surface in

Fig. 287, p. 332, or at every point in the region included between

the surfaces of S, Mx ,
and M

2
in Fig. 288, we have

V2F=0 and V 2U = 0,

and also such that V U at every point on the bounding surface

in Fig. 287, and at every point on the surface S, every point on the

surface ofM
x ,

and every point on the surface ofM%
in Fig. 288.

Then our theorem is that V and U must be identical.

For, by Green's equation, if
</>

is any function,

/^ =/*&-j' +
<$'

+
&**;

W
in which dl is any element of volume of the space considered

and dS an element of area of the boundary.
Let

<f)
= V U. Then by hypothesis V

2
cf>
= at every point

in the volume, and $ = at every point on the boundary ; hence

Now this asserts that a summation of a sum of squares is

zero, which cannot be unless every term in the summation = 0.

Hence at every point in the volume considered we must have

d_P_<W. dV^_dJJ_^ dV _ dU
m

dx
~~

dx
'

dy dy
'

dz dz

and these require V = U at every point of the included space.
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The application of this result to the theory of Potential is

obvious. J/j ,
M2 may be any distributions of attracting matter

and S an infinitely distant surface. If no portion of the attract-

ing- matter is contemplated as at infinity, the Potential has a

zero value at every point on S. Then the Theorem just proved,

when applied to the region included between the infinitely distant

surface and the contours ofM
x
and M.2 i. e. to the whole of the

space external to the masses M
x
and M2 comes to this : if we

know any function, V, of the co-ordinates (x, y, z) which vanishes

for all points at infinity, which at every point on the contours of

Jfj and M2 has the value of the Potential of these masses at the

point, and which at every point outside these masses satisfies

Laplace's equation V 2F=
; then J is the Potential 'produced

by the masses at any point (x, y, z) of the space external to them.

For, the Potential satisfies all these conditions, and as there is

only one function which can do so, the given function, V, must

be the Potential.

348.] Central Solid of Revolution. Theorem of Legendre.

For the case in which the attracting matter forms any central

solid of revolution we shall now prove the following remarkable

result which was first proved by Legendre : If in the case of any

body which is symmetrical, both as to shape and to density, about an

axis, we know a Potential function {of x, y, z or any other co-

ordinates which determine theposition of a point) whichfor all points

on the axis outside the body is the Potential of the body at these

points, thisfunction is the Potential at every point outside the body.

[The expression
' Potential function

'

is here used for brevity

to signify one satisfying Laplace's equation, V
2
$ = 0.]

Lsgendre's proof of this theorem (which is that commonly

employed) will be subsequently given. The following seems to

be more simple and elementary.

The Potential for this case must be simply a function of the

two cylindrical co-ordinates z, (Art. 329). Hence if ^'is the

Potential at any point,

d 2 F d*F \dV
dz^

+ ^e +
-cic

= - (1)

Let V be the function which we know, and which satisfies the

conditions above enunciated. Then U also satisfies (1). Let

(jj
= V U

; then </>
also satisfies the equation (

1
),

or

fU* +
d?)

+
17C

( }
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Now all along the axis of z we have < s= 0, and therefore

(lA _ n
lll - n ^!* - n

With these conditions, and with the condition that (2) holds for

all values of z and we wish to show that all the differential

d m+n (b

coefficients of <p, such as
7 TO j>n ? vanish at all joints on the

axis of z.

Firstl)
r
,
at all points on the axis of z (since (= 0) we have

ty(2)

'

d<t,

Again, differentiating (2) with respect to ( and putting (= 0,

we have

5̂?
= -

Differentiating (2) n times with respect to (, we have by
Leibnitz's Theorem

^ r
d n+2

(f>
d +2

<t> ^
dn+1

(f>
,

x
dn+1

<(> _
c
\d~z^dC

+ d^) +n
dz*dX

n-1+{n * 'TC^
~

*

so that at all points on the axis of z

d 2 ,d
n ~l

<i>, , .dn+1 d> . .

"^(^) + (" +1)7r
= - (3)

Hence if at all points on the axis
_^
= 0, we shall have

rfn+1
<*> ^ -n x d<

l> j cl
*<$> ^ l : 1 j x u

, ,, = 0. rJut -=t; and -5-zsr have both been proved to vanish
d(

n+1 dC C
*

at all points on the axis, and therefore all the differential co-

efficients of < with respect to ( vanish on the axis
;
and hence

also, on account of the independence of the order of differentiation,

all of the form 7 ,Tl also vanish on the axis.
dzmd(

n

Now, by Maelaurin's Theorem, if
cf> f{z> Q, we have

7 1

where
</> , (-r-) mean the values of and its differential

coefficients when (0, 0) are put for (z, (). Hence, by what has
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just been proved, </>
is zero everywhere that is, V is identical

with U.

The same proof shows that if we know a Potential function, U,

which at every point inside the attracting- mass satisfies the

equation V 2 U = liryp, and if U for all points on the axis of

sj'mmetry is the Potential, it is the Potential for all points in the

mass. For, putting- <f>
V U, we have still the equation (2),

with all its consequences, for
<\> ; and, as before, we prove <f>

=
for all points.

349.] Laplacians. Let be any fixed origin, P a point

whose polar co-ordinates are (r, 6, <f>)
and P* a point whose

co-ordinates are (/, 6', <//). Then, denoting, as previously,

cos 6 by ij. and cos ft by //, the reciprocal of the distanccbetween

PandP'is
1

(a)

v/r2_ 2//{ jUfi

,+ 71-V V'1 - M
'

2 COS
(<f> -<f/)} +/ 2

Now since the reciprocal of the distance between P and any
rn

other point is the type of a Potential function (pp?
is

5
in fact,

the Potential at P due to a mass m condensed at P/

),
it follows

that the expression (a) satisfies the equation V2 (jynA
=

^2 ^2 ^2
"*

where V 2 =
-y-5 + -y^ + j-% ,

or its equivalent operation in

(r,n,<p), or in
(z, <f>) ;

and again that V'2

(pjy)
= 0, where

V'2
signifies the same operations with reference to the co-ordinates

ofP'.

Again, the expression (a) may be developed in an infinite

. /
series proceeding by powers of the ratio

, or of the ratio

T
,
the coefficients of these successive powers being functions of

H, //, </>, <//. Moreover, any one coefficient as, for instance, that

of
(

) is a rational integral function of ju, -/l y? cos<,

V\ fx
2
sin</>, and is the very same function of //, V\ //

2
cos</>',

V\ //
2 sin

</>'.
It is, again, obviously the same whether -

pJy
r r

is developed in powers of or of
t r
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Let this development be

The coefficients of this development possess very remarkable

properties, and we shall call them Laplacians, after Laplace, to

whom their employment is due.

Thus Li is the Laplacian of the i
th

degree. We may speak of

it as the Laplacian of the i
th

degree for the two points P, V,
whose angular co-ordinates are involved in it.

If, regarding /, \x , </>'
as constant, we perform the operation

V2 on the right-hand side of
(/3),

since the result is zero for all

values of r and /, the coefficients of the several powers must all

separately vanish. Thus we must have

Y^ra
= 0. M

Similarly, if, regarding r, /x, </>
as constant, we perform the

operation V' 2
,
we must have V' 2

(r* Li)
= 0, and therefore of

course, by symmetry, V 2
(r%) = 0.

(6)

Substituting -rA for Tin
(5), p. 281, we have the differential

equation #r dL
t)

1 d 2L
( .,. v _ .,

and the substitution of f'X^ for P gives exactly the same

equation.

The value of L
; can, of course, be found by simple binomial

expansion of (a) ;
but such a method is very tedious, and we

shall adopt a different one.

Let A. be put for pfS + Vlp2 -/l m'
2 cos

(<f> <'), and let

(l-2\/t + P) i =l-xk. (1)

This gives ..*+,*=!,

from which we can expand x in ascending powers of h by La-

grange's Theorem (Williamson's Biff. CaL, chap. VII.).
* Thus

*A*-1 //
2 d A2-K 2
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Now from (l) we have j- =s
(1 2 \k-\- h

2
)~%, which by hypo-

(t A

thesis, when expanded in powers of h is

L + L1
k + L2

/i
2 + ...+L i

Ai
+....

Differentiating (2) with respect to A, and identifying
1 the

(loo

coefficients of //' in the two values of -7- ,
we have

a\

By actually expanding (A
2

1)* and differentiating, we have

^ =
^7[2^(2^-i)...0'+i)^-&c.y

which shows that L
t

is a rational integral function of the i
th

degree of ju, Vl m
2
cos0, </\ y? sin $,

and the very same function of //,

Vlp 2 cos <p', Vlfx 1 sin </>'.

In the figure (Fig. 289) let the spherical

triangle be that in which a sphere is

intersected by the axis of z (from which 6 b

and 0' are measured), and the lines OP
and (/P* ; these lines meeting the surface in o,p,p\ respectively.

The point being the pole from which angles are measured, the

function -^jp
satisfies the differential equation

r& & d d 1 d2
1

1 _ ft

ld?'
r
'd7

+
dj'^'

1
"

)
dJL

+
T=j?d4VPP'-

'

but if p' is taken as pole, the expression for PP/
involves only

OP, OP", and cos\|r (or A), without any term in longitude.

Hence we have

and putting here for
-jyjy

the development (/3),
and equating to

zero the coefficients of the several powers of r, we have
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L
t being given by ((), and satisfying (>?),

we conclude generally

that any function, X, of the form

XmM =V
(3)dx% v '

where a does not involve x, will satisfy the equation

gj\M(t+l)JT=0.
(4)

The value of 2/j as given by (() is not of much practical use.

To make it useful, it must be exhibited as a series of cosines of

multiples of $ -
$' (which we may denote by w) thus :

Li= M +M1 coa<a + J&r2 coa2a> + ...+Mt coaia}, (5)

the series ending with cos iw, because the highest power of

cos to in L
i
is the i

th
,
and we know by elementary Trigonometry

that

[U \\
2*-1 cos*fi> = cosi<+&cos(i 2)to+ 'cos(& 4)w+ ....

Laplace deduces Lt in the desired form (5) by elementary

algebraic processes ;
but as we prefer to present it in a more

succinct form than that given by Laplace, we shall turn in the

next Article to the consideration of functions, generally, which

satisfy the equation V 2F = 0.

It is to be observed that if ix
= // and

<f>
=

$', the points

p and p' (Fig. 289) coincide, and Ply= r r', so that every

Laplacian becomes equal to unity as is verified by putting
A = 1 in (Q.

In general, any Laplacian for two points, p and p', has

reference to a certain fixed point or pole, 0, and is a function of

the position-angles (6, <f>, 6\ $') of these points with regard to

the pole. If either point, as p, is taken as pole, the Laplacian

(being always simply a function of cos
\j/)

will reduce to a function

of \i alone, and its value is then obtained by taking /z
= 1 and

<j> $'= in its general expression. In this case i.e. when one

of the two related points in the Laplacian is the pole the

Laplacian is called a Legendres coefficient, which therefore ex-

presses exactly the same thing as the Laplacian, but by a

transformation of co-ordinates. In this special form these

functions were employed by Legendre before Laplace used them

in the general form.
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350.] Spherical Harmonics. To determine a homogeneous

function of x, y, z, of the most general form, which satisfies the

equation V 2V = 0.

Firstly, such a function involves 2 i + 1 arbitrary constants,

because it contains f (i+l)(i + 2) terms; and V 2
F, being* a

rational integral function of degree i 2, will contain \i(i\)
separate terms. The condition that V2V should vanish for all

values of x,y, z is that the coefficient of each of these \i(i 1) is

zero ;
so that we have %i(i 1) equations between the \ (i+ 1)

(i + 2) coefficients. This leaves 2 i + 1 of them independent.

Changing from Cartesian to polar co-ordinates, such a function

will be of the form riY
i ,
where Y

i is, of course, a rational, in-

tegral, and homogeneous function of /x, Vl /x
2
cos</>, and

\/l /a
2
sin(, and Y

{
will satisfy the equation (e), p. 344, or

d (. 9X dY{
l 1 d 2 Y

{ .,. mXV

We can now show that a value of Yt
which is the product of

a function of
/x. only and a function of

<f> only can be found to

satisfy this equation *. Let Y
i
= M<&, where M is a function of

fi only and 4> a function of
</> only. Then we have

d (. o.dM) ... ,.__ M Id 2 * . .

Jip-^H'+^+T^tW**' (2)

1 d2
<P

Assume -r-rrr, = 2
, (3)

where # is a constant. Then

<l> = ^f cosncft + B sinn(ji. (4)

Equation (2) for 3/ now becomes, putting k for i (i+ 1),

. .d2M dM /T w2
\ ,^

(
1

-")7?-
2"^ + (

i-i^)^=- ()

dHu 2 lV
Now if p = *- -

> we have shown (last Art.) that

and we proceed to show that x can be determined so that the

dn v
value M = x -r-; will satisfy the equation (5).

r"

* This method is found in Ferrers's Spherical Harmonics, p. 78, a work which

onght to be studied by the student who desires to pursue this subject further.
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d n v d n
~^^v d\

For brevity denote j by v n , j-^T^Y
v n+1 ,

j- by x', &c

Then (5) becomes

(iV)xvi+{(i-^)x-MxlVi

Differentiate (6) times, employing the theorem of Leibnitz.

Then

{\-tJ?)vn+ 2-2{l+n)}xvn+x +{k-n(n+\))vn = 0. (8)

Now identifying- (7) and (8), if possible, we have

(1- M
2
)X

' +^X = 0, (9)

(l-^) x-_2^+ w ^ + l__^| x= 0; (10)

and since
(
1 0) is deducible from (9) by differentiation, the iden-

tification of (7) and (8) is possible. From (9) we have

where a is any constant. Hence

xG-fi &* - (q)

and the function

% di+ n (a2 1 V
i
1 -^2

) d i+n
'

(A<x** + + BwL*4>) t (/3)

where 11 may obviously be any integer from to i, satisfies the

equation (l) ; and this function when multiplied by r* is the

type of rational integral functions of #, y, z satisfying Laplace's

equation V 2V = 0.

All such functions are called Spherical Harmonics.
/

The coefficients of the various powers of in the expansion

of -p^ , which we have spoken of as Laplacians, are, of course,

Spherical Harmonics particularised.

The function riY
i (which is a homogeneous function of x,

y, z) is called a Solid Spherical Harmonic, or simply a Solid

Harmonic, of the i
th

degree ;
while the portion Y

iy
which is

a function of [x and </>,
is called a Surface Harmonic.

Again (see Art. 329) corresponding to a Solid Spherical

Harmonic riY
i
of positive degree, i, there is a Solid Spherical

r
Harmonic, -3^ , of negative degree, (i+ 1).
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Any expression of the form (/3)
is called a Tesseral Surface

Harmonic of degree i and order n.

When n = 0, the Tesseral Harmonic becomes

#(M
2
-iy

multiplied by a factor independent of fx, and this is called a

Zonal Harmonic of the i
th

degree. The Zonal Harmonic of the

2
th

degree becomes identical in form with the Laplacian when //

is taken as pole (Fig. 289), and in order that it may assume

the value unity when /x
= 1, we take

(p. 346) where we use
r

l? to denote the Zonal Harmonicof the

i
th

degree.

It is evident that the sum of all such terms as
(j3),

each mul-

tiplied by an arbitrary constant, n receiving all values from

to i both inclusive, will satisfy (1) ;
and that this sum of

terms gives us a function, Y
i , involving 2i+\ arbitrary con-

stants. It is, therefore, the function sought.

It is thus seen that the Zonal Harmonic i? is the base or

source of the general Spherical Harmonic of the i
th

degree.

Thus, for example, the Spherical Harmonic of the 3rd degree is

derived from the source ^3 / 2 _ 1)3

dp*
'

i.e. from 120m3 72 n, or, neglecting a numerical factor, from

5 p.
3

3[x', and this Harmonic will be the sum of the terms

obtained by giving u the values 0, 1, 2, 3 in the expression

(1 ft
2
)
7
-y-^ (5/x

3
3/x) . (A cosncf) + sin n(f)).

(I (A

It is therefore of the general form

A (5 h
z
-3n) + (1 -V)*(5/x

2 -
1) (A x cos<|> + B l

sin
<f>)

+ (
1 - /x

2
) \x (

A
2 cos 2 (f> + B2 sin 2

<f>)

+ (1 -/a
2
)* (4, cos 3<J> + J53 sin 3(p),

the coefficients A ,Alf ... being all arbitrary constants.

The corresponding Solid Harmonic is obtained by multiplying

this by r
3

.

The homogeneity of the expression for Y
;
as a function of //,
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Vl n
2
cos<f>, Vlixz

sin<f) may not be at once apparent. For

example, the term AQ {5\x
z

Zyi) comes from the function

A {5z
s
-3z(x

2 +f + z2)}, or J (2z
2-Sx2

-3f)z,
from which the term in

c/> disappears in consequence of the

relation sin2
cf> + cos2

c/>
= 1 .

We are now in a position to express the Laplacian Lt
. Since

it is a spherical surface harmonic of the i
th

degree both in the

co-ordinates (/u, c/>)
and in the co-ordinates

(iJ.',(f>')
and involves

both in identically the same way, its general term must be

4.0 -vf (1 -M'fJ5J b-n (s)

where An is a factor i dependent of m, m's #> $' 5
ana

" L
i

is the

sum of all such terms obtained by giving- n values from to i,

inclusive.

For the purpose of actual calculation, it will be better to

write the coefficient of cos n(<f> <//)
in the form

cn u2?a u^ d i+n(^-iyd^^2-iyMi - M ) (l-f* )
dixi+n dfi

,i+n w
Since the determination of Cn is merely the analytical pro-

cess of identifying- the expression (e) with the coefficient of

cos n
(</> </>')

in the value of L
{ given in (Q, Art. 349, we may

obviously suppose n = \i . In this case (e) becomes

w-m...." (11)

and the highest term in /x in this expression is

Cn (-l)
n
(2i.2i-l...i-n+l)

2
n
2i

. (12)

Now using co for
c/> c//, in this case

A = fx
2
+(l /u

2
)
cos o>

;

=
(2

sinpV sin*
;"+<?)>

if we put ju,

2
1 =

7 1/7
Again, t- = r> Hence the value of L

{ becomes

2n-

1 d<

^(^1+0 ()
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We shall derminine Cn by equating the coefficient of the

highest power of /* (or of
)
in the coefficient of cos nu> in (13)

to the expression (12). Now obviously the highest term in

v ' 2i.2i-\...i+\ . O .o) ..

g 2
"' f

'

so that the highest term in fi is

2i. 2 l...*+l . .(o

2
sin

2 -. M
"

; ( 14 )

and the coefficient of cos not in this must be identical with (12).

But, by elementary Trigonometry,

( l)*'.2
2< sin2< 0= 2 cos 2*0+...

+ ( 1)2 : ^cos(2i-2j))6+.... (15)

Hence if p = n, we have

(-l)\2
2,'sin2i | = 2cos*o>+...

+ (_l)-2 coso>+...:^ '
\% n

therefore by (14),

Cn (2i.2i-l...i-n+lf
1 2.2 l...*'+l 2 i . 2 / l...i + n + l

-
tf*=i

' ~
~\~ \i

2 I
*

As before said, # is to receive all values from to
,
and when

n =
, the expression [

e n is to be taken as unity.

When n = 0, the value of C given by (rj)
must be halved,

because there is a middle term in (15), which is independent of

a), and it is not multiplied by the 2 which affects all the other

terms.

Hence for the Laplacian of the ith order, we have
n = i

L : =
i n

(i-^dV')^^
d^'i

+ n COS(^-

in which the first term (corresponding to = 0) must be halved

//<+H/V 2
1 V
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351.] Fundamental Property of Spherical Harmonics. If

y] and Z/, are any two. Spherical Harmonics of degrees i and V,

f
1

f
2 "

'r
{ Z{dnd<t>= 0, (a)

or, in other words, fYi Zj dS extended over a sphere of unit

radius is zero that is, the spherical surface-integral of the product

of any two Spherical Harmonics of different degrees is zero.

For, V 2

(r*
Y

t )
= 0, which gives (1) Art. 350

;
and (Art. 329)

v ** #Unl" ^'ifV \-^d^\ n V
Z 1

Similarly V
2
Z/ = i' {f + l)~ . Now in Green's Equation,

(/3),
Art 346, let F= l 27= Z;, and let the integrations be

extended through the volume and over the surface of a sphere of

radius a. Then, the centre of this sphere being the origin of the
j -y j

'y
co-ordinates (r, fx, <f>),

it is clear that y-
1 = = -~ Hence we

have r rjn

[i(i+i)-if(^i)]jri z/^
= o.

But dQ, = r2 drdixd(f>, and Y^j does not involve r; there-

fore we have

[i(i+ i)_'(i'+ 1)] af/Yi ZfdtxdQ = 0,

which gives the result (a) except when i = i'.

We postpone for a moment the investigation of the value of

the double integral when i and i
f
are the same.

352.] Spherical Harmonic Expansion of a Function of /x

and <p. Let P (Fig. 277, p. 257), be any point outside a spheiical

surface of radius a, at a distance R from the centre, and let r

be the distance, PQ, between P and any point on the surface.

Then if dS is an element of surface at Q, we have

fdS _ 2-na f 1 1 j

J r^~ (n~2)R {{R-a)*-*
~
(R +af^Y

as is easily found by using for dS the expression (A), p. 258.

Hence wherever P is, we have

l*-*]r*fg= J-^p \(R + )-- (R-af-*}. (a)

If P is at J, i.e. on the surface, its distance from one of the

surface elements becomes zero, and R = a
;
so that the left-hand
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side of (a) assumes an apparently indeterminate form. (See, how-

ever, the remarks, p. 254.) But it is really finite and, as the

2 B 1
it

right-hand side shows, equal to a"-2 .

Of course, of the whole surface of the sphere it is only an in-

finitely small element of the tangent plane at A that contributes

to the integral, each element, (.S
2 a2

) ,
of the integral being

zero when r is appreciable, R being equal to a.

Again, if U is any function of the co-ordinates of, a point,

/JTJ

Q

^ when P is at

{R? a2
)

n ' 2
I

, assuming that when

r is anything different from zero, U is never = oc
;
because in

this case it is only an infinitely small element of the tangent

plane at A that contributes to the integral. In other words, if

for no point, Q, on the sphere U is oc, we have

where Ua denotes the value of U at A.

We may assume U to be, definitely, a function of n and <f>,

which does not become infinite at any point. Take the case

n = 3. Then denoting by dashes the values of functions at

variable points on the sphere, such as p' (Fig. 289, p. 345), the

functions without dashes belonging to a fixed point, p, on the

sphere, we have

Now taking r2 = R2 2aR\ + a2
,
with the same meaning of

A as in Art. 349, we have -r^ = = ^ ; and
dR r 2Rr

d-
r I dr W-a2

1 .

dR
=
-?'dR

= -^R^-2Rr theref re

d
1-

vol. n. a a
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xt 11 /TT fl
7-

fl2 r fl< \Now srrj(A*^X+A*+-^+-)^
therefore (1) becomes

Multiplying both sides of this equation by U'dS, that is by
Uf

a?di/d(f)', we have, whatever be the value of R,

(&-a*)f^=^[ffl U'dSd<t>'+3 ^jjLJJ>d iSd<t>'+...

+
(2i+l)~ffzi

U'dSdct>'+...y,
(c)

the limits of
jtx being 1 and 1, and those of $ being and 2*.

Now put R = a in this equation, and we have, by (S),

//L U'dSd<l>'+3//L1 U'dn'd<t>'+...

\(2i+l)/fLi
U'd

l/d<p' + ... = 47tU. {()

As a particular case let ?7 = Y
i
= any Spherical Harmonic of

the i
th

degree. Then, since L
{

is also a Spherical Harmonic of

the same degree, every term except one in (() vanishes by last

Article,, and we have

which expresses a most remarkable property of a Laplacian,

namely If over a sphere there he taken the surface-integral of the

product of any Spherical Harmonic and the Laplacian of the same

degree, i, with reference to any fixed point on the sphere, the result

is the value of the given Spherical Harmonic at this fixed point,

multiplied by
-

This result enables us to express any function of n and
<f>

which does not become infinite for any values of \x and in the

form of a series of Spherical Harmonics.

Thus, let U be the given function, which belongs to the fixed

point p, Fig. 389, p. 345, and let

ff=r +r1 +7,+...+r< +... > (3)

the quantities Y0i Y1 , ... to be determined.

To determine Y{ , substitute running co-ordinates //, <p' (those

of p') in both sides of (3), multiply by Liy where X, is the La-

placian of the *
th

degree forp and p\ and integrate.
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Then by (?) and last Article, we have

r
i
= 2

Jlf
l

fzt u'd,sd4>'* (4)

and by giving i all values from upwards, we find the series

of 7<s.

The above method is due to Ivory (see Todhunter's History of

the Theories of Attraction, &c., Vol. II, p. 261).
It is scarcely necessary to observe that a given function of /n

and
<f> can be expanded in only one way in a series of Spherical

Harmonics
;

for every Harmonic of the series is perfectly and

uniquely determined by (4).

There is, however, another method by which a function of n
and <p can be expanded in a series of surface Harmonics without

integration and the employment of Laplacians. To explain this

method, suppose F(x, y, z) to be any rational, integral, and

homogeneous function of x, y, z of the nth degree. Then this

function can be expressed in the form

F(w, y, z)=Sn+ r2 Sn_2 + r*Sn_, + . . .
, (5)

where Sn ,
$n _2> ... are solid Harmonics of degrees n, n 2,..., the

last term being rnS if n is even, and r"-1^ if n is odd.

Terms involving odd powers of r cannot appear in (5) ;
for we

can easily prove that

V>.r>S
q =f(p+ *g+l)f*-*St , (6)

S
q being a solid Harmonic of degree q. Now if a term rSn_ x

occurred in (5) and we performed the operation V2 on both

sides, this term would give rise to the only term in - in the

equation. Hence this term must be absent. Similarly a

term ?*Sn_3 could not occur; for, after performing V
2 twice on

each side of (5), we should have the same result as before.

Successive performances of the operation V
2 on (5) will give the

required Harmonics
,
S.2 , -S^, ... if n is even, or 6L 3 ,

S5 ,
...

if n is odd, in this order.

For example, to express xyz
% in the form (5). Let

XyZ
^ = S6 + r2S

3 + riS
1 , (7)

.-. 6^^ = 18^3 + 28^^,
= ^,

by performing V2 twice. Hence &, = xyz, and (7) gives
S6
= $xyz(2z*-z*-y*).

Aa 2
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Now this enables us to exhibit sin2 cos 3 sin < cos as a series

of surface Harmonics ; for when this is multiplied by r5
,

it

becomes xyz
z

,
and we have

r5 sin
2 6 cos3 8 sin

(/> cos < = yz (2 z
2 x2

y
2

) + \r
2
xyz,

so that the given expression in 6 and
<f>

is of the form Y5+Y3 ,

where Y5 = ~xyz(2z
2 -x2-y2

),
and IJ = j^Bjf**

.\ 75 = /x(l-M
a
)(M

2
i)sin<cos <p,

and 1^ = /x(l /x
2
) sin $ cos <.

/l

/2>r

/ YiZ.dfxd^. The spherical surface-
1 ^

integral of the product of two Spherical Harmonics of the same

degree is found by Laplace very simply from the results of last

Article.

Denoting by Mn the factor in jx in
(/3), p. 348, we may write

Y
t
= A M +M1 (A1 cos</> +BX

sin
<p) + ...

+ 3Tn (An cos n$ +Bn sm n<f>)+ ..., (1)

Zf = a M + 3I
X (a x

cos
<j> + b

x
sin 0) + . ,.

+Mn {an cosn<\> + bn sinn.(f>) + ... ; (2)

the two functions differing simply in their constants A's, JB's,

a's, b's.

Now since in the integration <f> runs from to 2n, it is

obvious that the integrals of all products will vanish except those

of the type
M 2

(An cos ti(f) + jBn sin n<j>) (an cos n<f> + bn sin n
</>),

and the integral of this is

n(Anan +Bn bn).Mn
2

, (a)

but for the first term the integral will be

2T:A a M *. (a')

We have therefore to find / M 2
d\i, which Laplace finds as

follows. With the notation of Art. 350, write

L
t
= C M M

ii
'+C1

M
1
M

1'&*(4>-4>') + ...

CnMnMn
'
cos n{<\> $')+.... (3)

Put running co-ordinates into (1), multiply by (3) and take

the surface-integral over a sphere. Then we have simply a sum
of terms of the type

ft pTT
CnMn / M,!

2
(An cosn<\>' + Bn s\jin<\>')cosn{<l> (l>')dixd<l>'.

J-1J0
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Performing the integration in <', this becomes

-nCnMn (An cos n <p + JBn sin </>). J MH\l. ()

The sum of all terms of the type (/3)
is therefore the value of

ffLX dp dtf. But (last Article) this = ^- Y^, therefore

by identification of coefficients of like terms,

4

J^M^dS 2i+l

Putting for CH its value given in
(??), p. 351,

L
i 2(2 i

\i)
2

\i + n

_ x
" r 2t+l

\i
n Kn

which holds, without change, for the case n == 0, notwithstanding
that the value of Cn (Art. 350) must be halved when n =

;

because in the product of (1) and (3) the term independent of <p'

is C A M Mq
2

,
which in the integration will give

Hence we have

2*CQAQ
M

Qp_M<;'>d l
,'.

J.J,
T̂ d^ = un T-^\\^ (A'a'+B'^ (8)

the first term (that corresponding to n = 0) being doubled, by (a).

Putting a n = An ,
bn = i?n ,

we obtain the value of

f
1

f
2 "

Y
%

2
dy.d<p.

J-iJq

354.] Table of Laplacians. For convenience of reference the

following table of the Laplacians as far as 2/4 is given ; but, to

save space, we give in the coefficients of

cos
((f) (//), cos 2

(</> </>'),
. . .

only the portion which depends on y. This portion is to be

multiplied by exactly the same function of yf. Thus, for example,
in Lz the coefficient of cos 2 ($ <\>')

is IJL
p. (1 /a

2
) . j/(l p.'

2

),

of which only the part
--

y. (1 y?) is given in the column under

cos 2 (<p <p') ;
in Lt the term involving cos 3

(<p <f>')
is

m(i -m2
)* p'(l -V 2

)
* cos 3

(</>-<*>');
&c.
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Values

oft.
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Examples.

1. Find f
l

f^Lfdu'd.ct)'.

Let P be any point outside a sphere of radius a, at a distance

over
ra

the surface, where r = PQ.

xt 1 I / r . r t- a% vNow -=-
s (X +ZlS.+... + j^ + ...),

and will involve such terms as Lm L4
which will vanish (Art. 351)

in the integration. Hence, obviously, since dS = a?dp?d<$>', we

But dS= 2
tt-^

rdr (see p. 258) ;
therefore the left-hand side is

2 K log . Develope this in a series ascending by powers of ,

li R a 2+ R
and equate the coefficients of {) on both sides (since the develop-

ment holds for all values of E), and we have

'Zfdfx'dtf^SIS' 2t + l

The result is therefore quite independent of the pole o (Fig. 289,

p. 345) from which fx and // are measured, and is the same as if the

line OP (or Op) is the axis of 6, or p the pole of the Laplacian.

2. Prove the theorem of Legendre (Art. 348) by Spherical Har-
monics.

Taking the centre of the solid as origin, and axis of revolution as

that from which 6 is measured, let (P, fx, </>)
be the co-ordinates of

the attracted particle, P, (/, //, <//) those of any point, P/
, inside the

solid, p the density of the solid at P'
',
and y the constant of gravitation.

Then V, the Potential at P, is given by the equation

rp^d/di/dp
=4f- pp*

Now, assuming the distance of P from the centre to be greater

than that of every point P' in the solid, ^p, may
be developed in the

convergent series (/3), p. 344. Hence

+ L1 ^+... +
L

i ^+...)'pr'*dr'd H.'d<p'. (1)

But by hypothesis p is a function of / and p! only ;
and if when

/ is produced out to meet the surface of the solid its value is P/,

this latter will be simply a function of //, and will not involve <p\

=# i
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r

I!

Take the general term of the series (1), and first perform the integra-
tion in / from to B', taking the term

p/+W = x (//),
r o

where the form of x is unknown if the shape of the surface and the

law of density are not given. Then we have

V=-^-1f'i

n
LiX^)d^d<i>'+.... (2)

Now perform the integration in <f/. We shall have simply

which, of course, reduces to the first term of L
t , and is therefore

Let v he the Potential at a point on the axis distant z from the

centre. Then (3) gives

But supposing, as we do, that v is known for all points on the axis,

let it be expanded from the given form in a series, so that

.=^+2+-+ ?&+ n
Then identifying (4) and (5), we have

so that the unknown coefficient in (3) is thus known. Hence

r= yK + iflttf '+ ('.R
+

2'[i_ dp* 3PH^"-> W
the first term being easily seen to be ^=r- ,

where Jf is the mass of the

solid. If P ,P1 ,... denote, as before, the several Zonal Harmonics, or

Legendre's coefficients, for the attracted point with reference to the axis

of the solid, we may write, by (y), p. 349,

The components of attraction at P are of course known from this

value of V.

Thus, then, the Potential of a solid symmetrical about an axis, both
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as regards shape and density, is in all cases given by a series of Solid

Zonal Harmonics (of either positive or negative degrees, according as

the point considered is internal or external), in which series the only

things unknown are the coefficients a
, 04, ... and the values of these

depend on the nature of the particular attracting body.

3. Application of this method to the case of a uniform circular

ring.
The Potential at a point distant z from the centre on the axis

of the ring (that is, the line through its centre perpendicular to its

plane) is given by the equation v = 2-nypka where p, k, a
Vz*+ a2

are the density, area of transverse section, and radius of the ring.
If M is the mass of the ring, M = 2irpka ;

and if the point is at a

distance > a from the centre, we have

~~

z\ 2z*
+
2.4z*

'" +{ '
2. 4. 6. ..2i z2i+ '")'

Hence, by last example, if the attracted particle is anywhere off the

axis, at a distance r from the centre (r>a),

r\ *^r2+ - + ^ > 2.4...2t *ff J

If z is <a, the radical (z
2 + a2

)

-
must be expanded in direct

powers of z, and for a point anywhere at a distance < a,

If the point is at the distance a from the centre, it is easy to prove
yM C2 * d<b

that V = =
/ , 6 being the angle between

2TraV2Jo VI sin^coscp

the axis of the ring and the line joining the point to the centre.

This is equivalent to the convergent series

AT f 1.3
, . . 1.3.5.71.3...

l.....4.-l 1.3.5...2n-l
s

.

n
I

2.4.6...4n 2.4.6...2w )

Of course in this and in all similar examples, the value of V for a

general position of the attracted particle, P, can be written down in

virtue of Legendres Theorem solely (Art. 348) by first calculating v,

k kP_
and in its expression replacing any such term as by \ ,

because

this latter satisfies the equation V2C = 0, and it coincides with the

former when P is on the axis, since \x
= 1, Px

= P
2
= = -^

= 1-

The expression thus obtained (somewhat tentatively) can, by Le-

gendre's Theorem, be none other than the Potential sought.
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4. Application to a uniform circular plate.

The position of the attracted particle being at a distance z from

M
the centre on the axis of the plate, v = 2y (Vz* + a? z). "When

z>a, we have

- KQ -L 1.-V~ 2y
~tf{2'~z 2*'\2_z

z+ '"

1 1.8.5...2.-3 a2<
}

+( 1} *'
[7

IF** -J^
Hence

F 9
^Hla2 11 P

2
*

7
a2

(2 r 22
12 r3 + "'

J_ 1.3...2t-3P,^,a )

When 2<a, we easily find

jl/ ( r2

F=
2y-,|-P1

r+ *P,-+...
1 1.8...2-3 r" I

5. To find the conical angle subtended at any point, P, by a given
circle.

Draw the axis of the circle, i.e. a perpendicular to its plane through
its centre, 0. Let OP = r, a= radius of circle. Now if P were on

the axis at a distance z from 0, we should have

CO,
= 2^(1-^=), (1)

VV+ a2

a) being the conical angle subtended at the point ;
and since conical

angles satisfy all the equations of Potential functions, the theorem of

Legendre applies to them.

Developing (1) in powers of - or -, according as z is > or < a,
z a

we have

f, a2 1.3 a4
, x .l. 3...2t-l a2i )

S = {l-;+*g -(-iy 2 , 4 ,., 2l
.

ggrH--}-
W

Hence when P is off the axis we have in these two cases, respectively,

i.P.tf l.JW 1.3.SV ) ...

1 a,
* a3 2 .4 a6

J

w
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6. Find the conical angle subtended at a point 10 feet distant from
the centre of a circle 1 foot in radius, the colatitude of the point with

reference to the axis of the circle being -

Ans. 7r x -0050328, nearly.

7. If P
i
is the Zonal Surface Harmonic of the i& degree (Legendre's

coefficient), show that ^p ^p

*tf-*--& (o)

We have by definition

= P +P1x+ ... +Pi_1
xi
~ 1 + Pi

xi+ .... (1)
</l 2px+

Denote the radical by T, and differentiate both sides with regard
to x. Then y

l^=P1 +...+iPix<->+.... (2)

Differentiate (1) with respect to /*; then

dP_, _.dP
.xi

i",J--i

3"~ a,
+*-+"' <3>

Multiplying (2) by a? and (3) by tt x, we obtain two series which
must be identical; and equating the coefficients of x* in them, we
have at once the result (a).

This result enables us to write down the values of the successive

Zonal Harmonics when the first is known. For treating (a) as a

linear differential equation for P., we have

'***{<>+/j**!*^-
(4)

Then, as P = 1, this gives Pl
= C/x, and each P is to be unity when

(jl
= 1

;
therefore C = 1. Similarly P2

is deduced from P
x ; &c.

The expression (y), p. 349, gives, however, the values of the Har-

monics directly, and is the most convenient form for actual calcu-

lation.

8. Prove that (t + l)Pi+l-(2i+ l)jii+iI3.s
= 0.

Divide (1) by (2) and equate coefficients of like powers.
7 P

9. Prove that (1 -/x
2
)
-j-*

+>i? = iP
{ -v (<*)

We have from (a), Example 7,

ii r1 dp r i ~\ l r i

p
i->\ =/ P-r^-tl p

i
d

i
x =

i
JLP

i\ -(+ 1
)/

p
i
d^

l|* J pL
ar Jit. |a J fi

...

J^.rt+ti+ljj

1
?,*. (1)
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But from the fundamental equation for P
t ,

we have hy integration

Substituting in (1), we have the result (a).

10. For an attracting body or system symmetrical about an axis,

in shape and density, prove that if the Potential (external) is arranged
in the series a P P I

of Zonal Harmonics, the lines of force trace out surfaces given by
the equation

in which diffei'ent constant values are assigned to C.

Let be the origin, and P any point external to the body, OP
being r ; let S be the radial attraction intensity at P (acting in the

direction PO), and T the attraction intensity perpendicular to OP in

the sense in which 6 increases.

Then, the resultant of S and T acting along the tangent to the

line of force at P, we have as the differential equation of this line

rdd T w
But tf=-^=I(a +

2^i>,
+ ... + (,-+l)^.+ ...), (2)r

. a dV 1 ,a, dP, a, dP, . /oXand s = zr,=^(i-AW + -'+dii + -). ()
r dd

Observing that = vTfx2
,
we get, by substituting from

(2) and (3) in (1), the equation

, ( P, , \-n*dP. . )
aodH. + a

1 ]2-d l*+- J dr\)+
...

Now, by example 9, the coefficient of a
{
in this equation is

(*+l>{^**+ ^idrj\d^ ,
that is, -(i+l)DQf\d^,

where Z> stands for the total differential of the quantity in brackets

(with respect to u, and r). Hence, integrating (4), we have the

equation which was to be proved.
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In particular, if the series for the Potential stops with F
2 , the

equation of a line of force is

ft Q rt

or a cos0 sin2 - -i cos 6 sin2 = C.

11. If the density at any point of a solid sphere is proportional to

the distance from a given central plane, find the Potential at any
external point, P.

Am. If a = radius of sphere, R = distance of P from centre,
and p=\z' where Z* is the perpendicular from any point on the

plane,

K=v* .z. y7
15R*

[Here V= yA /Y/Vv (~ + Z, -^
+ . )*/W dV- Integrate

first from /= to r= a, and since f/ is a Harmonic of the first

degree, the only term not vanishing is that in L
x ;

therefore

1 2. In the same way exactly prove that if the density at any point
in a solid sphere of radius a is proportional to any solid Harmonic, S{ ,

of positive degree in the co-ordinates of the point, the Potential of the

sphere at any external point whose distance from the centre is R is

4ATra2>+3 St

^i+^tfi+sYR2*1 '

the co-ordinates (x, y, z) involved in S
i being those of the given ex-

ternal point, and A being the constant involved in the density.
Deduce the result also for a spherical shell and any internal point.

13. If the origin of co-ordinates is transferred from to a point
C/ along the axis of z (from which 6 is measured), calculate the solid

Zonal Harmonic of degree i with reference to (/ as origin in terms
of the solid Zonal Harmonics with reference to 0.

Let Z
{
be the solid Harmonic of degree i with reference to 0, and

Z\, that with reference to 0'. Then, with the notation of Art. 329,

*i =/(*, 5
and if 0(y= h, Z?=f(z+ K, ;

[Here (z, )
are the cylindrical co-ordinates of a point P with

reference to 0, and (z + h, )
are the co-ordinates of the same point,

P, with reference to 0'.]
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Now Z
i
= riP

i ,
where l

i
is the surface Zonal Harmonic, and

d l-/x
2 d d _= --J-+H-3-- Hence

dz r dp dr

= f'~1.i|_a (by example 9)

Hence, again, =-^
=

t( 1)^_2 , &c., and therefore

z
i
'=z

i +ihzi_1+
1

^~^- *_,+ ...m'-^+a-.
1 k-40

Let us find in the same way the value of the Solid Harmonic of

negative degree, (i + 1). Let this Harmonic, with reference to

betf^or-^.

=
^{^-a-(2l'+ Of^M (^ example 9)

== -(i'+ 1
)^i (by example (8)

= "(*'+ l)^+r

Hence ET/= ^~'(*'+ lWm + (
*+

T^5r^h
*Un*-* **>

,, . cos2 sin
2 ^ cos

2 6 sin2 cos2
d)

14. Arrange the expression j- -i
- --\ r as

a series of Spherical Harmonics.

+
i<^

_f)(1
~

,',)cob2 ''
>-

15. Express the central radius vector of a nearly spherical ellipsoid

by Spherical Harmonics.

Arts. If = k, = kf

,
we have

c c

r=c{l+!i {k+ k')-l(k+ k
,

){3ix'
i

-l)-l(k'-k)(l-tx*)coB2<t>},

which is of the form r = c(Y + Y
2
^.
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2m+l

16. If the expression (1 2/xar+ cc
2

)

-
2 be developed in a series

in the form Q + Qx
x+ Q2 x>+ ... + (><*+ ..., prove that, in analogy

with the Legendrian coefficients,

Differentiate the given identity (a) with regard to x, and we obtain

an identity (/3) ;
differentiate (a) with regard to /u, and we obtain

an identity (y) ;
from (/3) and (y) we have, by equating the coefficients

Multiply (a) by (2wi+l)(/i a;)
and (/3) by l2/xx+ or

2

,
and we^

(t + l)^+1-(2m+ 2t+l) /x^. + (27n+ t)^..1
= 0. (f)

Differentiating (e) with regard to
{jl
and eliminating (^.^ by (8),

^->f-(-+.+!),- 0. (0

Replace i by i+ 1 in
(8), combine with (), and we have

(^l)<?,+1
= -(l-F2

)^+(2m
+t+l)^, (*?)

Differentiate
(77)

with respect to /z, and subtract the result from (Q
multiplied by (i+ 1), and we have the required equation.

17. In this development how far is it true that

QiQ{dn = 0,

i and i' being different integers 1

It is always true if one of the numbers i, i' is even and the other

odd. In Green's equation, applied through the interior and over the

surface of a sphere, let U=Qi}
V= Q{, and observe that

** = 7 i
(1-^14l2m"i -'(2m+,+H

18. Exhibit cos2 0sin2

0sin$cos<p as a series of Surface Harmonics.
The simplest method is, of course, that at the end of Art. 352,

which deduces the result by expressing xyz
2 in the form S

t + r*Sr
Performing V 2

,
we get S

a
=

-f xy, and .*. St
= xy^z

1

}r
2

). Now
84 = r4 Y

4 and S
2
= r2 F

2 ;
whence Yt and Y

2 are at once found.

Nevertheless it may be useful to show how to deduce the result by
Laplacians and integration.

The given function is /x
2
(l /x

2

) sin2<, and since the term of

highest degree in the quantities fx, */\ f*
a
sin

<f>,
and </l /x

2
cos<J>

is obviously of the fourth degree in these quantities, it follows that

the given function must be of the form T
1 + Y

2+ Y
s + Y

t ,
the term

in I
r

being obviously non-existent.
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Now 7, is obtained by taking i//
2^ //

2

)
sin 2c/)', multiplying it

II 2ir

by L
lt and integrating \i! >

</>' ; but as L
1
is of the form

l-i
/*2tt

A + BcoB(<f> <f)'),
and as/ sin20'cos(0 (ff)d<t>'

= 0, we see at

once that Y
r
= 0.

It is clear that in Z
2 ,
La ,

L
4 ,

it is only the terms involving
cos 2(0 <') that will give any result when multiplied by sin 2 <//

and integrated. In Z
2 occurs the term (see table, p. 358)

I (1 -/a
2

) (1 -V2

)
cos 2

(</> -<//) ;
hence (Art. 353)

2'ljT ^'(1 -M
2

) M
/2

(l -/*'
2

)

2 sin 2<f>
/

coa2(<f>-<j>
/

)d l
x
,

d<j>
/ = ^r

/*2tt

But / sin2^
/

cos2(0 </)

,

)c?^ = 7rsin20; and
J

I
1

/x
,2

(l-M
,2

)

2^/-
-i

v / 3.5.7
' r

2=T1
4(l-M'

2

)sin20.

Again, in Z
3 the only possible term is

mm(i-mV(i-/2

)cos2(0-^);
but the integration in \t! destroys this, since it gives

-1

which obviously vanishes. Hence Ys
= 0.

Finally, in L4 the only term to be taken is

fV(l-^2

)(7/x
2

-l)-(l-M
,2

)(7/
2

-l).
Hence

^ iVO -m!
) (V- i)//Mi -f")W'

-W
JO

2tt 4^
sin20'cos2(</> 0')d</>'= 7

4 ;

^ = T
1
T(l-M

2

)(V-l)sin20;
and therefore

cos
2

sin
2

sin0 coscp = ^(1 -fx
2

)
sin 2</> + T̂ (1 -/x

2

) (7/u
2-

l)sin 20,
which is of the form F

2+ F4
.

19. Exhibit cos 6 sin
3

cos2
sin as a series of Harmonics.

Am. \\nVl /*
2

sin0} + { -gVl /x

2

(7/x
3

3/x)sin0

+ i/m(l-/u
2

)*sin30f,
which is of the form y

2 + Y4
.

[The given expression is ^fJ.(l ju.

2
)$ (sin + sin 30) ;

hence the

only terms to attend to in the L'a are those in cos(0 0') and
cos 3(0 0'). The term in Z

x
is destroyed by the integration in

\if, which also destroys both the terms in L
3J]

Deduce the result also

from x*yz.
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20. Why cannot sin 6, sin
3
6, or any odd power of sin 6 be expanded

in a finite series of Harmonics ?

2n+l

Because they are of the form (1 /x
2

)
2

, which can be developed
in an infinite series ascending by powers of )u, and every term, such

as ix
m

,
can be developed in a finite series of Zonals, Pv P2 ,

. . . . Also

a function can be expanded in only one way.

355.] Case of Spheroids. Any solid body differing' little in

shape from a sphere is called a Spheroid. Supposing the body to

be homogeneous, the radius vector from its centre of mass to any

point on its surface will be nearly of constant length. Thus

(following the notation of Laplace), if a denote a small numerical

quantity, and R' any radius vector from the centre of mass to

the surface, we shall have

72'= a + aa/(M', </>'), 0)
where a is a constant length and f(f/, <t>')

some function of the

angular co-ordinates depending on the precise shape of the

bounding surface. Laplace usesy' for the function/(//, $'), and

he assumes that y' is expanded in a series of Spherical Har-

monics
; thus,

R'=a + aa(Y +Y1'+Y2'+. .. + /+...). (
2

)

If the series stops with Y2', the bounding surface will be that

of an ellipsoid.

External Point. To calculate the Potential at an external

point, P, produced by a homogeneous spheroid, the distance of

P from the origin being greater than the greatest radius

vector from to the surface, let OP = B, p = density of the

body, and (/, //, <//)
the co-ordinates of any point P

/
in the body

of the spheroid. Then, y being, as usual, the gravitation constant,

+ Z(^+...)p/WV*' (*)

Now from (2), neglecting higher powers than the first of a,

VOL. II. Bb

/2

'R2
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and by substitution in the last value of V, since it is (Art. 351)

only the term f/L^d /u.'d<f>' which does not vanish, we have

4^ fl (i + sr )~ y 3R

Now the volume of the Spheroid is ^ira
3
(l + 3 7^, and if we

choose a so that -77 a3 shall be the volume, Y will be zero.

Thus, attending to the result
(r?),

Art. 352, we have

,
where -ftf is the mass of the Spheroid.

It is very easy to see that, with the origin at the centre of

mass of the Spheroid, the term Yx is zero.

For if, in general, (x, y, z) are the co-ordinates of the centre of

mass, we have

ffi = p////3
(1 -ii'

2f cos tfdr'dix'dtf

= I p//fl'
4
(l -m'

2
)* cos <f>'dn'd<l>', (6)

and since (1 //
2
)* cos <p' is a Spherical Harmonic of the first

degree, in the expansion of JR'* viz. a4
{
1 + 4 a (7/ + 72') + ...}

the only term that will not identically vanish in (6) is

apaV/7/ (1 -,/
2
)* cos <\>'dii'd<$>'.

But this is zero because x 0. Hence

7/7/(1 -j*'*J* cos tfdf/dtf = 0. (7)

Similarly, since ^ = 0, we must have

//7/(l -p.'
2
)* sin *'<//<*$' = ; (8)

and since z = 0, ffYf^dp d<\>
- 0. (9)

But 7/ is (Art. 350) of the form

Ap' + (1 -V 2
)* (B cos 0' + C sin

<p'),

where A, B, C are constants, and the results (7), (8), (9) make
A = B = C = 0, as is easily seen either by direct integration, or

by multiplying the left-hand sides of these equations by A, B, C
and adding. We thus get f/Y{ 2

d\i d^> = 0, which requires

7/ to vanish identically.

For example, take the case of a nearly spherical ellipsoid of

revolution round the smaller axis, c.
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In this case (see example 15, p. 366) k = k\ and we have

JR, = c{l+|^-^^(3 M
/2
-l)}.

But the a in (5) is determined from the equation

a3 = c3 (l + 2/fc);
.-. a = c(l+%k),

and since Hf = a (1 -f aY^), we have a = %k. Hence (5) gives

in which a or c may be used indifferently in the small term.

If the Spheroid is not homogeneous, but consists of strata of

different densities, each stratum differing but little from a sphere,

the Potential can still be very easily expressed. Thus, let

r' = a' (I + ai/) be the equation of any stratum, a' 'being the

radius of a sphere whose volume is equal to that of the stratum,

so that J = Y{+ Y2'+ ... + Y? + ".,

where the Y'*b involve a' as well as // and <j>', unless the strata

are all similar.

Now if the Spheroid were homogeneous and of density p as far

as the stratum a', the Potential of this portion would be given

by the equation

Let a'+ da' be the constant of the next stratum outside, and

let the value of V due to the whole portion of the Spheroid, sup-

posed homogeneous and still of density p, up to and including
this stratum, be written down. Subtract the first result from

the second and we obtain the Potential due to the shell of

density p included between the strata a' and a' + da'.

The Potential of the homogeneous solid a' + da' being V+dV,
we have by subtracting that due to the homogeneous solid a',

dV 4tt
7 , .. 4a7r n ( 1 7/ ,.,,,,

the independent variable in the differentiations being a', the

parameter which determines any one stratum of constant density.

b b 2
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Now if the value of a' for the bounding surface of the Spheroid
is a, we have by integrating the above

... + , .

1

, n .r/(a
/ ' +3E/

)+...?>

+ww*f?d>+3r:)+- (10)

Internal Point. If the point, P, at which the value of the

Potential is desired is inside the Spheroid, we may treat the

spheroid as consisting of a sphere and a superficial layer which is

everywhere of comparatively small thickness.

The Potential of a solid homogeneous sphere at an internal

point has been already found. We must therefore find the

Potential at P due to the shell at the surface of this sphere

observing that, according to the shape of the spheroid, the

thickness of this shell measured outwards from the surface of the

sphere may be positive or negative. If the equation of the

surface is r = a{\ +ay), the thickness of the shell at any point
is (nearly) aay ; or the value of / ranges from / = a to

/= a (l 4- ay). If v is the Potential at P (internal) due to the

shell,

I
=
fff

P (
L +Zl7 + '" + Li 7~i

+ ") /d/(l
i
jfd^-

Performing the integration in / first, we have

^
= apff(iy +L1Pa+...+Jyi

~ + ...)/d l/dct>
f

,

which, by Art. 352, is

4.,pa
.{r.+J4r1+gr, + ... +

(1T|Lpr
<+4(n)

in which the Z's belong to the attracted point P. To this

must be added 2irpa
2

%TrpR?, which is due to the sphere of

radius a, so that

^=2
7r^_^p^ + 4awptt2

|
<ji +_|^ Ji+i>| (12)
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As has been already proved, the terms Y and Y
x may be dis-

pensed with.

The case of a heterogeneous spheroid is treated exactly as

before. The point P being internal, let b be the parameter of

the stratum of constant density passing through P, and take for

^the sum of the Potentials due to the spheroid as far as this

stratum and to the portion between this stratum and the bound-

ing surface (of parameter a). The point P is external to the

first, and the corresponding part of Fis given by (10) in which

we have simply to change the limit a to b in the integrations.

The Potential due to any stratum {a\ p) surrounding P can be

obtained by subtracting the Potential due to a solid homogeneous

spheroid, (', p) from that due to a solid homogeneous spheroid

(a' + da'
y p). Thus by (12) the Potential due to the stratum

(a', p) is

2 7r^(a^) +4a^|'
2

r;+|a'J/+...+^1 ^l&c.|.
Integrating this between a' = b and a' = a, we have by

addition to the first portion,

+*'*<&+-. +$&*(&) + .. (13)

For the discussion of the figure and law of density of the

strata of the earth the reader will, of course, consult the 3fecanique

Celeste. A valuable epitome of Laplace's and other results will

be found in Pratt's Treatise on Attractions, Laplace's Functions,

and the Figure of the Earth.

Miscellaneous Examples.

1. Find the work required to scatter the particles of a uniform

circular plate to infinite distances from each other (for the law of

nature).

Ans. Let M be the mass of the plate in grammes, a its radius

in centimetres, and y the C. G. S. constant of gravitation ;
then the

WOrki8
8yM*
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At any distance, x, from the centre, inside the plate

F= 4ypr P Vtf-xHitfede,
Jo

where t = thickness of plate. Hence

\fVdm = 4iryp
2T2

/ \Va2-x2$m*0 . xdxdQ.
Jo Jo

Perform the integration in x first
;
&c.

2. Considering the attraction-intensity of an infinite plate at a

point near its surface, show that it is greater for the law of inverse

square than for the law when n< 2, and less for the law of inverse

square than for the law when n > 2.

The attracted particle having any position on the axis of the plate

(assumed circular), the attraction-intensity for the law is

( 1 cosn a) tan
n" 2a

2irypT- -ni
If the particle is near the plate, cos a = x, where x is very small,

tan a = 5 and the most important part of this expression becomes
x

1
from which the result follows.

(w-l)tc
n- 2 '

3. At a point in the plane of a uniform circular plate outside its

circumference, the Potential is

f- x2 a2
<

4yPT(K -tf-
E
)'

x
>

where x is the distance of the point from the centre, and K and E
are the complete elliptic integrals of the first and second kinds with

modulus
x

[Let P be the point, the centre, Q any point on the circum-

ference, LOPQ = 6 ; then

V4.ypT\ Vd2 x2
siii

2
edd,

Jo

where a = sin-1-. Let x sin $ = a sin <, where
(f>

is the anglex
between QP and QO ; &c]

4. Find a function, <j>,
of r only which satisfies the equation

(V
a+ a9)</) = 0,

where a is independent of r.

gor p-ar
Ans.

<t>
= A \-B-

r r

The equation (y), p. 281, becomes ^~+a2
.r<t> =
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5. Fig. 228, p. 1, represents a homogeneous solid rectangular block
whose density is p grammes per cub. cm.

;
the sides are AD = 2 a cm.,

BD = cm., DO'= h cm.
;

find the attraction-intensity at a point,
P, which is on the perpendicular to AD at its middle point and lies

in the plane of the face AOBD.
Ans. If 2> is the distance (in centimetres) of P from the side

AD, and if X, Z are the components of the force-intensity in and

perpendicular to the plane AOBD,
rp+b ah

X = 2yPJP
rin

"'

V{a> + x*)(ĥ f)'
dX

'' (
dynes Per ^mme.)

v o fp+b ,
Vh2+ x2 (a+Va2 + x2

) , ,, .Z = 2 yp / loge
> - . ax. (dynes per gramme.)

Jp x(a+ Vh2 + a'
2 + x2

)

6. Apply the preceding to calculate the deviation of the plumb-
line caused by a large rectangular table-land in the following
instance.

'A table-land 1610 feet high, commencing at a distance of 20 miles

from Takal K'hera near the great arc of meridian in India, runs

80 miles north, and 60 miles to the east and 60 to the west.' (Pratt's

Attractions, Laplace's Functions, and tlte Figure of the Earth, p. 48.)
Observe that h is here very small compared with the other linear

dimensions.

Assume p to be 2 . 8, i.e. about half the mean density of the Earth,
or the density of statuary marble

;
also assume 160933 centimetres

in 1 mile. Then, since a gramme mass weighs at the surface of the

Earth about 980 dynes, the circular measure of the deviation is ;J '

980
and the deviation is found to be about k" . 8 so considerable a dis-

turbance that (it is stated) the place in question was abandoned as

a principal station of the survey. We have neglected Z in this result,

as is, of course, allowable.

7. When by the method of Inversion (Art. 334) a system of points

(a/, y
/
, sf) is deduced from a given system (x, y, z), show that if the

d d d d . d 2 d 2 d*
operations x-

+y^ +,^,
or r-, and ^ +^ + ^ are,

respectively, denoted by b and V2
, we have

6'= -0,

r* 2
V/a = V2- 5.V

k* k2



CHAPTER XVIII.

ANALYSIS OF STRAINS AND STRESSES.

356.] Definitions of Strain and Stress. When a natural

solid (such, as iron, wood, &c=), or any material medium, is not

acted upon by any external forces, its particles assume certain

determinate distances from each other, and the body is then said

to be in its natural state. But when forces act on it either at its

surface or throughout its mass, or when any disturbance is pro-

pagated through its interior, these natural distances between

its particles suffer alteration, and the body is said to be in a state

of strain. Thus a fluid exerting pressure, a medium propagating

sound, and the luminiferous ether when it is propagating light

are instances of a body in a state of strain.

The change of the natural distances between the particles is

always attended by the production of internal forces, or, as they
are called, internal stresses, or simply stresses

;
and these stresses

will depend, as we shall see, both on the nature of the body and

on the nature of the strain in any case.

Section I.

Analysis of Small Strains.

357.] Displacements of a Rigid Body. It has been already

pointed out (Chap. XV) that the general motion of a rigid body
consists of a motion of translation which is the same for all its

particles, together with a rotation round an axis through an

angle which is the same for all its particles. These displace-
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ments do not alter the distance between any two particles of the

body, and they are therefore unaccompanied by the development
of stress in its interior. Stress results only from the alteration

of distances between pairs of particles, and hence in treating of

strains and stresses all displacements, whether of translation or

of rotation, which are impressed, with common magnitude, upon
all particles of the body, may be discarded

;
and again any such

common displacement may be freely introduced if it is found

convenient for analysis.

358.] Changes in Relative Co-ordinates. Let a system of

rectangular axes, Ox, Oy, Oz, (Fig. 290) be fixed in space ;

through any point, P, in the natural solid under consideration

let Px, Py, Pz be

drawn parallel to

the fixed axes. Let

the particle at P be

displaced to P/

,
and

suppose that the co-

ordinates (x, y, z) of

P referred to the

axes through are

increased by small

quantities, u, v, w,

respectively. The

co-ordinates of Pf g* '

are therefore x+ v, y + v, z + w. Now these displacements u, v, w

depend on the position of the point P, i. e. they are functions of

its co-ordinates depending on the Jaw according to which the

strain is produced. We have then, when the kind of strain is

specified, some such equations as

wheref1 ,f2 >fti are symbols of functionality.

Let Q be a particle very near P, and let its co-ordinates with

reference to the axes drawn through P be (f, rj, (). Then the

displacements of Q parallel to the axes are obviously

fi{x + l y + v> *+0
/(+ y+v, z+0,

/3 (#+ y+v, +0
that is, by Taylor's Theorem,
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f.du du >du .dv dv dv

.dw dw +dw

Suppose Q to come to Q
f

by displacement. Then in consider-

ing- the nature of the strain in the neighbourhood of P, we may,

by last Article, impress on every particle of the body a motion of

translation represented in magnitude and sense by P*P, so that

P' will be brought back to P without in any way interfering

with the strain of the solid. By drawing Q?Q" equal and

parallel to P'P
y
the particle which was originally at Q may now

be considered to be at Q" ; and a similar process is to be repeated

for all other particles. The part of the strain, therefore, due to

the alteration of the distance between P and Q will depend on

the co-ordinates of Q" with reference to Px, Py, Pz. These co-

ordinates are, of course, the excesses of those of Q' over those of

Pr
; and therefore the relative co-ordinates of Q" are

, f du\ du .du .dv > dvs +dv

Mdw dw . / dw x

in other words, the changes, A, A77, Af, in
, rj,

are

. .du du du dv dv , dv
b dx '

dy
* dz

' dx dy dz

M dm dw . dw , N

*f-*ac
+
?^'tf.ar

(a)

Con. 1. All particles near P which in the natural state lie in

one plane will after strain also lie in one plane. For if the co-

ordinates of Q" are denoted by ', ?/, (', we have

i= (
1 +

dx-)
+r

>dy-
+C Tz' ri:= '~> C -~"

which equations, being linear, give , t], C linearly in terms of

i\ v', C> Remembering that -=- 3 -s- , . .. are all small, these
ax cly t

equations give = '
-f small quantities of the order of

-j-
> &c.

;

so that in any terms multiplied by -7-, ...
'

may be put for ,

r[ for 77, and (' for (.
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Hence we have, to the order of accuracy adopted,

dv 9t dv^ ,.,dv

,dw ,dw ,, dw,
c=-^~ r,

dJ
+^ 1 ~^)

Therefore if all the points (f, t], () lie in the plane

A + r
] +CC+=O i

all the points (f ', r{, (f) will also lie in a plane. That is, every

plane curve is strained into a plane curve in a different plane.

Cor. 2. All particles near P which in the natural state lie in

one right line will after strain also lie in one right line. For if

we have

A+r) + C(+ = and A't+JFrj + C'C+J/ = 0,

we shall have ', r{, f,
also satisfying two linear equations.

Cor. 3. Two parallel right lines in the natural state are changed
into two parallel right lines {with a different direction) in the

strained state.

For, one of the two lines being given by the equations

A + v + CC+D = 0, A'+B' v + CC+iy=0,
the other will be given by two equations in which the terms D
and 1/ alone are altered. Substitute for

, rj, their values in

terms of ', rf, ', and observe that the values of I) and IX do not

influence the direction cosines of the line into which any one is

converted by strain.

359.] Elongation in any Direction. Supposing P and Q
to be, as before, two particles in the natural state of the body,
the elotigation in the direction PQ is defined as the ratio of the

change produced by strain in the distance between these same

particles to the original distance between them. Hence the

T>Qfr pQ A n

elongation in the direction PQ is D -, or
,
if p denotes

PQ, and Ap the change in p.

NOW p
2 = 2 + r)

2 + C,
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or if we substitute for A, At], and A( their values from last

Article,

..du dv >c>
dw ,du dv^ M/>dv dw^

M /dw du-.

Let the cosines of the angles made by PQ with Px, Py, Pz be

I, m, n, respectively, let

du _ dv _ , dw
dx~ '

dy
"~

'

dz
~

'

d% dv _ dv dw dw du

Ty
+ Tx~^ Tz

+
dj
= 2S^ di

+
dz'

=2S2 >

and denote the elongation by e ; then the last equation gives

c = aft + bm2 + cn2 + 2lms3 + 2mns
1 + 2nls

z
. (1)

The elongation in any direction may be graphically represented
as follows :

Construct at P the quadric surface whose equation referred to

the spatially fixed axes Px, Py, Pz is

a 2 + b v
2 + c(

2 +2s3
r
1 + 2s

1
r
1 (+2s2 ( = P (2)

where k is any constant linear magnitude. If r is the length of

the line PQ intercepted by this surface, we have

r2 (al
2 + hm2 + cn2 + 2 lms3 + 2 mns

x + 2 nls
2)
= P

;

P-, (3)

or the elongation in any direction varies inversely as the square of

the radius vector of the Elongation Quadric in this direction, if we

agree to call the above surface the Elongation Quadric.

It is possible, however, that equation (2) may fail to represent

the elongation in all directions. For there may be contraction

(negative elongation) in some directions, and then (2) will repre-

sent a hyperbolic surface, the radii of which will give as in (3)

the elongations, while the contractions must be given by conr

structing the surface

a 2 + br
i

2 + c(
2 + 2Ssr] + 2s

J
r
] t+2s2(= -P, (4)
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Fig. 291.

which is the hyperboloid conjugate to that which gives the

elongations.

UnlesSj then, all

lines are contracted or

all lines elongated,

there will really be

two quadrics required,

one to represent elon-

gations and the other

to represent contrac-

tions.

For example, consider the simple case in which the strain is

made by drawing out all lines perpendicular to the plane yz in

the same proportion, and contracting all lines perpendicular to

the plane xz in the same proportion ;
so that

u = ax, v = by, w = 0.

Then the elongation is given by the equation e = al 2 bm2
.

Now this expression is negative when bm2 >al 2
,
and if we con-

struct a surface whose equation is a^
2

brf = 0, i.e. two planes

through the axis of z, this surface will form the boundary between

lines which are elongated and lines which are contracted. The

elongations are given by the radii of the surface a 2
brf k2

,

a hyperbolic cylinder, the section of which by the plane xy is

represented in Fig. 291 by the curve [LAC, 1/A'C') ; and the

contractions by the conjugate surface brf a^2 = k2
, which is

represented by (DJBC, J/JfC) ;
the planes of no elongation or

contraction being the asymptotic planes, DI/, CC\ of these

surfaces.

All lines through P along which the elongation is the same

lie on a cone whose equation is easily found from (1). For,

putting e
[l

2 + m2 + n2
)
for e, we have

(a~e)l
2 + (b )m

2 + (c f)n
2 + 2s

3
lm + 2g

1
mn + 2g2nl= 0;

and if
, 17, ( are the co-ordinates of any point on the line

(/,
m

f n), we have I '.mm = :?: C; therefore this equation gives

(a- f)i
2 + (b-,)rl

2 + (c-,)e + 2*sn + 2mC+2*2C=0,
which, if is constant, denotes a cone whose vertex is P. This

is called the cone of equal elongation. If e is taken = 0, we get
a cone of no elongation, and it is evidently (when real) the
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asymptotic cone both of the Elongation Quadric and of the

Compression Quadric.

Cor. 1 . The elongations in the directions of the axes of x,y, z

,. 7 . du dv dw
are, respectively, a, b, c, or

j^,^~, ^
Cor. 2. The elongation is the same along all parallel lines in

the neighbourhood of P. For if R is any point very near P,

the value of e along a direction
(I, m, n) at R is got by using the

values of a, b, c, s
lt

s
2 ,

s3 at R in equation (1). But these values

at R differ from the values at P by infinitesimals of the second

order. Therefore, &c.

Cor. 3. Any smallparallelogram orparallelopiped in the natural

state in the neighbourhood ofP is changed into another parallelo-

gram or parallelepiped by the strain.

For (Cor. 3, Art. 358) any two parallel lines are strained into

two parallel lines, and (Cor. 2, Art. 359) they are equally elon-

gated. Therefore, &c.

Cor. 4. A small circle very near P in any plane is strained into

an ellipse in a different plane.

For, let AQB (Fig. 292) be a circle in the natural state ; let

OA and OR be any two rectangular diameters, Q any point on

the circle, and QM and QN perpendiculars on OA and OR. Let

the lines OA and OR become oa and ob (in a different plane) by
the strain, and let Q become

q. The circle will become a

curve in the plane of oa and ob

by Cor. 1, Art. 358. Also if

qm and qn are drawn parallel

to ob and oa, the lines QM
Fig. 292.

and QN will become qm and

qn ;
for M must become some

point on oa (Cor. 2, Art. 358), and OR and QM must become

parallel lines (Cor. 3, Art. 358).

Again, if e is the elongation along OA,

oa = (1 + e)
OA and om (1 + e) OM ;

OM _ Om
'

aZ~ ~Oa'

similarly

ON _on
OR~oJ
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OM 2 ON 2 _Bnt
~OA*

+ OB*
" l '

om on
therefore s- + -s = 1,

oar oo2

which shows that the curve on which q lies is an ellipse having
the lines oa and ob for conjugate semi-diameters.

Hence every pair of rectangular radii of a circle is strained

into a pair of semi-conjugate diameters of an ellipse ;
and since

among these latter there is one rectangular pair (the axes of the

ellipse), it follows that some two rectangular diameters of the circle

are strained into two rectangular lines. Hence in every plane near

P can always be found two rectangular lines which are strained

into two rectangular lines.

Cor. 5. Any two small coplanar areas in the natural state are

strained into two coplanar areas having the same ratio to each other

as the unstrained areas.

For let CAB and CA'B' be any two elementary rectangles in

the same plane near P such that AB is parallel to A'B' and AC
parallel to A'C. Then by Cor. 3 these will be strained into two

parallelograms, cab and c'a'b', such that ab is parallel to a'b' and

ac to a'c'.

area cab ac x ab
Hence

area e a' b' a' c' x a b'

Let e be the elongation in the direction AB and e' that in the

direction AC; then

ab = (1 + (
) AB, a'b' = (1 + )

A'B
;

ac = (1 + ') AC, a'c' = (1 + {) A'C ;

area mi ACxAB area CAB
therefore

area c'a'b'
~
A'C x A'B'

"
area C'A'B'

Now, whatever be the two areas, they can each be broken up
into an infinitely great number of small parallel rectangular

strips, and the ratios of the strained areas of these strips being
the same as those of the unstrained, the whole strained areas

are to each other as the unstrained ones.

Cor. 6. Every small sphere in the natural state is strained into

a small ellipsoid. This is evident from Cor. 4, since the sphere,

being a surface every section of which is a circle, must alter into
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a surface every section of which is an ellipse. Nevertheless for

clearness we may repeat the proof of that Cor. Let OA, OB, OC
be any three rect-

c angular semi - dia-

meters of the sphere,

Q any point on the

sphere, QR a line

parallel to OC ter-

minated by the plane

OAB, and RM, RN
Fi~ 2q3 parallels to OB and

OA. Let the lines

OA, OB, OC be strained into oa, ob, oc, and Q to q. Then by
Cor. 3, Art. 359, QR, RM, and RN will be strained into qr, rm,

and rn which are parallels to oc, ob, and oa terminated by the

planes oab, oac, and obc. Also by Cor. 2,

oa om . om OM
OA^OM* 1,e

*^"
=

Ol''

ON qr_QR
OB 1 oc~ OC
ON2 QR2

similarly

But

therefore

on

o~b

OM2

'OA2 +

om

OB2

on*

+

oa2 ob2 oc

OC2

qr
2

= 1,

= 1,

which shows that the surface on which q lies is an ellipsoid

having oa, ob, oc for a system of conjugate semi-diameters.

Hence every rectangular set of radii of a sphere in the natural

state is strained into a system of conjugate semi-diameters of the

ellipsoid into which the sphere is changed; and it follows that

there is one rectangular set which is strained into a rectangular
set and altered in directions, the latter being the axes of the

ellipsoid into which the sphere is strained.

Coe. 7. Any two small volumes in the natural state are strained

into two small volumes which bear the same ratio to each other as

the unstrained volumes. The proof of this proceeds exactly as in

Cor. 5.

360.] Lines of no Rotation. Let us enquire whether, with

the given strain, it is possible to find a particle Q, in the natural

state of the body, such that its displaced position, Q", shall be
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on the line PQ. If this is so, all particles (near P) on the line

PQ will retain the same direction with respect to P; i.e. the

line PQ will not suffer rotation by the strain.

du \ tin jhi

The direction cosines of PQ" are
dy dz

PQ'
and those of PQ are -^= , . . . . Hence if these are the same,

*(*.+=)+*r+f;
r/y ^2

P<2' PQ
with two similar equations. Now PQ" (1 + c) PQ ;

hence

with two similar equations ;
or if /, ?, n be the direction cosines

of PQ, a line of no rotation,

j/dn x <?# du
m-^ + n
dy dz

7
dv ,dv n dv

(i)

,dw dw ,dw

= 0, (2)

<dy

dw

dy
'

"^dz

By eliminating /, m, n from these equations, we obtain the

cubic equation for e

du du du

dx '

dy* dz

dv dv dv

dx' dy
' dz

dw dw dw
dx* dy' dz

which gives necessarily one real value of e and may give three

real values.

Hence in the small general strain of an elastic solid there is at

every point at least one line of no rotation.

361.] Change of inclination of two lines. In the unstrained

state let there be two points, Q x
and Q2 very near P, and let <j>

be the angle between the lines PQ X
and PQr We propose to

find the angle between the lines into which these are strained.

Jjet (j r\x Cj) and ( 2 rj2 (2) be the co-ordinates of Qx
and Q2 with

VOL. II. c c
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reference to Px, Py, Pz (Fig. 290) ;
and supposing- that the

strained positions of Qx
and Q2 are Qx

f
and Q2", whose co-

ordinates are (1 77/ C\) and (/ rj2 (2 ),
we have, by Art. 357,

j. , ,, , A du . du . M dv . 7 . -, dv
fi'=(i+4fi+*+C,a-. *'=fJa+(i+)i,+6S '

> / /. \ a du M du , * dv > f/v

Hence, neglecting squares and products of 0, i, ...,-j-, ..., we

have $t+niif+ti.Ci = fi^+^%+Cifi

, .
. /<?w ^Wn , . - .

j. x /dw du\

*<*4+*fi)(2 +
5>+(f.f.+J(s

+ )-

If #' is the angle between PQ{' and PQS",

003 * ~
PQi".PQt

" '

so that if e
x and e2 are the elongations in the directions PQ X

and

PQ2 ,
and (^%%), (^^2^2) *ne direction cosines of the lines

PQi and PQ2 ,
the above equation gives

(1 + ej)(l + *
2)cos<' = cos0+2 (alx l

2 + bm1
m
2 + cw

1
%2)

+ 2 *
3 (^ 2 + ^wj + 2 ^(^^2+m2n x) + 2s

2 (n x
l
2 + n

2
l
x) ;

or dividing out by (l + Cj) (1 + e),

cos
<\>

cos <
(
1

6j
(
2) + 2 (/j l

2 + i^jw2 + cn
1

ti
2)

+ 2s3 {lxm2 + l
%
m

x) + 2 #! (mx n2+m2nx) + 2 s2 {nx
l2 + w2 lx), (

1
)

the products of the elongations and the small quantities a, b,...

*
3 ,... being rejected. The change in the cosine of the angle.77
between any two rectangular lines is got by putting < = -

Denoting this change by 2#, we have

* = al
x
l
2 + bm

1
m

2 + cn
x
n
2

+ s
3 (lx

m
2 + l

2
m

x) + 8
x (mx

n
2 + m2

n
x ) + s

2 (nx
Z
2 + n.Jx). (2)
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Cor. 1. The quantities 2s3 , 2s
x ,

2s2 are, respectively, the cosines

of the angles between the strained positions of the axes of (x, y),

(y, *). (*. *)
Hence the lines through P which in the unstrained state of

the body were parallel to the axes of reference are changed by
strain into slightly oblique pairs of lines containing, respect-

ively, angles equal to

17 7r w

2~ a^*i 2~ 1 '

2~~ 2 '

Cor. 2. The result at the end of Cor. 6, Art. 359, easily follows

from the value of cos 4/ in (1). For if
<j>
= - and also 4>'

-
>

Z 2

the directions of the lines PQX and PQ2 are connected by the

equation

al
x
l2 + 6m

1
m

2 + cn
x n.2 + s3 {lxm2 + l

2
m

x) + s
x [m x

n
2 + m 2

n
x)

+ #t ( 1
/t+%^) = 0,

or {alx + s3m1 + s
2
?i
x)

l2 + (s3 lx + bm
1 + s

x
n
x)
m

2 +

(s2 lx + *
1
w

1 + cn
x)
n2
= 0,

which shows that PQ1
and PQ2 are conjugate diameters of the

quadric ap + br? + cC* + 2iah + 2slVC+*& = **,

being any constant.

Cor. 3. The quantities b + c, c + a, a + b are, respectively, the

areal dilatations, that is, the ratios of increase of small areas to

their original values in the planes qfyz, zx, xy.

For, since all small areas near P in the plane yz are altered in

the same ratio, to determine this ratio we may take a small

rectangle with lengths m and n along Py and Pz. The sides of

this become (Cor. 1, Art. 359) (1+b) ni and (l+c) n, and, the

cosine of the angle between them becoming s
x ,

the sine of this

angle is 1 to the order of accuracy adopted. Hence the new
area is

(1 + b) (1 + c) mn, or mn + (b + c)mn;

or if A and A' are the unstrained and strained areas

A!-A
A

= b + c = areal dilatation.

Similarly for dilatations in the other planes.

c C 2
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Cor. 4. The quantity a-\-b + c is the cubical dilatation, that is,

the ratio of the increase of any small volume at P to the unstrained

magnitude of this volume.

For, since all small volumes near P are increased in the same

ratio, to determine this ratio we may take a small and rect-

angular parallelopiped with edges m, n,p along the axes Px, Py, Pz.

These edges become (l+) w, (1+^) n, (1+c) p, respectively,

and the sines of the angles between them are each 1, to the order

adopted. Hence the strained volume is

(1 +a)(l +^)(l +c) mnp, or mnp + (a + b + c) mnp ;

so that if V and V are the unstrained and strained volumes,

V- V
y

= a + b + c.

Cor. 5. We conclude at once that, whatever system of rect-

angular lines is drawn through P, the sum, a + b + c, of the elonga-

tions along them is constant.

For, the ratio in which any volume is increased cannot depend
on any particular set of axes of reference. This also follows from

the value of e given in Art. 359.

362.] Transformation of Strain. Given the components of a

strain with reference to one set of rectangular axes, to find the com-

ponents of the same strain with reference to any other set of

rectangular axes.

The components with reference to a set of axes, Px, Py, Pz,

i_ 7 ~ ~ / dw du dv x . .
'

being a, $,c, 2*3 ,
2*

1}
2*

8 (or^, ...,^-+^,...J,
we wish to

find them with reference to a set, Px', Py , Pz', whose direction

cosines are
{I, m, ?i), (l\ m', n'), {I", m", n"), respectively.

du'
The value of -?, is simply the elongation in the direction

(I, m, n). Hence

a' = al2 + bm2 + cn2 + 2s3 lm + 2s
1
mn + 2 *s nl,

with exactly similar values of b' and c'.

Again, -rp + , is simply the cosine of the angle between the

strained positions ofthe two lines Px', Py' ; hence, by (2) of last Art.,

#3
' = all'+ bmm' + cnn'+ sz (lm' + I'm) + s

x (mn' + m'n)

+ s
2 (nl' + u'l),

with exactly similar values of */ and *
2'.
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Two strains having reference to two distinct sets of axes

are equivalent when each produces the other
;
and either may be

substituted for the other.

In particular, given the strain components, eXi e2 ,
e3 ,

referred

to the principal axes of the strain, we have for the components
with reference to any system of rectangular axes the values

a = e
x
l
2 + e

2
m2 + e

& n
2

;
s
x
= e

x
l
f
l" + e

2 m'm"-\-ez rin",

b = ex l'
2 + e% m'

2 + e
z
n'2

;
*
2
= e

x
11" + e

2
mm" + es nn",

c = e
x
I"2 + e2m"

2 + e3 ri'
2

;
s3 = e

x
IV + e

2
mm'+ ez nri.

363.] The Strain Ellipsoid. It has been already proved

(Cor. 6, Art. 359) that a small sphere in the unstrained state of

the body is converted by the strain into an ellipsoid. This

latter surface is called the Strain Ellipsoid of the given strain.

We here exhibit its deduction analytically.

Let the point Q (Fig. 290) be any point on a sphere of radius r

and centre P. Then, Px, Py, Pz being axes of co-ordinates,

+,*+{.>.
It is required to find the surface traced out by Q", the strained

position of Q, as the latter varies on the surface of the sphere.

The co-ordinates of Q" being, as in Art. 358, ', if, ', we have

by squaring and adding

-4*3 y-4*lJ7V-4s2 (:T,

or (i-)p +a-aKMi-*K,2-2*3fy-2v/Y
-2*

2CT-y=> (1)

which is a quadric, and necessarily an ellipsoid since a sphere
must be strained into a closed surface. As we have been using

Vy C to denote running co-ordinates, we may without confusion

write the equation of the strain ellipsoid

(h-a)e + a-I>)r)
2 + (!i-c)C

2 -2%r1
-2 Sl r

]C-282 (

-|/2 = 0. (2)

364.] Principal Axes and Principal Elongation of a Strain.

The principal axes of a strain at any point P are those three rect-

angular lines (Cor. 6, Art. 359) which become by the strain the axes

of the strain ellipsoid; and since in general the direction of a
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line is altered by the strain, the principal axes of the strain are,

in general, rotated by the strain about the point P.

The principal elongations of a strain at any point P are the

elongations along the principal axes. We shall denote these by
e
\i &2> ^3"

Cor. If the axes of co-ordinates at P are taken in the direc-

tions of the axes of the strain ellipsoid, the quantities slf s
2 ,
and

3 are all zero, as is evident from (2) of last Art., and the equation

of this ellipsoid will be

(h-eje + ii-eJ^ +a-eje-hr^O. (a)

365.] Pure Strain. A strain is said to be pure when the

lines at P which become the axes of the strain ellipsoid are

unaltered in their directions by the strain.

366.] Conditions for a Pure Strain. If e is the elongation

in the direction of any radius vector of the strain ellipsoid, we have

p = r(l+),
where p is the length of this radius vector and r the radius of the

sphere which becomes by strain the strain ellipsoid.

Hence if the axes of this ellipsoid are a, /3, y, we have

a = r(l+e1),

/3
= r(l+*2),

y = r(l+e3)

Now if /, m, n are the direction-cosines of any axis, we have

(see Salmon's Geometry of Three Dimensions, or Frost's Solid

Geometry) (\-a)l-sz .m-s2 .n
= kl,

j
s3.l+(^ 6)m s

1
.n = \m, I (1)

s
2 .l s

1.m+ (I c)n = A, J

the three values (A15 A2 ,
A3) of A. obtained from these equations

being such that the equation of the ellipsoid referred to its own

axes would be r2

V>2 + A
2/ + A3

22--=0.

Hence \
1
= ^ = \ex \

A
2
= \-e2 ;

A
3
= \-ez.

it o.

Therefore if stands for any one of the principal elongations,

en e
2>

ez> ^ne equations (1) become, for the direction of any axis,

(a e)l+s3m + s2n 0, \

s3l+(b e)m + s
1
n = 0,\ (2)

s
2
l+ s1m + (c f)

n = 0. )
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Now if there are three unrotated lines, they are given by

equations (1), Art. 360
;
and if the same lines are determined by

(2), we must have

du _ dv du duo _ dv _ dto _
dy

~~
dx~ 3 '

dz
~

dx
~~

2 ' dz~ dy~
"'

l '

and the conditions for pure strain are that the displacements

u, v, w satisfy the equations

du dv _ du dw dv dw _ . .

dy dx~ '

dz dx
~

'

dz dy

These are the well-known conditions that the expression

udx + vdy + wdz,

in which u, v, w are functions of x, y, z, should be the perfect

differential of a single function, <f> (x, y, z). "When this function

exists, i.e. when the strain is pure, it is called the Displacement

Potential of the strain.

Hence the components, A, Ati, A of the strain (given in

Art. 358) become when the strain is pure

Af =a+s3 T) + $
2C

}

\

Arj^^+brj + s^, V {4)

i.e. the coefficient of rj in A is the same as the coefficient of

in A?;, &c.
;
and this is the distinguishing character of a pure

strain. A pure strain is also called an irrotational strain.

The values of the principal elongations of a strain are the

roots of the cubic equation

= 0,

or c
3

(a + b + c) e2 + (a5 + 6c + ca g
l

2
g.^ g

3
2
)
e

+ as* + 6s2
2 + csj* abc 28

X
8
Z
*
Z
= 0.

367.] Rotation and Strain proper. Every strain can be resolved

into a pure strain and a rotation. By a rotation here is meant such

a displacement as a rigid body undergoes in turning round an axis,

and we propose to show that the general small displacement at

any point P of a body, may be produced by two operations, viz.

first holding fixed in directions the principal axes of the strain

and straining the body to a certain extent, and then rotating it

as a rigid body about a certain axis.

a
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It has been shown (p. 104) that if a rigid body receives small

angular displacements, a)p w
2 ,

&)3 , round three fixed rectangular

axes, the displacements of the co-ordinates, , 77, (, of any point
in it are .. , .. ,,,

(Such a displacement has, of course, no displacement potential ;

for if these displacements are denoted by u, v, w, we have

-
equal to 2g>3 and not equal to zero.)

Now the component, A, of the displacement of Q along the

axis Px is (Art. 358)
j. (tV/ .(lit

dft--f+(^.+s)+*(2-3B)C+l^-s)f

Hence, with the same values of ,?
15

#2 ,
s
3 as before, we have

A, = %f+ iI|+ ,lf+jl(s--_)f-i(_--&)Cj,

A comparison with (1) shows that the portions in brackets in

these expressions denote rotations, as of a rigid body, about the

axes through the small angles

,dw dvs f du dw\ . ,dv du s ..

which are equivalent to a rotation through Voo^ + o>
2
2 + co3

2

about one line (p. 103); while the portions of A, Ar7, A^
-

out-

side the brackets denote a pure strain by Art. 366.

If the axes of reference, Px, Py, Pz, are chosen in the direc-

tions of the principal axes, the strain portion of the displacement
will be expressed by

=*!& Ar] = 2 rj, A(=e3 (,

i. e. the strain is produced simply by multiplying the co-ordinates

of every particle by the numbers 1 +<?l5 1 +e2 ,
1 + <?3 . A simple
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elongation of a body in a direction perpendicular to any plane
means the drawing out from the plane of every particle through
a distance proportional to the perpendicular from the particle on
the plane, so that those particles farthest from the plane in the
natural state are most drawn away, but all in the same propor-
tion to their original distances from it.

By this Article we see that every small displacement at a pointP can be produced by three successive simple elongations followed by
a rotation, as of a rigid body, about an axis through P.
The rotation part of the displacement in the neighbourhood of

a point does not belong to the strain proper of the substance at
the point. This rotation will frequently be called in the sequel
the vortical rotation. '

368.] Significations of s
x ,

s
2 , ,. Let the axes Px and Py

become by strain Px" and

Py", Fig. 294. (Of course it is

supposed, as in Art. 358, that *"

P is brought back to its ori-

ginal position after the strain.)

All particles in the plane of

Px and Py originally are in A
'C

~ "

"^ b

the (different) plane of Px" p

and Py" after the strain
;
and lg' *94 *

if A is a particle on the axis of y and AB a line parallel to

Px, the line of particles AB will become (Cor. 3, Art. 358) a

line of particles A"B" parallel to Px" . Let fall a perpendicular,

A"p, from A" on Px". Then the particle (A") which was at A
has advanced in front of P parallel to the line Px" through the

distance Pp. Now Pp = PA" cos x"Pf = 2PA" . *3 (Cor. 1
,

Art. 361) ; and PA" = (l+b)PA; therefore Pp = 2 (l + b) s3 .PA ;

or, neglecting the product bs3 ,

PA
~ 2'3 '

Hence the quantity 2s
3 is the rate (per unit of distance be-

tween the two lines) at which particles on any line AB parallel

to Px have slid beyond the corresponding particles on Px.

Evidently it is also the rate at which sliding has taken place

between particles on Py and lines parallel to Py.
Or again, imagine a little parallelopiped at P having its edges

along the lines Px, Py, Pz. Then 2 #3 is the rate at which the
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face parallel to that in the plane xz has slid in front of the latter ;

or the rate at which the face parallel to the plane yz has slid in

front of the face in the plane yz.

Similarly for the values of s
x
and s

2 .

The effects of the separate components of strain in producing
deformation may be usefully studied by finding the displaced

positions of the various corners of the cube represented in Fig.

228, p. 1, as given by the equations (4), p. 391. Thus, if a alone

exists, every point will be simply displaced parallel to Ox. If s
x

alone exists, the edge OA will not be moved ; the points C and 11

will move through equal small distances along CF and HO'
;

while B and JD will be moved along BF and DO'. This cube is

thus changed into an oblique parallelopiped.

Def. When a plane is held fixed in a body and all planes in

the body parallel to it are slid in the same direction and sense

parallel to the fixed plane, each through a distance proportional

to its distance from the fixed plane, the strain so produced is

called a shearing strain.

The ratio of the distance through which any plane has slid to

its distance from the fixed plane is called the amount of the shear.

Hence the quantities 2s
lf

2s2 ,
2sz are the small shears of the axes

of (y, z), (z, x), (x, y) respectively\ at the point P.

From Fig. 294 it is clear that the change in the cosine of the

angle between any two lines at right angles in the natural state

is the shear in their plane of lines parallel to either.

369.] Shearing Strain. The two kinds of strain with which

we are most concerned in the theory of Elasticity are Cubical

Dilatation and Shearing Strain. We propose, therefore, to consider

this latter more particularly here.

Treating it first analytically, and confining our attention to a

shear, 2 s3 ,
of the two rectangular lines Ox and Oy, the elongation

quadric would be 2 s n = Jc
2

the axes of co-ordinates being the lines Ox and Oy.

But this equation denotes a hyperbola in the plane xy referred

to its asymptotes ;
and if we alter the axes of co-ordinates to the

axes of the curve, the equation referred to them will be

A comparison with the general equation of the elongation

quadric shows that this equation denotes an elongation sz (half
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the shear) of the body along" one axis of the curve, accompanied

by an elongation #
3 (i.e. an equal compression) of the sub-

stance along" the other axis.

Hence the shearing strain of a body can be produced by a simple

elongation {equal to half the shear) along one line and a simple

compression of equal amount along a perpendicular line.

The same result is easily found also by considering the

displaced positions of the various corners of the cube in Fig. 295,
due to the shearing strain 2^ alone (shear
of the axes y, z), and given by equations

(4), p. 391.

These equations give for the displacements
of any pointA= 0, Arj =s1 AC=s1 V,

so that the points y, z will be displaced to

y\ z\ through equal distances
;
no point on

Px will be displaced ;
the points B, C will

pjg. 295 .

come to If, C, such that BB' = 2/,

CC = yy' ; finally, the points A, I will be displaced to A\ V
along the diagonals PA and xl, respectively, the lines z'A' and

y A' being parallel to Py' and iY, so that the squares zPyA and

BxCI become lozenges by the strain, and the cube is altered

into an oblique parallelopiped.

The angle zfPy'
- 2 s

1 ; the diagonal zy is shortened into

z'y*, while the diagonal PA is elongated into PA'. If I = the

length of an edge of the cube,

z'y'
= l(l- Sl)V2, and PA' = / (1 + #J </2-

The squares zPx, AyC, and all sections parallel to them

remain squares, and are therefore quite undistorted ; and the

length of every line in these planes remains unaltered. The

same is true of all planes parallel to xPy. Hence the shearing

strain could be replaced by a strain in which every line near P
parallel to the diagonal zy is compressed, and every line near P
parallel to xl is elongated, the amount of the compression and of

the elongation being #
x .

The axes of the elongation quadric, 2s
x (y

2 z2
)
= ^2

, belong-

ing to this strain are the internal and external bisectors of the

angle zPy, together with Px.
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Fig. 296.

We have been considering small displacements ; but let us

now consider an elongation of any amount along a line Ox, and

an equal compression

along a perpendicular

Oy (Fig. 296).
'

Sup-

pose that all lines in

the body parallel to Ox
are increased in the

ratio a : 1
,
and that all

lines parallel to Oy are

diminished in the ratio

1 : a
;
and consider dis-

placements in the plane

xy. There will, of course,

be similar displacements

in all planes parallel to xy. The displacement of the point

may be impressed in reversed direction on all points, so that

may be considered as at rest.

Draw OA, of any length, making the angle AOx = tan-1 a.

From A let fall An perpendicular to Oy. Then An becomes

elongated by the strain parallel to Ox into a . An; but

a . An = nO
; therefore by this strain A is drawn out to a, Aa

being parallel to Ox, and a a point on the bisector, Oa, of the

angle xOy. From a draw am perpendicular to Ox. Then by

the strain parallel to Oy, am becomes shortened into Now

if we draw 0Ar

making with Ox an angle equal to AOy, this line

will meet am in a point, A', such that A'm = . Hence after
a

the two strains A will come to A
;
and we see that OA' is equal

in length to OA, and that they are both equally inclined to the

bisector of the angle xOy.
In the same way if OB be drawn making Z.BOx'=: tan-1 a,

the length of OB will be unaltered, the point B will come to B\
and the lines OB and OB' are equally inclined to the bisector of

the angle x'Oy. Also OA is perpendicular to OB'. Hence since

parallel lines are all altered in the same ratio, all lines parallel to

OA are unaltered in length, and all lines parallel to OB are

unaltered in length.

Imagine a plane through OA perpendicular to the plane of the
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paper, and let any curve whatever be traced out in this plane.

The curve will remain perfectly undistorted after the strain.

For, all lines perpendicular to the plane of the paper obviously
remain so and are unaltered in length, and all lines parallel to

the plane of the paper remain parallel to this plane, while of

these latter those which are parallel to OA remain unaltered in

length. Hence ordinates and abscissa? of the above-named curve

parallel to OA and to a normal to the plane of the paper remain

perpendicular to each other and unaltered in length. The curve,

therefore, as regards magnitude and shape remains exactly as it

was; its plane only is altered (to the plane through OA' per-

pendicular to the paper).

It follows, of course, that all lines, whatever be their directions,

in the plane through OA perpendicular to the paper remain un->

altered in length.

Similarly all lines in the plane through OB and the normal

to the paper remain unaltered in magnitude ;
and all figures in

this piano also remain undistorted.

The planes through the normal to the paper and the lines OA
and OB are called the planes of no distortion.

Suppose that we impress on the body a common motion of

rotation about the normal to the paper at so as to bring OA'

into coincidence with OA. This motion will, of course, be un-

accompanied by any strain. Then OB' will come to OB",
and BB" is perpendicular to OB' and parallel to OA, as is

very easily seen.

Draw BQ parallel to OA. Then since the length of BQ
remains unaltered, Q will come to Q", a point such that

J3"Q"= BQ. Hence all particles in the line BQ are slid

parallel to AO through a space BB". Now Up is the length of

the perpendicular from B on OA,

BB" 1= a ,

p a
as is easily found.

Consequently in this strain if the undistorted plane OA is held

fixed, every plane, BQ, parallel to it is slid parallel to it through a

distance proportional to the perpendicular distance between BQ and

OA
;
and this is the usual way of representing a shearing strain.

Of course the strain may otherwise be produced (neglecting
the effect of mere rotation common to all points) by holding fast
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the other undistorted plane, OB, and sliding all planes parallel

to it.

The plane (xy) perpendicular to the two planes of no distortion

is called the plane of the shear
;
and the lines

(
Ox and Oy) which

bisect, in the plane of the shear, the angles between the planes
of no distortion are called the axes of the shear.

Since a sphere described about as centre becomes an ellip-

soid, and since there are two sections of an ellipsoid which are

circles, the planes of these sections must be OA' and OB', the

strained positions of the planes of no distortion.

The quantity o
, which is the fractional sliding per unit

of distance between the parallel planes is called the amount of the

shear.

If the strain is small, a = 1 + s, where * is a small quan-

tity ;
and - = 1 s, nearly, so that the amount of the shear

= l+s(ls)= 2s, which agrees with the analytical result

as the beginning of this Article.

The expression for the displacement in a shearing strain can

be simplified by taking the fixed plane as that of xy and the axis

of x in the direction of the sliding. Then

u = 2 sy, v = 0, to =
;

so that a shear is a rotational strain.

370.] Biaxal Reduction of Strain. We have shown in Art.

367 that the strain proper (i.e. neglecting the rigid-body-

rotation) at any point is always producible by three simple

elongations, or stretches, e
x ,

e2 ,
e3 . We shall now prove that in

all cases of strain the strain proper at a point can be expressed

with reference to two axes *.

The strain at any point can be produced by a simple elongation

parallel to one line accompanied by a contraction round another.

At any point, P, in the body draw the three principal axes,

Px, Py, Pz, of the strain, and also any line PL, whose direction-

cosines with reference to the axes are /, m, n. Consider the

effect of a simple elongation, a, parallel to PL.

If
> Vj C are the co-ordinates of a point Q, near P, with

* This reduction of strain was published by the Author in The E lucational

Times.
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reference to P, the perpendicular from Q on the plane through P
at right angles to PL is l+m-q + n(. Hence by the stretch, Q
is drawn out from this plane through a distance a(l+mr) + n();
and the component of this displacement parallel to Px is

al(lg+mt] + n(), with similar components parallel to the other

axes.

At P draw any other line, PL', whose direction-cosines are

I', m', n', and consider the effect of a contraction, /3, or squeeze,

of the substance round it. The point Q is to be displaced along
the perpendicular, QM, from Q on PL' by an amount equal to

J3 . Q3I. Now the projection of Q3I along Px = projection of

PQ projection of PM, and this = f (V + mf
rj + ri ().

Hence, adding the two strains together, we obtain ,

A=al(li + m V + nC)-pl'(l' + m'ri + n'() + l3,

which is to be identical with e
i ,

if the proposed reduction is

possible.

We have thus the equations

al2 pl'
2 + & = e

x ; alm$l'm! = 0,

am2
fim'

2 +fie2 ;
amn $m'n'=,

an2
fin'

2 +/3= ez \ a.nl$ril' = 0.

The first column gives a + 2 /3
=

e^ + e^+ e^. Suppose

^1 > ^2 ^ ^3 *

To satisfy the second column, assume m = m' = 0, which

requires both PL and PI/ to lie in the plane, xz, of the greatest

and least elongations. If they make angles </>
and

<f>'
with Px,

we have /3
= e

2 ,
a as e

1 + e3 e
2 ,
and

a sin 2(f) =(3 sin 2 <',

a cos 2</> j3cos20
/ = ^ 3,

which show that 2 and 2 #' are the base angles of a triangle

whose two sides and base are proportional to e
1 + e3 e

2 ,
e
2 ,
and

e
x

e3 , respectively.

371.] Traction and Torsion. Suppose a cylindrical bar of

an isotropic body to have its base held fixed while the bar is

pulled in the direction of its length. Then each particle of the

bar will be displaced in a direction parallel to the axis through a

distance proportional to the natural distance of the particle from

the fixed base
;
and in addition, the particle will be displaced

towards the axis through a distance proportional to its natural
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distance from the axis. That is, at each point there will be

uniform elongation and uniform contraction. This will be

proved in the last section of this chapter. Hence if the axis of

the bar is taken as that of z, and the axes of x and y are in the

plane of the fixed base,

u = ax, y ay, w = cz

will express the displacements of any point, the quantities a and

c being constant throughout the bar. This is the case of Traction.

Suppose that, the base being still held fixed, the free extremity
is twisted round through any angle (measured by the angle

through which any diameter of the section revolves) ;
then every

other normal section of the bar will turn through an angle pro-

portional to the distance, z, of this section from the fixed base.

If I = length of bar, a = angle through which its free end is

twisted, every point in the section considered will be twisted

through an angle a-= Hence the displacements of a point x,y

in this section are (the twisting taking place from axis of x

towards axis of y)

azy azx
J

I I

This strain is called Torsion.

372.] Lines of Plow and Vortex Lines. Just as a Line of

Force has been defined (p. 316) as a curve at every point of

which the resultant force of attraction of a system is directed

along the tangent, so a Line of Flow is defined to be a curve at

every point of which the resultant displacement of the particle

existing there is directed along the tangent.

Again, we have seen that the displacement at any point can

be produced by a pure strain together with a rotation round an

axis through the point. A curve such that at every point of it

the rotation corresponding to that, point takes place round the

tangent is called a Vortex Line.

In analogy with a Tube of Force, we have a Tube of Flow.

If through points constituting the contour of any area we draw

Lines of Flow, these lines form a surface called a Tube of Flow.

Similarly, if through the points constituting the contour of any
area we draw Vortex Lines, these lines will make a surface which

may be called a Vortex Tube.
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When the normal section of the Vortex Tube is everywhere
very small, it is called a Vortex Filament. Such a filament, AB,
is represented in Fig. 297.

373.] Equipotential Surfaces. When the

strain at every point is irrotational, the quan-

tity udx + vdy + wdz is a perfect differential of

a function
<f> (#> y, z\ Describe in the body a

series of surfaces the equation of any one of

whichis
*(,**) = # (1)

Then by giving C a series of different values

we shall have a series of surfaces, exactly
lg' 9

analogous to the equipotential surfaces of an attracting mass
;

and these equipotential surfaces of strain will be related to the

lines of flow exactly as the equipotential surfaces of attraction

are to the lines of force ;
that is, at every point the line of

flow is perpendicular to the equipotential surface. For, the

direction-cosines of the normal to the surface (1) at any point

{
x,y> z) are proportional to -^ . -= > -J-\ i.e. to u, v, w. But

ax ay dz

u,v,w, being the components of the displacement, are ofcourse pro-

portional to the direction-cosines of the line of flow. Therefore, &c.

The potential function of any small strain being <\>,
we see

that -t is the displacement parallel to the axis of x
; and since

the axis of x may be in any direction, the displacement in any
direction is the rate of variation, per unit of length, ofpotential in

this direction.

It follows that the resultant displacement (which is perpen-

dicular to the surface </>
= C) is

-j-,
where n denotes length

measured along the normal to the surface, and the displacement
is measured in the same sense as n.

Let two very close equipotential surfaces, 4>
= C

x , $ = C2 , be

described. Denote these by <px and </>2 . Then at all points on

$! the resultant displacement is inversely proportional to the

normal distance at this point between the surfaces
<l>x

and
<f>.r

For, if at any point on the surface
(/>!

the normal distance

between it and <f>., is An, the displacement is - or
!" r An An

VOL. II. D d
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But for all points considered
<f>2 <t>i

= C
2

C
1
= a constant

;

therefore the displacement varies inversely as An.

374.] Circulation. Suppose any curve, AB, to be traced out

in the body, and let the displacement of each particle, P, on the

curve between A and B be resolved along the tangent to the

curve at P (the resolution taking place between A and B in a

sense opposite to that of watch-hand rotation) ; then the sum

obtained between A and B by multiplying this resolved part of

displacement by the element, ds, of the curve at P and adding
all such products is called the circulation between A and B.

Hence, by definition, the circulation from B to A is equal and

opposite to the circulation from A to B.

The components of the displacement parallel to the axes

being, as before, u, v, w, and the direction-cosines of the tangent

to the curve at P being y-
>

-j-
> -=- , the circulation is

(u~j- + v + w-j~^ds) or (udx + vdy + wdz),

the integral being taken from A to B.

Supposing that there is no rotation, or, in other words, that

there is a displacement potential which has a value fa at A and

<p2 at B, the circulation from A to B is fa fa ;
it therefore

depends merely on the co-ordinates of A and B and not at all

on the curve between them along which it is taken.

If the curve is closed, B coincides with A, and the circulation

is zero, it being still supposed that the strain is irrotational. If

A and B are any two points on an equipotential surface, the

circulation along any path from one to the other is zero.

We now proceed to consider the case in

which rotation exists, and to prove the

following fundamental theorem :

The circulation round any small plane
curve described round any point, P, in the

body is equal to twice the product of the

area of the curve and the component of ro-

Fig. 298. tation at P perpendicular to the plane of
the curve.

Let Q (Fig. 298) be any point on the small curve whose plane
is taken as that of xy ;

denote the components of the displace-

ment of P by u, v, w ;
and the co-ordinates of Q with reference
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to P by , t]. Then the displacements of Q parallel to the axes
are

+du du
,.
dv dv j.dw dw

and the component of these along the tangent at Q is

/ t
du du^d f dv dv^dn

When this is multiplied by ds and integrated, we shall have
du

(since u, v, dx
... are constant for all points on the curve)

^ rmJ^. r^^J^l mLJ*
dx

v/d{+vfdr1+'Z/d+^-fr)dn +~/dr) + yv*,
fly

^ '"''' ^ /*"' '

y
of which all the integrals except the last two vanish, since the

curve is closed. Now fdt) area of curve = A
;
and frjd

A, since the two integrations are carried round at the same

time from x to y. Hence the circulation = A (-= )ydx dy)
= 2J.co3 ,

(p. 392) 6o3 being the rotation round axis of z at P, i. e.

perpendicular to the plane of the curve.

Suppose that any surface, plane or

curved, bounded by any curve, ABCD
(Fig. 299), is traced out in the body
and that at each point on this surface

we take the component of rotation

round the normal to the surface,

multiply this component by the ele-

ment of superficial area at the point,

and take the sum of all such products.

This sum is called the surface-integral

of normal rotation. The normal must

be supposed to be drawn away from the same side of the surface

at every point, and the rotation is supposed to take place oppo-
site to that of the hands of a watch held so that the normal

passes up through its face.

It is very easy to prove that this surface-integral of rotation is

equal to one half the circulation round the edge, ABCD, of the

surface. For, let the surface be broken up into an indefinitely

great number of little plane area?. Then the sum of the circu-

d d 2

Fig 299.
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lations round these areas is twice the surface integral of rotation

(by what has just been proved). But the circulations in the

common portions of every two contiguous areas are directly

opposed, and therefore mutually destructive, as is seen by

drawing any two such little areas, a and b, apart ;
hence the

circulation exists only along lines which do not form common

parts of contiguous areas, i.e. along the edge which bounds the

surface.

If the surface has no bounding edge, i.e. if it is a closed

surface, the surface-integral of rotation over it is zero.

If the surface, without being closed, is such that at every

point of it the rotation takes place about a tangent line to the

surface, the circulation round its bounding edge is zero. Such

a surface is that of a vortex filament (Fig. 297) ;

or that represented in Fig. 300, which consists of

a vortex tube whose ends are any two irregular

curves whatever. The sum of the circulations

round the terminal sections D and E of this tube,

estimated in the cyclical order indicated round the

contour in Fig. 399, is zero, i.e. the circulations round
ig- 300. any ^wo secnom whatever of a vortex tube are equal ;

or, in other words, the circulation round any section, normal or

oblique, plane or tortuous, of a vortex tube is constant.

Examples.

1. Prove analytically that the shear of any two rectangular lines

intersecting at any point is equal to the difference between the

elongations along the internal and external bisectors of the angle
between them.

Let the axes of co-ordinates be the principal axes of the strain at

the point. Then the value of s given in equation (2), Art. 361, becomes

s = e
x
IV+ e

2
mm' + e

3 nnf, (a)

the direction-cosines of the lines being (I, m, n) and (l
r

, m', n'), and
the shear 2 s. Now the direction-cosines of one bisector are l V,

mrnf, nn', each divided by the square root of the sum of the

squares of these quantities, i.e. by -\/2, since the lines are -rectan-

gular; and the direction-cosines of the other bisector are l + l',

rn + m', n+n' each divided by V2. Let e and t' be the elongations

along these bisectors. Then, by Art. 359,

2 6 = e
x (I
- V

)

2+ e
2(m-m'f+ e

3(n- n')
2

,

2 e'= e, (I + iy + e
2 (m + m'f+ e

3{n+nj ;
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therefore t
f

e = 2 (e, l?+ e
2
mm'+ e

s nn'),

or e' = 2s,

which proves the proposition.

2. Find the pair of rectangular lines in a given plane for which the

shear is greatest.
In any plane the elongation is greatest along one axis of the conic

in which this plane cuts the Elongation Quadric, and least along the

other. Therefore the difference of elongation along two rectangular
lines is greatest for this pair ;

and therefore, by last example, the

shear of the two rectangular lines of whose angle these axes are the

external and internal bisectors is greatest.
Hence the shear in a given plane is greatest for two lines making

it

angles of vrith the axes of the conic in which the given plane cuts the

Elongation Quadric.
The magnitude of the shear for any two rectangular lines in the

plane is easily found and represented by a curve.

Let the axes of x and y be taken in the given plane and coincident

with the axes of the section of the Elongation Quadric in the plane.
Then s

3
must = for these axes. Also let one of two lines along

which we wish to find the shear make an angle with the axis of x.

Then in the expression for s (Art. 361) we have
J,
= cos 0, mx

= sin 0,

l
t
= sin 0, mz

= cos 0, nx
= n

%
=

;
therefore

s = \ (b a) sin 20,

or 2s= (6 a)sin 20 ss shear,

which of course shows that the shear is a maximum along lines

bisecting the angles between the axes of the section. The curve

whose polar equation is r = (b a) sin 20 consists of four loops, one
in each quadrant, and its radius-vector gives the shear for any

directions, denoted by and - +0.

It follows that the two rectangular lines whose shear is absolutely
the greatest at a point in the body are those in the plane of the

greatest and least axes of the Elongation Quadric (or of the Strain

Ellipsoid) and making angles of - with them, and that their shear is

e
1

e
s ,

if we assume e
lt

e
2 ,

e3 to be in descending order of magnitude.

3. Represent the shears of all pairs of rectangular lines obtained by
taking a given line and all those at right angles to it at a given

point.
Let the point (Fig. 240, p. 37) be the point in the strained body

through which the pairs of rectangular lines are drawn
; OP, OA,

OZ represent the principal axes of the strain at
;

let OL be the

given invariable line with which any variable line, OM (not drawn in

the figure) at right angles OL is to be associated
;
draw the arc ZL,
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and produce it to cut PA in N
;

let LN be produced to R so that

LR= -
;
at 7? draw a great circle, RM, perpendicular to LR

;
then the

m

variable line OM is always somewhere in the plane of this great circle.

Let the position of the given line OL be defined by the angles ZL

(=0) and PN (= <), and let the variable angle RM be x- Then

using the value of s given in (a) example 1, and substituting for the

direction-cosines /, V, &c, of the lines OL and OM their values in

terms of 6, </>, X. we easily find

2s = (e1 cos
2

(/) + c
2
sin2

<^)
cs)sin 20.cosx

(et e$)
sin 2

<f>
sin 6 . sin x,

which can be written in the form

2 s = ifcos(x+ a). (1)

If e
1
>e2 >e3 ,

and we put d
1
= e

2
e
3 ,

d
2

e
1

e
3 ,
d

3
= e

1
e
2 ,

we

have K = sin 6Vd 2a\n
2
2(j) + (d1 + d

2+ d
3
cos 2

</>)

2 cos2 0,

_ d
8
sin 2

<|)

(dj + d
2 + d

3
cos 2

(/>)
cos

Equation (1) gives at once a graphic method of representing the

shear by means of the lengths of chords of a circle whose diameter ss K.

4. If A, fx, v are the direction-cosines of any plane, and 2 s the

maximum shear of lines in the plane, show that

4s2 =
(e2 + e

3
\* + e

3 +ey + e
i +e2 v*)

2
-4(e2

e
3
X.

!i+ e
3
elfJ?+ e

1
e
2 v*)-

5. Prove that a simple elongation in any direction is equivalent to

a uniform cubical dilatation together with two shears, each having the

given direction for one axis, the other axes being at right angles to it

and to each other.

Consider a cube whose three edges at the point are Ox, Oy, Oz,

and suppose the given simple elongation, e, to take place along Ox.

We may consider this as ^e + ^e+ ^e along Ox, and we may suppose,
an elongation e along Oy together with an elongation -|( (or a

contraction) in the sense of yO ;
and similarly ^ e and ^e in Oz.

Now ^ e along Ox, Oy, and Oz (and of course along all lines parallel to

these) constitutes (p. 388) a cubical dilatation
;
while \ e along Ox

and \e along Oy constitute (Art. 369) a shear, whose amount is e.

Therefore, &c.

6. Resolve a simple elongation e in a given direction into its

components with reference to three rectangular axes.

Ans. If the direction-cosines of the direction of elongation with

reference to the three axes are I, m, n, the elongations and shears to

which e is equivalent are

d 2
, em2

,
en2

,
2 dm, 2emw, 2 enl.

For, if f, 7], be the co-ordinates of any point before strain, the

length of the perpendicular from this point on the plane through the
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origin perpendicular to the direction
[l, m, n) is Z+ra?j +w; and

the point (, t], )
is drawn out along this perpendicular through a

distance e(l+nir} + n). The projection of this distance along the

axis of x is eZ (Zf+mv +n) ;
hence the strained co-ordinates

(e; r,', O, are

Comparing these values of f, 77', f with those given at p. 392,
we see that

eZ2 = a, em2 = 6, en2 = c, eZra = s
3 ,

ww =
1 ,

cwZ = 5
2 ,

which are the required components of the elongation with reference

to the axes.

7. Find the condition that, in the general small strain, there should

be two planes of no elongation.

a, s
3 ,

s
2

Ans. s
3 , b, 8

t

must be zero (see p. 391).

8. Given two small strains,

(a, b, c, 2 s,, 2s
2 , 2*3), (a', b', c', 2 s/, 2s/, 2s/),

find the resulting elongation quadric and strain ellipsoid.

Ans. In the previous equations of these surfaces put a+ a! for

a, &c, s
3 + s/ for s

s ,
&c.

9. Resolve a shear, 2 s, of two given rectangular lines into its

components along three given rectangular axes.

Ans. If the direction-cosines of the two given lines with

reference to the given axes are
(Z, m, n), (V, m', n'), the com-

ponents are

2slV, 2snvm', 2mn', 2 s {lm
f+ I'm), 2s(mn'+ m'n), 2s(nl'+ n'T).

10. Find the conditions that a strain whose components with

reference to three given rectangular axes are given should be equiva-
lent to a shear.

a, i_

Ans. s3 , b, 8. =0 and a + b+ c = 0.

a, s3 ,
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Hence the differential equations of the Vortex Lines are

dx dy _ dz

x y 2z

The Vortex Lines are therefore the intersections of - = c, and
x

x*z c
2

. The vortex line at any point lies in the plane through this

point and the axis about which the torsion takes place.

12. "When the small strain (a, b, c, 2siy 2s.2i 2s
3)

is equivalent to a

shear, find the magnitude of the shear.

Ans. If 2s is the shear, s = Vs 2 + s
2

2+ s
3

2 + i (a
2 +b2+ c

2

).
To

get this equate the components in example 9 to a, b, c, 2s
3 ,

....

Squaring and adding the last three, we have

s
n

-(l-l
2
l'

2

-...+2ll'mm'+...) = s
2 + s

2+ 8
2

;

or s
2

[\-2{l
2V2+mimfi

-\-n
2n'2

)'\
= s

2+ s*+s*',

therefore the rest follows from the first three.

13. Prove that torsion is equivalent to shear at each pointy and find

its amount.

Ans. Let P be the point considered, PO the perpendicular

(of length r) from P on the axis of torsion, and let the strain be

expressed as in Art. 371; then the amount of the shear is -y 5 and
v

the strain is a shear of the line drawn through P parallel to the axis

of torsion and a line perpendicular to this one and to PO.

14. Find the areal dilatation on a plane the direction-cosines of

whose normal are I, m, n.

Ans. a+ b + c (aP + bm2 + en2 + 2 lms3+ 2mns
x + 2 nls2).

Section II.

Analysis of Stresses.

375.] Intensity of a Stress. If a force whose magnitude is

P acts over an area 8 in such a way that there is -all over the

area the same force on the same amount of area, the force is said

to be uniformly distributed over the area
;
and the intensity of

P
force on the area is -

Sl i.e. the rate at which the force is
o

distributed per unit of area. Thus the atmospheric pressure on

any area at the surface of the earth is roughly 1 5 lbs. weight on
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every square inch, and if the unit of force is a pound weight and

the unit of length an inch, the intensity of atmospheric pressure

is represented by the number 15.

If force acts over an area in such a way that there is not the

same amount exerted on the same area everywhere, the distri-

bution is not uniform
;
and in this case we can speak only of the

intensity of force at each particular point. If about any point we
describe a very small area, dS, on which we may assume the

distribution of force to be constant, and if dF is the amount of

dF
force on it, the intensity of force at the point selected is

-j~'

An instance of this occurs when the area pressed is any non-

horizontal area in a heavy liquid. The intensity o pressure at

points in the upper part of the area is less than the intensity at

points in the lower part.

376.] Stress at a Point. At any point, P, of the body
consider a small plane surface of area dS and any position. This

may be regarded as separating the part [A) of the body at one

side of it from the part (B) at the other side. Then the

particles in this element plane, when the body is strained in

any manner, are subject to certain forces proceeding from the

particles at the side (A) and resulting from the elongation or

contraction of the natural distances. The resultant of these

forces is called the stress on the side (A) of the element plane.

The particles in the element plane are also subject to forces

proceeding from particles at the side (JB) of the plane ;
and the

resultant of these latter is, of course, a stress equal and opposite
to the first-mentioned stress.

The resultant stress (on either side of the element plane)
divided by the area, dS, is the intensity of stress on the plane ;

and the resultant stress may be either normal to the plane,

oblique to it, or in it.

If at the same point P we consider a small plane surface of

the same area as before, but of different position, the resultant

stress on it will, generally speaking, be different both in magni-
tude and in direction from the previous stress. In the case of a

perfect fluid body the magnitude of the stress is constant and its

direction is normal to the element plane, whatever be the

position of the latter at the point P.

Hence in the case of a strained body the term ' stress at a
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point
'

has no definite meaning until we specify the element

plane on which the stress acts.

377.] Equilibrium of an elementary Parallelopiped. At

any point, P (Fig. 295, p. 395), whose co-ordinates with reference

to three fixed rectangular axes are (x, y, z) let a very small

rectangular parallelopiped, PxyzIC, of the substance be separated
in imagination from the rest of the body by means of element

planes perpendicular to the fixed axes. We may then, if we

actually produce on the faces of this element the stresses which

are produced on them by the neighbouring portions of the body,
consider the equilibrium of the element apart from the re-

mainder*.

The resultant stress on any face, zPy, may be considered as

acting at the middle point of the face. Let this stress per unit

area be resolved into three components, pxx,pXyiPxz> parallel to

the axes, and in the negative senses of these axes. In the

suffixes the first letter indicates the axis to which the face is

perpendicular, and the second the axis parallel to which the com-

ponent acts. Let the intensities of the stress components on the

face zPx be pVxiPvy>Pvz >
of which the second is a normal

tension, these components being also in the negative senses of

the. axes. Let the components of stress intensity for the face

xPy be similarlypzx , pzy , pzz , in the negative senses of the axes.

At the middle points of the opposite faces of the parallelopiped

the stress components will, of course, be in the positive senses of

the axes. Thus the normal stresses on the faces are all tractions,

so that if in any case they are really pressures (as in perfect

fluids) they are to be considered negative. The oblique com-

ponents,^,, fee., are shearing stresses.

Let the lengths of the edges of the parallelopiped be dx, dy,

dz. Then these stress components are all functions of the position

of P, i. e. each of them is some function of (x, y, z).
And the

co-ordinates of the point x in the figure are (x + dx, y, z) ;
so that

ifPxxf{^ V-,
z
)i

the jpxx for the face BxCI isf(x + dx, y, z\ i.e.

* In considering the equilibrium of an element of a fluid body it is customary
to say that we consider it as solidified and acted on by the stresses (pressures)
which the fluid exerts on its surface. This solidification is, however, wholly
unnecessary and misleading if, indeed, it is not actually wrong. The element
while regarded as forming part of the body is not solidified, but is kept in its

condition by the very forces which, by supposition, are produced on it by other

means. If these forces were by themselves sufficient in the one case, they must
be so in the other, without the aid of solidification.
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U.T)

it is pxx + -~ dx, neglecting (dx)
2
,
&e. This component is, as

GOG

said, directed in the sense Px. Hence the components of in-

tensity of stress on BxCI are

Jl^ dx- v +^ dx- n + ^-' dxPxx + dx
' Pxv+ dx

' Jxz + dx

Similarly for the components of intensity of stress on the

other faces. To get the whole amount of stress in any direction

on any face, the intensity in this direction must, of course, be

multiplied by the area of the face. Let us calculate the whole

amount of stress parallel to Px exerted on the parallel opiped.
The face zPy will contribute pxx x dydz, in the negative direction,

while the opposite face, BxCI, will contribute

{p*x+^T>dx)x.dydz;

and the sum of these is -^-~ x dxdydz. The face zPx will give

a stress joyx xdzdx parallel to Px, and the opposite face will

give (pyx + ^
dy} dzdx

; and the sum of these is -y^ . dxdydz ;

. . dp
"

similarly, the faces xPy and BzA will give -.dxdydz. Hence

the whole stress force acting on the element in the direction

Px is (- + -~ + -j^} dxdydz. Some external force (gravity,

or other) may also act on each element of the body. Such a

force will always be proportional to the quantity of matter in

the element. Suppose p to be density of the body at P; then,

approximately, the quantity of matter in the parallelopiped is

p dxdydz. Let the components of the external fflrce which is

felt at P along the axes of x, y, z be X, J, Z, per unit of mass.

Then the component of the external force along Px exerted on

the element is pXdxdydz. Equating to zero the sum of the

components along Px of all forces exerted on the element, we

haVe ^ + ^? +^ + pX:=0.
dx dy dz

Similarly,
** +**+ +,r=\\ (!)

dx dy dz
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the last two equations being obtained by resolving forces along
the axes ofy and z.

In a perfect fluid the shearing intensities are zero, and, by a

fundamental result for the stress of every strained body, which

will be presently given, the normal intensities are of equal

amount for all planes at P; so that joxx = pvy
= pxz ,

each being

a pressure, equal to p.

For any kind of body we obtain another important set of

equations by expressing the equilibrium of the moments of the

forces acting on the parallelopiped. For example, take moments

about the line joining the middle points of the opposite faces zPy
and BxC. The external force* acting on the parallelopiped may
be considered to act at its middle point ; it will therefore con-

tribute nothing to the moments about the axis chosen. Neither

will the stresses on these faces themselves, since these stresses

act at the middle points of the faces. Of the stresses on the

faces zPx and AyC the components pyz x dxdz and

which are parallel to Pz, will alone contribute moments. The

dy
moment of the first is pya x dxdz x ~, or ^pyz dxdydz, and the

moment (in the same sense) of the second is

or \pygdxdydz, neglecting the term dx (dy)
2
dz. The sum of these

moments is pyzdxdydz.

Again, of the stresses on the faces xPy and BzA the com-

ponents, pzy xdxdy and (pzy -\--^~.dz\dxdy will alone con-

* It is important for the student to distinguish two species of external force

acting on any body. There may be external forces which act only at particular
points on its surface as, for example, when a beam rests against the ground and

against a wall, the reactions of the ground and wall and there may be external
forces which affect evert/ element inside the body as, in the same case, the
attraction of the earth which produces a force (the weight) on each element of the
beam. The latter are called continuous, or bodily, forces. Thus a strained body
may be affected by both the above beam, if slightly flexible, will be bent. The
forces (per unit of mass), X, Y, Z, in equations (1) belong exclusively to the
second kind. Forces of the first kind do not enter into these equations; they
are like the terminal tensions of a string, and are required for determining the
values of constants which occur in the integrals of the differential equations (1)
of equilibrium.
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tribute; and the sum of their moments is pzy dxdydz, which is

obviously in the sense opposite to that of the previous moment.

Hence equating the sum of these moments to zero,

Py Pzy \

Similarly, Pm=Pm>> (2)

Pxy = Pyx)

which are obtained by taking moments about the lines joining
the middle points of the other pairs of opposite faces.

The stress (per unit of area) on the face zPy can be resolved

into two, viz. one normal to the face and the other in the face.

The first is pxxy and the second (which is the resultant shearing

force intensity on the face) is \//p2
xy +JJ

2
xl . Equations (2) ob-

viously assert that if we take any two element planes at right

angles to each other at any point of the body, the component along

the normal to the second of the stress per unit area on the first is

equal to the component along the normal to the first of the stress

per unit area on the second. We shall now see that this very

important result is true for two element planes inclined at any

angle to each other.

To save a multiplicity of symbols, we shall (with Lame) use

the following notation :

pm = #i ; Pw = N* ; Pzz = #3'

Pzy = Pyz
~

*1 5 Pzx Pxz ==
-*2 ' Pxy = Pyx = ^3*

Fig. 301 represents these component intensities of stress, in

the senses in which they are assumed to act in all our subse-

quent equations, at points indefinitely

close to P in the three co-ordinate

planes.

378.] Equilibrium of an elementary
Tetrahedron. Consider now the equi-

librium of the indefinitely small tetra-

hedron whose vertex is P (Fig. 301) and

whose base is the triangle formed by
the points marked x, y, z the plane of

these points being any plane whatever

in the neighbourhood of P. Let I, m, n be the direction-cosines

of the perpendicular from P on this plane. Let P, Q, R be

the components, along the axes Px, Py, Pz, of the intensity of
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stress exerted on this plane. It is required to express these

components in terms of JV"1} JV
2 ,

iV3 ,
T

x ,
T
2 ,
T3 .

Let A be the area of the triangular face xyz ; then the areas

of the triangular faces zPy, zPx, xPy are IA, mA, nA, respectively.

Now for the equilibrium of the tetrahedron resolve the forces

acting on it along Px. The face zPy will contribute the term

Nj^xlA; the face zPx will contribute Tz xmA\ the face

xPy the term T
2 x nA ;

the face xyz the term P x A ; while

the component of the external force is pX x the volume of the

tetrahedron, or %pXxhA, where h is the length of the perpen-
dicular from P on the plane xyz.

Hence the equation of equilibrium is

P-lN
x
-mTz -nT.,+ %phX = 0,

or, in the limit,

P=lN
1 + mT3 + nT2 .)

Similarly, Q = ITZ +mN2 + %TX , t (3)

R^lTz +m^ + nNz,)

the terms depending on the external bodily force disappearing

because they are infinitesimals of the third order (being pro-

portional to the volume of the tetrahedron) while the stresses are

of the second order being proportional to the areas of the faces

of the tetrahedron. These equations give the intensity of stress

in magnitude and direction on any assigned element plane when
the stresses on three rectangular element planes are known ; they

are, in fact, the composition and resolution of stress.

Any one of these equations (3) suffices for the proof of the

important general theorem of projection already referred to.

For P is the projection, along the normal to the element plane

zPy, of the intensity of stress on the element plane xyz, and

lN
x + mTz + nT2

is the projection, along the normal to the latter plane, of the

intensity of stress on the former. This theorem is true therefore

for any two element planes at a point.

Remark. The components of stress on an element plane at

the bounding surface of the body are to be equated to the com-

ponents of the external force applied to the surface at the

element.

Cor. 1 . It follows immediately from this theorem of the pro-

jections of two stresses that if there is at a point in the body
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any plane on which the stress is zero, the lines of action of the

stresses on all other planes at this point lie in this plane of zero

stress.

Cor. 2. If the stress on every element plane at a point in a body

is normal to the plane, the intensity of the stress is constant for all

element planes at the point. m

For, let p and q be the intensities of stress on two planes, each

stress being" normal to the corresponding- plane ;
and let

</>
be

the angle between the two normals. Then by the theorem of

projectionr J
p cos (p q cos <,

P = q,

i.e. the intensity of the stress is constant on all planes at the

given point.

Thus in a perfect fluid the stress on every element plane at a

point is a normal pressure ;
hence its intensity is constant in all

directions round the point a result which is one of the elementary

principles of Hydrostatics.

A perfect fluid may, therefore, be completely defined as a body

such that, however it may be strained, the stress on every element-

plane at every point is a normal pressure the equality following
from the normality.

When the stress on an element plane, w, exerted by the part,

A, of the body on one side of it consists of a force whose com-

ponent normal to w is directed from this plane towards the part

A, the stress on sr is called tension
;
and when the normal com-

ponent is directed from A to bt, it is called pressure. All perfect

fluid stress is, as just said, pressure. In general at every point
inside a strained body there will be some planes on which the

stress is pressure, and others on which the stress is tension.

It may assist the student to understand the nature of the

action of stress on an element plane if we draw a figure repre-

senting the equilibrium of these stresses on an element of the

body. Thus, if we take the elementary parallelopiped PI (Fig.

295, p. 395) to be a cube, and also take (as we may) the stress on

any face as acting at its middle point, the forces in the plane of

xy may be represented as in Fig. 302, which is that of a section

of the cube through its centre and parallel to the plane of xy.

If there were no stresses on planes parallel to xy, this figure

would completely represent the equilibrium of the cubical ele-
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^

ment. (Since the faces have been all taken as equal in area, the

intensities of stresses are proportional to the stresses acting on

them).
It is evident, of course, that when

the stresses on any three planes at

a point (rectangular or not) are

known, the stress on every plane

at this point can be found both

in magnitude and in line of action.

For we may consider the equili-

brium of the tetrahedral element

contained by the assumed plane

and the three given ones, and the

required force will be equal and

opposite to the resultant of three given forces.

Let it, for example, be given that the stress at any point P is

a shearing stress in each of two rectangular planes, there being
no stress on planes perpendicular to both

of them. Suppose that all planes in the

neighbourhood of P which are perpen-

dicular to the plane of the paper and

parallel to CD (Fig. 303) are subject to a

shearing stress, and that all planes paral-

lel to AD and perpendicular to the paper
are also subject to shearing stress, and

that planes parallel to the paper are not

subject to stress. The intensities of these

shearing stresses are obviously equal (either by what precedes,

or by considering the equilibrium of a small prism whose base

is the square ABCD and whose edges are perpendicular to the

paper. The equality of moments round an axis through P per-

pendicular to the figure gives the equality of the intensities of

these shears) ;
let their common intensity be S, and suppose

them represented by the arrows.

Draw the plane AC, and consider the equilibrium of the

portion ADC of the body (or rather of a little right prism whose

base is ADC). It is kept in equilibrium by the forces S acting

in the lines DC and DA and by the stress on the face AC. This

last must (since it may be supposed to act at the middle point of

AC) act in the line PD from P to D. If h is the height of the

M
K; >i

ys.

t H "V

Eig. 33-
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prism, the areas of its faces are h x AC, h x CD, h x DA ;
so that

the forces acting in DC and DA are S x h x DC and Sxhx DA ;

and their resultant, F, which is equal and opposite to the stress

on AC, is given by the equation

F= VS2 xh2 x DC* + S 2 x h2 x DA2 = Sxhx AC
;

F
9*' hxAC~ '

Le. the intensity of stress on the face AC is equal to the intensity

of the shearing stress on each of the other two faces
;
moreover

the stress on AC is normal to AC. This stress is the action of

the portion of the body at the right hand side of AC on the

particles in the plane AC, and since it acts in the sense PD, it

is a pressure. Hence if the portion of the body at the right hand

side of AC, or of any plane parallel to it and near it be removed,
a pressure of intensity S must be applied to the plane in the

sense PD. The action of the part of the body at the left hand

side of AC, or of any parallel to and near it, consists, of course, of

a pressure in the opposite sense ;
so that if we draw two element

planes HI and JK parallel to AC and consider the portions of the

body at the right of the first and at the left of the second as

removed, two pressures (indicated by the arrows pointing to B
and D) must be applied to the portion of the body contained be-

tween these planes.

Similarly, by drawing BD and considering the equilibrium of

the prism standing on the base BCD, we see that the action of

the portion of the body at the lower side of BD on the particles in

this face consists of a normal stress of intensity S directed in the

sense CP, i. e. towards the parts considered as removed
;
in other

words, this stress is a tension. Consequently if we isolate in

imagination a small prism of the body standing on the square

HIJK, we regard it as acted on by two pressures on its faces HI
and JK, and by two tensions on its faces IJ and KH.
The state of stress of the body at P may just as well be

produced by applying normal stress (pressure), of the same

intensity as the shearing stress, to all planes parallel to AC and

near it, and normal stress (tension), of same intensity, to all

planes parallel to BD and near it
;
in other words, we may sub-

stitute this state of stressfor the shearing stress.

Hence a shearing stress on two rectangular planes at any point

vol. it. Be
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produces equal normal stresses of opposite signs [pressure and

tension) and of intensities equal to* that of the shearing stress on

the two planes which bisect the angles between them.

This result follows, of course, from equations (3) by taking
the lines from P perpendicular to CD and BC as axes of x and

y, and putting Nx
= 0, N2

= 0, Nz
= 0, Tx

- 0, T2
= 0,T3 = S,

I = m =
,
n 0. From these equations also we deduce the

V2
magnitude and line of action of the stress on any plane near P.

The student will do well, however, to deduce from the figure

the stress on any plane through (or near) P perpendicular to the

figure.

379.] Transformation of Stress. Given the conditions of
stress of a body at any point in it with reference to one set of

rectangular planes^ to find the condition of stress at the same point

with reference to any other set of rectangular planes.

Let the given stresses at a point P, on three rectangular

planes of xy, yz, zx, be Nx ,
N2 ,

N3 ,
TX) T? ,

T3 ,
as in last Article.

Then the components along the axes of x, y, z of the stress per
unit area on an element plane at the point the direction-cosines

of whose normal are I, m, n are given by equations (3) of last

Article. The resolved part, T, of this stress along any line

whose direction-cosines are A, fx, v is \P +nQ + vB ; i.e.

T lkN
x + mp2T2 + nvN3 + (In+ m\) T3 + (mv + n^) Tx

+ (n\ + lv)T2 . (1)

If the line along which the stress is resolved is the normal

to the element plane itself, the component, N}
is IP + mQ + nR;

i.e. N= l
2N

x + m*N2 + n2N3 + 2 lmT3 + 2mnT
x + 2 nlT2 . (2)

Let it be required to find the intensities of stress on three

other rectangular element planes at P whose normals are Px\
Py\ Pz' \ and let the direction-cosines of these normals with

respect to Px, Py, Pz be
(I, m, n), {I',

m't n
f

), (I", m'\ n"), re-

spectively. Denote the components of the intensity of stress on

the plane y
f
z' by N\ along iV, T3 along Py*, and T

2 along Pz'
;

the components of the intensity of stress on the plane z'x' by T3

along Px'
y
AT/

2 along Py' ,
and T

x along Pz'
\
and those of the

* Compare with the corresponding result in the case of shearing strain. The
shearing strain may be replaced by two simple elongations, the magnitude of

each being half that of the shear. See (p. 395.)
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intensity of stress on the plane x'y' by F along Px', Tx along

P/, and N\ along P/.

Then N\ is given by (2) ;
N'2 is obtained by using (I',

m'
ri)

for
(I, m, n) in (2) ;

N'3 by using (/", m", ri') for
(I, m, n) in (2) ;

r3 by using (/, m', ri) for (A, /u, )
in (1) ; 2", by using (/", ;", )

for (A, //, i>)
in (1) ;

and 2"j by using (V m', ri) for
(/, m, ri),

and

(r, m", ri') for (A, M, v) in (1).

It will be seen from this that in transforming from one set of

rectangular axes to another, the quantities Nx ,
N2 ,
N

z ,
T
3 ,TXi T2,

tmnsform Kke x2
, y

2
,
z2

, xy, yz, zx.

The system of stress, thus calculated, on the new planes may
be substituted for the original system of stress the two systems

are, in other words, perfectly equivalent, and either will produce
the other.

In particular, if A, B, C are the principal intensities of stress

at a point, the components of stress intensity on any system of

rectangular planes at the point are

N
x
= Al2 +Bm2 +Cn2

;
T

1
= Al'l" + m'm"+Criri',

N
2
= AV 2 + Bm' 2 + Cri 2

;
T
2
= All" + Bmm" + Cnri\

N3 =Al" 2 + Bm" 2 +Cri'2
;
T3
= All' + Bmm' +Cnri.

380.] Cone of Shearing Stress. The expression (2) for the

normal component of intensity of stress on a plane may for all

values of I, m, n
(i.

e. for all element planes at the point con-

sidered) retain a positive value. In this case the normal com-

ponent of stress is a tension on all planes. Or the expression may
be negative for all planes, and then the normal stress will be

pressure all round. Or, finally, it may be positive for some

directions and negative for others. It will then be zero for

some directions
;

i. e. there will be planes on which the stress is

entirely tangential. The directions of the normals to these

planes are given by the equation

N
x
I2 +N2

m2 +N3 ?i
2 + 2T3lm+2 Tx

mn + 2 T
2nl = 0,

and therefore the normals trace out the cone

tf
x
x2 +N2y

2 +N3 z
2+2Tsxy+2Txyz + 2T2zx= 0, (1)

the planes themselves tracing out the cone whose generators are

perpendicular to the generators of this cone. This latter cone,

when it exists, is called the Cone of Shearing Stress.

381.] Principal Planes of a Stress. The angle between the

direction of stress and the plane on which it acts depends on the

E e 2
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plane chosen. Let us try whether, with any given stress, it is

possible to find a plane on which the stress is normal.

If F is the resultant stress on a plane the direction-cosines of

whose normal are
(/, m, n), and if F acts in the normal, P = IF,

Q mF, R = nF
}
and equations (3) of Art. 378 become

lN
x+mT3 + nT2

= lF,
}

ITz + mflz +nT^mFA (1)

ITz+mTi + nNz^nF;)
and these give, by elimination of the direction-cosines, the cubic

for F

T N2-F, T
x

= 0,

T
2 ,
T

x ,
N

3
-F

or FZ-W + Nz +NJFt+iN^ +N^ +N^-Tf-T^
-Tf)F-{N1FaNt-NtT*-NiT*-N9Tt*+ 2T1TiTs) = o.

This equation, as is well known, gives three real values of F,

and equations (1) will give the direction-cosines of the planes

subject to these normal stresses. The coefficients of this equation

have, as is also well known, the same values no matter what

three rectangular planes are taken as those of reference.

All theorems, therefore, concerning stress may be simplified

by supposing that we have selected as planes of reference the

three on which the stresses are normal. These are called the

principal planes of the stress at the point considered. Let the

stresses on them (per unit area, of course) be denoted by A, B, C.

The equations (l) which determine the planes and magnitudes
of the principal stresses show that these planes are the principal

planes of the quadric

N
x
a? +N2f +Nzz* + 2 Tzxy + 2 T

xyz + 2 T
t
zx =/, (2)

/" being any constant force magnitude.
The equation of the tangent plane to this quadric at the point

+ (T2x' + Tx/ +N3/)z=f.

Let a normal be drawn to any element plane at the point, P,

considered, and let r be the length of this normal from P to the

surface of this quadric. Then by putting Ir, mr, nr for x\ y\ z\
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the tangent plane at the extremity of this normal is (by the

values of P, Q, R in p. 414)

Px+Qy + Rz = -

(3)

The direction-cosines of the perpendicular from P on this

plane are
-^

>

-^
> =

,
where F is the resultant stress (per unit

area) on the element plane ;
and these show that the resultant

stress acts in this perpendicular. Again, if p is the length of

the perpendicular from P on the plane (3), we have

F=, (4)
pr

x

the value of the resultant stress.

If the axes of the quadric (2) are taken as those of co-

ordinates, we have

N
x
= A, Kt

= B, N%= Ct Tx T% = T% = j

and the quadric has for equation

Ax*+Bf+Cz*=f.
The cone traced out by the normals to the planes of shearing

stress is obviously the asymptotic cone of the quadric (2) ;
and if

this cone is real, its reciprocal cone (the cone of shearing stress)

will separate the planes on which the stress is pressure from

those on which it is tension. When the cone is imaginary, all

planes at the point P will be subject
u
* > stress of one kind either

pressure or tension.

When the cone is real, the quadric (2) must be accompanied

by another whose equation is obtained by merely changing f
to f, as has been explained in the analogous case of strain

(p. 381).

Another graphic mode of connecting the stress on a plane
with the position of the plane is this. Let the principal planes

be taken as the co-ordinate planes ; then the components of the

intensity of stress on any plane {I, m, n) are by equations (3),

Q = mB
t

.

(5)

R = nC.

P2 O2 R2

Hence -^ + ^5 + -^ = 1 . Of course P, Q, R are the co-
Ai Jf* U*
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ordinates of the extremity of the line representing the intensity

of stress on the plane (/, m, n). Hence the extremities of lines

representing in magnitude and direction the intensities of stresses

on all planes at lie on the ellipsoid

xl
y
2 z2 . .

j2
+ & +

C*
=h (6)

whose semi-axes are in magnitudes and directions the principal

intensities of stress at P.

If a tangent plane be drawn to this ellipsoid parallel to the

plane whose stress is considered, the length of the perpendicular

from the centre on the tangent plane represents the magnitude
of the intensity of stress, as is obvious by squaring and adding
the sides of equations (5).

The ellipsoid (6) may for shortness be called the Stress

Ellipsoid.

In proving general properties of stress simplicity is, of course,

gained by taking the principal axes of the stresses as those of

reference. Thus, with these axes, the cone of shearing stress is

x2 f z2

and that traced out by the normals to planes of shearing stress

is Ax2 + By2
-f Cz2 =

; so that for the reality of these cones
(i.

e.

for the existence of planes subject wholly to shearing stress) the

principal stresses must consist either of one tension and two

pressures, or two tensions and one pressure. "With any system
of axes the equation of the cone of shearing stress is

#1 *. T2

T* ^2 *i 9
T
%

f
\
Nz z

= 0.

) y z

382.] Work done in Strain. We propose to investigate the

work done in the strain of any small volume of the body.
About the point P (Fig. 290, p. 377) let any small closed surface

be drawn in the natural state of the body. Let dS be any
element of this surface, and let the direction-cosines of the

normal to this element, measured outwards, be I, m, n. Then

the components of intensity of stress (resulting from strain) on

the element plane dS being P, Q, R, and the final displacements
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of the mean point of the element being A, A
rj, A(, the work

done in the displacement of the element will be (see p. 339, vol. i)

k(PAi+QArj + RAC)dS.
Hence the work done in the strain of the volume contained in

the whole surface is

l/iPAt+QArj + BAOdS.

Substituting for P its value (p. 4 1 4), the term PdS becomes

(lNl + mT3 + ?iT
2)dS.

But if d(T
lt da2 ,

daz are the projections of dS on the planes of

yz, zx, and xy, respectively, IdS = da
ly mdS = d<r2 ,

ndS = da3 ;

so that the work done becomes

+ if(T2A+T1
Ar

i +N3 AC)da3 .

The intensities of stress iVj, N2 , ... may be considered as con-

stant over the surface and taken outside the integral signs. Also

substituting for A, Ar;, A{ their values (Art. 358), we have

du r , du r 7 du r 7

Now, the surface being closed, f^d<rx
= dl = volume enclosed

by surface; and fnd(r1
= f(,dax

= 0, since, the normal being

always drawn outwards, the elementary projections da
x on one

side of the plane yz must be given a sign opposite to the sign of

those on the other side.

In this way we have also

fr\d<r2 = fd<r3
= dl

; /d9t fd<r3
= ... = 0.

Hence the work of straining the element of volume considered

is
l(N1

a +N2
6 +N3c+2T1

s
1 + 2T2 s2+2T3 s3)da, (a)

where a, b, c, 2s
x ,

2s2 ,
2s3 are, as usual, the simple elongations

and shears of the strain. If we use the principal elongations
and stresses, the work is

^(^ + ^2+^3)^12. (0)
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Examples.

1. To resolve a shearing stress of intensity S, which is exerted on

two given rectangular planes at any point into its components with

reference to any three rectangular planes at the point.
Let P (Fig. 295, p. 395) he the point, and suppose that the stress on

all planes parallel to zPy is a shearing stress of intensity S, and that

the stress on all planes parallel to zPx is also a shearing stress of

(necessarily) the same intensity (see p. 413), while there is no stress

on planes parallel to xPy.
Let the direction-cosines of the ^normals, Px, Py, Pz to these planes

with reference to any three rectangular axes P, Pr), PC,, he (/, m, n),

(I',
m'

, n), (I", m", n"). Then for the system of planes on which the

stresses are given we have N/ N
2
=N

a

' = 0, and also T{= T
2
= 0,

since there is no stress on xPy (see Fig, 301). Therefore if P', Q', R'
are the components along Px, Py, Pz of the intensity of stress on a plane
whose direction-cosines with respect to these lines are A, fx, v, we have

J"sp4 Q
f

-XS, R'=0.
Hence the components along Px, Py, Pz of the intensity of stress

on the plane tjC are p'^fs, Q'=.IS, R'=
;

and if, is the sum of the components of these along the axis of f ;

therefore N
1
= IP/

+VQ' +l"R' = 2lt'S.

Also T
s

mP'+ m'Qf+ m"R'= (lm'+ I'm) S,

T
%
= nP' +n'Q' +n"R =

(lri+ Vn)S;
and hence the components of the given shearing stress are

2U'S, 2mm''S, 2ww^, (lm' + I'm) S, (ln'+ l'n)S, (mn'+ m'n)S.

(Compare with the resolution of a shearing strain, p. 407.)

2. Two normal stresses on two rectangular planes are combined
with two shearing stresses on the same planes ;

find the principal

planes and intensities of the resultant stress.'

Let Fig. 301, p. 413, represent the normal stresses N
1
and

iVJ, acting
on planes at right angles to each other. Since there is no stress on

any plane parallel to the plane of the paper, Nz
= T^ = T

2
= 0, and

the stress on every plane lies in the plane of the paper (p. 414). Also
T3
= S, and the principal planes are obviously perpendicular to the

plane xPy. Let the normal to any plane passing through the line

Pz make an angle 6 with the direction of Nv Then the components
of stress on this plane are

P = N
1
cos9 + SsmO,

Q = Sco8d + tf
2
sine.

For a principal plane P = F.cosO, Q = F.aind, where F is a

principal stress. Hence

(N^F) .cos9 + S. Bind 0,

S.cosd + {N2-F) . sin 6 = 0.
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From these equations we find the two principal intensities of stress

tobe
i[^+^,*'(tf1

-iir
t)

,

+4#],
and the directions of the principal planes are given by the equation

2. If there is no normal stress on a certain plane, and no normal

stress on any plane perpendicular to this plane, prove that the system
of stress can be defined with reference to two planes (i. e. the state

of stress on two planes will serve to determine the stress on every

plane at the point considered).
Let the plane xPy (Fig. 301) be that on which there is no normal

stress, there being also no normal stress on any plane through Pz.

Draw any plane through Pz, and let the normal to it make an angle

</)
with Py. Then if P, Q, E are the components of stress intensity

on this plane, since N
t
= N

2
= N

3
ss 0, we have

P T
3
cos

(f) ; Q = T
s sin<i>; R = T2

sin <p+ Ty
cos <p.

Also the component of this stress along the normal to the plane
is Qcos 4>+ Psin</> ; therefore T

s
= 0, and the system contains only

the two intensities jT
3 ,
T

2
. The stress on every plane through Pz is

a shearing stress parallel to Pz, and its amount varies fromVT^+T^
T

to zero. If tan
<f)
= - we get a plane on which the stress has the

first of these values, and for the plane at right angles to this through
Pz the stress = 0. Let a cube of the substance be determined by
these planes and the plane xPy. Then this cube experiences equal

shearing stresses, each == V2\
2+T2

2
,
on two pairs of opposite faces,

and no stress whatever on the remaining pair of opposite faces (the

resultant stress intensity on the face xPy being /T?+ T2

2

).

3. Find the element-plane at any point on which the shearing
stress is greatest.

Let A, B, C be the principal stress intensities at the point, and let

I, m, n be the direction-cosines of the normal to any plane. Then,
since P = IA, Q = mB, R = nC, if S is the component of the stress

in the plane, we have

S* = PA 2+m2B*+ tf C* - (Z
8A + rn?B+ n* Cf.

Let I, m, n be expressed in terms of the colatitude and longitude

determining the normal
;
that is,

I = sin 9 cos
<|>,
m = sin 6 sin

<f),
n cos 6.

Then we find

^0 =
/3

2 cos2
<t> + a2

sin
2

</>
-
(0 cos

2
<f>+ a sin

2

tf>)

2 sin2
0, (

1
)

where = A-O, a -B-C.
Supposing the principal stresses to be all of the same sign, and

A>B>C, we see that S will be a maximum with respect to < when
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<p
= 0, i.e. the normal to the required plane must be in the plane of

A, C. The value of 6 which will then make S a maximum is -;
4'

that is, the normal bisects the angle between the axes of greatest and
least stress, and then

S=i(A-C).
If the principal stresses are not all of the same sign, it is easily

found that S is a maximum when the normal lies in the plane of the

axes of algebraically greatest and algebraically least stress, and bisects

the angle between them, its value being half the algebraic difference of

these stress intensities.

4. If the stress on any plane is wholly a shearing stress, prove
that its line of action is the line of contact of the plane with the

cone of shearing stress, and find its magnitude.

5. If at a point the principal stresses consist of two tensions, A and

B[A>B) and a pressure C, find the plane whose stress is wholly

shearing and of maximum intensity.

and the intensity = VAC.

6. Find the conditions that the stress (iVl} N2 ,
iV

8 ,
Tlf T2 ,

T
s)

shall produce shearing stress on two planes only, and these

rectangular.

T N
2 \ T\ = 0, and N. + N. + N, = 0.

T T N
Hence the product of the three principal intensities = 0, and

sum =
; therefore one of them = 0, and the other two are a tension

and an equal pressure.

7. From the equations of equilibrium of an elementary parallelo-

piped, p. 411, deduce the six equations which are sufficient for the

equilibrium of a rigid body.

Multiply the first by dxdydz, and integrate by parts exactly as

in Art. 346. Thus we get

f/fpXdxdydz+J\lNl +mTs+nT2)dS=0,
where dS is an element of the bounding surface of the body.

But iNj+mTg + nT^ is the a;-component of the stress at a point
on the surface, i.e. the cc-component of the external force (if any)

applied at the point. If this is denoted by X ,
we have (denoting

the element of volume by dl)

/Pxda+x = o,

with ..two similar equations, which are exactly the equations of

translation in Art. 240.

Ans.
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Similarly, multiplying the second by xdxdydz, and the first by
ydxdydz, subtracting the first from the second, and integrating

throughout the body, we have

fP{Yx-Xy)da+/{Yo
x-X y)dS=0,

with two similar equations, which are the equations of moments
of Art. 240.

8. From the equations of equilibrium of an elementary parallelo-

piped deduce the equations of equilibrium of a perfectly flexible

string.

383.] Virtual Work of Strain. The body under strain

having
1 assumed its state of equilibrium, let any further very

small increments be imagined to be produced in the strain com-

ponents, so that the displacements u, v, w of a point P become

further increased by bu, bv, bio; and let us consider the amount

of work done in this further displacement by the stresses exerted

on the faces of a small parallelopiped, dxdydz, at P. The total

dN dT dT
^-stress on the parallelopiped is

(-7-
1 + -j + -j^) dxdydz, and

the work done by this component in the virtual displacement is

the product of the component and bu. Hence the virtual work

of the stress on all elements of volume is

fffUd-^ ^ <#\
a

fdT% dN
%

rfZU

JJJ Lv dx dy dz ' V dx dy dz K

,dT2 dT, dN.., . 1 , , ,

+ (ii +
^i

+
-dz

J^ dxd̂ z' M
By integration by parts, we obtain another form of this

expression. Thus, by exactly the same process as that employed
in Art. 346, we have

/[(#Vi + mT3 + nT2)bu + (ITS +mN2 + nT^bv
+ (IT2 + mTx +nN3)

b
10]

dS

C C Cr-KT dbu __ dbv dbw

where dS is an element of the bounding surface of the body.
The first integral is simply the virtual work of the surface stress

on the body, and this surface stress consists merely of external

force applied to the body. The triple integral in
(/3)

is therefore
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properly the virtual work of the stress throughout the body,
which is therefore

-f{N1
ba +N2 bb +N3bc+2Tl

b8
1 + 2T2

bs
2+2T3 bs3)dl, (y)

where d Q. is an element of volume of the body.
It is easy to see directly that this is the expression for the

virtual work of the stresses. For, let PI (Fig. 295) represent a

small parallelopiped in a state of stress. Whether we suppose
its edges to be (1 + a)dx, (1 + b)dy, (1 + c)dz, or simply dx, dy,
dz is indifferent. Let them be the former, and let iVj + e

represent the mean intensity of tension on the planes between

zPyA and BxCI. Then e is evidently a small quantity of the

order of magnitude of dx, and we have a tension

(NJ + ()(l+b + c)dydz
in the substance, parallel to Px. If the length (l+a)dx is

slightly increased, or imagined to be increased, so as to become

(l +a + ba) dx, the work of this tension is

(N1 + e)(l+6 + c) dydz. ba.dx,

or Nx ba. dxdydz,

rejecting infinitesimals of the second order.

Similarly for the other normal stresses, N2 ,
N

3
. To find the

virtual work of T
x ,

observe that it is not produced by any of the

elongations ax b, c
;

it is due to the sliding of the face BzAI, the

face xPyC being imagined as fixed, and also to the sliding of the

face IAyC, the face BzBx being imagined fixed.

The first of these shears gives

- T
l (l+a + b)dxdy.bs1 .dz,

since the relative displacement of the faces by shear is s
x
.dz in

the strain, and the further displacement imagined is bs
A
.dz.

This virtual work is T
l
bs

l
. dxdydz, neglecting infinitesimals of

higher order. Similarly the other sliding contributes

T
l
bs

1
. dxdydz;

and T
x
therefore does work of the amount

~2T
1
bs

1
. dxdydz.

Hence (y) follows.

384.] Stress Potential. It is necessary that the expression

-(N1
ba+N2

bb +N3 bc + 2T1 bs1 + 2T2
bs2 + 2T3 bs3) (l)

which when multiplied by dl, the element of volume, is the

virtual work of the stress of this element, should be an exact
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differential of some function of the strain components, and there-

fore of the form

-b<}>(a,b,c,sl ,82 ,s3). (2)

For, if the imagined further displacement is actually made, and

the element dl is made to pass through a series of states of

strain say from the state in which the strain components are

{a\ b\ c', 81, s
2\ s

3') to that in which they are (a", ",...), the

work actually done by the stress is

- dQ.f(Nx da +N2
db +Nzdc+2 Tx

ds
x + 2T2

ds
2 + 2 T3 ds3),

the integration extending from the first state to the second.

Now, unless the quantity under the integral sign is an exact

differential, d(f>, the work done in passing from the first to the

last state will depend on the intermediate states or on what we

may call the '

path of the strain
'

so that on the return from

the second to the first state by a different strain path
'

the work

given back by the stresses would not be the same as that

required to produce the original change of state. There is thus

either a loss or gain of work done on the element, and the excess

or defect of work must shew itself by a gain or loss of kinetic

energy in the element. Such energy might be the molecular

energy called Heat. But if we assume that the states of strain

are produced very slowly, so that no appreciable velocity,

molecular or other, is ever generated, no energy of any ap-

preciable amount is ever generated or destroyed in the element.

Hence the work done by the stress in the passage from any one

state of strain along any
' strain path

'

to another state of strain

must be independent of the path, and this can be so only if the

expression (1) is of the form (2).

Consider, for example, what would happen if the element of work
were equal to d 1 (bda -. adb).

Representing values of a and b by abscissae and ordinates with
reference to two fixed rectangular axes through an origin 0, the

work of the stress from the state represented by the point A, whose
co-ordinates are (a', &'),

to the point J5, whose co-ordinates are

(a", 6"), would be represented by double the area included between

the lines OA and OB, and any arbitrary curve whatever drawn
between A and B, so that by perpetually making the element reach

B by a strain path represented by a curve S, and return to A by a

strain path represented by a curve S/
,
there would he in each cycle

of changes a gain (or loss) of work represented by double the area

enclosed by these curves.
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The work done by the stresses, therefore, in the strain of the

body from its natural state to the state in which (a, b, ... 2#j,...)
are the strain components at any point is

where
<f>

is the Potential of the strain and is used, for simplicity,
instead of

<j>(a, b, c, s
x ,

s2 ,
s
3).

The work done by the stresses is equal and opposite to that

done by the forces externally applied to the body, if the strain is

produced without appreciable velocity.

Section III.

Stress in Terms of Strain.

385.] Isotropic Body. A body is said to be isotropic, if its

structure in the neighbourhood of any point is the same in all

directions round the point. More definitely, let P be any point
in the body, and Q a point distant / from P, in any direction

;

let a little cylinder having PQ for its axis and having a very
small transverse section, <r, be imagined to be cut out of the body ;

then if to stretch this cylinder one end being fixed and the other

pulled by a constant amount, bl, requires the same force no

matter what the direction of PQ, is, the substance is isotropic.

In other words, if Young's modulus is the same for slender

cylinders cut out in all directions, the substance is isotropic.

As examples of approximately isotropic solids, we may cite

glass and steel.

If this modulus is not constant for all such cylinders, the body
is anisotropic, or as M. de Saint-Venant calls it, heterotrojpic.

The term isotropic is due to Cauchy.

Heterotropy may exist in all degrees ;
that is, a heterotropic

solid may have certain planes with respect to which its structure

is symmetrical as, for instance, forged metallic pieces, woods,

and slates without possessing structural symmetry with regard
to any other planes.

A crystalline body is, of course, an example of heterotropy.

386.] Extension and Lateral Contraction. Confining our

attention for the present to the case of an isotropic solid, suppose
that we take a cube of the substance, zPxyl (Fig. 295), and
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apply tension to the two opposite faces BIAZ and xCyP, these

tensions being uniformly distributed over the faces, with in-

tensity p ; then, in virtue of the isotropy of the substance, the

other pairs of parallel faces will be drawn towards each other,

through the same distance in other words, there will be uni-

form lateral contraction of the prism.

As before, let c be the elongation of the edges parallel to Pz,

and let 7? be the ratio of the contractions (parallel to Px and Py)
to the elongation, so that

a = rjCy b = t]C

Then, 6 being the cubical dilatation,

=
(1 2r))c.

Also, E being Young's modulus for the substance,

p = E.c.

A vigorous controversy exists with regard to the coefficient

;, M. de Saint-Venant maintaining, on the one side, both as a

mathematical and as an experimental result that for all hard

fine-grained isotropic solids r\ is constant and equal to
-J-,

while

M. Lame (and with him English writers generally) denies this

constancy and leaves its value indeterminate.

Subsequently we shall give Saint-Venant's argument ;
but no

inconvenience will arise from leaving indeterminate the value of rj.

Those cases in which experiment finds for r\ values different from

\ are disposed of by Saint-Venant by saying that either the

bodies to which they refer are not solid isotropic bodies, or

the displacements produced in them are not small. In this

way he disposes of cork and indiarubber (which is really a

cellular substance the pores of which are filled with a liquid),

and also of jellies, in which the displacements are far greater

than are contemplated in the theory of small strains. (See
Saint-Venant's annotated translation of Clebsch's Theorie der

Elasticitdt Fester Korper, p. 67.)

Solids for which 17
=

-j-
are sometimes called

'

perfect solids.'

According to Saint-Venant, all hard fine-grained solids are

perfect solids.

387.] Moduli of Extension and Shear. Young's modulus is

the modulus of extension, which we may formally define as

follows : If the ends of a cylinder are pulled by two equal and

opposite forces, acting along its axis, and distributed uniformly over

the ends, no lateral or other forces being applied, the ratio of the
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force-intensity on the ends to the [fractional) elongation of the

cylinder is the modulus of extension of the substance.

If P is the magnitude of each force, o- = area of section, I =
length of unstrained cylinder, A I = increase of length,

<T I

In such case there is, as just said, always lateral contraction
;

and it is to be carefully noted that it is only when forces act on

the ends and no forces act on the sides that the intensity of the

tension = E x the elongation. Thus we must not expect to find

that N
x
= E.a, for example, where N

x
and a are, respectively, the

normal intensity of tension and the elongation along the axis of

x at any point of a strained solid. For, the faces of the cube

(Fig. 295) are all acted upon by forces, and not merely the

faces zPy and BxC.

Modulus of Shear, or Sliding. If one face of a cube, or any

prism, of a substance is held fixed, while to the opposite face is

applied uniformly distributed force in the plane of this face, the

ratio of the force-intensity on the face to the shear produced is the

modulus of shear.

Let P be the whole force applied to the face, o- = area of the

face, I = length of prism, At the sliding displacement of any

point in the face, and
//,
the modulus of shear

; then

P At

(T I

At .

The expression =- is what we have previously denoted by 2 s,

the shear. (See Art. 369.)

Saint-Venant uses G for this modulus of shear or sliding

(glissement), while Lame uses /u.

The elastic quality of every isotropic solid is completely ex-

pressed by these two moduli, E and \i. For perfect fluids (liquids

or gases) /x
= 0.

The modulus of shear is also the modulus of torsion. For

(example 13, p. 408) torsion is equivalent to shear at every point ;

and if, as in Art. 371, the axis of torsion is taken as that of z,

the stress intensities, 1\ and Tz , on the transverse section of the

cylinder at P are given by the equations

T
x
= 2/^i = H-a

-j
! T% =r #?i
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so that if T is the resultant stress, T = pa j ,
which shows that j*

is also the resistance to torsion. *

To express the modulus of shear in terms of Young's modulus and

the coefficient of lateral contraction. In Fig-. 295, suppose the

faces BIAz and xCyP to have tension uniformly distributed over

them, with intensity p, there being
1 no other forces applied to

the cube. Let / = the length of each edge of the cube, and

separate it, in imagination, into two wedges by the diagonal

plane xIAP. Considering the equilibrium of the upper wedge,
we see that the stress produced on its face xIAP by the lower

wedge must be a tension at its middle point equal and opposite

to pi
2

;
and as the area of this face = 1

2
*J2, the intensity of this

p
stress = =l . Resolving this into a normal and tangential stress

\ Li

P
intensity, the latter = -. Hence if 2 s is the fractional sliding,

4

or shear, of planes parallel to xIAP, we have

f=2 M *. (a)

Now this shear is the change in the cosine of the angle be-

tween the diagonals xl and BC
;
and by the applied traction the

edge CI and all parallel to it are lengthened by A I, while by
lateral contraction the edge BI and all parallel to it become

lr\Al. Hence the square xCIB becomes a rectangle whose

sides are 1+ A I and lr}Al. Also (Art. 361) the angle between

the diagonals of this rectangle is - 2 s.

Hence tan (- s) = - p = :

^4 ' l+Al 1+s'

therefore s (1 + 77)
r

Since, then, p = E
, we have from (a)

c

For perfect solids
'

we have

VOL. II. F f
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The modulus of compressibility, or resistance to compression,

can be easily expressed in terms of /x and E.

Generally a modulus of rigidity, or resistance to a strain, of

any kind is the force intensity (per unit area) producing the

strain divided by the fractional measure of the strain
;
so that

every rigidity is a force per unit area. Supposing that the

whole surface of a cube is subject to uniform intensity of pressure,

or tension, p, if 6 is the cubical compression or dilatation, the

resistance, k, to compression is given by the equation

- #

Now let the cube in question be that in Fig. 295 ;
and ob-

serve that the elongation a will be produced by three distinct

and superposed causes : 1, the elongation which would be pro-

duced if only the faces zPyA and BxCI were pulled, the amount

p
of this being -& ; 2, the lateral contraction which would be pro-

duced if only the faces zPxB and AyCI were pulled, the amount

p
of this being rj -^ ;

and 3, the lateral contraction which would be

produced if only the faces PxCy and zBIA were pulled, the

amount of which is also 17 -^

P
Hence a (1 2

rj) -^
,

= 3(1-217)
P

E

For Young's modulus in terms of the moduli of compression

(k) and distortion
(/x),

we have

E _ 9^
3/ + /u*

We have here used a principle which is largely employed in

the theory of small strains, viz. the principle of the independence

and superposition of strains due severally to given superposed systems

of stress.

388.] Stress Components in terms of Strain Components.
It is required to express the stress components {N1} N2 . Nz ,
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Tlf T2 ,
T3)

in terms of the strain components (a, b, c, 2sv 2s
2 ,

2#3)

in the case of a strained isotropic body.

Take the cube in Fig. 295. Then, as just explained, the

elongation a is due to the separate actions of the normal tensions

NN
x , N2)

iV3 ,
the first producing a stretch equal to 4f, and the

N N
latter two producing lateral contractions equal to

r\
and r) -^

Hence Ea = N
x n {N2 +Nz). (l)

Similarly Eb = N2 -rj (JV3 + JVi), (2)

Ec^Ns-^ + NJ. (3)

By definition we have also

T, = 2/*^, T2
= 2/x*2 , ft = 2 M#8 . (4)

We have also by solving for N],,

with similar values ofN2)
iV

3
. Let

-p

A =
(l+,)(l-2,)-

^
Then we have

N'
1
= X6+2fxa; 3

rT

1
= 2jix#1 ,\

N
2
= \6 + 2

li6; T2 =2ixs2 ,l (7)

Nz
= \6 + 2fiC ; fz = 2fxs3 , )

in the simple notation of Lame.

It will be observed that for perfect solids \ pt.

This remarkably simple method of expressing the stress com-

ponents in terms of those of strain is due to Clebsch. (Saint-

Venant's edition of Clebsch, p. 14.)

389.] Method of Cauchy. This method consists in assuming
that at every point in a strained isotropic body the principal

axes of the strain coincide with the principal axes of the stress.

Here then we have

*i
=

2
=

*3
=

> iirt mi;-a
Also we can assume

A (\ + 2n)el + \e
2 + \e3 ,

where X and /x are constants ; for e2 and e3 must evidently have

the same coefficient in the value of A, since the body is elastically

symmetric with regard to the axes of y and z (and, of course,

f f 2
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with regard to all axes) and the plane on which Nx acts is also

symmetrically placed with respect to them. Thus

A = k0+2fiev \

= XB + 2neA (1)

C \0 + 2fj.e3t
)

where 6 = e
1 + e

z+ e3
= the cubical dilatation, and e

x , e
2>

ez are

the principal elongations.

It is required to express the components, JV1} N2 ,
iV"3 ,

T
x ,
T
2 ,
Tz ,

of the stress at the point considered in the body with reference

to three rectangular axes at the point and the corresponding

components of the strain. Let
(I, m, n), &c, be the direction-

cosines of the new axes with reference to the principal axes of

strain and stress. Then by multiplying both sides of equations

(1) by I
2

,
m2

,
n2

, respectively, and adding, we have, by Art. 379,

precisely the value of N
x
obtained in last Article.

Similarly, by multiplying the sides of equations (1) by VI",

m' m", n''#", and adding, we have the value of Tx before obtained.

390.] Method of Thomson. Denote, as before, the resist-

ances to compression and distortion (or shear) by k and /u,

respectively.

Then, to find the stresses called into play by a simple elonga-

tion, a, along the axis of x, resolve this elongation exactly as in

example 5, p. 406, into a cubical dilatation, a, together with two

shears. Now, by our above definition, the dilatation will cause

a normal intensity of stress equal to Tea on each face of a cubical

element whose edges coincide with Ox, Oy, and Oz at the

point, 0.

Consider the elongation %a along Ox and the accompanying
contraction %a along Oz. These give shears each equal to \a

on the planes OCHD inclined at angles
of 45 to Ox and Oz; and these shears

H will, by the above definition, give rise

/. \, to shearing stresses each of intensity

'~~??
c

\\i-a on these planes. Again, by p. 416,

these shearing stresses will give rise to

normal stresses each of intensity f \ia on
Fig. 304-

planes parallel to OK and CD
;
and it

is obvious that the normal stress on the plane OH (or rather the

tplane through OH perpendicular to the paper) produced by the

1/
D4-

o
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portion of the body to the right of OH will be tension, i.e., it

will be in the sense Ox; while on the plane CD or (Ox) the

normal stress produced by the portion of the body at the upper
side of the figure will he pressure, i.e. it will be in the sense zO.

Similarly, by considering the other shear (that which consists

of elongation a along Ox and contraction a along Or/), we
have a further normal tension equal to \ia on the plane perpen-
dicular to Oz

;
and normal pressure \ fxa on the plane perpen-

dicular to Oy. Hence the elongation a gives normal stresses

(& + ilx)a, (k-ln)a, (k-$n)a,
on the planes perpendicular to Ox, Oy, Oz, respectively.

Similarly the elongation b (which is along Oy) gives normal

stresses
(*-.*)*, (A+ | M), {k-\y)b

in the same directions
;
and the remaining elongation, c, gives

(k-lii)cy (k-%ii)c, (k + $n)c.
Hence we have

N
1
=

(k + $n)a + (k-$n)6 + (k-$ii)c;

or Nt
=

(k %n)0 + 2na,

as before. The values of T
x ,
T
2 ,
T3 , are obvious from the

definition of a modulus of shear.

291.] Case of a Liquid. A perfect fluid has a zero modulus

of shear, i. e. fi
= 0. If it is a liquid, it is voluminally incom-

pressible,, therefore A. = oo. Also 6 0, but \$ is Nx ,
N

2 ,
or N3 ,

which are all equal to p, the pressure intensity at any point.

392.] Strain Potential. For an isotropic body the Strain

Potential is easily found from the values of the stress components

just given. If <p is the Strain Potential (Art. 384), we have

N
x
da +N2db+N3 dc + 2T

x
ds

x + 2 T
2
ds2 + 2 T3ds3 = d<j>.

Hence we easily find

2<f>
= \(a + b + c)

2 + 2n(a
a + b2 + c2 +2s1

2 + 2s2
2 + 2s3

2
).... (a)

Of course N
x
= ?, ...2TX=P , ....

1 da ds
x

If in (a) we substitute the values of the strain components in

terms of those of stress, we have

20 = -
/

X^-X-" Jr
/x(3A + 2/x) p'

where or=N
x +N2 +N3 ,

and

*' =N^+N2
N

3 +N3NX
- T*-T*-Tf.
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But by (6), Art. 388, we have ^= M^+2^ = Young's

modulus ; hence ^2
'

393.] Clapeyron's Theorem. Since (Art. 384) /(pdil is

the work done by the stress in the passage of the body from the

unstrained state to that in which
</>

is the Potential of strain of

the element dH, we have this work equal to

-*!<$)<*> W
which, with altered sign, is also the work of the external forces

if the strain is very slowly produced. This expression for the

work constitutes Clapeyron's Theorem. Observe, then, that in

this expression (y) the stresses involved in <r,
a' are those

belonging to the final state of strain.

The work done in the passage to a certain final state of strain

may, therefore, be expressed as an integral, through the body,
either of a Potential of the stress or of a Potential of the strain,

belonging to the final state that is, either of the function
(f>

given by (a) or of that given by (/3).

To take the simplest illustration, consider the work done in

the extension of a cylindrical bar of uniform section <r. The
work diagram is a triangle, and if lQ

= natural length of bar,

A I = whole amount of extension, the final tension T = E<r
-j- ;

and the work of the tension = \T. Al; so that the work is

7 y2

-hi' or -k^-*2
'

where a =
-y-

= the elongation.

Examples.

1. Find the work done in a gradual uniform compression of a

body.
If V is the unstrained volume, V the compressed volume, p the

final intensity of pressure on the surface, the work is

In a uniform compression we have at each point

u= ax, v=-ay, w = az;
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therefore = 3a ; A\ = N2
= N

3
= (S\ + 2 fi)a = 3ka, where

P
k is the modulus of compression; k = ^> therefore iV,

= p, so

that the intensity of stress is constant throughout the body.
The work may also be expressed as

P*Vo
2k

*

Observe that the element of work done by the pressure of a gas
in changing its volume by dv is pdv, while our expression (a) gives
the work of changing the volume of an elastic solid as equal to \pdv.
There is an apparent contradiction

;
but observe that in all cases of

equilibrium of strain, we assume the externally applied forces to be

applied with very gradually increasing magnitudes, so that neither

they nor the stresses reach at once their final values ; the stresses

grow from zero to certain final values, and our expressions for work
done all involve the final values of the stresses and not intermediate

values which they have in intermediate states of strain. Now as

the components of stress are linear functions of those of strain, we
obtain the elementary result which we know to hold for the expansion
of a bar according to Hooke's Law, viz. that the work is one half
the product of the whole extention and the final tension of the bar.

2. Find the work done in the distortion of a body (without com-

pression or dilatation at any point).

Am. fif(a
2+V + c

2+ 2 a* + 2 s
2
* + 2 s

3
2

) d 12.

For example, take the case of the torsion of a circular cylinder

(Art. 371). Then 2s1
= ^ i 2sa

= ^; so that the work

~2zy
r*dL,

where r is the distance of the element dil from the axis of the

cylinder. This work is
iri?

4 a2

**-If- 1

where R = radius of cylinder.
If the torsion is produced by opposite couples applied at the ends,

or by holding one end fixed and applying a couple of moment G to

the other, this work is , _
%aK'G,

as will presently be shown.

3. Two uniform bars, CB, BA (Fig. 184, p, 224, vol. I) are freely

jointed to each other at B, and have their ends G and A fixed by
smooth pins ;

if a weight, W, so great that, in comparison, the weights
of the bars may be neglected, is suspended from the joint B, find the

vertical distance through which B will descend.

The weight W is supposed to have been put on gradually, so that

at no moment is there any vibration produced. Also if Az is the
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vertical descent of B, the work done by this gradually accumulated

weight is \ WAz. If T and T* are the tension and pressure in the

bars BC and BA, respectively, and Al, AV the amounts by which

they are elongated and shortened, we have the work done by the

stresses = - \ T. A I - T'A V
;

or if BC = a, BA=c, and the

areas of their sections are <r, </, this work is

Hence, since no appreciable kinetic energy is generated,

W.Az-n- +Ea E</

But if BC and BA make a and y with the vertical,

Binp sin/3

where 8 is the angle between the bars at B. Hence

W ,asin
2
y csin2

a.

If the points C and A are in the same vertical line, and AC = b,

. Wac c a.

M,b~ cr a '

4. Three uniform bars AB, BC, CA, forming a triangle and freely

jointed to each other rest in a vertical plane, the bar AC being hori-

zontal and the ends A, C being supported on two fixed vertical

pillars ;
a weight W is suspended from the joint B (by gradual accu-

mulation) ;
find the vertical descent of B.

Ans. If the normal sections of the bars opposite A, B
y C are

<r, </, <r", their lengths a, b, c, and the angles a, /3, y,

W a b c
Az . . (- cos

2 a+ -7 cos
2 5+ -^ cos

2 a cos
2
8).

j0sin2yV a qr
'

5. One end of a bar of isotropic material is held fixed, and the

bar hangs vertically ;
find its elongation caused by its weight.

Let AB be the bar in its natural state, P a point in AB at a

distance z from A ;
let A' B' represent the elongated bar, and let P'

be the displaced position of P.

Then the intensity of stress on a normal section at P' = E -7-

where E is Young's modulus. But if <r is the area of the section at

_, A, . , . A
_

M weight of length PB W l-z ,

F, the intensity 01 stress = = =
, where

W and I are the weight and length of the bar.

dw W I z
Hence E - = .

dz a I

W
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where C is a constant. Now the value of w for the fixed end is zero,

therefore C = ;
and the value of w for the free end, B, is the

amount of elongation. Hence, putting z = I,

Wl
amount of elongation = .

It is immaterial whether a means the section of the bar A'B* or the

section of AB, since these areas differ by a small quantity of the first

order.

6. To find the stresses produced at any point in a circular cylinder
which undergoes torsion round its axis.

With the notation of p. 400, we have by Art. 388.

Jr1 = o, 2^ = 0, JVr
3
= 0,

T^x, T
2
=
-^y, T

s =0.
'

The torsion may be produced either by fixing one end of the

cylinder and applying a couple to the other end, or by applying two

equal and opposite couples to the ends,

each of which is free. By considering
the equilibrium of a portion of the cylin-
der between one end and a section made
at any point (Fig. 305), on the axis per-

pendicularly to the axis, we see that the

stress system exerted over this section by
the remaining portion of the cylinder
must be a couple equal in amount to the

applied couple (F, F).
Let the fixed axes of x and y at be Ox

and Oy, and let P be a point in the section

whose co-ordinates are x and y. Then the

above values of the intensities of stress show that on the element
area dS at P the two components of stress on the lower side of dS

Fig. 35-

fxa y.a
are % ydS in the direction Ox, and

-j-
xdS in the direction yO. The

sum of their moments about Oz is^ (x^+y^dS in a sense opposite
I

to that of the applied couple. Hence if the amount of this couple is

denoted by G,

where r = OP, and the integration is extended over the whole area of

the section at 0. Now fr^dS is the moment of inertia, /, of the

section about Oz Therefore

?/=*.
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Let
y

> which is the rate of twist per unit length of the cylinder, be

denoted by t, and we have

IxtT=G. (a)

Defining the torsional rigidity as the moment of the applied twisting

couple divided by the rate of twist produced, we see that, for a solid

circular cylinder,

torsional rigidity = \\x. ttE*,

where R is the radius of the cylinder (since / = \ itR4

).

The result in equation (a) is known as Coulomb's Law.

7. To show that Coulomb's Law cannot apply to a non-circular

cylinder when it is acted on only by twisting couples at its ex-

tremities.

In order that the law of torsion strain expressed by the equations

u = ryz, v = txz, w =

may hold, we shall show that force must be applied over the bounding
surface of the cylinder parallel to its axis.

Let Fig. 306 represent a section of the

cylinder perpendicular to its axis, the axis

passing through ;
let P be a point on the

bounding surface, PT the tangent to the

section, and OQ a perpendicular to PT.
Let OQ be taken as axis of x, the axis of

z being the axis of the cylinder ; and let
* 3. us calculate the stress on an element plane

which touches the bounding surface at P. "We have for this plane

1=1, m = 0, w = ; and equations (3), p. 414, give (by last example)

P = 0, Q = 0, R = -HTy = -ixr.PQ;

i.e., the stress on this plane is proportional to PQ, and there must be

an applied force to balance this stress, since there is none of the

material of the cylinder at the right-hand side of the plane.

8. Let there be a straight fibrous body or beam subject to a slight

bending strain such that the fibres {meanfibres) which lie in a certain

plane, although bent, are not elongated, and that the elongation (posi-
tive or negative) along every other fibre is proportional to its (posi-
tive or negative) distance from this plane, the bending of all fibres

taking place parallel to a single plane which cuts the normal section

of the bar perpendicularly. It is required to find for any normal

section the sum of the moments, round the line in which it inter-

sects the plane of the mean fibres, of the stresses which are exerted

at the section by the strained fibres.

Suppose that after the bending any one section, AHB (Fig. 307), is

brought by a motion as of a rigid body back to its old position,
and let a neighbouring section then occupy the position A'lI'B'.

Let HH', cc be two of the mean fibres which reach across from

one of the sections to the other. Then the original distance between
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the sections is HH' or cc'. Let this he denoted by ds. If PP'
is any other fibre reaching across, Pn and P*

'

n' the perpendiculars
from P and Pf on the right lines cU
and c'H', the elongation along PPf

PP'd8
(i. e. -z

) is proportional to Pn.

Let the planes of the sections AHB
and A'H'B' intersect in a line OL,
let p denote the length of the radius

of curvature (cO) of the bent mean
fibres (cc or nn'), and Pn = y. Then

evidently
PP' p+y

PF-

Fig. 307.which is the elongation along PP/
.

For fibres at the lower side of cH,
there is contraction, or negative elongation, and for these y is

reckoned as negative.

Now, by Hooke's Law, if we consider a small prism who sides are

the fibres emanating from points on a very small area, da, at the

point P, the stress of this prism (assumed wholly longitudinal) is

**,.

WThe moment of this force about cH is do- : therefore the sum of
P

TCI

these moments all over the section AHB is fy^da, or
P

EI-> ()

where / is the Moment of Inertia of the section AHB about the

line cH. [See the second paragraph of p. 432.]
Remark. If the end of a beam merely rest against a fixed surface,

there will be no Bending Moment at this end, and = 00 at it.

But if the end is tangentially fixed, there will be a Bending Moment
at it, and its curvature will not be zero.

9. A uniform slightly elastic beam rests, in non-limiting equi-

librium, with one end on the ground and the other against a vertical

wall, the vertical plane through the beam being at right angles to

the wall
;
find the form of the mean fibre of the beam. Let AB

(Fig. 308) be the beam
; GN the vertical through its centre of gravity,

G ;
R and S the reactions of the ground and wall ; $ the angle made

by R with the vertical
;
a the angle which the tangent to the beam

at A makes with the horizon
;
h and k the distances, Ax and Bx,

of the extremities from the bine of intersection of the ground and wall.
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Let P be any point in the beam, at which we shall calculate the

Bending Moment, i.e. the sum of the moments of all the forces acting
on the beam between P and A

;

Hr
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oY
I (xxf)j->-dxf = ^o^seca + JasSina. x*+ \ai Bina .xB+ ....

Making these substitutions in (1), and equating to zero the co-

efficient of every power of x, we have

R sin <p (cot </>
tan a)

<h~ 6^7cos^
'

W
a*
_

24ZJ57cos4 a'

while o
6 ,
a

6 ,...
are of the order , n2 and may be neglected.

{til)
cV y

Also at the extremity B, must be zero ; therefore
(juQu

a
s + 2 ha

t
=

;

and the equation of the mean fibre is

W
y = x tana+ (2 hx* x*) sec

4
a.24^7

By putting k and A for y and a?, this equation gives

Wh*k
tan a = -

1\MEI
sec a.

\/&2+ A2

Putting seca= - in the small term, we get

k Wl'*
tana = j

A 24^7
where V is used for Vk* + h?.

Substituting this value of a in the equation of the mean fibre, we
have

JJ7/4

V h
X

24.WEI (7i?x-2hx
s+x%

1

17which is the equation of the mean fibre, to the first power of

It will be easily found that AN, the abscissa of the centre of gravity
of the beam, is ^ WkV2

o(l + ,)2 X
~

'

60 IEF
10. A rigid bar is supported nearly horizontally on three given

vertical props which are slightly
elastic

;
to determine the pressures

on these props.

Suppose that the props are fixed

in the ground at D, E, and F (Fig-

309), and their extremities were

originally a, b, c, which are in a

horizontal line
;
but that when the

shrinking has taken place, their
lg* '

extremities, A, B, C, lie in a line slightly inclined to the horizon.
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Let their original lengths he p, q, r, so that A a = bp, Bb = bq,
Cc = br; let the pressures on them at A, B, and C be P, Q, and B

;

let G be the centre of gravity of the bar and W its weight.
Then we have

P+Q+B=W, and P.GA+Q.GB-R.GC = 0, (1)

the second being obtained by moments about G.

Now if the areas of the normal sections of the props are a, ft, y,
we have (Art. 387)

*=xl
Jt, =',*, =*, (2)a P P q V r

supposing that Young's modulus is the same for all.

Again, we must express the fact that ABC is a right line. Drawing
through C a parallel to abc, we have

bpbr AC
bq-br~l$C'

.'. BC.bp-AC.bq+AB.br = 0, (3)

t_ /*x ^.^ D Q-AC- r.AB . IA
or, by (2), '.p-'i-Q+ B=0

:
(4)

The three equations (1) and (4) determine P, Q, R.

11. A heavy rigid slab is supported nearly horizontally on four

given vertical props ;
to determine the pressures on these props.

Let A y B, C, D be the upper ends of the props when the shrinking
has taken place ;

let the original lengths of the props be p, q, r, s
;

let the perpendiculars from A and C on the diagonal BD be p' and

r'; let those from B and D on AC be q
f and '; let the perpen-

diculars from (r, the centre of gravity of the slab, on A C and BD be

x and y; let P, $, P, S be the pressures on the props, whose

sections are a, /3, y, 8, respectively ;
and let W = weight of slab.

Then we have obviously the statical equations

P + Q+B+S= W, Pp'-Rr'-Wx = 0, Qq
,S/+ Wy = 0, (1)

[G is supposed to lie within the area AOD] the two latter being

equations of moments round BD and AC.
We must now express the fact that A, B, C, D lie in one plane.
To do this we shall calculate the vertical descent, 8f, of the point
from the descents of A and C and also from those of B and D.

Just as in last example, we have

bpbr AC ^p''+/ t _r'bp+p'br
b-br

1=Z

'OC --/""'
'' ^~ p'W

(fbq + q'bs
Similarly of= . . ;

therefore r'bp+p'brjbq+ q'bs
^

p +r* q' + s'
v
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P bn
Also, as before, = E , &c, therefore (2) becomes

a p
v '

a(i>'+ /) Ptf+Sy* yip' + S) %'+/)'
The four equations (1) and (3) determine the pressures.

12. A beam rests horizontally on any number of fixed right vertical

props, and is loaded uniformly between each successive pair of props.
Prove that if A lf A2 ,

A
3
are any three successive props the bending

stress couples of the beam at which are M
1 ,
M

, ,
M

3 ,
we shall have

8(a+ b)M2+4aM1 +UM3
= was+ v/b\ (a)

where a = A
1
A

2 ,
b = A

2
A

3 , w = load per unit length over A
1
A 2 ,

w '

load per unit length over A
2
A 3 .

(This is known as the Equation of Three Moments!)
Let SJ and S

x
be the shearing forces in normal sections just in

front of A
x (that is, towards A

2)
and just behind it; S2 ,

S
2
the shearing

forces in normal sections just in front of A2 (i.e. towards A 3)
and just

behind it; S/, S3
the shearing forces just in front and just behind A3

.

Take A2 as origin, A
2A^ as axis of x, and the downward vertical

line at A
2 as axis of y. Then taking any point, P, on the beam be-

d 2

y
tween A

2
and A 1} the bending stress couple at this point is JBI-r-i >

and equating to this the sum of the moments of the forces between
P and Ao, we have 7 ,

r d*y
dx2EI^ =M

2
-S2

x+ ^vxc
i

/. EIy= EIt&na.x+%M2 .x'
i-$S2

.x3+ 1&wx*, (1)

where a is the inclination of the tangent at A2
to A^Ay

Similarly, taking a point, P
f

, on the beam between A
2
and A

3 ,
its

co-ordinate with reference to A2
A

3 as axis of x being a/,

EI^f2 =M2-S2>x>+W*' 2
,

.: EIyz=-EIt&na.x
/+^M2 .x

,2-^S2\x
/s +^\w

/x/
*. (2)

Now in (1) y=0 when x = a; and in (2) y'= when x' =5.
Hence we have by addition of (1) and (2) with these substitutions

i(a+ 6)^2-^(a 2̂+ 2̂ +A(
S^+ 63

to
,

)
= 0. (3)

Again, for the equilibrium of the span A
X
A

2 , taking moments
about A

x ,
we have aS2

=M
2-M, + \wa*) (4)

and by moments about A
3
for the equilibrium of A

2
A

a ,

bS2
'=M

2-M3 + \w'b\ (5)

Eliminating S2 and S2 from (3), (4), (5) we have (a).

13. If the beam rests on three props only, two of which are at its

extremities, find the pressures.
Put if, = 0, 3/3 = 0; then (a) gives M2 ,

and (4), (5) give S2 ,
S2'.
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The pressure on A
l

is waS
i ;

that on A
2

is S2+S2

'
; and that on

A
3
is w'bS/.
14. A weight is placed on an ordinary rectangular table which rests

on the ground ;
calculate the pressures on the four legs, supposing

that the legs may be treated as rigid in comparison with the ground.

Ans. If the adjacent sides at any corner A are b and a, and if x
and y are the distances from these sides, respectively, of the point of

application of the resultant of the sustained weight and the weight of

the table, the pressure on the leg through A is

W ,3 m y.
2 K

2 a b1
'

where W= sum of sustained weight and weight of table.

15. Prove that a circular cylinder can be subject to the strain

w= ryz, v = tzx, w=cxy,
(its axis being axis of z) provided that surface stress parallel to the

axis is supplied.

16. Determine the components of strain as quadratic functions of

the co-ordinates so that at all points we shall have

^ =^ = ^ = ^ = 0;
and show that such strain will require the application of external

force on the surface.

[Assume u=px+ qy+ rz+ % {ax
2 + by

2 + cz2 + 2/yz+ 2 gzx+ 2 hxy),
with similar values of v and w ;

then let the equations be satisfied at

all points, i.e. equate to zero the coefficient of each variable.]

[The five following examples were communicated to the Author by
the late Eev. Professor Townsend.]

1 7. A horizontal beam, supported at both ends, being loaded with

any number of isolated weights, if the bending moments be equal at

any pair of contiguous weights, P and Q, they are equal throughout
the entire interval PQ.

18. A uniform load, PQ, is moved along a horizontal beam sup-

ported at both ends, A and B
; prove that at a given point, 0, in the

beam the bending moment will be greatest when PQ occupies such a

...
.
OP OA

position that = ^-
19. A uniform beam is tangentially fixed at both extremities A

and B, D is its point of greatest deflection, C is the foot of the

perpendicular from D on AB
;
X is any point in the line AB ;

a

perpendicular to AB at X meets the bent beam in T and the circular

arc through A, D, B in Z.

Prove that XZ2

XY
-~GD'

20. A uniform beam is supported by four equidistant props, two of

which are terminal
; prove that the two points of inflection of its

middle segment lie on the horizontal line of the props.
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21. A uniform beam, AB, is supported horizontally at two points, C
and D, in its length, C being adjacent to A and D to B. Prove that

if two circles be described with C and D for centres and CA and DB
for radii, respectively, the two points of inflexion of the beam are the

two limiting points of the coaxal system determined by the circles.

394.] Determinateness of Strain. If the external bodily and

surfaceforces applied to a given elastic solid are given, the state of

strain is completely determinate that is, there cannot be two

different states of strain corresponding to these data.

For, if possible, let there be two different states of strain,

(a, b, c, 2s
ly

2*2 ,
2s

z)
and (a'y b\ c', 2#/. 2s

2', 2s%) expressing
the strain components at the same point P in these two different

states. Reverse all the external forces and all the components
of strain in the second state, and superpose this reversed state on

the first. Thus we have the body acted upon by no external

forces whatever, and yet strained, the typical components of the

strain being a ',..., 2 (sx /), Now the Potential Work of

the stresses is equal to that of the external forces, which is zero ;

hence we have
/*><* fi = 0,

where 2</> has the value obtained by putting a a',..., s
x #/, for

a, ...,*, ... in (a),
Art. 392. But

<f>
cannot possibly vanish except

by the vanishing of all the components of strain individually,

since it consists of the sum of a number of squares. We must

therefore have a' = a, &c.
;
that is, the second state is identical

with the first.

In any case, therefore, in which a given body is acted upon by

given external forces and couples, if we find, by trial or otherwise,

any one system of values of the displacements, u, v, w, satisfying

the equations of equilibrium, we are assured that these constitute

the only solution of the problem.

395.] Differential Equations for Displacements. If in the

equations of equilibrium of an element (p. 411) we substitute the

values of iVj, N2 , &c, given in equations (7), p. 435, we have

dd
(* +/*)^+/^ W = -pX, (1)

(A + M)^+/*V*
= -pr, (2)

dd
{\ + lx)-+nV^w^-pZ, (3)

VOL. II. G g
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which are the differential equations from which the values of

u, v, w must be found. Their integrals will involve arbitrary

constants which must be found from the components of external

force applied on the bounding surface of the body. Thus, if

l
} m, n are the direction -cosines of the normal to the surface at a

point where the components of external force are P
, Q ,

R
,

we must have

l(\0+2fxa) + 2fi(ms3 + ns2)
= P

Q ,

with two similar equations.

Whenever the strain is pure, the general equations (1), (2), (3)

dO
can be expressed in a single equation. For in this case V2 u= ,

so that (l) becomes
-,q

and the three equations of equilibrium are precisely the same in

forms as those of a perfect fluid. They are, of course, all contained

in the single equation

(A + 2 n) cl6 = p (Xdx + Ydy + Zdz), (5)

the direction in which the differentials are taken being any
whatever.

When, in addition, the external forces have a Potential, V, the

equation becomes simply

(\ + 2fx)d6 = -pdV, (6)

so that if the body is homogeneous,

(\ + 2n)0 +pF= constant. (7)

Also in this case 6 = V2
cp where <p is the strain potential, so

that
(f)

is obtained from the equation

v2* +AT^
r=con6t-

.

(8)

If cylindrical co-ordinates are used, let the displacements of

the co-ordinates z, , <p (p. 282) be denoted by w,p, e, respectively.

Then we have

d d sin <f> d
-j-
= cos<p-r

-

dx d{ C d<t>

d . d cos <t> d
rj-
= sin <p -j- +

dy dC C d<t>

d 2 d2 Id Id2
, non .

j*+w+m*v*F (8eep>282)
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and since u = p cos
<f)

e Csin <> = P sin + c f cos 0, we have

a _dw dp de p~
dz dC d<j> C

and by substituting these new operators in (1), (2), (3) we obtain

the differential equations in cylindrical co-ordinates. The cases

to which cylindrical and spherical co-ordinates apply with

special simplicity, are, however, much better treated by first

using the Cartesian equations instead of the general equations
for cylindrical and spherical co-ordinates (the latter being very

complicated and unwieldy) and then using the cylindrical or

spherical operations which are equivalent to V2
,
&c. a procedure

which is illustrated in the solution of some of the following

problems.

Examples.

1. To deduce the traction and torsion displacements of an elliptic

cylinder.
For a cylinder or prism having any curve whatever for base, take

the axis of the cylinder or prism as axis of z, and any two rectangular
axes at the centre of the fixed base as axes of x and y. At any point
on the lateral surface let the normal make an angle \}/

with the axis

of #. Then, since there is no stress whatever on the tangent plane
at any point on the lateral surface, we have

iV^'cos -ty + T3
sin f 0, ( 1)

^cos^+ i^sin^sr 0, (2)

T
2 cos\l/+ T1 sin\}/

= 0. (3)

These hold equally for torsion and traction. For both cases also

we have internal differential equations obtained by putting

X= Y=Z=0
in (1), (2), (3), p. 449.

Now, whatever be the shape of the base, the values

u = ax, v = ay, w = cz, (4)

satisfy all these equations if the constants a and c are properly
related. For these values given at once Tt= Tt

ar T%
= 0, and to

satisfy (1), (2), (3) completely we have only to make N
1
=N

2
= 0,

i.e., to take

^ = 2^- (5)ay. x '

Also the values (4) satisfy the internal differential equations.

Finally, if a force F is applied to the second end of the cylinder

Gg2
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F
or prism, and if 3 is the area of this base, is the intensity of stress

on this end, which must be equal to iVj, that is,

F
A(c-2a) + 2/xc = -=- (6)

From (5), (6) we have

\ + fx F n F
a =

A2
+2A/x + 2ju

2 S* A2 + 2A^ + 2/x
2 2

For a '

perfect solid
' A =

/ut
= \ E, and these become

F F
C
-Is'

a
~TE~s'

as they ought by Art. 386.

Consider now the torsion of the prism. Assume

u = ryz, v = txz, (A)
where t is a constant (evidently the rate of twist), the value of w
being undetermined. These give

. dw _. .dw , m .dw . _.
e =

T,'
r

-
="^ +ra>'

T*
= ^-^' r

'
= -

Hence (1) and (2) require i\T
x
= N

2
= 0, and therefore

s -* (7)

"We have then from (3)

Aw \ . Aw x .
1 /nXM Ty) cob

>|r+ ( +t) sin i|r= 0, (8)

while the equations of internal equilibrium reduce to V2
i0 = 0, or

The equation of the base (or transverse section) being f(x, y) = 0,

we may write (8) in the form

,dw s df .dw .df . ...

<*-^i + (^ +T^ = - (10)

The equations (9) and (10) hold for the torsion of any prism or

cylinder whatever be the nature of its transverse section
;
and the

problem simply reduces to determining w as a function of % and y
so as to satisfy these two equations.

Take, in particular, the case of an elliptic cylinder, so that

x2
if*

and (10) becomes

19 Aw . .dw .

h(
^Tx-Ty)x+a{Ty + Tx)y = '

which is obviously satisfied by w= jz'
x
2/>

which also satisfies (9).
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Now let G be the moment of the twisting couple applied at the

free end, the base being supposed fixed, or free and also acted upon
by a couple G. Consider the equilibrium of the portion of the

cylinder included between the free end and any transverse section

of the cylinder. Then the sum of the momenta of the stresses on

this section about the axis of the cylinder must be equal to (?. Let

x, y be the co-ordinates of any point on the section and dS the

element of area at the point. Then the moment of the stress is

(x^-yTJdS,

so that J^n f(a*if+ Ptf)dS^ 2 ,

a2 + o
2 G

or T ~ sis

Therefore the strain components in a twisted elliptic cylinder are

a*+b2 G tf+VG c2 G .,u Hi y; v = fw~' xz
>
w jn xv- v11 )

ira'o
3

\i.
ira

3
b3

\i itarb* /x

Hence in a twisted circular cylinder the transverse sections remain

plane ; but they do not remain so in an elliptic cylinder.

It will be easily found that the resultant shearing stress, y Tt

2+ T2
2
,

in the transverse section, at any point on the surface is

2G 1

TTdb p
where p is the central perpendicular on the tangent line to the

ellipse, so that this stress is greatest at the extremity of the minor
axis of the section.

The torsional rigidity of a solid elliptic cylinder is

7ra
s
63

a'+ fc
2'^

2. Determine the strains in a twisted rectangular prism.
Let the sides of the rectangle be 2 a, 26. Then the equations to

be satisfied are __

d zw d 2w . .,.^ +
"ay

==0
'

everywhere J (*>

-
Ty O, whena;=+a; (2)

- + tx 0, when y = + b
; (3)

dy

the second and third being the equivalent of (10) of last example.

,
__ d 2w' d'w' .

For simplicity, assume w = rxy+w. Then ^ + --=0,
du/ , dw' .

, ,

-p- = when x = + a, and -j- = 2t when y b.
dx ay
To satisfy the first, assume

w'= A (e
mv e~mv)

sin mx.
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Then the second equation requires ma = (2n+ 1)-, so that

a-? =
A,\r^-e-

(M1
^sin(2n

+ lf (4)

and the complete value of w' will be found by giving n all values

from to oo, and adding all the terms together.
The last equation of condition for vf gives the following equation,

which is to be an identity (as a Fourier development),

2rx = -2(2w-fl)^cosh(2w+l) sin(2w+l) , (5)
(l Lid uCL

in which the hyperbolic cosine is used for shortness, as in the formulae

\ (e*+ e
-
*)
= cosh

<f> ; \ (e* e~*) = sinh <.

TTOC

To determine An , multiply both sides of (5) by sin (2n+ 1) 5- dx,

and integrate between x = and x = a, exactly as in the develop-
ment of a Fourier series. Then we have all the terms on the right

vanishing except A n ;
and hence

A.=
16T*' (

-
1)
"* 1

,
-

(6)

(2+l)Vcoah(2n+l)

Substituting this in (4), we have

on 2 sinh(2n+l)^.sin(2n+l)w 32a* ,._.,
v '2a v T 7 2a

,
.= *,,+ 2.(-l)

n+1 -r . (7)

(2+l)
3

cosh(2w+l)|^

the suffixes indicating that n is to receive all values from to oo.

The value of t is to be obtained from the magnitude of the ex-

ternally applied couple, G, producing the torsion. Thus

f(xT1-yT2)dS=G, (8)

in which the integral expresses the sum of the moments of the stresses

on any transverse section about the axis of the prism.

Now T
x
=

fj. (-=- + tx) and 3r2
=

jx (- ry) ;
and if for brevity we

write the value of to in (7) in the form

= xy+ 2,Bn sinh my . sin mx,
we have

= 2fx
%dS 2mBnff (y sinh my cos mx a; sin mx cosh my) dxdy,

the limits of x being + a, and those of y being + b.

The double integral is easily found to be

4 ( l)
nBn ( cosh mb - sinh mb),' v mr
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while fx'dS = 3 a
9
6. Hence substituting for m and B% , we have

Tib

^ =Sa,6
256^6

^00 1_ 322a tanh(2n + l)~

F -5" +
w* ^o(2ra+l)

4
7T
6 ^0

(27*+ l)
6

But it is a known trigonometrical result that

^0 (2ti+1)* 96*

Hence finally, ( ,
. , x irb

I lggjjJ l 64a v c tanh(2n+ l)-
r ff- U-^6^0 (2n+1y

g
f'

and we have, therefore, the components of strain, (A), p. 452, at

every point of the prism.
The right-hand side of (9) multiplied by G is the torsional rigidity

of a solid rectangular cylinder. y
These results are, of course, due to Saint-Venant (see his edition

of Clebsch, pp. 214, &c.) who notices, in particular, the case in which

the transverse section is a very elongated rectangle (j- very small),
and that in which it is a square.

C n
For the first case, we get = I6a?bfi(^ -21 x

j-),
and for the

square _ T

= 843462x7,
r

where I = fira
4 = the moment of inertia of the transverse section

about the axis of the prism. Contrast these with the result (p. 442)
for a circular cylinder.

3. To determine the strain and stress at any point of a spherical
shell of any thickness, the outer and inner surfaces of which are each

subject to uniformly distributed pressure.
The displacement at every point in the shell is necessarily radial,

by symmetry ;
so that, if r is the central radius drawn to any point

of its substance,
u = xf(r), v = yf(r), w = zf{r), (a)

where f(r) is some unknown function of r. Hence the strain is pure,
and if is its potential, 6 = V 2<. But by (6), p. 450,

6 = A = a constant,

there being no external bodily forces. Also

d
<j)
= udx+ vdy + wdz = rf(r) dr,

1
j j

so that d> is a function of r only. Hence V2
<6 -5 -r- (^-rv. by

r2 dr x dr

p. 281
;
and we have

d^ (ir
(̂ <

^\ _ a -

dr
{r dr~>-

Ar^'

where B is another constant.

="+? w
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Now the normal stress, P, on a plane perpendicular to the radius
vector r is given by the equation

md(t+M- *i (y)

and if p, p' are the intensities of pressure at the outer and inner
surfaces of the shell, whose radii are a, a', respectively, the value
of P in (y) is p when r = a, and its value is p

/ when r = a.
From these A and B are then determined, and thence the stress on

any assigned element plane.
7}

We have f(r) = ^A + -j , from
(/3), and thence the values of u, v, w

in (a).

~

For a plane occupying any position

7s-
J3

>

with similar values of the other components.
To get the tearing stress at any point, take any point in the section

made by the plane xy. The only stress on this plane is i\
T
3 , which is

(\+*H)A+^.
In this expression, substituting the values of A and B as before

determined, and denoting the intensity of the tearing stress by Q,
we have , x

>

p
,_p

^ K a/S a3) ~a* a'
3 *

2T-
3

'

which shows that if^/>p, the tendency to tear is a maximum at the

inner surface.

This expression, being quite independent of the moduli A and /a, is

the same whatever be the isotropic substance of which the shell is

made. The displacements and strains, however, do depend upon A
and fx. It is not difficult to give a common sense reason for this.

4. To calculate the strain and stress at any point of a sphere
which when free of strain is homogeneous, the strain being produced
by its self-attraction alone *.

Let p be the density of the sphere when homogeneous, and 6 the

cubical compression at any point, P, of the heterogeneous sphere.
The latter sphere will consist of spherical shells each of constant

density p(l 9). Let / be the radius of any one of these shells

* For the sake of the exemplification of some points of general theory, I

retain the solution of this question which I gave in the third edition. Professor

Williamson has kindly sent me the simpler solution which follows the present one.
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and B' the value of 6 on the shell. Then if X is the force per unit

mass produced by the whole sphere at P, we have

x=-^x

f\i-e'y*dr
> (i)

with similar values of Y and Z, where r is the distance of P from
the centre, 0, of the sphere. "We may put this into the form

X=-^ypa(i_l^V/W). (2)

In the differential equations for the components of strain (Art. 395)
we have pX, where p is the density at P, i.e. in this case p(l 6).

Hence (1) of Art. 395 becomes

Aa q rr

(
x+^+fxV2u = * 7rvp*x (

1 - e
-^J **"&)> <3>

in which we have neglected the product of 6 and the integral term,
since 9 is everywhere supposed small.

Differentiating (3) with respect to x, denoting, for simplicity, the

definite integral by /, and observing that r-=--r we have
(iX j (XT

.. s#* d
1

(
,

3a* . x2 dd ,9x
2

3, r )
...

Adding to this the similar results in v, v>, and observing that

i. V2 +#-V2*+ |-V
2 >=V2

0, (5)dx dy dz

wehave
(\ + 2tx)V*6 = 4KyP*(l-20-$r

<

^). (6)

Expressing the operator V 2 in terms of r (p. 281), and observing

that 6 is a function of r only, this equation becomes

^+^+**-*-* m
where = , the constant c being a linear magnitude, since

47ryP 3
force

A and u are each of the form -p. rr- > and yp* is obviously of the
^ (lengthysame nature. \ & /

T
By assuming r$ =

<f>+ -> equation (7) becomes

Now for any solid body c is an enormously great magnitude, so

that if we can determine $ from (8) as a series proceeding by inverse

powers of c, it will be sufficient to take the first two terms.
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At the centre of the sphere the value of d> is zero, while - at this
dr

point is unknown. Let (-r-) = A, and determine $ by the series

*'**&+&& + ->

Then,o =O,^) = . ; (^)
= ;(^=-^ &o.

Hence, neglecting -r- and higher powers of -
,
we have

c c

r5

supposing, as we do, that no values of r within the limits of inte-

T
gration make - other than a small fraction. Thus

c

e=k+A{i~)* (9)
c

Substitute this value of 6 in (3), and we have, by putting

*yp2 =
5

in the right-hand side and neglecting small quantities beyond
c

V2

u=-^*, (10)

which shows, by (ft), p. 280, that u may be calculated by regarding
it as the Potential at P produced by matter filling the sphere, the

density of this matter at each point, P\ being given by the equation

Aaf

2iryc
2

To find the Potential of this at P, consider separately the part, u
t ,

due to the sphere of radius OP, and the part, u2 ,
due to the shell

contained between this and the surface of the whole sphere, whose
radius = R, suppose.
We have then, in the ordinary notation,

A r* r r* XV2 sin tfdr'dd'dS' . , _%

in which we develop ^-^ in a series of Laplacians ascending by

r'

powers of > since r <r. Putting x'= /cos 0'= ///, and re-

membering that, by Art. 351, since f/ is a surface harmonic of

P'=^T2
- (11)
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the first degree, the only term in the series that will not vanish

in the double integration in // and
<$>',

is that in L
1 ,
we have

Ar*

IOttc2

2A
^x, by (i,), p. 354. (13)

1 r
To get u2 we must develop ^= in (12) in ascending powers of ~pPP T

As before, the only term of the Laplacian series that will not vanish

is that in L
x ;

also the limits of r' are r and R . Hence we find

**=T* {F-*^*' (14)

Adding (13) and (14), we have

with similar values of v and to.

Now with regard to the physical and analytical conditions to be

satisfied by u, v, w, it is obvious, ct priori, that their values at the

centre of the sphere must vanish ;
that they must make the dis-

placement at every point, P, radial
(i.

e. along PO) ;
that they must

give zero value to the stress at every point on the bounding surface,

since we have supposed the sphere to be uninfluenced from without ;

and that they must satisfy the identity

du dv dw . .

dx dy dz
'

'

Observe particularly that we have not in our investigation made
use of (A) but merely of a more general relation (5), which will

be equally well satisfied if any three functions, Xi> X2 Xs> eacn

satisfying the equation V
2

</>
= 0, are added to u, v, w.

Now it will be found that (15) and the two analogous values of

v and w satisfy (A), and all the other conditions just enunciated

except that of making the components ZA7

, +mT3+nT2 , &c, vanish

at the surface.

Let us add an arbitrary term Bx to (15), and try whether all the

required conditions are satisfied by the values

-s(*w^+** (16)

=^i (*-***)+** ( 17>

" = ~(#-f**)+** (
18

>
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Satisfying (A), we have from (9)

(f-)4<-SJ+i 0. (19)

Again, Nl
=
\^ +A(l-^+2^B+^(R'--^-^ t

and Tz =-^xy, T,= -^zx,c c

with similar values of the other stress components; and since the

stress on any tangent plane is zero, we must have

N
1x+T3y+ T2

z=Q (20)

when r = R, two similar equations also holding.
Now we find that x disappears from (20), which reduces to

{HI-^)-^\a +2B+$\ = 0, (21)

the other two equations giving also this result.

Hence all the conditions of the problem can be satisfied by the

values (16), &c, the constants A and B being determined from (19)
and (21).
We easily find, to the order of approximation adopted,

15A+14^ R*B
-'lB(3k+2 H)'V

9 (23)

-{--*&!-:*} w
As a verification, suppose that the sphere was a mass of incom-

pressible fluid. Then A = 00, 6 = 0, but \9 = p, where p is the

intensity of pressure at any point (Art. 391); and (24) gives

p = %Try P*(R*-r*),

which can be deduced at once from the fundamental equations of

Hydrostatics.
Professor Williamson solves this problem by the obvious principle

that the strain at every point is pure, and by applying at once

equation (6), p. 450. Thus we have

(X+ 2rt| + ,(!-) = 0.

l--W'
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dV
since = is the attraction intensity. Hence

dr

'^
= (l-$) r3

-3(l-6) /V/W,

neglecting a term of the second order in 0.

To integrate this, let r = c where f is very small, since c is very

great compared with r. Hence

Now this equation is unaltered if we change the sign of f ; there-

r2

fore 6 is a function of f
2

,
i. e. of -= > and we may, therefore, assume

c y
r*= m+ n-j)r

where m and n are undetermined constants. Substituting this in (25),
we get m + w = , or w = J, since m is necessarily very small.

Hence, since V 2
<
=

6, where
<f)

is the strain potential,

'
/ 2 ^tf\ 2 . T r*_
(r2
_)=wr

2+i _,

the constant of integration being rejected since, if it existed, the

radial displacement ^- would be oo at the centre.
dr

Now the principal stresses, P, Q, Q, at any point are given by the

equations ^

*-^!M
(a)

and expressing the fact that the stress vanishes at the surface of the

sphere, we have
^ R2

which gives 6 as in (24), and also gives

from which, of course, the strain displacements follow by differ-

entiation.

5. Determine the strain and stress at any point in a Planetary
Crust of uniform thickness and density, surrounding a uniform

spherical nucleus.
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Let p be the density of the crust, a its outer and its inner radius,

and (n+ 1
) p the density of the nucleus.

In this case also the displacement at every point is radial and the

strain pure.

Hence, if V is the attraction potential at any point,

,. .dd dV

dV
But r- is the attraction intensity, and is therefore

dr

Hence n d9 nb*

with the same meaning of c
2
as in the last example. If

<j>
is the strain

potential, V 2< = ^J hence

I Ll *
dA\- A-V*L

r 2 dr {r dr }
~

c
2 r 2c2 '

where .4 and B are constants. Now the radial stress is\.6+ 2p.

d<b r3 nb3
,

, 5
_ 1 1 Jx

dr ~10c2 2c2+ * +
r2

d2

^

and if the outer and inner surfaces of the shell are subject to pressure
intensities p, p', we have

-p ^(K +M A-^-B+^(\-2n\^+^p.),

-p
> = (X+ *p.)A-^B+ ^(k-2nk + ifx),

from which A and B are known.

6. In the case of a spherical envelope of small thickness subject
to uniform intensities of pressure inside and outside, if T is the

tearing stress per unit length perpendicular to a meridian, show from

elementary principles that

T=\P.r,
where r is the radius and P the excess of outward intensity of

pressure.
Deduce this result from (14), example 3.

7. A spherical shell of copper, whose internal radius is 1 decimetre

and thickness \ centimetre, is filled with a gas at an intensity of

pressure of 20 atmospheres, the outside being subject to atmospheric

pressure ;
find the radial displacement of a point on the inner surface,

being given the following data :

Modulus of compression for copper = 16-84 x 10u dynes per

sq. cm.; modulus of shear = 4-47 x 10"; 1 atmosphere = 1-014 x 10

dynes per sq. cm.

Ana. The displacement is -010146 millimetres.
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396.] Constants of Elasticity. Abandoning
1 now the special

case of an isotropic body, let us consider the values of the stress

components Nx ,
N

2 , ... produced in any body by a strain whose

components are a, b, c, 2#
x ,

2#
2 ,

2s3 . Assuming- the stress com-

ponents to be each a linear function of the components of strain,

it is clear that if any two states of strain were superposed, their

corresponding* components of stress would be superposed, and

there would, therefore, be a superposition and independence of

stress and strain effects in such a body ;
so that, for example,

two separate causes of equal states of stress would, if superposed,

produce both double the stress and double the strain. M. de

Saint-Venant justifies the assumption of this linear relation in

general (see p. 40 of his edition of Clebsch). If the linear

relation did not hold, there would be no superposition of effects

due to two or more identical causes, of such a nature that, while

they all act, each produces the same effect as if the other causes

were non-existent. As we have in view the luminiferous ether

and the possible propagation of gravitation by means of stress in

an ethereal medium, we shall assume this linearity, as perfectly

justified by the observed independence and superposition of

luminous and gravitative effects.

Thus we shall have the stress components expressed by

equations of the form

N
x
= n a +p3b+p2 c + t

x
s
x + t{%2 + t

x

"
\, (1)

where nlf p3 ,,.. are constant quantities, each of the nature of

force per unit area, depending on the nature of the strained

medium. Thus Nx involves 6 constants of elasticity, and each

of the other five components of stress involves also 6 constants,

so that, apparently, the stress components at any point depend
on 36 constants of elasticity.

But the stress components have been proved (Art. 384) to be

related in every medium without exception in such a manner that

Nxda +N2
db +N3dc+2Tx

ds
x + 2 T2

ds
2 + 2 T3ds3

=
d<j), (2)

where is a function evidently a homogeneous quadratic

function of the strain components. Hence

Hence
dJ^ = d

Il, **!l = *MlL (4)
db
"

da ds
x

~~
da ^
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i.e. the coefficient of b in N
x is the same as that of a in N

2 ,
&c.

;

so that we have 15 identities among
1 the 36 coefficients.

Hence, for any medium whatever\ the principle of the conservation

of energy shows that the greatest number of independent coefficients

of elasticity is 21.

We have, therefore, the following- table :

N
1
= n

1 a+p3b+p2 c + t
1
*
l + t

1
'*
3 + t

1
"*3 , (5)

N2=Pa a + n2b+px
c + t

2
s
x + t

2\ + t./'s3 , (6)

N3 =p2
a +px

b + n3 c + t3
s
x + t

3
s
2 + t

3"s3 , (7)

Tx
= t

x
a + t

2b+t3
c + v

1
s
1 + q3 s2 + q2

s3 , (8)

T
2
= t{ a + 1

2

'
b + t3'c + q3 sx + v

2
s
2 + ql

s3 , (9)

T
3
= t;'a + t2"b + t3

,f
c+ q2 sx + qx s2 + v3s3 . (10)

In the view of English physicists, no further reduction below

these 21 can be effected in the coefficients, unless the medium

possesses some one or more kinds of structural symmetry. M.
de Saint-Venant, however, strongly maintains that, without any
such structural symmetry, a further reduction to 15 coefficients

is always possible ;
and he bases this reduction on the fact (denied

by Green) that the action between any two molecules is a

function solely of the distance between these two molecules,

depending in no way on the presence of neighbouring molecules.*

The consideration of this further reduction we postpone for a

moment, and we proceed to find the simplifications introduced

by the supposition of various kinds of symmetry of structure in

the body.

Symmetry with respect to a plane. Suppose that all along a line

perpendicular to a plane xy the structure of the body is

constant; then the constants in
(5), ... will be each a function

of x and y only (not involving z).

Now, in general, if we produce the axis of z backwards through
the origin, and take this production as the axis of z, retaining

the axes of x and y, the new co-ordinates and displacements at a

given point P will be expressed in terms of their old values by
the equations

afz= a?, y'=y, z'= 2, u'u, v'=v, w' w,

so that c remains unaltered, and s
x
and s

2
both change sign.

* See Saint-Venant's Clebsch, p. 65. M. de Saint-Venant is strong in his

ridicule of the attempted generality which makes the action between a given

pair of molecules dependent on the proximity of other molecules.
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Also, from the general formulae of transformation (Art. 379)
or otherwise, we know that JV3 remains unaltered, while T

x
and

T
2 change sign.

Introducing these changes into (5), since Nx
remains unaltered,

while s
x
and s

2 change sign, it follows that t
x
and t

x
must change

sign when z is put for z. But, by the structural symmetry-

supposed, neither t
x nor t

x
is a function of z. Hence they must

both vanish.

In this way, considering all the other equations, we have the

following conditions for structural symmetry with respect to the

plane xy :

t
x
= t

x

' = t
2
=t.

z
'= t3

= tjm q2 =q x
= 0, (11)

so that the values for this case are ?

N
x
= n

x
a +p3

b +p2
c + t

x
's3 , (12)

N2 =p3a + n
2b+px

c + t2
"s

3 , (13)

N3
= p2a+px

b + n
3
c + t

z
"s3 , (14)

^2 = S
,

3*1 + ^2*2> (
16

)

I^=t1"a+ti"$+t?c+rt*g. (17)

Two planes of Symmetry. Let the structure be also constant

along every line perpendicular to the plane xz, while varying
from one such line to another. In this case the constants are

all functions of x and z only, and therefore (from combination

with the previous symmetry) of x only. Producing the axis of

y backwards, we have a, b, c, s
2 unaltered, and *

x ,
#3 altered.

Hence
t*+lfmjfm+w*, (18)

and the equations now become

Nt
= n

x
a +p3 b +jj2c ; T

x
= v

x
s

x ,
\

N2 =j}3a + n
2b+px c, T2

= r
2
#2 ,

( (19)

JV3 = p2a +j)x
b + n3c ;

T
z
= vz z

. )

Now these equations show evidently that there must be

structural symmetry with respect to the third co-ordinate plane,

yz. Hence if a medium is structurally symmetrical with regard
to two rectangular planes, it is also structurally symmetrical with

respect to a third, and its constants of elasticity are 9 in number.

Structural Symmetry round an axis. Suppose the constants to

be the same at all points of a cylinder having the axis of z for

its axis, while varying from one such cylinder to another. They
VOL. II. h h
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are then merely functions of ( and not of z (Art. 329), and if the

planes zx and zy are rotated through any angle, #, the values of

the constants at a given point P remain unaltered, while the

stress and strain components Nx\ ... a', ... with reference to the

new axes are easily expressed in terms of Nlt ... a, ,,. with

reference to the old axes.

Let
</>

be a very small angle, so that the new co-ordinates,

of, y*, of I are given by the equations x'= x + <f>y, /= y <f>x,

and the direction-cosines of the axes of x\ y
r

,
z with reference to

the old axes are

(1,^,0), (-<M>o), (0,0,1).
Hence we have

a'= a +2</>#3 ;
b'=b 2<\>8Z \ cfz=c,

*i
=

*i 0*2 5 **' S2 + 0*i ! V =
(* a

) <t> + *3 ;

N{=Nx + 2<l>Tz ',
N2

'=N
2 -2<j>Tz ',

N3
' = N3 ;

T{ = T
X
-

<j>T2 ;
T
2
' = T2 + 4>T T

Z'=(N2
-N

X)4>+ TZ .

Expressing that these hold for all values of 0, we find that all

the t's must vanish, as likewise all the q's, and the remaining

equations are

vi = "2 i & =
P$l vs = %-i>3> v3 - n2~Pz 5 (

20
)

which give n
x
= n

2 .

Hence for symmetry of structure round the axis of z,

Tx
= V9lt \

T
2
= vsA (21)

T3 =v%,

iVj = na + (n v) b +pc
N

2
= [n v') a + nb +pc :

iV3 = pa +pb + n'c

which show that 5 distinct constants exist in this case.

Structural Symmetry round two lines. . If, in addition, there is

symmetry of structure round the axis of y, the group of equations

(21) show, without fresh calculation, that we must have i>'=j>;

p = n v' ;
so that we have

JVj
=

(n v)Q + va\ T
x
= vs

x ,\

N
2
= (n-v)6 + vb; T

2
= vs2 ,

1 (22)

N3 =z(n v)6 + vc; Tz
= y#3 , )

which show that there is structural symmetry round all lines

i. e. there is complete isotropy ; and these are identical with the

values (p. 435) hitherto so often used for an isotropic medium,
n v being A and v = 2 p.

M. de Saint-Tenant's further reduction. The 21 coefficients

which result from the sole assumption of the principle of con-
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servation of energy, or existence of a Potential function, are, for

all media, reduced by Saint-Venant to 15 by the following

reasoning. Consider any molecule, P, and a neighbouring mole-

cule, Q. The force exerted between them depends solely on the

change in the distance between them effected by strain and acts

in the line joining them. Hence the ^-component of the force

between them caused by a stretch, b, parallel to the axis of y is

equal to the ^-component of the force between them caused by a

shear s
3
if 2 #

3
= b.

For if in the first strain Ar is the change in the length PQ>
and if the force between the molecules = A.Ar, where A is a con-

stant, we have the force = rfb, since (p. 379) we have Ari = brj,
T

Ab
and Ar -

At/. The ^-component of this is -j ?

2
.

In the second strain A = s
3 r],

Atj = #
3 ,

therefore if 2*3 = 6,

A r = -
j7,
and the y-component of their force = =

?j

2
,
as before.

Considering all the molecules now in any element plane at P,

since this relation holds between each of them and all their

surrounding molecules, we see that the a?-component of stress on

this plane produced by a stretch, b, parallel to y is equal to the

y-component of the stress on the plane produced by the shear

2 #
3 ;

in other words if

'

P, Q, B are the components of the stress

on any element plane whatever, the coefficient of b in P is equal to

the coefficient of 2sz in Q. Similarly, the coefficient of a in

Q = coefficient of 2 #3 in P ; coefficient of c in P = coefficient of

2 s2 in R
; coefficient of a in R = coefficient of 2 #

2
in P

;
coeffi-

cient of b in R = coefficient of 2 s
x
in Q ; and coefficient of c in

Q m coefficient of 2^ in R.

Expressing that these equalities hold whatever be the direction-

cosines of the element plane, we have only 1 5 distinct coefficients

in the general equations (5) ... (10).

Applying these principles to the case of an isotropic medium,
as expressed by (22), we have simply

n v = \v,

or, if 2 /x is used for v, in accordance with Lame's notation,

\ = [X,

the result which M. de Saint-Venant maintains for all hard

fine-grained isotropic bodies.

H h %
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397.] Propagation of Gravitation. Clerk Maxwell, in Chap.

V, Vol. i, of his Electricity and Magnetism, has given a remark-

able theorem, the object of which is to show that all actions

exerted between two material systems, Mx ,
M2 , according to the

law of inverse square of distance, can be produced by a distri-

bution of stress over closed surfaces in the medium, and he has

assigned the components of this stress at every point.

We proceed to explain and to examine this theory.

Let the two influencing systems be M
x
and M2 in Fig. 288,

p. 334, and let any closed surface whatever, S (not that repre-

sented in the figure), be drawn having Mx
inside it and M2

outside it.

Now consider the ^-component of attraction produced on M
x

by M2
. Let P be any point in Mx ;

let p be the density at P,

and V
2 the Potential produced at P by M2 . Then the #-com-

dK
ponent of force on the element, pdl, of mass at P is p ,-=- dl.

Hence if X be the total a?-component on M
x ,

X=J
d

-^da. (i)

Let V
x
be the Potential produced at P by Mx ;

then obviously
dK

p-z dl=0, because this integral is the resultant a?-com-

ponent of force, produced on M
x by its own attraction. Hence

we can write

Again, p = - V2h ; and since P is outside the mass i,o
4iry

*

we have V2V
2
=

; therefore we can write

4 wy
v

Let <p
= V

x -\-V2> and we have

X =-^TyfH^- dxd̂ ^
with two exactly similar values of Y and Z, the other components
of force exerted by M2

on Mx .

/
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Let
<t>x , (f>2 , <f>3 stand for -

,
-

,
- . Then

with similar values of -~ V2
<6 and -^- V 2

d>. Hence if

dy dz

2̂
=
-^(4>2

2
-4>3

2
-4>i

2
); ^ =

-^^1,1 (
5
)

we shall have

the integrations being extended through the whole volume of

the closed surface (which completely surroundsM
x
and excludes

3/
2),

and not being limited merely to the volume ofMx , because

at every point of space devoid of matter V2
<f> 0, and (4) shows

that at all such points the three multipliers of r/X2 under the

integral signs vanish.

Hence at all points of the medium (ether) outside the attract-

ing matter we have

dK dTz dT2 m . , .

-^ +
-^

+^ =
' &C" <

9
>

which are the well-known equations of equilibrium of a strained

medium whose components of stress are N
t ,

&c. At all points

inside Mx or M
2 the right-hand sides of equations (9) are not

zero, but
d(j) d<p d(f)

Thus the components of attraction could be produced by means

of a strain in the intervening medium, this strain extending, of

course, to all parts even infinitely distant of the medium, the

stress being defined in (5) ; and, of course, the same result could
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be produced by merely applying the proper stress to all portions

of the arbitrary closed surface S, for this surface stress would

transmit the proper stress to each point of the enclosed medium.

Moreover such a distribution of stress over S would produce

the same moment round any axis as that produced by the

attraction ofM
2
onM

\
. For, let L be the total moment of force

round the axis of x. Then

=^///H +f + f)-,(f +S +f)h^
=^{z(lTz + mN, + nTx)-y{lTi +mTx + nNz)} dS; (10)

/, m, n being the direction-cosines of the normal at any point of

S, and the triple integrals being replaced by the surface integrals,

the values ofNt ,
T

x ,
... being assumed to be continuous.

Now the right-hand side of (10) is the a?-moment of the

surface stress on the arbitrary surface S. Therefore, &c.

Let us now seek the principal axes of this stress. If the axes

of cc, y, z are in the directions of these axes, we shall have

T
t
= T2

= Tz = ;
i.e. we must have some two of the three

quantities </>15 </>2 > 4ht
= & Suppose that

<f>z
=

</>3
=

;
that is,

<t> 1
is the resultant attraction-intensity at P, the point considered

either in Mx or in the medium between the bodies
; or, in other

words, the axis of x is at once the direction of the resultant force

at P and the direction of one principal, axis of the stress of the

medium at P. If, now, A, B, C are the principal stress in-

tensities at P, we have by (5)

87ry 87ry' 8iry
' v ;

R being the resultant force-intensity at P. These show that the

three principal stresses are equal that along the line of force

being a pressure, and the other two being tensions. The stress

of the medium at every point consists, therefore, ofpressure along

the line of resultant force, accompanied by equal tension in all

directions at right angles to it.

In the case of electrical action between two systems, we shall

see that the stress at each point of the intervening medium will
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be the exact reverse of this viz., tension along the line of force

accompanied by pressure ofequal intensity in all directions round it.

This is the celebrated Maxwellian stress, which Faraday had

qualitatively described (Faraday's Experimental Researches,

1297, &c.) by merely saying that the intervening medium seemed

to experience at every point tension along the line of electric

force accompanied by pressure in all directions round it. Observe

that Faraday did not enunciate any definite ratio between these

intensities of stress.

Now the method by which Clerk Maxwell arrives at the com-

ponents of the stress shows that his stress components (5) are

not the only ones that will produce the gravitative effects of the

one system on the other. For, if ,

n
i J
n
2 >
nz ' hl *2 > *s

are any six functions of the co-ordinates of a point, which for all

positions of the point satisfy the equations

dn. dL dt* , .

* +
;5

+ *- '* - (12)

/J A\

it is clear that the values of -^V
2

</>,
&c. in (4), and therefore

of X, Y, Z, will be the same as before, if we take the components
of stress at every point of the medium to be

8 *y ( (13)

~4^*2^3+^ &C *' '

and the principal components of this stress will not be related to

each other and to the line of force as they are in the Maxwellian

stress.

Again, if for any given medium we are given the components
of stress at every point we are also given the components of strain,

on the supposition that they are connected with each other by

6 linear equations, as in p. 464. The components of stress cannot

be assumed as any random functions of the co-ordinates ;
for

they must be such as to satisfy the differential equations (1),

p. 411. Nor, again, can we assume any six functions of co-

ordinates for the components (a, b, c, 2s
x ,

2*
2 ,

2*3) of strain;

, du dv ds d2u db
because 2,, =^ + ^,

,.

2-=-^+^;
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Let P be any point inside the solid body which is subject to

any gravitative action, whether its own or that due to the

attractions of other bodies
;

let p be the density of the body at

P, and X the ^-component of force at P per unit mass. Then

we have to determine NX)
iV

2 , ... bo as to satisfy the equation

dN dT dT
2 _

-& +
dj

+
-dl

~ px> (18)

and two similar. Substituting the strains, we have to find

u, v, w, so as to satisfy
do

(X + f,)- +^u = P X, (19)

and two similar, the right-hand sides of (18) and (19) being
zero at each point in the medium outside the body. y

Equation (19) can always be easily satisfied
;
for if X is due to

any number of bodies, M, M', . . . producing Potentials V, V, ...

at P, let dm be an element of mass of M, and r its distance from

P
; let dm' be an element of 31', and / its distance from P ;

and

so on. Then take the function

\f/
= frdm +fr'dm' + . . .

, (20)

the integrations extending, respectively, through M, M', ... ;

and it is easily found that

=
,

P
,
.*+, (21)

2(A + 2/x) dx K '

with exactly similar values of v and w, will satisfy (19) and the

two similar equations. Thus we have found the components of

displacement at P inside the body ;
and to these values may, of

course, be added any values satisfying

dd
(A +m)^ +fV

2 = 0, (22)

and the two similar equations, provided that these added terms do

not violate any necessary physical condition they must not, for

instance, be such as to make the displacement infinite at any

point. The components of displacement in the external ether

must be found from (22) and its two analogues, regard being
had to the necessary physical conditions as, for instance, that

they must vanish at infinity.

Let us, as a very simple example, take the case of a single

homogeneous sphere subject to its own gravitation. P being

any point inside, at distance r from the centre, we have

X = %irypx,
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where y is, as usual, the constant of gravitation. Then either

by (20), or by inspection, we see that u = Ar2x will satisfy (19),

SO that Oirvn2

with similar values of v and w. Of course in these equations the

A and fi are supposed to belong- to the ether ;
if they belong to

the body, the values of u, v, w express the displacements of a

particle of the body.
There is, of course, a strain potential, whose value can be

deduced as in p. 455
;
and we have for points inside the sphere

To the value in (23) might be added any term of the form

Bx, where B is a constant, since this satisfies (22).

Such terms, however, do not assist in contributing to the

gravitative action on any element of the body, since they con-

tribute nothing to the expression

,dN
x

dT~ dT^, j . /ocX

(^ + * + *)*** (25)

which is the resultant ^-stress on the element of volume, and it

is this which is to be equal to pXdxdydz, the gravitative action

on the element.

In the ether outside the sphere the resultant displacement is,

of course, radial, or in the line joining the point to the centre of

the sphere ;
so that, as in p. 450, (22) gives d6 = 0; and since

in this case 6 = V 2
</>,

where
<f>

is the strain potential of the

external ether, -=- (V
2
-7-) = 0, .*. -=- = -5, where Cis a constant.

ar v dr' dr r*

Now assuming the radial displacement to be the same for a point

just inside as just outside the sphere, we have from (24)

-=-Ka\ .-. C =-Ka6
.

Hence at every external point the resultant displacement is

given by d(f) M
dr r

from which u = K 5- , &c.
r3

= -*-2> - (26)
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Also, by (a), p. 461, if A and B are the principal stresses at an

inside point,

^=-(5\ + 6,x)Xr
2

, (27)

=-(5\ + 2
fi)Kr

2
, (28)

the principal stress obviously having the radius vector, OP, for

one principal axis. It therefore consists of pressure all over a

conical frustum, as represented in

Fig. 310, the intensity over the

ends being greater than that over

the lateral surface.

At an external point, Q, we have

5

A = 4juZ-

B=-2pK^,

(29)

(30)

Fig. 310.
which show that the stress consists

of tension on the ends and uniform

pressure all over the lateral surface of a small conical frustum.

Hence it appears that the stress of the ether is discontinuous at

the surface of the body, the radial component changing from

pressure to tension.

Let us pass to the case of a uniform spherical shell whose

outer radius is 6 and inner a. Here X = 4 w yp (% ) > an(i

the equations for the strain components are

d6 aXs
(31)

and two similar.

The displacements being all radial, these equations are all

included in the equation

{\ + 2ix)dd=-$Tryp
2 .dhr2

+j^, (32)

.-. 6 = -l0K(lr* + j)
+ A, (33)

where A is a constant. This is the value of 6 at points in the

substance of the shell.

For points within the cavity and for points in the ether

outside the shell, the right-hand side of (32) must be put equal
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to zero, so that 6 is constant for such points. Since 6 = V2
<f),

where $ is the strain potential, (33) gives

^t=-K(r
3 + 5a3

) + tAr +^ (34)

where B is a constant. If K were put equal to zero, we should

get the values of ~-
belonging to the cavity and to the ether

outside the shell
;
and these are, respectively,

C
Oand-g, (35)

where C and C are constants.

Now if we assume continuity of displacement from the cavity

to the substance of the shell, we put r = a in (34) and in the

first expression in (35) ;
and equating these, we obtain C.

c
Similarly putting r = b in (34) and equating the result to

jx,
we

obtain C.

But it is obvious that the terms in A and B in (34) may be

rejected, because, as they give displacements satisfying the

equation ^q

and two similar, they contribute nothing to the gravitative action.

Hence, then, the values of are
dr

6Ka?r inside the cavity,

K(r
z + 5 a3

)
in the substance of the shell,

b 2 .

K(b
3 + 5 a3

)
-s in the external ether.

Inside the substance of the shell, if A and B are the principal
stress components, we have

a3

A=-(5\ + 6
lj,)Kr

i-10\K-, (36)

B=-(5\ + 2n)Kr
2
-10(\+ lx)K-. (37)

Inside the cavity there is uniform hydrostatic pressure equal
to 6 (3 A. + 2/x) Ka

2
, while in the external ether we have tension

and pressure of the types (29), (30), merely replacing a5 in those

equations by (5a
3 + b3)b

2
. There is therefore discontinuity of

stress at both bounding surfaces, as before.
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Take, as a final example, the case of two homogeneous spheres
the radius and density of one being a and p, those of the other b

and <r, and the co-ordinates of the centre, j3, of the second with

reference to the centre, A, of the first being (a, /3, y). Taking P
inside the first, we have

^ +
v)fa

+^2u=-^y P (px + ah*^), (38)

where /= PB. From this we have easily

u = -K(r2x-5 Zp^) , (39)

similar values holding for v and w.

The expression (39) indicates that the displacement of the

ether at P consists of two components, viz. a motion along PA
towards A, and a motion BP from B. This latter motion is

equal to 5K-b3
,
which is the same for all points inside the

P

sphere A and the same whatever be the distance between the

spheres A and B a result which seems absurd. But to get rid

of this absurdity, we observe that any constant may be added to

the value (39), so that we might take, if AB = c,

.
Kfo-sl }> + ?)],

(40)

the added term indicating a motion of translation of the ether

inside the sphere A parallel to the line AB. Thus when AB is

very great, the term in u depending on the sphere B is in-

finitesimal.

It may, however, be remarked that as it is with differential

coefficients of u, v, w we have to deal in calculating stress, we
need not take the trouble of thus correcting their values.

In all these cases in which the stress is discontinuous, the

gravitative effect is due solely to the stress of the ether surface

which is immediately inside that of the body, as is easily seen

thus. Multiply both sides of (18) hydxdydz and integrate

through the volume of any surface S surrounding the body con-

sidered. Then we shall have, if P, Q, R are the components of

stress on the element dS of this surface,

f(lP + mQ + nR)dS = /ffpXdxdydz, (41)

(/, m, n being the direction-cosines of the normal to the surface,)

provided that Nv T^ T3 experience no abrupt changes of value
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in any part of the space enclosed by S. But if at a certain

surface, U> within S the components experience abrupt changes
from points within U to points without it, the triple integration

of the left-hand side of (18) must be taken first through the

volume of a surface immediately within U, and then through the

volume enclosed between a surface immediately outside U and

the given surface S. Denoting by (
U

t) the surface-integral taken

over the surface just inside U, and by (Ue) its value taken over

the surface just outside U, we have

f(lP + mQ + nR)dS-(Ue) + (Ui)
= /PXdQ, (42)

where dl is the volume element, dxdydz, of the body considered.

But it is obvious that f(lP +mQ +nR)dS(Ue)
= 0, because

of the equilibrium of the ether outside the body ; therefore the

whole #-force of gravitation on the body is equal to the surface-

integral (Ut).

Miscellaneous Examples.

1. In an irrotational strain which is unaccompanied by cubical

Ax*+B (y
2+ 2?)

compression if the strain Potential is -5
'

,
where r is a

radius vector measured from a fixed origin, prove that the lines of

flow are plane curves of the form

r2 = + c
2
sin

2 0cos0.

(Mr. Cockshott, Tripos, 1875.) du dv dw
Since the cubical dilatation is zero, -j- + -r-+ ir = >

and since

^jj
dx dy dz

the strain is irrotational, u = -=
, &c. Hence

(tOC

v>= 0,

or is a solid spherical harmonic. The given form makes
<f>

a har-

monic of degree 3. Now if U is a solid harmonic of degree

(*+l), we know that r 2l+1 U is a solid harmonic of degree i.

Hence Ax* +B (y
2+ z2

)
is a harmonic of degree 2. Expressing that

V2 of this expression = 0, we have A+2B 0.

Hence, expressing <f>
in polar co-ordinates with the axis of x as

polar axis, we have jj

^ = ^(1-3^)-
Now the component displacements along and perpendicular to the

radius vector being
-
1 and - -z-r

,
the differential equation of a line

ar r do
of flow is fa rdd

d4~ld<p
'

dr r dd
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Substituting in this the value of
<j>

above and integrating, we have

the equation of the line of flow as given. (Greenhill's Solutions of

the Senate-House Problems, 1875.)

2. A spherical shell whose inner radius is a and outer b is subject
to internal and external pressures of intensities p and w, respectively ;

show that the total amount of work done in the small strain is

b3-as
\ 3k

*
4fj.

KP >y
where k and y. are the moduli of compression and shear.

3. Find the intensity of pressure at any point inside a globe of

homogeneous incompressible fluid held together by the gravitation of

its parts alone
; and thence deduce the attraction between two hemi-

spheres of a uniform solid globe. (Part of a problem by Prof. Tait,

Tripos, 1875.)

The intensity of pressure at any distance, r, from the centre is given

by the equation p = iry p
2 (afr

2

),
where a = radius of globe. In-

tegrating the pressure over any diametral plane section, we obtain

a result which must be equal to the attraction between the two

hemispheres. This is it
2
yp

2 a4
.

4. If the density at any point of a solid sphere (centre A, radius a)
varies inversely as its distance from a given external point, B, find

the Potential at any given external point, P.

IkiraUl Zi_a
2

L^_ _a^ L
i

a2<

|

~~^~(3
+
3.5cr

+
5.7c*r*

+ '" +
2i+1.2i+3c<r~i+

'"
)'

where r = AP, c = AB, L
lt L

2 ,... are the Laplacians for the points
P and B (functions merely of cos Z.PAB), A being origin, and k a

constant.

[Let Q be any point in the sphere, AQ = R, QP = D, QB = /.

Then the Potential = k I
7 . Expand and in La-

placians thus :
J Dr U r

1 1 C, . R , R* , E* )

1 1 (, ,
. R . R* . R* )

Multiply the two together, and observe that in the double inte-

gration in p/ and <p' all terms except those of the type l
t A,, vanish,

while / / l
i
\

id[/d(p
,= - L

{
. Observe also that the function is

reciprocal for the points B and P as is efc priori evident. If P
coincides with B, put L1

= L
2
= ... = 1

.]

5. Find the strains and stresses in a cylindrical pipe of uniform

thickness, which is subject to given internal and external pressure.
Proceed exactly as in Ex. 3, p. 455.



CHAPTER XIX.

ELECTROSTATICS.

398.] Quantity of Electricity. The reader is supposed to

be familiar with the elementary facts of Electricity as described

in any of the current works on Physics.
Our theory of Attraction has hitherto been concerned with

distributions of attracting matter, and those cases in which this

matter was supposed to form a thin shell are intimately related

to the branch of the subject which we are now about to discuss.

Hitherto, however, except when discussing Magnetic Shells, we
have not been obliged to postulate distinctions of sign between

matter and matter, or to deal with repulsion instead of attraction.

This distinction must be made here also i. e. we shall assume

that there is positive, and that there is also negative, electricity

the distinction indicating nothing more than a difference of

behaviour among electrified bodies, some of them attracting,

while others repel, one and the same given electrified body.
For the quantitative (mathematical) treatment of the phe-

nomena of Electricity it is not necessary that we should know
the precise nature of Electricity itself ; it suffices that we know
the laws which regulate its fundamental manifestations. We
may rest satisfied with regarding electrification as merely a state

of a body as, for example, some re-arrangement of its molecules

involving some kind of strain within the body and impressed

by the body on the medium (air or other) surrounding it. But

it is at the outset necessary to obtain some measure of this state

as to quantity.

The first thing to be noted with regard to electrification is

that it justifies a distinction as to plus and minus, this dis-

tinction being a wholly conventional mode of representing such
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a phenomenon as the following-. Let a piece of glass be rubbed

against a piece of resin, and another piece of glass rubbed against
another piece of resin. Then it is found that the electricities of

the two pieces of glass repel each other, as do also those of the

two pieces of resin
;
but the electricity of either piece of glass

attracts that of either piece of resin.

The electricity developed on the glass is called positive, and is

denoted by the sign + , while that on the resin is called negative,
and denoted by the sign .

Now if we imagine two very small equal flat pieces of glass

(each about the size of a pin-head, suppose) to be rubbed in

exactly the same way by a piece of resin, so that we can assume

them to have equal electrifications, and to be then placed with a

distance of 1 centimetre between them ; they will repel each

other with a force which can be measured (conceivably) in dynes.
If the medium between the pieces of glass is air, and their force

of repulsion is exactly 1 dyne, each piece of glass is said to have

a unit charge of electricity. The total quantity on the two

together is two units, and thus we get an idea of a charge con-

sisting of any number of units of electricity.

If we imagine a body of very small dimensions to be charged
with e units of positive electricity, and to be placed at a distance

of r centimetres from another very small body which has a charge
of e' units, the medium between them being air, the force of

repulsion exerted by either on the other is

7F ty*1 ' (
a
)

as Coulomb proved by well-known experiments with his Torsion

Balance.

In the attraction of matter we should obtain exactly the same

expression for the attraction of two condensed spherical particles

with a distance of r centimetres between their centres by making
y equal to unity in the expression (a), p. 236, i.e. by choosing
the unit quantity of matter as indicated in p. 275.

Formally, then, the electrostatic unit of quantity is that charge

which, supposed to be condensed at a point, acts on an equal charge

condensed at another point distant 1 centimetre from the first, with

a force of 1 dyne, the intervening medium being air.

Hitherto, unfortunately, no simple name has been devised for

this electrostatic unit of charge. We shall often use the ab-

vol. 11. 1 i
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breviation
*

e.s. unit' to signify the C.G.S. electrostatic unit of

quantity.

399.] Influence of the Medium. From the experiments of

Faraday results the fundamental fact that the force of repulsion

between two given charges is not the same when the intervening
medium is sulphur, or any other insulator, as when this medium
is air. Thus, if the two given charges are e and e units (defined

as before with reference to air), the force of repulsion between

them is given by the expression

K?' W
when instead of air the separating medium is any other insulator,

K being a constant depending on the medium, and called its

specific inductive capacity.

Our definition of the electrostatic unit of quantity implies, of

course, that K is unity for air. It has the same value for all

gases as for air, and a greater value for most known solid and

liquid insulators.

If a charge of e absolute units is condensed at a point in a

medium of uniform specific inductive capacity, K, which is of

practically infinite extent, the amount of work, in ergs, done by
the repulsive force of this charge in removing a charge of one

unit from a distance r centimetres to infinity is

jfhir-

If V stands for this amount of work,

And, generally, in such a medium if there is any distribution

of electricity whose amount at any point, A, is de electrostatic

units, and ifP is any point in the field, the amount of work done

by the forces of the field in removing a unit charge from P to

1 de
any position in which the forces are insensible is -^2 -=-r

; or de-

noting PA by r, and the amount of work by V (the Potential

the integration being extended all over the attracting system.
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In the case of attractive forces (i.e. when two elements of the

same sign attract each other) V at any point is the work done

by the forces of the field in bringing a + unit to the point from

infinity, whereas in Electrostatics V at any point is the work

done against the forces of the field in this motion.

Again, if X, Y, Z are the components of the repulsive force per

unit charge at P in the positive senses of the axes of co-ordinates,

'-- '=- '=-

(x,y, z) being the co-ordinates of the point P.

Instead of the term ' force per unit charge
' we shall for the

future use the term electromotive intensity, which is adopted by
Clerk Maxwell.

The nature of the medium will modify the value of the surface-

integral of normal electromotive intensity (Art. 324) over any
closed surface described in the medium. Describe any closed

surface surrounding a point A at which a charge of de units is

condensed ; let P be any point on the surface, and let PA = r.

Then, with the notation of Art. 316, the surface-integral of the

electromotive intensity due to the charge de is

de /*i

KJ
cos\lr , 4:Trde

do, or
r2 ' K '

and if e
{
is the total charge inside the surface, we have

KfNdS=^ei
. (0

Just as in Art. 324, the surface-integral of normal electro-

motive intensity due to any external charge is zero
;
and if a

charge e is distributed on the surface, as an infinitely thin layer,

KfndS = 2ite , (j)

where n is the normal electromotive intensity at a point strictly

on the surface. Inasmuch as, in this case, the small electrified

element of surface at the point does not contribute to n (see
2 tt rr

Art. 322) n = N ?=-, where a is (next Article) the surface-

density at the point, so that
(tj)

could be deduced from ().

400.] Volume-density, surface-density. If at any point P,

a very small element, dl, of volume is taken this being
measured in cubic centimetres and if within this volume there

d e .

is included a charge of de electrostatic units, the ratio
j^r

is

i i 2
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called the volume-density, p, of the charge at P. The volume-

density at P is thus the charge per unit volume at P.

The ratio
-y may be infinite, as in the following case. Suppose

the charge to be distributed as an infinitely thin layer on a

surface on which P is any point. Then if on a very small element,

dS, of area of the surface at P there are adS units of charge
where a- is a finite quantity, the volume-density at P is infinite,

because if dn is a small elementary length at P along the

normal to the surface, d 12 = dS . dn, so that

de 0-

Til
=

dn'

which = 00 when dn is infinitely diminished.

When the charge is thus distributed as an infinitely thin layer

on a surface, the surface-density at P is the limiting value of the

ratio of the charge on any small element of area of the surface

at P to this element of area
;
that is, it is the charge per unit

area so many electrostatic units per square centimetre.

401.] Conductors and Insulators. A perfect conductor is a

body in which electricity cannot be in equilibrium while there

exists electromotive intensity at any point within the substance

of the body. If electrification consists in some kind of strain, a

conductor is thus a body which is incapable of supporting the

electrical strain. In such a body this strain instantly disappears,

and can be renewed only by a fresh application of the process of

electrification.

A perfect insulator (called also a dielectric) is a body which

can support electrical strain, or continue to experience electrical

force, at any point indefinitely.

Faraday pictured a dielectric medium as consisting of an

immense number of small perfectly conducting bodies separated

from each other by a substance through which electricity cannot

flow as, for instance, an immense number of small shot imbedded

in a cake of sulphur or shellac
;
and on the view that electricity

is a double fluid,
'

positive
'

and '

negative,' when electric force is

exerted at any point of a dielectric its effect is assumed to be a

separation of this double fluid in all the little shot particles at

the point, whereby the positive fluid is pushed to one end of each

shot and the negative drawn to the opposite end, the line joining
the two poles thus formed in each shot being that along which
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the electrical force acts at the point considered, and the amount

of f neutral fluid
'

separated into -f and being proportional to

the electromotive intensity at this point.

A conductor may be either a solid metallic body or a metallic

sheet of any thickness, forming- either a closed or an unclosed*

surface. In any case there is no volume-density at any point in

the substance of the conductor, no matter how, or to what extent,

the conductor is electrified. For, since there is no electrical

force at any point in its substance, V is constant throughout its

substance, so that at each point V2F= 0, therefore p = 0.

Hence the electrification exists only at the points of contact

of the metal with the air, or other dielectric medium, surround-

ing it ; or, as it is usually expressed, the electricity resides

wholly on the surface of the conductor. If the conductor is in

the form of a sheet, the bounding surface consists, of course, of

both faces and the edges ;
if the sheet forms a closed shell, the

electricity may reside, generally, on the outer and the inner

surfaces, but never in the substance between these.

Since no force can be exerted inside a conducting substance,

it follows from
(/3),

Art. 399, that K = oo for such a substance
;

that is, the specifc inductive capacity of a perfectly conducting

substance is oc.

402.] Poisson's Equation. Take the case of a uniform

medium of specific inductive capacity, K, and apply the equation

() which expresses that the surface-integral of normal force is

equal to 4 -n x included charge, to the elementary parallelopiped

dxdydz. If p is the volume-density at the position of this

element, we have obviously

If K varies from point to point in the medium, the result will

be different.

On the first face dydz (that nearest to the origin) the outward

dV
normal force is K

-j- dydz ;
and on the opposite face the force is

* This expression is not strictly correct, because a metallic sheet is in reality
a closed surface, formed by both faces and the edges.
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Hence Poisson's equation becomes

In special cases this equation may be more usefully expressed

in polar co-ordinates. Thus, supposing the medium to be sym-
metrical round a centre, V and K will be functions of r alone.

Then we may either transform (2), or make use of the fact which

it expresses. Describe a cone of small conical angle w, and cut off

a frustum by spheres of radii r and r + dr, each having the

vertex of the cone for centre. Then take the surface-integral of

normal force over this frustum. Its lateral surface contributes

dV
nothing. The end near the origin contributes K -3- of2

,
and

the opposite end gives

K ^f-'tor* r (K-T--a>r2') drt

dr dr K dr J

while the included charge is p .air2 dr.

Hence Poisson's equation is

If the dielectric is symmetrical round an axis. Poisson's equation

may be used in the following form. Let C be the perpendicular
drawn from any point to the axis

; then, taking the normal flux

of electromotive intensity over the cylindrical element of volume,

since K and V are functions of C only, we have

d r
'

bdV~\ . .

403.] Equation for V at an Electrified Surface. In addition

to the volume equation (2) for V, which holds at any point of a

dielectric, it is necessary to see what happens to the differential

coefficients of V at the surface of separation of two dielectric

media. We shall, for generality, suppose that this surface is

electrified, by friction or otherwise, and that o- is the surface-

density of the charge at any point.

Consider a very small element, dS, of the surface, and let P
and Q (Fig. 278, p. 262) be two points on the normal to it, P
being in the one medium (iTj) and Q being in the other (K2).
Regard the force-intensity at P as due to the electrified element

dS and the remainder of the field. Let this latter produce at P
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an electromotive intensity having components n and t, re-

spectively, along the normal and in the tangent plane. The

small plate dS contributes no tangential component, while it

gives a normal component equal to 2 it a. Hence the components
of force at P are ?i + 2-no- and t. Evidently at Q the components
are n 2 ita and t. Also the normal force measured from the

dV
surface towards P is K, -= where dn, is an element of nor-1 dn

x

mal drawn into the medium in which P is; and that of Q is

JT -3 Therefore

-K
l̂

= n+2,"T'

K^ +K^ +i^ = ,>' w
which is the equation connecting the normal variations of V in

the two media at their surface of separation.

From this it is obvious that if a line of force meets obliquely a

non-conducting surface which is electrified, the line will be re-

fracted in passing through the surface. For, the tangential com-

ponent of force suffers no change, while the normal component
does, in the passage through the surface. At the surface of

separation of a conductor and a dielectric, if a is the surface-

density at any point of the conductor, the surface equation is

simply jv

since no force exists in the substance of the conductor.

404.] Principle of Superposition. The additive property of

the Potential, which has been already noted (Art. 326), is one

which must always be kept in view in Electrostatics. In virtue

of this principle, if in any electrical field we have a system of

charged bodies, which we may denote by A, and another system
of charged bodies, which we denote by ,

and if we wish to deter-

mine the total Potential, or the resultant force, at any point due

to the combined actions of A and B or their resultant inductive

(Ait. 406) effect on any conductor in the field we may consider

the effect of A alone and the effect of B alone, and combine these
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by addition if it is the total Potential that we seek
; by vector

composition if it is the resultant force.

405.] Potential of the Earth. Defining the Potential at any
cdc

point, P, in space as / > where r is the distance between P and

any point in the Universe at which there is a charge de, it is

clear that the integration would take in all the electrified bodies

in the Universe. This integration would give us the Absolute

Potential at P (on the supposition that the electrified portion of

the Universe does not extend to infinity). What the value of

this integration is for points on the Earth it is impossible to say,

and we are not practically concerned with it. The Potential of

the Earth is taken as zero since we are never concerned with

anything but differences of Potential and any body which is put
in metallic connection with the Earth has the zero potential of

the Earth. It is necessary to explain this statement.

Every electrified body is, of course, connected with the Earth

by some means
;
and even if it were connected by a wire with a

slab of marble or of ebonite it would not be ' connected with the

Earth
'

in the sense in which this vague expression is intended

to be used i.e. it is not at zero Potential. When a body is

connected with the Earth, as a matter of fact it is always metal-

lically connected with a gas or water-pipe that is, with a con-

ductor of vastly greater size than the charged body itself, this

conductor consisting of a whole system of connected gas and

water-pipes, moist earth, streams, etc. Thus the charged body
shares its charge with this huge conductor, and (as will appear
more clearly when we treat of the capacity of a conductor) its

Potential becomes sensibly equal to that of the Earth at the

place.

406.] Induction. A conductor can be electrified in either of

two ways viz. either by touching it with an electrified body, or

by bringing it near such a body without touching it. In the

latter case it is said to be electrified by induction, and this process

may be exemplified as follows. Take a mass of metal of any

shape, either completely solid or forming a shell
; suspend it from

a fixed point by a silk thread or any other insulator. Take also

a small glass ball suspended by a silk thread, and electrified by
friction, so that it has a certain positive charge. If the suspended

glass ball is brought tolerably close to the conductor, it will be
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found that the surface of the latter is no longer in its neutral

state, the portion of this surface in the neighbourhood of the

glass ball being negatively, while the more remote portion of the

surface is positively, electrified. The total amount of electrifica-

tion on the conductor is zero, the positive and negative amounts

being equal in quantity, but neither of them equal in quantity to

the charge on the ball if the conductor is solid or if it is hollow

and the ball is suspended outside it. If the conductor is hollow,

and if the glass ball is suspended within it (a small aperture

being made in the conductor to allow of this suspension), it will

be found that the outer surface of the conductor is at every point

positively electrified, while the inner is everywhere negatively

electrified, the amounts of these charges being equal and each

equal to the charge on the surrounded ball.

Thus, whenever electrification is produced by induction, the

amount of positive electricity produced is equal to that of nega-
tive

;
and this remains true whatever be the mode in which

electrification is produced. If, for example, electrification is pro-

duced by the friction of ebonite and catskin, the ebonite and the

catskin have charges of opposite signs and equal amounts
;
and

if by the friction of a piece of glass, and a piece of resin, the

+ charge on the glass and the charge on the resin are equal

in amounts. All passes exactly as if electrification really con-

sisted in the decomposition of a perfectly neutral fluid but then

this hypothesis is only one among many that might be devised

for explaining the fact.

In the case in which the glass ball is suspended inside the

hollow conductor, we may enquire whether the quantity of the

charge on the inner, or on the outer, surface depends on the

position of the ball inside. Now both by experiment and by

theory we can prove that the quantity of neither charge depends
on this position. Experimentally it is shown thus. Suppose
that the glass ball was electrified by friction with a piece of

resin. Suspend both the glass and the resin inside in any

positions whatever, and we find no trace of electrification at any

point on the outer surface. The glass and the resin contained

equal charges, and since their effects on the outer surface destroy

each other completely, the amount and the law of distribution of

the charge on the outer surface of the conductor are both inde-

pendent of the position of the surrounded charge. The surface-
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density of the charge induced on the inner surface at any point
will depend on the position of the included charge ;

and when
both the glass and the resin are inside the conductor, the inner

surface will be electrified, its total charge being zero, so that

the surface-density is + in one part and in the other part of

this inner surface.

We shall presently deduce these results from theoiy.

If instead of an electrified glass ball we had used an electrified

brass (or other metallic) ball, the results would have been quite

the same
;
but in this case if we allow the brass ball to touch

the inner surface, the results will be that

t. The brass ball and the inner surface of the conductor will

both lose their charges completely.
1. The outer surface of the conductor will be charged with an

amount exactly equal to that which the brass ball had, and of

the same sign in other words, the charge of the brass ball is

simply transferred to the outer surface of the conductor-

This complete transference of the charge from the brass ball

to the conductor could not have been effected by suspending the

latter outside the conductor and then allowing the two to touch.

If this is done, the charge is divided between the ball and the

conductor in a certain ratio depending on their sizes and shapes ;

but if the surface of the conductor is very large in comparison
with that of the ball, very little of the charge will remain on the

latter.

We have here substituted a metallic for a glass ball, because

when the metallic ball touches the inside of the conductor, the

flow of its charge takes place instantly, whereas if the ball were

of glass and this were a perfect insulator, its charge could never

wholly combine with that on the inner surface of the conductor.

It is important, then, to observe that if any system of charged
bodies is completely surrounded by a conductor, the charge
induced on the outer surface of the latter is always the same in

amount and sign as the sum of the charges on the surrounded

bodies, and this charge is accompanied by an equal and opposite

charge on the inner surface
;
whereas if the charged bodies are

not completely surrounded by the conductor, the amounts

separated on it are not each equal in quantity to the sum of the

inducing charges. Moreover, neither the amount nor the law of

distribution of the charge induced on the outer surface depends
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on the positions of the included charges ;
nor the amount of the

charge induced on the inner surface, but the law of distribution

of this charge does. We may therefore move the internal

charges about in any manner without producing any effect on

the outer charge on the conductor ; we thus simply produce

changes in the distribution, or law of surface-density, of the

charge on the inner surface.

407.] Fundamental Properties of a Conductor. Suppose a

conductor placed in any electrical field. Before it was brought
into the field let it have received any charge ;

then when it is

brought into the field, its charge will modify the distribution of

electricity on every other conductor, and its own distribution

will also be modified by the induction of these bodies.

Now the surface of this conductor i% an equipotential surface for
the whole electrical system in the field, its own electricity included.

For, since there is no force at any point in the substance of the

conductor, the Potential due to all the existing charges must be

constant throughout its mass. The same is true for every other

conductor in the field. Hence at every point on a conductor

the line of force is perpendicular to the surface.

Again, if the conductor does not include within itself any charged

body, the Potential is the same at all points inside, and equal to

that on the surface -just as if the conductor were a solid mass of

metal, instead of a shell.

For, let A be the Potential of the conductor, and P any point

inside, at which the Potential = B, and suppose B<A. Draw-

ing an infinite number of rays from P, in all directions, to meet

the conductor, it must be possible to find on each ray a point at

which the Potential has the value C which is intermediate to

B and A. These points form a closed surface round P. The

result follows then by Art. 324, since at every point of this

dV
closed surface N, which is -5, is a positive quantity, and the

dn

surface-integral cannot vanish. Hence the supposition that the

Potential varies inside is untenable. Therefore when there is no

included charge, whatever there may be outside, the whole space

inside the conductor is at the same electrical level ;
and in this

case there is no charge at any point on the inner surface of the con-

ductor, as will be proved in the next Article.

The inability of any external electrified bodies to produce the
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slightest force in the interior of a closed conductor is shown

experimentally in a most striking manner by Faraday's house.

(See Faraday's Experimental Researches, 1174.)
If a conductor surrounds any charged bodies and has also any

charged bodies outside it, the amount of the charge induced on

the inner surface is equal (with opposite sign) to the algebraic

sum of the charges surrounded by the conductor.

Let A and B (Fig. 311) be the outer and inner surfaces of a

conductor
;

let S be any closed surface drawn in the body of the

conductor ;
and let the finely dotted lines at the outside of the

outer and the inside of the inner surface represent the induced

charges on these surfaces.

Take the surface-integral of normal electromotive intensity

over S. This is zero,

because the force is

^sJ-
"

Jgg^ zer0 a^ eaen P m^ on

jr 5- ^^ S. Hence e
i
=

(Art.

ff / ^::==:=r:===l^N \ 399); tut e
i

tne

i 1 tt \
>

\ ft sum of the surround-

\ v \^ o J)b/ r>
e^ cnarges an(i the

*^

^^ssBtetgg.^^^
i o

charge on B
;

there-

"
o In this case we may

usefully consider the

Flg* 3I1, effects of the external

charges, Ee ,
and the internal charges, E{ , separately. By Art.

407 it appears that E
e produces a certain + and distribution

wholly on the external surface, A, and no effect whatever in the

substance of the conductor, so that no part of the charge on B
is due to the external charges.

The charge on the inner surface, B, is due wholly to the sur-

rounded charges,Ei ,
and the charge on the outer surface, A, is partly

due to Eti this part being equal to E
{
. Thus the total charge on

A is due partly to the external and partly to the internal charges,

while the charge on B is due wholly to the internal charges.

Again, lines offorce do not exist in the substance of a conductor ;

they cease at its surface of contact with the surrounding, or

included, dielectric medium. Defining the positive sense along
KN

a line of force as that in which the force acts, since <r = >

4s-
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at a point either on the outer or on the inner surface at which

the surface-density is +, the line of force starts from the

surface of the conductor into the medium
;
and at a point at

which a is
,
the line of force comes into the surface from the

medium. But lines of force in the space surrounded by the

conductor (when they exist as they do when there are charges

inside) are in no sense to be regarded as continuations of the

lines of force starting" from, or entering, the- exterior surface.

We may express this characteristic of a conducting substance

otherwise, thus no electrostatic action can be propagated through a

conducting substance (solid or liquid) ;
such actions are pro-

pagated only through insulating media
;
whence they were

called dielectrics by Faraday.
The charge on either surface of contact of a hollow conductor

with the dielectric whether this charge be due to the induction

of the other charged bodies in the field, or to contact originally

with a charged body, or to both is sometimes measured with

reference to unit tubes offorce (see Art. 340).

It is manifest that if we fill the whole dielectric space in the

field (honey-comb fashion) with unit tubes, the number of such

tubes (fractions included) which start from the surface is equal
to 4 77 times the total algebraic charge on the surface. This is

nothing more than a re-statement of the fundamental result

N 1 r
a = f- ' or adS= NdS*.

4-7T 47TJ

408.] Inner and Outer Surface-Densities at any point on

a Conductor. Let AB and CD

(Fig. 312) be portions of the /

outer and inner surfaces of a closed a I

conductor ;
over the contour of any ^--

' pL-..#
~~

B
small element of area, dS, at P

c --- Ffir? ~~-d
draw normals, thus forming a tube

of force (represented in the figure m

'

by the normals at P and Q) ; pro-

duce these normals to meet the inner surface, and through the

* The way most in vogue with electricians for expressing the charge on one

surface of a conductor is the following. Imagine all the field filled with lines of

force ; then the number of these that intersect the surface in the positive direction

is a measure of the charge on it. A very inconvenient measure, truly. Not only
is this mode of speaking unjustifiable, but it is mathematically impossible to

attach the slightest logical meaning to it.
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inner surface towards the interior. The normals drawn outwards

at P, Q, ... are lines of force
;
the portions Pp, Qq, ... of them

inside the substance of the conductor cannot be regarded as

lines of force, because no force exists within this substance ;
the

normals drawn inwards at p, q, ... are lines of force if the Poten-

tial is not constant inside, i. e. if there are charged bodies inside

the conductor as we now suppose to be the case.

Draw any normal section, a, of the external tube indefinitely

close to PQ ; any normal section, c, of the internal tube indefi-

nitely close to pq ;
and any normal section, b, within the

substance.

Let ar be the surface-density at P, and let N be the electro-

motive intensity at any point on the section a
;
then take the

surface-integral of normal force over the closed tubular surface

terminated by the sections a and b. Normal force exists only
on the section a, and if dS' is the area of this section, we have

by Art. 399, K , N , dS' =^ .dS,

:. K.N=4tt<t, (1)

(K being the specific inductive capacity of the external medium,)

since in the limit -33 = 1.
do

If V is the Potential of the conductor, and dn is an element of

the outward-drawn normal at P, we have

*
dn*

hence 0- = -
(2)

477 dn

Let a' be the surface-density at jo, Kf
the specific inductive

capacity of the internal medium, dn' an element of inward-

drawn normal
;
then integrating over the tube terminated by

the sections b and c, we have

^-sy ()

From (3) we have at once the result mentioned (see p. 491) in

the last Article
;

for if V does not vary towards the interior,

dV
-j/

= 0, therefore a at every point.

409.] Fundamental Theorem. On a conductor removedfrom
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the influence of all electrified bodies a charge of given amount can be

distributed in only one way.

Suppose a charge of amount e given to the conductor by-

contact with a charged body which is then removed, and let <r

be the surface-density at any point, P. If possible, let the

charge e be spread over the surface in another manner so that a

is the surface-density at P. Let the first distribution produce
a Potential A on the conductor, and the second a Potential A'.

Reverse the second distribution in sign and superpose it on the

first ; this superposition gives a new state of equilibrium with

surface-density a a at P and a Potential A A' on the con-

ductor, with a total charge equal to zero. This is impossible.

For, let C be any magnitude between A A' and zero. Then

since at all points at infinity the Potential due to tne charge is

zero, it is possible to surround the conductor with a closed

surface, S, at every point of which the Potential is C. Taking
U = V in Green's equation, apply this equation to the surface S
and the included space. Thus we have

frv 2 r.da = cf^dS-fiPda, (1)

where R is the resultant force at any internal point.

Now V2F.dl is zero at all points inside S, except points

on the surface of the given conductor, and it is easy to see that

at P, if dS is an element of area of the surface of the conductor,

V2 V. d 12 = 4 77
(o- </) dS. Hence (

1
)
becomes

-**(A-A')f(<T-*')dS
= cf^ds-fp

2da. (2)

But the left-hand integral is zero, since the total charge on

the conductor is zero. Again, by Art. 399, the first integral on

the right-hand side is zero ;
hence the remaining integral = 0,

U P = o,

at every point inside S, and therefore at every point, P, on the

conductor. But (Art. 408) <r a = > therefore <t = </ at every

point, and the two distributions are identical.

This very important result may be thus stated if we know

any one possible mode of distributing a given charge on a given con-

ductor which is removed from the influence of all electrified bodies,

we know the only one possible.
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Thus, for instance, if a sphere of radius a centimetres re-

ceives a charge of e units, one (and therefore the only) mode of

distribution consists in spreading the charge uniformly over the

surface, so that at each point

4 77^

In the same way it can be proved that in a system of insulated

conductors placed in given positions, if the total charge on each

of them is zero, the only possible distribution is one in which

each conductor is in its natural state.

For, if possible, let there be a distribution in which the poten-
tials on the conductors are, in order of descending magnitudes,

Fj, F2i ^3, .... Then it is evidently possible to describe round

the conductor whose potential is V
x
a closed surface which will

not meet any of the other conductors and on which the potential

has a constant value, #, < V
lt and > V2 . Applying equation (1)

to this surface and its enclosed volume, we have

f&dSl = a f^LdS+l^ fpda.

Now fpdl = 0, by hypothesis ; therefore, as before, R = 0,

and the first conductor is in its natural state. Proceed to the

second, &c.

If each conductor, instead of having zero charge, has a

charge of given amount, there is only one law of distribution on

each conductor, the relative positions of all the conductors being

supposed fixed. For, if there be a second possible distribution,

reverse it and superpose it on the first
; then each conductor has

zero charge, and is, by what has just been proved, in its natural

state at every point.

This result will be useful when we deal with Capacities.

410.] Free Charge on a Conductor. If an insulated

conductor is touched by an electrified body which is then

removed so far as to produce no influence on the conductor, the

portion of the charge which has been taken up by the conductor

spreads over its outer surface after the manner of a thin layer of

gravitating matter with thickness varying from point to

point or with variable surface-density. This layer is, of course,

in equilibrium under its own repulsive forces
;

it produces con-

stant potential all over the conductor and all through its interior.
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It is called a free charge. Since it is self-equilibrating, it would

be more expressively called an idiostatic charge.

Let its amount be e electrostatic units. Then, from what has

been proved, it cannot, while self-equilibrating, be spread over

the surface in any other way. Let v be the Potential which it

produces on and through the conductor, and o- its surface-density

at any point P. Let another charge also equal to e be given to

the conductor, so that the total charge on it a 2 e
; then the

Potential = 2v, and the surface-density at P = 2<r. Hence if

the charge on the conductor is made ne, the Potential = nv, and

the surface-density at P = n<r.

Thus, then, if the total charge on an insulated conductor

removed from the influence of all charged bodies is E, and the

E .

Potential on it is V, the ratio
-p.

is constant for all values of E.

This ratio is, for example, equal to the number of e. s. units

(Art. 398) which must be given to the conductor in order to

raise its Potential from zero to one erg per e. s. unit, or it is the

reciprocal of the Potential which will be produced by imparting
to the conductor a charge of one e. s. unit.

A free, or idiostatic, charge is contrasted with an induced, or

'bound', charge. If an electrified body is brought near the

outside of a conductor, a charge will be induced on the outer

surface of the conductor, with + and surface-densities in

different portions. But this induced charge is not self-equili-

brating ;
it disappears the moment the inducing charged body

is withdrawn, and it was kept in equilibrium partly by its own
attractive and repulsive forces and partly by those of the

inducing body.
A bound

'

and an idiostatic charge may both simultaneously

exist on the same conductor, by superposition. Thus, if the

conductor had received an idiostatic charge previously to the

approach of the inducing body, we might in imagination com-

pletely separate the two charges and regard the idiostatic charge
as existing all the time, with the other simply superposed.
From what has been said (Art. 406) about the effect of

charges surrounded by a hollow conductor, it may readily be

conjectured that the charge which they induce on the outer

surface (A, Fig. 311) of the conductor is idiostatic ; and that this

is so we shall presently prove.

vol. 11. k k
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The law of surface-density, according- to which an idiostatic

charge distributes itself over a conductor, is the same as the law

of thickness of a uniform shell of attracting matter spread over

the surface so as to produce no attraction at any internal point

(p. 257) ;
and therefore for an ellipsoidal conductor the surface-

density at any point is directly proportional to the central per-

pendicular on the tangent plane at the point.

411.] Capacity of a Conductor. The constant ratio which,

as has been proved, any idiostatic charge on a conductor removed

from the influence of all charged bodies and from the presence of

other conductors, bears to the potential produced on the con-

ductor by the charge, is called the capacity of the conductor.

Thus, if C is the capacity of a conductor whose charge is E and

Potential F, E CV. (1)

The value of C depends on two things the figure of the

conductor, and the medium in which it is placed.

If C is the capacity of the conductor when it includes and is

surrounded by air, and if the air is replaced by a uniform

medium of specific inductive capacity K, the new capacity will

beKC.

For, if P is any point on the conductor, and Q any other

point on it at which the surface-density is <r, and PQ = r, we

have, when air is the medium (Art. 399),

and when the other medium replaces air,

rdS

~KJ 1

the Potentials of the conductor in air and in the medium being
denoted by Va and fm. Hence

But ECfat therefore E=zKC.Tn , and E is the same in

both cases. Hence generally

E=KC.V. (2)

The electrical capacity of a conductor is analogous to the

capacity of a vessel for water. Thus, suppose a number of

cylindrical vessels placed side by side on the table and let a

mark be made on each of them, the marks being all at the

same height. Let each be filled with water up to this height.
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Then the volume of water which must be poured into any

cylinder is greater the greater the area of its base ;
a very broad

cylinder may require several litres of water, while one of very
small capacity (a narrow tube) will be filled to the required

height by a few drops. The height or level of the water is the

analogue of V, the electrical level of the conductor, and the

volume of the water is analogous to E, the electrical charge.

Again, if a conductor of capacity C
x

at Potential Y
x

is con-

nected by a wire with one of capacity C2 at Potential V
t , both will

assume a common Potential equal to

c
1
r
1 +cira

c
1 + c2

'

For, the total charge to be redistributed is C^+C^, and the

capacity of the compound conductor is Cx + C2 .

Hence if Cx is vastly greater than C2 ,
the new Potential of

both conductors is simply fx . This is the theory of the con-

nection of any conductor with the Earth (Art. 405). Analogy
with water level : if a glass tube, filled to any height, is con-

nected with a lake, the level of the lake is unaltered, and the

level of the water in the tube becomes equal to that of the lake.

The capacity of a sphere for an idiostatic charge is obviously

equal to its radius
; for, if E is the charge, the Potential at the

. E
centre is > .*. E = aV

y
therefore capacity in absolute electro-

static measure = number of centimetres in the radius.

Into the discussion of the relations between the Potentials and

charges of a system of conductors occupying given positions and

influencing each other, we do not enter. [See Clerk Maxwell,
vol. 1, pp. 100, &c]

Examples.

1. A conductor placed in air is subject to the action of any electri-

fied bodies
;

if cr is the surface-density at any point on the conductor,

prove that the force exerted on the electricity of the conductor per
unit area at the point is

The electromotive intensity at the point, P, considered is normal

to the conductor. This force may be considered as due to the action of

a very small element, dS, of area at P (forming a small uniform plate)
and the remainder of the field; the first part is (Art. 318) 2 it a; and
since the force just inside P in the substance of the conductor is zero,
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the electromotive intensity due to the remainder of the field is 2tt<t;

just as in Art. 322. Hence the force produced on the quantity
<rdS by the remainder is 2 it a X cr dS, or 2tt<t

2
dynes per square

centimetre if o- is measured in e. s. units per square centimetre.

This quantity, 2 1: a*, is what Sir W. Thomson calls the electric

diminution of air pressure on the surface {Papers on Electrostatics

and Magnetism, p. 254), for the following reason : each element
of surface of an electrified soap-bubble being repelled by the force

27TO-2 per unit of surface, the bubble expands, just as it would do if

the air pressure diminished, and when discharged it contracts. Hence
the electric diminution of air pressure at any point of a conductor is

2tto-
2
,

or
, (a)

iV being the electromotive intensity produced by the whole field in

the air just outside the conductor at the point.

Moreover, this force per unit area, ,
acts from the conductor

towards the dielectric whether the surface-density at the point is

positive or negative.

2. If a tube of force starts from the surface of one electrified

conductor and meets the surface of another conductor, the charges
on the portions of surface intercepted on the two
conductors by the tube are equal and opposite.

Let A and B (Fig. 313) be portions of the two

conductors, and let a tube of force, of any cross

section, great or small, start from any portion of

A and terminate in B. Produce the tube into

the substance of each conductor, and close its

ends. Now since there is no force at any point
on either end, the theorem of Art. 324 gives the

result that the total charge inside it is zero which proves the

proposition.
If the surfaces A and B are very close to each other at P and Q,

the surface-densities at P and Q are equal and opposite, since if we
make the tube very narrow, the two elements of area which it inter-

cepts "are equal.

[Observe that though a tube of force may be produced into the

substance of any conducting body, it there loses its function as a tube

of force no lines of force existing in the substance.]

3. Two parallel metallic plates, whose areas are very great compared
with the distance between them, are kept at given Potentials, V and

V'; find the charges on their adjacent surfaces.

The Potentials being measured in ergs per e. s. unit, let h centi-

metres be the distance between the plates, and K the specific

inductive capacity of the insulator between them. Then, except
near their edges, the surface-density on each will be constant ;

there
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dV
will be a uniform field of force between them: the value of y

dn
at any point on the first, measured outwards towards the second

V V
will be practically

-
, and therefore the surface-density on the

face of the first opposite to the second will be

K V-V

so that the bound charge, E, on this plate is given by the equation

where S is its area in square centimetres, an equal and opposite charge
existing on the opposite face of the other, if their areas are equal.

This case is approximately that of a Leyden Jar, th& two plates

being cylinders of tinfoil, having glass as a dielectric between them.
It is also the case of an Absolute Electrometer, consisting of two

large plates very close to each other, with air between them.
In this case, if a portion of one plate consists of a moveable area, or

trapdoor, of area s square centimetres, since the force per unit area

experienced by the surface of either plate (Ex. 1) is 2 it a2
,
the total

force experienced by the trapdoor is 2ircr
i
.s dynes, or

The quantity E given by (2) is only the charge on that face of the

plate which is adjacent to the other plate ;
in addition, there is a

charge on the other face of each, the quantity of which is very small

compared with E.
Thus the capacity of a system of two parallel plates is

KS
4:TTh

so that if we wish to obtain a very large capacity, it will be advisable

to use plates with a very large surface, separated by a very email

distance, and to fill the space between them with a dielectric of very
high specific inductive capacity.

The quantity of electricity at a given Potential, V, which can in

this way be accumulated on a plate is vastly greater than the quantity,
at the same Potential, which could be accumulated on it if it were

merely connected with the source at Potential V such as one pole of

a given battery without having the second plate close to it, because

(pee Example 6) the capacity of the system of two plates is vastly

greater than that of one of them for an idiostatic charge. Thus, if

the separating medium is air and each plate is a circle of radius

1 decimetre, the distance between them being 1 mm., the capacity
of the system is 250 in electrostatic measure

; while the capacity of

20
either plate for an idiostatic charge is only
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An electric 'vessel' of this kind is called an Accumulator. The
Accumulators (called also Condensers) actually in use consist of

hundreds or thousands of sheets of tinfoil, a,, a
2 ,

a
s ,
a
4 ,..., each a

few square decimetres in area, placed parallel to each other and
each separated from the previous and following one by sheets of

thin paraffined paper, the whole heing pressed into a compact mass.

The plates (ax> as ,
a
6 , ...) are then all metallically connected together

at a point, or pole, A, and the intermediate plates (a2 ,
a4 ,

a
6 ,...) are

also metallically connected together at a point, or pole, B, and the

Accumulator is filled by connecting the poles A and B with the poles
of a battery or other source.

4. Find the work done in the discharge of a Leyden Jar, or of the

system of parallel plates in last example.

If in any electrified system V is the Potential at any point, and

de the element of charge at this point, the work of the forces of the

system in completely destroying all electrification is (Art. 331)

If Vde, the integration extending all through the system ;
and the

work done in transforming it from one state to another is \JYde in

the first state \f Vde in the second state.

In the present case \fVde in the first state is \ VE\ Y'E, or

KSIV-W
Ur-r')E, or ^ .

The value of the integral in the second state is zero, because when
the plates are connected, the contrary charges combine so that each

plate is in its natural state. Hence the work is

KS(V-V'Y
8-nh

This work of dissipating the electrification would be equal to the

work done by the operator in charging the Jar or the system of plates

(by friction of glass plates against rubbers, for example) if none of

the work of charging succeeded in passing into heat (of axles against

bearings, &c.) by the Principle of the Conservation of Energy.

5. A condenser is formed of two concentric spherical conductors of

radii a and c, separated by two dielectrics bounded by a concentric

u

sphere of radius 6. Prove that if in one dielectric K as
2 and in the

other K' = > the capacity of the system is

(Mathematical Tripos, 1885.)

Employing Poisson's equation (3), p. 486, since p = at each point
in the dielectrics, we have

^-A
dr
~ A

\

where A is a constant which may be different for the two media.
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Let V
x
be the Potential of the inner conductor, a, and <r its surface-

density. Then by (/3), p. 487, we have at this surface

H dV . 4ira2
o- Q

a>Tr=~ i
'

' A=
iT

=
-J' W

if Q is the whole charge on the sphere. Integrating, we have

V= Vl-Q{r-a). (2)

Similarly, if </ is the surface-density on the conductor c,

/dV
-c~^-

= - 47r(r
' (3)

" V = V*-^(c -r)> (4)

where Q' is the whole charge on this sphere.
At the surface of contact of the two dielectrics we have from

(a),

dV dV '

where is given by (1), and
( ) by (3). This gives

Q+Q'=0. (6)

Since V is always continuous through space, the values (2) and (4)
are equal when r = b, that is, at the surface of separation of the

dielectrics.

which gives for the capacity, ,
the value in the problem.

The solution is equally simple if we assume K and K to be any
functions of r.

6. To find the capacity of a circular plate for an idiostatic charge.

Ep
Considering first an ellipsoidal conductor, a = kp = - -r ,

E being
the charge on the conductor.

47raoc

When this conductor becomes a plate, c = 0, and we must find

P
the limiting value of for each point on the surface.

1 x2
y* # x2

y
2

1 . x2
y*. , .

c__ / 1_^_y
p
~ W a2 b2

'

If a b the plate is circular, and if r is the distance of any point

on it from the centre,

a EV =
, ; /. <r = -

.

Va?-r 2 4TraVa2 r*
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The Potential of the plate is the same at all points, therefore it

will suffice to find its value of the centre. This is obviously

tt <rdr,

including both surfaces of the plate, for both are identically charged.

Hence TT VE
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Now take any point on the shell. The Potential of the sphere
E

at this point is (p. 298) -r, and the Potential due to the shell itself

Ef

is -T- Hence if V is the Potential of the shell,
6

r=^. (2)

Of course if it is the Potentials that are given the inner sphere

being connected with one pole, and the outer with the other pole
of a battery and the charges to be determined, these charges satisfy

(1) and (2), and are deduced from these equations.

We have S=lV-r)
for the charge on the inner, so that this charge can be made very

large by diminishing b a. Thus, the condenser might be made

by coating the inside and outside of a very thin indiarubber ball

with some conducting substance, and then blowing the ball out to

a great size
;
or the inside might be filled with acidulated water and

the outside coated with a conducting layer ;
and the capacity would

be K 7 ,
where K is the specific inductive capacity of the india-

rubber.

The tubes of force between the two surfaces exist in the separating
dielectric and cease on the outer surface of the inner sphere and the

inner surface of the outer
; and, in accordance with Example 2, the

quantities at the ends of these tubes are equal and opposite. From
the outer surface of the outer sphere new tubes of force proceed out-

wards into the external air
;
and from the inner surface of the inner

no tubes of force proceed in any direction illustrating the principle
that no lines of force exist in the substance of any conducting body.

8. Find the capacity of a very long cylindrical conductor for an
idiostatic charge.

Except near the ends, the surface-density of the charge will be

sensibly constant. Let it be a. Also the Potential is constant every-
where inside (whether the cylinder is solid or hollow) and therefore

equal to its value at the middle point, 0, of the axis.

Take this point as origin, and consider the electrified ring cut off

from the cylinder by a plane at a distance x and one at a distance

x+dx from the centre, both being perpendicular to the axis. If r is

the radius of the cylinder the Potential of this ring at is -
;

Vrl + x l

therefore if I is the length of the cylinder,

F = 47r<rrlog<) -,
T

I being assumed to be very much greater than r.
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The total charge, E, on the cylinder is 2irrl(r ;
hence

F= loge -, .-. C =
21oge

-
r

Hence if r is exceedingly small in comparison with I, C is practically
zero. The cylinder in this case is simply a wire

;
so that when

a wire is used to connect two electrified conductors, we may neglect
the portion of the charge which is taken hy the wire.

Consider the case in which a very long cylindrical conductor (as,

for instance, a wire or strand of wires) is surrounded hy a dielectric

(as gutta-percha) which also forms a cylinder, this dielectric, again,

being surrounded by another conductor (the ocean). This is obviously
the case of an electric cable, in which the outer conductor is always
at zero Potential.

It is required to find the capacity of this system for a statical

charge, the inner conductor being kept at Potential V
x
and the outer

at Yv
"We may find V at any point in the dielectric by the equation in

cylindrical co-ordinates (Art. 329) which is simply

\dV ...
-S ^ = m = constant;

F=mlog+w/ ;

and since V = V
1
when = r, and V = V

2 when = R radius of

outer cylinder, m and m' are found. Hence

At the surface of the inner <r = ^ , when C = r; therefore

_ K(v-r2)
a !

R
'

47rrlog8
r

The charge on a length I of this cylinder is, then,

Kl

2l0&7
(Y-v>)

9. Calculate the surface-tension of an electrified soap-bubble.

When a membrane is acted on by forces of any kind, there will

be along every line traced on the membrane a tendency of the two

portions separated by this line to tear away from each other
;

in

other words, one of these portions exercises on the other a set of

internal forces along the line of separation.
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In the neighbourhood of any point P of the membrane (Fig. 314)
consider a very small rectangular portion, ABCD, of the membrane
isolated from the remainder. Then
there will be forces exerted on its

sides at their middle points, m, m',

n, ri, by the removed portion. These
forces will, if the rectangle ABCD
is chosen at random, be oblique to

its sides
; but it is always possible to

e '

choose the rectangle at P so that these forces are at right angles to

the sides on which they act. Suppose this done. The amount of

force exerted on AB is, of course, proportional to the length AB
;

so that if t
t

is the amount exerted on AB per unit of length, the

force at m in the sense m'm is ^xAB. Similarly, if t
2

is the force

per unit of length on AB, the force on AD is t
2 xAD. The quantities

<
x
and t

2 are the surface-tensions at P perpendicular to AB and AD.
For the equilibrium of the rectangle resolve forces along the normal

to its plane at P. Then, if r
x
and r2 are the radii of curvature of

the curves mm' and nn', and N the amount of external normal force

exerted at P per unit area, we have

Hi- j n i ^ . T.tnmf . ~nn'N.ABxAD = L.AB + L.AD ,

or ff-k+h..

In a soap-bubble t
t
and t

2
are evidently equal, and this equation

becomes 9 /

T

where t is its surface-tension and r its radius.

Now in an electrified bubble N consists of two parts one an excess

of air pressure inside over the air pressure outside, and the other the

repulsion of the electricity on itself (Ex. 1). Denote by p the intensity
of the excess of air pressure and by <r the electrical density at P, and
we have 2$

p+ 2Tr<r
2 =

T

10. A spherical soap-bubble is electrified in such a manner that the

internal pressure remains constant
;

find the relation between the

densities of electrification when its volume has become n and m times

its original value.

(Mr. Orchard, in the Educational Times.)
The external pressure presumably remaining constant, there will be

a constant excess of pressure, p. Equate the work done by this

pressure in enlarging the volume to the potential work of the electri-

fication. Now if v is the volume of the bubble at any instant, the

work done by the pressure in altering the volume by dv is pdv. Hence
if 12 = original volume, the work done in the first electrification must
be

p(n-l)Q..
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But if V is the potential of this electrification and Q the charge,
the energy of the electrification is (p. 286) VQ ;

and evidently

Q : , , . . , .

V =
,
if r is the radius of the bubble. Also if cr is the density,

r

Q = 47rr2

(r;

,*. 2j(w-l)i2 = 87rV<72
.

But $irr
s = wi2;

.'. p(n 1) = 6mr<r2
.

Similarly, p(m 1
)
= 6m 7r </2

,

if </ is the density of the second electrification,

wi(w 1)

w(m 1)

11. A spherical soap-bubble is electrified in such a manner that it

is just in equilibrium when the pressures of the external and internal

air are equal. Calculate the surface-tension in terms of the potential.

(Mr. Orchard, Educational Times.)

Ans. t =
\oitr

12. Two spherical soap-bubbles are caused to unite into a single

spherical one. Show that a diminution of surface takes place, and
calculate the charge of electricity which must be given to the single
bubble in order to draw out the film to its former superficial extent.

(Mr. Greenhill, Tripos, 1875.)
Let T be the surface-tension, in dynes per cm., of the water-air

surface at the temperature existing during the process (see p. 177) ;

let w be the intensity of atmospheric pressure in dynes per square
cm.

; let a and b be the radii of the bubbles in cm.
; p and p' the

intensities of pressure of the air inside them
; P the intensity of air

pressure inside the compound bubble, and x its radius.

Then we have

2T , IT IT
psr= ;

i> &=
; P sr =

a b x
as

Also, assuming no change of temperature, p changes to p 3
and

bs x

p' to p' 3 ,
in the compound bubble

;
and P = the sum of these.

Hence Px* =. pa
%+p'b* \

so that we have

v{x
5-as

-V)+ 2T(x'
i -a'i -b'i

)
= 0, (a)

to determine the radius of the compound bubble.

Now tzr is vastly greater than T; for, an intensity of pressure
denoted by a barometer of the normal height, 760 mm., is 1-014 x 10 6

dynes per sq. cm., while T for the temperature 20C. is about 81

dynes per linear cm. Hence the value of x which annub the coefficient
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of ra in (a) must be very nearly the value which Ratifies the equa-
tion. Assume, therefore,

x= (a
s+ b3

)*+ m,

where m is a small quantity. From (a) we get the approximate
value 2T r a2+ 5, jm=

3^i(7+̂ i-
1

r (/3)

which is obviously a positive quantity- Hence x*>a3+ b3
, that is,

the volume of the compound bubble is greater than the sum of the
volumes of the constituents. Also we find easily that x2<an-+ b

2
,

which shows that the reverse is the case for the surfaces.

Now let a charge with surface-density o-

e. s. units per sq. cm. be

given to the compound surface so as to make x2 = a*+ b2
; then, if

2 TPf
is the enclosed air pressure intensity, P/

+2'7ro-
2 or=

,
and

we have
(cr
- 2 -jrtr

2

)^ = -sr (a
3+ b%

which gives cr, since x is given to be Va2+ b2-

13. When conductors A
lt

A
2 ,... of given shapes occupy given

relative positions, and their Potentials V
1} V^,... are given, their

charges Q1} Q2 ,... are determined from a system of linear equations,

Gl = ?ll Fl + 9^2+2^3+ -

Apply the theorem of Gauss (p. 287) to prove that 2
r

21
= g

,

ia , or,

generally, qmH = ?,.
Since the coefficients gu , q12 ,... depend merely on the shapes and

relative positions, we may consider the case in which A
1
is connected

with a source at a given Potential, P, all the others being connected

with earth, i.e. at zero Potential. Then the charges will be given

by the equations

$=?**; & = <Z2i^; 0, = *..
Denote this distribution by (a).

Now reduce them all to the natural state, and produce another

state, (a'), by raising A
2
to the Potential P, and connecting all the

others to earth. The charges now are

Q/=g12 P; Q/=qnP; Q3'=qsi P....

Now apply Gauss's equation 2mr = 2mT to these two states

or systems, (a) and (a). The left-hand side of this equation is the

product of each charge in (a) and the Potential at its position pro-
duced by (a'). It is, then, simply Q%

. P, or

fa.*
8
.

The right-hand side is simply Qt
'. P, or

Hence qn = qx2
. Similarly for the other q'a with two distinct suf-

fixes, which are called the coefficients of induction of the given system.
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This simple proof is due to M. Bertrand (see Mascart and Joubert's

Lemons sur VElectricite et le Magnetisme, p. 56).

14. If a given charge, e, is held at a point P outside a given con-

ductor which has no free charge, and which may be insulated or not,

and if /-" is any other point outside the conductor, prove that the

Potential at P' produced by the induced charge on the conductor

is the same as that which would be produced at P by the conductor

if the charge e were placed at P'.

This is also, as shown by M. Bertrand, a simple result of the equa-
tion of Gauss.

Suppose the conductor connected with Earth, e being at P. Let

Q be the charge induced on the conductor, V the Potential at P, and

Gpp
> that at P''. Denote this system by (a). Remove e to P', let Q'

be the new induced charge on the conductor, Y the Potential at P\
and Gp>

p that at P. Denote this state by (a').

Now apply the equation 2mF/= 2 m' V to the two states (a) and

(a'). The left-hand side is simply e x Gp'
p ,

while the right is e X Gpp>.

Hence /y
, a,u pp Up'p-

The function Gpp> is known as Green's Function.

Exactly the same proof applies if the conductor is insulated. In

this case its total charge is zero.

15. Show that an idiostatic charge on a conductor must be of the

same sign at all points.

16. Several Accumulators ('Condensers'), Alt A2 ,..,An ,
of capaci-

ties Cy,
c
2 ,

...cn are placed in series
;
a pole of A

t
and a pole of A n

are connected with the poles of a battery which are at Potentials

V and Y ;
find the charge in any given Accumulator of the series.

Let (V, a?j)
be the Potentials of the poles of A

x \ (a;1}
oj

2)
those of

the poles of A
2 ;

and so on. Then

_ =_ = ...=
;

each of which is, therefore, equal to

V-Y
-

,
or k, suppose.

2-
c

k
Then the difference of Potential of the poles of A r is ,

and the

charge is the same in all, viz. k. e.

412.] Case of Green's Equation. Let if and Mf

(Fig. 315)

be any system of masses gravitating according to the law of the

inverse square of distance (the case in which they are electrical

distributions is, of course, included) ;
let V be their Potential at
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any point, P ; and in Green's Equation choose for U the function

-
> where r is the distance of P from any fixed point, 0. Now

draw any closed surface, S, surrounding M\ and apply equation

(/3), p. 334, to the volume enclosed

by this surface, the point being any

point outside this surface. The points

P included in the integration being
all internal to S, or on its surface,

r is never zero, therefore V2 - = 0.

\ Fig. 315.

Also V 2 F = 47r/), where p is the

volume-density at P, which will be zero except for points inside

the mass M'. Thus the equation becomes

J r J r dn J dn v '

Now / is the Potential at due to the mass M\ and this

J r

we shall denote by F
e
^\ Also

dn r2

where 6 is the angle made with the normal to the surface at any

point by the line joining this point to ;
and this expression is

therefore equal to du> (Art. 316) where da> is the conical angle
subtended at by dS.

If the matter is self-repulsive, instead of attractive i.e. if

the force between two elements of the same sign is repulsive

the normal force-intensity at the position of dS due to the whole

dV
system M, J/', is

j ,
so that (1) gives

= f(N-Zj^)
dl, (2 )

4:ttJ
v r ' r

Now the right-hand side of (2) is the Potential at due to a

layer of attracting matter spread over S with surface-density

e^to 1 , Fcos0>

4tt v r

Hence the Potential at any point, 0, due to M' may he produced

Vft

J_(tf_Zf2!?). (a)
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by a layer spread over any surface surrounding 31' and having
outside it

; so that if a layer is spread over the surface equal, but

with opposite sign, to (a), the attraction of this layer would

annul that of 31' at all points outside the surface.

A case of special simplicity and importance occurs when 8 is

an equipotential, or level, surface of the system 31, M'. In this

case V comes outside the integral, and (2) becomes

r=
fms-vfdi

=hjNdS< (3)

so that the density of the layer at any point is

& w
Denote the Potential produced by this layer at any external

point, 0, by (f>e ;
then f\\ _ ^ (5)

dV
If the matter is self-attractive, instead of repulsive, N= + -j-

,

N
and the layer in question has surface-density equal to

4 it

If 31' is any system of electrical charges, we see that, so far as

effect outside any closed surface whatever, S, surrounding 31' is

concerned, 31' may be spread as a surface-charge over the given

surface, with the law of surface-density given by (a). But if

this layer were actually produced, and all the other electricity of

the field removed, it would not, in general, be self-equilibrating,

unless the surface S is a non-conducting surface.

Secondly, suppose to be internal to the surface S. Then, if

P actually coincided with 0, V2 - would not vanish
;
but we shall

in this case exclude the point by applying Green's equation to

the region included between S and an indefinitely small sphere of

radius, c, surrounding and having for centre (see p. 334).

Thus we have , 1

J r J r an J an

-J\Tn*
S
'\f

r
Tn

d&'> <
6
>
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in which the last two integrals refer to the surface of the small

sphere round 0. Now the third integral in this equation

vanishes, because d&= cPdixdfy, fi and <f> being the polar angular
co-ordinates of any point on the surface of the sphere ; so that

/dV-s- dfxdcf), which obviously is infinitesimal.

In the last integral V may be taken outside, since it is practically

constant at all points on the infinitely small sphere and equal to

its value at which we shall denote by % this Potential

being due to both M and M'. Also

/ dn

Hence (6) becomes (for self-repulsive matter)

a 77 fA rNdS rV cos0 . _ v fmS

in which VS& denotes the Potential at the internal point due to

the internal mass, W. But if VS& denotes the Potential at due

to the external mass, M, we have V
{
=- VW+ YJ& ;

therefore

Let S be a level surface of the systems M, M, and A the

Potential on it
; then

. N
which shows that if a layer with surface-density equal to at

each point is spread over the surface, and
</>;

is the Potential pro-

duced by it at any internal point, 0,

v^ = a-^ (io)

Equation (5) gives the result that, so far as all points external

to the given level surface are concerned, the internal mass, M\
may be replaced by the layer on the surface ; and, of course, if

the surface-density of this layer were reversed at every point, we

should obtain a layer whose action at all external points would

exactly annul that of the internal mass.

Equation (10) shows that this layer destroys the effect of the

external mass, M, at all points inside the level surface, since

VOL. II. L 1
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TjTM
= , in whatever direction x is measured

; and,

moreover, if there are no external masses, this layer produces a

constant Potential inside, and therefore no force at any internal

point ;
for in case V^ = 0, therefore <fo

= A.

The quantity of this superficial layer is equal to that of the

internal mass, since (Art. 324) fNdS AtiM\ for repulsive

forces, and fNdS = 4 ttM' for attractive forces.

Thus, for example, consider the case of a thin uniform bar

(p. 296). The level surfaces are a system of confocal ellipsoids

of revolution, and N = sin > where ^ = APB, and y

the perpendicular from P on AB
;
and the bar may be spread

over any one of them with surface-density = sin
,
with

the result that at all points outside this surface the attraction of

the kiyer is the same as that of the bar, while it produces con-

stant Potential throughout the interior. When, as in this

instance, there is no external mass, the layer on the surface

follows exactly the law of an idiostatic distribution of electricity

on the surface. Hence, as the equipotential surface of the bar is

an ellipsoid, and as we know (Art. 410) that in an idiostatic

layer the surface-density at any point is directly proportional to

the central perpendicular on the tangent plane at the point, it

follows from the uniqueness of the law of idiostatic distribution

Art. 409) that- sin ~ must be proportional to this perpen-

dicular. The truth of this is easily verified, and we find this

expression equal to ycko

where p is the central perpendicular, a and b are the semi-axes of

the ellipse, and c = Va* b2 .

413.] Application to Conductors. The results in the last

Article have a direct and important application to the case of

conductors. We shall now speak of charges of electricity instead

of ' masses.' Take the case of a single hollow conductor, and let

Fig. 311, p. 492, represent the inner and outer surface charges

on the conductor, and also the external and included charges.
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Then the surface S in the substance of the conductor is a level

surface for these four electrical distributions. At every point on

S we have N = 0, so that no layer is to be spread over S, and

(5) of last Article shows that at every point outside S, the included

charges together with the inner surface charge produce a con-

stant zero Potential ; or, in other words, this system produces
no force anywhere outside the conductor.

Also from (10) we see that the Potential everywhere inside

due to the external charges together with the outer surface

charge is constant and equal to that on the conductor ; con-

sequently this system produces no force anywhere inside.

In other words, the internal charges together with the inner

surface charge on the conductor form a self-equilibrating system

producing no external effect whatever ; and the external charges

together with the outer surface charge form a self-equilibrating

system producing no internal force, the only internal effect

which they produce being to establish a uniform Potential

throughout the whole interior, equal to that of the conductor

so that if the conductor were kept constantly at zero Potential

(by an earth connection) this electrical system, however it were

varied, would produce no internal effect whatever (either of force

or of Potential). Thus we have proved the results referred to

in Art. 410.

A conductor is thus shown to act as an electrical screen for

everything inside it from the action of external charges ; and

this is why delicate instruments, such as electrometers, are, in

accurate experiments, surrounded by cages of wire-gauze, which

are practically closed surfaces. These cages are usually connected

with earth in order to prevent external electrifications, whether

permanent or transitory (such as are due to accidental rubbings
of insulators or other bodies), from even uniformly altering the

Potential of the protected instruments*.

414]. Theory of Electric Images. Given an insulated con-

ductor and an external electrified system, to determine the surface-

density of the induced charge at any point of the conductor.

* From the preceding theory it will be seen that for the complete protection of

each instruments from external influence it is necessary that a conducting surface

should immediately separate them from the external bodies which are, or may be

accidentally, electrified. Hence it is a mistake to surround them, as is often done,

by glass, which is a non-conductor.

L 1 3
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Let M (Fig. 315), represent the given electrified system,

and then let the closed surface represented be that of the in-

sulated conductor. Denote it by S. Now if the charge on M is

E, the total charge on M and 8 is E
; and, with the positions of

Af and 8 fixed, there is only one way in which this charge can be

distributed (A.rt. 409) ;
so that it will suffice to find any manner

in which the charge E can be distributed so as to be in equi-

librium.

But one method is the following : determine any internal

electrified system, M\ which with M would make 8 a level

surface, with any constant Potential, A, suppose ; then spread the

charge, E', of the system, M\ over the surface according to the

N
law a = > where N is the electromotive intensity due to E

and E' at any point of 8. This surface charge together with E
will produce the constant Potential A on 8 and throughout its

interior, since their joint Potential inside is J^^ + fa, and, as

before proved,

?;.<<) + </>.
= J,

and the amount of this surface charge is E'.

Hence this surface charge together with E would not produce
force causing any further charge given to 8 to move along 8, so

that if this further charge was idiostatic, it would still be in

equilibrium. Let, then, this further charge be equal to E', so

that the total charge on S = 0, and we shall have succeeded in

distributing the total amount E as required. .

This solution of the problem requires, therefore, two distinct

things
1. The determination of the auxiliary system E';
2. The determination of the manner of distributing an

idiostatic charge on the conductor.

Each of these subsidiary problems is, in general, one of great

difficulty, and they have been solved in only some simple cases.

The system M' is called the electrical image of M in the given
surface 8, and this method of images is due to Sir W. Thomson.

Usually M' is determined so that 8 shall be a surface of zero

potential.

If C is the capacity of 8 for an idiostatic charge, the Potential

Ef E'
of the conductor will be finally -^ > or A + -p^, according as the

G
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image system, 31'
,
is determined so that S is a surface of Poten-

tial zero or of Potential A.

The image of a given electrical system external to a conductor

may be briefly defined as an internal system, such that for the two

systems together the conductor is a surface of constant Potential.

For clearness, we give formally a statement of the method of

images, showing the precise mode and order of thought in the

process.

Given a closed conductor in presence of any electrical system,

31, either inside or outside it
; to determine the law of distri-

bution of the induced charge. Regard, at first, the surface, S, of

the conductor as a mere geometrical surface not a metallic one
;

find any electrical system, 31', at the side opposite to that at

which 31 is placed, in such a way that S would be an equi-

potential surface for 31 and 31' together ;
calculate N, the

normal electromotive intensity at any point on the surface (due
to 31 and 31') ; finally, dispense with the system 31', make S a

metal surface, and cover it with a charge having at each point
N

the surface-density

An idiostatic charge may have to be superposed on this to

satisfy any condition as to the total charge or the Potential

which the conductor may have had assigned to it originally.

415.] Combination with Inversion. If in any case we have

deduced a law of distribution of charge on any surface or surfaces

by the method of images, we can immediately deduce from this

another possible distribution by the method of inversion (see

Art. 334).

Assuming the thin shells treated of in Art. 334 to become

surface electrifications, the products pr and /// become the given
and the derived surface-densities, a and a'

;
and therefore

,
F

It is necessary to point out, however, that in applying the

method of inversion to an electrified conductor there is introduced,

by the peculiar nature of a conductor, a condition of which the

general theory of inversion for fixed masses takes no cognisance
the condition, namely, that not only is the given surface 31

(Fig. 283), p. 311) one of constant Potential (being a conductor),

but the derived surface, 31', if it is to be the surface of a conductor,
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must also be one of constant Potential. Now in the general

theory the inverse of a surface of constant Potential in the old

distribution will not be a surface of constant Potential in the

new distribution
;
for if the point A (p. 311) is any point on M,

the value of B will vary (unless M is a sphere and its centre),

so that if V is constant, V will not be constant. However, if

the old distribution is such as to make M a surface of zero

Potential, the inverse surface will be equipotential, also with zero

Potential. Hence a conductor at zero Potential, under the in-

fluence of any distribution, will always invert into a conductor

at zero Potential, under the influence of the inverse distribution.

If M is a conductor at any Potential, e, the inverse, M\ will

Jcc

be a surface, the Potential at any point, Q', of which is
jryr,

>

which is the Potential at Q' due to a charge kc placed at 0, the

origin of inversion. Hence, if we place a charge kc at 0, in

addition to the inverse of the whole original field, the inverse of

the given conductor becomes a conductor at Potential zero.

Sometimes it is desirable to choose the origin of inversion at

the position of an electrified point, at which there is a finite

charge e. The inverse point, at which there is a new charge in

the new system, is then at infinity, and the new charge, e\ is of

k
infinite amount, because <?'= - e where r = 0. But it is easy to

show that this infinite and infinitely distant charge produces a

finite Potential of constant value at all points in the new dis-

tribution. For in Fig. 283, p. 311, let there be in the old

distribution a charge e at a point B indefinitely close to ;

k
then e'= 7^ e, and the Potential of e' at is

UJS

J k e

OF'
T
OB.OB''

6
'

r
*'

which is finite, and is the Potential produced by e' at all points

(not infinitely distant) in the new distribution, since it evidently

produces the same Potential at all such points as at 0. Hence,

if the original conductor, M, was at zero Potential, and we invert

from any point at which there is a finite charge, the Potential of

the new conductor due to everything in the new distribution,

g

omitting the infinitely distant charge, is 7
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Examples of Images and Inversion.

1. A given charge is condensed at a point outside an insulated

uncharged spherical conductor ; find the surface-density at any point
of the conductor and its Potential.

Let P (Fig. 277, p. 257) be the position of the given charge e;

then the sphere can be made a surface of zero Potential for e and
for a charge e' placed at the inverse point, P*

',
if the distances,

r, r', of any point on the sphere from P and P' are connected by the

equation ,
6 6 _

-7=0,r r

which gives e'= . e.

dV y

To find N, or -y- at Q, we may either take the value of V at
an

any point, due to (e, ef), viz.

r-2-4,
r r

and differentiate it
;
or imagine a + unit at Q and find the resultant

e e'
of a force -s acting on it from P to Q and a force -75 from Q to P\

r (D2
a*)e

*
Thus N = ~

(measured outwards) ; therefore the surface-

density of the first charge (that which would be induced on the

conductor if, in presence of e, it were connected with earth) is

^ '
. On this we have to superpose an idiostatic charge of

47rar5

amount e'
;
and this is, of course, a uniformly distributed layer, with

surface-density j} Hence, finally,

e ,1 D2-a*

"-47ra (2>" r3 ''

Y
D'

where V is the Potential of the conductor.

The Potential at any point in space outside the conductor is

that due to a charge e at P, a charge <f at P\ and the idiostatic

charge on the conductor. It is therefore -j + -/?
where r, r', r"

are the distances of the point considered from P, P\ and 0.

The case of the spherical shell discussed in example 8, p. 301 is

therefore that of a spherical conductor connected with earth and

influenced by a charge fixed at an external point P.
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If the influencing charge is internal, at P'
,
the problem is solved

in exactly the same way ;
the image is a charge e', or

-=p e, at P.

2. Find the distribution induced on an infinite plane conducting
surface by a charge condensed at a given point.
The plane may be regarded as a closed surface closed by a portion

of surface at infinity.

Let P be the inducing point. Then for zero Potential on the

plane the image of P is a point equidistant from the plane on the

opposite side, and on the perpendicular from P
;
also the charge at

Jr must = e, if e is that at P.

Since the capacity of an infinite plane is infinitely great, the surface-

density of the idiostatic charge is infinitely small at each point, so

that the distribution is simply that of a negative charge (if e is + )

on the face next P with surface-density

p.e
O" = ;

27rr3

where p is the perpendicular from P on the plane.
It is easy to verify that the total amount of this charge is e.

This problem can be at once deduced from Example 1 by inversion.

The inverse of a sphere from any point on it is a plane. Take then

the sphere in last example at zero Potential ;
in other words, take a

charge e at P, and a layer with surface-density
-

. e on the

sphere, and invert the whole from the extremity A of the diameter

k
through P. The charge to be placed at the inverse of P is -r-^ . e

dm' k .

(from the equation -= = -
,

Art. 334), and the surface-density at

any point on the plane is inversely as the cube of its distance from

this inverse point.

3. Two infinite plane conducting surfaces terminate in a common

edge and intersect at right angles ;
an electrified point is placed any-

where between them
;
find the induced surface-density at any point

on either plane.

Regard the planes as mere geometrical surfaces.

Through the inducing point, P, draw a plane at right angles to

both planes cutting them in two lines Ox, Oy, the point being on

the edge of intersection of the two given planes. To determine the

image-system draw a perpendicular from P on Ox and take the point
A on this perpendicular at the opposite side of the plane Ox at a

distance equal to that of P from Ox.

Then if e is the charge at P, a charge -e ati combined with e

at P would make the plane Ox a surface of zero Potential
;
but these

charges would not make Oy a surface of zero Potential. Take the

image, B, of P in Oy, and also the image, 0, of B in Ox. The point
C is also the image of A in Oy.
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Then, if at A, B, C we place charges e, e, e, these together
with c at P will make both planes surfaces of zero Potential, since the

Potential at any point whatever, Q, due to this system would be

T T T T

where r, r', r", /" are the distances of Q from P, A, B, C.

The two given planes maybe regarded as a surface closed by a

surface at infinity ;
P is inside this surface, and the image-system

outside it.

Then if a and /3 are the perpendiculars from P on Ox and Oy,

respectively, we have for any point, Q, on Ox

and for any point, Q, on Oy

N=2Mw-wy
'

(3)

Now regard the planes as metallic, dispense with the image-charges
at A

, B, C, and we shall have an induced charge with surface-density
N

, .

at each point.a
From this we can derive a new distribution by inversion from any

point. Suppose that we invert the whole system from P. Then the

inverse of the plane Ox is a sphere whose centre, a, is on PA, this

centre being the inverse of A
;
the inverse of the plane Oy is a sphere

whose centre, b, is the inverse of B
;
the inverse of is the point, c,

in which the line ab cuts PC, these lines being perpendicular to each

other ;
the two spheres intersect at right angles, and PC passes

through their intersection. If their radii are a and b,

* *
a =

2^'
P = Tb>

and if e1} e
? ,

e
a
are the charges to be placed at a, b, c, respectively,

a b ab

Again, if # is any point on Ox, and q the corresponding point on

the sphere (a), the surface-density, </, at g is, from (1), equal to

oe,J_ 1 &
2ir^PQf CQ3 '

Pq*'

which, when expressed entirely in terms of the new distribution, is

c Pcs

'

2 (1 -5-). But 6, c are obviously inverse points with re-

spect to the sphere (a), and a, c are inverse with respect to (b), so

that cq = &<7, and we have
Va*+& e bs
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for the density at any point, g, on the sphere (a), where r
2 denotes

the distance of this point from b, the centre of the other sphere.
A similar expression gives the density at any point on the other

sphere.
We may, of course, reverse all signs in the new distribution, and

take e
1
and e

2 plus while e is minus.

It is merely for the purpose of exemplifying the process of inversion

that we have thus solved this case of two orthogonal spheres. Ob-

viously the problem could have been solved much more simply as

a case of Example 1. For, since b and c are inverse points with

respect to the sphere (a), proper charges placed at them, together with

any charge whatever at a, the centre of this sphere, will make the

surface equipotential. Similarly, proper charges at a and c, with any
charge at b, will make the other surface equipotential. Thus, let

these unknown charges be x, y, z at a, b, c, respectively ;
let c denote

b a
the distance ab. Then (Ex. 1) z = x, and also z = y, therefore

a. b
c c x

x:y:z = a:b: ; and the Potential of both spheres is -
,
as we

C d
see by calculating it for the point P.

Dispensing with the image-system, at a, b, c, make the surfaces

metallic, all at the Potential 7 (due to the infinitely distant charge) ;

then the charge, with its law of distribution, which must be applied
in order to produce this Potential, is that which we have just
determined.

The total of the internal charges = (a + b --
.)=-, and

VV+ &2 &

they produce a Potential T on the compound surface, so that the

. ab
capacity of such a conductor is a+ b >F '

Va*+ b*

For an exhaustive treatment of this problem see Clerk Maxwell's

Electricity and Magnetism, Art. 168.

4. In the space between two uncharged insulated and concentric

spheres, A and B, is placed a charge e at a point P ; determine the

surface-density at every point.
Let d be the distance between P and the common centre, 0;

let a and b be the radii of the spheres; draw the line OP and

produce it indefinitely. The spheres may be regarded as forming
a closed surface in the space enclosed by which the charge e is

placed; and this double surface, A, B, can be made one of zero

Potential by placing proper charges at a succession of inverse points
derived from P. Thus, take the inverse, o1} of P with respect to A.
Then the charge e at P together with a numerically greater charge,

a
-j e, at

cij
would make A a surface of zero Potential, but not B.

However, if we take the inverse, ctj,
of 04 with respect to B, and place at
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a
2
a charge equal to x charge at 04 , this, together with the charge

at alt would make B a surface of zero Potential. Take, again, the

inverse, os ,
of a

2 with respect to A
;
and so on.

Fig. 316.

Again, start with /3,, the inverse of P with respect to B, and take

fi2 , the inverse of /3j with respect to A
;
and so on, ad infin.

For clearness of figure we have drawn the a images slightly

above the line OP, and the ^3 images slightly below it.

We shall form a table of the distances of the images and the

charges to be placed at them ; thus :

Points
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tf d2
e

equal to r -
: therefore if r

2
is the distance of Q from a2n ,

r Aita
e2n = charge at a2n , and d2n = distance of a2n from 0, we have the

surface-density at Q due to the general pair of a points equal to

r8

2n 47ra

6 2 "
6

n

But d2n = (-) . d, and e2n = (-) ,e; therefore the surface-density

arising from the whole set of a points is

b 4n

.
a'~W *

bc
^-.00

** /" \

4iro r 2H a'

w receiving all integer values from to 00 .

Similarly, the surface-density at Q arising from the ft points is

e ^oo
" V > 6

w

4t7<2 ^0 r*^^
'V '

The total charge on the sphere B is equal to the sum of the charges
at ct

2 ,
a
4 ,..., /3X , /33 ,..., which is

ad b
3sa 6 d

and of course e = charge on A + charge on B.
If is at infinity, the spheres become two infinite parallel planes

with a charge between them at P
;
and if p and q are the perpen-

P
diculars from P on A and B, the charge on the plate B is -^e, and

that on 1 is - 7 ,
where h is the distance between the plates.

5. Find the law of distribution of an idiostatic charge on a con-

ductor generated by the revolution of the lima9on

r = m + n cos 6

about its axis, n being < m.
Invert the distribution on a prolate ellipsoid of revolution (p. 514)

from one of its foci.



NOTES.

A.

The Equation of Capillarity.

M. Resal (Physique Mathematique, p. 22) gives a very simple proof
of the fundamental equation (p. 180) for the surface of separation of

two fluids, on the supposition that the density of each is constant in

all layers adjacent to this surface a supposition which is rejected

by M. Mathieu.

Let AB (Fig. 259, p. 134) be the surface of separation of two
fluids F, F*, the former being at the upper and the latter at the lower

side of AB in the figure. Draw the tangent plane, Am, at the position
of any particle, A, of the surface, and consider separately the action

of the meniscus of fluid contained between AB and this plane.

Imagine the upper fluid, F, to be prolonged down to the tangent

plane, and then subtract the effect of the meniscus, regarded as con-

sisting of fluid F. Denote the meniscus of fluid F by (fx). Similarly,
the action of F' on the particle at A may be considered to be due

conjointly to that portion of F* which lies below the tangent plane
and to the meniscus (//) of fluid F*. Now, obviously, the forces exerted

at A by the fluids F and I", supposed terminated by the tangent plane,
are normal to the plane. Also the resultant force exerted at A by
the external forces (if any) and the fluids F, F' as they actually exist

is normal. Hence the resultant force due to the external forces, the

positive meniscus (//), and the negative meniscus
(fi) must be normal

;

i.e. the Potential due to these must be constant at all points A on the

surface.

It is assumed that the capillary forces are exerted only between
molecules whose distance is less than an extremely small length, e,

called the ' radius of spherical activity.' In the figure let Am be < ,

and let a small element, dS, of area at m on the tangent plane be

drawn by taking two planes through the normal An including an

indefinitely small angle, dd, then, describing a cylinder round An with
radius Am = r, and a concentric cylinder with radius r+ dr. Thus
the element dS =rdrd6, and the little prism standing on dS and
included between the surface AB and the tangent plane, has for

volume Bm x rdrdO.

If R is the radius of curvature of the section of the surface AB
made by the normal plane drawn through An, we have

2R.Bm = Am\
r2
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Now all the particles in the prism Bm may be considered as distant

by r from A. Let <j){r) express' the Potential at A due to unit mass
at m, the form of

</> being quite unknown. Then the Potential pro-
duced at A by the prism Bm is

j a

R ^^r)dr. (1)

Integrating this from r = to r = e, and keeping 6 constant, we
obtain the Potential due to all those particles of the meniscus which
are included between the two close normal planes defined bv the

azimuth 6. Now / r^^)(r)dr is a constant depending solely on the
Jo

nature of the fluid F, and not on the position of A .

Denote this constant by C. Then the Potential at A due to the
whole meniscus

(ju)
is

*J, -R- <2>

But if B
1
and i?

2
are the principal radii of curvatui*e of the surface

at A, and 6 is measured from one principal section,

1 cos2 sin
2

+ -p-' (3 )

l<n(C
f

-C)( + ) + V= constant. (4)

and the Potential (2) is obviously %ttC( + )M
1

Ii.2

The meniscus (//) gives a similar term, so that if V is the Potential

of the external forces at A, the equation of equilibrium is

1 1

f-
k

^j Ji,

This equation is deduced without assuming unchanged density near

the surface by M. Mathieu (Theorie de la Cajoillarite, Chap. I) by
means of the Principle of Virtual Work.

See also M. Mathieu's treatise (p. 65) for the proof of the funda-

mental theorem that the three surface-tensions at any point of meet-

ing of the surfaces of three contiguous fluids satisfy the conditions of

equilibrium of three forces a very simple result, almost invariably
assumed as obvious, or based on some such 'proof as this: since

there is equilibrium, the three tensions must be proportional each to

the sine of the angle between the other two.

Now, inasmuch as there is no one particle which is acted upon by
these three tensions, this

'

proof has no relevancy whatever
;
and the

theorem is, as M. Mathieu justly says,
' admis sans raisons suffisantes

dans les Ouvrages de Physique.' His own demonstration proceeds

by the Principle of Virtual Work.
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B.

Potential of a Homogeneous Ellipsoid.

The following investigation of the Potential produced at an external

point, P, by a homogeneous solid ellipsoid has been given by Colonel

A. R. Clarke (see the Phil. Mag., December, 1877).
Take the principal axes of the ellipsoid as axes of co-ordinates

;

let x, y, z be the co-ordinates of P
;

let Q be any point inside the

mass at which an element dm is taken
;

let x', y', z* be the co-or-

dinates of Q ;
the centre of the ellipsoid, OP = R, X)Q = r, and

\//
= cos POQ. Then, p being the mass per unit volume of the body,

V = y P [ k (1)

l + P̂ +F*J?+F> + ')**> (
2

>-V/<
where P

lf
P

2 ,... are the Legendrian coefficients, as. in
(y), p. 349, or

at p. 358, with
\j/

written instead of fx.

But since P1}
P

3 ,
P

5 ,... are each of the form ^/(^
2

),
the terms in

them vanish because of the complete symmetry of the figure, so that

=/<
xx+yy'+zz' Ix + my +nz' a 7JsJow ylt = ^ = = , suppose, I. m, n

rK r r

being the direction-cosines of OP. Hence from the values of the

Legendrians, p. 358, we have

P
2
r2 = (3A

2-r2

); P^ -
|(35 A*-30r

2A2 +3r4

);

/^r
1 = TV(231 A5-315r2A4 -r 105r4A2-5r6

).

The results of performing the integrations in (3) as far as yi9
redm

are very remarkable.

Thus, it will be found that if a, b, c are the semi-axes and Q. the

whole volume of the ellipsoid, and if we put

6
2-c2 = d*

;
c
2-a2 = d*; a2-62 = d*,

and also denote by L.
z
the value of the Legendrian P

2
when I is put

for
fx ; by M9 the value of P

2
when m is put for /x ;

and by N% the

value of P
2
when n is put for p. ;

with similar meanings of L
t,Mt ,

Nt

with reference to P
t , &c, we shall have
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I

I

I

r*dm= -
i| {LM-d*)+ M,(d*-d?) + N,{d*-d?)\,

+N6 d*d*(d*-dJ) + Xd*d2
*d

3*},

231
where in the last if= -

(Z
2 m2

)(m
2

?i
2

)(w
2

Z
2

).

In these expressions for the terms in (3) the sequence is, as Colonel

Clarke observes, remarkable,
' and suggests the idea that possibly an

expression might be obtained for the general term.'
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general components of, 265.
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tion of, 151.
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43-
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281.

Coulomb's law of torsion for cylinder,

442.

Couples, transformation of, 3.

virtual work of, 6.

stress, of bent and twisted wire, 21S.

Cru3t, planetary, stresses in, 461.

Curvature, resolution of, 212.

Cylinder, circular, potential and attrac-

tion of, 299.

elliptic, attraction of, 269, 283.

torsion of, 451.

strain and stress in, 479.

Cylindroid, definition of, construction

of, 19, 20, 23.

reciprocal of, 38.

Displacement of a rigid body, 103.

Dilatation, areal, cubical, 387.

Earnshaw's theorem for a particle, 311.

Earth-connection, 488.

Elastic wire, 164, 199.

curves, 204.

central line of wire, 215.

symmetry, cases of, 464, &c.

Elasticity, constants of, 463.

Electrified surface, equation for V at,

486.

Electrometer, Absolute, 50 r.

Electromotive intensity, 483.

Ellipsoids, attraction of, 319, 527.

m
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Elongation, quadric of, 380.

resolution of, 406.

of bar caused by its weighty 440.

Equilibrium of a rigid body, conditions

of, 47.

deduced from equations of stress,

426.

particular cases of, 48.

stability of, 91, 123, 135.

continuous, 128.

of heavy body on rough surface, 1 35 .

Equipotential surfaces, 275.

of two attracting particles, 294.

when confocal ellipsoids, 331.

of two different distributions, 337.

Erg. def. of, 116.

E. S. Unit, 482.

Eilms, minimum property of, 186.

Flexible inextensible surface, 169.

Flow, lines of, example of, 478.

Flux of normal force through a surface,

264.

Force, replaced by a force and a couple,

6.

in terms of Potential, 276.

moment of about a line, 14.

lines and tubes of, 316.

abrupt change of at electrified sur-

face, 487.

intensity, definition of, 263.

Forces, parallel, 8.

centre of, 9.

general reduction of, 13.

Gas, isothermal and adiabatic trans-

formations of, 117.

Gauss, theorems of, 264, 287, 306.

Generalised co-ordinates, 124.

Gravitation, constant of, 236, 262.

propagation of, 468.

Green's equation, 332, 510.

remarkable consequence of, 340, 495.

function, 510.

Greenhill, Prof., on elastic curves, 233.

solutions of Cambridge problems, 479,

508.

Hooke's law, 160.

Hydrostatic arch, 209.

Idiostatic charge on a conductor, 497.

Images, method of, 515.

Induction, 488.

coefficients of, 509.

Initial position, in Astatic equilibrium,

78.'

Instantaneous centre and axis, 101.

Internal forces of a system, 113.

Inverse square, law of, for spherical

shell, 260, 267.

Inversion, method of, 311, 375, 517.

Isothermal transformation, 117.

Isotropic body, 430.

Jellett on inextensible surfaces, 172.

Kinetic analogue of bent wire, 211.

Lagrange's method of Virtual Work,

105.

observations on, 162.

Laplace's equation, 280.

secondary solution of, 307.

Laplacians, def. of, table of, 343, 358.

Larmor, proof of Minding's theorem,

89.

on kinetic analogue of strained wire,

232.

Legendre, theorem of, 341, 359.

coefficients of, 349, 358.

Level, or equipotential, surfaces, 275,

39> 337-

Leyden Jar, work of discharge of, 502.

Lines of force, 316.

flow, 400, 478.

Magnetic solid, astatic equilibrium of,

94.

shell, 287.

Minding's theorem, 83.

Minimum property of a string, 161.

Modulus, Young's, and of shear, 431.

Moments, Three, equation of, 447.

Neumann's Formula, 293.

Newton's law of attraction, 234.

Principia, examples from, 271.

Nodoid, 184.

Osculating plane of tortuous curve, 154.
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Parallelopiped, equilibrium of in strain,

410,427.
Pitch of a screw, 1 7.

Planetary crust, stress in, 461.

Plate, circular, attraction of, 255.

potential of, 362, 374.

elliptic, attraction of, 272.

rectangular, 268.

Plateau's films, 178.

Plates, two parallel electrified, 501.

Plumb-line, deviation of by tableland,

37-5-

Poinsot's central axis, 15.

property of, 42.

vector equation of, 68.

Poisson's equation, 280.

in dielectric medium, 485.

Polygon, of forces, equivalent to couple,

5-
Potential, definition of, 273.

differential equations of, 279.

of magnetic shell, 288.

approximate value of at distant point,

37-
cannot be maximum or minimum in

empty space, 310.

continuity of, 314.

completely known if known all over

closed surface, 341.

of Strain and Stress, 401, 428, 438.

Potential Work, 1 20.

general properties of, 141.

of strained wire, 221, 226.

of self-attracting system, 285, 335.

Prism, rectangular, torsion of, 453.

Reciprocal screws, 26.

lines, 43.

Rectangular block, uniform, attraction

of, 375-

Resultant, graphic representation of, 2.

condition for single, 45.

Revolution, central solid of, theorom

on, 34T, 359.

Rigidities, torsion-flexure, of wire, 220.

Rod, elastic, 199.

Rotation, components of, in strain, 392.

surface-integral of normal, 403.

Screen, electrical, theory of, 515.

Screws, composition of, 18.

Shear, resolution of, 407, 424.

Shell, spherical, uniform, attraction of,

257. 297.

magnetic, 287.

potential of, 297.

of variable thickness, 301.

strain and stress of, 455, 462, 479.

ellipsoidal, 319.

Solid of max. attraction, 268.

Specific inductive capacity, 482, 502.

Sphere, homogeneous, attraction of, 26 1 .

potential of, 299.

stress in, 456.

Spherical Harmonics, J35.

deduction of from Zonals, 349.

fundamental property of, 352.

expansion of function in, 352, 355.

Spherical projection, method of, 54,56,64.

Spheroids, potential of, 369.

Spiral wire with given twist, 222.

Spring, plane, 203.

Stable configurations, general property

of, 142.

Stability of equilibrium, 91, 123, 135.

Static energy, 285.

Strain ellipsoid, 389.

shearing, 394.

biaxal reduction of, 398.

work done in, 422, 438, 479.

determinateness of, 449.

Stress intensity, 409.

shearing, plane of greatest, 425.

String, inextensible, 157, 191.

extensible, 160, 197.

Surface, flexible inextensible, 169.

tension of a liquid, 177.

electrified bubble, 508.

density, 483, 495.

integral of normal force, 264.

Table-land, deviation of plumb-line by,

375-

Tait, Prof., proof of Minding's theorem,

85.

Tetrahedron, of forces, 44, 47.

equilibrium of in strain, 413.
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Thomson, Sir W., on attraction of

spherical shell, 303.

on stress in terms of strain, 436.

Torsion, of a circular cylinder, 442.

an elliptic, 451.

rectangular prism, 453.

Tortuous curve, 154.

Tortuosity, measure of, 212.

Traction and Torsion, 400.

Transformation of strain, 388.

stress, 418.

Transverse of strained wire, 214.

Tubes of force, 316, 493.

Twist, in theory of screws, 25.

of a wire, 21 4.

Unduloid, equilibrium of, 184.

Variation of a function, 152.

Vector, alteration of by rotation, 66.

Virtual coefficient of screws, 26.

work, 98.

in strain, 427.

Vortex lines, 400.

Wire, elastic, 164.

twist of, 214.

general equations of equilibrium of,

229.

Work, definition of, 114.

diagram, 116.

Potential, 120.

coefficients, 125.

of removing portion of self-attracting

matter, 331.

potential of self-attracting system,

285, 335-

of magnetic shells, 292.

done in strain, 422.

Wrench, 17,

resolution of, along six screws, 30.

of max. pitch, 82.

Young's Modulus, 431.

Zonal Harmonics, 349, 358.

exercises on, 363.
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